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wHAT the Leading Merchants

of San Francisco say of the BULLETIN
Newman <fc Levinson

Editor Bulletin We are using the Bulletin as a medium
to advertise our wares, and are pleased with the results ob-
tained. We consider the Bulletin one of the best papers
on the Coast, and congratulate the new owners on the

many improvements made.
NEWMAN & LEVINSON,

Per J.

Thomas.Magee & Sons
Editor Bulletin Having been an advertising patron

and reader of your paper for many years, we take great
pleasure in complimenting the new management on the

many improvements made and the enterprise shown in

gathering news without sensation. We consider it one of
the best advertising mediums in the city, and show our
faith by using it very freely.

THOS. MAGEE & SONS.

J. J. O'Brien <fc Co.
Editor Bulletin We take pleasure in testifying to the

merits of the Bulletin, and unhesitatingly pronounce it a
first-class medium for legitimate advertising. That we are
well satisfied with the results obtained is conclusively shown
by our continuous use of its columns for the past 25 years.
Yours very truly, I. J. O'BRIEN & CO.

Raphael's Clothing House
Editor Bulletin During our business career in this city

we have been deeply impressed with the increasing value of
the Bulletin as an advertising medium. Jt now stands far
in the lead of all the other afternoon newspapers of San
Francisco. Respectfully yours,

RAPHAEL'S, Incorporated.

Benj. Curtaz & Son, Pianos
Editor Bulletin We have decided to continue our

special piano sale for a few weeks longer, and take this
occasion to testify to the worth of the Bulletin, as an adver-
tising medium, by placing our business exclusively in its

columns.
The number of sales made through the Bulletin adver-

tising has far exceeded our expectations. As a result of the
first few days' advertising we sold, for cash, fifteen pianos,
and received a large number of inquiries from the citv and
country, from parties saying they saw the advertisement in

your paper.
So we have come to the conclusion that, incur judgment,

the Bulletin brings the best results of all the San Francisco
dailies. Truly yours, BENJ. CURTAZ & SON,

H. J. CURTAZ, President.

The Owl Drug Company
Editor Bulletin We have been, as you are well aware,

liberal and persistent advertisers in your paper since we
commenced our business four years ago, and we find it one
of the very few mediums which we get direct and immedi-
ate returns from. Yours very truly,

THE OWL DRUG CO
,

R. E. MILLER, Secretary.

D. Samuel's T^ace House
Editor Bulletin As a constant reader of your paper I

take pleasure in extending to you my congratulations. Not
only myself, but many of those I meet praise the constant

improvement in it, and the steady enterprise shown. As a
medium for advertising I gladly testify to the substantial
benefit I derive from it, and promise to increase my adver-
tisement considerably. Respectfully yours,

D. SAMUELS.

H. Summerfleld <fc Co.
Editor Bulletin As the placing of our advertisements

has shown, the Bulletin has received the lion's share of
them. This we consider evidence enough of our apprecia-
tion of its advertising merits, and we are happy to state
that this preferment is based on a close observation of the
returns. Yours respectfully,

H. SUMMERFIELD & CO.

Brown Bros. & Co.
Editor Bulletin Since the establishment of our retail

department we have laid great stress upon advertising it

through the medium of the several daily papers of this city.

Among them we found the Bulletin one of the best mediums
in this city to call to the attention of the public our mam-
moth retail department, and we can safely state that the
returns received from our advertisements in the Bulletin
have been second to no other publication, and have given
us more than satisfaction. Yours very truly,

BROWN BROS. & CO.

Roos Bros., Clothing House
Editor Bulletin We have used the advertising columns

of the Bulletin for many years, and are happy to bear
witness to the favorable results obtained.
The Bulletin is always clean and on the side of right.

We understand the circulation has greatly increased during
the past year, and congratulate you on the success of the
new management. Very respectfully yours,

ROOS BROS., Incorporated.

A Home and Family Newspaper. Few as Good, None Better

The Average Sworn Circulation for 1898 was 34 780 copies per day

The Average Sworn Circulation for 1899 up to date is :

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

36,034 37,362 36,685 38,3^6 3^05

THE BULLETIN
Issued Every Evening and Sunday Morning

The Great Evening Newspaper of the Pacific Coast

R, A. CROTHERS, Editor and Proprietor
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. . FIRMS THAT HELP TO MAKE "THE OVERLAND

The Murdoch Press
9

U. A. MURDOCK y CO.

Printers and Engravers

532 Clay Street, San Francisco, CaL

BONESTELL & CO.
DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OP

Printing

and . . .

WrappingPAPER
40J-403 SANSOME ST.

SAN FRANCISCO

nimer-Rollins
Electrotypers

CleCtrOtype CO. Stereotypers

BRIEF AND LAW WORK
BOOK AND dOB WORK

ZinCOgraphs In line or half-tone

TEL. MAIN 778 424 Sansome St.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

FLAT OPENING BLANK BOOKS
made to order expressly for use in

BANKS
PHILLIPS BROTHERS

505 Clay Street
Telephone 164 SAN FRANCISCO

The Graham Vaper Co.

PAPER
213-219 North Main Street

St. Louis, Mo.
w^. *

Supply the

On <which the

Overland Monthly is printed

Win. G. Richardson, 527 Commercial St.

Agent for the Pacific Coast San Francisco, Cal.

HAVE YOUR OVERLAND BOUND
Send the six numbers of any volume to

this office and we will bind them

In Half Roan for $1.00
In Cloth for 75 cents

Postage on Bound Volumes, 25 cents

Che Overland nxmtbfp Pub. Co.
508 Montgomery St., San Francisco

Buswell Company
Bookbinders

Binding and Mailing" Weekly Papers and Peri-
odicals of Every Description. Mail Lists

Corrected without Extra Cost than

Regular Weekly Charge
Newspaper and Catalogue Folding and Stitching on

Latest Improved Machinery

536 Clay Street Tel. Red 1461

THE

Qirion Gngraving
Company

523 MARKET STREET SAN FRANCISCO
MAKES THE OVERLAND'S PLATES

RIGINALS and ELECTROS
OF THE-

ILLUSTRATIONS

-OVERLAND MONTHLY
MA Y BE RENTED :

Any Half-Tone . . . 1.00 Any Zinco ... 50 cents. Plus Postage

OR SOLD AT LOW RATES
Accept no substitutes. In writing to advertisers pleas? mention the OVERLAND.
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pacific Congress Springs

Located in the foothills of Santa Cruz Mountains, 800 feet above

the sea, sheltered from winds and away from fogs.

The famous orchards and vineyards of the Santa Clara

Valley are on one side, the vineclad hills and forest-covered

mountains on the other.

California's most perfect climate
;
no mosquitoes or other

pests. The hotel is comfortable, modern and well kept. The

springs yield the best mineral water in California, either for

drinking or bathing. Easy cf access; only 2j^ hours from

San Francisco or Oakland
;
one hour from San Jose.

Carriages meet trains at Los Gatos.

OPEN ALL THE YEAR ROUND
For further information, printed matter, etc.

,
address

JOHN S. MATHESOIM, Manager
Santa Clara County, California

Accept no substitutes. In writing to advertisers please mention the OVERLAND.
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$2.00 WORTH OF BOOKS FREE!
- For the purpose of introducing our beautiful fashion magazine HOME TALK into thousands of homes where

it is not already taken, we make the following SPECIAL, limited and extraordinary offer: Upon receipt of only
FIFTY CENTS (the regular subscription price) we will send HOME TALK for ONE YEAR, and to each subscriber
we will also send, FREE and postpaid. Two DOLLARS' WORTH OF OUR BEST AND MOST POPULAR BOOKS, to be
selected by yourself from the list printed below, and to be figured at the regular retail prices.

. 2 Adventures of a Brownie. Mulock 20 cts.

. 3 A Good Fight. Charles Read 20 cts.

. 4 Alice in Wonderland. Carroll 20 cts.

. 5 Allan's Wife. H. Rider Haggar J 20 cts.

. 6 Anne Grey, a Novel 20 cts.

. 7 At the Green Drag. Beatrice Harrad n. 20 cts.

. 8 Aunt Diana. Rosa N. Carey 20 cts.

. 9 Aunt Ursula's Misfortune. Ohnet 20 cts.

.10 Autobiography of a Thief. Chas. Reade.20cts.

.11 Averil. Rosa N. Carey 20 cts.

.12 Bachelor's Dream, A. The Duchess 20 cts,

.13 Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush. Maclaren.20 cts.

.14 Betrothed, The. Sir Walter Scott 20 cts.

. 15 Beyond the City. Doyle 20 cts.

.16 Biglow Papers. Lowell 20 cts.

. 17 Black Dwarf, The. Sir Walter Scott. . . .20 cts.

. 18 Blithedale Romance, The. Hawthorne. .20 cts.

.19 Bootless Children. John Strange Winter. 20 cts.

.20 Bride of Lammermoor. Sir Walter Scott.20 cts.

.21 Bryant's Poems. William Cullen Brj-ant..20 cts.

.22 Bulldog and Butterfly. D. C. Murray. . .20 cts.

.24 Cabin Boy, The. Capt. L. C. Kingston. .20 cts.

.25 Called Back. Hugh Conway 20 cts.

.2(5 Camille. Alexander Dumas 20 cts.

,.20 cts.

. .20 cts.

,.20 cts.

..20 cts.

,.20 cts.
, .20 cts.

,.20 cts.

, .20 cts.

.27 Cardinal Richelieu. Bulwer Lytton

.28 Castle Dangerous. Sir Walter Scott. . .

. 29 Charlotte Temple. Mrs. Rowson ,

.31 Chris. W. E. Norris

.32 Clemenceau Case, The. Dumas

.33 Clerk Barton's Crime. Steel Pen

.34 Clouds and Sunshine. Charles Reade.

.35 Coming Race, The. Bulwer Lytton. . .

.37 Cook's Voyages Around the World 20 cts.

.38 Cricket on the Hearth, The. Dickens. .20 cts.

.39 Crown of Shame, A. Florence Marryat . 20 cts.

.40 Death of Ivan Hutch. Leon Tolstoi 20 cts.

.41 Derrick Vaughan. Edna Lyall 20 cts.

.42 Dolly Dialogues. Anthony Hope 20 cts.

.43 Doom. Justin H. McCarthy 20 cts.

.44 Dr. JekyllandMr. Hyde. R. L. Stevenson.20 cts.

.45 Dr. Rameau. Georges Ohnet 20 cts.

.47 Elizabeth; or the' Exiles of Siberia 20 cts.

.48 Emerson's Essays. Emerson 20 cts.

.49 Esther. Rosa N. Carey 20 cts.

.50 Evangeline, a Tale of Acadie 20 cts.

.51 Fatal Marriage, The. M. E. Braddon 20 cts.

.52 Fog Princess. Florence Warden 20 cts.

.53 Forging the Fetters. Mrs. Alexander. . .20 cts.

.54 For Her Sake. The Duchess .20 cts.

.55 Grandfather's Chair. Hawthorne 20 cts.

.56 Handy Reliable Cook Book, The 20 cts.

.57 Haunted House, The. Bulwer Lytton 20 cts.

... .58 Her Only Sin. C. M. Braeme 20 cts.

... .59 Hiawatha. Longfellow 20 cts-

... .63 House of the Seven Gables, The. ...... .20 cts.

... .64 Idyll of London, An. Beatrice Harraden.20 cts.
65 In Black and White. Rudyard Kipling. .20 cts.
66 Irene, or Beach Broken Billows. Baer. .20 cts.

....67 Jack of All Trades. Charles Reade. . .20 cts.
68 Jean de Kerdren. Jeanne Schultz 20 cts.
69 Knightsbridge Mystery. Charles Reade .20 cts.
70 Lady of Lyons, The. Bulwer Lytton 20 cts.
71 Lady of the Lake. Scott 20 cts.
72 Lazy Thoughts of a Lazy Girl. Wren. 20 cts
73 Legend of Montrose, A. Sir Walter Scott.20 cts"
74 Light That Failed, The. Rudyard Kipling.20 cts"
75 Adventures of an Arkansaw Doctor 20 cts-

... .70 Lise Tavernier. Bourget 20 cts-
77 Longfellow's Poems. H. W. Longfellow.20 cts-

. . . .78 Love's Cruel Enigma. Bourget 20 cts-

... .79 Lowell's Poems. James Russel Loweil. .20 cts-
80 Loys, Lord Berresford. The Duchess 20 cts-
81 Marriage at Sea, A. W. Clark Russell. . .20 cts.

... .82 Master of Ballantrae. R. L. Stevenson . .20 cts.
83 Merle's Crusade. Rosa N. Carey 20 cts.

. . . .81 Misadventures of John Nicholson 20 cts.

... .85 Miss Toosey's Lover. C. M. Braeme 20 cts.

. . . .87 Morphine, a Novel. Dubut De LaForest .20 cts.
83 Mr. and Mrs. Spoopendyke. Huntley 20 cts.
89 My Husband and I. Leon Tolstoi 20 cts.

... .90 Nelson, Life of. Allen 20 cts.

. . --.91 Oliver Twist. Dickens 20 cts.

... .92 On Her Wedding Morn. C. M. Braeme. .20 cwfes.

93 Only an Irish Girl. The Duchess 20 cfs.
9t Our Bessie Rosa N. Carey 20 cts.
95 Paul and Virginia. Saint Pierre 20 cts.

. . . .913 Peg Woffington. Charles Reade 20 cts.
97 Phantom Rickshaw. Rudyard Kipling. . .20 cts.

. . . .99 Pierre's Soui. Ohnet 20 cts.

. . . 100 Plain Tales from the Hills. Kipling 20 cts.

. . . 101 Poe's Poetical Works. Edgar Allan Poe.20 cts.

... 103 Pride of the Paddock. Hawley Smart ... 20 cts.

. . .103 Rab and His Friends. Brown 20 cts.
. . .104 Rasselas. Samuel Johnson 20 cts.
. . .105 Representative Men. Emerson 20 cts.
... 108 Tale of Two Young Fools. Wm. Black . .20 cts.
. . .107 Sappho. Daudet 20 cts
. . .108 Scarlet Letter, The. Hawthorne 20 cts.
. . .109 Shadow of a Sin. C. M. Braeme 20 cts.
. . .110 Ships That Pass in the Night. Harraden.20 cts.
... Ill Shoplifter, The. Georges Ohnet 20 cts.
. . .112 Sign of the Four. Doyle 20 cts.
...113 Soldiers Three. Rudyard Kipling 20 cts.
... 114 Song of the Swan, The. Georges Ohnet.20 cts.

JElT'Make your own selection of books from the above list to the value of two dollars, figuring the same
in the regular retail prices, as given. Put a cross, X in ink, over the dotted line preceding the number of
each book that you select. Cut out the entire list and enclose it, together with fifty cents, in a letter like
the following : Publisher HOME TALK, 23 Park Row, New York Enclosed find fifty cents for which please send
me HOME TALK for one year, and the two dollars worth of books marked on the enclosed list." (Sign your
name, post office, county and State.) Upon receipt of this letter we will send you by mail, postpaid, the
two dollars' worth of books selected, and also HOME TALK for one year. Remember, you pay only the
regular subscription price of HOME TALK; the two dollars' worth of books are given absolutely free.

HOME TALK is handsomely and liberally illustrated, showing the very latest Paris fashions in gowns,
wraps, millinery, outdoor costumes and children's dresses and also the newest designs in interior decorations
and needlework. It contains fashion letters from New York and Paris, free instruction to the home dress-
maker by Mrs. E. W. Palmer, who tells you how to make your own wardrobe at home, interesting talks with
women by Margaret Ross, a department on decorative art conducted by Cornelia Burnap, timely articles on
home topics, the latest cooking notes, new book reviews, and many other good things too numerous to
mention. The little folks will be interested in the bright, entertaining children's stories, written by children.
Beautiful French dolls are given as prizes each month to the children who write the best stories. HOME TALK
now has half a million women readers, who declare it the best woman's magazine published.

This is a most extraordinary offer, and is possible only from the fact that we possess exceptional
facilities in the economical production of books, and that we desire, regardless of cost to secure a mam-
moth subscription list for HOME TALK, believing that, those who subscribe now will be so much pleased with
the paper that they will continue to take it for many years to come. Address

Publisher HOME TALK, 33 Park Bow. New York.

Accept no substitutes. In writing: to advertisers pntirm th^ OVPRT A ism
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THIS COLUMBIA ZITHER FREE.

For twenty yearly subscriptions to

HOME TALK, amounting to ten dollars

cash, we will send absolutely free this

beautiful Zither. The size of the

Zither is 20 by ll^ inches, finished in

Ij ebony, arm rest over hitch pins, four

|jj groups of chords, music book, key
!j!
and box, either plain wood or deco-

i I rated. The Regular Price of this
! Zither is S6.OO. We offer it to

;!| you FREE.
This Zither requires no teacher, the

method of instruction is so easy that

any person can learn to play the in-

strument in a very short time. The
bass notes are tuned in groups of

chords, a very attractive feature and
as an accompaniment to the voice are
invaluable. It rewards individual skill

more than any other harp in existence
Kear in mind each subscriber gets !$2.0O worth of books FREE as per our offer above and the

person sending in twenty yearly subscribers -will receive the Zither as a reward. Send all subscriptions to

Publisher HOME TALK, 23 Park Row, New York.

From Ocean

to Ocean
Thousands of people find

interesting: readingf in

The National Magazine
and to every one who sees

this announcement in the

Overland Monthly, we will

send a free copy upon re-

quest*

THE NATIONAL MAGAZINE

91 BEDFORD STREET

BOSTON, MASS.

Joe nitchell Chappie, Publisher

COLLEGE STUDENTS
High School Teachers and Pupils

Grammar and

Primary School Teachers

Can make money
During vacation, by doing a little work
in soliciting subscriptions for the

OVERLAND
It is easy to get subscribers

Because the magazine is universally known

Because it offers large value for a small

sum

It is pleasant to get subscribers

Because the standing of the magazine is

high
Because you know you are helping to spread

the light

Write for terms and sample and

TRY IT

CAMERA

FULL LINE OF

PHOTO SUPPLIES
22 GEARY STREET, S. F,

Send Stamp for New Price List N. C. HAWKS, Prop,
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THREE
GREAT BOOKS

BY .. Dr. David Starr Jordan
President Leland Stanford Jr. University

Care and Culture of Men
Library Edition $ r-5o
Gift Edition, y2 Levant 3.50

The Story of the Innumerable
Company, and other sketches

Library Edition -.$1-25
Gift Edition, % Levant .*.. 3.50

Matkaand Kotik An Allegory
of the Fur Seal.

Illustrated profusely with drawings and photo-
graphs by the Official Photographer of the
U. S. Government. MATKA AND KOTIK
is new, and in the Author's best vein. Dr.

Jordan is the authority on seals, and also on
fishes, and in this book he gives information
about the life and habits of the seal in a

fascinating manner.
Library Edition $1.50
Gift Edition, yz Levant 3.50
Set of Dr. Jordan's Works, in box, cloth 4.00

" " y2 levant ic.oc

Complete Poems by Joaquin
Miller, eight books in one $2.50

Including "Songs of the Sierras," "Songs of

Sunland/' "Songs of Italy," "Songs of the

Soul," "Songs of the Mexican Seas,"
"Classic Shades," "Olive Leaves," "Joa-

quin, et a/."

Published
rj

723 MARKET STREET
San Francisco

PUBLISHERS AND STATIONERS
Largest Book, and School

Supply Dealers in the West

Write for Catalogue.

lean be

his private

secretary now

JJrnmrr
fbpnuritfr

is so easily learned
-

end does sucn clean, perfect Work!

StieSmiflj |htmitr%tn>riterCo.
i SEND FOR ART CATALOGUE. Sy/&CC/Se,JV. Y^U.S.A.

L. & M. ALEXANDER & CO.
Exclusive Pacific J JO Montgomery St.

Coast Dealers-^ San Francisco&&&

I SEND TEN CENTS for 36

pages of the loveliest vocal and in
strumental music ever published;
(pages full sheet music size);includ-
ing 6LargeIlalf-TonePortraitsotthe
most beautiful actresses. Elegant
paper 72 pages and 12 portrait*/, Me.
xT.7. Musical Echo Co., savannah, Qa.

Rare Books ! Curious Books !

tBOOKS OLD - <BOOKS &CEW
A choice assortment of Valuable Books for

libraries to be had at reasonable prices.
Call and make your selections.

H. H. MOORE, 542 California St.

HEADQUARTERS

Telegraphic Codes
All the Standard Codes and
Ciphers Kept in Stock

JOHN PARTRIDGE
Importing and Oj A*

Manufacturing 013110061
Printer, Lithographer and Bookbinder

306 California St., bet. Battery & Sansome
San Francisco, Cal.

Telephone Main 614
Send your Magazines to me

to have them Bound

Accept no substitutes. In writing to advertisers please mention the OVERLAND.



EDUCATIONAL

TRINITY SCHOOL (Founded &
3300 Washington Street, San Francisco

Boarding and Day School for Young Men and Boys

Prepares for University and College. A Faculty of eleven
Professors and Teachers. Boarders limited to thirty.
Christmas Term opens August yth.

Rev. OR. E. B. SPALDING, Rector

The Partington School of Maga-

zine and Newspaper Illustration

A practical education in the art of

magazine and newspaper illustration

434 Pine Street San Francisco

POSITIONS SECURED!
We aid those who want Government positions. 85.000 places

under Civil Service rules. 8,000 yearly appointments. War
creates a demand for 7,000 employees within six months.

Bureau of Civil Service Instruction

123 Fifth Street, N. E.

WASHINGTON, D C.

Old Book Store J
Books, Magazines and

Pamphlets Bought and Sold

Special attention given to Literature published
on and relating to the Pacific Coast

206 POWELL STREET, S. F.

A. A. DALY H. L. CURRAN

Books * Books * Books
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF BOOKS, com-

prising all branches of literature, at greatly

reduced prices. Send us your list of wants.

Ring's Old Book Store
l

v CALIFORNIA, SAN MATED

St. Matthew's School for Boys
Founded A.D. 1866, by the late Rev. Alfred Lee Brewer, D. D.

Rev. W. A. BREWER, A. B , Rectorand Head Master

INSTITUTE
Primary

IRVING
Boarding and Day School for Young Ladies.

Department for children.

2126 CALIFORNIA STREET
For Catalogue address the Principal. Reopens Aug. 7.

REV. EDWARD CHURCH, A. M.

The Hamlin School, <Van Ness seminary

1849 Jackson Street, San Francisco

Boarding and Day School for Girls. Autumn Term opens
August I4th; Spring Term, January 8th.

Miss Sarah D. Hamlin, Mrs. Edna Snell Poulson,
Principals,

Berkeley School
Cor. Madison Aue. and 49th St. New York City

A Preparatory School for Boys

JOHN S. WHITE. LL. D . Head-Master

THE PACIFIC COAS1
'BUREAU OF EDUCATION

RECOMMENDS

THE BEST TEACHERS
For all lines of Public and Private School Work

ANNA McNEILL, Manager
Room 31, Flood Building

809 MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

C. F. WEBER & CO.
300-306 Post St. San Francisco, Cal.

School Furniture and Supplies, Black-

Boards, Maps, Charts, Flags,

Bank and Office Fittings. Church and Chapel Seating,

Los Angeles Office 210-212 N. Mdifl St.
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The Living Age
is published EVERY SATURDAY, and gives each year

about 3,500 double column octavo pages of matter (making
four large volumes) unequaled in quality and quantity.

Although the ablest articles appearing in the rich field of

British periodical literature constitute the chief contents of

THE LIVING AGE, frequent

ORIGINAL TRANSLATIONS

are given of noteworthy papers on subjects of intelligent and

timely interest from the pens of the foremost authors and men
of affairs of Continental Europe, France, Germany, Spain,

Italy, Russia, and other sources.

In a Monthly Supplement a department was introduced

two years ago giving "Readings from New Books." This is

continued, and a new editorial department devoted to notes on
" Books and Authors" has been added.

The publishers aim to make THE LIVING AGE essential to

all who wish to keep informed on all the prominent topics of

the day ;
to furnish the busy man of affairs and the no less

occupied mistress of the family the help they need to keep
them abreast of the literary current of the time

;
and also to

provide for those elegant leisure and scholarly tastes a wealth

of choice and interesting matter.

To this end only the Best is admitted to its columns. Not
alone what the ablest minds think and the ablest men say, but

what the ablest men say best on each subject. It gives its

readers literature
; something to read, and enjoy, and remember;

something which shall be worth reading now and equally so

twenty years hence.

Published weekly at $6.00 a year, postpaid. Sample Copy, 10 cents

. . . ADDRESS . . .

The Living Age Co., P. o. 80x5206, Boston.

Accept no substitutes. In writing to advertisers please mention the OVERLAND.
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We offer you TO-DAY A FINE, LARGE, NEW

UPRIGHT PIANO
<[ in Oak or Walnut Case, for $200

Order AT ONCE if you want a bargain.
^

| THE ZENO MAUVAIS MUSIC CO., 769 Market Street <

Notice to Advertisers

The OVERLAND MONTHLY is repre-

sented in New York City and the East

by
DAVID M. FOLTZ

AND

WILLIAM T. RAMBO

with offices at

34 Park Row, New York City

where sample copies, rates, and further

information will be furnished.

DR. A. C. PETERSON
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT

OFFICE HOURS: 53~55 Fourth Floor

10:00 to 12:00 A. M. Spring Valley Building

2:30 to 4oO P. M. s. E. cor.

Except Sunday Geary and Stockton Streets

TEL. MAIN 1723 San Francisco, Cal.

Residence, 1622 Fulton St., Tel. Pine 1 126

ow To ake

Subscribe for the

maker

magazine.
(Monthly Illustrated)

INTENSELY INTERESTING.
FILLS A LONG FELT WANT.
WORTH its WEIGHT IN GOLD

OO per annum, Sample Copy for

five 2c stamps.

ADDRESS:

lonep maker pub. CoM

P. O. Box 241 La Crosse, Wis*

JOSEPH GiLLOTT's STEEL PENS
THE STANDARD PENS OF THE WORLD

Numbers 303, 404, 604 E. F., 332, 601 E. F., 1044, and stubs 1008, 1043, and others

Highest Awards, Paris Exposition, 1878 and 1889, and Chicago, 1893.

Light-line Shorthand has no Shading. It has
connective vowels, and easv, flowing curves. It
is simple, legible, and fast. Price $1.05 post paid.

CUNNINGHAM, CURTISS & WELCH
PACIFIC COAST AGENTS

32J-325 Sansome St. San Francisco

GOUT & RHEUMATISM
Use the Great English Remedy

]

BLAIR'S PILLS
Safe, Sure, Effective. SOc. & $1\
DRUGGISTS, or 334 William St., N. Y.

Arrent no substitutes. In \vritin* tn advertisers nlease mention the OVHRLAND.
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A PROSPEROUS

AND PROGRESSIVE CO.

The
Berkshire
Hills

Sanatorium^

BgTCANCER

Tumors, and all Forms of Malignant and

Benign Growths.

Without the use of the Knife

THE LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED PRIVATE

INSTITUTION IN THE WORLD.
We have never failed -to effect a permanent

cure where we have had a reasonable oppor-

tunity for treatment.

Please state your case as clearly as possible
and our book with complete information will

be mailed free. Address,

Drs. W. E. Brown & Son, North Adams, Mass.

All the World
Bows Down to

Beauty
and thousands of

beautiful women
owe all their beauty
to my skill

LOLA
MONTEZ

'MRS. NETTIE HARRISON'S' PftF JYIF
LATEST PORTRAIT V>A\A-A iJ-r

A standard remedy for the removal of
skin irritations, wrinkles, tan or insect

bites. Restores the skin to a natural soft-

ness and whiteness. 75 cts. per jar.

Mrs. Nettie Harrison's

4-Day Hair Restorer
Gives to gray or faded hair its natural

color in 4 days. No inconvenience not a

dye; $1.00. Superfluous hair permanently
removed by my method of operating the

electric needle.

MRS. NETTIE HARRISON, Dermatologist

40-42 Geary St. SAN FRANCISCO
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On the Move

A TRIP TO MOUNT LYELL
BY CHARLES E. TOWNSEND

ILLUSTRATED FROM PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR

IT
WAS while camping in Yosemite

that the inspiration came for a trip to

the Tuohimne Big Meadows and
Mount Lyell. As we lay stretched out on
the top of Cloud's Rest one lazy afternoon,

looking far eastward to the crest of the

Sierra Nevada, we could see that majestic
cluster of peaks known as the Mount Lyell

group, consisting of Lyell, McClure, Kel-

logg, and Florence, the lowest of which

(Copyright, 1899, by OVERLAND MONTHLY PUBLISHING Co. All rights reserved.)



Entrance to Tuolumne Big Meadows The Tioga Road in the Foreground

tops twelve thousand feet. We were told

of the vast forests, the mountain meadows,
the glaciers, the canons, the frozen lakes,
and the wonderful view from the summit
of the highest.
On the authority of those who have ex-

plored much in the Sierra, the outlook
from Mount Lyell, particularly that south-

ward, is for truly alpine grandeur, unsur-

passed, with the possible exception of that

from Mount Brewer, sixty miles beyond.
There are higher peaks, it is true. Whit-

ney, one hundred miles to the south, with
its fifteen thousand feet, can be mounted
on horseback, and the effect of its great
altitude is to a degree lost in the uniform
elevation of that whole plateau region.

Shasta, four hundred miles north, is, on
the other hand, lonely in its greatness, and
lacks comparative heights.
We contemplated the trip for the latter

part of July or August, which in ordinary

years is as early as the snow permits ;
but

the unusual dryness of the past season

(1898) made June a comfortable possibil-

ity. Leaving our team in the Yosemite,

we made the remainder of the trip, or as

we felt, the trip proper, on foot. Our

tramp took us a distance of ninety miles

and from an elevation of four thousand
feet to over thirteen thousand, an ascent

by no means gradual.
In our quest for a pack-animal, we

found ourselves thrown upon the tender

mercies of the Valley stables, a popularly-
considered licensed piracy in horse and
mule flesh. However, our membership in

the Sierra Club (an organization of moun-

tain-lovers, with multiple good purposes
of exploration, map-making, forest preser-

vation, and the like), stood us in good
stead and gave us a splendid pack-mule
at much below the usual rate.

We left the Valley over the Yosemite-
Point Trail, three thousand feet of

climbing in the first four miles. The cus-

tomary late start of a first day, consequent

upon the solving of the intricacies of the
" diamond hitch

" and the arranging of

the multitude of details about the camp,
made it sundown when we reached Lake

Tenaya, sixteen miles from Yosemite.
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That day's tramp was the hardest we
had. As the afternoon wore on, it had be-

come apparent that Tenaya would not be

reached at the pace we had been going;
and as we grew wearier, hungrier, and
more footsore, there came a growing in-

clination to camp for the night no matter

where, and let the morrow find Tenaya.
It was imperative though that we reach

bulky pack had allowed him, not unmule-

like, to impose upon us, and he must have

experienced some surprise to find a sudden
call for accelerated speed, encouraged by
a frequent switch.

Half way, we had come upon the Tioga
Koad, a famous disused thoroughfare,

unique in the history of mountain road-

building and bogus mine development.

The Tuolumne River

the lake the first day, or we should have

been adrift in our calculations.
"
Boston,"

as our mule was known officially, or

"Jack," as we popularly called him, had
made no complaint. In fact, he was the

only member of the party who never

"kicked." An occasional nip at a shrub

put the thought of supper out of his mind.

Compassion to a degree for him and his

It extends across the Sierra a distance of

sixty miles, and was built some twenty
or more years ago at a cost of eighty thou-

sand dollars. The Tioga mine cost its

original owners hundreds of thousands of

dollars, with no return; and it, with the

road, was soon abandoned. The latter,

splendidly built, is gradually washing

away and filling with fallen timber, and is
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simply a convenience for infrequent trav-

elers like ourselves.

We finally reached the lake quite ex-

hausted, but with a new difficulty con-

fronting us. The Tenaya mosquitoes, a

large and most thrifty tribe, had sent, as

it seemed, a Committee of a Million to

greet us. Their enthusiasm was unmis-

takable, and very provoking. Camphor-
ice, usually a certain preventive of their

attacks, was unavailing, so fierce were

they; and we found it necessary to pro-
tect our faces and hands with towels and
handkerchiefs.

forest for many seconds. A few moments
earlier might have found us under it, for

it fell directly across the trail. We tem-

porarily forgot our aches. A good meal
more substantially refreshed us, and dark-

ness gave us comparative relief from our

new acquaintances.
Lake Tenaya, at an altitude of over

seven thousand feet, is one of those beauti-

ful spots, sans mosquitoes, that you wish

to linger by. For the camera enthusiast,
it is rich in possibilities, though photo-

graphing in a locality thickly populated
with mosquitoes has its drawbacks. We

A Camp Meal

A second incident, which left its impress
in quite another way, occurred shortly
after our stop for camp. We stood gazing
back along the broken-granite-strewn road
over which we just had such rough pas-

sage. The air was perfectly calm, the

evening beautiful, and nothing was heard
but the hum of the mosquitoes and the

lapping of a brook. At the side of the
road a few yards distant stood a number
of dead pines. Presently, we noticed one

quietly begin to fall, without any apparent
cause, and the next moment down it went
with a thundering crash, and the echoes
sent their weird vibrations through the

had to choose between the company of a

score of long-beaked pests beneath a focus-

ing-cloth which from personal experi-
ence is rather ardor-sapping and the

questionable enjoyment of a swim at the

head of the lake in water deliciously near

the freezing-point.
At noon we entered the Tuolumne Big

Meadows, eight miles beyond the lake, at

an elevation of nearly nine thousand feet.

The meadows extend perhaps six miles

eastward and then bend at an elbow south
six miles further, to the base of Lyell.
The latter, however, was not visible from
the right bank of the Tuolumne River,
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along which we passed, till near the head
of the meadows, where we camped that

night.
Thus far our trail lay through the for-

ests. One remarked the peaceful yet im-

pressive quiet that everywhere prevailed.
No song-birds were heard, and in fact

few birds of any description were seen.

We had gradually come into a new atmos-

phere. The haze of the valleys had disap-

peared, and distant peaks loomed up with

startling clearness. It was surprising how
the actinic quality of the light had become
intensified. Continual care must be used

not to
"
over-expose

" in picture-taking in

these altitudes.

This part of the journey was particu-

larly interesting from a geological point
of view. We had followed the course of

an ancient glacier, evidence of its tre-

mendous force being on every hand. The
Mount Lyell Glacier, which we crossed the

next day, is the remnant of a mighty ice-

river which formerly rilled the Tuolumne
Meadows to a depth of one thousand feet.

It had a probable length of forty miles

and in places a width of two miles. Over-

flowing its banks, a portion pushed its

nose down the Tenaya Carion to join the

Yosemite Glacier. The main body went

on through the Grand Caiion of the Tuol-

umne and Hetch Hetchy.
We frequently passed over spots which,

free from debris, showed the solid granite

floor, leveled, polished, and with the long

parallel scratches of glacial action. On
many of these rubbed places rested huge
granite blocks, sharp-cornered and as big
as houses at times. These had fallen from
some cliff upon the glacier, and had been

carried miles perhaps before the dissolu-

tion of the glacier left it upon its present

resting-place. Along the mountains on

either side, to a height of many hundred

feet, were visible scoriations and deposits
of debris. Strangest of all, were the gran-
ite knobs that the glacier had found

standing in its path, some of them eight
hundred feet high. Too substantial to be

pushed aside, these had been encompassed,

swept over, and left shorn, scored, and
rounded. Often on their tops, in seem-

ingly precarious balance, can be seen

bowlders of hundreds of tons weight, left

by the melting glacier. From time to

time, we observed the terminal moraines,
or masses of debris, pushed forward by
this ice monster, indices of its recessions

and advances.

We were much surprised upon coming
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into the meadows to find them pasturing
thousands of sheep. We preferred them to

the mosquitoes. The district all lies with-

in the great National Park, and during
the summer is usually vigorously patrolled

by the United States soldiery. The sheep-
man has a wholesome dread of these

guardians of the public domain, and with
much cause; for when apprehended, he is

taken to headquarters, at Wawona, seventy
miles away, his sheep are driven in the

opposite direction, dogged and scattered,
and by the time the poor herder returns to

the place whence he was taken he has a

whole season's job before him collecting
his flock. The absence of the soldiers, on
account of the war, encouraged the more
adventurous sheepmen to rush their droves
in from the plains, by taking them up the

San Joaquin Canon and over the rugged
divide into the meadows. The journey is

one of hardship to the poor sheep, as they
are for five or six days without any feed.

As a consequence, the moment they reach
the rich green meadows it takes the com-
bined attention of the shepherds and their

dogs to check them from scattering pell-

mell. Owing to the presence of the sheep,
we found pasturage spare, for ordinarily
the meadows are carpeted knee-deep with

flowers and grass.
From the meadows to the summit is a

distance of six miles and a rise of four

thousand feet. The trail most advanta-

geously followed lies to the right and

directly away from the river as the latter

breaks out from the cascades. Following

up to the timber-line, it crosses a plateau
from which Lyell and McClure are plain to

view. Lyell is readily known as being
farther to the left, and still more remark-

able by the tongue of snow extending up
from the glacier. McClure is to the right,
and on account of its nearness seems high-

er, though it is really some three hundred
feet lower. It is told that one mountaineer
climbed McClure thinking it to be Lyeli,
and found out his error only after his re-

turn to Yosemite.

As one ascends toward the plateau, the

way grows ruggeder, and the view of dis-

tant high mountains opens and expands.

Vegetation shows the effort of its struggle
with the elements, and the pines dwindle
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to a measly, yellow variety, scarred and
stunted.

Issuing upon the plateau is as an en-

trance to an amphitheater of bleakness

and desolation. Making our way across

this wind-swept stretch, we circled a small

steep mound, struck the snow, and soon

found ourselves on the line of moraines.

The advantage of following these rocky

pathways was soon learned after a few

struggles through the snow between the

broken sections of moraines. A little way
on, we looked into the frozen basin form-

tempers in more or less vain efforts to wal-

low on to the next ledge. As a rule, the

summit should be reached before noon, if

possible, ere the sun has time to soften

the snow to such an extent as to make
travel extraordinarily difficult.

At one o'clock, we were at the edge of

the glacier, a mile from, and a thousand
feet below, the summit. One of the party
had found much difficulty in getting thus
far. Once, in crossing a short space be-

tween the broken rocks, he had floundered

so hopelessly in the snow and had so ir-

Cathedral Peak and Meadows

ing the outlet of the Lyell Glacier and the

source of the Tuolumne River.

The leisure pace at which we went, and
the frequent stops to view the constantly

growing grandeur of the scene, left us still

on the moraines at noon-time.

There had evidently been a snowstorm
the night previous, and we found travel-

ing extremely difficult. Wherever it be-

came necessary to leave the rocks, we kept

breaking through the thin crust of top
snow, bruising our shins and marring our

retrievably lost his temper, that we could

not but laugh at his discomfort. But a

moment later, seeing that he was in fact

exhausted, our mirth subsided, and we
rushed to pull him on to the rocks. The
color of his face had changed from pale to

purple, and his heart was beating furious-

ly. So, as we started across the glacier, he

cast a few longing glances after us and de-

cided to await our return.

The snow had now become so soft that

we soon found our hardest climb before us.
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We slumped along, going waist-deep at

nearly every step, and hoping with each

step to find firmer footing. Crawling on
all-fours helped matters but little. Thus
we struggled on for half an hour, making
scarcely three hundred yards. The high
altitude made respiration difficult and the

exertion more intense. Coming over us

we felt a vague feeling that we too should

have to give up, return to camp, and try
the ascent at some other time. Fortu-

nately we came at last upon more solid

snow.

We had been told of a crevasse that

opened during the later summer months

completely across the face of the glacier
and just below the line of rocks forming
the crown of the mountain. When open,
this fissure is one hundred feet deep and

eight feet wide. We could see its line of

indentation, and had cast frequent if not
anxious glances toward it. When we came
to the edge of the crevasse we found it un-

opened; yet, not knowing how solid the

snow might be packed, we naturally hesi-

tated a moment before venturing to cross.

We were not to be stalled by any such

flimsy barrier with the summit only three

hundred feet above us, and in a moment
more we were on the rocks. But it was a

case of anticipated and unrealized happi-
ness. When on the moraines we had longed
to lose them and be on the glacier. Once on
the glacier the wish was,

"
0, for the rocks

again !

" But now we had not- gone ten

feet, before we wished once more for the

snow.

This final climb offered a fitting cul-

mination to our struggle. The ascent is

very steep and to a degree hazardous. We
edged along a narrow ledge for a few feet,
then lifted ourselves to a rock above, or

worked up in the angles between the

bowlders. The whole mountain seems a

disintegrated mass thrown together re-

gardlessly; and as you feel the smaller
rocks crunching beneath your feet, you
do not know but that perhaps the next
moment you will loosen a stone that may
pull half the mountain upon you. For a

companion below, there is the more serious

possibility of a dislodged rock pounding
down upon him. However, he minimizes
the danger by following close at your heels

and steadying any threatening bowlder,
or warding it off, in case of its fall.

At last we reached the summit and
stood thirteen thousand two hundred feet

above the sea. A view so vast and grand
rolled out before us that we were awe-
bound. Of top there was scarcely any, as

far as level space offered. From the mon-

ument, with standing-room for one only,
we gazed about, and felt dizzy at the view.

Wr

e had ascended Lyell from the north.

Its southern side drops away in an almost

sheer precipice to the frozen basin of the

Merced River, twenty-five hundred feet

below us. Enveloping this basin, are

Mount Florence and its approaching spurs
on the west, and Mount Kellogg on the

east, each within a mile of us. McClure,
close by, seemed insignificant, while away
to the west could be seen the walls of the

Yosemite. Under the eastern wing of Kel-

logg, rises the north fork of the San Joa-

quin. With the Tuolumne immediately
back of us, we could behold three great

river-sources, almost at our feet. Fed
from these same snow-fields, and with

almost the dignity of a river, is Rush Creek,

flowing easterly and dropping into the

Mono Basin, which stretches far to the

east like a great plain. The eyes rest but a

moment on the plain, for the mountains
hold one fascinated. Over the head of

Kellogg extended an unbroken vista of

snow-covered desolation, made ruggedly
grand by Banner, Ritter (a magnificent
mountain, very difficult of ascent), and
the jagged Minarets, and in the distance

could faintly be discerned Red Slate Peak
and Mount Goddard. Storm-clouds

swirled about them, veiling their faces

momentarily, and lent a new weirdness to

the scene.

Stretching far to the north along the

axis of the Sierra Nevada, were visible the

great peaks, Dana, Conness, Donderberg,
and Warren, and beyond them, shading
into the horizon, the Matterhorn and
Castle Peak, ranging in height from eleven

thousand to thirteen thousand feet.

The day had been threatening. Black

masses of clouds swept over us from time

to time, and while ideal photographic
weather, the possibility of "too much cloud-

effect
" when it came to being caught in a

snowstorm was not reassuring. In the

storage or record-box deposited by the

Sierra Club, we left our names and a

record of the condition of the weather:
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"Cloudy; cold; wind strong, southerly;
time of ascent, six hours."

A minimum thermometer, left by Mr.
J. N". LeConte the year previous, showed
the lowest temperature reached during the

winter to have been thirteen degrees

(Fahr.) below zero. This does not seem
a remarkable degree of cold for that alti-

tude, and compared with points on the

Nevada State line, many thousand feet

lower, but where the atmosphere is in-

tensely dry, the temperature is indeed

mild. It is supposed to be due to the tem-

and each time we found some new beauty
in the memory. We confessed to one
another later that our minds were not en-

tirely taken up with the scenery while on
the mountain, but that we still thought
of our last three hundred feet of climbing,
and wondered how much more diliicult the

descent was, and if possibly the wind had
loosened any of the rocks.

We gave a great sigh of relief, as we
once more reached the snow. Striking it

high up on the tongue, we prepared for a

glorious glissade. Down we sat and away

Storm Over Mount Lyell Mount McClure to the Right

pering effect of the moisture-laden winds
from the Pacific.

The biting wind, the threatening weath-

er, and the lateness of the afternoon, made
it imperative for us to start back for camp.
But it had been well worth while to come
thus far to spend an hour. So magnifi-
cent was the view that we did not feel we
could come to a full realization of it ; and
in fact for days after we left the mountain
there returned visions of that prospect,

we went, and in half a minute we had
traveled the distance that it had taken

half an hour to pass over on our upward
climb. In ten minutes we had rejoined
our companion, who had remained 011 the

rocks enduring the blistering reflection of

the snow. He said that he had heard our

voices plainly, though he was a mile from
the summit.

Tired, but with hearts full of satisfac-

tion, we reached camp. As a result of the
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day on the snow, two of us had our faces

and hands badly swollen and blistered, and
for several days the heat of the after-

noon sun caused us great suffering. The

night was extremely cold. The storm
that had threatened all day doubtless

swept over the mountains, and the chill

blasts wafted down upon us from the snow
left our blankets white and stiff with
rime.

We were content to spend the next fore-

noon in loafing about camp and bartering
with the sheep-herders for some fresh mut-

ton. The only drawback to the negotia-
tions was that, in order to get the meat,
it was necessary to wade the river waist-

deep in water that left the snow not three

miles away.
That night we camped at the lower end

of the meadows by Cathedral Creek, and
the following day passed up through Ca-

thedral Pass, Long Meadows, and Sunrise

Eidge, into Little Yosemite. The day
after brought us again to the Yosemite

Valley, by way of the Nevada and Illillou-

ette Falls and Glacier Point.



IN THE SHADOW OF THE LIVE-OAK

BY FLORA HAINES LOUGHEAD

ILLUSTRATED BY MISS BRADSHAW

HE cabin stood on a na-

ked crag overlooking one

of the wildest gulches in the

Sierra Madre Mountains. Be-

hind it was a sheltered basin,

fringed with trees and filled

with rich black soil by the

wash of ages ;
but a single rod

from the front porch was a

gorge a thousand feet deep,
and only a great live-oak, with

one side blasted by some forgotten forest

fire that had swept up the gulch, flung a

grateful shadow over the little home and
reared a sturdy barrier between it and the

hidden depths below.

In rural regions people are not slow to

express their sentiments, and it was agreed
by all the ranchmen and women for miles

around that only a romantic young couple
like Richard Davenport and his wife

would have ventured to rear their home on
the edge of a bleak, windswept cliff, iso-

lated from all neighbors.
The young people themselves could af-

ford to laugh at such comments. Already
their rough mountain clearing, under the

magical influence of California sunshine
and the more magical touch of manful in-

dustry, was being transformed into an

earthly paradise. It was little more than
a year since they had taken up the land,
but in the warm hollow fruit-trees twice
the height of a man were blossoming for

a second time, and a berry-patch, gener-
ously watered by the flow from a spring
high up the canon, was fruiting in reckless

profusion for the early spring market. A
pair of sleek Jersey cows grazed in an al-

falfa-patch, and fields of waving barley
were yellowing on the hillslope above.

Over the cabin roof a climbing rose had

already flung a slender, arrowy arm,
strung with lancelike leaves of glossy
green and tipped with a single creamy
white flower, which lifted its pure radi-

ance above the blackening shingles like

Bethlehem's star.
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The sweet peas on the trellis spread
their tinted wings and swayed lightly on
their slender stems, to whisper tender con-

fidences to each other, groups of velvety

pansies nodded knowingly, beds of mi-

gnonette breathed their fragrance like in-

cense on the -air, begonias, pale pink and

rosy crimson, hearkened, trembling, to the

story, and an indiscriminate company of

marigolds, calliopsis, and buttercups,

jolly, vulgar little crowd, made merry
over it, while the tall white lily lifted her
face to the window in yearning sympathy.
Inside the room a fair woman, with a

smile and a sigh, set the last loving stitch

in something she had been fashioning,

carefully folded and laid it on a heap of

tiny garments, then dropped upon her

knees and buried her face in the soft pile.

And above the roof the white rose hung
like Bethlehem's star.

Up in the oak tree, all unknown to the

occupants of the redwood cabin, there had
been for many days a great bustle and flut-

ter, as, straw by straw, hair by hair, and

twig by twig, another home had been

building, and a wee brown bird had added
the last dainty touch by plucking from her
own breast the soft down that lined it.

The location of this nest had caused a

great scandal and commotion in the bird-

world, for instead of placing it in some
sheltered nook, after the fashion of pru-
dent, conservative birds, this giddy young
pair had insisted upon building in the

crotch of a naked limb extending ''

over the gulch. Advice
~

and admonition
had all been wasted.

" Give me the ridgepole of a roof or the

topmost bough of a tree for a song !

"
said

the hermit thrush. "But when it comes
to building a home, you want the deepest,
most secret place in all the chaparral,
a place surrounded by leaves, and with
all its avenues guarded, into which no
curious eyes can pry, and where no enemy
can spy you out."



"Scattering them on the ground"

'* But the view ! the enchanting view !

"

insisted the brown bird.
" We are fond of

scenery; my spouse and I, and here you
can see away down the gulch and over the

valley; and in the distance there is a

sparkle and shimmer, and we know it is

the sea, the boundless sea."
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" Nice picking you '11 have up in that

half-dead old oak !

"
sputtered a greedy

linnet.
' You should see the spot we have

chosen, my mate and I, where cherry-blos-
soms encircle it like a bower, and some of

the petals have already fallen, and little

green bunches are on the end of the flower-
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stems that by and by will swell out crim-

and juicy. We can reach some ofson

them without leaving the nest. Ah, what

a feast ! what a feast !

"

" But the flowers around the oak bloom

all the year round," said the brown bird.

been critically inspecting the architecture

of the nest.
e<

My mate and I are sufficient for each

other, and there is some company that one

can do well without," returned the brown

bird, looking at him so pointedly that he

"Two fierce eyes followed her every movement"

"
Besides," she added wisely,

"
they have

planted a lettuce-bed close to the house,
and in the loam are beautiful little grubs
that will some day be luscious worms."

" The location is certainly entirely

wanting in all the advantages of social in-

tercourse," remarked a bluejay who had

for once dropped his pert eyes and pre-
served a becoming silence.

" The location may be very well for you
two grown-up birds, who can use your

wings and know how to take care of your-

selves," observed a meek little wren.
"
But, my dear, have you considered
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ahem! that some day there may be an
increase in the family, and little fledglings

grow venturesome, and if the parents hap-

pen to be away for a moment, I don't

doubt you '11 be a faithful little mother,

my dear, but business is business, and
worms do not always come to one's pick-

ing, have you thought, if one should

happen to lose his balance, of the cruel

fall to the bare rocks below ? It makes my
feathers fairly stand on end to think of

it!"

"My little fledglings, should I be

blessed with any, must first of all learn the

two great lessons of life, obedience to

parents and trust in an overruling Provi-

dence/' said the brown bird piously, for-

getting all her saucy airs.

At this all of the other birds flew away
with a great twitter and chatter ;

for it is

not good manners 'in the bird-world to

give utterance to the inmost sentiments
of the bird-heart.

The nest had been built, and in due
season there were four speckled eggs in it.

For two long weeks the brown bird nad
been brooding over these, relieved only for

short intervals by her mate, and at length
there had been a thrill in the tiny spheres,
and one of the delicate shells had burst

asunder, revealing an ugly, skinny little

head, all beak and bulging eyes.
"A magnificent creature, Mrs. Brown

Bird ! Truly as superb a young creature

as ever broke shell in this troublous world !

And I 'm sure, ahem ! that you cannot
have failed to mark the striking resem-
blance between him and me. Indeed, a
son after my own heart ! I must be off to

tell the news to the Linnets and Jack
Wren. You know Mrs. Jenny has expecta-
tions. If, on my way back, I come across

a fat dragon-fly or beetle, you shall have
the legs and wings for your supper, my
love."

It had been fully an hour since the
brown bird's mate departed, and above the
nest a fierce hawk was soaring, ever in nar-
rower circles, with his eyes fixed on the
wee structure clinging to the bare boughs,
where the mother-bird, terror stricken but
faithful to her trust, crouched low in the
nest.

The young woman came out of the
cabin and stood upon the little porch, cast-
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ing one look toward the west where the sun
was slowly sinking to the sea ; then she

took a field-glass from the nail on which
it hung and looked long and wistfully in

the direction of the valley and along the

road which wound like a silver thread be-

tween green fields and blossoming or-

chards. This done, she returned the glass
to its place, and trilling a gay melodv,
loitered to tie a wandering vine and idly
to pluck withered sweet-pea blossoms, scat-

tering them on the ground.
In the brush beside the live-oak two

fierce eyes followed her every movement,
and in the air above the great bird soared,
secure of his prey.

Eichard Davenport, having delivered

his berries at the commission-store in town
and completed his round of errands, had
turned homeward at an earlier hour than
usual that afternoon. Vague apprehen-
sions troubled him, telling him that it was
not prudent to leave his young wife alone
on the solitary ranch, so far from any
neighbors. Should sudden illness over-

take her, or some accident occur she would
be helpless until his return. Yet he
smiled away these misgivings with a

healthy mind's sound logic. Mary was
careful ; Mary was in excellent health. In
her round of household duties she found
little time to note his absence, so she had
often assured him, and as the busy da;y

drew to a close it was a joy to look forward
to his coming. To-day he had a little sur-

prise for her. Since she had been unable
to accompany him he had fallen into a

habit of celebrating these lonely trips by
bringing her some small assurance of his

love and remembrance. He frequently
looked behind him to see if that particular
brown parcel was safe.

As he left the town behind him, and the

road crept between tall evergreen hedges,,
varied by an occasional stretch of avenue
where pepper-trees drooped their graceful

foliage, and the perfume of citrus-blos-

soms was heavy on the air, he whistled

cheerily, and his smart young team broke
into a brisk trot. Hedges gave way to

wire fences, beyond which were open fields

dotted with occasional orchards, where

cozy cottages and farm buildings an-

nounced the farmer's prosperity, and

neighbors greeted him with hearty saluta-
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tions. Occasionally he passed some one

riding more slowly.
As he approached the foot of the gulch

he checked his horses' speed; for now

they were about to begin the long, hard

grade, where a wise reserve would insure

the better progress. Here he came unex-

pectedly upon a body of armed men on

horseback, a silent, stern procession. .

One of them had dismounted and was ex-

amining the moist ground.
"What's up, Sam?" asked Davenport,

for in the determined face of one he rec-

ognized the sheriff of the adjoining county-" A half-breed, Jose Gomez, butchered
a family last night. We've tracked him
to this gulch. He 'B making for the ridge

trail, and if he reaches it he '11 have a fair

chance of getting away. Do you know this

road, Davenport ? We 're in for a bloody
tussle, for he's a devil of a fellow, and
armed !

"

"Know the road?" At the sheriff's

first words Davenport had sprung from
his wagon, staggering like a blind man as

he touched the ground. Know the road!
The road that led straight to the lonely
cabin on the heights, where a loving wife

awaited his coming, directly in the path
of this human hyena !

"Yes, Sam; I know the way."
All the while he was trying to steady

his nerves, to think clearly, to reason out

the best method of overtaking and entrap-

ping the fiend, before Mary should so

much as suspect his presence. God ! if it

should be too late !

" There 's an old trail overgrown. I

think I can find it. Give me a gun and
two of your best men. Take my wagon
and come up the road with the rest."

The sheriff looked doubtful over this

proposition to intrust the leadership of

such an enterprise to a man over whose
face the pallor of fright was plainly

spread, this trembling, stammering,
shrinking figure. Something in Daven-

port's eyes compelled him. Two men were
told off, a weapon hastily handed over, and
the three plunged into the dense chapar-
ral, Davenport leading the way. They
forded the little brook a dozen times,
threaded a maze of bushes and vines,

trampled a tiny meadow starred with wild

flowers, and at last reached a point where

a rocky stairway began to scale a precip-
itous ledge.

Here the sheriff's deputies hesitated.

Only a practiced eye could follow the line

of the long abandoned trail. Davenport,
cool and collected now, pressed on, far in

advance. One of the men turned back.

The other, looking at the broken trail, the

steep ascent, and then at the resolute man

climbing upward, followed.

Storm and flood had in places well-nigh
effaced the ancient pathway. To the dep-

uty, laboring for breath, searching the

ledge for a secure rest for his foot, pain-

fully helping himself around sharp turns,
it seemed as if the feet of his leader were

winged, so rapidly did he scale the face of

the precipice. Davenport leaped desper-

ately from point to point or helped him-

self along the slippery wall where the trail

had been washed away, and above the din

of his panting lungs and throbbing heart

sounded ever the ominous refrain :

"
If it

should be too late ! Too late !

"

Before him rose a blank wall thirty feet

in height. All vestiges of the trail had

disappeared. The gnarled boughs of the

oak-tree that sheltered his home overhung
it, and looking upward he could see a dark

object wheeling in the blue. The sound
of a sweet voice trilling a familiar song

brought new courage to his faltering

heart, new energy to his exhausted body.

There, before him, as high as his breast,

was a splinter of rock, beyond that a crev-

ice, a root and a small clump of brush

higher up, flimsy holds upon which to

stake a man's life, but he did not hesitate.

The hawk ceased her circling and sud-

denly darted downward. The blood-

stained creature lurking in the shadow at

the live-oak's base, saw in the cabin a

chance for food and shelter, and a fortress

in which he might intrench himself

against his pursuers until opportunity
should afford him escape to the ridge trail.

Already he could hear the clatter of a

wagon, noisily climbing the grade, a noise

which drowned the sound of a dropping
rock and a snapping twig near at hand.

With a stealthy, catlike movement he laid

down the rifle he bore and unsheathed a

long, shining blade with a rusty stain, tak-

ing a single step forward.
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That instant a shot rung out in the

stillness. The bird of prey, with an angry
scream, soared away through the heavens,
and another awful cry was swallowed up
in the depths of the gulch, as a shapeless

thing tumbled backward over the cliff to

find a lodging in the chaparral below.

Mary Davenport's start of terror gave

away to a sob of relief, as she hastened to

meet her husband.
" Eichard ! You frightened me so !

And your clothes are torn, and your hands
cut and bleeding. Oh, what does it

mean?"
"
Only a panther, dear. A hunting-

party had been tracking him, and I took
a hand in the game. They are coming up
the road with my wagon. I 'm sorry to

have startled you, dear wife. Lie down
and rest, while I go to meet them."

Placing his arm around her, he led her

into the house. Up in the oak the brown
bird settled happily in her nest, while her

belated mate made haste to cover his

shortcomings with a tale of the blood that

stained the face of the cliff, slyly wiping
his beak the while. In the garden the

flowers whispered together and shivered,
and above the roof the white rose gleamed
like the Star of Bethlehem.

THE CITY FROM THE HILLS

THE
jays laugh loud, the nicker calls,

And hush, the silken sweeping breeze

Amid the oak boughs swells and falls;

Ihe plain spreads out beneath the trees.

Upon the bay the silver glare

Of sun falls o'er the waters wide,

And ships are sailing here and there

Across the glowing reach of tide.

How peaceful seems the world I see!

The city's long dark line of blue,

But 0, but the misery

That lurks beneath that placid view !

Charles A. Keeler.



SCHNADERHUEPFELN
THE IMPROMPTU SONGS OF TYROL

BY CHARLES A. GUNNISON

THE
people of all mountainous coun-

tries seem to be singers by nature,
but none surpass the inhabitants of

the Austrian Alps for sweetness and

strength of voice. All day long, and far

into the night, the traveler in the Inn or

Etch valleys, or, rather, those valleys trib-

utary to them, hears from the grass-cov-
ered hills and rocky peaks the song of some

sennerin, or hunter ; often two voices from
different points will join in concert or sing
to lively airs those witty quatrains com-

posed at the moment, brimming over with
fun or full of sentiment.

The frequented valleys, such as the Inn
or Etch, or even the Ziller, have of late

years become so much the home of the

tourist that to a great extent the pretty
customs of a past generation have been

abandoned, or are only pursued to attract

attention and gain; but anywhere away
from the beaten track the sweet music of

hackbrettle and zither, the jodel and im-

promptu song, greet one in pure, unpaid-
for melody. It is of the schnaderhuepfeln,
or those improvisations, epigrams with
neat turnings and double meanings, which
one hears within doors at feast and dance,
that I write. The national, hunting, ro-

mantic, and love songs of the Austrian

Alps are familiar to all, having been trans-

lated and sung as long ago as the days of

our grandmothers ; but of those little

children of the moment, the schnaderhuep-
feln, there have been no records in Eng-
lish and few in German.
With my friend Josef, a native of St.

Jodoc, but now a carter of ice in Inns-

bruck, I started in the early morning,
afoot, on the road to Zirl, past the Mar-

tinswand, and then, rising by a circuitous

path, wended my way by shrines and

tempting taverns over the mountains to

Seefeld and on to Scharnitz, a village or
"

little spot," (Flecken, as the Austrians

quaintly term a small settlement,) near
the Bavarian border. It was the sixth day
of January, the Feast of the Three Kings,
and there was to be a dance at the tavern

and a feast of kriodeln and wurste after it.

Josef's sweetheart lived here, and to see

her I had come this day's tramp through
the soft snow.

The sun had long since gone down, and
the dance had already begun, when we en-

tered the guest-room. A hackbrettle (an
instrument somewhat like a xylophone),
a zither, and a fiddle, constituted the or-

chestra. A moment the music stopped,
then a rollicking melody was played, to

which a young fellow, with his girl stand-

ing beside him, sang:
" That kisses make hair grow,

Is false, I declare,
Else sure had my sweetheart
A face full of hair."

He dodged his head just in time to

escape a slap offered by his fair companion,
who would not be induced to dance with
him again, much to the

.
general merri-

ment. Five minutes of dancing followed,
then -a pause as before, and Josef took his

stand at the
"
musician's table," and turn-

ing toward the last singer, who stood

alone, he sang, while a merry twinkle

showed in his eye :

" Don't be so sad, boy,
If she did treat you rough,

The world is like a hen-roost,
Has pullets quite enough."

In a moment the first singer answered :

" My girl has ta'en her love away;
I 'm easier now, I guess;

Won't have to go so oft to church,
Nor half so oft confess."

This turned the laugh on the girl, who
sat pouting on a bench. She did not long
want a champion though; a young fellow

from the Mittenwald went up to her and
took her out to dance. She tossed her
head in utmost disdain as she passed her
old beau, who by this time had found
another girl, with a better temper, let us

hope, than the first.

It is seldom that the girl ever sings at

these dances more than to join in some re-

frain to her partner's song; but the fair

maiden, with her new champion beside

20
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her, could not resist a fling at her old

beau; so, facing his new partner, she

sang :

"My sweetheart is white
As the new-fallen snow;

But thine is as brown
As burnt coffee, I know."

In a moment, before the music of the

dance had begun, her rival had an answer

ready :

" That nay love is ugly,
That say not I.

He is not a milksop
Though, that I deny."

Angry glances were exchanged, but the

dance-music began, and down the floor,

lost for a time in the whirl, the two indig-
nant couples went racking their brains to

find a good, sharp sting to hurl at their

opponents. Either better feelings obtained

the mastery, or there were no former slips
of either party known from which an epi-

gram could be formed; for when the

dance ended, the first girl, wearing her

partner's hat, jauntily placed upon her

head, sang with a falsetto trill or jodel :

" My beau is a rider,
A soldier so fine;

The horse is the Kaiser's,
But the rider is mine."

Then, not wishing her partner .to be left

unappreciated, the second girl sang :

" My beau is a miller,
With dust on his clothes;

He has bags full of silver,
As every one knows."

The room by this time was quite hot,
and copious draughts of beer from liter-

jugs moistened the throats of the singeis
and made their thoughts and legs work
faster. At every rest of the music some
one sang a witty schnaderhuepfeln, not al-

ways personal or epigrammatic, but often

in praise of the Emperor or some loved hero
of Tyrol. There was great piquancy about

them, and though the rhymes often halted

and the meter was cramped or stretched to

fit the music, the jollity of the whole scene

drew all into symphony.
Many of the songs I could not hear, but

I found amusement in listening to Josef
and his girl, a blue-eyed, yellow-haired

beauty, who sat beside me as they ex-

changed poignant extemporaneous rhymes
in quick succession, never allowing more

time to elapse than is necessary to take a

swallow from the great jug which stood be-

tween them, and in which my partner and
I were sharers.

" Fair and rich I am not
Only fair and gay.

Boy, if that don't suit thee,
Thou may'st stay away,"

hummed in an undertone the pretty
Gretchen, and Josef, as he put down the

jug with a thud upon the table, answered :

"
I know a maiden fair,
But poor, I am told;

What care I for money!
I don't kiss her gold."

And Josef made Gretchen and the rest of

us sure that her red lips were more to

him than metal, by putting a rousing
smack directly upon them. Gretchen was
a little disconcerted, but not yet to be beat-

en in the game of rhyming :

" My heart, like a clock,
Runs down now and then;

But a kiss from my sweetheart
Sets it going again,"

she sang as she looked over at me and
then to Josef with a sly smile.

" Thou flaxen-haired darling,
I love only thee,

And for thy naxen hair
A spinning-wheel I 'd be,"

said Josef, taking the end of her zoph, or

braid, in his hand and pretending to twist

it like flax. Gretchen jumped aside, giv-

ing him a sounding box on his ear, and

leaning partly over the table, whispered,
but intentionally loud enough for Josef to

hear :

" Handsome he is not,
That I well see,

But of gold he has plenty,
Mine must he be."

He was too sure of her love for him to

care for any such little cut, which he was
wise enough to know would never have
been spoken had it been true; so, with a

comically beseeching face he turned to

Gretchen and putting out his hands sang ;

" The Turk and the Russian
Are nothing to me,

So long as with Gretchen
No battles there be."

Then seizing her around the waist lie

waltzed up the room and as the music
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stopped, sang, with a jodel added to each

second line,
" Am a jolly young boy,

Give the Devil no rest,
And the angels in heaven
Laugh at rue, I guess."

He was followed by a young senner, a

handsome fellow, who doubtless told the

truth when he sang,
" To be a jolly boy, I have too little gold;
To be a shepherd lad, I have too small a fold;
To be a hermit, that would never, never do;
For I 've too many sweethearts who love me

true."

Then followed songs from all in turn.

I even gave mine, which was, however,
not impromptu, having been learned while

spending a night with Johann Eller at

Schmirn.

" Und wallfahrt'n bin i gang'n
Alie Tag zeitli' frueh,
Ka' Kirch'n han i g'fund'n
Aber Wirthshauser gnue'."

There is a class of these impromptu
songs which always provokes great merri-

ment. These songs usually begin by tell-

ing some command given by father or

mother, and the singer tells how he misun-

derstood, as:

" My father has said,
I should saw up the wood,

But I understood him,
To dance all I could."

" My mother just said,
'To confession now go,'

But I understood her
To talk to my beau."

There are a great many of the sharpest
witticisms thrown at the priesthood, even
in the most devout Catholic districts ;

but

I never heard any that would bear trans-

lating, the finest point being lost in the

change.
The translation of these songs into Ger-

man, with all their quaint, double mean-

ings, is quite as difficult as to turn them
into English. Most of them become broad
and coarse when spoken in any language
but their own, and then must be heard in

the rough dialect of the valleys where they
are born.

" Have a small ragged jacket,
Have no shoes at all,

But seven and thirty sweethearts
Come at my call,"

is the song I once heard given in a tavern

in Innsbruck by a shabby youth who, de-

spite the condition of his clothing, carried

a shining, silver-mounted rifle, worth

enough to have clothed several dandies in

the height of fashion. An old man sit-

ting at a table with a measure of wine be-

fore him passed it over to the young hunt-

er, singing in a broken voice :

" The girl I love most
Is down in the cellar,

Wears an oaken kirtle,
And hoopskirts of iron."

He continued, while the young man took

long drinks of the wine:

" If there were a hundred sweethearts,
And all of them were mine,

I 'd give them for a sausage
And a glass of wine."

Now the dance-room at Scharnitz

seemed turned into a bedlam, for two
famous singers, and I must add, fighters,
for poets in Tyrol need muscles to back
their sentiments, one of them my friend

Josef, had engaged in an exchange of

pointed verse-making, which seemed about

to end in a rough-and-tumble fight. A
truce, however, was made by both their

partners separating them, and in a mo-
ment good-nature ruled again. Presently
I heard Josef sing :

"Hell 'auf muoschi sag'n
Af die Schuach muoschi schlag'n
Wenn de das et kannst thoan,
Darfst et ausgeh'n alloan."

And I knew he was about to dance and
execute those remarkable antics called

schuplatteln. He sang another stanza:

" My father always said,
1 To drink and sing be lusty,'
Else will the gulden
In purse grow rusty."

Kicking up one foot and then the other,

he struck the sole of his shoe with his flat

hand, then striking his thighs or both

hands together, keeping time to the music,
while Gretchen half-waltzed beside him.

Other couples joined in the dance, and

presently there was a constant beating of

time, making a fine effect, while now and
then some one stopped to deliver a schna-

derhuepfeln.
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"
Marry I will iiot, I will not,
Oft have I said;

For I hate children crying
Around my bed."

" The angels iii Heaven
Cannot fairer be

Than Moidl when passing
The wine-jug to me,"-

were among those which I could translate,

some of them being only rhymes with no

meaning, and others of such a dubious

morality, though witty indeed, that an

English public would not care for them.
" Now I have two loves
An old and a new;
Now I need two hearts
A false and a true,"

sang one, and quickly followed another,

singing,
" That thou 'st a heart for every love

For certain cannot be;
A bushel could n't hold 'em all,

Much less a man like thee."

"Who can dance, must always dance;
Who gold has, must pay;

Who a girl has', is welcome;
Who naught has, may stay away."
" He gave me a kiss

Here on the cheek;
Is not the right love
Won't last a week."

My description of this evening ends

with music and the music ending with the

feast of Tcnodeln and wiirste. I would refer

you to W. A. Baillie Grohman for such a

scene graphically described.

It was late in the morning when I pro-

posed to Josef to depart; but he was far

from willing to quit the scene of such joy
and return to his Monday work at home.

" A fresh glass of beer,
And with a white foam!

You '11 have to drag me out
Before I'll go home!"

he sang, tipping back the cover of a liter-

measure and swallowing at one draught
half the contents.

However, the witty Gretchen whispered
in his ear:

" Handsome boy, handsome boy,
Come with me home;

The night is so dark,
I dare n't go alone."

Josef obeyed, and off we started, pausing

only at the door while he sang at the top of

his voice:

" S Liedl 1st g'sung'n,
Und 's G'saug'l ist aus,
Und die Grosch'n sein g'sprung'n,
Und jetz geh'n m'r z' Haus."

AMBITIONS

SO
much desirest Thou?

Beware !

The scepter is a rod.

The purple i Care.

Hate in Pride's mien doth lurk, dear heart,

Beware !

So much desirest Thou?

Take these,

The sunshine and the rain,

The bird's song and the breeze.

Love in shy guise here dwells, dear heart,

Take these.

Susie Hale Brewer.



A STUDY IN THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CLOTHES

BY WILLIAM DALLE FOUNTAIN

IT
WAS the National Birthday. July

days are always hot in Missouri; this

one was unusually so. There was no

breeze, and one could feel, and almost see,

the dancing waves of heat in the air. It

was noon, and among other things, the sun
beat down upon a solitary figure limping
and stumbling wearily along a railroad

track. To the right, only a few feet away,
flowed the Missouri Kiver, swift and mud-

dy; to the left high gray bluffs obscured

all view of the interior country and added
desolation to wildness.

The solitary figure was not prepossess-

ing. He bore the resemblance of a man
who had " come from afar

;

"
his clothes

were never designed for him, his hat was

crownless, and in his face there was a look

of misery tinged with unutterable disgu3t.
He never denied being a tramp any more,

the effort was too great.
In course of time, he rounded a curve,

and stretched out before him was the

panorama that for hours he had longed to

view. He paused, heaved a great sigh,
and seated himself on a pile of ties.

Green trees had taken the place of gray
bluffs, the river flowed noiselessly, the sun
shone pitilessly, and in the air was the lazy
drone of insects. But he was not interested
in these things ; he was sadly and ruefully
contemplating his footwear. Shoes they
might have once been, but were now abject

apologies, torn, tattered, and kept in place
by a piece of somebody's clothes-line.
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For several moments he concentrated

his undivided attention upon the wreck-

age, then drew a long breath and told him-

self that they were nearly worn out.

" Come from afar
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Presently he raised his eyes and ear-

nestly surveyed the scene, Jefferson City,
the capital of Missouri, perched upon the

crest of a hill overlooking the
"
Big Mud-

dy/'* He saw the picturesque city, dotted

here and there with spots of green foliage ;

he saw the great gilded dome of the cap-
itol building glittering in the sunlight;
he saw the flags and banners that hung
limp and unstirring in the sultry atmos-

phere; and then he saw something else,

and into his eyes there came a look of ex-

pectancy. Built like a huge stone fort,

surrounded by massive gray walls, tur-

reted and forbidding, stood the State Pen-

itentiary. He looked long and earnestly at

the gigantic structure, then slowly shifted

his gaze to his shoes and sighed again.
That morning at the break of day he

had left Solitaryville and trudged wearily
mile after mile along the railroad by the

winding river, at times consoling himself

with the thought that effort has its re-

ward, and this same State's prison had
been his objective point.
A grand thought had come to him thy

night before, while lying on his back in a

cornfield gazing at the stars; and acting

upon that thought, he now found himself
fourteen miles from the cornfield, utterly

fatigued, hungry, begrimed, and a stud)
in misery.
He had come to replace his shoes. Why

not ? Every one knows that when a felon

doffs his clothes for a convict's garb he
sees them for the last time. Shoes, hat,

costly apparel, and personal effects, are

lost to him forever. They are sold or not

infrequently given to the needy. This
man was needy. Sharp stones and sun-
baked cinders had bruised and lacerated

his feet, there had been no sole for many
days, and the thought of stepping into a

pair of good, sound shoes was exhilarating.
He arose, climbed the steep hill, and

bent his steps toward the prison gates.
He shambled into the warden's office, and

removing his tattered hat, beamed with
his watery eyes at that official, who looked

up and took him in with a glance.
"Well?" he demanded.
The man " from afar

" murmured his

errand.

"Your name?"
"Socrates Byron Pillsbury."

The warden arched his brows and
rubbed his glasses reflectively.
"
Any man with a name like that should

be careful to retain it," he said.
" Don't

exchange it for a number. Same old story,

gets monotonous. Here, 929, take Mr.
Socks in and fit his feet. Give him any-

thing that will suit him."
He turned to his desk. Socrates Byron

Pillsbury followed the "trusty," a stal-

wart striped convict, whom he mentally

compared to a zebra, through a great arch,

past barred windows, down a long, damp
stone corridor, and into a room. A mas-

sive iron door clanged wildly behind them
and he glared around him apprehensively."

Something I never hankered after,"

he grunted,
" and don't take to it."

In a corner was a pile of boots and

shoes, and Socrates grew covetous as his

gaze lighted upon a pair of patent-leathers.
He separated them from the heap and
looked entreatingly at the zebra.

That worthy seated himself on the edge
of a bathtub and nodded indifferently.

Socrates kicked off his remnants.
"
Something like," he grunted, pulling

on his new possessions.
" Beats t' others

way to hell an' gone !

"

The zebra eyed him narrowly, and his

lip curled.
" You 're a heap better off than me,"

he remarked presently.
Socrates snorted.

" Presume likely,'*

he retorted,
"
or I 'd been here long afore

this."

The zebra looked thoughtful.
"Don't like to go through my book.^."

he said,
" but there 's some information

goes with them kicks. They has a history
leastwise their owner has. Bet yer

life !

" Then he leaned forward confi-

dentially and continued solemnly, "Be-

longed to the King."
Socrates grew interested.

"
King ?

" he

repeated vaguely."
Cert ! King Jerry."

Socrates shook his head, and gazed at

the zebra, who looked disappointed and
made a mental note that there was a man
who had neglected his opportunities.

"
King Jerry," he explained,

" come
last night. Forty years, too. All off with

him now. King of Burglars, you know.
Bet yer life ! Brain like a statesman.
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"The zebra looked thoughtful"

Planned like a major. Never soiled his

own hands, 0, no, not Jerry ! Just laid

back and his plans at the same time and
sent his pals to execoote 'em. Never stole

a thing himself in his life. No, sir, not

him. Too big a coward was Jerry. No
more nerve than a horned toad. A lovel)

crook, but no nerve, too bad. Not

enough to steal a bucket of water out of

the Missouri
; no, sir, not Jerry, too bad !

But he got rich and lived like a man. Bet

yer life !

"

Socrates pulled off his crownless hat.
" Hate to pester, but mighty pleased for

a new hat," he whimpered.
" Sun don't

stop for this; ain't got much hair, any-
how.

1 '

The zebra reflected. Then he got down
and took from a nail a wide-brimmed

rough hat suggestive of cowboys, outlaws,
and guerrillas. He smacked his lips and
held it up admiringly.

" Hate to see such a finish for this, but

reckon perhaps you need it," he said.
" Ah the fellow what wore that was the lad

for you ! Bet yer life ! See them holes ?

Bullets ! Bet yer life ! Yes, sir
; put in

there by men what Bill laughed at. Here,
it '& yourn. Was Bill Crow's. Talk about

nerve! That lad rode into Liberty once

and stuck up the bank all alone, just him
and his hoss, with the whole blamed
town trying to get a crack at him. Used
to be a cowboy down in Texas; then he
was Bill Cook's right bower down in the

Territory. Talk about nerve. Bet yer
life ! Sooner fight than eat."

Socrates made his exit, his eyes blinking
and his face beaming.
The last words of the zebra were : "Hell-

fired combination ! Pair kicks from the

biggest coward on the face of the earth

and a skypiece from the gamest man what
ever lived. Don't tell nobody."
Our friend made his way down the hill,

and carefully hanging the perforated relic

of Bill Crow's raid on the limb of a tree,

stretched himself on the ground beneath

its branches and gazed pensively at the

whirling waters of the river.

Socrates possessed many shortcomings,
but he gloried in one virtue, he thor-

oughly and sincerely detested a thief. He
was content to drift idly and lazily down
life's current, to grapple with hunger, and
to associate with ambitionless vagabonds;
but notwithstanding the many opportuni-
ties for dishonor that had beckoned to

him during his varied career, he had
moved them indignantly away and always
come out victoriously, still a tramp, but

retaining a clear conscience and his lib-

erty.

Consequently, when he became con-

scious of a strange feeling gradually steal-

ing over him, he grew reflective. It was

nothing more or less than an overpowering
desire to become possessed of other peo-

ple's property.
Socrates possessed a mercurial sensibil-

ity. His associates and environment had

blighted what might have been a useful

career. So sensitive was he that a slight
and almost imperceptible influence had
often swerved him swiftly and completely
from some direct intention. But once

that influence departed, he was wont to

curse himself profusely for his
"
lack of

stability."
He became reminiscent and watched

the phantasmagoria of his useless life un-

roll itself ;
and then he got to thinking it

over. The more he thought, the stronger
became his convictions that everything
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was run wrong. The rich trod upon the

poor, and the poor tramped upon the help-
less. There was no justice, and no reward
for right-doing. For years he had led an
honest life ; to-day he was a tramp rag-

ged, hungry, penniless, and tired of the

whole blamed business.

He tossed a stone into the river and

spoke vividly under his breath.
'

He gazed
into the water, took another long teles-

copic view of his life, then eyed the ex-ap-

pendages of the King of Burglars. Some-
how the disgust and contempt he had at

first felt for their unfortunate former
owner narrowed down to a minute point
and then vanished, and he whispered to

himself that, after all, King Jerry was
more of a man than he. Jerry had lived,

had wined and dined luxuriously, had
driven fast horses, led a fast life, and had

accomplished something. Of course, he
was a back-number now, but better that

than a mile-stone without figures a

tramp, whom even a stray terrier would
not respect.

Well, all that was over for him now.
Life was short at best, and there was bar-

rels of money to be acquired by judicious

manipulation. The world would continue
to wag on, men would come and go, and
no one would be the wiser; but Socrates

Byron Pillsbury, the tramp, would cease

to be a tramp and become a Man of Re-
sources. He would not stop at the half-

way notch either; he would imitate the

King and become his successor.

He stretched himself out lazily and for

the next three hours employed himself

erecting great architectural edifices of

fame, wealth, and, better than all, a leap
from the thorny paths of vagabondage to

the gilded roads of pleasure. Then sud-

denly he remembered something, and sat

up. Before these ambitions could be real-

ized he must necessarily get a start.

After that he could do as Jerry had done,

wine, drive, or idle away his time as he
desired while his pals executed his plans.
But the start? That meant a personal

risk. He glanced over his shoulder at the

pile of masonry behind him, and down
tumbled his air-castles with a crash. It

was easy enough to plan roguery, but to

put it into execution was another thing.

Suppose, at the very first step, he were

caught? The idea was startling. It

meant years of servitude and
The fires of resolution smoldered and

then suddenly went out, leaving but the

charred ashes of desire. No use ! He
meant well; he should very much like to

become a successor of King Jerry. But
the risk was too great. He would remain
a tramp.
He sighed heavily, arose, plucked Bill

Crow's hat from the branch and put it on
his head. Then a new feeling suddenly
manifested itself, and he drew himself up
quickly and scowled. He felt very reck-

less, and when he thought of fear he

laughed. The gallant exploits of Claude
Duval and his ilk presented themselves to

his mind, and he threw back his head and

surveyed the prison scornfully. He grew
very desperate.
He was a poor hungry outcast; the

world owed him much back salary, and
he proposed to collect it. Morality, con-

science, honor, what were they? The
whole world was unscrupulous, and hon-

esty in the nineteenth century was the

path to starvation. And to think, a mo-
ment ago he had imagined he was afraid !

He afraid ? He was not afraid of man or

devil ! nor did he propose to saw wood for

breakfast either. He would have money
before morning; and then for a life of

ease. Still, he reflected, he didn't think

he could content himself to drift in idle-

ness
;
he must have excitement ! A bank

robbery would not be impracticable; but

no, he would remain the King of Bur-

glars; it was easier.

The heat passed, and the shadows fell.

The sun set in a sea of crimson and gold,
and he promised himself that when next it

arose he would possess some of his back

salary. He beheld the shafts of gold in

the west and removed his hat in silent ad-

miration.

Immediately a peculiar sensation crept
over him, and he glanced apprehensively
to right and left, as a great wave of inde-

cision ingulfed him. The next moment
his stock of courage vanished entirely, and
left him standing trembling, gazing

blankly at the ominous prison walls.

He drew a long breath, screwed up his

face, and mechanically replaced Bill

Crow's tile.
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Like a whirlwind, his stock of bravado

returned, bringing with it a regiment of

re-enforcements, and he scowled and won
dered why he had been a tramp when there

was so much booty lying around unpro-
tected.

He turned and made his way to the city,

firmer than ever in his resolution that the

tramp should become a Man of Kesources.

He entered the main thoroughfare. He
was no longer a vagabond, and did not

shuffle; but walked with firm tread, threw

back his head, and smiled derisively when
he passed a ragged type of his late profes-
sion.

He passed a policeman and looked him

squarely in the face; then he paused a

moment to realize this new phase of him-
self. Hitherto all policemen had been the

means of transferring him to the county
jail, chain-gang, or rock-pile. Again he
scowled and swore deeply that it would
effect a vacancy in the department before

he would again submit to such indignities.
He passed many residences; these he

inspected critically and deliberately.

Away on the extreme outskirts he entered

a lane and presently paused before a large

two-story house, reached by a long shady
drive-way and surrounded by well-kept

grounds.
The place looked prosperous. In the

rear he saw a large orchard, and close at

hand a commodious stable. The windows
were low, the house modern, and there

was certainly much booty there.

He instantly selected this as the scene

of his initial plunge; and that he might
familiarize himself with the place, strolled

repeatedly up and down the lane. He
noticed with satisfaction a rear second-

story window open, and leaning against
the barn was a pruning-ladder.
The shades of night fell and he returned

to the river, to await the proper hour for

his burglarious success.

Again he hung Bill's hat upon a con-

venient limb and removed Jerry's shoes.

He stretched himself out on the river

bank and closed his eyes. Something it

may have been the chirp of the crickets,

the lap and gurgle of the flowing river,

or the drone of insects soothed his tur-

bulent feelings and invoked freedom from

thought. He relapsed into deep slumber.

His rest seemed broken. Once or twice

he sighed deeply, and once he stretched

out his arms much as a man who was not

a tramp might have done.

When at length he awoke, something
like a sob manifested itself, and he sat up
suddenly and stared long and earnestly
into the darkness.

He had dreamed of years ago; of the

old tenement-house existence ; of the time
when he had sold papers and blacked

boots ; of the time when he and Nell had

stood, hand in hand, beside the grave in

the potter's field, and again he had heard
Nell's voice falter,

" Mother said you
would be good to me, brother/"

Socrates fumbled nervously for a match
and lighted his pipe. He did not know

why, at this unhappy period of his career,

he should be reminded of those old weari-

some days. Even if it was only a dream,
it was about as quieting as a specter.
Then he remembered how an uncle had

adopted Nell and educated her, while he

had been left to shift for himself, and he

had shifted. He wondered if Nell ever

thought of her brother since her uncle

died and she had married that fellow who
wrote

'

books and smoked cigarettes. He
read once that he had become famous, and
he supposed he must be rich too, as a

natural deduction.

Well, that was years ago; so what was
the use of thinking of it now ? He blinked

very rapidly and puffed his pipe fiercely.

He forgot all about the tenement-house,
the grave in the potter's field, and Nell,
he forgot about the fellow who wrote

books, smoked cigarettes, and married his

sister. He held his pipe in his hand and
stared stolidly at the dark pile of masonry
that represented the tomb of many a man
who had also endeavored to become a Man
of Eesources.

" Must have been a token," he solilo-

quized.
" That dream did n't come for

nothing."
Then he gasped as he thought of his

intentions of an hour ago. He steal ? He
had never stolen a thing in his life ! And
to think that he had calmly meditated a

burglary, and even chosen the house ! He
must have been laboring under a tempo-

rary aberration. Socrates Byron Pillsbury

might be a tramp, but not a thief! He
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spat forcibly at the tree-trunk and arose

to his feet.

He felt sore and lame from his long

tramp, and was also very hungry; but

better that than to occupy a cell in yonder
tomb. He pulled on Jerry's shoes and
overshadowed his thin face with Bill

Crow's hat.

Yes, he was certainly tired and hungry ;

his feet were bruised and swollen and his

clothes ragged. Miserable, friendless, and
an outcast, he stood alone- in the night.

His thoughts found their way back to

the two-story house, the isolated locality,

the open window, and then he thought of

the jewels and money he knew must be

there, and again told himself that of all

men in the world he was the most needy.
His resolutions of a few hours previous
manifested themselves more keenly than

ever, and he knocked the ashes from his

pipe resolutely against the tree and bade

udieu forever to the old life of shifting.
" Eleven o'clock ! And all 's well !

"

it was the cry of the guard on the pris-

on-wall. The cry was repeated all along
the line until it seemed to be lost in the

depths of the night. A hoot-owl some-

where took it up mournfully; then he

heard the weird howling of a dog, and

shivered.

He turned and made his way rapidly to

the lane and paused before the gate lead-

ing to the two-story house. Then he tip-

toed silently in King Jerry's patent-leath-
ers up the graveled roadway and wondered

where he would find the jewels.

He circled around the house. All was
clear. No lights, no dogs, and no one

astir. The lower windows were all closed

and the shades drawn; the rear upper
window was still open, and the pruning-
ladder still leaned against the barn. He
carried it to the house and leaned it

against the sill of the open window.
He looked carefully around, then as-

oended the ladder with a reckless deter-

mination that would have thrown Bill

Crow into a stupor of admiration. He
reached the level of the sill and peered

sharply inside.

Through the half-curtained window the

moon shone brightly, illuminating the in-

terior. A glance told him that it was a

bedroom and unoccupied. It was luxur-

iously and exquisitely furnished. He
drew a long breath and told himself that

probably it was a spare room. So iar, so

good. He climbed noiselessly in and stood

meditating. In all probability the occu-

pants of the house slept upstairs. He
would descend to the lower floor and go
on a still hunt. If unsuccessful, he would
return and be guided by circumstances.

The bedroom door was open. He passed
into a wide hall and stood motionless, lis-

tening. Not a suggestion of a sound could

he hear. He crept on tiptoe down the hall,

past several doors, till he reached the head
of the stairs. Then he paused again. The
moon cast a faint light through the hall

window, and guided by the rays, he de-

scended the stairs. His coolness was phe-

nomenal, and like Bill Crow, he was on the

qui vive for the least suggestion of danger.
He deplored the absence of a dark lantern,

also a revolver. He was sure Bill would
not have undertaken this errand without

his trusty gun. But after he had become
a successful Man of Kesources, he would
have all those things. .

At the foot of the stairs he paused. It

was much darker there. As his eyes be-

came accustomed to the darkness, he made
out the outlines of an open door a few
feet away. He groped his way thither and
entered. He reflected that to strike a

match would be attended with safety, since

in all probability he was the sole tenant

of the lower floor.

He didn't like the way Jerry's shoes

squeaked, and decided to remove them
till he should have completed his mission.

He seated himself in the darkness on the

carpet, pulled them off, stood up, and felt

for a match. He found one, then paused,
and gazed in a crescendo of bewilderment

into the darkness.

His mind became the rendezvous of in-

terrogation points; wild and desperate

impulses chased each other through his

brain; Ms cool deliberation melted away;
he grew feverish, and with each succeed-

ing instant his stock of recklessness in-

creased and valiant thoughts of a mid-

night hold-up presented themselves. The

thoughts of burglary were disgusting!

only a coward would sneak into a man's
house in the dead of the night. He was
sure there must be valuable booty here and
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he ah, well, he was unarmed and could

not be expected to appropriate by the Bill

Crow method.
He discerned a .chandelier, struck a

match, turned the gas half on and lighted
it.

The light revealed to the astonished

gaze of this pilgrim of vagabondage a

scene never even dreamed of before.

The room was spacious and elegant. Its

ceilings were frescoed, and the walls deco-

rated with rich tapestries. Gorgeous up-
holsteries and luxurious furniture, a

magnificent piano and costly bric-a-brac,

made up that whole which is evidence of a

home of wealth and refinement.

He caught a gleam of silver sconces, a

carved onyx fireplace, an inlaid floor, pol-
ished like a mirror and strewn with soft

rugs and skins. An indefinable sense of

peace was in the air, the room was still

warm and the reflecting mirrors dupli-
cated all the delights of a magnificent
home. He saw upon an alabaster pedestal
the fairy figure of a bisque dancing-girl.
There was a worldly smile on her face and
in her attitude a suggestion of the life he

hacl dreamed of.

He caught his breath and reverently re-

moved Bill Crow's hat in the presence of

such elegance.
Then something happened.
Hatless and shoeless he stood, his knees

shaking and the perspiration breaking out

at every pore. Bravado, recklessness, cool-

ness, fortitude, all abruptly vanished, and
Socrates Byron Pillsbury, tramp and
harmless wanderer, realized that at the

dead of the night he was in the drawing- .

room of somebody's mansion, with the gas

lighted. This realization was attended

with a half sob, half wail of terror, and he

seemed rooted to the polished floor. He
wanted only one thing to make his exit

as speedily as it is within the power of

man to do.

Jewels, money, and the ambitions of a

Man of Resources, were nothing to him, if

he were only out in the open air and free

again.
He grasped his shoes in one hand, his

hat in the other, and turned hastily to

quit the place. His cheek came in contact

with something cold and hard. He
gasped, started back, looked up, and con-

fronted a man in dressing-gown and slip-

pers holding a pistol at his temple.
Socrates stood immovable, and glared

speechlessly at the enemy, who calmly
cocked the revolver and looked sternly at

him.
"
If you attempt to struggle, you are

a dead man," he said quietly.
Socrates hastily acknowledged the situ-

ation. His captor looked him over from
head to foot, noted the white, terror-

stricken face a"nd protruding eyes, and
lowered the weapon.

" What are you doing here ?
"

he de-

manded.
Socrates attempted to reply, stammered,

and then gazed dumbly at the questioner.
The man with the revolver turned up

the gas. The elegance of the apartment
shone in varied colors; the crystal chan-

delier shot forth its scintillating rays, the

dancing-girl leered down upon them with

apparent humorous silence, while Socrates

buried his shoeless toes in a rug and hung
his head.

"
Hitherto," said the gentleman of the

dressing-gown, after a long silence, "it
has been my impression that representa-
tives of your profession were endowed with
a reasonable amount of intelligence. You
appear to be sadly deficient in that re-

spect. Not only that, but you are a rank
coward as well. I don't wonder," look-

ing at his garments,
"
that you have not

made a startling success of your vocation."

Socrates said,
"
Yes, sir," and looked to-

ward the windows.
The intruder calmly searched him for

weapons.
"
Now, sir," he said, waving his revolv-

er in the air,
"
you will soon be in a posi-

tion to reflect and study your vocation.

You have not completed your course, and
need more instruction. Do you know that

the penitentiary is awaiting you ?
"

if
I was there to-day," said Socrates

faintly.
*'

Well, you are caught now, my bird,

caught red-handed ! Red-handed, I say,

sir, red-handed !

"

Socrates gazed at his digits.
*'
It 's the

sun," he whined.
"
I drilled from Soli-

taryville to here yesterday. It 's more "n

fourteen miles and "

" So you came fourteen miles for the



"Confronted a man in dressing-gown and slippers
"

express purpose of burglarizing my house,,

did you ? Well, it
?

s less than one mile to

the tender mercies of the prison warden.

What -"s your name ?
"

Socrates told him.
" What ?

" demanded the other, wheel-

ing and peering at the midnight prowler

sharply."
Socrates Byron Pillsbury," repeated

the Man of Eesources meekly.

31

The gentleman walked to the mantel,
laid the revolver down, motioned him to

a seat, and faced him again. He looked at

him reflectively, then said in a low tone

speaking to himself, "There is but one

man on God's footstool with that name."

And then and there began a catechism

relative to the early life of the Man of

Resources, his antecedents, home, parents,
and particularly his sister. What was her
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name ? Whom did she marry ? How long
since he had seen her ?

To all these, puzzled and bewildered,
Socrates replied to the best of his knowl-

edge.
The gentleman at length ceased his

queries and thoughtfully paced the floor.
"

I am inclined to be lenient with }ou/'
he said

;

"
I will give you one chance/'

Socrates, recovered from the lethargy
into which he had fallen, sat bolt upright
and looked eagerly at the speaker.

t: You deserve years in prison," he con-

tinued
;

"
but I will do what no man ever

before did for a burglar."
The word jarred on Socrates.
"
I ain't a burglar !

" he said.
"
I never

stole a thing in my life. It 's just them
shoes and that hat, that 's what it was.

I was all right afore I got a-hold of them.

They asphyxiated me. That 's what."
"
I will give you your liberty," contin-

ued the gentleman.
"
I see you are ragged

and, presumably, financially in need. Re-

main here a moment. Don't stir from

your chair, and don't make a sound, if

you do, I will show you no mercy."
He picked up the revolver and with a

parting admonition not to stir stepped

noiselessly into the hall, and Socrates

heard him mount the stairs to the upper
floor. The Man of Resources sat sphinx-

like, his eyes fixed on the face of the dan-

cing-girl.

In a few moments he heard footfalls on
the stairs again, and the gentleman re-en-

tered the room with an armful of clothes,

and depositing them on the floor, com-
manded him to exchange his old garments
for them.

Socrates lost no time in complying.
After the transformation the gentleman
handed him a purse." Here is twenty dollars," he said.
"

ISTow, listen : Take these old rags of

yours and drop them in the river. Cut
across the fields. Do not enter the city

again. If to-morrow at daylight you are

in or near Jefferson City, I shall send you
to the penitentiary. A word to the wise is

sufficient. And listen again : Never speak
of this occurrence, and never, on peril of

instant arrest, ever set foot in this locality

again. Come with me. You under-
stand?"

Socrates did. He was profoundly
touched, and for the first time in years
felt something like tears in his eyes. He
gathered up his cast-off clothes, Bill

Crow's hat, and King Jerry's shoes, and
followed the gentleman to the front door.

He attempted to thank him, but some-

thing rose up in his throat and he felt the

hot tears trickling down his cheeks.

The gentleman bowed him out, again

warning him that silence was golden. He
watched the form of the ex-Man of Re-

sources and his bundle disappear hastily
down the driveway, then softly closed the

door, latched it, and returned to the draw-

ing-room. He shivered a little, then
moved a chair, replaced a hassock, picked

up a burnt match, tossed it in the grate,
and then stood motionless. After meditat-

ing a few moments, he placed the revolver

in his dressing-coat pocket, extinguished
the gas, and ascended the stairs.

As he reached the upper hallway he

heard a voice call,
" Arthur !

"

He entered his wife's room and lighted
the gas."

Awake, dear ?
" he asked gently.

"
1

thought I heard a noise downstairs and

investigated. The room was warm, and
as I was not sleepy, I decided to spend an
hour in mental research. What ! crying,
dear? And why?"

She was very beautiful, her eyes large
and expressive and her cheeks flushed.

a
Arthur, I have had such a dream. I

dreamed 1 saw my brother again. He
seemed to stand before me, ragged and
miserable. He looked, 0, so wretched!
and in his face there was such a look of

misery and woe ! It all seemed so real,

dear."

The gentleman coughed and removed
his slippers.

"
Why, my dear, you are

nervous. It was only a dream, you know.''
"
Ah, but it seemed so real. Poor fel-

low ! I wonder where he is now ? He had
no advantages, no home, and no one to

care for him. I remember him as he was

years ago, barefooted, rosy-cheeked, and
so manly. You promised, Arthur dear,
that some day you would try and find him.
How many, many times have I longed to

see him and to know where he is !

"

The gentleman extinguished the light."
Nonsense, child ! He is out of your
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life now/' ho said, noiselessly placing the

revolver in the dresser.
" Chances are

that somewhere in the East he is happy,

well-to-do, and the father of a large fam-

ily. Perhaps we shall see them some da;y.

Bless rne ! I got chilled after all. Don't

dim your eyes again, dear. And now go
to sleep. So, good night."

At dawn Socrates was many miles from
Jefferson City, and as the first crimson

rays of the rising sun appeared above a

distant hill, he leaned over the green bank
of the Missouri Elver, and one by one,

.dropped his ragged garments, Bill Crow's

tile, and King Jerry's shoes, into the

whirling waters. He watched the gray
bullet-perforated hat drift down the cur-

rent till it disappeared, a mere speck,
around a bend in the river. Then he

straightened up and told himself that

never again would Socrates Byron Pills-

bury, ex-tramp and ex-Man of Resources,
be subjected to the influence of other peo-

ple's cast-off garments. For many minutes

he stood rapt in thought, then critically

surveved himself. He was attired in a suit

of tweed, a pair of shapely shoes, and a

straw hat. He looked toward the rising

sun, predicted another hot day, gently
caressed a pocket-book, and hushed the

unbidden tears from his eyes. Mechani-

cally, he felt in his outer coat-pocket in

search of his pipe and tobacco. His hand
came in contact with something foreign
to his personal possessions, and he drew
out a photograph and held it up curiously.
The next moment he sat down abruptly.

"
It '& Nell !

"
he exclaimed.

He looked at the back of the picture and
read :

" To My Dear Husband, Arthur.

From Nellie."

For many moments he sat motionless,
then carefully placed the picture in his

inner pocket and arose. He turned his

face toward the north and walked swiftly.
u

I could go back now," he soliloquized ;

" but I won't. 1
7m going to work, and

I 'm going to be a man ! I don't hanker
after this kind of life, nohow. I 'm a new
man from now ! Some day I '11 go back
and .see Nell and him, but when I do I '11

be somebody. Yes, sir
;

from this day
I 'm going to be a man.

LOVE'S BITTER-SWEET

LOVE
with such sweetness doth contrive

My heart to wound, that each day I

A hundred times from sorrow die,

And from pure joy as oft revive.

Such gentle mien my sorrows wear

The joys of others seem less sweet
;

Since thus my heart e'en woe can greet,

What bliss when Joy shall flourish there !

Edward Wilbur Mason,

VOL. xxxiv 3
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MOUNT HAMILTON
AS IT APPEARS TO THE TOURIST

BY ALICE KIRKE

WE had lingered in California until

the very last of July. The burn-

ing heat of the long sunny days
of the Sacramento Valley had not con-

sumed our ardor; the depths of its dust

had not choked our desire to drink in more
of its beautiful scenery. The miles upon
miles of its yellow fields, glaring in the

light of a cloudless sun, had perhaps
caused us at times to long for the tassel-

lated fields and clover-covered meadows
of the East, but it had not blinded us to

the fact that our country contained but one

Mount Hamilton, and that, if we would
view its beauties, would see the sunset from
its summit, and look at a portion of the

starry firmament through the, at that

time, largest telescope in the world, we
must silence our longing for cool, refresh-

ing showers, rain-washed trees and fields,

and great stretches of verdure; so we ser

forth from San Francisco to San Jose, a

distance of perhaps fifty miles, though, as

we are not aiming to be statistical, or

rather, are aiming not to be statistical,

this matter of distance shall stand subject
to correction. At least, we traveled it,

between the coming up of the sun, and the

going down thereof, with a stop-off for sev-

eral hours at Menlo Park.

One of .the admirable features of Cali-

fornia travel which goes far toward recon-

ciling the sight-seer to continue sight-see-

ing is this privilege of stopping-off on

many tickets, with no red-tape proceedings
to vex the mind or weary the body.
Should the traveler wish to tarry at some

spot, of whose very existence, perhaps, he

was ignorant when purchasing his ticket,

he has only to state his wishes to the con-

ductor and it is arranged.
We reached San Jose on a Friday eve-

ning, and so much of interest was found to

claim our time and attention that Sat-

urday was too far spent to undertake the

ascent of the mountain that day ere we
learned that on Saturday evenings only,
was the Observatory open to visitors. As
the summit of Mount Hamilton was our

objective point, there was no other course
than to await the dawn of another Satur-

day.

Although the Santa Clara Valley is small
in comparison with the Sacramento or the
San Joaquin, and lacking in their chief

feature, a river, still it abounds in points
of interest, and our detention was likely to

be in nowise tedious. By the time we had
done even scant justice to these, had visit-

ed Congress Springs and made ourselves

sick drinking the famous water there bot-

tled and shipped to all parts of the globe,
had been driven through miles upon miles
of beautiful fruit-farms, and investigated
their evaporating apparatus as well as

fruit, had looked in wonder upon
the Californian exhibits in the Exchange
at San Jose, had visited Alum Eock

Springs, and numerous other springs and

parks, it was time to arrange for our Sat-

urday trip.

The liveryman from whom we hired a

carriage expressly stipulated that the horse

should not be driven the return part of the

trip the same night. We wondered what

object he supposed we could have in re-

turning over that declivitous road at

night; but on recounting our arrange-
ments to a gentleman who had been kindly
anxious to spare us livery bills by offering
his own equipage for the trip, we began
acquiring some much-needed items of

information. The summit of Mount Ham-
ilton was strictly, unequivocally astro-

nomical; no hotel, no lodging-houses

there; no stable for our horse, no eating-

houses, not even a bakery, would we find

upon that exalted summit. Was it then

simply impossible to keep faith with the

liveryman ? Should we cancel our con-

tract with him, and take passage in one of

the coaches that with four, sometimes six,

horses attached left the Vendome Hotel

as late as three, or even four o'clock p. M.

and clattered merrily up the mount at

breakneck speed, and whose rapidity of

descent was reported to be simply marvel-

ous?
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\Vheii our quandary had been suffi-

ciently enjoyed, we were told that within

seven miles of the summit, we would find

a hotel, to which we could return after

viewing Mars, or the moon, or any other

planet, star, or satellite, upon which the

mighty telescope might chance to be

turned. We would start early, reach this

hotel ahead of the crowd, rest, refresh,

secure lodging, and as evening drew near

proceed slvyward with no anxiety as to

where to lay our heads on coming down.

so, or it had not been chosen as a proper

spot to place an astronomical observatory,
the mountain standing too far inland to

be veiled by the fog which along the coast

is so dense that the awnings often drip as

if from rain. The sun has here the appear-
ance of getting up extremely early, from

the fact that lie gets down to business with

prodigious vigor at a very early hour of

the day.
This tree-bordered drive from San

Jose to the mountain is, as may be rcadiiv

|~

On the Road to the Observatory

In a past century the Mission fathers

set a double row of trees on each side of a

highway leading from San Jose to the

foot-hills of a mountain which, in our cen-

tury, was to become the seat of a famous

observatory; the next morning we were

.rolling along this magnificently tree-bor-

dered drive just as the sun was rising. It

is needless to say that it was a clear day,
for during the dry season all days are clear

in California, and in this spot particularly

imagined, an ascending grade, but il

seemed to us exactly the-reverse. In look-

ing toward the base of the mountain, we
could very positively believe we were de-

scending, a phenomenon I should much
like to have explained, as the residents say
that most new-comers unfamiliar with

mountain regions labor under this same
delusion. By the time we reached the end
of the shaded road, we began a decided

climbing, about which there was no possi-
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bility of doubt. But how describe that

ascent, or the magnificent road built by the

county at enormous expense, which goes

winding around, now on this side of one

hill, now on that side of another, up, up,

up, on a ledge hewn out to give footing
on the edge of a declivity down which to

look causes one to grow dizzy? This on
one side, while on the other the reverse,
the same stretch of turf and trees, rock
and hillock, reaching up in what seems
almost a perpendicular rise, till the mag-
nitudes grow oppressive. Presently we
came out upon a lovely little glen, where
another hill joins the one we had been

climbing, and crossing this, we began
climbing the next great hill. As we wound
around its base, we came out upon a side

that overlooks the Santa Clara Valley,
which not immediately beneath us, but off

a considerable distance, gleamed in the

morning sun like some fine mosaic. From
the height from which we viewed it, the

fruit-farms are but tiny squares of varying
shades of green; the houses are toy cot-
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tages, the great red water-tanks are berries

buried in green, the windmills are merely
blossoms, tossing to a slight breeze, while

the land around the outer edges of the

valley, not yet set out to fruit, is but ir-

regular bits of buffs, bronzes, and browns,
that form a fitting frame for the pic-"

ture.

Our path was a winding one, so this

view was soon lost, while our attention was
attracted to a tiny lake nestling among
trees and shrubs upon the mountain-side.

It was lost almost as soon as seen, but it

reappeared later in a wholly unexpected
quarter, where we got a much better view
of it, but were sorely perplexed to under-

stand how it came to be here, when, in all

reason, it should be over yonder where we
left it. We caught other glimpses of this

ubiquitous bit of water, finally looking
down upon it from a height that rendered

it so small, that we might easily have not

seen it at all, except that we were watching
to see from how many points we could

catch its gleam.



The Library

We reached the hotel at ten o'clock, fto

carriage or conveyance of any kind had

passed us coming up, so we complacently
considered ourselves to be the early birds

entitled to well, in this instance entitled

to a bed. Imagine our surprise then, when
" mine host

"
smilingly assured us he could

not promise us so much. His hostelry
was run in connection with the Yendome
at San Jose ; he had just had a telephone

message from there; he must reserve his

beds for their guests. There were already

nearly two hundred booked to leave there,
with further orders for seats still coming
in. He would be glad to serve us. We
should have first chance after the Yen-
dome people. Yes, rubbing his hands glee-

fully, it was to be a banner day in travel

twixt San Jose and the Observatory; he

should not wonder if the number reached

three hundred.

We began taking mental dimensions of

his modest hostelry, and concluded, with-

out close computation, that our chances
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were by no means promising. Well! it

was only another testimony to the fact,

" The best laid plans o' mice an' men
Gang aft agley."

To-morrow, we should probably be called

to face an irate liveryman; to-day, we
would enjoy ourselves, having done our

best to keep faith and failed. The hotel

veranda commanded a plain, unobstructed

view of the Observatory, which had been

playing at peek-a-boo with us for the last,

few miles, appearing and disappearing in

a very capricious manner, wholly at vari-

ance with its staid proportions. But here,

we had it fast at last, with full five hours

in which to stare it out of countenance.

A foot-path leading up to it was, they told

us, only two and a half miles in length,
while the carriage drive was seven. This

path was alluring, but the sun was an Au-

gust one, and doing duty with what seemed

to us a preternatural persistency, so we
curbed the fancy we had felt to finish the
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ascent afoot and took carriage again at

half-past three.

From here the ascent differed from
that of the morning; no more winding
around one large hill in search of a point
where we could cross to another, which on
an opposite side was connected with yet

another, which would, if the road around
it were faithfully followed, fetch us to still

another, each carrying us higher than the

last. We had reached the last peak now,
were at the base of

"
the topmost, towering

fretted by clouds, undimmed by any mite
of moisture in the atmosphere, surrounded

us, not only overhead, but around and
about and below us. We seemed the merest

specks, caught up and quite lost in the

illimitable space, inclosed beneath this in-

verted bowl of rarest, purest blue, adown
the- inner surface of which the sun was

rapidly declining.
We could have lingered in mute enjoy-

ment of the scene until night set in, per-

haps much longer, but being reminded

The Main Corridor of the Observatory

height/' and after zigzagging back and
forth for a few miles, making, they tell us,
we did not count, exactly three hun-

dred crooks and turns, our way became a

spiral, winding around and around and

yet around this peak, until the summit
was reached.

On the summit at last, free from all

other attractions, and distractions,we could

abandon ourselves to the scene entirely.
The intense blue of the clear ether, un-

that the Observatory contained objects en-

titled to a portion of our attention, we
turned thitherward, remarking that the

cerulean blue of the Italian skies of which

one so often reads can certainly in no wise

surpass this.

After registering we separated from the

other visitors, and our party climbed the

stairs and stood at last in the circular

room beneath the dome. While leaning
over the railing, and gazing down upon the
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mighty telescope, the masculine member of

the party called attention to the mechanism

overhead, a complete circle of pairs of

wheels, or rollers, upon which rests the im-
mense dome, and the meaning of which he

instantly comprehended, and declared that

if that gigantic dome was to be turned that

night, he meant to be on this very spot to

see it move. Then he must needs discover

that the circular floor upon which the tele-

scope stands, which is the center of the

room we were in, but depressed many feet

below the outer circle upon which we

stood, is adjustable, can be .raised and
lowered at will, and we must go down at

once and see what power is used and how

applied ;
for when he saw these mighty

masses move, as he was going to see them

do, even if he had to come again, he was

going to understand the power which they

obey.

Although I much disliked to admit it,

the ascent or something, the phantom
coach mayhap, had made me a trifle un-

steady. At least, the great stone buildings
seemed much disposed to wabble, the stairs

were by no means stationary, the blocks

of stone in the pavements tipped and
tilted in a manner decidedly disagreeable
to a person so much above sea-level, and all

this talk of revolving domes, of movable
floors and errating telescopes, which not

only waltzed, but rose and fell, did not in

the least allay the feeling of unstabilit-'

that pervaded things in general, and I

could almost believe the mountain itself

were oscillating. But down we went to the

very beginning of things, and viewed the

spot where the mortal remains of James
Lick repose beneath the heavy masonry
required to support the immense telescope
which bears his name. I read the inscrip-
tion and marveled at the mighty monu-
ment this man had erected to his own

memory. I thought of the thousands upon
thousands who would visit his resting-

place in the years to come; of the years

upon years that his name would be spoken,
when that of most of his contemporaries
should have faded entirely from the face

of the earth; how hundreds upon hun-

dreds toil and struggle to efface them-

selves, where one is able to make a tiny
mark upon the page of time.

Marveling and thinking thus, I wholly

forgot the question of power. The other

did not, however; it was water-power, ho

said.

By the time we had again emerged into

sunlight, the visitors were arriving in

goodly number. There was every con-

ceivable manner of conveyance, big coach,
little coach, carriage, and cart

;
and many

of these rapidly arriving guests,
"
many

much wiser than we/
7 had brought great

hampers of edibles with them, and were

spreading them out upon the grass in ag-

gravatingly tempting array.
This seemed to* be the feather which

broke the back of some one's resolution to

fast; for he said,
"
Stay right here while 1

find if we can procure a cup of tea,*' and
was off before <i remonstrance could bu

offered.

The scene was a lively one, and could, I

thought, be for a time enjoyable; but

that he should be engaged in such a hope-
less forage seemed a great waste of time,
and he so likehr to return in a disgusted
state of mind. But there he was already

returning, and beckoning me to join him.

Yes, we were to have tea, where or of

whom he scarcely knew. He had seen a

woman taking clothes from a line, and
asked her if a cup of tea were an impossi-

bility upon Mount Hamilton. She had in-

quired,
" For how many?" He had an-

swered,
"
Just two, myself and wife."

Then she had given instructions concern-

ing entrance, stairways, landing, and doors,

which, followed out, brought us to the din-

ing-room of one of the astronomers, where
we had no occasion to envy the people on

the grass, nor yet the minister and hi*

mother who had brought letters of intro-

duction.

The astronomer soon left to attend to

duties at the Observatory, but we chatted

with his wife, till we well-nigh missed the

sunset. She was such a pleasant body, a

young mother with her first baby, a little

wee baby of only a few months. She was
so many, many weary miles from the dear

old home on the other side of the Rockies

and the Mississippi ; so bravely striving to

make a home for her husband and self

away up here among the moons, the tele-

scopes, stars, planets, satellites, and circles.

I could not forbear inquiring if the sub-

ject of astronomy were a particularly in-
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teresting one to her. I did so hope it was.

The indescribably droll little grimace
with which she made her answer,

" The

very least interesting subject in the whole
wide world," dispelled this hope, and I

sighed as we descended to the sunset, which
we had so nearly missed, and would have
missed twice over rather than not have
met the little lady whom we left.

Much to our delight I found after tea,

that my feeling of unsteadiness had wholly

disappeared and we proceeded much re-

freshed to the west entrance of the Observ-

atory where every one had gathered to view
the sun retire: Any description of such
a sunset would require a poet's pen, so 1

omit it altogether, preferring to default,
rather than to deface.

We were among the first lot who looked

through the big telescope that evening, to

do which they let us down into telescopic

precincts in squads of ten. Through this

mammoth instrument, we looked at the

third largest star in our firmament, what
did they call it ? Arcturus ? The name is

a trifle misty, but the star, was very, very

bright.

Through another telescope, in quite a

different quarter of the building, which in-

volved a considerable
" wander upstairs

and downstairs to the turret-chamber," we
took a peep at Saturn, whose rings had the

appearance of a pole protruding through
its center, and very nicely adjusted, as the
ends seemed exactly the same in length.
Here we rested a bit, for this instrument
was to be turned upon the moon, by and

by, when all who wished had had a peep at

Saturn.

As I stood upon a step-ladder, gazing at

what the astronomer asserted was a por-
tion of the moon, I tried to be vastly edi-

fied by the sight, and his remarks thereon,
but my mind would wander from his sub-

ject to his wife. I felt so thankful that

they had a baby, and that the baby was a

girl, whom she could teach to sew, and to

do crochet-work, while -a boy would be

straying off to his father's work, and tell-

ing her all about "the least interesting

things in the whole wide world," of which
I was suspicious that she heard a trifle too

much already. And if this little girl

should develop a taste for astronomy, I

hoped there would be yet other children,
and so long as they remained upon Mount
Hamilton always one too young to talk

astronomy. Perhaps these thoughts, at

such a time, would seem to require an apol-

ogy, but why hold me responsible, if a

portion of the moon, which, seen through
a telescope, exactly resembled a piece of

cheese, proved less interesting than the

people outside the somber building, where
this same moon in its entirety was shining
out in a resplendent glory that needed no

telescope to discern?

Floods of soft light enveloped the

mountain as we descended, and the drive

I had so dreaded, proved the most enjoy-

able, the most beautiful, and the best re-

membered, of any it has been my fortune

to undertake. We had started down early,
and excepting a party of ten or twelve

ladies and gentlemen on horseback whom
we met near the summit, we had the road

entirely to ourselves. These drew into

single file to pass, and their gay laughter
as they cantered up the steep seemed the

one note^needed to perfect our day. The

phantom'coach had vanished, the rapidity
of movement through the August evening
air was exhilarating; our horse seemed

quite fresh, and in all probability, keenly
anxious to reach oats, made light work of

the down-grade stretch, reaching the little

hotel before we had enjoyed half enough
of this moonlit mountain drive.

Eemembering that over four hundred

persons had registered at the Observatory
that evening, we whirled by without troub-

ling
" mine host," and finally found

lodgings at one of the relay stations,

with an old couple who had come
from "

Injiany
"

full thirty years before,

and whose content and thankfulness for

safe deliverance from swamps, and "ager
v

would require reams of paper to recite.

Sunday morning found us with a third

of our return trip still before us, so we

again enjoyed the Santa Clara Valley in

miniature, the pretty bit of water which
was everywhere, and the tree-bordered

drive into San Jose.



A CHINESE ISHMAEL

BY SUI SIN FAR

IK"

THE light of night, on the detached

rocks near the Cliff House, the sea-

lions are clambering and growling;
the waters of the Pacific are foaming
around them, and their young, in the

clefts of the rookeries, are drifting into

dreamland on lullabies sung by the waves.

Mark that great fellow ensconced on a

rocky pedestal. Why does he roar so rest-

lessly and complainingly ? I wonder, if he

could speak, if he would tell where Leih

Tseih and Ku Yum lie. I almost fancy
that he sees the lovers quiet and still

under the waters.

Ku Yum leant over the balcony of the

big lodging-house on Dupont Street. She
was very tired, for she was a delicate little

thing and her tiny hands and feet were

kept moving all day; her mistress had a

heart like a razor and a tongue to match.

Underneath the balcony there passed a

young man, and as he went by,- some spirit

whispered in Ku Yum's ear,
" Let fall a

Chinese lily."

Ku Yum obeyed the spirit, and the

young man, whose name was Leih Tseih,
raised his eyes, and seeing Ku Yum, loved

her. The Chinese lily he lifted from the

ground and carried it away in his sleeve.

Thereafter every day, going backward
and forward to his work, Leih Tseih

passed under the balcony where he had
first seen Ku Yum, but the maiden no

longer leaned over the railing. She had

grown shy, and contented herself with

peeping out of the door of the upper room.
At last Leih Tseih, who was beside him-
self with love, threw her a note wrapped
around a stone. Ku Yum caught and de-

murely retired with it; but just as she

was placing it in the sole of her shoe her
mistress came behind her and twisted it

out of her fingers." You wicked, wicked thing !

"
cried

the woman. " How dare you keep com-

pany with a bad man !

"

Poor little Ku Yum's transparent face

flushed.
"
If I am a wicked thing, a bad man is
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fit company for me," she cried.
" But he

who wrote m*e that is a superior man."
At that her mistress fell to beating her

with a little switch. Ku Yum screamed;
but instead of receiving help, her mis-

tress's husband appeared and relieved his

wife as switcher, having a stronger arm.

There lived on the floor just below the

Lee Chus, the owners of Ku Yum, a wo-

man who had compassion on the slave-

girl. She too had seen Leih Tseih pass
and the tossing up of the note, and had

said to herself,
"
Now, there are a fine-

"

looking young man and a pearl of a girl

becoming acquainted. May they be

happy!"
So when Ku Yum's screams rent the

air, her heart swelled big with pity, and

though she dared not interfere between

mistress and maid, she resolved to watch

for Leih Tseih and tell him what she knew

concerning Ku Yum.
When Leih Tseih learned what had be-

fallen the girl of his heart for his sake, the

blood rushed to his head, and he would

have leapt up. the stairs and carried Ku
Yum away by force, but A-Chuen, the

woman, restrained him, saying :

" Be dis-

creet, and I will assist you; be rash, and

you will lose all."
"
But," demurred Leih Tseih,

"
if a

man will not enter a tiger's lair, how can

he obtain her whelps ?
"

"By coaxing them out," replied A-

Chuen.
Then the woman and the young man

conferred together, and it came to pass
that when the stars were in the sky, Ku
Yum, in a peach-colored blouse, a present
from a cousin in China, stood with down-
cast eyes in A-Chuen's sitting-room and.

listened to words from her lover. She

could not be induced to look at Leih Tseih,
but he caught the shine of her eyes under-

neath the lids, and thought her as sweet

as a li-chee.
" Bear child," said A-Chuen,

c< do not

tremble so; you are with friends."

Then Leih Tseih told how he had

planned to remove her from the people
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who had treated her so cruelly. A-Chuen,
who had an old husband who loved her

well enough to do all that she wished,
would leave the house on Dupont Street

and take a small house for herself. There
Ku Yum should safely abide. Meanwhile,
A-Chuen with amiable ami flattering
words would induce the Lee Clms to allow

Ku Yum to come to A-Chuen's room to

work some embroidery on garments for her

husband's store, thereby preventing Ku
Yum from being abused.

"You are very good and very kind,"

responded Ku Yum. " But unless I am
bought from the Lee Chus, I cannot leave

them. I have heard them talking of an
offer that Lum Choy has made for me.
It is dollars and dollars, and before many
moons go by I fear 1 shall be obliged to be

his."
<{ Who is Lum Choy ?

"
asked Leili

Tseih, his face white with anger and sur-

prise.
" He is a very ugly man/' said Ku Yum,

" and there is a scar right across his fore-

head. But he has made money, they say,
in more ways that the way of labor/

7

"And you wish to be sold to him?"
queried Leih Tseih jealously." That I did not say," replied KIT Yum,"
but this I do say : I am only a slave, but

still a Chinese maiden. He' is a man who,

wishing to curry favor with the white peo-

ple, wears American clothes, and when it

suits his convenience passes for a Jap-
anese.

"' Shame on him *" cried A-Chuen.
" Kind friend," said Leih Tseih to

A-Chuen,
"

if you so please, I would speak
to Ku Yum alone."

A-Chuen left the room, and Leih Tseih,

seating himself beside Ku Yum said,
"
I

would like to tell you of myself."" What you like to tell, I like to hear,"

replied Ku Yuni.

'"Then, listen," said Leih Tseih. "I
am the son of a high mandarin, but being
possessed of a turbulent and unruly spirit
I ran away from home in my eighteenth
year and through the agency of the Six

Companies came to San Francisco. Here
1 obtained work, but the Gambling Cash

Tiger had all of my thoughts, and it came
to pass in the heat of a game, when I saw

my adversary, the very Lum Choy you

speak of, playing me false, that I struck at

him with a knife and left him lying
wounded. I escaped punishment and fol-

lowed a seafaring-man's life for several

years. Then came shipwreck and drifting
for days alone upon the mighty waters,
and my soul at last was humbled

;
and one

solemn night, when naught could be heard

save the washing of the waves against the

side of my small boat, I acknowledged Avith

sorrow to the Parent of All that 1 had in-

deed wandered far from the path, of virtue,

and vowed, if my life were spared, to fol-

low my conscience, for I had indeed been

the bad man your mistress called me."
" Good or bad," cried little Ku Yum,

"
you are you and I am I." And she patted

his hand slryly to show that what she had
heard had not changed her feelings. Then
she added,

" And now I vow I will never

be Lum Choy's, but ever yours, who have

the grace of the well-born."

Leih Tseih smiled and exclaimed,
" What a woman !

" and declared that he

loved every inch of her skin and the spirit

that dwelt behind her eyes.
"'
I was picked up by a sailing-vessel

bound for San Francisco," continued Leih

Tseih,
" and since returning to this city.

I have conformed to virtue in every re-

spect. 1 sought work and I obtained it.

1 have saved money almost sufficient to

pay to the Six Companies the amount of

my indebtedness. It was with the ob-

ject of relieving myself of that obligation
that I saved. But now, my Ku Yum, that

sum will take you and me together far

away from here to another city on the

other side of this world. What do you

say?"
Little Ku Yum shook her head.
"
I told my mistress," said she,

"
that

you were a superior man."
" So be it," returned Leih Tseih, re-

buked,
"

I will take the punishment I de-

serve, and after my debt has been paid
will wait for you until I have made money
enough to buy you."" No

;
when you have paid your debt

and are able to take me away, I will fly

with you wherever and whenever you
wish.'"

(C Even though I steal }'ou."" That I will consider a righteous theft.

Besides, the sooner von are out of this citv
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the better. Are you not afraid that you

may be recognized and thrown into

prison ?
"

"
I am not afraid. Life on the ocean

transformed me both inwardly and out-

wardly."" That may be, but I fear for you now.

Be careful, I pray you. If you meet Lum
Choy there will be trouble; and should

he become aware that you and I have met,
he would be a bloodhound on your track.''

"
Well, for your sake I will watch and

be cautious."

When A-Chuen reappeared, Leih Tseih

said,
" Kind woman, we have agreed when

the proper time comes to seek another city

where we can be united. Here there are

laws to separate us, but none to bind.''

Which was true; for how could Leih
Tseih and Ku Yum ask either Chinese

priest or American in San Francisco to

make them man and wife ?

'* One might as well look for a pin at the

bottom of the ocean," growled Lum Choy.
He spoke to the Lee Chus, who had been

vainly searching for weeks for Ku Yum.
"*

Well, it may be that she has, given her-

self to the sea," answered Lee Chu, who
was not very bright."

Imbeciles !

" was his wife's quick re-

joinder as she snapped her eyes at the men.
" A girl with a new lover can always be

found by him."
" What do you mean ?

"
asked Lum

Choy.
<

Why, this : Ku Yum had a lover who

passed here every day. It is to his em-

braces, not to those of cold water that Ku
Yum has given herself. The shameful

thing ! If I had her here I would tear her

eyes out."

Lum Choy's face had become livid.
" Do you know this man ?

"'

said he.
"
If so, I will trace her through him."
"
I should know him were I to see him,"

said Lee Chu's wife, "but he has not

passed for three or four weeks. I had the

letter which he wrote to Ku Yum, but the

girl stole it from me before she left/"
" He will pass again," replied Lum

Choy.
:( Ku Yum is not here now, so he

does not make this his way. But he must

pass some time. Tell me the hour when he
was wont to go by and I will watch day

after day and never weary until I have run
him down."

The presidents of the Six Companies
had met together in the council hall.

The chief of the Sam Yups, an impos-

ing man with thought-refined features,
was urging the advisability of expending
a sum of money for the relief of some sick

laborers, when a rapping was heard, fol-

lowed by the entrance of the Six Com-

panies' secretary, who approached the aged
chief of the Hop Wos and whispered a few
words in his ear.

k You can admit him," responded the

old man.
The secretary left the room, and in a

few minutes returned with a repulsive-

looking fellow whose forehead bore a huge
scar.

" This is Lum Choy," announced the

secretarjr."
Well, Lum Choy, what is your com-

plaint ?
"
inquired the Hop Wo chief.

"
My complaint," said Lum Choy, in a

high, rasping voice,
"

is that living in this

city is a man named Leih Tseih, who owes
this honorable body the cost of his trans-

portation from China to America, and as

well sundry other taxes. His debt is of

many years' standing, yet he works as a

free man and himself receives the good of

every cent he earns. More than this, Leih

Tseih is a fugitive criminal, having some
five 3

rears ago assaulted a man with mur-
derous intent and escaped the consequences
of his crime. I, Lum Choy, am the man
he assaulted, and bear on my forehead the

mark of his knife. I also complain that

this Leih Tseih has abducted a slave girl
named Ku Yum, or rather, stolen her from
one Lee Chu, and that he has secreted her
in a house on Stockton Street, to which I

can lead you. And I petition that you
engage officers of the law to capture this

lawless man, and that you prosecute him,
as it is in order for the Six Companies so

to do."

There were a few seconds of silence after

Lum Choy had finished speaking; then
the Sam Yup chief arose. He regarded
gravely the mean figure of Lum Choy, and
said: "Presidents of the Yeong Wo,
Kong Chow, Yan Wo, Hop, Wo and Ning
Yeong Societies, you may remember that
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less tlian one month ago I delivered over to

the Six Companies' Fund a sum of money,
which, as I then stated, had been paid
to me by one of our delinquent emigrants,
whose name I had been requested by him
to withhold. You did not press me to re-

veal that name, but the time has come to

do so. The man who paid me that money
was Leih Tseih, and the amount, as shown

"In some cases we have," replied the

Hop Wo chief suavely ;

"
but this case lies

with the American courts. Although so

many years have elapsed since Leih Tseih
assaulted you, I believe you still have re-

course against him, and as you are one of
our men, we will certainly do what we can
to assist you in avenging yourself accord-

ing to law."

'The hour when he was wont to go by"

in our books, covers the whole of his in-

debtedness. We, therefore, have no legal
claim against Leih Tseih, and are not
authorized to punish him for the deeds
which Lum Choy has charged him with."
Lum Choy could not restrain himself.

"What!" he cried, "the powerful Six

Companies have no jurisdiction over the
men they have brought to this country?

"

" But the slave girl, Ku Yum?
"

" Are you interested in her ?
"

queried
the Sam Yup."

I am," returned Lum Choy.
"
I have

paid a large sum for her, which Lee Chu
will not refund, and it was on the day
that she was to have come to me that she
fled with Leih Tseih. In my search for

her I discovered the man, and I have
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made no mistake,, for day after da}
7

, night
after night, I have dogged his footsteps.''

The chief of the Ning Yeongs then said :

" Lum Choy has suffered grievous wrongs,
and we must do all in our power to assist

him in bringing his wronger to justice;
but the purchase of slave-girls, which is

just and right in our own country, is not

lawful in America. Therefore, the task

of recovering Ku Yum cannot be under-

taken by the Six Companies. It must be

intrusted to the hands of private parties
and conducted secretly. Otherwise Lum
Choy and Lee Chu will have as much to

answer for, according to the law of this

country, as had Leih Tseih."
"
And," rejoined the Sam Yup presi-

dent,
"
that being so, I would advise Lum

Choy to let matters rest. He who strives

for a woman makes much trouble for him-

self. Besides, is it not better to forgive an

injury than to avenge one ?
"

"
Great and noble are your sentiments,

benevolent Sam Yup chief,'" broke in IAim

Choy, with a scarcely concealed sneer;
" but they are not the sentiments of a

man who has been injured as I have been,

and I will have vengeance if it costs me

my life."

With these words he left the council-

room. Desire for a woman, hate for a

man, had changed the nature of the once

shrewd and clear-headed Lum. Choy, and
his mind was fired with one idea ven-

geance.
"'

If," meditated he in the darkness of

midnight,
"
I imprison Leih Tseih for a

few months, perhaps a year, Ku Yum will

be his at the end of that time and love

him more than ever. If I use secret

means to obtain Ku Yum, and do obtain

her, the sweetness of the fruit will not be

for me, for her mind and heart will be

with my rival. If I kill Leih Tseili, Ku
Yunrs spirit will follow his, for that is the

way with women who dare what she has

dared. What, then, can I do to satisfy

myself and draw Ku Yum's heart from
Leih Tseih? This only kill Lum Choy
and make Leih Tseih his murderer. Oho !

devils, I shall soon be one of you! And
now 1 must arrange so that he shall be the

last person with me. I know where I can

obtain a knife of his, and I know how I

can lure him here. He will be overjoyed

with my offer to relinquish my claim on

Ku Yum for a small tax on his weekly

wages, and while he is pouring out his

gratitude to me for abandoning my ven-

geance, I will dabble him well with blood

from a cut arm. He must come here in

the dusk of the evening and immediately
after his departure the deed will be done.

Ha, ha ! what a revenge !

"

" Your eyes are strange; there is blood

on your garments !

"
cried Ku Yum to

Leih Tseih, who without warning had

appeared before her.

Leih Tseih's set face relaxed.
" Be not afraid, my bird," said he

;

"
but to-night you and I must part.''
" Part ! 0, no, no !

" She sprang to

his side and caught his hand.
"

It is true. I am hunted again. Lum
Choy has been found dead with a knife in

his heart. I was the last person seen to

enter his room. And as you see, my gar-
ments are blood-stained/'

For a second the girl shrank back
; then,

alas for the lost soul of Lum Choy, pressed
closer to her lover and whispered in his

ear,
"
If all men save Leih Tseih were

killed by Leih Tseih, still would Ku Yum
remain with Leih Tseih."

"
I am unworthy," murmured Leih

Tseih, brokenly.
"
Though I am guiltless

of the deed for which 1 know they will con-

demn me, yet my past has been such that

it justifies the condemnation. But you, ()

sweetest heart ! you must forget me !

"

Ivu Yum shook her head.
"

I can die,

but I cannot do what you have asked of

me."
Some silent seconds, then Leih Tseih

said in a clear voice,
" We will die together

you and I."
" Ah ! that will be happiness to enter

the spirit-land, hand in hand. When my
cousins in China hear of it, they will say,
' How fine ! Our cousin, Ku Yum, who
was a slave-girl on earth, walks the Halls
of Death with the son of a high man-
darin.'

'

^o the Cliff they sped. Arrived where
from a parapet they could leap into the

Pacific, they embraced tenderly and were

gone. None can point to the spot where
life with all its troubles ended, for their
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bodies were never found ; but in that part have passed into a pair of beautiful sea-

of San Francisco called the City of the lions who wander in the moonlight over
Chinese it is whispered from lip to ear that the rocks, meditating on life and love and
the spirits of Leih Tseih and Ku Yum sorrow.

INYO

FAE
from the northward, from the cloven ridges,

Pine-girt, deep-drifted with bewildering snows,

By ice-plowed gorge the leaping river bridges,

Light span by span, from lake to lake below,

By mountain meadow, and the snow-fed hollow

Where birch and buckthorn thicket mark the trail,

Spurning the tawny hills in haste to follow

The long, brown reaches of a desert vale.

To east and west roll up the purple ranges,

Foot bound about by leopard-colored hills;

From east to west their serrate shadow changes;

From west to east stream "down the tumbling rills.

Mocking the shadeless slopes and sullen ledges,

Through sunburnt wastes of sage and yellow sand,

Eun down to meet thy willows and thy sedges,

lonely river in a lonely land!

Foamless and swift thy winding waters follow

To find, unbosomed to the wind-swept skies,

The great lake lapping in a tideless hollow,

Wanton to each day's changes as they rise,

Purpling to meet the splendor of their mornings,

Paling to catch their tender mid-day blue,

Trembling alike to smilings and to scornings,

Fleet light of loves, it cannot hold one true.

Like some great lioness beside the river,

With passion slumbering in her half-shut eyes,

Watching the light from heated sands up-quiver,

Untamed and barren, lone the valley lies.

Forego, Eiver, all the wrong you do her,

Hasting your waters to the bitter lake,

Eise from your reedy marges and subdue her,

So shall the land be fertile for your sake.

Mary Austin.
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JEFFERSONIAN PRINCIPLES

AN EXAMINATION INTO COLONEL BRYAN'S STATEMENT OF THEM

BY MORRIS M. ESTEE

COLONEL
WILLIAM J. BRYAN

has an article in the North Ameri-

can Review for June, 1899, on the

subject of "Jeffersonian Principles," in-

tending therein to show that our acquisi-

tion of the Philippine Islands was a step

toward imperialism, and that the
"
Jeffer-

sonian principle" was opposed to terri-

torial expansion.
I venture to say that the acquisition of

the Philippine Islands and their present
control by the American Republic is not

only not an act of imperialism but that

Jefferson was in favor of territorial expan-
sion and he was not an imperialist.

I confess a lifelong admiration for Mr.

Jefferson. The splendid services rendered

by him, not only to his country but to

mankind, place him first among American

statesmen. But I do not think anything
that can now be said will change Mr. Jef-

ferson's well-known historical position,

nor do I believe a political issue can be

made by either truthfully or erroneously

referring to his position on the subject of

territorial expansion. He acted from the

lights then before him, as we act from the

lights now before us. He lived nearly a

century ago. Since then the map of the

world has changed. It is quite impossible
to estimate what position Mr. Jefferson

would assume now were he living. One

thing is certain, of all our early American

statesmen, he was conspicuously the wisest

and greatest territorial expansionist, and

this, too, in opposition to the expressed
views of many other distinguished Ameri-

cans.

As was said by Mr. Blaine in his
"
Twenty Years in Congress," referring to

the acquisition of Louisiana and the atti-

tude then assumed by many Americans

against Jefferson's policy of expansion:

It seems hardly credible that the acqui-
sition of Louisiana by Jefferson was de-

nounced with a bitterness surpassing the

partisan rancor with which later generations
have been familiar. No abuse was too ma-

lignant, no epithet too coarse, no imprecation
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too savage, to be employed by the assailants,

of the great philosophic statesman who laid

so broad and deep the foundation of his

country's growth and grandeur.

In view of our present relations toward

Cuba, it is interesting to note that as late

as October 24, 1823, Mr. Jefferson wrote

President Monroe:

I candidly confess that I have ever looked

upon Cuba as the most interesting addition

that ever could be made to our system of

States. The control which this Island would

give us over the Gulf of Mexico and the

countries and isthmus bordering upon it,

as well as those whose waters flow into it,

would fill up the measure of our political

well-being.

In a word, Mr. Jefferson was seeking
Cuba because it would give us control over

the
" Gulf of Mexico and the countries and

isthmus bordering, upon it." But he

wished to acquire this island by purchase
rather than by war.

It is not true that either President

McKinley or any other American has at-

tempted to "make subjects of the Fili-

pinos by enforcing the authority of a few

white men there," or in any other manner.

It is true that the Congress of the United

States has, by adopting and carrying out

the terms of the treaty with Spain declared

that those islands belong to the United

States. It is also true that, if they are

ours, it is the sworn duty of the President

. to maintain peace and good order there,

our treaty stipulation requires this.

There are seventy-five million of Amer-
icans at home and twenty-five thousand

American soldiers now on those islands

who are interested in maintaining peace.
When we got those islands the natives were

trying to kill off the Spanish people there,

just as the Seminole Indians were trying
to kill off the Spanish people inhabiting
Florida when Mr. Monroe obtained that

territory. Our soldiers then kept right on

fighting and exterminating those Indians

until they were conquered, and no Ameri-

can objected, and no one could find any
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" Jeffersonian principle
"
in favor of stop-

ping it or in favor of affording encourage-
ment to the Indians.

Congress has the supreme control over

the Territories of the United States.

What Congress will do as to the future

government of the Philippine Islands is

yet a problem ; but we can as safely trust

the Congress of this great Eepublic wisely
to solve this problem as we can trust the

same Congress to govern Alaska, Arizona,
or new Mexico.

The distinguished gentleman also says :

" His [Jefferson's] ambition for territory
was limited to the North American Con-

tinent. But/' he adds,
"
Jefferson favored

the annexation of Cuba when solicited by
herself." Is this true ? Spain then owned

Cuba, and at that time Spain was the only

power that could solicit such annexation,
and Spain opposed it. There were then

over a hundred thousand slaves on the

island of Cuba, and still we wanted that

island with all its racial and social differ-

ences. Jefferson wisely favored our get-

ting it, and he did this not from any
wanton desire to take other people's prop-

erty, or for conquest, but rather because it

was necessary to secure and maintain our

commerce and trade in the Gulf of Mexico

and the Atlantic Ocean and for the nation-

al defense. He was willing to pay for the

island, as we have paid for the Philippine
Islands.

Colonel Bryan also says that Jefferson
" was profoundly impressed with the

danger of race antagonisms." If this is

so, his public acts do not show it. He fav-

ored both the Louisiana purchase and the

acquisition of Florida. Louisiana had

forty-two thousand inhabitants who did

not even speak the English language when
we acquired it, and there were also about

thirty thousand negro slaves. Florida was
also largely inhabited by wild Indians and

negro slaves, and we took all those mixed
races because we needed the land.

He also favored getting Cuba with her

one hundred thousand negro slaves and
with her mixed and admittedly dangerous
population of Spanish negroes and In-

dians. We needed the land, and he knew it,

and so he sought for it, but Spain would
not sell the island. At that time we had
no war with Spain; we had not, as now,

destroyed a Spanish fleet or taken the city
of Manila. We were then a little bit of a

nation hardly known in Europe. Our
then and our present conditions were as

different as light is from darkness. We
had no foreign commerce, no territory

fronting on the Pacific, no seventy-five
millions of people, no boundless wealth

seeking investment, no scarcity of public

lands, and above all, we had no surplus

population. We were a baby nation, we
had just gained our liberty, we did not

have a standing army because We did not

need one, and we avoided war because we
had just ended our war for independence,
and yet, seeing the necessity for it, Jeffer-

son wanted Cuba.

Most of the Filipinos are no more fit for

self-government than were the American

Indians, and but little more to be relied

upon. They were held in subjection by
the Spanish people when we acquired the

islands. The islands were as much Span-
ish territory as was old Spain, and when
war with Spain was declared we attacked

the colonies, and when we made peace, by
the terms of that peace we acquired this

island territory. It is ours by treaty and

by the law of nations, and we must defend
it. After we took possession of the islands,
the Filipinos resisted and began a war

upon our soldiers. They must and shall

be subdued.

When, in 1820, General Jackson was
made Governor of Florida and the Semi-
nole Indians commenced slaughtering the
whites there, he subdued them. Did any
one say it was imperialism to defend our

people from those savages then?
It is an historical fact that since 1803

we have been acquiring territory just as a

prosperous man acquires property, by pur-
chase. Eight or wrong, it has been the

policy of this nation to acquire such terri-

tory, and Mr. Jefferson began it. He com-
menced doing this when we really did not

need the land, but he wisely did it as a

safeguard for the future. For instance,
we wanted the mouth of the Mississippi

Eiver, and so we acquired Louisiana. For
the same and more potential reasons we
now want Porto Eico, the Sandwich, and
the Philippine Islands.

A review of the facts as to American

expansion shows that in 1803 Mr. JefTer-
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son made the Louisiana purchase. It cost

fifteen million dollars, and never was
a wiser purchase made. In 1890, the

population of that purchase exceeded
eleven million,, and the agricultural pro-
ducts of that vast territory in the single

year of 1896 exceeded $450,000,000; and

yet at the time of this purchase certain

American statesmen declared it would

destroy the Republic.
In 1819, we purchased Florida for

$6,000,000, and General Jackson was sent

there to subdue the Indians, and still

again the same assertion as to the destruc-
tion of the country was made, but he never

stopped fighting the Indians until they
were subdued.

In 1846 Texas was admitted into the

Union. This was said to be the crowning
point of imperialism the high tide of

American infamy.
Then followed the Mexican war, and by

our treaty with Mexico the United States

acquired over five hundred thousand addi-
tional square miles of territory, including
California. This too was another " crown
of thorns

"
upon the head of this long-

suffering but patient nation. But like the
other acquisitions, it added to the great
ness and prosperity of the country.
Then came the purchase of Alaska for

$7,000,000. This was treated with con-

tempt as unworthy to fight over. Strange
to say, this ice-bound land is valuable.

Then followed the annexation of the

Hawaiian Islands, infinitely more neces-

sary to us now than was the Louisiana

purchase in 1803 and conspicuously so to

the Pacific Coast, and yet because one
administration raised the American flag
over these islands the next administration

pulled it down. But the people of the

whole nation were greater than any polit-
ical party, and now the flag is raised

there to stay. It is American territory.

Finally, and at the end of a successful

war with Spain, we acquired the Philip-

pine Islands. These islands are marvel-

ously fertile and cover an area of nearly
one hundred and fifty thousand square
miles and have a native population of over

eight million, some of whom are civilized

and some of whom are not civilized. But
civilized or barbarous, they are now mak-

ing war upon us, attacking our flag, and

destroying life and property, and it is as

necessary to subdue the Filipinos in those

islands as it was to subdue the Seminoles
in Florida.

We have made a treaty with Spain,
which is now the law of the land, agreeing
to protect life and property in those

islands, and but one course is left us,

namely, to maintain peace there. Does

any sane man believe that it would be
"
Jeffersonian principles" coward-like to

retreat from the presence of an enemy?
A man who could boldly face France, as

did Jefferson, when it was the greatest

military power of the earth, in defense
of the American right to navigate the

Mississippi River, would hardly listen to

the cry of "imperialism" when our

country was in danger.
We should note the difference between

our past and present conditions. This is

a commercial age, and we are a commercial

people. We need all necessary harbors of

refuge to mark the highways of commerce.
And because we have acquired these

islands it is folly to libel our country by

claiming we are seeking conquests when
we are simply following the demands of

commerce and the natural laws of growth.
We are bigger to-day than we were yester-

day. We are a young and an ambitious

nation. We can no more talk down Amer-
ican progress or stop our march to empire
than we can talk down the rise and fall of

the tides. If we stand still, we shall

perish; if we grow great in our onward

march, we shall doubtless inspire the

antagonism of some foreign people. We
must choose between the two.



A FRIEND OF THE SIOUX
A TRUE STORY OF WESTERN ADVENTURE

BY R. A. HARRIS

ONE
sultry afternoon in the summer

of 1846, a party of hardy young
fellows were enjoying a refreshing

bath in the warm waters of the Guadalupe
Kiver in Western Texas. They belonged
to a battalion of United States infantry
which was en route for Mexico to check the

caprices of the wily Mexican General,
Santa Anna.
While the swimmers were thus engaged,

a boat was seen to put off from shore a

short distance above. It contained four
Sioux bucks, and had gone but a short

distance ere it was apparent to the soldiers

that the Indians were all under the influ-

ence of bad liquor, which they had from
time to time been able to procure from
certain obscure ones in the regiment,
though against emphatic orders to the

contrary. All eyes were watching the In-

dians in their effort to cross the stream.
" There ?

11 be some squaw widows and

papoose orphans in their lodge to-night if

they don't get better control of their canoe

shortly," said Dick Johnson.
The remarkwas doubtless inspired by the

thought of the result when the boat should
strike the main current of the stream, and
it was a correct surmise. Hardly had the

words died away, until the swift current
threw the boat violently around, and aided

by the unsteady balance of its occupants,
the craft quickly capsized. The cool

plunge had the effect of partially overcom-

ing the intoxicated condition of three of

the Indians, and in a brief time they were

making good headway toward the opposite
shore. Not so with the fourth. He had
imbibed too freely, and it soon became evi-

dent that he would drown if assistance was
not forthcoming."

It 's time to act now/' said Shorty
Wilson. " Come on, Dick

; let 's help the

drunken cuss out." And with this remark
the speaker struck out to the rescue.

"
Let the red devil sink," said Johnson.

" He is better as food for the fishes of the

Guadalupe than a part of even Sioux soci-

ety in that condition."
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Wilson's nature was not of the kind to let

even a drunken Indian perish if he could

prevent it. He paid no heed to the last re-

mark of his comrade, but swam swiftly to

the struggling redskin, who was fast being
carried down stream. In less time than it

takes to rehearse it, Wilson was by his

side, and grasping the floundering fellow

by the hair, he was soon making progress
landward. The three Indians had reached
the shore, and by the time Wilson struck
the bank several rods below, they were on

hand, and laying hold of their now uncon-
scious brother, they pulled him from the
water. A half-hour's work brought the
fellow out all right, in fact, in a better

condition than when he went in, for the

effects of the whisky had likewise left him.
A more grateful quartet than they would
have been hard to find. They showered

praises upon Wilson in so copious and un-

feigned a fashion that he was soon con-

vinced that the fellow he had rescued was

something more than an ordinary Sioux.

Wilson gave them a dissertation on the evil

effects of bad whisky, and as he turned to

go, the brawny buck whose life he had

saved, smiting his great chest, said in

broken English,
"
Injun remember this !

"

Wilson returned to his comrades, and
with the resuming of the march the inci-

dent was forgotten. The army marched

victoriously against Santa Anna, and in a

brief space of time was disbanded, the

comrades to separate in their choice of

life's vocations.

It was early autumn of the year 1858.

A solitary rider was leisurely wending his

way toward the East. He was in the vicin-

ity of Devil's Gate, a historic Eocky
Mountain pass on the Sweetwater River in

Western Wyoming. His only escorts were

his two pack-horses. He was riding the

Overland Express between Fort Hall, in

Southeastern Idaho, and Fort Laramie, in

Southeastern Wyoming. The animals

were moving along at a good swinging

gait, when suddenly "Billy," his saddle-
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horse, came to a dead stop. His head was
held erect, his ears thrown forward, every
muscle was fixed, and in all he presented
the very picture of alarm.

"
Injuns or a grizzly, which ?

"
said

his master, but Billy's only response was
a vigorous stamp of foot and a nervous
blow of alarm.

" Not the proper time and place for a

grizzly," said Stub. "So it must be In-

juns."
His friends at Laramie knew the rider

as "Stub and Twist." So we will call

him " Stub "
for short.

"
Blackfeet, or I 'm a liar !

"
ejaculated

Stub, as a zephyr brought a faint but

familiar odor to his nostrils.

It may seem incredible to state that he
could tell not only Indians, but their par-
ticular tribe, by smell, but to old scouts

this is an established fact. Under favor-

able conditions the peculiar odor from
their unwashed, sweaty forms is quickly

recognized by the tutored nostril of man
or beast, and to many of the older scouts

their manner of preparing their food and
the principal constituents thereof, caused
a variation of that odor in the different

tribes with which they were familiar.

The rider was now fully convinced that

prowling Blackfeet were near, and he sur-

mised that they were then lying in wait for

him.

Slapping Billy on the neck, he headed
him southward to the open plain and
started him off at an easy gallop. If he
was being waylaid, he knew this would
soon bring pursuit from his foes if

mounted, and if on foot, he could evade

them, and by a large circuit reach his

route many miles ahead. He did not

hurry, because though Blackfeet had been
there very recently, they might have been
in search of different game than express
riders and in no way aware of his presence
in the vicinity.

His first surmise was correct. He had
not gone a hundred yards from the trail

until he beheld three Blackfeet emerging
from the timber about half a mile further
in the direction he had been going.

Whistling to the pack-horses, he gave
Billy the rein, saying as he did so :

"
Now, old boy, let 'a see how you can

run. We ain't had a chase since we ran

from that old mother cinnamon bear, last

spring, who thought we wanted one of her

babies, but if you can't beat them measly
little cayuses worse than you did her, I

hope them Blackfeet '11 git you ; you 'd de-

serve it."

It was a happy trait of Stub to take the

most trying difficulty with perfect com-

posure, and if it served to bring out one
element of his nature more than another,
that would invariably be a reckless sort of

humor possessed by few men under such
circumstances.

At these words from his master, Billy

gave a bound sidewise, threw his tail high
in the air as though in tantalizing defi-

ance, and snorting, seemed to say :

''Now for a frolic. We '11 just show
those fellows how they can't run."

As the express animals began to pound
Wyoming sod in flight from their enemies
it was soon seen that as to being caught by
these pursuers, they need have little fear.

It was long after noon ere the cautious

Billy first noted the presence of Indians,
and while Stub had not the least fear of

being overtaken in an open race, he soon

began to work his brain for a method of

safely eluding pursuit after nightfall.
His only conclusion was so far to distance

them in the present race that he could

safely bank on their discontinuing the

same. The Blackfeet were still pursuing
when the evening shadows hid them from
view over a mile behind. Gradually chan-

ging his course toward his proper route,
Stub continued his flight at but slightly
reduced gait, till well into the night. A
brief pause for a cold lunch and a short

grazing spell, and he remounted to proceed
at a smart speed until three A. M., when he

again reached the trail. Here he halted

for breakfast and a three hours' rest.

Six o'clock found them on the way again,

very little worse for their chase, which

they thought was safely ended. Here they
were greatly mistaken, for on resuming
their journey after the noon halt, Stub

espied the identical trio approaching far

back on the trail.

Blackfeet love plunder and trinkets

more than they do grub and blankets.

They were not brave fighters, but would

readily kill a lonely man if he had any-

thing in the line of plunder. They had
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espied Stub's pack-horses, each with his

pack, and had evidently kept up the pur-
suit hoping to force Stub to cast away a

portion of his load in order more surely to

outrun and evade them. A chase similar

to that of the previous day ensued, only to

be followed on the third day by their re-

peated advance.

Stub now resolved to rid himself as well

as all future travelers from this trio of

thieves. He pretended to take no notice of

their approach until they were within a

quarter of a mile; -then suddenly espying

them, he urged his horses into a run. In
a splendid feint, Stub caused them to pre-
tend great fatigue, and their gait became

very laborious and soon began to slacken.

The Indians were quick to note the de-

creasing gait of their prizes, and with

fiendish yells, began to urge their ponies
into their best efforts. A well-known
command from Stub caused the pack-
horses to pass, but they were not allowed

to pass but a short distance in ad-

vance. The Indians were now but a hun-
dred yards behind, and already two or

three arrows had struck in advance of

Stub, whose time to act had now come.

He noted to his pleasure that the Indians

were not approaching abreast, but that one
was several yards in advance of the

others. Drawing his carbine from its

scabbard on his saddle, he suddenly reined

in and faced about. A sharp report

sounded, and the leading Indian went

headlong to the ground. Quickly resum-

ing flight, Stub reloaded his gun, but

hoped the remainder of the trio would turn

back, in which event, he need fear no fur-

ther pursuit, by them at least. This they
did not do. The fall of their comrade mad-
dened them, and they never so much as

paused to learn the condition of his wound.

Seeing them coming on, Stub again drew
rein and this time more deliberately took
aim and fired at the foremost Indian,
who in turn went down to stay. Here
the situation was soon reversed. Bereft
of his last comrade, the fright that seized

the third Blackfoot was indeed intense.

His frantic efforts in reversing his course

from pursuer to pursued, were noted with
much amusement by Stub, who took up
the chase long enough to reload, when the

third Indian was brought down in close

proximity to the first.

A hasty burial as expeditious as could

be accomplished by one man without the

necessary accouterments took place, and
when a thin covering of Wyoming sand
had hidden the forms of the Blackfeet

from view, Stub reverently removed his

hat and said,

"Now may the ghost of Saint Peter

watch over your pesky souls and keep you
in the path of virtue, instead of lettin*

you foller peaceable spirits to steal the

feathers from their wings or the buttons

from their shrouds."

Nightfall found Stub many miles from
the scene of the day's episode. He came
to a halt in a beautiful flat with plenty of

good grazing ground at hand. Turning
his horses loose, having removed saddles

and packs, he left them for a night's graze,
and was soon dead to the world.

The camping-ground was in the foot-

hills of a large spur of the Rockies, but

Stub went to sleep with firm faith in Billy
as guard should prowling animals or

Indians come that way. Imagine his sur-

prise and chagrin, however, when on awak-

ening next morning, the horses were

nowhere to be seen.

Although the dilemma was extremely

puzzling, it was absolute evidence to Stub
that Indians had not been in that immedi-

ate vicinity for at least a period of forty-

eight hours previous to his coming. Had
the contrary been true, he knew Billy
would not have gotten a stone's throw
from the packs.

After convincing himself the horses

were not within whistling distance, he

seated himself for a hasty breakfast and to

cast about for a theory that would seem

reasonable as to where they had gone and
what had caused them to go away. Near
at hand was a small canon that deepened
and widened as it led back up the spur,
and its route led it back and forth across

a direct line from camp many times within

a distance of half a mile. Beyond its sec-

ond bend a horse could not cross it. Stub

here found his theory. The horses had

grazed along the canon the grass being
better close to its edges: and getting into

its confines, could not see how to return.

Starting on this decision, he soon realized

its truth, as the tracks ana oitten grass
and herbage were plainly visible. Passing
the third bend in the canon, he discovered
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signs that the horses had been frightened.
The tracks were thicker and printed deep-
er in the earth. Here and there were evi-

dences of pawing, the grass being torn

as by a nervous hoof. The tracks

seemed confused, as though all three had

scampered hither and thither searching
for a way to return to camp. What could

have caused their alarm? Was it ani-

mals or Indians? It was almost certain

to have been one of the two.

Stub knew he was well out of the Black-

foot country, and that if Indians, they
must have been Sioux. He did not relish

the thought of a visit with the Sioux, who,

though not thoroughly savage, were chaf-

ing under broken promises of politicians
and desired most emphatically to be left

alone by the whites. They had never

molested Stub on his journeys to and fro,
and even now he was charitable enough
to think that had it been they who fright-
ened away his horses, the occurrence had
been accidental.

Such a thing as a conclusion to aban-
don the search, however, never entered

Stub's mind. When the thought of meet-

ing
"
Injuns

" came up, along with it came
that reckless humor mat seemed to cast

out all thought of fear.
"
My plugs have gone this way and I 'm

goin' to foiler 'em; Sioux, bears, or wild-

cats, just as soon be killed by one as

't other, so here goes."
He had proceeded but a short distance

when the tracks took a general course up
the canon straight toward the confines of

big mountains. By noon the character of

the vegetation and brush rendered it al-

most impossible to follow the tracks, but
he was led on by here and there a freshly
broken bough or bitten vine.

The sun was past the zenith when

Stub, glancing away up a long incline,

discerned a body of vapor hovering above

the trees. The time of day and tempera-
ture of the weather told him at once that

it was smoke. A camp of some kind per-

haps the hut of a prospector. It was a

good hour's walk away, but it might con-

tain a clew to the whereabouts of his

horses.

When about half the distance had been

covered, Stub made a discovery. The

smoke, instead of coming from a single

hut, was gently rising in a dozen or more
columns to unite above the treetops in one

great bank.
" A Sioux camp or Chicago, sure as

shootin' ! If Billy's there he 's a dead
bronco. No Sioux in Wyoming could

take him alive. But the red sons-o'-guns

niaj have seen my nags and can likely tell

me about where they are. If they want
to kill me, I '11 bet I '11 take a Sioux or two

along."
Stub was nearly a mile from the camp,

and in all probability could have retreated

unmolested, but when so sure of gaining
the information he was certain they pos-
sessed as to the whereabouts of his horses,
such a thing a.s retreat never entered his

head.

With a firm step and an air of cool de-

liberation, he marched straight for the

Sioux stronghold. As he drew near, the

only signs of life visible were an occasional

squaw moving in and out, a number of

papooses, and a greater number of j^elping,

barking dogs.

Selecting the most auspicious tepee as

most likely to be that of the chief or leader

of the band, he walked straight toward it.

Not a single Indian showed himself until

Stub was in the act of entering the tepee.
Here he was confronted by a stately look-

ing fellow of very haughty and dignified

carriage. The Indian stood squarely in

the way of his entrance and as the express
rider had at last found some one to whom
he might make known his errand, he

opened the conversation by saying," Are you chief here ?
"

The fellow's reply was a very pointed
answer to the question, though not exactly
as Stub had hoped to receive it. He made
no verbal reply, but simply gave vent to a

peculiar sort of grunt and instantly there

appeared from behind every tree, stump,
log, and in every available place within a

stone's throw, the head and shoulders of

an Indian.

Quick as a flash, Stub covered the chief

with his revolver, saying as he did so,
" You die at the first attempt of any of

your men to harm me."
To this the Indian replied in broken

English :

" Let the white man put away his gun ;

Indian will do him no harm."
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Without lowering his weapon, the ex-

press rider continued,
" While in camp last night many miles

to the east, my horses strayed away, and
on seeing your camp I have come to

ask if you or any of your men have seen

them."
" White brother must put down his gun.

Could not the Indians have killed him long

ago if they wanted to ? He must put away
his gun, and Indian will talk to him.v

Stub lowered his weapon and was mo-
tioned to a seat within the wigwam.
"Indian will see if white man's horses

have been seen by the Indians," said the

chief. Again came the signal which

brought them from their hiding-places,
and the Indians were called in by twos

and consulted by the chief in their own

language."
Indians in camp have not seen white

man's horses, but hunting-parties are out

and will surely know where the horses are.

White man will stay with Indians to-

night, and in morning they will help him
to find his horses."

The order was put in the imperative,
and the express rider took it as philo-

sophically as possible."
I can stand it if they can," he mused,

" and if they can find the horses it will be

so much the less work for me."
The first hunting-party to return had

seen nothing of the horses, but the second

had discovered them many miles to the

south much too far to think of going
after them that night.
As the evening passed away, Stub was

not given as much notice by the Indians
as were the noisy curs that so numerously
infested the camp. He kept in near prox-

imity to the wigwam of the chief, and as-

sumed a perfectly indifferent and careless

attitude, but in reality no one in that camp
was more keenly on the alert than he.

The cliief would eye him with an air of

grim satisfaction at intervals, and this

alone was the only recognition he received,
but it was enough to set curious thoughts

chasing themselves back and forth through
his brain.

In due time supper was prepared and
Stub was motioned to a place in the circle.

The repast consisted of well-cooked veni-

son, and porridge made from Indian corn,

and was relished even by the hungry white
man.
As the Indians withdrew for the night,

Stub was shown to a neat tepee in the rear

of that of the chief. On entering, the first

real surprise of the day met his gaze and

brought forth soliloquies something like

this :

"
Well, it strikes me this is a pretty fine

bed for wandering Sioux to donate to one

of my ilk. Them blankets would do credit

to Uncle Sam's army, and I '11 bet a horse

they've given me half there is in camp.
It 's a puzzler just what that old red codg-
er intends to do with me, anyhow. The
whole works are as cold as icebergs at en-

tertainin' a feller, but the way they are

feedin' and lodgin' me, they must have me
sized up for a hyu medicine man. Just

let that be as it may. If they try any dirty
work and get me at my incantations they "11

see that I can command a few spirits that

will carry more 'n one to the happy hunt-

in' grounds, and that in mighty short

order. You can bet yer gizzard I '11 repose
on my arms to-night and let one eye stand

guard while t' other one sleeps."
His fears were groundless. Not a move

was made to injure him during the night.
In the morning he was treated to another

good meal, after which the chief gave
orders for a hasty preparation to go for the

horses. He then led the way to a corral

containing a band of fine Indian ponies
and said:

" White man can ride one of Indians*

ponies to find his own horses. Which one

does ne want ?
"

Stub selected a beautiful gray which

was quickly lariated and prepared for the

journey. The party to go in search of the

straying horses consisted of three members
of the hunting-party who had discovered

them, the chief, and the express rider.

A ride of five hours brought them in sight
of the horses quietly grazing on the brink

of a mountain stream. Stub instructed

the Indians to remain in the rear, when he

approached to within whistling distance

and blew a signal. In an instant Billy's

head was erect, and an answering whinnv
came back. The signal was repeated, and
soon all three animals were coming on a

brisk trot. Stub dismounted as his horses

came up, and leading the pony to its own-
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er, he thanked the chief and announced
his intention of returning to his packs
without going back to the Sioux camp." White man's packs are in Indian's tent

now. White man will go back to camp to-

night ; to-morrow he can go his way."
The fact that his packs were at the

camp, and he did not question the state-

ment, rendered his return thereto impera-
tive, and as he was now thoroughly con-

vinced that the Sioux meant no harm to

him, he returned, as a matter of course.

When all was ready for his departure
next morning, he approached the chief and
said :

" The Indians have done much for me
;

can I not pay you for the trouble ?
"

The chief answered:
"Indian wants no pay. White brother

paid him many times, long, long ago."
Wilson's curiosity was now aroused, and

when he wonderingly asked what the chief

meant, the Indian said:
" White man's mind is shorter than In-

dian's. It does not go back far enough.
Twelve times has the sun come and gone.
Twelve times have the snows of winter
fallen and been melted away by the suns
of twelve summers. Let white brother

drive all this away from his thoughts and
remember a summer day many miles to

the south. White man wore clothes of a

soldier, and was going to make war on the

sunburned people of Mexico. One day

four drunken Indians were trying to cross

a river in a boat. They all fell out, and
one would have died in the water if white

man had not saved him."

All was now clearly remembered by

Stub, and when he asked how the chief

knew of the incident, he smote his brawny
chest and said,

" Me that Indian."

On departing, Stub, who was none other

than Shorty Wilson of the beginning of

our story, was forced to accept the chief's

own pony as a token of the esteem for the

act of long ago which he had pledged him-

self to remember. He also gave Wilson a

small bit of paper on which was inscribed

numerous hieroglyphics. This, he said,

would pass him from all inquiring Sioux

who might recognize the pony, but he was

told to use the paper only as a last resort.

Once ere reaching the fort he was stopped

by a party of Sioux and was forced to dis-

play the paper. It was more than suffi-

cient. The Indians were at once his firm

friends, and at his invitation a few of the

party accompanied him to the fort. Here
Wilson entertained them by showing them
about the barracks and explaining the

military regulations and requirements,
and to his extreme gratification he learned

that this particular chief who had so gen-

erously befriended him, was famed among
all the Sioux for his moral and temper-
ate habits.



THE PRIESTLY PREROGATIVE
SIXTH OF THE "MALEMUTE KID" STORIES

BY JACK LONDON

THIS
is the story of a man who did

not appreciate his wife; also, of a

woman who did him too great an
honor when she gave herself to him. In-

cidentally, it concerns a Jesuit priest who
had never been known to lie. He was an

appurtenance, and a very necessary one,
to the Yukon country; but the presence
of the other two was merely accidental.

They were specimens of the many strange
waifs which ride the breast of a gold rush
or come tailing along behind.

Edwin Bentham and Grace Bentham
were waifs; they were also tailing along
behind, for the Klondike rush of '97 had

long since swept down the great river and
subsided into the famine-stricken city of

Dawson. When the Yukon shut up shop
and went to sleep under a three-foot ice-

sheet, this peripatetic couple found them-
selves at the Five Finger Kapids, with the

City of Gold still a journey of many sleeps
to the north.

Many cattle had been butchered at this

place in the fall of the year, and the offal

made a goodly heap. The three fellow-

voyageurs of Edwin Bentham and wife

gazed upon this deposit, did a little mental

arithmetic, caught a certain glimpse of a

bonanza, and decided to remain. And all

winter they sold sacks of bones and frozen
hides to the famished dog-teams. It was
a modest price they asked, a dollar a

pound, just as it came. Six months later,
when the sun came back and the Yukon
awoke, they buckled on their heavy money-
belts and journeyed back to the Southland,
where they yet live and lie mightily about
the Klondike they never saw.

But Edwin Bentham he was an indo-
lent fellow, and had he not been possessed
of a wife, would have gladly joined issues
in the dog-meat speculation. As it was,
she played upon his vanity, told him how
great and strong he was, how a man such
as he certainly was could overcome all

obstacles and of a surety obtain the Golden
Fleece. So he squared his jaw, sold his

share in the bones and hides for a sled and
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one dog, and turned his snow-shoes to the

north. Needless to state, Grace Bentham's

snow-shoes never allowed his tracks to

grow cold. Nay, ere their tribulations

had seen three days, it was the man who
followed in the rear, and the woman who
broke trail in advance. Of course, if any-

body hove in sight, the position was

instantly reversed. Thus did his manhood
remain virgin to the travelers who passed
like ghosts on the silent trail. There are

such men in this world.

How such a man and such a woman
came to take each other for better and for

worse is unimportant to this narrative.

These things are familiar to us all, and
those people who do them, or even ques-
tion them too closely, are apt to lose a

beautiful faith which is known as Eternal

Fitness.

Edwin Bentham was a boy, thrust by
mischance into a man's body, a boy who
could complacently pluck a butterfly, wing
from wing, or cower in abject terror before

a lean, nervy fellow, not half his size. He
was a selfish cry-baby, hidden behind a

man's mustache and stature, and glossed
over with a skin-deep veneer of culture and

conventionality. Yes
;
he was a clubman

and a society man, the sort that. grace
social functions and utter inanities with a

charm and unction which is indescribable ;

the sort that talk big, and cry over a

toothache; the sort that put more hell

into a woman's life by marrying her than

can the most graceless libertine that ever

browsed in forbidden pastures. We meet
these men every day, but we rarely know
them for what they are. Second to marry-

ing them, the best way to get this knowl-

edge is to eat out of the same pot and
crawl under the same blanket with them
for well, say a week; no greater margin
is necessary.
To see Grace Bentham, was to see a

slender, girlish creature; to know her,

was to know a soul which dwarfed your

own, yet retained all the elements of the

eternal feminine. This was the woman
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who urged and encouraged her husband in

his Northland quest, who broke trail for

him when no one was looking, and cried

in secret over her weakling woman's body.
So journeyed this strangely assorted

couple down to old Fort Selkirk, then

through fivescore miles of dismal wilder-

ness to Stuart Kiver. And when the short

day left them, and the man lay down in

the snow and blubbered, it was the woman
who lashed him to the sled, bit her lips
with the pain of her aching limbs, and

helped the dog haul him to Malemute
Kid's cabin. Malemute Kid was not at

home, but Meyers, the German trader,
cooked great moose-steaks and shook up a

bed of fresh pine boughs.

Lake, Langham, and Parker,
(

were ex-

cited, and not unduly so when the cause

was taken into account.
"
Oh, Sandy ! Say, can you tell a por-

terhouse from a round? Come out and
lend us a hand, anyway !

" This appeal
emanated from the cache, where Langham
was vainly strums-ling with divers quarters
of frozen moose.

"
Don't you budge from those dishes !

"

commanded Parker.
"
I say, Sandy ; there 's a good fellow

just run down to the Missouri Camp and
borrow some cinnamon," begged Lake.

" Oh ! oh ! hurry up ! Why don't--"
But the crash of meat and boxes, in the

cache, abruptly quenched this peremptory
summons.

" Come now, Sandy ; it won't take a

minute to go down to the Missouri
"

"You leave him alone," interrupted
Parker. " How am I to mix the biscuits

if the table is n't cleared off ?
"

Sandy paused in indecision, till sud-

denly the fact that he was Langham's
"man" dawned upon him. Then he

apologetically threw down the greasy dish-

cloth, and went to his master's rescue.

These promising scions of wealthy pro-

genitors had come to the Northland in

search of laurels, with much money to

burn, and a "man" apiece. Luckily for

their souls, the other two men were up the

White Eiver in search of a mythical
quartz-ledge ; so Sandy had to grin- under
the responsibility of three healthy masters,
each of whom was possessed of peculiar

cookery ideas. Twice that morning had a

disruption of the whole camp been immi-

nent, only averted by immense concessions

from one or the other of these knights of

the chafing-dish. But at last their mutual

creation, a really dainty dinner, was com-

pleted. Then they sat down to a three-

cornered game of
"
cut-throat," a pro-

ceeding which did away with all casm
belli for future hostilities, and permitted
the victor to depart on a most important
mission.

This fortune fell to Parker, who parted
his hair in the middle, put on his mittens

and bearskin cap, and stepped over to

Malemute's Kid's cabin. And when he

returned, it was in the company of Grace

Bentham and Malemute Kid, the former

very sorry her husband could not share

with her their hospitality, for he had gone
up to look at the Henderson Creek mines,
and the latter still a trifle stiff from break-

ing trail down the Stuart River. Meyers
had been asked, but had declined, being

deeply engrossed in an experiment of rais-

ing bread from hops.

Well, they could do without the hus-

band; but a woman why they had not

seen one all winter, and the presence of

this one promised a new era in their lives.

They were college men and gentlemen,
these three young fellows, yearning for the

flesh-pots they had been so long denied.

Probably Grace Bentham suffered from a

similar hunger; at least, it meant much
to her, the first bright hour in many weeks
of darkness.

But that wonderful first course, which
claimed the versatile Lake for its parent,
had no sooner been served than there came
a loud knock at the door.

" Oh ! Ah ! Won't you come in, Mr.
Bentham ?

"
said Parker, who had stepped

to see who the newcomer might be.
"

Is my wife here ?
"

gruffly responded
that worthy.

"Why, yes. We left word with Mr.

Meyers." Parker was exerting his most
dulcet tones, inwardly wondering what the

deuce it all meant. " Won't you come in ?

Expecting you at any moment, we reserved

a place. And just in time for the first

course, too."
" Come in, Edwin, dear," chirped Grace

Bentham from her seat at the table.
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Parker naturally stood aside.
"
I want my wife/' reiterated Bentham

hoarsely, the intonation savoring disagree-

ably of ownership.
Parker gasped, was within an ace of

driving his fist into the face of his boorish

visitor, but held himself awkwardly in

check. Everybody rose. Lake lost his

head and caught himself on the verge of

saying,
" Must you go ?

"

Then began the farrago of leave-taking.
" So nice of you

" "
I am awfully sorry

" "
By Jove ! how things did bright-

en "
"Keally now, you" "Thank

you ever so much " " Nice trip to Daw-
son

"
etc., etc.

In this wise the lamb was helped into

her jacket and led to the slaughter. Then
the door slammed, and they gazed wofuliy

upon the deserted table.
" Damn !

"
Langham had suffered dis-

advantages in his early training, and his

oaths were weak and monotonous.
" Damn !

" he repeated, vaguely conscious

of the incompleteness and vainly strug-

gling for a more virile term.

It is a clever woman who can fill out

the many weak places in an inefficient

man, by her own indomitability re-enforce

his vacillating nature, infuse her ambi-
tious soul into his, and spur him on to

great achievements. And it is indeed a

very clever and tactful woman who can do
all this, and do it so subtly that the man
receives all the credit and believes in his

inmost heart that everything is due to

him and him alone.

This is what Grace Bentham proceeded
to do. Arriving in Dawson with a few

pounds of flour and several letters of

introduction, she at once applied herself

to the task of pushing her big baby to the

fore. It was she who melted the stony
heart and wrung credit from the rude

barbarian who presided over the destiny of

the P. C. Company; yet it was Edwin
Bentham to whom the concession was

ostensibly granted. It was she who

dragged her baby up and down creeks,
over benches and divides, and on a dozen
wild stampedes; yet everybody remarked
what an energetic fellow that Bentham
was. It was she who studied maps, and
catechised miners, and hammered geog

raphy and locations into his hollow head,
till everybody marveled at his broad grasp
of the country and knowledge of its condi-

tions. Of course, they said the wife was a

brick, and only a few wise ones appreci-
ated and pitied the brave little woman.

She did the work ; he got the credit and
reward. In the Northwest Territory a

married woman cannot stake or record a

creek, bench, or quartz claim; so Edwin
Bentham went down to the Gold Commis-
sioner and filed on Bench Claim 23, second

tier, of French Hill. And when April
came they were washing out a thousand
dollars a day, with many, many such days
in prospect.
At the base of French Hill lay Eldorado

Creek, and on a creek claim stood the

cabin of Clyde Wharton. At present he
was not washing out a diurnal thousand

dollars; but his dumps grew, shift by
shift, and there would come a time when
those dumps would pass through his

sluice-boxes, depositing in the riffles, in the

course of half a dozen days, several hun-
dred thousand dollars. He often sat in

that cabin, smoked his pipe, and dreamed
beautiful little dreams, dreams in which
neither the dumps nor the half-ton of dust

in the P. C. Company's big safe, played a

part.
And Grace Bentham, as she washed tin

dishes .in her hillside cabin, often glanced
down into Eldorado Creek, and dreamed,

not of dumps nor dust, however. They
met frequently, as the trail to the one

claim crossed the other, and there is much
to talk about in the Northland spring;
but never once, by the light of an eye nor

the slip of a tongue, did they speak their

hearts.

This is as it was at first. But one day
Edwin Bentham was brutal. All boys are

thus; besides, being a French Hill king

now, he began to think a great deal of

himself and to forget all he owed to his

wife. On this day, Wharton heard of it,

and waylaid Grace Bentham, and talked

wildly. This made her very happy, though
she would not listen, and made jiim prom-
ise to not say such things again. Her
hour had not come.

But the sun swept back on its northern

journey, the black of midnight changed to

the steely color of dawn, the snow slipped
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away, the water dashed again over the

glacial drift, and the wash-up began. Day
and night the yellow clay and scraped bed-

rock hurried through the swift sluices,

yielding up its ransom to the strong men
from the Southland. And in that time of

tumult came Grace Bentham's hour.

To all of us such hours at some time

come, that is, to us who are not too

phlegmatic. Some people are good, not
from inherent love of virtue, but from
sheer laziness. But those of us who know
weak moments may understand.

Edwin Bentham was weighing dust over

the bar of the saloon at the Forks alto-

gether too much of his dust went over that

pine board when his wife came down the

hill and slipped into Clyde Wharton's
cabin. Wharton was not expecting her,
but that did not alter the case. And
much subsequent misery and idle waiting

might have been avoided, had not Father

Roubeau seen this and turned aside from
the main creek trail.

"
My child,"

"Hold on, Father Roubeau! Though
I 'm not of your faith, I respect you ; but

you can't come in between this woman and
me!"

" You know what you are doing?
"

" Know ! Were you God Almighty,
ready to fling me into eternal fire, I'd bank

my will against yours in this matter."

Wharton had placed Grace on a stool

and stood belligerently before her.
" You sit down on that chair and keep

quiet," he continued, addressing the

Jesuit.
"
I '11 take my innings now. You

can have yours after."

Father Roubeau bowed courteously and

obeyed. He was an easy-going man and
had learned to bide his time. Wharton

pulled a stool alongside the woman's,

smothering her hand in his.
" Then you do care for me, and will

take me away ?
" Her face seemed to

reflect the peace of this man, against
whom she might draw close for shelter.

"
Dear, don't you remember what I said

before ? Oi course I
"

" But how can you ? the wash-up ?
"

" Do you think that worries ? Anyway,
I '11 give the job to Father Roubeau, here.

I can trust him to safely bank the dust

with the company."

" To think of it ! I '11 never see him

again."
"A blessing!"
"And to go 0, Clyde, I can't! I

can't !

"
"
There, there

;
of course you can. Just

let me plan it. You see, as soon as we get
a few traps together, we'll start, and "

"
Suppose he comes back ?

"

"
I '11 break every""
No, no ! No fighting, Clyde ! Prom-

ise me that."
"
All right ! I '11 just tell the men to

throw him off the claim. They've seen

how he 's treated you, and have n't much
love for him."
"You mustn't do that. You mustn't

hurt him."
"What then? Let him come right in

here and take you away before my eyes ?
"

" No o," she half whispered, stroking
his hand softly." Then let me run it, and don't worry.
I '11 see he does n't get hurt. Precious lot

he cared whether you got hurt or not !

We won't go back to Dawson. I '11 send

word down for a couple of the boys to out-

fit and pole a boat up the Yukon. We '11

cross the divide and raft down the Indian
River to meet them. Then "

"And then?"
Her head was on his shoulder. Their

voices sank to softer cadences, each word
a caress. The Jesuit fidgeted nervously." And then ?

"
she repeated."

Why we '11 pole up, and up, and up,
and portage the White Horse Rapids and
the Box Canon."
"Yes?"
"And the Sixty-Mile River; then the

lakes, Chilcoot, Dyea, and Salt Water."
"
But, dear, I can't pole a boat."

"You little goose! I'll get Sitka

Charley ; he knows all the good water and
best camps, and he is the best traveler I

ever met, if he is an Indian. All you '11

have to do, is to sit in the middle of the

boat, and sing songs, and play Cleopatra,
and fight no, we're in luck; too early
for mosquitoes."
"And then, my Antony?

"

"And then a steamer, San Francisco,
and the world! Never to come back to

this cursed hole again. Think of it ! The
world, and ours to choose from ! I '11 sell

out. Why, we 're rich ! The Waldworth
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Syndicate will give me half a million for

what 's left in the ground, and I 've got
twice as much in the dumps and with the

P. C. Company. We '11 go to the Fair in

Paris in 1900. We '11 go to Jerusalem, if

you say so. We '11 buy an Italian palace,
and you can play Cleopatra to your heart's

content. No, you shall be Lucretia, Acte,
or anybody your little heart sees fit to be-

come. But you must n't, you really

must n't
"

" The wife of Caesar shall be above re-

proach."" Of course, but"
" But I won't be your wife, will I,

dear?"
"
I did n't mean that."

" But you '11 love me just as much, and
never even think oh! I know you'll be

like other men
; you '11 grow tired, and

and"
" How can you ? I"
; Promise me."
"
Yes, yes ; I do promise."

" You say it so easily, dear ; but how do

you know? or I know? I have so little

to give, yet it is so much, and all I have.

0, Clyde ! promise me you won't ?
"

"
There, there ! You must n't begin to

doubt already. Till death do us part, you
know."

" Think ! I once said that to to him,
and now ?

"

" And now, little sweetheart, you 're not

to bother about such things any more. Of

course, I never, never will, and "

And for the first time, lips trembled

against lips. Father Roubeau had been

watching the main trail through the

window, but could stand the strain no

longer. He cleared his throat and turned
around.

" Your turn now, Father !

" Wharton s

face was flushed with the fire of his first

embrace. There was an exultant ring to

his voice as he abdicated in the other's

favor. He had no doubt as to the result.

Neither had Grace, for a smile played
about her mouth as she faced the priest.

"My child," he began, "my heart

bleeds for you. It is a pretty dream, but
it cannot be."

" And why, Father ? I have said yes."" You knew not what you did. You did
not think of the oath you took, before your

God, to that man who is your husband. It

remains for me to make you realize the

sanctity of such a pledge."" And if I do realize, and yet refuse 'f

"

" Then God"
"Which God? My husband has a God

which I care not to worship. There must
be many such."

"
Child ! unsay those words ! Ah ! you

do not mean them. I understand. I, too,

have had such moments." For an instant

he was back in his native France, and a

wistful, sad-eyed face came as a mist be-

tween him and the woman before him.
"
Then, Father, has my God forsaken

me ? I am not wicked above women. My
misery with him has been great. Why
should it be greater? Why shall I not

grasp at happiness ? I cannot, will not, go
back to him !

"

" Rather is your God forsaken. Return.

Throw your burden upon Him, and the

darkness shall be lifted. my child,
''

" No ; it is useless ;
I have made my

bed and so shall I lie. I will go on. And
if God punishes me, I shall bear it some-
how. You do not understand. You are

not a woman."
"
My mother was a woman."
But"

" And Christ was born of woman."
She did not answer. A silence fell.

Wharton pulled his mustache impatiently
and kept an eye on the trail. Grace leaned

her elbow on the table, her face set with
resolve. The smile had died away. Father
Roubeau shifted his ground.
"You have children?"
" At one time I wished but now no.

And I am thankful."

"And a mother?"
"Yes."
"She loves you?"
"Yes." Her replies were whispers.
"And a brother? no matter, he is a

man. But a sister ?
"

Her head drooped a quavering
" Yes."

"Younger? Very much?"" Seven years."" And you have thought well about this

matter? About them? About your
mother? And your sister? She stands

on the threshold of her woman's life, and
this wildness of yours may mean much to

her. Could you go before her, look upon
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her fresh young face, hold her hand in

yours, or touch your cheek to hers ?
"

To his words, her brain formed vivid

images, till she cried out,
" Don't !

don't!
" and shrank away as do the wolf-

dogs from the lash.
" But you must face all this ; and bet-

ter it is to do it now."
In his eyes, which she could not see,

there was a great compassion, but his face,
tense and quivering, showed no relenting.
She raised her head from the table, forced

back the tears, struggled for control.
"
1 shall go away. They will never see

me, and come to forget me. I shall be to

them as dead. And and I will go with

Clyde to-day."
It seemed final. Wharton stepped for-

ward, but the priest waved him back.
" You have wished for children ?

"

A silent "Yes."
" And prayed for them ?

"

"
Often."

" And have you thought, if you should

have children ?
" Father Roubeau's eyes

rested for a moment on the man by the

window.
A quick light shot across her face. Then

the full import dawned upon her. She
raised her hand appealingly, but he went
on.

" Can you picture an innocent babe in

your arms? A boy? The world is not

so hard upon a girl. Why, your very
breast would turn to gall ! And you could

be proud and happy of your boy, as you
looked on other children?

"

"
0, have pity ! Hush !

"

"A scapegoat
"

"Don't! don't! I will go back !" She
was at his feet.

" A child to grow up with no thought of

evil, and one day the world to fling a ten-

der name in his face. A child to look back
and curse you from whose loins he

sprang !

"

"0 my God! my God!"
She groveled on the floor. The priest

sighed and raised her to her feet. Whar-
ton pressed forward, but she motioned him

away.
"Don't come near me, Clyde! ,^

going back !

" The tears were coursing

pitifully down her face, but she made no
effort to wipe them away.

"
After all this ? You cannot ! I will

not let you !

"
"
Don't touch me !

" She shivered and
drew back.

"
I will ! You are mine ! Do you hear ?

You are mine !

" Then he whirled upon
the priest.

" what a fool I was to ever

let you wag your silly tongue! Thank
your God you are not a common man, for

I 'd but the priestly prerogative must be

exercised, eh? Well, you have exercised

it. Now get out of my house, or I '11 forget
who and what you are !

"

Father Roubeau bowed, took her hand,
and started for the door. But Wharton
cut them off.

" Grace ! You said you loved me ?
v

"
I did."

" And you do now ?
"

"
I do."

"
Say it again."

"I do love you, Clyde; I do."
"
There, you priest !

"
he cried.

" You
have heard it, and with those words on her

lips you would send her back to live a lie

and a hell with that man? "

But Father Roubeau whisked the

woman into the inner room and closed the

door. "No words !" he whispered to Whar-

ton, as he struck a casual posture on a

stool. "Remember, for her sake," he added.

The room echoed to a rough knock at

the door; then the latch raised and Edwin
Bentham stepped in.

" Seen anything of my wife ? "he asked,
as soon as salutations had been exchanged.
Two heads nodded negatively.
"I. saw her tracks down from the

cabin," he continued tentatively, "and
they broke off, just opposite here, on the

main trail."

His listeners looked bored.
" And I I thought"" She was here !

" thundered Wharton.
The priest silenced him with a look.

" Did you see her tracks leading up to this

cabin, my son?" Wily Father Roubeau
he had taken good care to obliterate

them as he came up the same path an hour
before.

"
I did n't stop to look, I" His eyes

rested suspiciously on the door to the other

room, then interrogated the priest. The
latter shook his head; but the doubt
seemed to linger.
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Father Eoubeau breathed a swift, silent

prayer, and rose to his feet.
"
If you

doubt me, why He made as though to

open the door.

A priest could not lie. Edwin Bentham
had heard this often, and believed it.
''

Of course not, Father," he interposed

hurriedly.
"

I was only wondering where

my wife had gone, and thought maybe I

guess she's up at Mrs. Stanton's on

French Gulch. Nice weather, is n't it ?

Heard the news? Flour's gone down to

forty dollars a hundred, and they say the

che-cha-quas are flocking down the river

in droves. But I must be going ;
so good-

by."
The door slammed, and from the win-

dow they watched him take his quest up
French Gulch.

A few weeks later, just after the June

high-water, two men shot a canoe into

mid-stream and made fast to a derelict

pine. This tightened the painter and

jerked the frail craft along as would a

tow-boat. Father Eoubeau had been

directed to leave the Upper Country and
return to his swarthy children at Minook.

The white men had come among them, and

they were devoting too little time to fish-

ing, and too much to a certain deity whose

transient habitat was in countless black

bottles. Malemute Kid also had business

in the Lower Country, so they journeyed

together. .

But one, in all the Northland, knew
the man Paul Eoubeau, and that man was
Malemute Kid. Before him alone did the

priest cast off the sacerdotal garb and

stand naked. And why not? These two
men knew each other. Had they not

shared the last morsel of fish, the last

pinch of tobacco, the last and inmost

thought, on the barren stretches of Bering
Sea, in the heart-breaking mazes of the

Great Delta, on the terrible winter journey
from Point Barrow to the Porcupine ?

Father Eoubeau puffed heavily at his

trail-worn pipe, and gazed on the red-

disked sun, poised somberly on the edge of

the northern horizon. Malemute Kid
wound up his watch. It was midnight." Cheer up, old man !

" The Kid was

evidently gathering up a broken thread.
" God surely will forgive such a lie. Let
me give you the word of a man who strikes

a true note :

If She have spoken a word, remember thy
lips are sealed,

And the brand of the Dog is upon him by
whom is the secret revealed.

If there be trouble to Herward, and a lie of
the blackest can clear,

Lie, while thy lips can move or a man is

alive to hear."

Father Eoubeau removed his pipe and
reflected.

" The man speaks true, but my
soul is not vexed with that. The lie and
the penance stand with God

; but but
'"

" What then ? Your hands are clean/''
" Not so. Kid, I have thought much,

and yet the thing remains. I knew, and I

made her go back."

The clear note of a robin rang out from
the wooded bank, a partridge drummed
the call in the distance, a moose lunged
noisily in the eddy ;

but the twain smoked
on in silence.

AD FINEM

DEATH
loves a shining mark," and knowing this,

Full many a poor man gnaws a crust in bliss.

But ne'er forgets that Archer grim to turn

And launch a dart no mortal breast can miss.

Ella M. Sexton.
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Muse Royale des Beaux Arts, Antwerp

THE HEARST ARCHITECTURAL COMPETITION

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

BY CHARLES S. GREENE

PUBLIC
interest in the unique com-

petition of architects in making a

plan for the new buildings of the

University of California has not at all

abated, and the result of the second com-

petition in September is awaited with

much impatience. Of the eleven archi-

tects who were successful in the first trial

all but two have visited the site of the Uni-

versity at Berkeley and are now hard at

work on the second competition.
The first competition was a great sur-

prise to people who thought they knew the

feeling among architects toward such com-

petitions. They were very ready to dem-

onstrate to a moral certainty their belief

that no architect of great standing would
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enter such a competition at all. Such

men, they said, would scorn to undertake

so much labor on a contingency, being

fully occupied with work for which they

were certain to be well paid. Then, too,

architects of reputation would not corn-

sider the prizes offered successful compet-
itors any sufficient inducement, even if

confident they would gain the most that

was offered. And besides, they would not

enter for fear they might not be success-

ful, and the fact that they had tried and

failed might become public and damage
their reputation. Hence, only a few, and

those not the great names in the profes-

sion, would be entered in the competition

at all, and the result would not be so good
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as that to be obtained by giving the com-
mission outright into the hands of any
architect of high standing.
The actual result is well known as a

general fact, but many details are given
in a pamphlet issued by the jury of award,
handed me by Eegent J. B. Keinstein, the

representative of the University on the

Committee of Award. It is printed in

French, Italian, German, and English,
and is, in part, as follows :

From the ITtli to the 22d of August, the
plans were measured for framing. At the
same time the mottoes, on the plans and
on all the documents connected therewith,
were covered and the letters of identity were
placed unopened in the safe-deposit vault
of the National Bank of Belgium. The aver-

age time required to measure each set of
plans was six minutes. Gases found dam-
aged were replaced by new ones. One pack-
age contained a pamphlet of photographs
with a typewritten description. 'To exhibit
this scheme it was necessary to soak the
photographs off the pages of the pamphlet.

The Grand Stairway

One hundred and five packages for the
Phoebe Hearst Architectural Plan for the

University of California arrived at the office

of the United States Consul General at Ant-

werp. There each case was marked with a
number and the date of arrival and insured
for 5000 francs for a period of six months.
Many of the packages arrived much dam-
aged; all of the large unsealed cases and the
letter belonging to one of these had been
opened at the Custom House. On July the
10th all of the packages were transferred
from the Consul's office and stored in a room
at the Musee Royal where they were under
the protection of the City of Antwerp. The
Musee Royal is fireproof and contains some
of the most valuable examples of Dutch and
Flemish art.

Later is was found that the pamphlet was
only a complement to a set of plans which
had arrived at an earlier date.

During the month of September the plans
were mounted on stretchers. It took about
thirty minutes to mount each set of draw-
ings. From September 26th to September
29th the No. 3 envelopes were opened (Nos.
1 and 2 remained closed); the mottoes on
the plans were compared with those on the

envelopes and the addresses on envelope No.
2 were written down. This operation lasted
about ten minutes per competitor.
After the judgment the plans were cut

from the frames, laid in piles, covered and
sealed. The designs of the chosen authors
were photographed and the others were re-

turned to their cases, which were put into
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wooden boxes lest the tin tubes be damaged
in transport. By October 15th all of the
plans were boxed ready for shipment. Each
case was insured for 2500 francs and sent to
the address given on envelope No. 2, to be
delivered only against a receipt. The rail-

way companies refusing to be responsible
for the cases beyond the boundaries of Bel-

gium, it was necessary to correspond with
shippers in the various towns to which the

plans were to be sent in order that the Com-
mittee might be assured that each competi-
tor had received his plans. This caused a
delay of several weeks in the delivery of the

plans.
It was understood that the authors of the

plans wished their work to be seen by no
one but the Jury and their names to be un-
known. Every effort was made to respect
this wish. It was taken for granted that
the address on envelope No. 2 gave no clew
to the authorship of the plan to which it

belonged. An officer of the secret police of
the City of Antwerp was always present
while the plans were being handled. He put
his seal on everything, closed or covered, and
kept an account of the time the plans were
being worked with. The brigadier, or chief
of the guardians of the Museum, was made
responsible also. At night, watchmen were
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on guard, and the Fire Department fur-

nished firemen whenever and wherever there
was need of them. While the plans were
exposed special care was taken; policemen
guarded all entrances and extra men were
present at night.
The doors and windows of rooms where

plans were stored were kept locked and
sealed and no seal was broken without the
officer and witnesses being present. Before
being opened, the cases were examined to

see if they had been tampered with. When
they were closed, a band was pasted over
the joint between lid and box and tied with
a tape, both ends of which were fastened
with sealing wax. Before the box was re-

opened the seals were examined. While a

drawing was on the table for measuring or

for mounting, the officer kept it covered,
that no employee might see the composition.
As soon as a design was fastened to its

frame it was covered with a double thick-

ness of paper held down with ribbons tacked
down at the corners. A seal covered the
tack and joint between the cover and the
frame. When a motto under cover was to

be inspected, one corner of the covering was
raised and then resealed. The mottoes on
the descriptions were covered in the same
manner as those on the drawings.
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The envelope No. 3 was opened before the

Jury meeting, but as soon as the address
was taken and the inotto noted, the letter

was put into a new envelope and sealed.

This sealed letter was attached to the plan
to which it belonged and remained so dur-

ing the Jury meeting. The book of address-
es was seen by no one except the employee
\vho wrote them. In short the employees of

the Phoebe A. Hearst Architectural Plan for

the University of California did what they
could to merit the confidence of the authors
of the plans.

The first meeting of the Jury for the
Phoebe Hearst Architectural Plan was held

The Jury decided to make its choice by
elimination as indicated in the programme.
With regard to the examination of the

plans, it was decided that all the designs
should remain in the Exhibition Halls until
the linal decision, because the discussions

arising in the final elimination might suggest
merits in plans previously eliminated that
would entitle them to a place among those

finally selected.

On the first and second elimination, all of
the Jury worked together and no plan was
eliminated if any one juror objected.
On the first- elimination forty-four plans

were retained, fifty-four rejected.

During the second elimination one plan

A Vestibule, with University of California Photographs Displayed

at Antwerp in the Royal Museum of Fine
Arts. The meeting began at 9 a. in. Septem-
ber 30th and continued in daily session, ex-

cept on Sunday, until the evening of October
4th.

The Jury was composed of Mr. R. Nor-
man Shaw, Mr. J. L. Pascal, Mr. Paul
Wallot, Mr. Walter Cook and Mr. J. B. Rein-
stein. At the beginning of the first session,
M. Pascal was made President and Mr. Wal-
lot Vice-President. Before seeing the plans
the Jury decided a number of questions re-

garding the competition and discussed the

programme in detail. . . .

that had been retained in the first elimina-

tion was rejected and two that had been

rejected in the first wrere retained. These
last two, however, were not among the

twenty-one which remained after the second
elimination.
On the final elimination, each juror separ-

ately chose of these twenty-one such plans
as he thought worthy of being retained for

the final concours, and made a list of the

numbers he preferred. These lists were
then compared and the numbers occurring
on the majority of lists noted.

After discussion of the plans receiving no
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votes or a number of votes less than the

majority, no plan was eliminated if any one

juror objected. Before making a final

choice, the Jury re-examined all of the plans

previously eliminated.

Upon the final vote, four plans received

one vote each, and eleven plans received the

unanimous vote of the Jury and were de-

clared the choice for the final concours. The
letters corresponding with them were

opened and the authors notified of their suc-

cess. The Jury then adjourned.
Upon receiving a verbal report of the pro-

ceedings of the Jury, Mrs. Hearst expressed
a desire that the authors of the four plans
receiving one vote each should receive some

thing more than gratitude. Men who can
with enthusiasm give their trust, time, and
work to an enterprise of a distant country
are the makers of history.
The following are the names of the eleven

authors invited for the second concours:

Messieurs Barbaud et Bauhain, 2 Boule-

vard Henri IV, Paris; Monsieur E. Benard,
29 Boulevard Pereire, Paris; Herr Prof. F.

Bluntschli, 4 Stockgasse, Zurich; Messrs. D.

Despradelles & Stephen Codman, 6 Beacon
Street, Boston, Mass.; Herr Rudolf Dick.

99 Josefstadterstrasse, Wien VIII; Mr. J. H.

Freedlander, 24 W. 2zd Street, New York:
Mm. G. Heraud et W. C. Eichmuller, (Aro-

ueil) 3 Rue des Tournelles, (Paris) 18 Rue de

Cases in Sealed Storeroom

reward, which matter" was naturally left to

the trustees for consideration.

The people of the City of Antwerp did all

in their power to make their guests comfort-

able and to insure the competitors against
indiscretion and harm. They deserve the

gratitude of every one interested in the com-

petition. Special thanks are due to Mr. Van
Reijswijck, the Burgomaster; Mr. Van

Kuyck, Echevin of the Fine Arts; M. Koch,
Conservateur of the Fine Arts; and to the

Echevins, Mr. Van den Nest, Mr. Desguin,
Mr. Goemaere, and Mr. Verspreeuven.
To the authors of the designs is due some-

1'Odeon; Messrs. Howard & Cauldwell, 10

and 12 East 23d Street, New York; Messrs.

Howells, Stokes & Hornbostel, 46 Cedar

Street, New York; Messrs. Lord, Hewlett &
Hull, 16 East 23d Street, New York; Mr.

\viiitney Warren, 160 Fifth Avenue, New
York.
The following are the names of the four

authors mentioned above: Messieurs Joanny
Bernard et Robert, 58 Rue de Rome, Paris;

Monsieur Charles des Anges, 66 Rue Ampere,
Paris; Mr. Ernest Flagg, 35 Wall Street,

New York; Mr. Fred Skjold Neckelmann,
21 Kriegsbergstr, Stuttgart.
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The names of the unsuccessful compet-
itors have been so scrupulously guarded by
the means taken for that very end, and
also to insure absolute freedom from bias

in the minds of the jurors, that not a

single one, so far as I have been able to

learn, has been divulged. That many of

these unsuccessful competitors were men
of standing is rendered certain by the high

average of the plans submitted and by the

greatness of the names of the winners.

That the result of the competition is

likely to be a really notable plan is as-

sured; for M. Pascal, President of the

Jury, is said to have stated in his speech at

a dinner given Mrs. Hearst at Antwerp
after the first competition, that should the

second plans show no improvement at all

over those first submitted yet the Univer-

sity would be in possession of the most

perfect architectural scheme ever devised

for such a purpose.
The successful plans have not been ex-

hibited to any save the jury and the ne-

cessary attendants, for it was not deemed
wise to give to the competitors in the sec-

ond trial the ideas of their rivals. After

the second competition has narrowed down
the choice to one or two, the plans will all (

be exposed and used by the architect

chosen to construct the buildings.
It is not possible, therefore, to say what

the
"
style

"
of the new buildings is to be.

Indeed, it seems that the first competition

hardly reached a point where the question
of architectural style figured much. Be-

fore it could be decided whether the build-

ings were to be Gothic, or Eomanesque, or !

Moorish, it had first to be considered how

many buildings there would be, how-

grouped to meet the needs of the Univer-

sity, how arranged to make the most of

the natural contours of the ground and
to harmonize with the beauties of the site.

It therefore required something of the

training of the skilled landscape gardener
in the broad sense, as well as that of the

architect, to make a winning plan. For
when these questions had been studied to

a finish, the detail of ornamentation was
in comparison, but a trivial matter. Even
in trie second competition only so much
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of that will probably be needed as is neces-

sary to show that the competitor has the

technical skill to carry out his design.
To say this, is not to give any of the men
in the competition any new idea; for it

was only those who firmly .grasped this

principle that succeeded in getting into

the second trial.

And after all, it may well be that when
the buildings are erected they will con-

form to none of the accepted schools. It

is possible that the close study of the needs

by constant improvement, the cutting away
of every unnecessary ornament, and the

strict .following of utility alone, the mod-
ern engine has become a thing of beauty
in its own right. It is not Gothic, or By-
zantine, or Bomanesque; it is something
outside of any of these things and better

than any in the beauty and grace of per-
fect adaptation to its uses.

So the new University may not be mod-
eled on a medieval church or cloister, nor
on a Moorish pleasure palace, nor on any

Exhibition Room During Jury Meeting West View, North Wing

of the case and the surroundings, both of

them almost unique in the history of

buildings, may result in something new
under the sun.

An illustration of this point that 1 have

recently seen used, is the case of the en-

gines in ocean steamers. When they were

first built some of them were constructed

with great arches of iron in correct Gothic

proportions. But the exigencies of the case

soon overcame any such foolishness, and

sort of a building in any other place or

for any other use. Its requirements are

so exacting that to make the buildings

exactly embody these and perfectly fulfill

its purposes, may well result in something
that has sacrificed all attempt at imita-

tion of anything that has gone before.

And if this be a true principle, and can

be carried out, we shall have a series of

buildings ; grand, because the idea it em-

bodies is large; beautiful, because it will
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harmonize with one of the most beautiful

sites on God's footstool; compact, because

the needs of the case will hold the parts

together; symmetrical, because the truth

for which it is to furnish a home is essen-

tially one; rich, because it will stand as

the gift of the love and pride of a great

commonwealth; majestic, because it will

hold the shaping force of a civilization;

and individual, because now, for the first

time, through the loving wisdom of a

peerless representative of her sex, Mrs.

Phoebe Hearst, an opportunity greater
than, any before has been given to the

imaginations of men of the highest ability

to build a monument that shall stand.
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LOS ANGELES AND THE TEACHERS

WHERE THE N. E. A. IS TO MEET THIS YEAR

BY WYLLYS S. ABBOTT

IN
COMING to Southern California in

July the National Educational Con-

vention will find a State now thor-

oughly Americanized and modern, but

which was so long under the dominion of

Spain that her impress was left upon the

law, language, manners, and customs, of

its inhabitants as indelibly as is now the

case in Cuba or the Philippines.
At Los Angeles they will find themselves

in the metropolis of the first great settle-

ment of the Anglo-Saxon upon the west-

ern slope of mighty mountains and the

shore of a vast ocean. They will come
into a region normally semi-arid, but so
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fertile under irrigation that it is called

"The Modern Eden," "The American

Italy,'" which is fast becoming the source

of the world's greatest fruit supply. They
will reach a latitude which belongs by
climatic right to the semi-tropics, but

where the atmosphere of the mountain!

range, commingling with the breezes of the

sea, preserve, in spite of geographical loca-

tion, a dry and equable temperature,,

always cool or warm to Caucasian blood,,

and never hot or cold.

Our English ancestors, on their little

sea-girt isle of rolling land and wooded

hill, could only dream of the environment
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of the Southern Californian, unrealized

even upon the Atlantic Coast, vast as that

seemed to them, with its lesser ocean, its

atmosphere of hill and lowland, much less

fertile as to soil, and with a climate vary-

ing with the latitude. The New Eng-
lander finds that the summer here is like

his fall, while midwinter is like a favoring

spring.
In December and January, towns and

cities here have their flower festivals, tour-

naments of roses, and floral parades.
In July and August, though all nature is

dry, and according to the calendar, it is

the hot season, it is generally cooler than
it is a thousand miles to the north, inland

from ocean or mountain breezes. One

needs all the year round medium-weight
clothing, and for evenings a cape or light
overcoat. The last is for comfort rather

than for fear of catching cold; for bad
colds in Southern California are like

insect pests, very scarce and almost uni-

versally imported.
One of the surprises is the difficulty of

taking cold, and another is the difficulty of

getting rid of it when contracted here,
and another is the rapidity with which a

cold disappears if contracted elsewhere

and brought here. Consumption brought
here is generally cured or so palliated as

to be endured. If contracted here, how-

ever, it is said to be fatal. It is, therefore,

perhaps better to get it somewhere else

Long Wharf, Santa Monica, California
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and bring it here. That is the way- a

great many do.

Here, with the dry air and parched soil,

storm-water disappears so quickly that

strangers arriving in dry seasons wonder
at the smallness of our rivers, and at

"
so

many bridges over dry land," and at such
" brown scenery/

7 But with water added,

all nature blooms in such lavish profusion,

perfection, and variety, that, like a sloven-

ly child, her beauty seems to depend upon
having her face washed.

There are roads in Southern California

where one may see on one side nothing
but sand, sagebrush, and cactus, while on
the other the scene is one of unstinted

Thinning Sugar Beets
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verdure. This is due entirely to the

absence or the presence of water applied by
artificial irrigation.

Ordinary fertilization of the soil is quite

unnecessary, as water by itself brings forth

a garden in the sand.

The latent fertility of the disintegrated

granite soil, or rather sand, is inconceiv-

able to those who have never seen it, and

incomprehensible to those who have.

While there is water enough in nearly
all developed sections, there is seldom a

superabundance, and its value is so great
in the development of

" new acreage
"
that

" Water is gold
"

is a saying. A thousand

dollars a miner's inch for water is a com-

mon price, and land with water enough to

irrigate it is worth a hundred dollars an

acre more than without it.

This is understood when it is known
that on this semi-arid land, when irri-

gated, a farmer can raise half a dozen

crops of hay a year, and that on it will

grow the fruits and flowers and grains and

vegetables of nearly every clime with the

prolificness of a Northern hothouse.

Nor is this exploitation of fertility in

any degree hypothetical. Its commercial

realities last year exceeded fifteen thou-

sand car-loads of oranges and lemons from
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Southern California enough to pave a

railroad between its rails from ocean to

ocean, or place a hundred, perhaps, upon
every family table in America. It takes

from four to six thousand cars more a year
to transport to Eastern markets Califor-

nia's fresh apples, cherries, grapes, pears,

plums, apricots, etc. As many more for

the raisins grown and prepared for market

here. Again there are dried fruits and

canned goods, ninety million pounds of

prunes, and hundreds of cars of walnuts,

almonds, grape-fruit, etc., to say nothing
of figs, olives, carnations," calla-lilies,

pampas-plumes, honey, wine, celery, and

many other like crops, which have made
the growing of fruit and kindred products
the leading industry of the State. The

general impression that the mining of

gold and silver is the principal occupa-
tion of California has long been wrong.
From a height looking down upon the

valley of the river Los Angeles, within a

few miles of the ocean and guarded by

rugged mountains topped by the snow-

cap of Mount San Antonio, the eye liter-

ally sweeps in a single glance from wave-

washed palm to snow-clad pine, and back

again from ice to oranges. In this wide

view of heterogeneous horticultural and
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climatic variety, one sees mighty syca-
mores upon the lowland, while, leading
the way up toward the snow-line, where fir

and spruce, and bear and deer and wild-

cat are, are live-oaks on every mountain,
slope, and hill. Here and there are the

holly and the bay, the century plant, the

fan, date, and feather palms, the cactus,

sage, and Spanish bayonet, with ten-foot

stem bearing a thousand tuberose blos-

soms, whole acres of carnations and calla-
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lilies, rose-vines that cover houses with

their garlands, and geranium-bushes big
as trees, and the bee-ranches which thrive

among them, and everywhere are the or-

ange, lemon, prune, fig, olive, almond, or

walnut orchards or grape vineyards.
Side by side with these in utter disre-

gard of latitude are the homely pumpkin^
the peanut, the apple, peach, and pear,
the potato, celery and alfalfa.

There, too, rising spirelike, is the tall
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and slender eucalyptus,, and the graceful

pepper-tree is everywhere. And there are

the poppy-beds, wild flowers of golden yel-
low in sheets

so^
vast that they have been

seen from sixty miles at sea. How Cali-

fornians howled when Bret Harte spoke of

them as red! California poppies red?

The Heathen Chinee !

And there is the ostrich-farm. Thirty-
five thousand people visited it last year.
And there are the beet-sugar refineries,

and yonder the oil-wells. A dozen miles off

is Mount Lowe, where a hotel" and observa-

tory are perched on a mountain-top,
reached by an almost perpendicular rail-

way up the mountain-side. The search-

light used at the World's Fair is there,
and every evening its needle shafts of glare

give segregated views of the great valleys
of the San Gabriel and the Los Angeles,

bringing into plainer view features lost in

the tout ensemble of the day view.

On the way to Mount Lowe, named in

honor of Professor T. S. C. Lowe, one

passes the ostrich-farm, through Pasadena
and near Kinneyloa, where on a square
mile of wild land Abbot Kinney has made
a veritable Eden. A few miles to the east

of it is the famous ranch and horse-farm

belonging to E. J. Baldwin. Modjeska's
ranch lies in another direction. Over the
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hills from "
Lucky

"
Baldwin's ranch is

Ontario, where is the funny street-car line,
on which two little mules pull the passen-

gers to one end of the line, and then get on
the car and ride back with them, and all

so solemnly that one is for an instant con-

fused when told it is done by gravity.
And away off there in a three hours' run
on "

the kite-shaped track
"

are River-

side, Redlands, Highlands, and a score of

beautiful towns and settlements, whose

orange-groves feed the world. To the south

is San Pedro, where the Government is

building the harbor of Port -Los Angeles
at a cost of two and a half million dollars.

Electric cars run to Santa Monica on the

coast every fifteen minutes. It is a popu-
lar seashore resort with everything de-

lightful pertaining to the sea.

A short sail from San Pedro lies Santa
CataUna, the popular island resort of the

Southwest. It is worth crossing the con-

tinent to look down into the water of Cata-

lina harbor. There, in a glass-bottomed

boat, one may float on transparent waters

and see amid the waving kelp and seaweed

the flashing yellowtail, the bluefish, the

swordfish, the flying-fish, and thousands

of scarlet goldfish more than a foot in

length. Upon the bottom appear what

seem to be the ruins of castles iridescent
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with the sparkle of the waters. If one

could imagine himself floating on the sur-

face of a beautifully appointed parlor

aquarium magnified a million times, he

might conceive of the effects of Catalina

harbor.

The island itself is a tawny mountain-

knoll of the sea, thronged during the sum-

mer by thousands of pleasure-hunters.
The fishing there is like the Pacific itself,

a thing immense. The jewfish, caught to

make boneless codfish, weigh a quarter of a

ton apiece, the leaping tuna is as big as a

sheep, the little yellowtails are the size of

codfish, the swordfish are a yard and a

half long, the flying-fish are larger than

mackerel, the goldfish are the size of trout,

and the fishermen declare that it is only

by hydraulic pressure that the sardines

are made small enough to get into the can.

All good Southern Californians, be they
of Spanish or of other tongue, insist that

when they die they wish to be of Los

Angeles. And such is their local pride
that the only reason they will admit as

rational for any one to ever leave Los An-

geles, whether it be to go to Paris or to

Paradise, is because he cannot take it with

him.

Already, with its 115,000 population,
Los Angeles gives great promise of archi-

tectural excellence. Its most artistic

buildings are of the Eomanesque and the

classical Eenaissance. Its examples of

Gothic architecture are not good. Its

court-house, built of red sandstone, is a

handsome building, admirably adapted to

the purpose for which it is intended. Its

city hall of pressed brick and red sand-

stone is imposing and beautiful, and its

tower is the handsomest piece of archi-

tecture in Southern California. A score

of handsome new business blocks give a

modern, substantial, and rich appearance
to the main thoroughfares. The city is

especially noted, however, for its thou-

sands of beautiful cottage homes.

Pasadena, whose limits touch those of

Los Angeles, is noted more for its pala-
tial residences, being notably the abiding-

place of millionaires, and the wealthiest

town per capita on the Pacific Slope.
In both towns the denizen, living most-

ly out of doors, is apt to build his home

chiefly "to keep his things in'' and look
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at from the outside, for
"

all out-doors
"

is home here, and the gardens and im-

provements to the grounds often cost as

much as or more than the house itself.

Throughout Los Angeles one notices

an unusual number of small businesses

and an extraordinary variety of occupa-
tions, due to the fact that much of the

population is attracted here by the health-

fulness of the climate, and each tries to

follow the business he is accustomed to.

Perhaps the most interesting of these to

the tourist are the Chinese, Japanese, and
curio stores. In the last, instead of Egyp-
tian mummies, old suits of mail, Swiss

alpenstocks, African war-clubs, and Esqui-
maux walrus-spears, one finds innumer-
able curiosities pertaining to the locality,

Navajo blankets, so close woven that

water may be carried in them; Mexican

sombreros, gaudy in color and ornamented
with carved leather and precious metal,
for to the Mexicano his sombrero is what
the boots are to the Eussian, often more

costly than all the rest of his apparel.

Then, too, there are the tarantulas, trap-
door spider-nests, and rattlesnake-skins;
the ornaments and knick-knacks of yucca,

redwood, orange, and olive woods; opals,

quartz, and bright minerals ; Indian weap-
ons, and relics; photographs of scenery,
of the missions and of odd natural forma-
tions. The photographs of this section

are exceptionally good, because of the

clear atmosphere. Tourists and travelers

make a point of arranging to have their

portraits taken here.

Perhaps the most intensely interesting

display of this section, however, to those

who have the acumen to detect it is the

racial object-lesson presented by the peo-

ple themselves; for here, segregated by
the arid regions to the east and by the
"
Great Divide/' by Mexico, with its for-

eign race and torrid temperature, to the

south, the great Pacific to the west, and by
the Tehachapi mountain range to the

north, Southern California, with its tem-

pered semi-tropic climate and soil of un-
dreamt-of fertility, its peculiar racial con-

ditions, and unusual industries, is working
out a racial development all its own.

Though all is fully Americanized now, one
still meets the Mexican of Moorish mix-
ture with his Spanish patois, his caballero
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costume, his adobe dwelling-place, his bur-

ro, his tamale, frijoles, and chile con came,
and his childlike Catholicism learned at

some one of the old California Missions,
still preserved, the picturesque relics of

the bygone regime. Following upon our

acquirement of territories lately domi-

nated by Spain, and while we are Ameri-

canizing them, this section presents in him
and his successors a'n illustration of the

most important racial question facing the

American nation to-day. It is especially

well, therefore, at this particular time that

the National Educational Association's

convention should bring to Los Angeles
teachers from every section of the land;
for here upon this topic these educators

cannot help but learn from their sur-

roundings much that is untaught in books

and which will be of cumulative value to

the nation and limited only by the spread
and repetition of their dissemination of it.

Here too, is one of the most populous
American " Chinatowns "

outside of San

Francisco, and frequent is the appearance
in field, kitchen, laundry, factory, and

shop, and on the street at all hours of the

day or night, of the yellow-skinned, al-

mond-eyed, pigtailed, rice-eating heathen.

Tireless workers all of them, law-abiding
and peaceful of disposition, neat of ap-

pearance, and quiet of demeanor, but given
to gambling, opium-smoking, and if un-

corrected, to even worse culinary arts than

spreading the cinnamon upon the family
breakfast roll by sprinkling it from his

mouth. With these appear less frequently
the little brown men of Japan, with their

national passion for flowers and for de-

spising utterly their pigtailed neighbors.
Nowhere in the United States thrive

finer individual specimens of the negro
than in Los Angeles, though they are not

proportionately numerous here. Generally,

they are fairly well-to-do, industrious,

polite, and independent.

Certainly a most important racial ques-
tion which is before us to-day is: What

may we ourselves become under the con-

ditions of racial intermingling and unus-

ual climate, and the individual occupa-
tions incident thereto and generally
untried of the Anglo-Saxon? And in

Southern California this question seems to

be answered in greater measure than in

any section of the globe; for here the

Anglo-Saxon, in a climate without rigor,
on a soil of tropic fertility, is mingled as to

race with aborigine, Oriental, and African,
and as to nationality with representatives
of -every country in Christendom. What
the corning type will be, is yet to be finally
determined. Probably a peace-loving race,

studious, polite, fond of amusement, tali,

and finely formed.

Longevity is very noticeable, there is

but little baldness, and round shoulders are

not as often seen as elsewhere. Deformity
is very uncommon and but two or three

dwarfs are to be seen among a hundred
thousand people. Women and children

are particularly well developed and joyous.
It is a fact that people here of ten to twen-

ty-five years of age generally look older

than they are, while those of forty and

upward, if healthy, generally look young-
er. This is doubtless due to quick devel-

opment in youth and good preservation in

age, because of the healthful climate. A
Mexican died here last year aged a hun-

dred and eighteen years, and the number
of people who have passed threescore anJ

ten, and are living upon what Moody calls

"'Borrowed time," is remarkable.

"Los Angeles," says the typical Ange-
leno,

" with the building of the Nicaragua

Canal, will become the metropolis of the

Pacific Coast. It has all its future before

it while that of most Western towns lies

largely behind them. In 1898, we had a

population of 100,000. It has doubled in

ten years, and in ten years more it will

double again, so that in 1908 we will have

200,000." And he banks on this as if it

were in the Bible, and no argument can

budge him one inch away from it.

"Take railroad trunk-lines," he says,
"
as an American measure of communal

commercial importance, present or future,

and note that in a section comprising two-

thirds of the Union, where a single trunk-

line is a boon, and two insure the pros-

perity of a community, Los Angeles has,

beside sundry local lines, three transconti-

nental railways, and will soon have four.

Take the use of modern mechanism as

another American criterion of communal
status and progress. Electricity is the

most modern source of mechanical power

generally accepted as such. In Los Ange-
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les is the first electrically equipped street-

car line ever operated in the world, and in

this climate Edison says we can transmit

electricity ninety miles without more loss

than is experienced elsewhere in transmit-

ting it thirty miles.
"

Early adoption of advanced methods

of public instruction is a good American
test of communal mental advancement;
and right here in Los Angeles, not Boston,
we opened the first public-school kinder-

garten on this continent. No city has

better public schools or is educationally
more highly organized. Our high school,

held in that great building on the hill, the

first to be seen as you look at the city from

a distance, teaches fourteen hundred

pupils. We have two colleges, a normal

school, military academy, private schools,

convents, churches, and educational clubs,

associations, and classes, too numerous to

keep account of.
u Los Angeles is not merely a modern

progressive American city. It is a highly
advanced type of such. For ten years it

has been the fastest-growing city on Amer-
ican soil. It has gained fifteen thousand

population since '97, and is growing at the

yearly rate of fifty miles of streets lined

with occupied houses along both curbs."

It is useless to argue with the prophesy-

ing Angeleno that, according to his wild

and woolly reckoning, the town should

have a hundred million population
in about a century. He will calmly show

you that in eighteen years its population
has increased tenfold; ergo, it will not

should, but will reach a hundred mil-

lion in exactly fifty-four years by the

clock. And he acts as if he believed it.

There is also a State law against slaying
him for it. No ordinary man that is, no

ordinary human, sane man can contend
with the Angeleno arrayed in the impene-
trable panoply of his local pride and dis-

cussing the future of his abiding-place.
Let no attendant of the convention, how-
ever fearless he or she may be as regards

tarantulas, rattlesnakes, grizzly bears, or

mountain lions, ever for a moment think

of trying that. Sheer insanity is only the

least calamitous outcome. The trouble is

his premises are logically logically, not

largely sound.

NIGHT COMETH FROM THE CANONS

FEOM
out the solemn canons, mighty shadows upward steal

;

Slowly they creep, still up, toward clustering mountain peaks,

Where sinks the enamored, ling'ring sun in deep-hued splendor !

The brooding skies grow tender, clinging to the shrouded earth.

Down in the peopled valley, braided to the sea

In twining foot-hills, stained in the strained gold of garnered grains,

The tangled night-mists gather, hugging close the well warmed earth.

Whilst o'er the heaving wide-spread sea a wavering veil

Of purpling amethyst and burnished gold is coyly drawn!

So come the shadows. So the veiled earth sinks to rest.

So the great Sun God sleeps !

So close about the deepening glories of the star-lit night !

Harriet Winthrop Waring.



A FOURTEENTH OF JULY IN THE SIERRA

AMONG THE FRENCH SHEPHERDS OF THE CALIFORNIA MOUNTAINS

BY JAMES HOPPER

LITTLE
PETE gave a long dolorous

yawn, shook himself out of his bunk,
stretched his short, thick body beatif-

ically in a fusillade of cracking sinews,
and his day had begun.

Opposite the cabin-door, across the

meadow, the huge granite dome was rose-

ating with dawn. Delicate tints chased up
and down in airy course and the formid-

able, stolid monster seemed to vibrate dc-

liciously to the touch. The air was crisp
and cold; a light translucent, vapory
veil stretched in graceful, lazy folds in the

hollow, dissolving slowly in diamond drops
on the long meadow-grass. Low on the

western horizon, trembling through the

humid air, a big blue star hung like an
immense tear.

Pete whistled shrilly, and from the

bunch of animals grazing knee-deep in

the wet grass, a mule detached herself.

She trotted a few steps, then came on in

more philosophic fashion, step by step,

stopping occasionally to nibble a specially

tempting shoot, approaching with an obe-

dience tempered by the proper degree of

deliberate independence. Pete greeted her

with a caress and a piece of rock-salt, then
saddled and rode away.

Little Pete was happy that morning.
As he rode through the meadow, then up
farther through the pine, rising desolately
on the crumbled granite, he hummed mar-
tial songs

" La Marseillaise
" and " Le

Chant du Depart." Once with a smile, he

caught himself on the
" Ca ira," and a lit-

tle later nearly fell out of his saddle in a

paroxysm of tenderness while on the sim-

ple but grand hymn of
" Mourir pour la

Patrie."

It was the fourteenth of July, and away
up from the California Sierras little

Pete's heart tugged toward "la patrie
"

the fatherland.

And there was another subject of con-

tentment. He remembered his home in

Provence, the simple, frugal life, and he

mentally recapitulated his life. His old,

peasant father had had ambitions, had
destined him for the priesthood."

I would have given the absolution,"
muttered little Pete in evident keen enjoy-
ment of the joke.
He had studied, gone to the lycee. Then

the death of his mother, the remarrying of

his father, and the rebellion of the hard-

headed, warm-hearted lad against the step-
mother. At sixteen he had run away,
stowed away to America, to the land of

gold. He allowed his thoughts to rest

caressingly for a moment on his old father,
so bent by the plow, so withered by the

fierce struggle with earth. He felt some

remorse, but bah! he, the father, had

brought the cold stranger into the house-

hold. He was to blame. Still at the next

opportunity Pete would write a few lines

to the old man, gladden his heart with

some news of his son ;
not too long a letter

that would be a capitulation but just
a few words and yes, why not? some
little present from that wonderful Califor-

nia.

He went on with the little cash-book o

his life. Sixteen years old, without a cent,

he found himself in California. He had
hired to a sheepman for board and a dol-

lar a day. In three years he had saved

six hundred dollars, and had learned the

language. Yes, and he could write it bet-

ter than many Americans. And his hand-

writing ah! that was his pride. Those

Americans, they write all alike, with the

uniformity of a printing press, but he, he
had his own handwriting he had formed
it himself in France, bold, characteris-

tic, with an immense "
paraffe

"
to his sig-

nature Pierre Mireaux.

Now he was twenty-two, and he owned
two thousand sheep, and he felt a certain

pleasant self-contentment, and it was the

fourteenth of July, and he hummed the
"
Marseillaise."

He rode up over a steep, smooth granite
knoll and suddenly came up upon another

meadow. The place was dark, yet hidden
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from the rising sun by the jagged peaks

embelting it. A white, fluffy, incoherent

mass was huddled at the head of the mead-
ow. At intervals a long shiver traversed

the whole, like the heaving of the sea in

the hazy morning on the shore. It was
his herd of sheep, yet in their morning
stupor, but awakening to their formidable
and devastating appetite. By a smolder-

ing fire, the herder, stiff, half-frozen with
the cold, half-sleepless night, lay wrapped
in his thin blanket. Taciturn, as most

sheepmen, he answered with a grunt to

Pete's cheerful
"
Bonjour !

" He rose,
and shook his disheveled hair.

Suddenly from the far end of the mead-

ow, two magnificent sheep-dogs came

bounding, nearly knocking Little Pete
down in a frenzy of greeting. Lean, alert,

keeping their eyes on the sheep through
all their demonstrations, they bounded off

as suddenly, encircling the herd again in

indefatigable gallop."
Aliens, rechauffe toi ! [Warm up !]

"

and little Pete untied a flask from the

horn of his saddle and passed it to his

ursine herder.
" Tu sais c'est le quatorze

Juillet, aujourd'hui [Thou knowest 't is

the fourteenth of July to-day ! ]
"

Fourteenth of July! At these words a

change came over the hirsute mute. A
smile parted the dark bramble of his beard,

giving a glimpse of a formidable cavity,
lined with shark-like defenses. Then
without a word he picked up his Win-
chester and shot off the magazine in a

frenzy of detonating joy. A long shiver

ran through the herd. A confusion of

plaintive
"
ma-a-a-s," and then a furious

panic sent them toiling up the granite

slope. The dogs jumped in furious and

multiplied attack. The herd rotated a

dozen times as in vertigo, then cowed, ter-

rorized by bark and bite, huddled back

tremblingly to their assigned territory.
The herder gave his report, one lamb

astray, two taken with the rheumatism,
but these would soon be well. The stray ?

well, he had heard the prolonged howl of

the coyotes in the night, and then silence.

He was from Northern France and he

prolonged his s}dlables in a monotonous
but pleasant sing-song. Little Pete rolled

his r's like a Gatling gun and struck out
his vowels as if beating them on an anvil.

And in the profound and hollow silence of

the mountain air, the dialogue floated in

fantastic music.

After careful instructions, Little Pete

remounted and started back toward his

cabin. The inspection of his herd had
confirmed his contentment. Two thou-

sand sheep ! he would wait till he had

yes, five thousand. Then he would sell

and return to Provence, to the warm and

pleasant country where one can say what
he thinks, show what he feels, without be-

ing ridiculous; where one can laugh and

weep and find others to laugh and weep
with him out of pure sympathy.
The sun now bathed the meadow with a

shower of golden light and Pete's heart

gladdened one more degree as he saw be-

fore the cabin a column of smoke arising,

airily mounting in rings and curls, turn-

ing in slow and graceful waltz. That
smoke meant breakfast, and Pete congrat-
ulated himself on the impulse which had

prompted him to offer hospitality to

Grim.
Grim had just finished his culinary

task and was standing with his back to the

fire, awaiting Pete. He was a long,

lamentable consumptive, standing loosely

in a pair of immense boots which seemed

to cement him to the ground like a pedes-
tal. Wan, thin, hollowed out by disease,

he lived only on the tenacious belief that

he was getting well.

They sat down to their meal. Little

Pete started talking of the fourteenth of

July and of the famous French Revolu-

tion; Grim more calmly but with equal

persistence of the Fourth of July and the

American Eevolution, matching hero with

hero, deed with deed; and finally the

breakfast ended with a toast to Washing-
ton and Lafayette.
Then the little sheep-herder entered

the cabin, rummaged in his chest, reli-

giously brought to light an old, dilapidated
edition of Michelet's Histoire de France,

and launched himself on the splendid
recital of the Revolution. At times he

would spring up suddenly, pace up and

down nervously, declaiming scraps of

famous speeches in a formidable rolling of

r's and detonation of vowels, striking up
magnificent attitudes, thundering menace,
defiance.
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Seated with his back to a sugar -pine,
Grim was making a desperate effort at a

piece of poetry which he had started two

years before, but which seemed totally

refractory to his stubborn persistence. It

began :

O ye great magnificent rolling pines,

The second verse was meant to end in
"
hinds

"
to rhyme with "

pines," but

Grim, notwithstanding prodigies of in-

genuity, could never make that exas-

perating
"
hinds

" come out at the end,

preceded by the necessary number of feet.

And for the thousandth time he was wrest-

ling with the problem, drawing long,
dolorous breaths, turning, returning, tor-

turing sentences in all contortions with

the same discouraging result, till sweat

beaded his brow and his brain seemed prey
to some horrible nightmare. Yet he knew,
he felt it in his bones, that if he could only

get the first two lines started, the
" hinds "

obediently teamed with the "pines," he

would, carried on by the torrent of inspir-
ation he felt within him, write something
grand, immortal

; something which would
reverberate down the ages in a magnificent
crash of harmony. So, drawing up his

knees to his chin, patiently, painfully he
tried and toiled, tried and toiled.

Behind him, Little Pete, Michelet in one

hand, brandishing a rifle in the other, was

muttering with fearful energy and a fus-

illade of r-r-r's : "La patrie est en danger !

De Faudace, de Faudace, encore de

Faudace, et toujours, de Faudace !

"

Over a ridge, a thick, whirling cloud of

dust appeared approaching slowly toward
the meadow. At times the veil was torn

open for a moment, showing a gray, fluffy,

undulating mass. As it neared, a chorus
of plaintive

"
ma-a-a-s

"
floated tremu-

lously on the breeze, cut by the quick,

sharp, commanding barks of the dogs.
Little Pete dropped his book, startled.

"
It 's Andre ; he ?

s taking his sheep to

the upper flat; he'll get there ahead
of mine !

" he said, disconcerted for a mo-
ment.

Then after a volley of appropriate inter-

jections, which split the air like the wail

of an infuriated buzz-saw, he calmed him-
self. A crafty smile spread over his dark-

ened countenance, smoothing it to its

accustomed serenit}
r

. Little Pete's fertile

imagination had found the means of ward-

ing the danger.
With a smile of welcome, both hands

extended hospitably, he walked toward the

rival sheepman with a volubility of greet-

ing."
Aliens, Andre, on ne travaille pas

aujourd'hui [One does not work to-

day !] C'est le quatorze Juillet ! Allons,
viens trinquer! [The fourteenth of

July ! Come, one toast !]

" And in a mo-
ment he had a rotund demijohn out of the

cabin full of petit lieu.

Andre, tall, dark, slender, nervous, hesi-

tated. His magnificent black eyes flashed

distrust for a moment, but the magic
words,

"
Quatorze Juillet," and perhaps

the healthy, round demijohn, triumphed.
He was no sooner seated than the demi-

john poured out glass and glass with mu-
sical eagerness. At a sign from Pete,
Grim unsaddled the mule with celerity,
and a sonorous slap sent the animal scam-

pering toward the high grass. Andre
made a gesture of protest, but without con-

viction. Poor Andre ! he had seen no
one but dog and sheep for three weeks,
and here was somebody to converse with in

French, no, better yet, in Provencal.
And then it was the

"
Quatorze Juillet

"

and the demijohn. Patriotism and

pleasure were allied against business; he

fell; he was captured, and Little Pete
breathed more freely.
The day passed in an exchange of rem-

iniscences. It was pleasant to talk of

Provence. Then Little Pete started tell-

ing of the Eevolution, and the great deeds,
and generous ideas. And, when pretexting
a visit to his herd, he left Andre with the
Michelet opened on " The Fall of the Bas-

tille," the latter thought only of the glory
of France, that it was good to be French,
that Pete was French, that it was the
Fourteenth of July.

Pete returned. The sun descended and

empurpled a huge column of dust, rolling

slowly over the upper flat. Little Pete

contemplated it restfully, nay, tenderly.
Grim, in search of poetic inspiration,
gazed at it.

"
I wonder what makes it !

"

"It looks like a band of sheep," sug-
gested Pete, with a smile.
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A slender form, vibrating with rage,
bounded to its feet.

" Ah ! traitre ! vendu ! faux frere !

[Traitor ! Judas ! false brother !]

"

In two jumps Andre was on his mule,

spurring toward his herd. But it was too

late. The scarlet cloud, enveloping the

two thousand sheep of Little Pete, or

Pierre Mireaux, was rolling triumphantly
over the fiat. Andre stopped. A short,
thick form stood before his mule.

"
Aliens, Andre, que diable ! c'est le

quatorze Juillet; nous la partagerons, la

prairie [we'll share it, the meadow].
Aliens, reviens ! [Come on back]. Nous
ne nous battrons pas [We

;

11 not fight]
c'est le quatorze Juillet."

Andre, choked with resentment, pale
with the pang of disillusioned friendship,
answered with a curse. Plunging his

spurs into the animal, he sought to ride

over the detaining form. Crafty Little

Pete was imploring now, full of remorse.

Ah ! if it had not been
"

le quatorze/' he

would have taken pride in his trick, but

now, his heart revolted against his head.

With artistic appreciation he laughed to

himself approvingly at his cleverness, and

yet was furious, ready to beat himself for

having done it.

It was getting dark. A sudden chill

fell on the meadow. In front of the cabin,
a tongue of fire shone, glimmered hesitat-

ingly for a moment, then leaped in a fury
of crackling wood, throwing a vibrating

red spot to their very feet. Grim had lit

the camp-fire. Andre's resistance was

weakening; his hot, southern temper was

deserting him in spite of his efforts to re-

tain it. From the darkness Pete's voice
rose more and more imploring, tender,
half-tremulous :

"
Aliens, men vieux, on ne se separe pas

comme ga, [Come, old man, let 's not part
like that.] Deux frangais ga ne se bat pas
le quatorze Juillet [Two Frenchmen, they
cannot fight on the fourteenth of July].
Aliens, viens pres du feu; nous parlerons
de la France [Come on near the fire

;
we 11

talk of France] . Et demain, nous y irons

ensemble, a cette fameuse prairie [and to-

morrow, we '11 share it, the meadow] ."

Andre resisted with diminishing
strength. The entrancing words of

"
qua-

torze Juillet
" and " France " came to Ms

ears in appealing repetition. He yielded.

And later, when Little Pete's eloquence
had subsided, given way to the profound
and dreamy silence which comes inevitably
at a camp-fire, the two primitive but gen-
erous souls gazing on the glow nodded to

visions of magnificence and glory, saw

splendid, fortified castles crumble before

the assault, saw the struggle, heard the

roar of the hero-mob. And little by little,

this confusion and medley gave way to

something simpler and more definite and
more grand a tri-color flag waving

proudly above earthly turmoil.
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BY ROSSITER JOHNSON

Some truths may be proclaimed upon the housetop ;

Others may be spoken by the fireside ;

Still others must be whispered in the ear of a friend.

ONE
day when Miss Ravaline brought to the Arbor a new book in which she was

interested, we asked her to read it aloud. Accordingly she opened it and began
at the first chapter. But she had hardly finished the first sentence when Elacott

interrupted with,
" That is not the way to read a book."

Miss Ravaline stopped, and asked to be instructed as to the proper way.
" When you enter the house," said Elacott,

" do you jump from the walk to the

threshold?"
"
Certainly not," said Miss Ravaline

;

"
I use the steps."

"
Quite right !

"
said Elacott.

" And likewise when you enter a book you should

not jump from the cover to the text. You should begin by reading the title-page. A
reader who skips the title-page is like one who introduces his friend and does not

speak the name distinctly enough for you to understand whether you are making the

acquaintance of Mr. Thompson or Mr. Tamarind."
"
I suppose you are right," said she ;

" and of course for similar reasons I should

next read the preface."
"
It is generally well to read the preface," said Elacott,

"
though it is not always

necessary. Some prefaces are written solely for the purpose of instructing the

reviewer what to say about the book, or at least to prevent him from misunderstand-

ing it and saying what is not true. A shrewd reviewer always reads the preface care-

fully, whether he goes through the book itself or not. In a work of imagination, a

preface is generally detrimental, and it is a kindness to the author when the reader

skips it. Take, for instance, a good novel. Whatever else the author may have had

in mind, he must, from the very nature of the work, have striven to make it sound as

if it were true, to produce the effect of reality. It may be a very romantic and unusual

reality; but still, if the work is well done, it is a reality in appearance. A preface

puts aside the assumptions of the story as to time, place, and character, and thus com-

pletely destroys the illusion."

"But," said Miss Ravaline, "the author may find it necessary to explain some

things."
"
If his work does not explain itself," said Elacott,

"
it is defective and so far a

failure, and instead of writing a preface he should re-write the story."
" On the other hand," said Mrs. Trenfield,

"
there are books that ought not to

be without prefaces ; but some writers appear to avoid them for the simple reason

that prefaces have the reputation of never being read. The most notable instance
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that I have observed is in Macaulay's
'

History of England/ The first three or four

pages of that eloquent book are in reality a preface, and should have been printed
-as such. But apparently he wanted to make sure of their being read, and so ran them
in as a part of the opening chapter."

"
Exactly so," said Elacott.

" And when the author or the principal actors arc

called before the curtain, on the presentation of a successful play, the audience make

the same mistake, essentially, that the writer of an imaginative work is guilty of

ivhen he adds a preface. They set aside everything imaginative in that which is before

them, and break the very illusion that they have paid the author and actors to pro-

duce for them."
"

It appears to me," said I,
"
that your criticism is perfectly just when applied to

-any calling before the curtain between the acts. But after the play is finished, when

the audience may be supposed to waken from their dream, then I see no impropriety

in such a compliment to author and players."

"Perhaps you are right," said Elacott; "and yet the attention given to the

play itself, and the applause bestowed upon it as it progresses, cannot be construed

as anything but the highest compliment to author or actor, or both. For my part,

when I have seen a really artistic drama, I am not only best pleasing myself but indi-

rectly giving most praise to those who produced it, by not calling them out even at the

-end. A stanza corner to mind in which the poet has expressed my feelings exactly :

*

Nay, let me turn my face away
Before you drop the curtain;

I would not know 't is all a play,

Nor think one line uncertain.

I would not break the crystal through,

Its framework to discover;

But as I dreamed that all was true,

So let it seem forever.'
"

" From what poet do you quote, Mr. Elacott ?
"

said Mrs. Trenfield.

He pretended not to hear, but she repeated the question. Then he blushed a

little and was silent.

"
It is his own, of course," said I.

"
If it is," said she,

"
I wish he would give us the entire poem."

Then he blushed more deeply, and was if possible more silent.

"'Probably that's all there is of it," said I; "and probably even that had no

existence three minutes ago."

Elacott acknowledged that this was the truth. Whereupon Miss Eavaline at once

tried her own skill at improvising, saying:
" If at a word your rhymes are wrought,

Speak ever thus without a thought."

" That is well versified," said Elacott, "but the last three words are a little am-

biguous."
"I did not mean them to be," -said she; "but I suppose extemporaneous

position must be specially liable to that fault, Now let us return to our principal

theme, for there is nothing like doing up a subject completely while you have it in

hand Would not the rule that you appear to have established require als(
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sion of the
(

L'envoi/ the
'

Go, little book/ which so often seems- to come especially

from the writer's heart and as often carries a peculiar pathos to the readers ?
"

"
I know that many of those little epilogues, those farewell verses, are beautiful

in themselves," said Elacott ;

" but yet 1 would exclude them all. When Longfellow

writes :

' The book is completed
And closed like the day,

And the hand that has written it

Lays it away,' etc.,

he says to me, in effect,
' This is a mere book that you have been reading a thing spun,

out of iny brain/ If, instead of putting those verses into the volume, he had written

them and kept them to himself in manuscript, and I had read them in his life and let-

ters, after he was gone, their poetic effect on rne would be much greater."
" Should you not say, then," Mrs. Trenfield asked,

"
that those painters commit

a similar error who appear to delight in bringing themselves into their pictures, or

reminding the beholder of their profession? from the worn-out witticism of repre-

senting a cow or a goat knocking over the white umbrella and chewing the wet pic-

ture which the sketcher has left for a while in the pasture, to the more dignified

examples of self-consciousness in oil and canvas ?
"

"Virtually the same," said Elacott. "But there is another blemish in many
books which I sometimes think is less excusable than any we have mentioned. I mean

the dedications."
"
Those," said I,

"
are generally supposed to show the sweet and affectionate dis-

position of the author. You can see from some of them that the writer, conscious that

he has attained immortality, has an idea of taking his dearest friend on his back, that

they may travel together down the ages."
"
I think you are a little unjust with your sarcasm," said Mrs. Trenfield.

"
Many dedications indicate to me that the writer is simply conscious of having striven

to do his best, and when the task is finished he f.eels like laying the result at the feet

of a dear friend perhaps the one from whom he expects the most sympathetic criti-

cism. He is conscious of the faults in his work, and when he thinks of its being read

he likes best to imagine that person reading it; hence he gives it an inscription that

appears to mark it as having been written for that person alone and coming only inci-

dentally under the eye of others."
" That is a most amiable interpretation, and it does you credit," said Elacott.

" But though it may be correct in some instances, I still hold that any dedication of

a book is an absurdity. Originally a book was dedicated to some wealthy or powerful

patron, who was supposed to be far above the writer in fame and importance, and

who graciously lent his countenance to the work and thereby gave it some vogue. But

now all that is reversed. The dedicator rather patronizes the dedicatee. And as it

has come to be generally recognized that literary fame is the most enduring of all,

there are not many persons who are not willing to see their name on the printed page
in one form or another. But even if the general principle were correct, the specific

instances of absurdity and silliness that are displayed under it are almost enough to

condemn the practice. Appropriateness appears to be seldom considered. I have seen

a volume of military biography dedicated to a merchant, and a volume of humor to
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the dullest man in the State. There is a pretty book which is deservedly a classic
with young people. Its popularity was immediate, and through half a century it never
has waned. When first published, it bore a dignified dedication to a certain lady, and
this may be seen in all the early editions. But after the author married he changed
the dedication to his wife. I never look at it without thinking of the split headstone."

As we all declared we had not heard the story, he told it.
" A certain man," he said, lost his wife, and placed at her grave a handsome

headstone, unusually thick. When he lost his second wife, he had the stone split to
make two thinner ones. And when he proposed to a third woman, she answered,

'

1

don't know, sir; I hardly think that headstone will split again/ Perhaps the most
absurd of all is the blind dedication the one so written that no one except the dedi-

catee can understand it. For instance, a few days ago I picked up a new book by a

very popular author and found it dedicated like this :

( To X. Y. Z. from A. B. (then
a date), 0. P. Q.' As that conveys no information whatever to the reader, why was it

thrust before the reader at all? If the author had simply written it in the copy that

he sent to X. Y. Z., that would have answered every purpose. Then there is the

mortuary dedication. I pick up another book, and I find it inscribed,
c To the mem-

ory of my grandfather/ I would like to ask the author how he supposes that can

memorize his 'grandfather. It tells us that he had a grandfather, but we knew that

before. If he really wants to preserve his grandsire's memory, he should write some-

thing about him, not at him, or at least should mention his name. That sort of thing
is carried to its extreme of silliness in Mrs. Clarke's Concordance to Shakespeare,
where she actually prints in the book an expression of her exquisite pleasure in remem-

bering that she reads the last proof on her dear mother's birthday ! Finally, we have

the dedication in which one gives away what is not his own a piece of literary

effrontery. Thus, one merely edits a book which was written by some one else per-

hap a standard author and then presumes to dedicate it to some friend or public

functionary. I have seen a standard poet edited simply by the addition of a biograph-

ical sketch, and then the volume dedicated to a statesman who probably never read a

dozen lines of poetry in his life."

" Are you aware," said Miss Eavaline,
"
that in condemning what you call the

blind dedication you condemn the famous dedication of Shakespeare's sonnets ?
"

"
I am," he answered,

" and I do not hesitate to condemn Shakespeare for pre-

fixing that foolishness to those noble poems, thus giving occasion for the printing of

endless pages of idle speculation as to who was f W. H/, and causing many readers to

waste their ingenuity on an insoluble puzzle instead of enjoying the sonnets. Yes, if

I were the autocrat of literature, I would forbid all dedications of books. I never

knew of but one that would have been appropriate, and that one was not written."

"What was it?" said Mrs. Trenfield.
" A certain man," said he,

" who was an apostle of a certain great philanthropy,

made a compilation appropriate to the cause. If he had given the profits of the sale

of his book to that cause, and had dedicated the volume either to the cause itself or to

its foremost champion, I could have commended that. But he did nothing of the kind
;.

he pocketed the profits and wrote no dedication at all."

Here Elacott glanced at his watch, said he must meet a friend at the train, and

passed through the turnstile and walked rapidly down the street.
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The
THERE seems to be an un-

usually sharp pitch just
Transvaal ahead of Britain in "the

Troubles steep path
" of empire. It is

hardly possible that a con-

flict with the Boers can be avoided, and
should it come, it is likely to be a war that

will test British arms far more severely than
the Soudan campaign, or any war since the

Crimean. This is against white men and
men with intense patriotic feeling. More-

over, it is against men accustomed from in-

fancy to the use of firearms and to military

tactics, albeit of the guerrilla type. These
men will be led by generals who have

proved themselves able, and all will be

directed by one of the shrewdest minds of

the present day.
It is not to be doubted what the result

will be. English resources and numbers will

surely win, unless Napoleon was wrong in

noting that Providence favored the heaviest

battalions. Then, too, the large Uitlander

element in the Transvaal itself will be a
source of weakness to the Boers; for it will

take constant guarding to keep them from

aiding a force that is fighting their battles.

This war, if it comes, will find American

sympathy divided. There will be those who
sympathize with the Boers in their gallant

fight for independence and liberty, and there

will be others who will deny the right of

independence and liberty to any people if

it is to be used to oppress others. The Uit-

landers have rights to a representation in

the government that rules them. They have

developed the resources of the land and
have given it its significance in world affairs.

To tax them without representation and to

govern them without their consent is illiber-

al, to say the least.

The world is growing very small. It is

not possible longer for a nation to make a
hermit of itself. It must enter into the

world family, or be crushed by the pressure
from without. The Boers longed for isola-

tion and independence; they only wanted to

be let alone. But it could not be. There
was in the soil of the Transvaal that magnet
which irresistibly drew to it men of other
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nations. No wall that the Boers could build

could keep out the rush to the Rand.

Or course this was hard on the Boers.

Their wish for solitude was not an ignoble

one; it was only an anachronism, that they
should think that they could keep them-

selves apart from the world. The inevitable

followed. The Uitlanders, growing in num-
bers and preponderating in wealth, could not

go untaxed; for their very presence made
revenue necessary. Then they began to de-

mand a share in the disposal of the taxes

they paid, and it is this dispute that is now
reaching the acute stage. Jameson's raid

was wrong rather from a technical stand-

point than in itself, in the judgment of men
who look at things as they are rather than

as they would be in an ideal state.

The fact that British territory surrounds

the Transvaal and that a claim to sovereign-

ty had been made and established to a cer-

tain extent, and the further fact that the

aggrieved Uitlanders are largely of British

blood, made it the duty of the British govern-
ment to conduct the case for the Uitlanders,

and probably to take arms in their quarrel.

IN some aspects the war in

the Ph^iPPi1168 is based on
The War

in the
ni'i. the same principles. There,
Philippines

too> a great nation ig pltted

against a people fighting for

independence and liberty, the power of the

greatest republic of the world is being used

to destroy the aspirations of a republic strug-

gling to assert itself. Viewed in this light

ilone, it is a crime blacker than the partition

of Poland.

And what other light is there? The anti-

imperialists can see none, and are corres-

pondingly bitter in their denunciations. But

in general they are not people who have the

reputation for many-sidedness. Rather their

habit is to wear moral monocles.

There is this great principle of world good
and world progress that they overlook, this

eminent domain that demands right of way
for civilization. Without this principle,

there never could have been any advance,

America would still be the home of the In-
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dian who claims its soil by the title of time

out of mind possession. But the world does

move, and the Philippines is one of the spots

where progress is to be looked for.

And yet we must make our case very clear.

We must show that it is progress and not

retrogression that we are seeking. If we
overcome the Filipinos to oppress them, to

make slaves of them, then the curse will

rightly rest upon us. On the other hand, if

we put down armed opposition and then

govern the islands for the good of all, estab-

lishing stability, justice, education, and all

the benefits. of civilization, so that the best

of the Filipinos shall shortly come to bless

the day when they submitted to our rule,

then we shall be justified.

This sets before us no light task. Only
sublime self-confidence can make us happy
in undertaking it, but rightly or wrongly
that self-confidence is still strong in the

great mass of the American people.

A SMALL pamphlet issued

N. E* A. by James A. Barr, of Stock-

r I ~+'< ton Assistant State Mana-
Cbnvention

ger Qf the National Educa.

Expenses tional Association gives par-

ticulars as to routes and ex-

penses of reaching the Convention at Los

Angeles. We quote a few paragraphs:

The round trip rate by rail via direct

routes to and from Los Angeles has been
fixed at one regular first class (six months'
or thirty days') fare, plus $2.00, membership
fee. In all cases this membership fee is col-

lected when tickets to Los Angeles are sold.

Where an advance membership fee of $2.00
has already been paid, a rebate of $2.00 may
be secured from the Treasurer of the N. E.

A. in Los Aiig<31es, July llth to 14th, by

presenting both the advance membership
coupon and the coupon of membership at-

tached to the ticket.

Tickets will be on sale at all points in

California from July 7th to llth, inclusive.

On these dates any person may obtain the

special one fare round trip rate by paying
the additional membership fee of $2.00.

For the benefit of teachers (from points
north of Mojave and San Luis Obispo) and
of immediate members of their families ac-

companying them, who wish to go in ad-

vance of the dates of sale, the Southern
Pacific Company will sell tickets at the rate

named on any day, June 1st to July 7th, on

presentation of certificate (with which all

county and city superintendents north of

Mojave will be supplied), countersigned by
the county or city superintendent, as the case

may be, to show that the holder is a teacher

in good standing and that the other names

thereon are those of immediate members of
the teacher's family intending to accompany
the holder.
The final return limit of all tickets sold in

California at points north of Mojave by the
Southern Pacific Company will be August
31, 1899; south of Mojave, by all lines, July
31, 1899. The special rates (one and one-half
regular fares) offered by the Pacific Coast
Steamship Company will be available return-
ing up to August 30th. If no steamer sails
on that date, then return limit may be ex-
tended to the sailing of the next steamer
thereafter.

Stopover privileges will be allowed at any
point within going transit limit (July 14th)
and returning within the final limit (August
31st) on tickets sold at points north of Mo-
jave. All side trip tickets sold at special
rates for the round trip from Los Angeles
to all points in Southern California are good
for ten days from date of sale, if purchased
in Los Angeles. If bought at home station
in connection with ticket to Los Angeles and
return the side-trip tickets will bear the same
limit as the ticket to Los Angeles. In either
case side-trip tickets will carry stop-over
privileges.
The following are the N. E. A. round trip

rates from several valley and coast points,
the first column giving the rate going and re-

turning via the San Joaquin Valley, the sec-

ond column the rate one way via the San
Joaquin Valley and the other via the Coast
Line:

Redding $21.55 $29.55
Red Bluff 20.50 28.50
Chico 19.90 27.90

Marysville 18.60 26.60
Sacramento 17.00 24.70
Lodi 15.80 23.80
Oakdale 15.00 24.60
Stockton 15.35 23.35
San Francisco, Oakland,
Alameda, Berkeley . . 17.00 23.00

Livermore 16.25 23.00

Modesto 14.45 23.00

Fresno 11.70 23.00

Merced 13.35 23.00

Bakersfield 8.45 23.00

(In each case the above rate includes the

membership fee of $2.00.)

The summary of a week's expense from
Stockton to Los Angeles and return as out-

lined, going and returning via the San Joa-

quiu Valley, would be as follows:

Round trip (including member-
ship fee) $15.35

Berth going and returning (two
to a berth), for each person. . 2.50

Room 3.00

Meals 4.00

Side trips 3.50

Incidental expenses 2.00

Total $30.35

If the trip one way is made via the Coast

Line, the expense for the week will be in-
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creased $8.00, making a total of $38.35. If

one person occupied a double berth, the ex-

pense will be $2.50 in excess of that given
above.

The trips and expenses that will figure if

two, three, or four weeks are given to the

trip are also calculated, and it is shown that

a month may be spent in Southern Califor-

nia visiting all points of interest, from any
place in California at an expense of less

than one hundred dollars. Mr. Barr's leaf-

let may be had for the asking.

BOOK REVIEWS

Poems by Sill, Realf, and Markham
A THIRD and final volume of the poems of

the late Edward Rowland Sill has been is-

sued by Houghton, Mifflin & Co., under th~e

name Hermione and Other Poems.1 All lovers

of this man's work, and they are many and
yet growing more, will be glad of this little

book. It is filled to the brim with true

poetry, with the most delicate imagination,
the most subtle fancy, strong in its moral

force, brave in all its view of life, and in-

formed by a love of nature that expresses
itself in music like nature's own. Many of

the poems were printed in the OVERLAND,
among them " The World Runs Round,"
written for an anniversary of 1884 and not

published till the July number of last year.
We choose as an example, rather that we

love to repeat Mr. Sill's work than that an

example is needed by OVERLAND readers:

THE LIFE NATURAL
Overhead the leaf song, on the upland slope;
Over that the azure, clean from base to cope:
Belle, the mare, beside me, drowsy from her

lope.

Goldy-green the wheatfield like a fluted wall
In the pleasant wind, with waves that rise

and fall,
"
Moving all together," if it

" move at all."

Shakespeare in my pocket, lest I feel alone,
Lest the brooding landscape take a somber

tone;
Good to have a poet to fall back upon!

But the vivid beauty makes the book ab-
surd:

What beside the real world is the written
word?

Keep the page till winter, when no thrush is

heard !

i Hermione and Other Poems. By Edward Rowland Sill.

Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Company: 1899.

Why read Hamlet here? what's Hecuba to
me

Let me read the grainfield; let me read the
tree;

Let me read mine own heart, deep as I can
see.

Poems by Richard Realf,2 collected and ed-

ited by his friend, Colonel Richard J. Hinton,
is a book that has long been awaited by
many who, though never having known the

man, yet had firmly lodged in their hearts

some beautiful bit of his verse like the poem
"
Indirection," or the lines written on the

night of his suicide. As in most of such col-

lections the editor has included many poems
that the general reader, ignorant perhaps of

the special meaning they bear to those who
knew the poet well, would have excluded.

A book of half the size would have done
more for the fame of Realf. But a poet is

not Judged by his weakest link or even by
his general average, and surely there are

a score of poems in this colfection which will

maintain the right of their author to live.

The introductory memoir by Colonel Hin-

ton is satisfactory in telling what the public

would like to know of the man who has

moved their hearts by his song, and in leav-

ing out or touching only delicately those

things which the public has no right to scru-

tinize closely. It is a strong, sympathetic,
and manly piece of work.

Then follow the poems. Many of them
strike the reader of to-day as old-fashioned.

It is not quite the modern "
style

" for a

man so openly to bare his heart to the gen-
eral eye. The war poems, too, have a flavor

of the past, though we enter their spirit to-

i Poems by Richard Realf. With a Memoir by Richard
T. Hinton. Funk & Wagnalls Company: New York: 1898.
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day better than we should have done before
the events of 1898 had brought our true

feelings as to our country a little more to

the surface.

His last words of song were these, suffi-

cient epitaph and eulogy:

He was a-weary, but he fought his fight,
And stood for simple manhood; and was

joyed
To see the august broadening of the light
And new earths heaving heavenward from

the void.
He loved his fellows, and their love was

sweet-
Plant daisies at his head and at hi feet.

Colonel Hinton says, in telling of the poet's
funeral: "The poet's injunction to 'plant
daisies at his head and at his feet,' was not

forgotten, for a little maid of fourteen, Miss

Daisy Trueheart, was selected to meet that

wish."

In order to help to the result that there

may never lack successors to these blossoms
we cannot forbear from printing here a

poem by Elwyn Irving Hoffman:

WHO'LL GIVE A DAISY?

A land that is covered with beautiful

flowers,
The world's vast garden of lovely blooms,

Where the humblest live 'neath gay-hued
bowers,

And are heirs to riches of sweet perfumes.
A land that never a season knows,
But comes with blossoms pure and

bright-
Fields of lilies, forests of rose
'T is California, Land of Light!

Yet where are the daisies for the grave of Realfi

He earned the fairest of all our blooms,
He won the sweetest of blossom kind;

Flowers that had fitly decked the tombs
Of the Prophets; yet, with his modest

mind,
And his simple soul, he chose not these,
Nor stately lily, nor roses red,

But he asked that when his life should

cease,
Daisies should grow o'er his lonely bed.

let where are the daisies on the grave of Realft

Only daisies! what a small request!
Can we not grant it to him who gave

For man and for country his very best,
And wrought for us unto the open grave?

Who took the fibers of his great heart
And wove for us fabrics of wondrous

worth,
Who drank man's gall and left his art
A priceless heritage unto Earth?

H'fto 'II give a daisy for the grave of Realf ?

Who '11 give a daisy a little flower
To grow on the grave where the wild grass

grows

To grow as he wished it in that dark hourWhen he bowed 'neath scarce conceivable
woes?

Who'll give a daisy? Who'll come and
plant

A daisy to smile at the stars above
Just as he smiled; no torch, no chant
Only the daisies, and a thought of Love!

Let us plant daisies on the grave of Realf.

Making use of the vogue of "Mr. Mark-
ham's " The Man with the Hoe," the Double-
day & McClure Company have published a
thin volume of his verse,i seventy-three
poems, running in length from quatrains to
six pages.
Some of the Eastern literary journals have

expressed a mild amusement and surprise
over the recent "discovery" of Mr. Mark-
ham on the Coast, protesting that it was no
news to them that he is a poet and a good
one, that they have been printing his poems
in Scribner and elsewhere these ten years.
They find in this poem over which the out-

cry is made nothing better than they have
had in a dozen poems printed half a dozen
years ago.

In this feeling the OVERLAND shares most
decidedly. In the old Californian, with
which the present series of this magazine
began, there were verses of Markham's as
early as July, 1880. Perhaps a list of the
verse he contributed may be of bibliographic
interest, since he has grown "great."

In the Californian:

In Earth's Shadow July, 1880;
Love's Knightliness. ..January, 1881;
At the Tomb of Carlyle..August, 1881;
Death the Deliverer May, 1882.

In the OVERLAND:
A Meeting July, 1886;
The Rodeo January, 1891;
Youth and Time February, 1891;
One Life, One Law August, 1891.

Of these, "A Meeting,"
" Youth and Time,"

and " One Life, One Law," are included in

toe present collection of his work, although
no mention or acknowledgment of that fact

is made in the prefatory note where credit

is given to other publications.

But all these considerations are apart from
tne purpose of giving a critical estimate of

Mr. Markham's verse as shown in the book
before us.

Everybody who reads the name poem
must, we think, find it strong from the

purely poetical point of view. It has ring

i The Man with the Hoe and Other Poems. By Edwin
Markham. New York: Doubleday & McClure Company:
1899.
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and rhythm in its music, in the main it is

striking in its imagery and diction, and

there are phrases and lines, not to say whole

paragraphs, that linger long in the mind of

even a casual reader. But it is open to that

terrible charge of being a poem with a pur-

pose, and the strength in the conception is

rather Millet's than Markham's. We frank-

ly confess that we like far better most of

Mr. Markham's earlier verse, where he sings

more because he must, rather- than because

it is expected of him.

As for the other poems of recent birth, the

ones that sound as though Mr. Markham
were trying to repeat a success by appealing
to the same spirit of discontent, and advocat-

ing the " fraternal state," we frankly con-

fess that we do not like them at all, finding

neither poetry, nor sound sense in them.

It is to be hoped that this phase of Mr.

Markham's literary life will pass as quickly

as it came, so far as the world knew, and

that once again we shall have him singing

the old sort of songs that we have known
and loved all these years, the real poetry

that he himself has described so well:

POETRY.
She comes as hush and beauty of the night,
And sees too deep for laughter;

Her touch is a vibration and a light
From worlds before and after.

And as an example of the work we have

in mind, take this also, printed in the OVER-

LAND for July, 1886:

A MEETING.
Softly she came one twilight from the dead,
And in the passionate silence of her look

Was more than man has writ in any book:
And now my thoughts are restless, and a

dread
Calls them to the Dim Land discomforted;
For down the leafy ways her white feet

took,
Lightly the newly broken roses shook

Was it the wind disturbed each rosy head?

God! was it joy or sorrow in her face-
That quiet face? Had it grown old or

young?
Was it sweet memory or sad that stung

Her voiceless soul to wander from its place?
What do the dead find in the Silence grace?
Or endless grief for which there is no

tongue?

Briefer Notice

A work which we can heartily recommend
to any lover of Japan is Letters from Japan,!

by Mrs. Hugh Fraser. The letters cover a

period of three years' residence and are now
published in the form of two superb vol-

umes, beautifully illustrated. There has
been no attempt at detailed descriptions, or

history
"
beyond that suggested by the inter-

est or fancy of the moment." The style is at

all times graceful and entertaining, and will

hold the interest of any one, even though he

imagine that Japan is nothing to him.

It is with dismay that we read,
"
Every-

body who could play or sing offered then

help
"

in so literary a work.

Mrs. Fraser has discovered a host of beau-

tiful qualities in the Japanese people, or, if

she is not the discoverer, has discovered

them for us. Her appreciation is a feature

of the book.

How many people are there who would
be decidedly embarrassed if asked to explain
a point in civics the difference between the

Circuit and Supreme Courts, for example;
the steps taken to send electors to the State

Convention, or even to name the titles of all

the members of the Cabinet. There are few

people who could read First Lessons in Civicsl

without discovering several bits of news. It

is an easily understood little book, designed
for school use, containing information vastly
more important to a child than the exports
and imports of Patagonia or the boundaries

of the desert of Gobi. What a child can re-

member, and what he ought to remember,
should decide what studies of this sort he
should take, and First Lessons in Civics is

among the first books we would recommend.
* i Letters from Japan. By Mrs. Hugh Fraser. New-
York: The Macmillan Co.: 1899.$ Price, $7.50.

2 First Lessons in Civics. By S. E. Forman. American
Book Co.

NOTE
^BY A typographical accident the fourth line

of Miss Brewer's poem on page 23 is. in many
copies imperfect. It should read

" The purple mocked by Care."
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everes
name is a household word

Pork and Beans
Prepared with Tomato Sauce,

is known in many homes

by lovers of good
food. It is ready

cooked, relishable hot or cold. Grocers sell it.

Sample can and book of recipes sent for 6c in stamps.

VAN CAMP PACKING CO.,
350 Kentucky Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Van Camp's Concentrated Soups, Mock Turtle, Bouillon, Vegetable, Tomato, Ox
Tail and Chicken are butfifteen cents a can. Sample can for six cents in stamps.

you familiar with this ?

This is not a case where
'

'Familiarity breeds contempt"
as its acquaintances will attest.

ENOCH MORGAN'S SONS CO.

Accept no substitutes. In writing to advertisers please mention the OVERLAND.
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VARIOUS DEVICES
are made for repairing rust holes

in galvanized iron range boilers.

There are never any rust holes to

repair in a

Brown Brothers
1

Seamless

Copper House-RaDge Boiler

The smooth lining of

heavy tin affords no rest=

ing- place for sediment

and insures

CLEAN HOT WATER I

No Seams; No Rivets;

No Leaks

Boiler booklet, with full particu-

lars sent on request

RANDOLPH & CLOWES
Box 21, Waterbury, Conn.

^^^^^B^S^^^aa^B^^^^SS^^^^fl^B^^^^^^g

CALDER'S
a/>ona ceous

DENTINE

ite ^y
e
Gum/

firm &. /W, e,nd keep/
^^themfo. Yey^7

^r^ Tooth-powder

5

Ti/fold everywhere.

AJample on
re<juejt

Albert L.Ca.lder,Ef<l
Providence. R.I.

There is no Kodak but the Eastman Kodak

No. 2
Falcon

Kodak
For Pictures,

Uses Eastman's

light-proof film

cartridges and can.

be loaded in daylight.

Fine achromatic lens, safety
shutter, set of three stops and
socket for tripod screw. Well
made and covered with leather.

No extras, no bothersome plate
holders, no' heavy glass plates.

Kodaks $5.00 to $35.00.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.

.*
aiers

Rochester, N. Y.

Goodyear's Hose

RUBBER AND COTTON

Goodyear Rubber Co*

R. H. PEASE, Vice-Pres. and Manager

Portland San Francisco

T3-T5 First St. 5r3-5-f-9 Market St.
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Elgin Watches,
-the World's Standard,

Have for over a third of a century maintained their supremacy,
during which time over eight million perfect time-pieces have

left the Elgin factory for the pockets of the people in all stations
of life more than any other watch factory in the world ever
produced in the same period.

An Elgin watch always has the word "Elgin"
engraved on the works fully guaranteed.

A "Book About Watches" is sent free by mail to all who
request it.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO., ELGIN, ILL

BUCHANAN BROS.

Hardware, Woodenware

and Articles of House-

hold Convenience ....

609-611 Sacramento St.

San Francisco, Cal.

Manufacturers andurers and n g r
i Brushes, Brooms

and Feather Dusters

General Photo-Engraving Co.

Successors to DEWEY ENG. CO.

Fine Zincographs, Half-Tones

and Designing 2^2^ea^?%

536 CLAY ST. San Francisco, CaL

Telephone Black 1466

DAVID SAWTELLE, Manager

Dr. Lyon's
PERFECT

Tooth Powder
AN ELEGANT TOILET LUXURY.

Used by people of refinement
for over a quarter of a century.

People used to say to the dealer :

" I want a tooth brush" Now most cleanly persons say :

'

1 want <

Prophylactic Tooth Brush." Look at the brush and see how simple and common-sensible it is.

SOLD ONLY IN A YELLOW BOX for your protection. Curved handle and face to fit the mouth. Bristle
in irregrular tufts cteans between the teeth. Hole in handle and hook to hold if. These mean much to

Adiilts 35c. Children's (2 sizes) 25c. By mail or <itsleanly persons the only ones who like our brush.
dealers'. Send for our free booklet " Tooth Truihs

FLORENCE M'F'O CO 11 Pine St., Florence, If

Hercules Gas Engine Ms
305 Market Street

San Francisco

Builders of high grade Stationary, Hoisting,

Marine, and Portable Gas Engines
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Three Symbols of Americanism.
Symbolic ofthe atrenfrth ofthe Nation i* the American Eagle
Symbolic ofthe social life ofthe Nation is American Womanhood.
Symbolic ofthe achievements ofAmerican Industry are

Eagle Liqueurs
(CORDIALS)

The Only Truly American Production of its Kind.
They are Superior Tonic and Digestive Beverages. Popular for
after dinner use. Delightful for Sherbets, Punches and Cocktails.
Necessary Culinary Assistants.

On receipt of If '2 HI- will ship, express prepaid, 1 Doz. Assorted Liqueurs,!
put up In our (i .od Luck Flasks, each flask holding two drinks. j

Write for Illustrated Booklet and Prices.

RHEINSTROM BROS.,
Distillers and Exporters. Kstabllshed 1876.

941-963 Martin St.. 942-962 East Front St , CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE A Genuine Edison

Phonograph for
This instrument uses all the famous records, and reproduces clearly
and brilliantly. Just as much fun as a high-priced one. Finished in

gold and enamel. Practically indestructible. Runs two records with

one winding. The lowest priced Phonograph ever offered. Send
for Catalogue No. 26.

At all Phonograph dealers or send price to
N ne *^^^

PETER BACIGALUPI x^V^P
933 Market St,. San Francisco, Cal. ^^^f^^

PACIFIC COAST AGENT FOR NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, NEW YORK

gB California's Most Charming

I Summer Resorts

ALONG THE LINE OF THE

California Northwestern Railway
[Lessee San Francisco and North Pacific R'y]

THE PICTURESQUE ROUTE OF CALIFORNIA

MAY BE FOUND THE

Highland Springs Saratoga Springs
Bartlett Springs Soda <Bay

^Dichy Springs Lytton Springs
Blue Lakes cAgua Caliente Springs

Laurel <Dell Orr's Hot Springs

Ilark West Springs

Skaggs Springs

The Geysers
Duncan Springs

FOR DETAILED INFORMATION, APPLY AT

TICKET OFFICE, 650 MARKET STREET, CHRONICLE BUILDING

Or General Office, Mutual Life Building
Sansome and California Streets, San Francisco

H. C. WHITING, Gen. Mgr. R. X. RYAN, Gen. Pass. Agt.
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[the original 1 Sampl

IA. Positive Relief for
PBMOKl.Y HEAT,

ym rilAFIKO, aixt
'

fi 8UMJTTRX. and all

f afflictionsot the skin.
"A little higher in price, perhaps, than
worthless substitutes, but a reason for

ajf lt-" Removes all odor of perspiration.
jjj Delightful attxr Shaving. Sold everywhere,

or mailed on receipt of 25c. Get Mennen's
\efree. GERHARD MENNKN Co., Newark, N. J.

The AURAPHONE a new INVENT-
ION which will RESTORE the
Hearing

1 of anyone not BORN
deaf, will prevent Deafnesx,
correct defective hearing,and enable anyone to hear
the faintest sound. INVISIBLE
in the EAR, causing
no discomfort. Send for
Pamphlet:- F. P. FINLAY,
529 ELLIS ST., San Francisco.-

CANCER
IS CURABLE
Write for Fret; Book
of home treatnieut. No
knife, plaster or pain. A.

K. MASON MEDICAL CO,, 121 West 42d Street, New York,

ENTS
FRANCIS M. WRIGHT, Patent Attorney, late Ex-

aminer U. S. Patent Office, 723 Market St , S F . Cal
Book on Patents mailed free.

FAT PEOPLE
Your Corpulency may be Reduced

Easily, Promptly (2 to 5 pounds weekly)
and Safely. I have the correct scientific
treatment; no tight bandages to press
your vital organs and cause serious com-
plications, no purgatives that reduce
strength Avith weight and cause stomach
disorders also, no radical diet system to
make you feel that life is n't worth living,
no sickening treatment that leaves your
skin wrinkled and flabby.

Corpulency

Permanently Reduced
Mine is a home treatment, no patent

medicine (which generally helps one per-
son and kills another), but practical,
scientific treatment, put up especially
for your use, and personally directed
by correspondence with you. Distance
makes no difference. Write for full par-
ticulars, then judge of my methods for
yourself.

Mention OVERLAND MONTHLY when writing.

A. M. CROSS, M.D.
No. 3 WEST 20th STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.

PUBLISHERS' COLUMN
From out the West there comes a most de-

lightful magazine, The Overland Monthly, San
Francisco. The Overland, while national and
international in its scope, maintains a pecu-
liar interest in the land of the " Golden
Gate," and the Pacific Coast, by timely arti-
cles and stories that cause to live again the
traditions of the days of '49, the legends of
the shaggy Rocky Mountains, the tales of the
Sierras and the sunny slopes of the Pacific-
washed shores of our one time far Western
coast line. Lawyer and Creditman, New York.

:o:

A recent arrival from the " ould sod," on
seeing some dandelions prepared for dinner,
exclaimed: "And do you eat those things
here? Sure they grow wild at home!"
Christian Register.

:o:

WHY not own a home? Suppose you try
the method offered by the CONTINENTAL
BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION,
and learn how easily it can be done.

:o:

A PURE article of Kentucky manufacture
and specially recommended by physicians
for family use, is JESSE MOORE'S WHIS-
KY.

PHOTO SUPPLIES the very best, up-to-
date, may be had of the CALIFORNIA
CAMERA COMPANY, 22 Geary Street, San
Francisco.

:o:

SCHOOL supplies of every description O.

F. WEBER & CO., 300 Post Street, San.
Francisco.

:o:

An old Cornish woman, who had prospered
from small beginnings, was asked how she
had got on so well. "Ah! you see, sir,"

said she,
" most people be allus thinking of

what they do want; but I and my old man
we be allus thinking of what we can do
without." Exchange.

:o:

THE PACIFIC COAST BUREAU OF ED-
UCATION supplies teachers for all lines of

Public and Private School work. Address
809 Market Street, under Palace Hotel, SEA
Francisco.

:o:

YOU will want some good reading matter
to help pass the time in Camp. You can
make selections from the stock of DALY
& CURRAN, at your own price, 206 Powell

Street, San Francisco.
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HAVE your OVERLAND bound. PHILLIPS
BROS, will bind them cheaply and well.

:o:

TOURISTS can obtain Excursion Tickets
to Honolulu from THOS. COOK & SON, 621
Market Street, under Palace Hotel, San
Francisco.

:o:

MANY diseases may be cured by the use
of the ELECTROPOISE, very simple, inex-

pensive, and cures without medicine.
:o:

Prof. Munsterberg writes: " When I spoke
in Brooklyn, an enterprising reporter came
to me before the lecture and asked if I

would not give him the points of the lecture,
so that he would not be obliged to hear it. I

began, and he wrote "
Sikology." I said

that was not the way to spell it, and he
asked me how it was spelled. I said,

" Do
you know nothing about psychology?

" " Not
a thing," he replied.

"
I thank God! "

I said.
" You are the first man I have found in
America who does not know all about it."

Exchange. _ ,_
SECURE yourself against loss by fire by

taking out a policy in the FIREMAN'S
FUND INSURANCE COMPANY, a home
company, and the safest and best on the Pa-
cific Coast.

:o:

ONE OF SAN FRANCISCO'S FINEST
HOTi^S.

In the front rank of Pacific Coast hotels,
known to society, to the traveling fraternity,
to the politician, and the military man, is

tne California Hotel of San Francisco. It is

In the very midst of the city's life.

The furnishing throughout is handsome.
We grill-room, cafe, an^ une banquet hall,
are in constant demand. American and
European plan. General R. H. Warfield,
who has hosts of friends throughout the
State, is proprietor.

:o:

In the June Overland we have an interest-

ing descriptive and illustrated article on
Amecameca, the quaint and picturesque
Mexican pueblo which lies near the foot of
the famous volcano, Popocatapetl. The arti-
cle is written by Cunyngham Cunningham

and is illustrated by photographs taken by
him on the ground. . . . Jack London
writes an absorbing story of the north, en-

titled.
" In a far country," and Robert W.

Hartwell tells a story of a "
Tragedy on the

Columbia." W. H. Frazer gives an exhaus-
tive paper on " Rainfall and Wheat in Cali-

fornia/' The "Congress of American Abor-

igines at the Omaha Exposition," is a valu-

able contribution to our Indian lore. It is by
Mary Alice Harrirnan and is illustrated by
a number of photographs of noted Indians in

their gala dress. These with many other
meritorious contributions make this number
an excellent one for the beginning of vaca-
tion time. San Luis OUspo Reasoner.

:o:

Why They Burned Rome. History is all

the time having new readings, and some of
the best of them come from the mouths of
children.

" When Rome was burning, the

Emperor Nero was playing a fiddle," so the
teacher told Robbie. And this was what
Robbie told his mother that evening:

" The
Emperor Nero was playing a fiddle, so they
burned Rome." Christian Register.

MEMPHIS, TENN., April 2, 1899.

Manager Overland:
Enclosed please find one dollar to renew

my subscription to the Overland for another

year. I enjoy reading it. because it comes
from a section of our country which has had
a continuous attraction for me ever since
I used to watch my father making bowie-
knives for Forty-Niners on the way to the
Golden Gate.

Respectfully,
M. L. VANHORN,

225 Elliott St., Memphis, Teiin.

:o:

The Osage Public Opinion, Kansas, says
that a Santa F6 section foreman working
near that town recently made the following
report to the roadmaster: " MacWhorter's
bull struck at the long siding, and was killed.

We found him alongside the track; and as,
he was not quite dead then, I borrowed a

gun, and shot him three times, killing him
again. Dennis Sullivan then struck him an-
other blow on the head with a pick, and
finished him. The bull is now dead."

H. L. Davis W. D. Fennimore J. W. Davis

It is our business to

help you to see as you
should by making
glasses right

-
absolutely.

317-319 KEARNY ST., S.F. Bet. Bosh and Pine.

CALIFORNIA SOUVENIR PLAYING CARDS
52 Views of the State in each pack, suitable for all card games. Price $J.OO per deck

KODAK developing and printing: VIEWS of the Pacific Coast

R J. WATERS, Commercial Photographer
UO SUTTER STREET San Francisco, Calif
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mutual Savings Bank
OF SAN FRANCISCO

33 POST STREET, Mechanics' Library Building

GUARANTEED CAPITAL,

$1,000,000

PAID UP CAPITAL,
$300,000

JAMES D. PHELAN
S. G. MURPHY -

JOHN A. HOOPER -

GEO. A STORY -

C. B. HOBSON

President
First Vice-President

Second Vice-President
- - - Cashier

Assistant Cashier

James D. Phelan
C. G. Hooker
Prank J. Sullivan

DIRECTORS
S. G. Murphy
L. P. Drexler

Jos. D. Grant

John A. Hooper
Jas. Moffitt
Robt. McElroy

Interest Paid on Deposits. Loans on Approved Securities

.mutual Savings Bank of San Fran Cisco

33 POST STREET

DIVIDEND NOTICE
For the half year ending June 30, 1899, a

dividend has been declared at the rate of three

and six-tenths (3.6) per cent per annum on all

deposits, free of taxes, payable on and after

Saturday, July i, 1899.

GEORGE A. STORY, Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE

THE CONTINENTAL BUILDING
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

OF CALIFORNIA
222 SANSOME STREET

Has declared for the six months ending June
30, 1899, a dividend of six per cent per annum
on ordinary deposits, seven per cent on one

year term deposits, ten per cent on class
" F"

stock, and fourteen per cent to class "A" stock.

DR. ED. E. HILL, President
CAPT. OLIVER ELDRIDGE, Vice-Pres.
WM. CORBIN, Secretary

DIVIDEND NOTICE

Merman Savings and Loan Society

526 CALIFORNIA STREET

For the half year ending June 30, 1899, a

dividend has been declared at the rate of four

(4) per cent per annum on term deposits, and

three and one-third (3^) per cent per annum
on ordinary deposits, free of taxes, payable on

and after Saturday, July i, 1899.

GEO. TOURNY, Secretary.

Accept no substitutes. In writing tc advt

of

CaliforniaPACIFIC SURETY CO
PAID-UP CAPITAL - - - $250,000.00
SURPLUS AS TO POLICY-HOLDERS, 295,000.00

GUARANTEE AND CASUALTY
Bonds of Suretyship issued on behalf of persons holding

positions of trust. Will also act as surety on bonds requiredm Court proceedings. Bonds for officers of Fraternal
Societies are also issued by this Company.
STEAM BOILER AND PLATE GLASS INSURANCE

DIRECTORS Geo. C. Perkins, H. S. Crocker, J. L. N.
Shepard, Wm. Clift, Jas. Moffitt, J. L. Moody, Albert
Miller, H. L. Davis.

WALLACE EVERSON, President

JOHN BERMINGHAM, V .ce-President
A. P. REDDING, Secretary

FRANK P. DEERING, Counsel

Head Office, 326 Montgomery Street (Safe Dep. Bldg ),S. F.

Capital increased Sept. isth from $100,000 to $250,000

Safe Deposit Vaults

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
N.W. Cor. Bush and Sansome Streets

Rent Safes for $5.00 a year; Store Trunks for

$1.00 a month, affording the most perfect

security for valuables.

Office Hours 8 A. M. to 6 p. M.

San Francisco Savings Union
532 CALIFORNIA STREET

CORNER WEBB

DIVIDEND NOTICE
For the half year ending with the 3oth of June,

1899, a dividend has been declared at the rate

per annum of four (4) per cent on term deposits

and three and one-third (3^) per cent on or-

dinary deposits, free of taxes, payable on and

after Saturday, July i, 1899.

LOVELL WHITE, Cashier.

DIVIDEND NOTICE

Hi LOW SOCIETY

101 Montgomery St., cor. of Slitter

The Board of Directors declared a dividend for the half

year ending June 30, 1899, at the rate of three and eighty-

four onc-hundredths (3.^4) per cent per annum on term de-

posits and three and twenty one-hundredths (3.20) per
cent per annum on ordinary deposits, free of taxes, and

payable on and after Saturday, July 1, 1899. Dividends

not called for are added to and bear the same rate of divi-

dend as the principal from and after July i, 1899.

CYRUS W. CARMANY, Cashier.

.tisers please mention the OVERLAND.
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TAPESTRY

PAINTINGS

2000 Tapestry Paintings

to choose from.

38 Artists employed, in-

cluding gold medalists of

the Paris Salon.

When in New York call and see these Tapestries. Shall be pleased to show them.

n\/^n AY*/A/ Fine Satin
>
French or Leather Papers, 10 cents per roll;UlVen Away former priceSj $I>50> Have drapery to match. State color

and for what room. Will send sample book if you will pay expressage, or send 10 cents for smaller

samples.

nr/inf>rif><z We have Draperies to match all wall papers, from 15 cents a yard. This is a veryL'rcl"cric&
important feature to attain the acme of artistic excellence in decoration. No matter

how much or how little you want to spend you must have harmony of form -and colorings. Write
us for samples. Special Silk Draperies made at our Broomhead Mills, Paterson, N. J. Encourage
nome industry ! Write us for samples 1

We manufacture tapestry materials. Superior to foreign goods and
half tne price> Book of samp ieSj I0 cents . Send |I>50 for tria|

order, for 2 yards of 50 inch wide No. 6 goods, worth $3.0x3.

Dernrfltifttm Write for our color schemes, designs, estimates. Artists sent to all parts of the
LFCCUI iiuuii 9 wor j (j t jo pvery S0rt Of decorating and painting. We are educating the

country to color harmony. Relief, stained glass, wall paper, carpets, furniture, draperies, etc,

Pupils'taught. Send the floor plans of your house that we may see the juxtaposition of rooms, and
will send you a color scheme, illustrated with the original samples of materials.

Decorative Advice ^n rec
?ipt of $1.00, Mr. Douthitt will answer any question on interior

Lfccui etui vc /luvicc decoration, color, harmony, harmony of form, harmony of wall cover-

ing, carpets, curtains, tiles, furniture, gas fixtures, etc.

Art icfir Hnrnp* Hp^rnr^tinnc Does it pay .to have your home decorated and paintedArtistic nome uecorations
by inferior workmen when you can have it done by

artists at the same price?
"We were attracted to Mr. J. F. Douthitt's Studios, 286 Fifth Avenue, New York, and found

four floors overflowing with art decorations. There were tapestry paintings, tapestry materials, wall

paper, carpets, window shades, all sorts of art draperies, goblin printed burlaps, and a thousand and
one other things he uses in the decoration of the modern home. Mr. Douthitt informed me that with
the endless number of things at his command he could decorate a house from $150 up. He has fine

satin and leather wall papers at 10 cents a roll; goblin art draperies at 25 cents a yard. He has just
issued a 200 royal quarto page Manual of Art Decoration, filled with full page colored illustrations

(price, $2.00). In addition, he has an art school, in which he gives six three-hour China Miniature
or Tapestry painting lessons for $5.00. He has a corps of 38 artists to assist him, many of them
gold medalists from the Paris Salon. Everybody who has a home to decorate should visit his place."

Thf fiftriflpQQ rvf Atvsitsihsir A triP to the interior world. "Jules Verne in his happiesttic VJUUUC!x Ul /\LVdtaDar
days outdone." 318 octavo pages, 44 illustrations. Price,

$2.00, postage prepaid. Paper covers, 50 cents.

of AH- Hprnrsitirmc The art book of the century. 200 royal quarto pages,I AIT U6COrations
50 superb full page illustrat i ns (n colored) of modern

home interiors. Send $2.00 for this $50.00 art book.

firthliti Art ririrw*f*/ To match all sorts of papers, from 10 cents per yard up. In order
i /AFL LFicipcry that we may introduce tnis line of new art goodSj we wjn se ll one

yard each of 50 different kinds of our most choice patterns for $7.50.

Goblin Printed BurlaDS At 25 cents per V^d 36 inches wide. lida Leather Paper^ at $2.00 per roll.

J. F. DOUTHITT
American Tapestry and Decorative Company

286 fifth Avenue, near 30th Street, NEW YORK
Accent no substitutes. In writinc' to advertisers olease mention the OVERLAND.
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Can You do Better than to take the OVERLAND?
Here are ONE THOUSAND <PAGES of the fresh, strong work of

the men and women of the West, writers who have lived the life of which they write,

and have seen and felt the things they describe, and

. . . 3TVE HUNDRED PICTURES . . .

the work of the most talented artists of a region that has produced many such, and

is producing them all the time. All

. . . &OR ONE 'DOLLAR . . .

The modern system of close figuring on large contracts, and of relying on

advertising to pay most of the income, enables us to give all these things to you for

less than you could buy the white paper for. At the same time, every dime you spend
for the magazine, and every copy that you read or send to a friend, is helping the

OVERLAND in its great mission set before it in 1868, when Bret Harte gave it its

motto: " Devoted to the Development of the Country."
It is never possible to announce the best things that are in store for OVERLAND

readers, for they spring from the great events of the time; but these are interesting

times for the world, especially in that great basin of the Pacific Ocean which is the

OVERLAND' s territory, and the OVERLAND will not be found wanting in its presen-

tation of these great happenings.

<Put the OVERLAND on your List

Ml Postmasters are authorized to take subscriptions

Accept no substitutes. In writing to advertisers please mention the OVERLAND.
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W.&P.
BUILDING PAPER
Insulating. Water proof

Sanitary. Vermin proof

TOEPARED ROOFING TARRED FELT ROOF PAINTS

PACIFIC REFINING AND ROOFING CO.

113 New Montgomery Street, S. F.

Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin
The Most Delicious Champagne of the Age

YELLOW LABEL, DRY GOLD LABEL, BRUT

Cruse & Fils Freres Clarets and Satrternes

A. VIQNIER, 429 & 43i Battery St., S. F.

PAUL P. BERNHARDT & CO.
P. O. Box 214

UBBED STflffiPS
Stencils and Seals

434 Ntoratgomery Street

Sewing Machines

[Highest
Perfection

.Lowest Price

[Catalogues FretSTHNDHRD PRTTEBH5

J. W. EVANS

1021 Market St., near 6th, South Side

GUNS AND SPORTING OUTFITS

Great

Variety

Send for

Catalogue

GEO. W.

THE
BEST v HOTEL

...IN...

URIAH CITY

CAL.

GRAND HOTEL, ""SSL,
Free 'Bus. Baggage of Guests conveyed Free of Charge

to and from Trains.

Long Distance Telephone and Electric Lights

ALL STAGES ARRIVE AT AND DEPART FROM THIS HOUSE

Golden 6agtc fiotel
SACRAMENTO, CAL.STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS

COMMERCIAL AND POLITICAL, HEADQUARTERS
GRAY & TITUS. PROPRIETORS

COLUMBIA BAR-LOGK TYPEWRITER
NEW No. 8

The only High-grade Typewriter which has all the writing in sight all

the time. Adopted exclusively by the U. S. Navy Department.
1,000 in use on the Pacific Coast.

Fully Guaranteed Catalogue on Application

WALTER A. SCOTT
COAST AGENT

333 MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

Accept no substitutes. In writing to advertisers please mention the OVERLAND.
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BUY NO STICKY
MUCILAGE BOTTLES

USE

WEIS
BRUSH
TUBE
AND

WHITE
MUCILAGE

Far Superior to Ordinary Mucilage. Goes twice as Far
Sticks Quick. The Brush Makes it

SO HANDY for Bank, Business House, School, Mount-
ing Photos and General Purposes.

SO DAINTY for Library, Kindergarten, Paper
Flowers, etc.

Ask for it at Stationers, Druggists and Photo Supply Houses,
or sample sent prepaid for 150.; six, 750.; twelve, $1.25.

SIND YOUR MAGAZINES AT HOME
The Weis Patent Binder looks and

binds like a book. No punching, needles,
thread, required. Each complete. Bind-
ers in handsome maroon cloth, titles in

gold. Any one of the follow

ing to hold six
_ copies sent

prepaid on receipt of 500. :

Century, Harper's Monthly,
Review of Reviews, Scrib-

-ner's, Munsey's, McClure's, Cosmopolitan, Stl Nicholas.
Beautiful Music Binder, holds 20 copies, $1.00. Ladies'
Home Journal. 12 copies, 8oc. Send for list of others. Book
and other Agents make money selling these Binders.
For terms write

The Weis Binder Co., 79 Jackson St., Toledo, 0.

GUARANTEED
NOT TO GIVE TROUBLE

When you buy a shade roller

that costs a few cents less than

a genuine Hartshorn, you
may think it good econ-

omy, but when in a short

time you have to re-

place it with a good
roller,you willrealize

that it would have

been money in

your pocket to

have bought
Hartshorn
Roller at

Ifirst* /jig~^Z i//0^^^^

~^^ff^SmJf The "Improved" Harts-

jCSjH^A k rn rollef k ^e result

^ytr/'d 50 years
'

experience in

the manufacture of shade roll-

ers* It has unbreakable brack-

ets, new end fittings and requires
no tacks. Ask for, and see that

you get genuine Hartshorn Rollers*

Wood Rollers. Jin Rollers.

How to

tell them
all genuine

Hartshorn
Shade Rollers are

labeled with the

autograph signature
of Stewart Hartshorn,

JMoorc- Distillers and (Bbole-

Rutlt Co* sale Liquor JMercbants
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE CELEBRATED JESSE MOORE WHISKIES

'Cbesc Qlbiskies are justly renowned for

tbeir absolute purity and are bigbly recom-

mended by pbysicians for family and medi-

cinal use*

*- SATISFACTORY TO THE EYE AND EAR-

BYRON MAUZY PIANOS
308-314 Post Street . . . San Francisco, Cal.

Accept no substitutes. In writing to advertisers please mention the OVERLAND.
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The value of your Silver

consist not only of its

intrinsic worth, but its

beauty of finish or bril-

liancy. That is greater

or less according to the

material you employ for

cleaning; upon that de-

pends half its beauty

brilliancy

A Silver Safeguard

At grocers or postpaid, 1 5 cts. in stamps.

Triai quantity for the asking.

THE ELECTRO SILICON CO. NEW YORK.

A proper silver cleaner

keeps your ware as it

came from the silver-

smith, then half its charm

to you was its brilliancy.

A million houswives by
constant use give silent

proof that Electro-Silicon

is the only proper silver

polish.

C. HERRMANN & CO.
THE HdTTERS

328 Kearny Street, Near Pine

^ENTIRE BUILDING)

The Only Manufacturing Retailers

. ON THE COAST .

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. MAILED FREE

STEEDMAN'S SOOTHING POWDERS

PfStmlman's Soothing Powders for fifty years
the most popular English remedy for teething
babies and feverish children.

St<?<?dman's Soothing Powders claim to be
preventative as well as curative. The claim has
been recognized for over fifty years.

Pacific Towel Co.
Telephone No. 1780

QBO. EX MOORE

9 Lick Place

San Francisco

Cal.

Proprietor

For Fine Garments at

Reasonable Prices

...GO TO...

J. R. Smith Tailoring Co.

230 BUSH STREET
Mills Building

-SAN FRANCISCO

A Superb Train

Every Day in the

Year via the

w Union Pacific,

San Francisco to Chicago Without

Change.

Buffet, Smoking, and Library Cars,,

with Barber-Shop.

Double Drawing-Room Sleepers.

Pullman Tourist Sleepers.

Dining-Cars (a la carte).

ONLY 3 l/2
TO CHTCAGO/

Leaves San Francisco Daily at 6 P. JVL

D. W. HITCHCOCK,
General Agent,

No. 1 Montgomery Street, San Francisco-

Accept no substitutes. In writing to advertisers please mention the OVERLAND.
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\AMs^ti^^

GLOBULES
ABSOLUTE CURE

INDIGESTION

If your druggist does not keep them,

send 25 cents in stamps for full=

size bottle, to

"DISTRIBUTING AGENCY"

936 Sixth Avenue New York

Accept no substitutes. In writing to advertisers please mention the OVERLAND.
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The

Oregon Railroad and

-
Navigation Company

MAGNIFICENT SHORT SEA TRIP
BETWEEN

SAN FRANCISCO
ASTORIA AND

PORTLAND
FOR ALL POINTS NORTH AND EAST

No Traveler should miss a, Ride on the
beautiful Columbia River

Tickets at Lowest Rates at

MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

E. C. WARD, -.---. General Agent

630

W. H. HURLBURT
General Passenger Agent, Portland, Or.

ft

SERIES.

The New York Central's books of travel.

These small books are filled with information

regarding the resorts of America, best routes, time

required for journey and cost thereof.

SAN

FRANCISCO

TO

CHICAGO
The most comfortable way across the

continent.

Every day in the year Pullman Palace and
Pullman Upholstered Tourist Cars leave
Oakland Mole for Chicago and the East.
Take Market Street Ferry at 5:3O P. M.

Dining:-rooms are managed by Mr. Fred
Harvey, and are perfect in every detail,
serving meals at regular hours and reason-
able rates.
No other line offers so many inducements

as the Santa Fe Route.

San Francisco Ticket Office, 628 Market Street. Tele-
phone, Main 1531.

Oakland Office, 1118 Broadway.
Sacramento Office, 201 J Street.
San Jose Office, 7 W. Santa Clara Street.

Accept no substitutes. In writing to advertisers-olease mention the OVERLAND.

(CEANICS.
S.CO.-HONOLULU

APIA, AUCKLAND & SYDNEY

HONOLULU

SJUMKUQNi EANIC STEAMSHIP6
(SPRECKCLS LINE)

Steamer (jne.to the Wonderlands*! the Rjclttc

The SOUTH SEA ISLANDS.

NEW ZEALAND,
AUSTRALIA.

Steamers sail to Honolulu twice a month, to

Samoa, New Zealand and Sydney, via Honolulu^

every 28 days.

J. D. SPRECKELS BROS. CO.

114 Montgomery Street, San Francisco

Freight, 327 Market Street

THE
"FOUR-TRACK

Our Illustrated Catalogues booklet of 32 pages 4x8,
gives synopsis of contents of each of twenty-five books; this

Catalogue sent free to any address on receipt of a postage
stamp by George H. Daniels, General Passenger Agent,
Grand Central Station, New York.
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* park opens

Are you wondering where you

will take your vacation trip this

summer? Don't wonder any long-

er, but make up your mind to go to

Yellowstone Park* The most in-

teresting spot in the world*

Reached only by the Northern J>

Pacific Railway.

T. K* STATELER
General Agent

638 MARKET ST. San Francisco

JAPAN AND CHINA

Occidental and Oriental Steamship Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, HONOLULU, YOKOHAMA, AND HONGKONG

Steamers leave wharf, corner First and Brannan streets, at I P. M., for YOKO-
HAMA, and HONGKONG, calling at Kobe (Hiogo) , Nagasaki, and Shanghai, and

connecting at Hongkong with steamers for India, etc. No cargo received on board

on day of sailing.

FOUR FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS SUPERIOR TABLE

In winter the O. & O. Line steamers take the southern track, thereby avoiding
the cold winds and rough weather of the northern route.

([COPTIC (via Honolulu) Friday, July 14, 1899
GAELIC (via Honolulu) ...Wednesday, August 9, 1899
DORIC (via Honolulu) Saturday. September 2, 1899

Principal Agencies in the United States : BALTIMORE, 207 East German Street; BOSTON,

292 Washington and 9 State Streets; CHICAGO, 191 and 238 S. Clark Street; CINCINNATI, Carew

(Union Pacific Co.) and Chamber of Commerce Buildings (Southern Pacific Co.); NEW YORK

CITY, 287 and 349 Broadway; PHILADELPHIA, 40 S. Third and 20 S. Broad Streets; ST. Louis, 215.

and 220 N. Fourth Street. Also at offices of Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son, Henry Gaze & Sons, and

Raymond & Whitcomb, Tourist Agents.

Head Office: 421 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

COPTIC (via Honolulu)

GAELIC (via Honolulu)

DORIC (via Honolulu) .

Friday, September 29, 1899

.Tuesday, October 24, 1899

.Friday, November 17, 1899
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Onp*fci^^^
it r^ it i i v/'i *^x- irx%i iur^T *W

!

A RALLYING POIN"
Tor Summer pleasure seekers is the

TAVERN OF
CASTLE . . .

CRAG . . . .

6EO. SCHONEWALD, A\gr.

In the upper Sacramento River

Canyon. Only ONE NIGHT'STravel

from San Francisco

A magnificently ap-
pointed Hotel set
down amid the
beauty of a primeval
wilderness

Opens cJune 13, '99CASTLE CRAG. SHASTA CO., CAL

Rates:

Daily $2.50

to $4.00.

Weekly

$14.00 to

$22.75.
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SAMOAN MAIDENS DIVING



I know the garden where red roses are

They bloom the whole year through. A fountain i lings

Its drops upon the mossy stones, and sings

A gay refrain to Lucia's guitar.

At morn I linger near to see her face,

Framed in the vines that 'round her window creep ;

At night the vision haunts me in my sleep

"A beauteous maiden, clothed in wondrous grace."

I fain would tell my tale of love to her,

This daughter of the languorous, burning South ;

Would press a kiss upon that luscious mouth,

Gaze in those eyes whose rays my pulses stir.

And would the red Castilian roses bloom

More redly on her cheek, while sweet surprise

And love confessed dawned in her slumberous

eyes?

Or would she turn aside and seal my doom !

How to declare my passion,

when ah, me!

No word of Spanish tongue

can I repeat.

I'll cast myself in dust at her

dear feet

Don Cupid my interpreter

must be.

J. Torrey Connor.
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Petropaulovsk

ONE YEAR IN KAMCHATKA
A VOYAGE TO PETROPAULOVSK, KAMCHATKA

BY JAMES W. BURLING

OX
the 29th of March I sailed from

San Francisco,, bound to Petro-

paulovsk, Kamchatka, in the good
schooner Louis Perry, Captain Matthew
Turner, commanding. The schooner was

small, being only of one hundred and

thirty tons register, and carried a crew of

.seven men, all told.

Kamchatka lies 3,700 miles due west

from San Francisco, and the route there

is a lonely one, not a sail being seen during
the entire thirty-seven days of our voyage.
The weather was generally stormy, and we
were most of the time confined to the

cabin, which was very small, consisting

only of four open berths, and a table in the

(Copyright, 1899, by OVERLAND MONTHLY PUBLISHING Co. All rights reserved.)
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center. My berth was adjacent to the

pantry. During a gale of wind the

molasses broke loose, and I awoke one

morning bathed in that sweet compound.
Our principal amusements were rat-catch-

ing and fishing for boobies.

On the oth of May we sighted the snow-

clad peaks of the coast of Kamchatka.
The coast is very mountainous. The first

sight of land was the mountain Avatcha,
a volcano 14,000 feet high, and very active

during the summer months
;

in fact, caus-

ing weekly, or, I might say, daily, earth-

quakes in the town of Petropaulovsk. Of

the ice, as our only boat had been crushed

by a sea boarding us on the trip over. The
ice was very rotten, as the sun had had its.

effect upon it, and often one would sink

waist-deep while crossing. However, we
persevered, and finally stood upon terra

iirma, where we were greeted by a skin-

clad crowd chattering in the Russian

tongue, and also by a large assemblage of

sledge-dogs, which barked at us from a dis-

tance, and seemingly resented our landing.
One of the Russians, who spoke a little

English, volunteered to guide us to the

house of an American sailor who had run

.

Sledge and Dogs

a dark night, the sight of the lava pouring
down its sides is a grand one.

We made a good landfall. In the midst
of a heavy snow-storm we ran into the har-

bor, and came to anchor at the edge of the

ice with which the inner harbor was cov-

ered. The outlook was exceedingly

gloomy. No houses were visible, only
the chimneys sticking out through the

snow, for the dwellings were buried to a

depth of from twelve to fifteen feet, and
could be located only by the rising smoke.
In landing, we were obliged to walk on

away from a whaler a few years before,,

and who had married and settled in Petro-

paulovsk.
In a few minutes we found ourselves

comfortably seated in a log house, hear-

ing our native tongue spoken by William

Gardiner, the sailor just mentioned. We
received a hearty welcome from him and.

his Russian wife and children, and about

forty curious women, who were there to

see what we looked like. Steaming tum-
blers of tea were soon placed before us,

the usual Russian custom. Always within .
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a few minutes after making a visit tea is

served, and if you make twenty visits dur-

ing the day, you are expected to drink

twenty cups of tea, a rather severe test for

the nerves. Gardiner informed us that

we were more than welcome, particularly
as we had a cargo of goods to sell, for the

town was destitute of everything except
salt fish, black bread, and tea.

On the following day, having rented a

store, we commenced landing our cargo on
the ice, and had it hauled to the ware-

house on sledges drawn by the dogs. There
were no unnecessary delays on account of

custom-house" permits, as everything was
admitted free of duty except tea, which is

a government monopoly. But as they
were nearly out of tea, we were permitted
to land that also, under the name of crack-

ers. Business was very brisk, and for a

few days we could scarcely attend to our

^customers. Gardiner acted as interpreter ;

but in a short time my clerk, E. J. Hunter,
and I, commenced to pick up the Kussian
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language, and we soon knew the names of

the principal articles.

After we had been in port a week, a

large bark called the Bering, commanded

by Captain Hiram G. Morse, arrived. The
ice had become so rotten and porous in the

inner harbor that it was impossible to walk

upon it, and Captain Morse was obliged to

saw a passage of several hundred yards for

his vessel so as to get near the beach, in

order to land his cargo. This occupied
him nearly a week, and then there was an

opposition store running.
For a time competition was very brisk;

but soon the money was exhausted and

business became rather dull. After the

money was gone, we took sables in pay-
ment. No trader had been there for two

years, so there was quite a number of these

skins collected in the town. I secured

several thousand, which were shipped via

San Francisco to London, for sale, that

being the best market. Afterward we

found a market in New York for them,
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getting much better prices than could be

procured in London. At the present day
sables have gone out of fashion in Amer-

ica, although they still hold their own in

Europe, and are, to my mind, the most

beautiful of furs.

The weather now became quite warm,
about eighty-five degrees in the shade, and
the snow and ice disappeared very sud-

denly. In a few days there was an entire

change from winter to summer, without

any intervening spring weather. Grass

sprang up like magic, birds were singing,
immense wild rosebushes were in bloom,
and wild flowers of all descriptions covered

the mountain-sides. In fact, a more

charming climate than that of Petropaul-
ovsk in summer cannot be imagined. Even

mosquitoes are not omitted; for I think

those there are the largest and most vora-

cious I have ever seen. In going into the

woods, it is sometimes necessary to wear
masks and gloves to keep one's self from

being devoured alive. In winter the tem-

perature averages about .twenty degrees
blow zero, and snow falls to a depth of ten

to twelve feet. Snow-storms are not fre-

quent, and the weather is usually sunny
and pleasant. The summer is delightful,
the thermometer averaging from eighty-
five to ninety degrees, with occasional

rains, it being not unlike the climate of

"New England.
The only means of travel during the

winter is on sledges drawn by dogs. As
the country is very mountainous and tiie

snow deep, a horse cannot travel. There
are two kinds of sledges. One, called a
"
nart," is long and low, and calculated to

carry loads of any kind. The other,
called a

"
sandka," is used for riding or

driving. Seven dogs are usually driven,
and they are attached to the sledge by a .

long sealskin thong, and wear Dutch col-

lars. There is no tongue to the sledge,
and no lines are used in driving. The
dogs obey the word of the driver, who car-

ries a heavy staff, called an "
arstole,"

which is shod with iron at one end, and on
the other has a string of bells. The latter

are covered, and only used in case of an at-

tack by wolves, as a wolf will run from
the sound of bells. The sledges are very
narrow, and great skill is necessary in bal-

ancing in order to avoid being capsized. In

fact, some people never learn to ride or

drive, but have to be driven. The roads-

are generally very steep, leading as they do

up and down the sides of mountains, across

lakes and plains, and through the wild

country. In descending a mountain, the

arstole is placed behind one of the legs of

the sledge, and is used as a brake ; other-

wise, the dogs would be injured by the

sledge running on to them. Sometimes in

descending a mountain a tree will be in

the middle of the road, in which case the

driver must leap off, pull his sleigh out of

the way, and jump on again, in the mean
time the dogs running at full speed, as

they always do down hill. Should he lose

his hold of the sledge, he may make up his-

mind to walk to the next village, for the

dogs will never stop until they reach a

house. They have an unerring instinct for

finding a house, no matter how inucli it

may be snowing, or whether there is a road

or not. If you give your dogs their head,,

they will always take you to a dwelling, if

there is one within fifty miles. 1 have been

caught out in a snow-storm thirty miles

from a village. In a short time the road

was entirely obliterated, but the head dog
bounded along as if he saw the road open
before him, and brought me safely to the

place I wished to reach.

The dogs are small, about the size and

weight of an American bulldog, and look

like foxes. They are covered with three

coats of hair, and are of immense endur-

ance. They never enter a house, but sleep
on the snow in winter and on the ground
in summer, and are -fed once in twenty-
four hours on dry fish. When they are

thirsty, they eat snow. Upon coining from
a journey, they are taken out of the har-

ness and chained in couples to poles stuck

in the snow. After cooling off for about
two hours, they are fed. From that time
until the next evening, nothing passes their

lips except snow, as it founders a dog to-

feed him when traveling. A good team
will average fifty miles a day for weeks at

a time, without apparent fatigue. I have

frequently ridden forty miles of an after-

noon for a drive, and the dogs would come
in apparently as fresh as when they
started. Upon one occasion, I rode from

Petropaulovsk across the peninsula of

Kamchatka to the Okhotsk Sea and back, a
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distance of four hundred miles, in five

days; and upon occasions of emergency I

have ridden one hundred and ten miles
within twenty hours., with the same team,
without apparent injury to it.

While the schooner Louis Perry was

lying at Petropaulovsk, I thought I would
like to take a ride with a dog-team; so I

hired one for the afternoon, and invited

Captain Turner to accompany me.* We
started in good shape and rode probably
half a mile, until we struck a stump, when
we were thrown out and dragged for sev-

eral hundred yards, then being obliged to

the Dutch collar, as they pull with only
one trace. In order to replace the shoul-

der, the dog is driven at a rapid pace for,

say ten miles, until he gets thoroughly
warm. He is then thrown down, and his

shoulder pushed into place. Then he is

put on the sledge and taken home, where
he is allowed to rest for a few days until
the shoulder becomes fixed in its socket.

In summer, of course, the dogs are not

used, but they are placed on islands in the
harbor and allowed to fish for themselves.
The salmon and other fish are so plentiful
that they can dash into the water and seize

Types

let the dogs go, and coming back with our

clothes nearly torn off. Turner said he

had had all the dog-riding he cared for,

and I think that was his first and last at-

tempt.

During the next winter I kept twenty-
one dogs chained in front of my house, and

rode thousands of miles, either for pleas-
ure or on business, naturally becoming

expert as a dog-driver.
The dogs do not seem to be subject to

any ailments, except that they frequently
dislocate their right shoulder, which is

caused by a sudden jerk of the sledge on

a fish as it is passing. They seem to suf-

fer very much from the heat in summer,
as they do not shed their coats as freely

as would seem agreeable for a change of

one hundred degrees in temperature.
When the dogs receive their nightly

meal of fish, it is necessary to stand by
them with a club, as the crows are always

ready to steal from them. The crows are

very cunning. One or two will attract

the attention of the dogs, and while

the dogs are trying to catch them, a third

will steal the fish and fly away, when the

three join forces and devour the plunder.
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There was one crow that was particularly

troublesome, but I finally succeeded in

trapping him. I sewed a white necktie

around his neck and allowed him his free-

dom. We dubbed him " The Parson/'' and
for months he appeared in his white

choker.

Frequently while traveling, two teams
in passing will take offense and attack each

other, and in a moment the fourteen dogs
will be engaged in deadly combat; it being

necessary to club them apart. They will

also attack cows, and in passing through
a village where cows are kept, great care is

necessary, as the laws are very stringent

against any injury to cattle.

The dogs are very brave, and will attack

wolves if they meet them; but being in-

cumbered by their harness, the wolves gen-

erally have the best of it.

Throughout Kamchatka the people are

remarkably honest. I have never seen a

fastening on the door of a house
; so it may

be said that the latch-string is always on
the outside, which is a fact, for they are re-

markably hospitable. As there are no

hotels, travelers are obliged to seek enter-

tainment at private dwellings. There

they never make any charge for enter-
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taining you, although a gift of tea, sugar,
or a cotton pocket-handkerchief is not re-

fused* There are no newspapers, and no

news except the gossip of the village.

Kamchadales who have gone to Siberia

have been known to suffer so much with

nostalgia that they have been sent back to

their homes at the cost of the Government.

Nevertheless, the people are great travel-

ers, that is, through the interior, but it

is done principally in winter when the

snow is on the ground, as the dogs travel

so much more rapidly than a horse, the

latter being the only means of locomotion

in summer. Owing to the condition of the

roads in winter, a horse is not able to go
out of a walk.

The villages are from ten to fifty miles

apart, and after a snow-storm it is the

rule to break the road between villages by
going ahead of a dog-team on snow-shoes.

In this way the roads are kept open ;
and

as it does not snow oftener than perhaps
once a month, it is not a difficult matter
to keep up communication. Snow falls to

a depth of ten or twelve feet, and the road

is always on top, as the dogs, being light,
do not sink in. In the spring, when the

snow is melting, the sledges are shod with
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walrus teeth, and they slip over the snow

with lightning-like rapidity.

Upon one occasion I went into a village

of one hundred inhabitants on the borders

of the Okhotsk Sea, and as they had never

seen an American, I was an object of curi-

osity. The entire population called upon
me" in the evening, and each was

treated to a glass of rum, as I had a five-

gallon keg with me. After the reception
was over the keg was empty. They asked

their observance of the >abbath, partly be-

cause the Government obliges them to be.

They must confess at least once a year.
The priests have long hair, like women, in

many instances reaching below their

waists, and wear a long cassock or gown.
They differ from the priests of the Catho-

lic Church in that they are allowed to

marry once, but if their wives die, they
cannot marry again until they pass the age
of sixty years, when they cease to be a

Saghalien Convicts

me. a variety of questions about America.

They wanted to know if we had cows and

horses and trees there, and were surprised
that I was white in color, for they thought
that all Americans were Arabs, which is

their Eussian expression for a negro. A
negro cook who landed from the bark Ber-

ing, to inspect the town, caused great ter-

among the women; they thoughtror

him a chordna chort (black devil).

The religion of the people is that of the

Greek Church, and they are very devout in

priest. They are generally men of little

education, knowing but little beyond the

actual routine of church matters, and as

regards the outer world absolutely nothing.

It is astonishing how satisfied the peo-

ple of Kamchatka are with their home and

country. They do not seem to realize that

any happier life is possible than the one

they are leading. Their idea of America

is a place called
" Boston." They think

that all Americans come from Boston;

and upon several occasions I was asked if
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I were acquainted with Captain Snow, of

Boston, who had visited*GPetropaulsky some

thirty years before. They were rather

surprised that I had not the pleasure of his

acquaintance.

They are very fond of social meetings,
called vechorlcaSf where they introduce

many of their national dances, songs, and

games, and show themselves very graceful
in their movements.

The women are usually of the blonde

type, and the men are strong and hearty.
The Russian people look more like Amer-
icans than any other race that I have seen.

If you are in a room with the refined up-
per class of ladies and gentlemen, and do
not hear them speak, you cannot tell them
from Americans.

The people of Kamchatka have many
good musicians among them, who in a

short time will learn to play upon the vio-

lin, guitar, or banjo. I imported a melo-
deon. for a gentleman, and although one
had never 'been seen there before, within
two days one of the men, who was a natur-

al musician, could play upon it as though
he had always been accustomed to it.

1 06

Life in the interior is very primitive.

Many of the houses have no glass windows,
but use the entrails of bears as a substi-

tute. The light comes through after a

fashion, but can hardly be called .an im-

provement on glass. The houses are built

of logs, caulked with moss, and have large
brick furnaces, six feet square, for heat-

ing and cooking purposes. These fur-

naces retain the heat for a long time after

firing, which is usually done twice each

twenty-four hours. They do not have

bedsteads; the family and guests spread
their beds or blankets on the floor, and

sleep peacefully in the same room. Some-
times children will be placed on top of the

furnace for additional warmth.
There are about three hundred inhabi-

tants in the town of Petropaulavsk, which
lies on the side of a mountain. The houses
are built of logs and have straw roofs. The
streets are paths between the houses, are

rather irregular, and look as though they

might have been cow-paths originally. The
inhabitants are generally pure-blooded
Russians, the Karnchadales, or natives of

the country, inhabiting the villages of the
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interior. The Kamchadales are a small,
dark people, and show unmistakable In-
dian blood. They speak Eussian only, and
are Eussian s to all intents and purposes,
except in blood.

The people have picnics and excursions
like those in more civilized communities.
The interior of the country is beautiful in

summer, as there are many fine rivers

teeming, with fish; and at a Village about

built by the Eussian Government for the
use of visitors, and there is no charge for
slielter if you bring your own bed and pro-
visions. This house contains the largest
cockroaches I have ever seen; it is neces-

sary for you to put
^the feet of your bed in

cups of water to keep them off. But they
are very cunning; being prevented from
crawling up, they will climb to the ceiling
and drop down on you.

Entrance to the Mines

forty miles from the ocean there are fins

sulphur springs where people go to

bathe and drink the waters. I have been
there in both summer and winter, and
have bathed during the winter season in
the open air when the water would freeze
on my head every time I came to the sur-

face after a dive.
'

There is a large house at the springs

The people have cows, chickens, and

vegetable gardens, where they raise a few

early, quick-growing vegetables, such as

radishes, salads, potatoes, etc. The vege-
tation is very rapid in summer, and the

cows and horses become very fat in a short

time after their long winter of confine-

ment in the stable. The chickens also

pick up rapidly. Having been in a warm
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room for seven months, they are not as

fresh-looking as if they had been more in

the open air.

Nearly every house has its Eussian bath

attached, and once a week the people take

a steam bath. The women are good cooks,
and excel in the making of everything
that can be made from milk, such as

cheese, cream cheese, butter, etc.

Fish of all kinds are very plentiful in

the harbor, and frequently a ton of the dif-

ferent varieties are caught at one haul of

the seine. Salmon weighing eighty pounds
are often taken. The smallest fish are

usually thrown back into the water.

The diet of the inhabitants in summer
consists of fresh fish, vegetables, and milk ;

in winter, of salt fish, black bread, with an
occasional bear steak, or possibly a little

beef.

The samovar, or Eussian urn for heat-

ing water, is in every family, as it is a

quick way of heating water for making tea.

The urn is of brass with an iron tube in

the center, in which charcoal is placed and

ignited. As the water in the urn sur-
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rounds the tube, it is soon at boiling-point.
Tea is made in small earthen teapots,
which are placed on top of the tube in the

urn to draw, and the tea is not made in the

samovar, as Howells in his
" Indian Sum-

mer "
implies when his heroine draws cups

of tea from the samovar. In Eussia you
would only draw cups of water. Eussians

drink their tea out of tumblers, and do

not use milk in it. Of sugar they take a

bite and then take a drink of tea. For
this reason only the hardest loaf sugar is

salable. A smart Yankee from China on
one occasion imported some rock-candy. It

took like wild-fire, the Eussians nearly

breaking their fine teeth trying to bite it.

American ship-biscuit, or hard-tack, is a

great favorite, and with tea, hard-tack,
and dried fish they will make quite a

sumptuous repast.
The pheasants and partridges of Kam-

chatka are brown in summer, and turn

white in winter. They are fine eating,
but rather scarce.

In the fall of the year brown bears are

very numerous, and it is not unusual to
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see a dozen at one time. They are not

dangerous unless attacked. They are
hunted for their skins, and also for food;
but they generally have a strong flavor of

whale-oil., as they feed on dead whales and
fish. Mountain goats abound in the high-
lands and are very difficult to kill, as they
are active of foot and keep upon the preci-

pices where it is difficult for a hunter to

follow them. Their flesh is very delicate,
not unlike the best quality of mutton.

In winter small fish are caught by cut-

ting holes in the ice on the bay and fish-

ing with lines. They make a very pleas-
ant addition to the winter fare.

Fine clams can be had in the bay in

front of the town, but, singular to say, the
Russians will not eat them. They con-
sider them unclean. I found them a very
acceptable addition to our larder in the

shape of clam chowder and clam fritters,
and hired a boy to collect them at ten ko-

pecks per hundred; but was obliged to

take the entire catch, as no one else in

town would purchase them.

Fish is the great staple of diet with the

people, and during the summer months
the male population devote their entire

time to fishing for salmon, which are dried
for the use of the dogs, and called yukel.

They also salt the salmon for family use.

I have seen these fish going up rivers in

such numbers that you could get into the

water and kick them out, or with a spear
you could throw them out by the hun-
dreds. Brook-trout are also very plenti-
ful in the small mountain streams. Upon
one occasion I caught a dozen with a pin-
hook and a piece of string. I suppose
with a regular outfit I could have caught
more than I could have carried home;
but after seeing fish caught by the ton it

seems rather small work to fish for trout a

few inches long.
The Kamchadales rarely drink coffee,

although so devoted to tea. Excessive

tea-drinking causes a remarkable nervous

disease, more particularly in women. The

person affected will imitate everything
that a visitor may do. For instance, if

the visitor should slap some one, the inva-

lid would immediately repeat the opera-

tion; or, if the visitor should dance and

sing, or laugh heartily, the patient would

immediately imitate him.

The Kamchadale women are very fond
of gold beads, and they save all their

money to purchase them, adding their

treasures, as they are secured, to a string
which they wear around their necks.

Many of the women have long cloaks made-
entirely of sables, which they wear on gala,
occasions. I have seen a woman in a calico*
dress and moccasins, with a cotton hand-
kerchief on her head, wearing a sable cloak
worth thousands of dollars.

Like their sisters of Southern climes,,
they mature early, and generally marry
young from sixteen to eighteen years of"

age. The men marry from twenty to.

twenty-five. Their courting is done as-

among other nations. When a couple de-
cide to marry,-they have to get the permis-
sion of their respective parents,, and also>
of the civil authorities and the church.
To get married in the Russian language is-"
to go out after a husband/'
The bride is generally attired in white,,

and wears a long veil. The ceremony is-

celebrated in church according to the rites-
of the Greek religion, which is not unlike-
the Catholic service. After the ceremony
the friends return to the home of the par-
ents and partake of a dinner consisting of'

soup, turnover pies of chicken, fish pot-
pie and other delicacies. After dinner

dancing is inaugurated and kept up until'
the next morning. Sometimes the festivi-

ties are continued for two or three days,,
with short intervals of rest. Generally
the Russian peasant is kind and attentive
to his wife and family, except when he is

drunk, which frequently occurs upon the
numerous holidays. Sometimes the father-
of the bride hands ihe groom a whip to-

keep his wife in order. There is a Russian,

adage,
"
If a man cannot whip his wife,,

what can he whip ?
"

Russian women are generally good
cooks, and I have had much better meals
in the interior of Kamchatka and in the-

heart of Siberia, than I have had in some

pretentious hotels in America. The wo-
men of Kamchatka, with the exception of

the officers' wives, are of the peasant class,
and of pure Russian blood, their ancestors

having emigrated to Petropaulsky from
Russia. Their life of toil makes them

strong and healthy, and they seem to be*

free from most of the ills to which many
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women are subject. They are generally

very pretty,, and though uneducated, have

soft and agreeable manners and quite an

air of refinement.

Eussian is the language of the country,
as it is throughout Siberia, and is spoken
with remarkable purity by all classes.

Eussian, once learned, can be understood

perfectly in any part of the Czar's do-

minions.

The Russian merchants trade through
the interior of the country during the win-

ter season. As soon as the snow falls they
load several sledges, drawn by dogs, with

merchandise suited to the wants of the

people; and travel from village to village,

stopping in each as long as there is any
trading to be done. They take their pay
in furs. The principal catch is the far-

famed Eussian sable. It is a small ani-

mal, about the size of a rabbit, and usu-

ally caught in a figure-4 trap. The fur

is dark, thick, and rich, and in the winter

is nearly black. In summer they are al-

most white, and that is considered the

close season, when they are protected by
law. In fact, it would be useless to catch

them in summer, as the light-colored skins

are valueless. A smart trapper will se-

cure from forty to seventy-five sables dur-

ing the winter; and as they are worth on
the ground about seven dollars, they make
a good season's work.

The mail facilities of Kamchatka are

rather meager, the only communication
with the United States being by the ves-

sels which arrive in the spring of the year ;

so that news from America is received

only once a year. In summer the mail
for Siberia and Eussia.is sent by the Gov-
ernment steamers which ply between Kam-
chatka and Vladivostock. At Christmas
a mail is sent overland by dogs to Siberia.

The trip occupies about four months, and
most of the time is spent away from habi-

tations. For a distance of four hundred
miles there is no wood, and the mail-car-

riers are obliged to take fuel with them for

heating their tea. Their preparations for

passing the night are very simple. They
dig a hole in the snow and line it with fur

robes. They then, creep in, close up the

entrance and divest themselves of their

clothing, trusting to the natural heat of

their bodies for warmth. It is a well-

known fact that if a man wears his clothes

too long, they cease to retain warmth;
therefore, if removed at night they are in

the morning quite refreshed and ready for

another day of travel. I forwarded a

letter by this mail in December, and it

reached Philadelphia in the month of May
following. In Siberia the mail facilities

are very much better, as it is carried week-

ly by horses in winter and by steamers on
the Amoor Eiver in summer.
The entrance to the harbor at Petro-

paulovsk is about one mile wide, with high
mountains on each side. The harbor is

about thirty miles long and twenty wide.

The town lies on the edge of an innner

harbor, a peninsula running out a dis-

tance of two miles, and then a sand-spit
across the mouth of the harbor, leaving a

narrow entrance of probably about fifty

yards.
The town of Petropaulovsk is well cal-

culated for defense, as was shown when it

was attacked in 1855 by the combined
fleets of England and France. There
was one small Eussian man-of-war moored
across the mouth of the harbor. Among
the trees on the peninsula were placed

probably fifty Kamchadales, who are ex-

pert riflemen, being accustomed to hunt-

ing bears and other wild game. At the ex-

treme west of the town was placed a

masked battery, commanded by an officer

named Brevern, who had been reduced to

the ranks for drunkenness, and was living
a miserable life in Petropaulovsk. This

emergency was his opportunity, and he

sobered up and took command of the town.

The French landed at two points on the

east, where they were repulsed by the men
from the Eussian frigate, and in the mid-
dle of the peninsula, where they met the

fifty riflemen hidden by the trees. The

English, on the west, were met by a deadly
fire from the masked battery commanded
by Brevern. The officers in their red

coats were shining marks for the riflemen,
and in less than an hour all of the ofiicers

were either dead or wounded, and thu few
men that were left retreated to the boats

and to their ships. The Eussians showed
no quarter and killed all the wounded, so

that it amounted to a massacre. One

English sailor, who was shot in the thigh,
killed three Eussians before he was dis-
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patched. The English Admiral was so sula, erected by La Perouse during his

chagrined at this failure that he blew his visit to Petropaulovsk. This monument
brains out. was riddled by balls when the English and

The bodies of the slain were carefully French shelled the town previous to land-

gathered, and now repose in a pretty little ing. Breyern, the officer who commanded

graveyard on the borders of a lake near the Russians, was restored to his old rank

where they fell. The Russian loss was and decorated for bravery, which so

slight, amounting, I think, to less than ten pleased him that he drank himself to

men. There is a monument on the penin- death.

AS YOU CAME THRO' THE WOOD

AS you came thro' the xvood, my lord,

(Oh, idle day o' June! ),

Yours was a careless mood, my lord,

And merry was your tune.

The sun on spur and snaffle play'd,

Your black horse ling 'ring in the shade,

You caught my furtive glance and stay'd.

( Oh, reckless day o' June !
)

.

You spoke me very fair, my lord,

(Ah, me,* the skies were blue ! )"

For me strange worlds were there, my lord,

And pleasant sport for you.

Love's eagerness brooks no denay,

Light love, that tarries but a day,

At set of sun you rode away,

And gaily calFd adieu.

When Autumn glories fill the land,

(Paid promises of Spring),

I meet you here with gracious hand,

But you stand wondering!

Tho' I '11 not go your way again,

Here 's thanks for saddle, heart, and mien,

My lord, 't is earnest for my pain

Amid the woods o' Spring.
j. A. O.



THE WIFE OF A KING

BY JACK LONDON

ONCE,
when the Northland was very

young, the social and civic virtues

were remarkable alike for their

paucity and their simplicity. When the

burden of domestic duties grew grievous,
and the fireside mood expanded to a con-

stant protest against its bleak loneliness,

the adventurers from the Southland, in

lieu of better, paid the stipulated prices

and took unto themselves native wives. It

was a foretaste of Paradise to the women,
for it must be confessed that the white

rovers gave far better care and treatment

to them than did their Indian copartners.
Of course, the white men themselves were

satisfied with such deals, as were also the

Indian men for that matter. Having sold

their daughters and sisters for cotton

blankets and obsolete rifles and traded

their warm furs for flimsy calico and bad

whisky, the sons of the soil promptly and

cheerfully succumbed to quick consump-
tion and other swift diseases correlated

with the blessings of a superior civiliza-

tion.

It was in these days of Arcadian sim-

plicity that Cal Galbraith journeyed
through the land and fell sick on tlie Low-
er River. It was a refreshing advent in

the lives of the good Sisters of the Holy
Cross, who gave him shelter and medicine ;

though they little dreamed of the hot elix-

ir infused. into his veins by the touch of

their soft hands and their gentle ministra-

tions. Cal Galbraith became troubled
with strange thoughts which clamored for

attention till he laid eyes on the Mission

girl, Madeline. Yet he gave no sign, bid-

ing his time patiently. He strengthened
with the coming spring, and when the sun
rode the heavens in a golden circle, and
the joy and throb of life was in all the

land, he gathered his still weak body
together and departed.
Now, Madeline, the Mission girl, was an

orphan. Her white father had failed to

give a bald-faced grizzly the trail one day,
and had died quickly. Then her Indian

mother, having no man to fill the winter

cache, had tried the hazardous experiment
of waiting till the salmon-run on fifty

pounds of flour and half as many of baeonv

After that, the baby, Chook-ra, went to

live with the good Sisters, and to be

thenceforth known by another name.

But Madeline still had kinsfolk, the

nearest being a dissolute uncle who out-

raged his vitals with inordinate quantities-
of the white man's whisky. He strove

daily to walk with the gods, and incident-

ally, his feet sought shorter trails to the

grave. When sober he suffered exquisite
torture. He had no conscience. To this

ancient vagabond Cal Galbraith duly pre-
sented himself, and they consumed many
words and much tobacco in the conversa-

tion that followed. Promises were also*

made
;
and in the end the old heathen took

a few pounds of dried salmon and his-

birch-bark canoe, and paddled away to the

Mission of the Holy Cross.

It is not given the world to know what

promises he made and what lies he told,

the Sisters never gossip; but when he-

returned, upon his swarthy chest there was
a brass crucifix, and in his canoe his niece

Madeline. That night there was a grand
wedding and a potlach; so that for two*

days to follow there was no fishing done by
the village. But in the morning Madeline
shook the dust of the Lower River from
her moccasins, and with her husband, in a

poling-boat, went to live on the Upper-
River in a place known as the Lower

Country. And in the years which fol-

lowed she was a good wife, sharing her
husband's hardships and cooking his food.

And she kept him in straight trails, till he
learned to save his dust and to work

mightily. In the end, he struck it rich

and built a cabin in Circle City; and his

happiness was such that men who came to-

visit him in his home-circle became restless

at the sight of it and envied him greatly.
But the Northland began to mature and

social amenities to make their appearance.
Hitherto, the Southland had sent forth its-

sons; but it now belched forth a new ex-

odus, this time of its daughters. Sisters-

and wives they were not
; but they did not

fail to put new ideas in the heads of the

men, and to elevate the tone of things iiu
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ways peculiarly their own. No more did
the squaws gather at the dances, go roar-

ing down the center in the good, old Vir-

ginia reels, or make merry with jolly
"Dan Tucker." They fell back on their

natural stoicism and uncomplainingly
watched the rule of their white sisters

from their cabins.

Then another exodus came over the
mountains from the prolific Southland.
This time it was of women that became

mighty in the land. Their word was law;
their law was steel. They frowned upon
the Indian wives, while the other women
became mild and walked humbly. There
were cowards who became ashamed of

their ancient covenants with the daughters
of the soil, who looked with a new distaste

upon their dark-skinned children; but
there were also others men who re-

mained true and proud of their aboriginal
vows. When it became the fashion to

divorce the native wives, Cal Galbraith
retained his manhood, and in so doing felt

the heavy hand of the women who had
come last, knew least, but who ruled the

land.

One day, the Upper Country, which lies

far above Circle City, was pronounced
rich. Dog-teams carried the news to Salt

Water; golden argosies freighted the lure

across the North Pacific ; wires and cables

sang with the tidings; and the world
heard for the first time of the Klondike
Eiver and the Yukon Country.

Cal Galbraith had lived the years quiet-

ly. He had been a good husband to Mad-
eline, and she had blessed him. But some-
how discontent fell upon him; he felt

vague yearnings for his own kind, for the

life he had been shut out from, a general
sort of desire, which men sometimes feel,

to break out and taste the prime of living.

Besides, there drifted down the river wild

rumors of the wonderful El Dorado, glow-
ing descriptions of the city of logs and

tents, and ludicrous accounts of the ckc-

clia-quas who had rushed in and were

stampeding the whole country. Circle

City was dead. The world had moved on

up river and become a new and most mar-
velous world.

Cal Galbraith grew restless on the edge
of things, and wished to see with his own
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eyes. So, after the wash-up, he weighed
in a couple of hundred pounds of dust on
the Company's big scales, and took a draft
for the same on Dawson. Then he putTom Dixon in charge of his mines, kissed
Madeline good-by, promised to be back
before the first mush-ice ran, and took pas-
sage on an up-river steamer.

Madeline waited, waited through all the
three months of daylight. She fed the

dogs, gave much of her time to Young Cal,
watched the short summer fade away and
the sun begin its long journey to the south.
And she prayed much in the manner of
the Sisters of the Holy Cross. The fall

came, and with it there was mush-ice on
the Yukon, and Circle City kings return-

ing to the winter's work at their mines,
but no Cal Galbraith. Tom Dixon received
a letter, however, for his men sledded up
her winter's supply of dry pine. The
Company received a .letter for its dog-
teams filled her cache with their best pro-
visions, and she was told that her credit
was limitless.

Through all the ages man has been held
the chief instigator of the woes of woman;
but in this case the men held their tongues
and swore harshly at one of their number
who was away, while the women failed

utterly to emulate them. So, without
needless delay, Madeline heard strange
tales of Cal Galbraith's doings; also, of a
certain Greek dancer who played with men
as children did with bubbles. Now Made-
line was an Indian woman, and further,
she had no woman friend to whom to go
for wise counsel. She prayed and planned
by turns, and that night, being quick of

resolve and action, she harnessed the dogs,
and with Young Cal securely lashed to the

sled, stole away.

Though the Yukon still ran free, the

eddy-ice was growing, and each day saw
the river dwindling to a slushy thread.

Save him who has done the like, no man
may know what she endured in traveling a

hundred miles on the rim-ice; nor may
they understand the toil and hardship of

breaking the two hundred miles of packed
ice which remained after the river froze

for good. But Madeline was an Indian

woman, so she did these things, and one

night there came a knock at Malemute
Kid's door. Therea-t he fed a team of
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starving dogs, put a healthy youngster
to bed, and turned his attention to an ex-

hausted woman. He removed her ice-

bound moccasins while he listened to her

tale, and stuck the point of his knife into

her feet that he might see how far they
were frozen.

Despite his tremendous virility, Male-

mute Kid was possessed of a softer,

womanly element, which could win the con-

fidence of a snarling wolf-dog or draw con-

fessions from the most wintry heart. Nor
did he seek them. Hearts opened to him
as spontaneously as flowers to the sun.

Even the priest, Father Eoubeau, had been

known to confess to him, while the men
and women of the Northland were ever

knocking at his door, a door from which

the latch-string hung always out. To

Madeline, he could do no wrong, make no

mistake. She had known him from the

time she first cast her lot among the people
of her father's race; and to her half-bar-

baric mind it seemed that in him was cen-

tered the wisdom of the ages, that between

his vision and the future there could be

no intervening veil.

There were false ideals in the land. The
.social strictures of Dawson were not syn-

onymous with those of the previous era,

and the swift maturity of the Northland
involved much wrong. Malemute Kid
was aware of this, and he had Gal G-al-

braith's measure accurately. He knew a

hasty word was the. father of much evil;

besides, he was minded to teach a great
lesson and bring shame upon the man.
So Stanley Prince, the young mining ex-

pert, was called into the conference the

following night, as was also Lucky Jack

Harrington and his violin. That same

night, Bettles, who owed a great debt to

Malemute Kid, harnessed up Cal Gal-

braith's dogs, lashed Cal Galbraith, jun-

ior, to the sled, and slipped away in the

dark for Stuart Kiver.

II.

" So
; one two three, one two

three. Now reverse ! No, no ! Start up
again, Jack. See this way." Prince

executed the movement as one should who
has led the cotillion.

" Now
; one two three, one two

three. Reverse ! Ah ! that 's better. Try

it again. I say, you know, you must n't

look at your feet. One two three,

one two three. Shorter steps! You
are not hanging to the gee-pole just now.

Try it over. There ! that 's the way. One
two three, one two three."

Round and round went Prince and Mad-
eline in an interminable waltz. The table

and stools had been shoved over against the

wall to increase the room. Malemute Kid
sat on the bunk, chin to knees, greatly in-

terested. Jack Harrington sat beside him,

scraping away on his violin and following
the dancers.

It was a unique situation, the under-

taking of these three men with the woman.
The most pathetic part, perhaps, was the

business-like way in which they went about

it. No athlete was ever trained more

rigidly for a coming contest, nor wolf-dog
for the harness, than was she. But they
had good material, for Madeline, unlike

most women of her race, in her childhood

had escaped the carrying of heavy burdens
and the toil of the trail. Besides, she was
a clean-limbed, willowy creature, possessed
of much grace which had not hitherto

been realized. It was this grace which the

men strove to bring out and knock into

shape.
" Trouble with her she learned to dance

all wrong," Prince remarked to

the bunk after having deposited his

breathless pupil on the table.
" She 's

quick at picking up ; yet I could do better

had she never danced a step. But say, Kid,
I can't understand this." Prince imitated

a peculiar movement of the shoulders and
head a weakness Madeline suffered from
in walking.

"
Lucky for her she was raised in the

Mission," Malemute Kid answered.
"
Packing, you know, the head-strap.

Other Indian women have it bad, but she

did n't do any packing till after she mar-

ried, and then only at first. Saw hard
lines with that husband of hers. They
went through the Forty-Mile famine to-

gether."" But can we break it ?
"

" Don't know. Perhaps long walks with
her trainers will make the riffle. Anyway,
they '11 take it out some, won't they, Mad-
eline?"

The girl nodded assent. If Malemute
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Kid, who knew all things, said so, why it

was so. That was all there was about it.

She had come over to them, anxious to

begin again. Harrington surveyed her in

quest of her points much in the same
manner men usually do horses. It cer-

tainly was not disappointing, for he asked
with sudden interest,

" What did that

beggarly uncle of yours get anyway ?
"

" One rifle, one blanket, twenty bottles
of hooch. Bifle broke/' She said this last

scornfully, as though disgusted at how low
her maiden-value had been rated.

She spoke fair English, with many pe-
culiarities of -her husband's speech, but
there was still perceptible the Indian

accent, the traditional groping after

strange gutturals. Even this her instruc-

tors had taken in hand, and with no small

success, too.

At the next intermission Prince discov-

ered a new predicament.
"
I say, Kid," he said,

" we 're wrong,
all wrong. She can't learn in moccasins.
Put her feet into slippers, and then onto
that waxed floor phew !

"

Madeline raised a foot and regarded her

shapeless house-moccasin ,dubiously. In

previous winters, both at Circle City and

Forty-Mile, she had danced many a night
away with similar footgear, and there had
been nothing the matter. But now well,
if there was anything wrong it was for

Malemute Kid to know, not her.

But Malemute Kid did know, and he
had a good eye for measures ;

so he put on
his cap and mittens and went down the

hill to pay Mrs. Eppingwell a call. Her
husband, Clove Eppingwell, was promi-
nent in the community as one of the great
Government officials. The Kid had noted
her slender little foot one night, at the

Governor's Ball. And as he also knew her

to be as sensible as she was pretty, it was
no task to ask of her a certain small favor.

On his return, Madeline withdrew for a

moment to the inner room. When she re-

appeared Prince was startled.

"By Jove!" he gasped. "Who'd a'

thought it ! The little witch ! Why my
sister

"

"
Is an English girl," interrupted Male-

mute Kid,
" with an English foot. This

girl comes of a small-footed race.- Moc-
casins just broadened her feet healthily,

while she did not misshape them by run-
ning with the dogs in her childhood."

But this explanation failed utterly to

allay Prince's admiration. Harrington's
commercial instinct was touched, and as
he looked upon the exquisitely turned foot
and ankle, there ran through his mind the
sordid list "One rifle, one blanket, twenty
bottles of hooch"

Madeline was the wife of a king, a king
whose yellow treasure could buy outright
a score of fashion's puppets ; yet in all her
life her feet had known no gear save red-
tanned moosehide. At first she had looked
in awe at the tiny white-satin slippers ; but
she had quickly understood the admira-
tion which shone, manlike, in the eyes of
the men. Her face flushed with pride.
For the moment she was drunken with her
woman's loveliness; then she murmured,
with increased scorn, "And one rifle,
broke !

"

So the training went on. Every day
Malemute Kid led the girl out on long
walks devoted to the correction of her car-

riage and the shortening of her stride.

There was little likelihood of her identity

being discovered, for Cal Galbraith and
the rest of the Old-Timers were like lost

children among the many strangers who
had rushed into the land. Besides, the

frost of the North has a bitter tongue, and
the tender women of the South, to shield

their cheeks from its biting caresses, were

prone to the use of canvas masks. With
faces obscured and bodies lost in squirrel-
skin parkas, a mother and daughter, meet-

ing on trail, would pass as strangers.
The coaching progressed rapidly. At

first it had been slow, but later a sudden
acceleration had manifested itself. This

began from the moment Madeline tried on
the white-satin slippers, and in so doing
found herself. The pride of her renegade

father, apart from any natural self-esteem

she might possess, at that instant received

its birth. Hitherto, she had deemed her-

self a woman of an alien breed, of inferior

stock, purchased by her lord's favor. Her
husband had seemed to her a god, who had

lifted her, through no essential virtues on

her part, to his own godlike level. But

she had never forgotten, even when Young
Cal was born, that she was not of his peo-
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pie. As he had been a god, so had his

womcnkind been goddesses. She might
have contrasted herself with them, but she

had never compared. It might have been

that familiarity bred contempt; however,

be that as it may, she had ultimately come

to understand these roving white men, and

to weigh them. True, her mind was dark

to deliberate analysis, but she
yet pos-

sessed her woman's clarity of vision in

such matters. On the night of the slip-

pers she had measured the bold, open ad-

miration of her three man-friends; and

for the first time comparison had sug-

gested itself. It was only a foot and an

ankle, but but comparison could not, in

the nature of things, cease at that point.

She judged herself by their standards till

the divinity of her white sisters was shat-

tered. After all, they were only women,
and why should she not exalt herself to

their midst? In doing these things she

learned where she lacked, and with the

knowledge of her weakness came her

strength. And so mightily did she strive

that her three trainers often marveled late

into the night over the eternal mystery of

woman.
In this way Thanksgiving Night drew

near. At irregular intervals Bettles sent

word down from Stuart Kiver regarding
the welfare of Young Cal. The time of

their return was approaching. More
than once a casual caller, hearing dance-

music and the rhythmic pulse of feet, en-

tered, only to find Harrington scraping

away and the other two beating time or

arguing noisily over a mooted step. Made-
line was never in evidence, having precipi-

tately fled to the inner room.

On one of these nights Cal Galbraith

dropped in. Encouraging news had just
come down from Stuart Kiver, and Made-
line had surpassed herself not in walk

alone, and carriage and grace, but in

womanly roguishness. They had indulged
in sharp repartee and she had defended

herself brilliantly.; and then, yielding to

the intoxication of the moment, and of her

own power, she had bullied, and mastered,
and wheedled, and patronized them with
most astonishing success. And instinc-

tively, involuntarily, they had bowed, not

to her beauty, her wisdom, her wit, but
to that indefinable something in woman to

which man yields yet cannot name. The
room was dizzy with sheer delight as she

and Prince whirled through the last dance

of the evening. Harrington was throw-

ing in inconceivable flourishes, while

Malemute Kid, utterly abandoned, had
seized the broom and was executing mad

gyrations on his own account.

At this instant the door shook with a

heavy rap-rap, and their quick glances
noted the lifting of the latch. But they
had survived similar situations before.

Harrington never broke a note. Made-
line shot through the waiting door to the

inner room. The broom went hurtling
under the bunk, and by the time Cal Gal-

braith and Louis Savoy got their heads in,

Malemute Kid and Prince were in each

other's arms, wildly schottisching down
the room.
As a rule, Indian women do not make

a practice of fainting on provocation, but

Madeline came as near to it as she ever

had in her life. For an hour she crouched

on the floor, listening to the heavy voices

of the men rumbling up and down in

mimic thunder. Like familiar chords of

childhood melodies, every intonation, every
trick of her husband's voice swept in upon
her, fluttering her heart and weakening
her knees till she lay half-fainting against
the door. It was well she could neither

see nor hear when he took his departure.
"When do you expect to go back to

Circle City?" Malemute Kid asked

simply." Have n't thought much about it," he

replied. Don't think till after the ice

breaks."

"And Madeline?"
He flushed at the question, and there

was a quick droop to his eyes. Malemute
Kid could have despised him for that, had
he known men less. As it was, his gorge
rose against the wives and daughters who
had come into the land, and not satisfied

with usurping the place of the native

women, had put unclean thoughts in the

heads of the men and made them ashamed.
"
I guess she 's all right," the Circle

City King answered hastily, and in an

apologetic manner. " Tom Dixon 's got

charge of my interests, you know, and he
sees to it that she has everything she

wants."
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Malemute Kid laid hand upon his arm
and hushed him suddenly. They had
stepped without. Overhead, the aurora,
a gorgeous wanton, flaunted miracles of

color; beneath lay the sleeping town. Far
below, a solitary dog gave tongue. The
King again began to speak, but the Kid
pressed his hand for silence. The sound

multiplied. Dog after dog took up the
strain till the full-throated chorus swayed
the night. To him who hears for the Jirst

time this weird song, is told the first and

greatest secret of the Northland; to him
who has heard it often, it is the solemn
knell of lost endeavor. It is the plaint of

tortured souls, for in it is invested the heri-

tage of the North, the suffering of count-
less generations the warning and the re-

quiem to the world's estrays.

Cal Galbraith shivered slightly as it died

away in half-caught sobs. The Kid read
his thoughts openly, and wandered back
with him through all the weary days of

famine and disease; and with him was
also the patient Madeline, sharing his

pains and perils, never doubting, never

complaining. His mind's retina vibrated

to a score of pictures, stern, clear-cut, and
the hand of the past drew back with heavy
fingers on his heart. It was the psycho-

logical moment. Malemute Kid was half-

tempted to play his reserve card and win
the game; but the lesson was too mild as

yet, and he let it pass. The next instant

they had gripped hands, and the King's
beaded moccasins were drawing protests
from the outraged snow as he crunched
down the hill.

Madeline in collapse was another woman
to the mischievous creature of an hour be-

fore, whose laughter had been so infectious

and whose heightened color and flashing

eyes had made her teachers for the while

forget. Weak and nerveless, she sac in

the chair just as she had been dropped
there by Prince and Harrington. Male-
mute Kid frowned. This would never do.

When the time of meeting her husband
came to hand, she must carry things off

with high-handed imperiousness. It was

very necessary she should do it after the

manner of white women, else the victory
would be no victory at all. So he talked
to her, sternly, without mincing of words,
and initiated her into the weaknesses of

his own sex, till she came to understand
what simpletons men were after all, and
why the word of their women was law.
A few days before Thanksgiving Night,

Malemute Kid made another call on Mrs.

Eppingwell. She promptly overhauled
her feminine fripperies, paid a protracted
visit to the dry-goods department of the
P. C. Company, and returned with the
Kid to make Madeline's acquaintance.
After that came a period such as the cabin
had never seen before, and what with cut-

ting, and fitting, and basting, and
stitching, and numerous other wonderful
and unknowable things, the male conspira-
tors were more often banished the prem-
ises than not. At such times the Opera
House opened its double storm-doors to
them. So often did they put their heads

together, and so deeply did they drink to

curious toasts, that the loungers scented
unknown creeks of incalculable richness,
and it is known that several che-cha-quas
and at least one Old-Timer kept their

stampeding packs stored behind the bar,

ready to hit the trail at a moment's notice.

Mrs. Eppingwell was a woman of capa-
city; so, when she turned Madeline over
to her trainers on Thanksgiving Night she
was so transformed that they were almost
afraid of her. Prince wrapped a Hudson
Bay blanket about her with a mock rever-

ence more real than feigned, while Male-
mute Kid, whose arm she had taken,

found it a severe trial to resume his wontea

mentorship. Harrington, with the list of

purchases still running through his head,

dragged along in the rear, nor opened his

mouth once all the way down into the

town. When they came to the back door
of the Opera House they took the blanket

from Madeline's shoulders and spread it

on the snow. Slipping out of Prince's

moccasins, she stepped upon it in new satin

slippers. The masquerade was at its

height. She hesitated, but they jerked

open the door and shoved her in. Then

they ran around to come in by the front

entrance.

III.

"Where is Freda?" the Old-Timers

questioned, while the che-cha-quas were

equally energetic in asking who Freda was.

The ball-room buzzed with her name. It

was on everybody's lips. Grizzled
"
sour-
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dough boys," day-laborers at the mines but

proud of their degree, either patronized
the spruce-looking tenderfeet and lied elo-

quently, the "sour-dough boys" being

specially created to toy with truth, or

gave them savage looks of indignation be-

cause of their ignorance. Perhaps forty

kings of the Upper and Lower Countries

were on the floor, each deeming himself

hot on the trail and sturdily backing his

judgment with the yellow dust of the

realm. An assistant was sent to the man
at the scales, upon whom had fallen the

burden of weighing up the sacks, while

several of the gamblers, with the rules of

chance at their finger-ends, made up allur-

ing books on the field and favorites.

Which was Freda? Time and again
the

" Greek Dancer " was thought to have
been discovered, but each discovery brought
panic to the betting ring and a frantic

registering of new wagers by those who
wished to hedge. Malemute Kid took an
interest in the hunt, his advent being
hailed uproariously by the revelers, who
knew him to a man. The Kid had a good
eye for the trick of a step, and ear for the

lilt of a voice, and his private choice was a

marvelous creature who scintillated as the
"Aurora Borealis." But the Greek
dancer was too subtle for even his penetra-
tion. The majority of the gold-hunters
seemed to have centered their verdict on
the "Kussian Princess," who was the most

graceful in the room, and hence could be
no other than Freda Moloof.

During a quadrille a roar of satisfaction

went up. She was discovered. At pre-
vious balls, in the figure, "all hands

round," Freda had displayed an inimita-
ble step and variation peculiarly her own.
As the figure was called, the

" Eussian
Princess

"
gave the unique rhythm to

limb and body. A chorus of I-told-you-
so's shook the squared roof-beams, when
lo'! it was noticed that the

" Aurora Bore-
alis

" and another masque, the
:e

Spirit of

the Pole," were performing the same trick

equally well. And when two twin " Sun-

Dogs" and a "Frost Queen" followed

suit, a second assistant was dispatched to

the aid of the man at the scales.

Bettles came off trail in the midst of

the excitement, descending upon them in a
hurricane of frost. His rimed brows

turned to cataracts as he whirled about;
his mustache, still frozen, seemed gemmed
with diamonds and turned the light in

varicolored rays; while the flying feet

slipped on the chunks of ice which rattled

from his moccasins and German socks. A
Northland dance is quite an informal af-

fair, the men of the creeks and trails hav-

ing lost whatever fastidiousness they

might have at one time possessed; and

only in the high official circles are con-

ventions at all observed. Here, caste car-

ried no significance. Millionaires and

paupers, dog-drivers and mounted police-
men joined hands with "

ladies in the cen-

ter," and swept around the circle perform-
ing most remarkable capers. Primitive in

their pleasures, boisterous and rough, they

displayed no rudeness, but rather a crude

chivalry more genuine than the most pol-
ished courtesy.

In his quest for the
" Greek Dancer,"

Cal Galbraith managed to get into the

same set with the
" Russian Princess," to-

ward whom popular suspicion had turned.

But by the time he had guided her through
one dance, he was willing not only to stake

his millions that she was not Freda, but

that -he had had his arm about her waist

before. When or where he could not tell,

but the puzzling sense of familiarity so

wrought upon him that he turned his at-

tention to the discovery of her identity.
Malemute Kid might have aided him in-

stead of occasionally taking the Princess

for a few turns and talking earnestly to

her in low tones. But it was Jack Har-

rington who paid the
" Russian Princess

"

the most assiduous court. Once he drew
Cal Galbraith aside and hazarded wild

guesses as to who she was, and explained
to him that he was going in to win. This
rankled the Circle City King, for man is

not by nature monogamic, and he forgot
both Madeline and Freda in the new quest.

It was soon noised about that the
" Rus-

sian Princess
" was not Freda Moloof.

Interest deepened. Here was a fresh

enigma. They knew Freda though they
could not find her, but here was somebody
they had found and did not know. Even
the women could not place her, and they
knew every good dancer in the camp. Many
took her for one of the official clique,

indulging in a silly escapade. Not a few
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asserted she would disappear before the

unmasking. Others were equally positive
that she was the woman-reporter of the

Kansas City Star, come to write them up
at ninety dollars per column. And the

men at the scales worked busily.
At one o'clock every couple took to the

floor. The unmasking began amid laugh-
ter and delight, like that of care-free chil-

dren. There was no end of Oh's and
Ah's as mask after mask was lifted. The

scintillating
" Aurora Borealis

"
became

the brawny negress whose income from

washing the community's clothes ran at

about five hundred a month. The twin
"
Sun-Dogs

"
discovered mustaches on

their upper lips, and were recognized as

brother Fraction-Kings of El Dorado. In
one of the most prominent sets, and the

slowest in uncovering, was Cal Galbraith

with the
"
Spirit of the Pole." Opposite

him was Jack Harrington and the
" Eus-

sian Princess." The rest had discovered

themselves, yet the
" Greek Dancer " was

still missing. All eyes were upon the

group. Cal Galbraith, in response to their

cries, lifted his partner's mask. Freda's

wonderful face and brilliant eyes flashed

out upon them. A roar went up, to be

squelched suddenly in the new and absorb-

ing mystery of the "Russian Princess."

Her face was still hidden, and Jack Har-

rington was struggling with her. The
dancers tittered on the tiptoes of expec-

tancy. He crushed her dainty costume

roughly, and then and then the revelers

exploded. The joke was on them. Tliey
had danced all night with a tabooed native

woman.
But those that knew, and they were

many, ceased abruptly, and a hush fell

upon the room. Cal Galbraith crossed

over with great strides, angrily, and spoke
to Madeline in polyglot Chinook. But
she retained her composure, apparently
oblivious to the fact that she was the cyno-

sure of all eyes, and answered him in Eng-
lish. She showed neither fright nor
anger, and Malemute Kid chuckled at her
well-bred equanimity. The King felt baf-

fled, defeated; his common Siwash wife
had passed beyond him.

" Come !

"
he said finally.

" Come on
home."

"
I beg pardon," she replied ;

"
I have

agreed to go to supper with Mr. Harring-
ton. Besides, there's no end of dances

promised."

Harrington extended his arm to lead

her away. He evinced not the slightest
disinclination toward showing his back,
but Malemute Kid had by this time edged
in closer. The Circle City King was
stunned. Twice his hand dropped to his

belt, and twice the Kid gathered himself
to spring; but the retreating couple
passed through the supper-room door
where canned oysters were spread at five

dollars the plate. The crowd sighed audi-

bly, broke up into couples, and followed

them. Freda pouted and went in with
Cal Galbraith; but she had a good heart

and a sure tongue, and she spoiled his

oysters for him. What she said is of no

importance, but his face went red and
white at intervals, and he swore repeatedly
and savagely at himself.

The supper-room was filled with a pan-
demonium of voices, which ceased sud-

denly as Cal Galbraith stepped over to his

wife's table. Since the unmasking con-

siderable weights of dust had been placed
as to the outcome. Everybody watched
with breathless interest. Harrington's
blue eyes were steady, but under the over-

hanging tablecloth a Smith & Wesson bal-

anced on his knee. Madeline looked up,

casually, with little interest.
"
May may I have the next round

dance with you ?
"
the King stuttered.

The wife of the King glanced at her

card and inclined her head.



THE TRUST IN POLITICS
BY EDWARD F. ADAMS

TRULY
their lives have not fallen in

pleasant places who bear the re-

sponsibility of so shaping the policy
of our political parties as to get or keep
control of the offices. There is a strong
effort to cause the bogie of the trust to

hold for the next year or two the place in

the public mind which the bogie of free

silver has recently occupied. The oppos-

ing party leaders are
"
sparring for an

opening," each hoping to place the other

in a position for a knock-out blow.

Now, this trust question is a sword that

cuts several ways. In the first place,
Presidential campaigns cost a great deal

of money, and if party funds are not sup-

plied from the coffers of concentrated capi-

tal, they will not be forthcoming from any
source

;
for the majority of those who will

be relied upon to contribute are either in

trusts or endeavoring to get in. This

question of finance is necessarily the thing

uppermost in the minds of party man-

agers. The people may cheer to the echo

lurid denunciations of trusts by the spell-

binders, but the spellbinders themselves

want coin. Not only that; they demand
brass-bands, and uniformed clubs, and

torchlight processions, and leading articles

in the press, and all the accessories of

spellbinding. All these cost money, and
lots of it, and while the people will shout

lustily enough they will not pay. The

money must come from those who do not

shout, and who indeed, for the most part,
do not go near the shouting, but stay com-

fortably at home while it goes on. But if

these men furnish the money wherewith to

do politics, they do so upon the perfectly
understood condition that things are to go
their way when necessary. Any proposal,

therefore, which contemplates real control,
in the public interest, of associated capi-
tal at once shuts off the sources of supply,
and must be avoided at all hazards by
those who view politics from the stand-

point of the politician. Without money
there can be no campaign that the poli-
ticians would care for, and it is useless to

ask men to contribute to get that done
which they do not wish done. Lurid "

res-

olutions," while disagreeable, do no special

harm, and are perhaps necessary; but

those who propose measures of real control

must pay their own campaign expenses.
The problem which political managers
must therefore of necessity be considering
is how to shape a policy which will satisfy
the people, and yet not stop the money-
supply. It is not an easy problem, and is

none the less present and pressing because

not considered by the masses, who seldom

give a thought to where the money comes
from to pay for their political shows.

To the politicians, however, it is pain-

fully plain. But there is another aspect of

the subject which thus far seems to have

escaped the attention of those very astute

gentlemen. In California, for example,
there is a society known as the

"
California

Raisin Association." Its headquarters are

at Fresno, and last year it had 2,064 mem-
bers all honest farmers. It is useless to

quote from its official documents, for they
are skillfully drawn, and no more disclose

the real purposes of the society than do
those of the Standard Oil Company. This,

however, is what the association does:

Each member has signed a contract convey-

ing to the association, in consideration of

one dollar and certain services to be per-

formed, an undivided one-twentieth inter-

est in his crop of raisins for the years 1899
and 1900, with full control, as managing
partner, of the entire crop as soon as har-

vested. In this manner the association

controls more than ninety per cent, of the

crop of our principal raisin district, and
seeks to, and doubtless will, control most
of the crop in the outlying districts. There
has been no "illegal combination," no
"contract in restraint of trade." The asso-

ciation has simply purchased an interest,

with power of control, in the raisin crop of

the State. So far as the law can assume, it

may intend to give the entire crop to the

poor. At any rate, it can do what it will

with its own, just as the Standard Oil

Company can. As a matter of fact, of

course, the association does not intend to

donate its raisins to any one. On the con-

trary, everybody knows its intention to be

to sell them at the very highest rates pos-

sible, and that the association was formed

120
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for the sole purpose of getting prices not
otherwise attainable, which is exactly the

purpose of the Standard Oil Company.
The method by which prices are fixed is

very simple. In the first place, the aid of

the United States Government is invoked
to obtain, through United States Consuls,
the most accurate information possible of

the condition of the Spanish raisin crop.
This information is supplemented from
other reliable sources, and then estimate is

made, considering the European demand,
of the price at which Spanish raisins can

probably be laid down in this country,
after paying a duty of two and a half cents

a pound. This fixes the price above which
California raisins cannot go. After thus

estimating the probable effect of foreign

competition, these honest farmers will

carefully consider the size of their own
crop. If it should be excessive, they may
fear that it will not all go into consump-
tion at a price only just low enough to ex-

clude foreign goods, in which case they
will reduce it to a figure at which the
whole crop can probably be moved, provid-
ed only that a fair margin of profit is still

left. Below a fair price they will not go,
and if the entire crop cannot be sold at

such a price they will sell what they can,
and make the rest into brandy or pork.
Raisins make excellent pork. This, of

course, is a substantial and effective trust,

controlling the product of at least six mil-

lions of dollars invested in vineyards.

Now, at this writing it is stated, with
some appearance of authority, that the

Democratic party slogan for the next cam-

paign is to be,
" Smash the Trusts." This

is an expressive motto, suggestive of a cer-

tain vigor in execution well calculated to

fire the popular heart. Of course, it does

not mean anything whatever. It foreshad-

ows no definite legislation of any kind,
and pledges the party to nothing on earth.

The millionaires understand this perfect-

ly, and while they may be annoyed at the

necessity of using such language, are not

likely to withhold their contributions. But
these simple-minded farmers of the San

Joaquin Valley may not understand it, and
it can hardly be proclaimed to these 2,064

monopolists that nothing in particular is

meant by the language or intended by its

authors, except to get votes. They are too

many to intrust with such a secret. And

the worst of it is that this hotbed of Mo-
nopoly is a Democratic and Populist
stronghold. The majority of these excel-
lent raisin-farmers are unquestionably
either Democrats or Populists, but they set

great store by their raisin trust, and dis-

tinctly do not wish to be smashed. If the

party of their love announces its intention
to smash them, while the other party does

not, it is a settled fact that neither love of
Mr. Bryan nor reverence for Populist tra-

dition, will prevent their voting solidly
Republican in 1900, provided that party
will let them alone. I have used the dec-
laration of the Democratic leaders as an
illustration solely because we have less

knowledge of the intent of the Republican
leaders. They are as sorely perplexed as

the other fellows, but, with the exception
of the picturesque Pingree, have thus far

had sense enough to keep their mouths
shut. The San Joaquin raisin associa-

tion is but one instance. There are over
six hundred walnut-growers in this State
who have a trust equally effective. There
are over two thousand five hundred orange-
growers who are doing their best to form a

trust, and several thousand prune-growers
who are taking the first steps.

I am able to give these details about Cal-

ifornia because I live here. But Califor-

nia is not the only State in which farmers
are combining in trusts. In Central New
York and Northern Ohio the grape-grow-
ers are doing precisely the same tiling.

The dairymen in Eastern New York main-
tain a very effective milk trust. These are

rather formidable bodies, and in so close

and so large a State as New York it would
be very dangerous for any political party
to antagonize them. The monopolistic

spirit is spreading, and there are doubtless

many farmers' trusts of which I have

never heard. There can be no law devised

which will "smash" the Standard Oil

Company which will not also
" smash "

these honest and down-trodden toilers.

And the misery of it is that they know it.

The fact is that co-operation, whether of

capitalists or non-capitalists, cannot and

ought not to be
" smashed." It is a natur-

al development of society, to be cherished

and regulated. Improvements in the

machinery of business are as important to

society as improvements in the machinery
of production. Incidentally, they all
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carry with them distress to individuals.

The discharge of a great army of salesmen
which business consolidation has made

possible brings trouble to many worth}
r

families ; but the introduction of the pow-
er-loom brought greater distress to more
families. Department stores ruin many
small tradesmen, and tall buildings de-

stroy what had been unearned increment
on other streets; but they all represent
distinct economic gains which can no more
be prevented, nor ought to be, than the

use of machines in production. It is the

same with concentration of capital. What
concerns us is the proper distribution of

the gains. Individuals will seize all of

them if permitted, and in order to do so,

and to increase them beyond reason, will

endeavor to secretly influence political ac-

tion, and to corrupt public servants. That
is the great harm they can do, and the

prevention of that is the real trust prob-
lem. It is not, however, the matter to

which politicians will direct our attention.

What, if anything, they really intend to

do, is to pass unconstitutional laws to be
set aside by the courts.

It is doubtful whether we can solve

the trust problem in America, except

by constitutional amendment, possibly in-

volving reconstruction of many of our
notions of the sacredness of property. The
farmers' trusts are beneficial societies, not

dangerous to any one. They have votes

and therefore do not need to buy them.

They are arising in the normal way, as the

only possible relief from unbearable com-

petition, which is the mother of co-opera-
tion. The discussion of trusts seems to be

proceeding on the assumption that they
are stronger than the people. This as-

sumption is wholly wrong. The more cap-
ital is concentrated the weaker it becomes,
because it reduces the number of votes. It

is votes that count, not money, except as

money is used to buy votes. To prevent
this must be the first exercise of the power
of society. Just what legislation may be

required to prevent the abuses of concen-
trated capital, and to seize, for society, its

due share of the benefits of concentration,
we do not yet quite know. In Europe con-
trol is proceeding upon the lines of the use
of the power of taxation. It will probably
be the same here, and with us may involve
constitutional amendments.

The first step toward intelligent control

is perfect knowledge of facts. At present
we do not know what the trusts are doing,
and therefore cannot tell what society
should do. The Industrial Commission
now investigating at Washington will dis-

cover what some trusts have done in times

past, but it will get no inkling of what any
may be doing next week. We need to

know what all trusts are doing all the

time. There is obviously but one way to

do this, and that is to authoritatively par-

ticipate in their administrations. This is

the first step toward the solution of the

trust problem, and it, and it alone, will

render the next steps possible. I therefore

respectfully recommend the following as

the trust plank in the platforms of the

Republican, Democratic, and Populist

parties :

Resolved (I), That the grand old . . .

party, ever true to the traditions which have
come down from our forefathers, heartily favors,
and will aid by legislation, and constitutional

amendment, if necessary, the concentration of

capital and labor for protective and commercial
purposes. We favor the co-operation of all

persons of like interests, whether capitalists,

farmers, or workingrnen.
(II) To the end that society, rather than indi-

viduals, may secure the economic gains made
possible by the power of societ}', we favor the
declaration by law that the administration of

all industrial enterprises of great magnitude
are public functions in which society is entitled
to be represented in such a manner as to assure
to itself complete and accurate knowledge of
all their transactions, to which end one Director
and the principal Auditor of all such corpora-
tions shall be public officers, appointed under
civil service rules, by the President of the
United States, to whom annual reports must
be made of all financial transactions. Contri-
butions of business corporations to political

parties, or for political purposes, should be for-

bidden, and also all disbursements of money,
except upon such vouchers that the purpose of

all expenditures can be traced.

(III) As a further assurance that the funds of

rich men and corporations shall not be em ployed
to debauch public servants or secretly influence

political action, we favor the enactment of laws
which shall compel all political organizations,
or candidates, to make weekly publication of the
names of all contributors to party or campaign
funds, with the amounts so contributed, and the
disbursement of such funds in detail.

The above plank would be entirely satis-

factory to all farmers' trusts, for they have
no secrets. It would be a better vote-

catcher than the most thundering denun-
ciations. But it would cut off the money
supply, and hence has not the slightest
chance of adoption if the politicians can

prevent it.



A POSTHUMOUS FORTUNE
BY MARY T. VAN DENBURGH

THE
leading citizens of Grubstake

were assembled to decide an import-
ant problem relating to the welfare

of their city. The question was, Would
a cemetery be an advantage or a dis-

advantage to a growing town? Opinions
were divided; some were in favor of

having a cemetery, others advocated the
burial of the dead in the one already estab-

lished in the neighboring village of Star-

vation.
l(
Just like Grantly to die, and get us

into this scrape," grumbled one of the

men. "What business had a little puny
tiling like him to come to the Klondike,
anyhow? Might have known he couldn't

stand it."
" Was that what you said when he sent

that patent beef-tea to your boy, an' him
needin' it more himself, bein' sicker than
the boy ever was ?

" The first speaker sub-

sided under the contemptuous tone of his

critic.
"
I tell you," continued Lucky

Tom Short, who presided over the meet-

ing by right of possessing the most dust,
"I tell you that little chap was the cheer-

fullest man in Grubstake, an' done the

most to help others, an' him the poorest
feller here, hevin' made no strike, nor filed

no claim. An' now that he's needin' a

grave, I 'd give it to him, an' give it

prompt, an' without grudgin'.""
1 would second that motion," said an-

other, "but, as Justice of the Peace of

Grubstake, I feel obliged to place her pros-

perity above all other considerations, and
there 's Starvation City watching to get
ahead of us, if it 's a possible thing. And
I put it to you, gentlemen, suppose a

new settler came along, and hesitated be-

tween Grubstake and Starvation City.

Suppose he looked around while he was

trying to decide, and noticed the burying-

ground at Starvation and how many there

were in it, and then came over to Grub-

stake, where he would find no graveyard,
and would be informed we never needed
one. ISTow, gentlemen, imagine your-
selves in his place. How would you
choose? Undoubtedly you would say 'The
town that 's too healthy to need a ceme-
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tery is the town for me,' and thus Grub-
stake would score one more victory over
Starvation."

As the justice took his seat, a buzz of

approval ran around the circle. After it

had ceased, a tall man rose slowly to his
feet. "Judge," said he, "I thank you
for your eloquence. Grubstake may well
be proud of an official who has her inter-

ests so near at heart. Allow me to say,

however, that there are two sides to every
question, and I beg the attention of this

meeting while I present another view for

consideration. As you all know, Starva-
tion City has always been jealous of Grub-
stake. Even the name of our town has
been a thorn in her flesh. Starvation,

you remember, got her name from a party
of prospectors whose provisions ran short,
and who were found on the site of the fu-

ture city, nearly dead from hunger. When
the little settlement was made it was called

Starvation, and the name clung to the

town, though it tried in vain to change it

for a more attractive one. Then, a few
miles away, our village came into exist-

ence and was named Grubstake. Starva-

tion has disliked us from the beginning,
and feels she is the elder, and therefore

should be larger and more prosperous.

Now, my friends, my point is this : Star-

vation will do anything to increase her

census, and if we take her the deceased

members of this community, she will

count them twice, once in the number con-

tained in her cemetery, and again in the

estimate of her population. I think you
will agree with me that Grubstake should

keep her inhabitants, dead or alive."

This time the applause was long and
loud. When quiet was restored, Lucky
Tom spoke." You hev heard the speeches of our dis-

tinguished friends, an' now I reckon you
kin vote on the question, an' vote intel-

ligent, hevin' hed the benefit of their

remarks. Shell we hev our own buryin'-

ground, neat an' law-abidin', an' thereby

prevent Starvation City from crowin'

over us, by bein' more numerous, more

civilized, more enlightened, an' an' more
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stylish? All in favor will signify their

approval by sayin'
'

Aye !

' '

A thundering chorus of
'

Ayes
' was the

answer.
"
Contrary-minded,

' No !

' : ' remarked

Lucky Tom, a pleased expression on his

weather-beaten face. "The Ayes hev it.

This here meetin' is now adjourned fer the

purpose of pickin' out the spot fer the new

cemetery of the city of Grubstake."
After some discussion, they decided on a

piece of ground north of the town.
"
Now, boys/' said Lucky Tom,

" well
hev a big circle in the middle, fer the folks

to drive 'round, an' in that circle will be

the grave of the inaugurator of this here

cemetery. Light the fires to thaw the

ground so we kin dig, an' while it 's

ineltin' we'll lay out the boundaries, an'

choose our graves. I don't intend to be

buried in this country if I kin help it;

but there 's no knowin' what will happen,
an' to be ready for emergencies, an' set an

example, I '11 buy a plot."
The lines were roughly surveyed and

marked out, and many of the men prom-
ised to invest in lots. Then they began to

dig the grave, taking turns in the work.
" There ! How 's that ? Shall we call

it ready ?
"

asked the man who had been

shoveling." Take out a little more at that end,"
advised one of the bystanders.
As the worker, in obedience to this sug-

gestion, lifted another shovelful and threw
it out on the mound of earth, a shout

went up from the men as they saw it scat-

ter and fall.
"
Gold, gold, nuggets !

"
they cried.

The digger scrambled out of the grave,
and examined the dirt.

"
Sure," said he.

Each man looked at the others, not

knowing what to do, and afraid to be the

first to speak.

Lucky Tom, as usual, was equal to the

occasion.
"
I take possession of this here

claim," (at this several hands moved
toward the pistol-pockets of their own-

ers, Lucky Tom's eyes flashed as he con-

tinued),
"
in the name of Joseph Walling-

ford Grantly." The hands returned to

their normal positions.
"
An', as he can't

work it, bein' dead, I will sell it to the

highest bidder. To start the ball a-roilin',

I offer $50,000."
Another shout from the men, but with a

different ring to it, expressing approbation
for the generosity and business ability of

the speaker.
'

Judge, talk for the crowd," requested
several.

The Justice of the Peace cleared his

throat, and began :

"
I am invited to con-

vey to Mr. Short the sentiments of our,

friends. I am sure that I express the

opinion of each one of them when I state

that we are overcome with admiration for

his liberality. No doubt there are many
here who would gladly give as much, but

I may say without offense, for the greater
wealth of Mr. Short is well known, that

not one of us is able to raise his bid. 1

would suggest that a committee be ap-

pointed to draw up resolutions to send to

the widow, and also an account of this

day's proceedings, so that she may know
the history of the fortune she will receive

"by the same mail that informs her of the

death of her husband. Do my friends

agree to this course of action ?
"

" That's right, Judge; that's the way
to dolt."

"
Well," said the man who had blamed

Grantly for dying, "you have made him

nch, him that was insignificant enough
when he was alive, but you have taken his

grave away from him, and that 's about all

he wants now, it seems to me."
" True !

" exclaimed the Judge,
" we

must select another site for the cemetery.
On second thought, I perceive that this

location is rather too near the city. Grub-

stake must have room to grow, and I pro-

pose to establish the cemetery at a greater

distance, and build a boulevard out to it.

It will be a long time before those old

fogies at Starvation think of a boulevard."

The next day they planned the ceme-

tery over again, and dug a second grave,
in which Grantly was buried.

Lucky Tom did not lose on his claim,
which turned out to be one of the richest

in the Klondike.

The Grubstake of to-day is much larger
than Starvation City, and regards with

pride the Grantly Cemetery and the Wall-

ingford Boulevard leading to it.



UNCLE JACOB'S WILL
BY EARLE ASHLEY WALCOTT

THE
fresh, warm air of early summer

was rustling the leaves through the

orchards of the Santa Clara Valley,

making them audible as well as visible,

turning the green aside to reveal the glis-

tening red of the ripening cherries, or

exposing to the sun the growing peaches
and pears and prunes and apricots that

were to be sought out by only the sharpest

eye.

Thomas Golightly gave -a nod of ap-

proval as he turned his horse from the

dusty highway into one of the orchards and

guided the buggy into the road that ran

between the well-kept rows of trees. He
was a lawyer and a city man, but he held

the theory that admiration of country life

was a duty that man owed to society. Fur-

thermore, he had a professional interest

in the property over which he was- driving,,
and he reached the house in a most ami-

able frame of mind.
" Good morning, Silas/' said Mr. Go-

lightly, deliberately, as he reined up his

horse at the steps, and a young man in his

shirt-sleeves hastened forward to assist

him. " Another fine day."

"Yes, it's fine a little too fine.

We 've been put back so that a few cloudy

days would be a blessing. We need a

chance to catch up with the work."
"
Ah, yes ; sickness and death and fu-

nerals do interfere with our avocations.

But they have the first lien on our time,
even if the rest of nature refuses to wait

for them. I believe that what brought

your uncle the most serious regret when
he knew he was to die was the circum-

stance that the King of Terrors should be

so inconsiderate as to come at the busiest

time of the year."
"
Yes/

7
assented the young man.

was telling Pete this morning that I

thought it hastened his end mightily his

fretting over the time we had to take from
the work in looking after him."

"Pete? Pete?" said the lawyer in-

quiringly.
"I mean Miss Stannard," said the

young man apologetically.
"
It was one
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of Uncle Jacob's freaks the name you
know."

"
Ah, yes. I remember now that he did

mention the name more than once, but it

had escaped my mind that it referred to

the young lady. This is a beautiful view
of the valley from here, is it not? The
green of the orchards and the background
of the mountains beyond are very impres-
sive to a lover of nature. Your uncle was
a very strange man about some things

especially about the ladies."

"Yes. Take the big chair by the

window there . if you like to look out.

Uncle Jacob did n't take any stock in the

women-folks. He never would have one
of 'em on the place before Pete came I

mean Miss Stannard. He wouldn't even

have a married man about."

"I remember," said Mr. Golightly, "it

must have been ten or twelve years ago
now, when Jacob Davenant first told me
that he had a little niece left him to care

for. I can see now the shamefaced air

with which he gave the information and
asked that I would see to getting her out

here and put her into a boarding-school.
I did attend to the matter, but the cost of

a boarding-school education astounded

him."

"I should think likely," said Silas

grimly.
" He wasn't what you would call

free-handed about such matters."

Mr. Golightly smiled gravely. A dead

client was not a subject for a jest, but the

thought excused a shadow of professional
amusement.

"Hardly, hardly," he replied. "In-

deed, he said to me,
'

Why, Mr. Golightly,

that would pay the wages of two of the

best men on the ranch.' So he took the

little girl out here as the least of the evils

that hedged him about. I fancy he grow
rather fond of her in time, though he

would be the last one to have said so."

"
Well," said Silas,

" he got to be fonder

of her than anything else but his money,
and for a fact he spent more of that on

her than you would guess. But it was a

bitter pill for him to swallow when he
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brought her here. He was furious about

her name, it's Aprilla, you know,

Aprilla Stannard. He insisted on calling
her 'Pete/ to make it seem that she

was n't a girl. Then when she had been

here about a year he got a panic about

her being the only one of her species on the

ranch she was getting toward fourteen

and was pretty handy about the house.

So he sent back to Ohio for Mrs. Sand-

ridge, his cousin, you know."

"Ah, yes; our amiable but precise
friend whom I have had the pleasure of

meeting on occasion."
" Uncle made her keep out of his sight

most of the time, and I don't suppose he

spoke two dozen words to her in the year.
But he seemed satisfied to have her here

because of P Miss Stannard."

The lawyer looked out on the glistening
orchard and crossed his legs.

" But I did n't come out from San Jose

to gossip about your uncle's peculiar

views," he said, at length.
" There is a

little matter of business to be attended to.

and with your good permission I will ask

you to call Miss Stanna,rd."

Silas disappeared, and Mr. Golightly
communed with nature once more. And
when the charms of the scene began to pall
on him, he brought out his eye-glasses and
a packet of papers.

Silas, on returning, announced that
" She '11 be in directly, sir," and was fol-

lowed a moment later by the young woman
herself.

Aprilla Stannard looked very charming
in Mr. Golightly's eyes as she entered the

door in her simple dress, with a half-

scared look on her face. She was a pretty

girl of good figure and a bright rosy com-

plexion, and Mr. Golightly was willing to

risk a professional opinion that she was
worth admiring. He rose and bowed with

all the courtesy of the old-school gentle-
man.

" The charm of the morning is height-
ened by the privilege of looking upon you,
Miss Stannard."

" Thank you, sir," said Aprilla looking
a shade annoyed. Aprilla was of a prac-
tical mind and objected to shams, under
which head she classed Mr. Golightly's

compliment.
Mr. Golightly bore a slight resemblance

to Daniel Webster a resemblance in

which he took much pride and cultivated

to the best of his ability. He now became
as Websteresque as possible and drew a

chair up to the table.
"
My dear young friends," he said,

"
I

am here on a little matter of business con-

nected with your uncle's estate. I have in

my hand your uncle's will."

Silas looked uncomfortable arid Aprilla
nodded gravely.

" You have not unjustifiably had, I

doubt not, some er expectations. I am
happy to assure you that they may now be

realized."

"We expected that Uncle Jacob would
do as much for us as for anybody," said

Silas, drawing a long breath, and Aprilla
nodded gravely again."

Quite right, quite right," said Mr. Go-

lightly.
" Aside from some trifling be-

quests to other relations, the property is

left to Silas Davenant and Aprilla Stan-

nard, in equal shares."

Both the listeners gave a slight gasp,
and Aprilla's eyes flashed with a pleasure
that she did not allow to appear on her

face.
"
There are, however, conditions a

condition, I should say," continued Mr.

Golightly slowly.
" The bequest is to be

enjoyed only while you remain single. On
the marriage of either, the whole estate

vests at once in the other."
" Oh !

"
gasped Aprilla, and then she

shut her lips tightly as though she was
afraid she would say something that had
better be left unsaid.

Silas laughed a little.
" That is n't such a hard condition."

"Hum!" said the lawyer. "Then I

judge that you have not been afflicted with

the tender passion."
Silas laughed again." Not I," he said.

"
I have n't seen the

woman yet I should care to marry."

Aprilla looked a little resentful at this,

and then smiled gaily." You see he has been kept close to the

ranch. Uncle has depended on him as

manager, and he has seen no one and been

nowhere." There was a touch of malice

in her tone.

Mr. Golightly, with a bow, accepted the

explanation.
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u
Well, he will now be able to change all

that. Your uncle's property includes not

only this ranch and the other places here-

abouts, which you are doubtless informed
of, but there are bonds, stocks, and mort-

gages enough to bring the total above five

hundred thousand dollars."

And thereupon Mr. Grolightly went into
a long description of the estate of the late

Jacob Davenant, and furnished more in-

formation than his listeners could well
absorb at one sitting.

"
By the way," he said, as he rose to

take his leave,
"
there is a bare chance that

you could break your uncle's will in regard
to that condition. It was very carefully
drawn, and I think it will hold. How-
ever, I don't advise on that point. I ex-

plained to Mr. Davenant on drawing the
will that the law does not favor restraints

on marriage; but he declared that it did
not matter, that his will would be

enough. You would accept the property
with the condition or not at all."

" Of course," said Silas,
"
the money

was his, and he could do as he pleased with

it, and we don't have to take it if we don't

like the conditions. But I guess we can
stand 'em."

Mr. Golightly smiled a dry smile that

might have been interpreted to mean that

the young man would have a different

opinion some day. And with his most

majestic Websterian manner he made his

parting compliments to Aprilla, climbed
into his buggy, and drove down the road

toward San Jose.

"Well Pete, that isn't so bad," said

Silas, seating himself on the topmost step
of the veranda as Mr. Golightly was swal-

lowed up in a retreating cloud of dust.

Aprilla leaned against the awning-post
and looked thoughtfully into vacancy."

No," she said
;

" Uncle Jacob has been

very generous."
"-It 's a big pot of money," continued

Silas.
" But I never thought of his put-

ting such a condition on it. I didn't

think he would carry his dislike of mar-

riage beyond the grave with him."
"
I dare say," said Aprilla smiling,

"that if he could have abolished women
and marriage at the stroke of the pen he

would have been happy. Dear me ! I

suppose I sha'n't be ' Pete
'

any longer,

now that there is no one who has to try
to deceive himself into thinking of me as
a boy.""

0, you '11 be Pete to me, I suppose, to
the end of time, and you're Miss Stan-
nard now to everybody else exce'pt Aunt
Sandridge."
"I say, Pete," he continued, "I've

often wondered why Uncle Jacob had such
a dislike for women."

"Don't you know?" said Aprilla, sud-

denly sitting down with a show of lively

interest, and a shadow of awe in her voice,"
neither did I until yesterday, when Aunt

Sandridge told me."
"You don't suppose I tackled Uncle

Jacob with the question, do you Pete?"
said Silas, with a grim twinkle in his eye." No

; of course not. You 'd be worse
off than Daniel in the lion's den if you
did. Aunt Sandridge never gave a hint
of it while uncle was alive. She would n't

have dared to whisper it into the ground,
like the fellow in the story that told the
secret of King Midas'a ears."

"
Well, fire away ! Let 's hear it," said

Silas looking interested.

Aprilla hesitated a moment, and then

began slowly and softly: "Uncle Jacob
was cruelly wronged, and by a woman.
It was back in Ohio, more than thirty

years ago, before you or I were born. He
fell in love, and the girl promised to marry
him. They all thought that she loved him
as he loved her. She was said to be beau-

tiful, and had the ways that charm men.

They were to be married with a grand wed-

ding, for that place, for Uncle Jacob
was well-to-do for a young man. A week
before the day set for the wedding they
went to a dance together. Aunt Sand-

ridge was there, and all the young people
of the country had come. Just about

midnight this girl slipped away from
uncle's side, and when he asked for her

she was nowhere to be found. Then they
learned that she had driven away with a

married man of the town, who left wife

and children to go with her. There were

some who started to follow them, but

Uncle Jacob went home as though nothing
had happened. But it was found that he

would never speak to a woman from that

day. The only one he was known to have

a word with there was his own sister my
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mother, you know. After a little he sold

out his property and came to California.

The rest you know."
Silas nodded.

" He was hard hit, but

he did his best to get even."

"Yes;" said Aprilla; "he tried to re-

venge himself on all women for the wrong
that one had done him. But we two
should be the last to say that he was lack-

ing in heart."
"
Well," said Silas reflectively,

"
as for

affection, I really never thought of his

having any more than this post.""
0, Silas, how can you ?

"
cried Aprilla

impulsively, with tears in her voice.
" Where would we two orphans have been

if he had been without heart? Did he
not take you when you were a wee boy,
left alone in the world? Was he not the

only father you ever knew? Did he not

break his vow to himself to care for me
when I must have begged or starved ? Did
he not give us clothes and education ?

"

"We've had to do some pretty hard
work for our board and clothes, Pete," said

Silas.

"Just the training we needed," said

Aprilla fiercely.
"
I 'm sure Uncle Jacob

loved us dearly, even if he did try to con-

vince himself and everybody else that he
did n't. You told me yourself that he

pined for me all that year I was away
teaching school, and he just forced me to

invite myself back."

"Don't get excited, Pete/' said Silas,

smiling at her earnestness.
" Uncle Jacob

was n't so bad as he let on, of course, and
he's made it up with his fortune condi-
tion and all."

"Yes; that was horrid of him," said

Aprilla. "But I suppose you'll try to

break the condition when you get a good
ready."

"No, indeed," said Silas stoutl
" There is n't a woman on the earth that
I want to marry, Pete. Even if I could
break the will, I would n't. It 's our bar-

gain with uncle, and I '11 keep it." -

"Yes; it's a bargain," said Aprilla
quietly, looking at him intently. Then
she suddenly rose to her feet.

"
Anyhow,"

she continued rapidly, "Uncle Jacob was
a dear good old polar bear, and you 're just
as mean as you can be to say or think any-
thing against him. So there!" And

stamping her foot, she rushed into the

house.

Silas looked at this outbreak in mild

surprise, and after considering it a mo-
ment put on his hat and started for the

barn.
" Pete 's got as good sense as any of

'em," he thought ;

"
but I guess the best

of 'em are a little light in the upper story.
Like enough, Uncle Jacob was right about
'em after all."

II.

Thomas Golightly sat in his office in a

most un-Websterian attitude. His feet

were on his desk and his eyes were buried

in the copy of the California Reports that

he held in his hand. The day outside was
dull. The first December rain had come,
and though the morning had broken fair,

it was again overcast. The damp south

wind was blowing, and the masses of

clouds were hurrying toward the north as

though they were the cavalry of the sky

hastening forward to expected battle.

But Mr. Golightly minded not the

storm-clouds without, and it was not un-

til the respectful clerk had twice made the

announcement, "A lady to see you, sir/'

that he looked up from his reading.
He hastily lowered his feet from the

desk. The lady, instead of waiting with-

out, had followed the clerk, and Mr. Go-

lightly was pained at the discovery of his

position. He rose, wrapped in a double

thickness of dignity even such dignity
as he usually reserved for his arguments
before the Supreme Court for Mr. Go-

lightly felt an inward tingle of shame and
vexation that a lady should have seen him

sitting with his boots as high as his head.

For, although this attitude is good for the

faculties of reflection, it is not dignified.
Mr. Golightly bowed stiffly, and mo-

tioned the lady to a chair.
"
0, Mr. Golightly !

"
said the lady, and

then stopped. At the words Mr. Go-

lightly unbent and saw what his inward
confusion had prevented him from seeing
at first.

"
Ah, Mrs. Sandridge," he said,

"
this is

an unexpected pleasure. And in such

weather, too."

Mrs. Sandridge was not at her ease,

but she looked relieved.
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"
Yes, yes," she said

;

"
quite unex-

pected. You see I did n't look to be here

myself, but Aprilla had to come down to

San Jose, anyways she thought she had
to come, which amounts to the same thing,

you know, if you have girls of your own,
and so I came too, for I did n't mind the

mud, and as for the rain it did n't look like

that when we started. And the rain is just
what is needed; for the pasture was get-

ting pretty bad and some of the wells

down toward Smiley's has been awful low

for the last month, or even since October."

Mrs. Sandridge paused for want of

breath, and the lawyer reflected that Mrs.

Sandridge's angular features were not

beautiful.
"

Still she is doubtless invalu-

able on a ranch," he added apologetically
to himself.

Then he spoke aloud, and agreed that

the rain was needed. Thus encouraged,
Mrs. Sandridge went on to describe more

particularly the expected benefit to the

crops from the downpour.
The lawyer regarded her absently, until

a pause for breath gave him a chance to

test his suspicion that Mrs. Sandridge had

something on her mind besides the state

of the weather.
"
I am not wrong, I believe, Mrs. Sand-

ridge, in surmising that there was some

subject on which you wished my advice?
"

Mrs. Sandridge paused in a little sur-

prise at the lawyer's acuteness, and
seemed to have some difficulty in framing
a reply.

"Yes," she said at last; "1 didn't
come up these stairs just to tell yon that

it had rained. But I really do think you
ought to know, and I 'm sure there's no-

body else to tell you, so I 'm afraid I must
be the one to do it."

She looked so grave that the lawyer be-

came interested.
"
I suppose it is in relation to the estate

of my late client, Jacob Davenant," he

suggested, to help her on.

"Well, yes and no," said Mrs. Sand-

ridge. "You see it's this way. I do

really believe Silas is in love."
" Oh !

"
said Mr. Golightly.

" Not at

all unlikely not at all. Young blood,

you know, Mrs. Sandridge, young blood.

We must expect such things." And he
smiled indulgently.

Mrs. Sandridge looked at the lawyer in

horrified surprise.

Why why Mr. Golightly," she stam-

mered,
"
don't you remember that he loses

his money if he marries ?
"

The lawyer looked grave again. The
conditions of Jacob Davenant's will had

slipped his mind for a moment, but he was

not going to confess to a woman that he

could forget anything.
"Dear me, Mrs. Sandridge," ne said.

" You don't think it is as bad as that, do

you ? He surely is not thinking of marry-

ing?"
Mrs. Sandridge did not know whether to

be astonished or not.
"
I 'm afraid so," she said finally. "You

see it 's the new teacher, and she has n't

been there six months yet. Silas is one

of the trustees, and she came to him about

getting settled, and fixing up the school-

house, and getting this and that for the

children, and every little thing she could

think of. 0, I 'm sure the hussy was set-

ting her cap for him from the first; and

what with picnics and parties and all,

she 's got him to a p'int where he 's call-

ing once or twice a week, and and 0, I

just know he '11 go and make a fool of him-

self."

Mrs. Sandridge became so excited at

this dreadful picture she had conjured up
that she rose and walked about the office

to compose herself.
" You think, then, Mrs. SanoJ^idge,

that she is setting her cap, as you say, for

the money rather than for the man ?
"

"Why, of course, that's what she's

after," said Mrs. Sandridge spitefully." Not but what Silas is a likely young fel-

low, but she 's heard he 's rich, and I 'm
sure that it 's nothing else

;
and I 'm afraid

that she '11 get him and the law will take

his money away, and they '11 be miser-

able."

Mrs. Sandridge mentioned the law with
awe as some voracious creature that would
swallow up the fortune and plunge Silas

into poverty.
"It would doubtless be my duty as

trustee and executor to turn the property
over to Miss Stannard in such event," said

Mr. Golightly.
" But we will hope it may

not come to that. Has he said anything of

his intentions ?
"
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"
Well, I 'm not sure. You see, he talks

to Aprilla about her, and Aprilla is wor-
ried and tells me a little; .but it 'a in con-
fidence., you know."

Mr. Golightly refrained from smiling.
He was an old lawyer, and had found
most confidences kept in Mrs. Sandridge's
fashion.

"It may not be so bad after all, Mrs.

Sandridge," said the lawyer.
"

It is a

good sign if he talks freely to Miss Stan-
nard. But I will do my best to attend to
the interests of the young man in this af-

fair. It is a delicate matter to handle, but
1 rely on your discretion,. Now, not a
word of our plans, madam, not a word.

Good-day, good-day." And Mr. Golightly
bowed Mrs. Sandridge out a little bewil-

dered.
"
Well, I declare !

"
she said to herself.

as she walked under the scudding clouds
and felt a fine mist strike her face.

" He
never said a word about what we was to do,
and he wants me to keep it secret. Well,
I guess I will."

Mr. Golightly reflected a few moments.
"
I think what our friend wants is a lit-

tle wider horizon."

If the wider horizon was the one thing
needful, Mr. Golightly was not to be ac-

cused of remissness in supplying it. By
his pressing invitation Silas came for a

fortnight's visit to the lawyer's own house,

and Mr. Golightly put aside his own corn-

fort and enlisted the aid of his family in

introducing Silas to the winter gaieties of

San Jose. And he was so successful that

Silas stayed three weeks instead of two,
and then started for the ranch as he said,
'"

to catch up on sleep."

"Hello, Pete!" he cried, as Aprilla
welcomed him at the door.

" Did you
have a slow time with the ranch? Well,
1 'm glad to get back, for all I "Ve had a

gay time."
"
I believe you 're improved," said

Aprilla, critically looking him over from
liead to foot.

"That's what," said Silas with his

hearty laugh.
" There 's nothing like

travel and society to polish one up. It 's

-desperate adventure to go as far as San

Jose, and plunge into three weeks of soci-

ety dissipation. But it 's undoubtedly a

great polisher for a bright rancher like

:me."

Aprilla looked a little anxious as she
smiled in sympathy with his infectious

laugh.
"
1 ''m glad you had a good time. You

did have a good time, did n't you ?
"

:i

Yes," said Silas thoughtfully; "it
was a good time, but it was a little wear-
ing."

" And did you find any one equal to
Miss Masterson?" asked Aprilla. She
tried to utter the question gaily, but there
was a trace of anxiety in her voice.

"
Miss Masterson be hanged !

"
said

Silas.
" That is I don't mean that, of

course. Miss Masterson is a very nice girl,
but I guess she would be improved if she
didn't always look as though she had
dressed in a hurry and got her things on
hind end foremost."

Aprilla laughed.
"Now, don't go and tell her," said

Silas warningly." Of course not," said Aprilla."
0, yes, I forgot that you never did like

her, did you Pete?"
"
I never said so."

'You might as well," grumbled Silas,

showing signs of being ready to take up
the cudgels for the young lady."

0, no," protested Aprilla ;

"
she 's a

very nice girl. But who is the new one,
Silas?"
" Who which what ?

"
said Silas, try-

ing to look astonished, but succeeding only
in looking disconcerted.

" The San Jose girl," said Aprilla calin-

iy-"
Well," said Silas reddening,

"
I s'pose

I might as well confess to you, Pete."
" Of course," said Aprilla.

" Who 's a

better right to know ?
"

" Her name is Elliot Minnie Elliot."

"Minnie Elliot!" cried Aprilla. "I
used to go to school with her. How nice !

And is there any other ?
"

"
Well," said Silas reflectively,

"
there

;
s

Miss Camperdown."
The news that there were two of them

appeared to relieve Aprilla of some appre-

hension, and she encouraged Silas to talk

of his experiences, and by the end of an

hour had a fairly complete account of his

new acquaintances.
" But after all, Pete," said Silas as they

parted for the night,
"

it 's a luxury to get

back to the ranch, and talk this way with
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you. It's like putting off this starched

shirt and stiff collar and getting into sen-

sible clothes again."

Aprilla Hushed with pleasure at this

homely compliment, but she only said :

"
Good-night, Silas."

As she stood, the mellow lamplight fell

upon her in a way that brought out the

best of lier fresh face and figure.

"Why, how pretty you look, to-night,

Pete !

"
said Silas, surprised, and almost

involuntarily.
" Did you learn to talk like that by mak-

ing pretty- speeches to Miss Elliot,

Silas?" she said mockingly, and then be-

fore he could reply she ran to her room,

hugged a pillow for a moment, then flung
it from her and studied her figure and face

in the glass for several minutes. The

glass sent back the reflection of a happy

face, but whatever thoughts she may have

had she only nodded in a decided way.
Silas stood a moment after Aprilla de-

serted him.
"
I guess," he thought,

" Pete had bet-

ter take a turn at San Jose or the city her-

self. She 'd show up as well as any of

them under the gaslight." And then, be-

thinking himself of the farm accounts, he

spent an hour trying to straighten them
out before he went to bed.

In the days that followed, Silas worked
hard and said little about his new friends.

But it was plain that Miss Masterson's

star had set. That young lady rode up to

the house, resplendent in a new riding-
habit that justified Silas's private com-
ment that there was "

something upside-
down about it," and was inveigled by

Aprilla into staying to dinner, but was

basely deserted by Silas, who excused him-
self after the meal and a few indifferent

remarks, on the plea that he "
guessed he

had better look after the sick colt."

Miss Masterson tossed her head, talked

gayly to Aprilla, and finally kissed her

hostess and took her leave with a flash of

the eye that betokened a little resentment.
"
Well, there 's one of them settled," was

Aprilla's inward thought. But she said

nothing, even to Mrs. Sandridge.
Then Silas took to going to San Jose

every week or two, and became rather un-
communicative as to his objects.

Aprilla discreetly gave up questioning

him after a few attempts, and finally as-

tonished him by announcing that she was

going to San Francisco on a three-months
visit.

Silas protested.
"
0, Mrs. Sandridge will look after

everything," said Aprilla.
"
I won't be

missed."
"
Can't get along without you, Pete,"

said Silas.
" But you 've earned your va-

cation."
" You can find company in San Jose", if

you get lonesome," said Aprilla with a
mischievous look, as Silas took her to the

train.

Silas smiled uneasily, and Aprilla's eyes-

flashed out a danger-signal.
"
Is she worth giving up a fortune for T'

she asked in a meaning tone.
" Could n't say so," said Silas stolidly."
Well, train 's going. Good-by !

"

And as he looked after the disappearing
cars he muttered,

" She need n't have re-

minded me of Uncle Jacob's will. Hang
Uncle Jacob's will, and his money, too!

v

Silas Davenant stood for a moment in

the dark shadow of the trees that lined

the street, and looked up at the house that

he had just left. The arc-light that sput-
tered and flickered its blue-white rays
from the mast on the corner made only a

deeper shade where he stood. The night
air was half-warm, half-chill with the

dampness of early spring, and as the lights

suddenly disappeared from the parlor-win-
dow before him he drew a slight whistle,

shrugged his shoulders as if to throw off

the cold and walked briskly on.

"Whew!" he thought. "That was
a close call. If the aunt had left us alone

one minute more, I should have asked the

question."
Well, I suppose I might go further and

fare worse," continued his silent soliloquy." Miss Elliot is a dem'd fine girl. But
I 'm not quite sure that she tops the others

so much after all. And there 's that con-

founded will. She is n't worth giving up
a quarter of a million for. I 'm afraid

that Mrs. Davenant without money
would n't make such a fine figure as Miss
Elliot with money. And I 'm not sure

that I 'd be such a stunning attraction my-
self working for day's wages and trying
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to earn enough to keep house on. Hm-m !

I suppose Pete would give me a job as
foreman of the ranch maybe, if she did n't

get a left-handed fancy for Mrs. Dave-
nant," he thought with grim humor.
And as his reflections turned to Aprilla

he mentally compared her with the young
woman he had just left.

"
Well/' was his

judgment, "I don't believe Minnie I
mean Miss Elliot has more 'n half as
much sense as Pete. Maybe she 's prettier.

Anyhow she 's got a smoother skin. May-,

133

And Mrs. Sandridge does get a little wear-
ing for company."

Silas walked rapidly but almost aimless-
ly along the street. He was in unusual
excitement and took no heed of where he
was going till he found himself come un-

consciously to Mr. Golightly's gate. He
had dined with the lawyer and had prom-
ised to return for the night, but as he
paused at the gate a strong disinclination
to enter came upon him. He felt a fierce
desire for physical exercise that should

"Silas had plunged into the starlit darkness"

be she would n't have if she had had to take
her training from Uncle Jacob," and he
chuckled at the thought.

" But anyhow/'
he went on in his reflections, now assum-

ing an injured feeling,
"

if I had made a

break to-night it would have been Pete's

fault. If she had n't gone off to San Fran-
cisco and stayed there, a fellow would n't

have been so confounded lonesome. She 's

been gone over two months now, and
there 's no sign when she 's coming back.

that he feltstill the turbulent energy

throbbing in his arteries.
"
I could n't sleep to save my neck/

J
he

thought.
"
It 's no use to go to bed."

He looked at his watch. It was just

past eleven o'clock.

Then he walked up the path to the side-

door that opened into Mr. Golightly's

study. There was a light in the window,
and a tap brought the lawyer to the door.
" Come in/' said Mr. Golightly with an
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absence of dignity in his dress and in his

manner that he would have been shocked

to show in the daytime.
" The others have

gone to bed, but I thought you 'd see my
light.""

I 'm going back to the ranch, Mr. Go-

lightly," said Silas.
"
I thought 1 'd bet-

ter stop in and tell you, so that you
would n't be worried."

" What 's the matter ?
" demanded Mr.

Golightly in mild astonishment.
"
Any-

body sick?"
Silas explained that he could not sleep,

and wanted to be on hand at the ranch

early in the morning.
Mr. Golightly remonstrated politely,

but as Silas was determined, he bade him
good-night.

Silas made his way to the stable where
he had left his horse, and with some diffi-

culty succeeded in rousing the stableman.
'' You 're late about it," said the man

in surly fashion, when Silas explained
what he wanted.

Silas overlooked the tone, sprang into
the saddle, and clattered down the street.

In a little distance the horse had found his

gait and caught some of his rider's nervous

eagerness for swift movement, and was
flying through the deserted streets at a

gallop that roused the echoes from the
house-fronts. Soon the well-lighted thor-

oughfares were left behind. Houses be-
came smaller and farther between, and in
a few minutes more Silas had plunged into
the star-lit darkness of the highway and
was flying down its broad length, he and
his horse the only moving creatures within

sight and hearing.
The motion drove his blood faster

through his veins, the night air blew fresh
on his face, and the eagerness for physical
action burned fiercer within him as he

urged his horse to greater speed. The
high-spirited animal responded to his de-
mand and leaped forward with longer,
quicker strides. The sensation of motion,
the electric thrill of power from the living-

engine beneath him, gave a fierce pleasure
as the fences and the trees that stood like
dark sentinels rushed up out of the void

ahead, became plain for a few seconds, and
then silently retired into the dark void
behind him.

Five miles had been passed over in the

wild career, .when the panting and strain-

ing of the beast that he bestrode recalled

to Silas the true horseman's feeling, and
he checked his speed to give the animal

breathing time. Then as the animal re-

covered its wind he plunged forward

again and the dark road fell away swiftly
behind him.

Now his fierceness was somewhat spent,

though the tumult of his thoughts and

feelings was not allayed, but out of the

chaos there was gradually shaped the face

of Aprilla, and the thought grew upon him
that he must see Aprilla, and that until he

did see her he could not be content. Then
when he realized to what his thoughts had

come, he laughed grimly and suddenly

pulled his horse to a walk.
" Pete 's in San Francisco, and talks of

going to Europe. I reckon I shan't see

much more of her, now she 's broken away
from the ranch. But anyhow this is n't

the direction to look for her and it ain't

just the time to go calling even on Pete.

But it 's queer how a fancy takes 'a fellow

sometimes."
" Ho !

" he said addressing his horse.
" Must be half way now. I '11 give you a

rest.". He swung himself down, and in the

lee of the horse struck a match and looked

at his watch. It was on the stroke of mid-

night.
"
0, we '11 be there easy before one

o'clock, old fellow," he said patting the

panting horse on the neck, while a light
steam rose from the animal's sides on the

night air. Then he loosened the cinch and
after a few minutes breathing, shifted the

saddle, drew tight the straps and again
mounted. The horse sprang forward, as

though to show' how grateful he was for

the little consideration, and the miles
rolled swiftly from beneath its hoofs.

Silas was now in calmer mind, yet he
had not reached the point of physical
fatigue, and he urged the, horse to its best

speed. But he could not shake from his

mind the feeling that he was hastening to

meet Aprilla, and that much depended on
his haste.

"
I reckon she is n't very anxious to see

me or she would n't hang on to San Fran-
cisco forever and *hint about going off

with the Johnsons to tour it around the

world," was his thought. But the feeling
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was so strong upon him that he chuckled

impatiently to the horse at every checking
of the speed and strained his eyes into the

darkness to recognize the familiar features

of the road.
" Here we are," he cried to the horse as

the hoofs clattered loudly on a bridge.
t(

Only a mile to the gate, old fellow !

v

And once more on the soft road, the will-

ing beast increased its speed as though
anxious to cover the remaining distance

and find its place in the stable.
" Eide fast, ride fast," was the refrain

that the hoofs beat into his ear.
C(

Jiide

fast, ride fast," and he gave way to the

steady dragging power of the thought that

he must ride to meet Aprilla. Then he

laughed at the folly of it all, and felt him-

self color in the darkness and solitude that

he should be guilty of any such lapse into

sentiment.

In another moment shapes of men took

sudden form out of the darkness before

Mm as they sprang from the roadside.
"

Hi, there !

" was the call.
"
Stop, if

you don't want a bullet in you !"

The horse shied, snorted, and came to a

sudden halt as the forms closed the road

before him, and began to back.
" What do you want ?

" asked Silas an-

grily.
" What do you mean by stopping a

peaceable man on the road ?
"

" Grab the bridle," cried one of the men.
" We want your horse and your money."

I '11 be d d if you do !

"
cried Silas,

giving his horse a sharp blow with the

whip.
The animal sprang forward responsive

and knocked over one of the men. Another

grasped the bridle, but the shock broke it

in his hand.

Then a streak of fire shot out of the

darkness with a great sound, and Silas felt

a Heavy blow. The earth and heavens, the

stars and the darkness disappeared in a

flash of brilliant light, he felt himself fall-

ing through infinite space for an infinite

'time in the glow of that fierce flame in

which the universe had disappeared, and

then with a sharp shock, light and feeling

were swallowed up in black unconscious-

ness.

" Well I declare to gracious !

"
ex-

claimed Mrs. Sandridge. "Who would

ever have expected it ?
"

Mrs. Sandridge was hastening down the

steps to meet a young woman who had just

alighted from a carriage."
I thought it was company, sure, till

I saw you get out, Aprilla."
Then Mrs. Sandridge stopped and

stared with curiosity and evident awe at

Aprilla's garb, hesitating to come nearer.

But Aprilla having paid the man who
had driven her from the station, ran up
impulsively and flung her arms about Mrs.

Sandridge.
*

0, you dear, good auntie !

"
she cried

between kisses. "You can't think how
1 've been pining to see you !

"
"
My, my !

"
gasped Mrs. Sandridge,

beaming with pleasure. "You'll spile

your gown, first thing you know. Is n't it

elegant. How much did it cost a yard?
And that bunnit ! My, my !

" And Mrs.

Sandridge clasped her hands in admira-
tion and backed away, lest she should be

responsible for the ruin of the costume.

Aprilla laughed merrily and made
another assault on Mrs. Sandridge, with-

out the slightest consideration for gown or

hat. "Why, this is nothing," she said.
" You ought to see the others. You don't

know what a butterfly I have become. 1

believe I 've been a martyr to dress-

makers more than half the time I 've been

gone.""
My, my !

"
said Mrs. Sandridge again,

feebly disengaging herself.
" And why

did n't you send word you were coming, so

that somebody could meet you at the

train?"
"You see," explained Aprilla, putting

her arm around Mrs. Sandridge and lead-

ing her to the house,
"

it was this way. I

just took a notion'that I wanted to see you
and the ranch and all. And I just came

without waiting for second thoughts.
I knew I could get Mr. Porter to drive me

up from the station. So here I am. And
I 'm so glad to be here ! What a dear

place it is! 0, I could kiss everything
here except Ah Foo and the other men

things." And Aprilla ran through the

rooms, then back again to Mrs. Sandridge,

and at last flung herself into the easy

chair, declaring that she was "
all tired

out."
"
Well, supper '11 be ready in a few min-

utes," said Mrs. Sandridge, eyeing Aprilla

more critically, and not sure. whether she
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approved of the new styles or not.
"
It "s

too bad Silas is n't here."
"
0, Silas is gone, is he? "

said Aprilla,

coolly. *

"Yes; he rode down to San Jose this

morning. He said he might be back to-

morrow, and might not."
"
0," said Aprilla, once more, plucking

a rose to pieces and appearing much inter-

ested in the operation,
"
I suppose there

is a good deal of business to do in San
Jose."

Mrs. Sandridge's face took on a vinegary

expression."
I reckon his only business is some gal ;

and I don't know who she is, but I

would n't give that for her." And Mrs.

Sandridge snapped her fingers to express
the smallness of her regard for the fair

unknown.
"
Quite likely," said Aprilla, in the

same tone.
" Did Silas tell you that the

Johnsons have asked me to go to Europe
with them this summer ?

"

"
Land, no !

"
said Mrs. Sandridge scar-

tied.
" Be you going?"

"I didn't say, for certain, but I've
almost promised," said Aprilla.

"
They '11

go in June."
"

dear !

"
wailed Mrs. Sandridge,"

you '11 be getting off among them counts
and dukes and they'll be a-marrying of

you, and I '11 never see you any more."
" You need n't worry about that," said

Aprilla smiling gayly.
" When the counts

and the dukes find out about Uncle Jacob's

will, and that I won't have anything after

I marry, they'll never look twice in my
direction."

"
my !

"
cried Mrs. Sandridge spring-

ing to her feet and sniffing the air suspic-
iously. "I do believe that heathen has
burnt them peas."

This hasty judgment was confirmed on

opening the door, by the unmistakable
odor and .equally unmistakable volley of
Chinese that was wafted in from the
kitchen. The Chinese vocabulary adapted
to such occasions is not so long as that
handed down from the Saxons, but it is

tolerably effective at short range.
"Wha' fo' you no come suppah? All

bu'n up !

"
cried Ah Foo, espying Mrs.

Sandridge, and anxious to put the blame
on some one else.

"
All no good !

"

Aprilla at this moved into the line of

fire, and between awe of her and relief

at the end of Mrs. Sandridge's regency, Ah
Foo subsided with a sullen greeting.
"' How you do, Miss Pete ? Long time you
go 'way. No tella me you come, no get

big suppah."

Aprilla responded briefly, and listened

with amusement during the meal to Mrs.

Sandridge's account of the various insur-

rections that had risen in the kitchen in

the two months, and the difficulty in pre-

serving a show of independence. And
then she took the lead of the conversation,
and before she rose she had as complete a

description of Silas's movements as Mrs.

Sandridge was able to give.
The setting sun shone warm over the

rich green of the valley, glinted on the

freshly budding orchards far and wide,
tinged the western mountains in purple
and gold, and cast its clear glow on the

foothills to right and left.

It was one of the first warm days of

spring, and after the cold winds and fog of

the city Aprilla felt it a luxury to take her
favorite seat on the top step of the veran-

da, to feel the fresh air upon her face, and
watch the changes of the dying day.
The shadows of the mountains grew

long, the blue strip at the western edge
widened till it took in the whole valley,
and the golden ball of the sun dipped
down behind the range and buried its light
in the Pacific that stretched invisibly be-

yond. Little by little the form of the val-

ley was blotted out, till naught remained
but a shapeless void from which glittered
the light of an occasional house and the
distant glow of San Jose.

As the shadows closed in, and the stars

above and the lights beneath began to

shine forth, Aprilla's thoughts wandered
from the scene and she was in a world of
her own making, till the sharp voice of
Mrs. Sandridge recalled her.

" You '11 get your death of cold setting
there without a wrap. Come in now."

"
0, I '11 be all right. It 's such a treat

to be able to stay outside," said Aprilla.
Mrs. Sandridge grumbled that the chill

wind was rising, and tossed Aprilla a

shawl.

Aprilla took the wrap and was soon busy
with her own thoughts again, and did not
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notice the lapse of time till Mrs. Sand-
ridge came to the door and announced that
it was past nine, and asked if she was not
going to bed.

"
I 'm not sleepy/' said Aprilla shortlyi(

I '11 sit up for a while."
"Well good-night/' said Mrs. Sand-

ridge.
" But you 'd better come in."

F~

or tramps/' was her first

"
Robbers

thought.
No sound of footsteps came to her ear.

The beating of her heart, the distant
sounds of the cattle, the faint 'roar of the
distant train were all that could be distin-

guished, and the mysterious terror sub-
sided.

she said, "he is alive

"Good-night," said Aprilla, and
watched the headlight of the engine of the

freight-train that crawled down the val-

ley till a curve turned it out of view.

And then there came upon her an im-

pression of fear, an apprehension that

grew minute by minute till it became abso-

lute terror. She peered into the darkness

hardly daring to stir.

es
I must be getting nerves," she thought

to herself with a half laugh, but she could

not shake off the apprehension of danger.
She rose and moved noiselessly from one

end of the veranda to the other, and peered
out in all directions, but no sign or sound

of intruders could be detected. And as she

stood straining, watching, the sound of a

night-owl sent a shiver of fear through her.
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"
Well, I 'd better go in at this rate/'

she thought.
"
I '11 read till I get sleepy

enough to go to bed."

She took a lamp to her room, and tried

to find interest in
" Robert Elsmere."

And then, noticing that* she had passed
over a dozen pages without knowing what
was on them, she turned down the light
and peered out into the darkness.

Sometimes she fancied she could see

dark shadows moving about the house, and
strained her eyes to note their progress,

only to find that they did not change their

position."
I wish that bird would stop his noise/'

she muttered, as the mournful cry of the

owl continued at intervals. "He makes one
think he has had a death in his family.

dear, it must be after midnight, and
1

?m so nervous I sha'n't be able to sleep

to-night. Why did n't I stay in the city.'-'

She peered out into the night and
fancied she heard a distant shot.

The terror came upon her stronger than
ever and she strained her ears to hear and
her eyes to see. Her heart beat tumul-

tuously, and she trembled as she stood in

that tense attitude at her window, listen-

ing, watching, fearing."
It must have been one of the horses

stamping in the stable/' she thought to

herself at last. But her apprehensions
were not calmed.

Then she heard the sound of horse's

hoofs, a crash as of ripping boards, and a

furious galloping."
Why, I believe it 's coming up our

road," she said.

The hoof-beats grew nearer and nearer,
ind louder and louder, and then the form
of a riderless horse dashed from out the
line of trees and checked his swift gallop
only at the barn.

"My God!" cried Aprilla, "that's
Silas's horse," and throwing the shawl
over her head, she called to Mrs. Sand-

ridge, and ran out of the house.

The horse was standing by the stable,

panting and trembling. The bridle-reins

hung loose, torn, and broken.

;'

Martin ! Mr. Martin !

"
cried Aprilla." What 's the matter ?

" came the sleepy

response from the men's quarters." Here 's Silas's horse come home with-
out him. The bridle is broken. 'Some-

thing has happened."

"
All right ! I '11 be there in a minute."

The voice was wide-awake now. "
Here,

boys ! turn out. Mr. Davenant 's hurt."

The words struck terror to Aprilla's

heart, and for an instant she felt that she

must faint. Then her spirit rose to the

occasion and she tightened the girth of

the saddle resolutely.
" Get another bridle," she said, as Mar-

tin came out fumbling the keys of the

stable.
"
I 'm going to ride Dandy down

the road. You can follow."

"Whew!" whistled Martin. "With
that saddle? It '11 be mighty hard riding
for you.""

I 've done it before," said Aprilla.
"
Hurry, please."
She tied her shawl over her head as the

bridle was changed.
"
Bring out the spring wagon," ordered

Martin to the men as they hurried out,

while he was thus engaged.
" Throw in a

lot of those old sacks and straw. K"a tell-

ing what we may need. Harness Betsy
and Jim. Put my saddle on Blossom.

Quick now ! Here you are, Miss. I '11 be

with you before you are out the gate.

Dandy is pretty well blown."

Mrs. Sandridge was out wringing her

hands as Aprilla mounted.
"
0, what is it ? What has happened ?

'*

she cried over and over.

Aprilla gave brief directions to prepare
for their return, and in a moment was

tearing down the road urging the horse

to his best speed. She found the gate
broken and was galloping out and down
the highway before she heard the hoof-

beats of Martin's horse behind her.
" Wonder how far down it happened ?

"

he said on joining her.
" Not far, I think. I heard a shot."

And Aprilla shut her lips tightly. The
horse labored hard beneath her. The sad-

dle hurt her cruelly, but she kept pace
with the fresher horse beside her.

Then suddenly Dandy stopped, snorted,.

and attempted to back away, trembling in

every limb as though terror had fallen on
him.

"
Is it here ?

"
said Aprilla, peering into

the darkness.

She leaped from the horse and stooped

by the roadside.
"
It 's a man !

"
she cried, shrinking

back,
" who is it ? 0, I can't touch him !

"
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Martin had followed her example, and
now struck a match. The light flickered,
blazed up, and in an instant Aprilla was
on the ground with the head of the inani-

mate bod}
r on her lap.

"Not dead, is he?" she said. "Not
dead? " And her voice was as a voice she
had never heard that came from a great
distance.

" That 's a nasty knock on the head/'
said Martin, after he had spent most of his

matches in a hasty and intermittent exam-
ination.

" There 's blood coming from
this arm. I reckon it 's from a bullet.

Wish I 'd thought to bring the lantern."
" Get some water/' whispered Apriila."
0, why don't they come !

"
"
Well, she 's got grit/' muttered Mar-

tin, as he cautiously made his way down
the side of the arroyo where he could hear
the trickling of running water, and dipped
up a supply in Silas's battered hat.

Aprilla sat in the chill darkness chafing
the cold hands and smoothing the forehead
of the unconscious man. Terror tugged
at her heart and gripped her throat with a

force that made her feel that she was being
choked. The dark shadows about her were
animate with dread. The stars twinkled

through a light haze, dimly, coldly, as

though seen through tears. Trifling inci-

dents of their long companionship, from
the days when they had first met as help-
less orphans beneath their uncle's roof till

they had grown man and woman, sprang
up from the well of memory, and then
were swallowed up in the black present of

grief and terror that had closed about

them.

Was he dead? Was he dead? Why
did they not corne to help him ? She must
scream if somebody did not come.
Then Martin's returning footsteps and

the rattle of wheels of the approaching
wagon driven furiously, brought her back
to self-possession, and when with a cry of

encouragement the men leaped out with
the lantern she went to the work before her

with a calm, sure touch.

The group by the roadside formed a

grewsome picture in the flickering light of

the lantern as Aprilla washed away the

blood and bound up the wounds of the

insensible Silas. The horses panted and
steamed in the night air, stamping impa-

tiently, and the men watched breathlessly,
or spoke in whispers.
And then Aprilla listened and watched

with devouring intentness the face over
which she was bending.

''

0," she said looking up calmly,
"
he is

alive !

"

Silas opened his eyes and looked with
sore wonder about him. He was in his

own room and the sun was shining cheer-

fully in at the window, but the room had
the indefinable and unmistakable air of

belonging to a sick person. Then he
looked curiously at the bandage on his left

arm and felt the cloth about his head.

Then he wondered and remembered.
" The rascals did me up pretty well/

7

he said to himself.
"
I wonder if they got

Dandy."" What is that ?
" asked a cheerful voice,

and Aprilla stepped into the range of

vision.

"Why, hullo, Pete!" cried Silas.
" How did you get here ? I thought you
were in the city.""

I 've been here ever since you were

hurt," said Aprilla,
"
of course."

"
0, yes ;

that knock I got last night,"
said Silas, looking perplexed.

" Last night !

"
laughed Aprilla joy-

ously.
"
Why, you poor dear boy, you 've

been in that bed a week. 0, I forgot/'"

she cried in sudden dismay.
" You are n't

to talk, or you'll be out of your head

again."
Silas drew a whistle.
" Whew ! But I 've got to talk. 1 'm

sound as a dollar except Ouch! Or no,

Pete, you do the talking. Tell me
about it."

Aprilla ordered her patient to go to

sleep again and wait for the story.
"
No," said Silas determinedly.

"
Tell

it now."

Aprilla thereupon decided that denial

would do more harm than talking, and

told all that had happened as far as she

knew it.

"Urn!" said Silas.
:; Then I'll give

you the other end of the story." And in

spite of Aprilla's protest that he must be

quiet, he told of the assault.
" But I 'm all right now, Pete. 1 feel

strong enough to get up."
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"
No, you don't/' said Aprilla firmly." You keep still now and go to sleep, or

I '11 send Aunt Sandridge in to take care

of you."
This threat was effective in shutting

Silas's mouth for a time, and he watched

Aprilla as she moved noiselessly about.

When he could stand it no longer he

said,
"
Say, Pete."

"What?"
" Come and sit here."

Aprilla sat beside him and took the hand
that he held out to her.

"
Now, you must be good," she said,"

or 1 '11 go away."
Silas looked at her with a puzzling look

that somehow made her tremble.
"
That's what I was going to talk about.

I 've had a dream and a bad dream. It

seemed to me that you were going away,
and I was hurrying somewhere I don't
know where to keep you from going
away. But there was always a dreadful
darkness before me, and you floated away
behind it. I could hear your voice, but

you never heard mine. And you were

going, going where I never could find

you."

Aprilla was looking down. Her face
was flushed, and as she glanced up there

were tears in her eyes.
"Dear Pete, now I have found you, I

want you to promise never to leave me."

Aprilla started to withdraw her hand,
but thought better of it as Silas tightened
his grip. Then she looked up, smiling

mischievously through her tears and
blushes.

" Have n't you had answers enough ?
v

she said.
" You kept calling that for the

best part of two days and nights."
Silas looked distressed.

"This isn't a joke, Pete. Can't you
answer me ?

"

Aprilla, relenting, said slowly :

"
I gave

you a thousand answers, but they were all

the same. I won't say it out loud now,
but I '11 whisper it to you." And she

bent down on the pillow and delivered the

words to his ear.

Just what those words were will never

be known, for Aprilla has since declared

that she never said anything so ridicu-

lously sentimental. But certain it is that

Silas looked and acted as well pleased as

is possible to a young man with his head
and arm swathed in bandages, and fill-

ing the room with odors of antiseptic

dressing, while Aprilla hid her blushes in

the pillow." And now, Pete," said Silas,
" we won't

care a hang about Uncle Jacob's money.
We can get along without it."

"
Why, you great goose !

"
cried Aprilla

starting up and looking at him in amused

surprise.
" Don't you see ? Don't you

know that Uncle Jacob's money will be

ours just the same ?
"

" How? '* asked the bewildered Silas.
"
0, it must be your poor head," said

Aprilla, with the mischievous look dan-

cing in her eyes.
"
Don't you see we '11 be

married at the same time so my share will

go to you and yours to me."
"
I never thought of that," said Silas.

" But it is just the arrangement that

suits me."
When Mr. Golightly called that after-

noon, he found Silas so much improved
that he was sitting up.
"We will see about having those ruf-

fians arrested," he said on hearing Silas's

tale of the assault.
" Never mind about that," said Silas.

"
Maybe they did me a service after all.

Allow me to introduce you to the future

Mrs. Davenant. Come out of that corner,
Pete."

Mr. Golightly stared at his two clients

till he recollected himself and solemnly
shook Silas by the hand.

"
It is my judgment that you had some

good sense knocked into you, after all,

young man."
Then taking Aprilla's hand as well, he

added :

"
I think I violate no confidence

now in saying that you are following out

your uncle's wishes, and have done just
what he intended you should do when he

worded his will."



FROM SAVAGERY TO CIVILIZATION
BY W. A. TENNEY

THE
CITY OF THE DALLES is

situated at Nature's exclusive gate-

way to the vast upper basin of the

Columbia. It covers the first point of exit

from the narrow gorge, sixty miles long,

through the Cascade Mountains. The
name is derived from the peculiar rapids a

few miles above the town. It is a French

word, meaning a trough. This is the first

permanent obstruction -to navigation. The

geographical position and the contour of

the country are such that this point has

always been, and must forever continue to

be, a mercantile center. According to the

Indian traditions it was anciently called

"Hooey-Hooey," meaning the place of bar-

ter. Long before the whites entered the

great Northwest the distant tribes from all

points of the compass were accustomed to

meet here for traffic. Hither came, in im-

mense canoes, the representatives from the

coast bringing wampum from the sea ;
the

Yakimas and their allies came from the

north with horses and dressed deerskins;
the Shoshones and Blackfeet came with

buffalo-robes and other products from the

great plains east of the Kockies; and the
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delegates from the far South traded arrow-
heads and spear-points of carnelian, and
knives of obsidian. When Lewis and

Clarke, the first white explorers, reached
the grand rapids, they found large stores

of preserved salmon awaiting the trade
with foreign tribes. This was the greatest
fish depot from which the scattered tribes

received a staple article of food.

The earliest white fur-traders found it

an absolute necessity to establish a post
at The Dalles as the center of Indian com-
merce. By some general consent the Was-
cos were the recognized custodians of this

inter-tribal mart until the middle of this

century, when the United States army
wrested the site from Indian supremacy
and placed it permanently in possession of

the whites. Because bayonets could not

remove mountain barriers, nor lift the

Columbia out of its bed, the center of

traffic remained unchanged. New hands

distributed the wares, but at the old stand.

During the Ws a few daring white mer-

chants commanded the trade of the sub-

dued tribes and a few white adventurers.

They furnished supplies for Indian reser-
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vations and frontier military posts. But
commerce at a frontier out-station did not

change savagery into civilization in a day.
The process was gradual, like dissolving
views in a stereopticon. It was the for-

tune of the writer to be a resident at The

families, and a few worthy business men,
but there was an excess of floating element,
"
border ruffians," who, as a class, were

more debased, inhuman, and blood-thirsty
than the savages they were attempting to

displace. They shrank at no crime nor

cruelty. There was a time when, on an

average, somebody was shot or stabbed

every week. Twenty-five murders were
known to have been committed before any
man-slayer was brought before the district

court. For a while the roughs held the

balance of power and elected county offi-

cers of their own class. The sheriff and

justice were ready to connive at crimes

and let felons go free.

The Dalles in 1860 was a general ren-

dezvous for horse-thieves. We well remem-
ber when a .farmer who had been hunting
for his stray cattle found a band of horses

corralled in the border of timber. He
went post-haste to town and raised a posse
of men, who brought in about a dozen

horses, all but one of which were owned by
citizens about town. They had been run

off, a few at a time, until the band was

Canal Lock

Dalles while this transition was going on,
and he will now attempt to portray some
of the scenes of pioneer days.

The town contained a few excellent

nearly large enough to drive into the Wil-

lamette market. The culprits escaped.
One day some friendly Indians reported

at the garrison that they had seen four
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men with about two hundred dragoon ani-
mals bearing the U. S. brand, heading for
the Tigh Valley, as if to work their way
into California. A mounted detachment
of soldiers was sent in double-quick time to

intercept the rascals and .recover the stock
that had been driven away from the Walla

W'e used to see at church, on Sundays,
with considerable regularity^ a fine-look-
ing man who worked a part of the time as
a carpenter on a steamer. Later in the
season he was met on the Barlow Gate
trail, near the foot of Mount Hood, with a
partner, driving a band of fine horses to-

Maidens of the Juniper

Walla post. The effort was a success. One
of the thieves was drowned in trying to

swim the Des Chuttes Eiver, one was shot,
one was arrested, and the other made his

escape on a fleet horse, but was later ap-
prehended as he boarded the steamer at a

"wood-landing below Hood River.

ward the Willamette. The horses reached

Portland and were sold among the s tables

before the sheriff of Walla Walla got scent

of the trail. The thieves with their cash

escaped.
W^e well remember seeing a man of

grave visage at a social prayer-meeting in
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our own house, who a little later was ar-

rested for highway robbery and murder.

The two men shot beyond the Des Chuttes

were known to have had considerable

money when they left The Dalles for Wal-

la Walla. The two who were arrested for

the shooting were held in jail about a

year, and by some inexplicable means went

clear without trial; how, was never made

public.

Early one morning the soldiers with

muskets were seen scurrying in all direc-

tions among the hills, behind the rocks,

through the brush, into every public and

sat cross-legged on a big dry-goods box for

a table. The tailor had served his time in

the army and had been honorably dis-

charged. He could swear how mean it was
for a soldier to act. the coward and run
when he knew he deserved to die. The

joke was too good to keep. Some weeks
after the episode occurred the old tailor

let out the secret that the renegade, for

three days, was lodged in the dry-goods box
on which the tailor made his seat, and
when all was quiet friendly hands fur-

nished means by which the free man could,

by night, float down the river to some spot

Fish Wheel

private resort, in search of a murderer un-

der sentence of death who had escaped
from the guard-house. While all the men
were at breakfast except the solitary sen-

tinel marching in front, the prisoner suc-

ceeded in removing a few stones from the

back wall of his apartment, and, unseen,

changed quarters. The whole town and

country about were ransacked in vain.

One of the loudest in his condemnation of

the act of the villain and in the expression
of his surprise about the mystery of the

disappearance was the town tailor, as he

where no officer would look for him. The
old guard-house yet stands with the hole

in the back-wall as the escaped murderer
left it. The oldest house now standing in

the town by the big spring at that early

day sheltered the sergeant, who raised

vegetables for the officers and was not ig-

norant of what was done under the tailor's-

seat. It is safe to tell of tricks after nearly
all the actors are dead.

The process of conducting religious ser-

vices at The Dalles in the early days was

not the least significant of the condition
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of things during the transition from sav-

agery to civilization. There were a few
excellent Christian people about the town,
and many others who felt the need of every
kind of moral stimulus to bring about a

more healthy state of society. The old

court-house was the general resort for all

public gatherings. Thither on Sunday the

young preacher went with his wife and

babies, accompanied by a small band of

helpers and well-wishers. The court-

room above was occupied, and was suffi-

ciently comfortable and commodious. Be-
low were the apartments of the county
jail, always occupied. As when Paul was
at Philippi, whether the saints sang by
day or by night, the prisoners heard them,
and soon joined in the tunes, but not in

the words. The language from the cells

was better adapted to the regions below
than to those above. During the reading,
the prayers and the preaching, there would
at intervals be sent up stentorian amens
from below, but not in places to fit any-

thing above. As the court-house was built

by contract, the floors laid of green lumber
soon developed cracks sufficient to allow

the smoke.and other fetid fumes from the

pit to ascend to the sanctuary. This kind
of savory incense did not tend to sweeten

the worship. The mingled breath and
voices of saint and satyr seemed like a stal-

wart struggle, not for victory, but for

moral compromise. The musical depart-
ment of the church in time became unique
and of a high order. A generous and
devout merchant undertook the leadership"
for the good of the order." A small,

old-style melodeon was borrowed, and a

musical genius of fine cultivation was
secured to play the instrument. He had
been for some years the organist, on a good
salary, in the largest Presbyterian church
in New Orleans, but his style of piety re-

sulted in his removal. He dissented from

Paul, where he says,
" Be not drunk with

wine, wherein is excess." From pru-
dential reasons the organist was always in

his place before the audience began to

gather. The voluntaries he played were

frequently original compositions and of

the most chaste and charming order. In
the line of exquisite taste and skill we have

never met his superior. After the benedic-

tion he would remain seated at the instru-

ment until the audience were all out of

sight, for he had pride enough left to
dread the glare of

"
the church folks

"
as

he steadied himself by the fences and
buildings on his way home. He was a
master of Christian music, but his wor-

ship was in the temple of Bacchus. The
choir was a quartet of male voices, nicely
adapted. The bass was a brother of the

organist, with a voice in depth and rich-

ness such as we have never heard excelled.

The soprano was a cultured German with
a rare voice well trained. His enuncia-
tion was very distinct. The words he used
would apply equally well to any tune and

any language. They were invariably
"dah, dah, dah." The other two were

competent for their parts, and acquitted
themselves nobly. They yet live. The

leading families attended church to culti-

vate a social nucleus irrespective of sec-

tarism.

At times the Indians furnished rare en-

tertainments for the whites. On one
beautiful June morning in 1860, a mes-

senger arrived with the news that the
Wascos from Warm Springs had been at-

tacked by the hostile Snakes and had won
the battle, bringing away several scalps;
and that they had decided to celebrate the

victory by a scalp-dance in The Dalles.

At a late hour in the morning the mounted
train hove in sight, winding along the

trail down the distant bluff, singing and

shouting their triumph. In orderly pro-
cession they rode, men, women, and chil-

dren, two hundred strong. A spot was

selected in the open plain, near where the

Mint building now stands, for a dancing-
floor. The horses were hobbled and turned

out to graze, and the order of exercises

was arranged. The chief took the center,

standing erect as a liberty-pole; and the

braves who took the scalps stood near him
with their trophies raised on long poles.

A circle of women came next, large enough
for all to stand six inches apart. They
were all arrayed in new buckskin dresses

with trails, after the latest white fashion.

The seams were ornamented with a fringe

of the same material. The suits were cer-

tainly clean and tasty. A larger circle was

formed outside, of men, with some space

between. The men were clad with buck-

skin coats and pants, in style not unlike

VOL. xxxiv 10
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the business suits of the whites, only the

seams were fringed like the women's

dresses. Inside the circle of women and

near the chief was the band. Two tam-

bourines and a few other devices to beat

time were the only instruments. When
all were in place the chief gave a signal
to commence. The instruments began to

beat, the braves to lift up and down the

poles bearing the scalps, and the women

exclusively engaged in the dance. All, in

the most perfect time, jumped about four

inches high, and in such a way as to land

four inches to the left. The larger circle

of men and boys all beat time and sang
the scalp-songs. At regular intervals

something like a chorus came in. The
chief would raise his stentorian voice,

"Hie, ho, hie, ho, hie, hie, hie/' and the

whole body would raise a lusty shout of

victory.
Civilization has done away with the

scalping of slain foes, and it is doubtful

if enough of the present generation of In-

dians could be found in all the Northwest
who would know how to entertain white

spectators with a genuine scalp-dance. In

the obsolete scalp-dance the women did all

the hard work and the men made all the

noise. That kind of social order has not

been done away by modern white civiliza-

tion.

A select entertainment was arranged to

take place at the garrison on Christmas

evening, 1859. During the day a young
Scotchman called at the parsonage and
asked for a private interview with the

preacher. A glance at his solemn visage
could not presage his errand. Was he an

inquiring sinner, or a returning back-

slider, or had he come to solicit a Chris-

tian burial for an inoffensive bystander
who had been shot in some saloon brawl?

Standing in the middle of the room with

his crumpled hat under his arm he finally
commanded words to say, in low tones,
"
I have decided to take to myself a wo-

man, and I have called to see if you will

go up to the garrison this evening and

splice us/'
"
Certainly," said the preacher ;

"
it

will afford me the greatest pleasure to aid

you in a step so honorable and happy.""
But," said the anxious man,

"
I want

All

to know about what the damages will

"
0, as to that," said the preacher,

"
I

cannot tell. I am no prophet in that line.

All who marry engage to stick to the con-

tract for better or worse
"

"
No, no

; not exactly that," exclaimed

the man. "
I accept all risks of that sort.

But you see, I have been fitting up a lit-

tle cage for us to live in, and I had to buy
an extra new suit for the occasion, and m}
old buckskin is getting a little lank."

"
I see, I see," said the preacher,

"
yoi:

want to know what the fee will be ?
"

"
Exactly."

" The law allows only five dollars,

over that is a gift for luck."
" Pshaw ! I can stand more than thai

and not break. So be on hand at half-

past seven sharp, at the sergeant's house

first this side of the headquarters. Take

your old woman along; it will do hex

good to see the fun. 0, lest I forget, here

is the license, and the yellow-jacket [ten

dollars]. She will be worth that any-
how."

Five minutes before the time set, the

preacher and his young wife were on hand.

A few couples had gathered in the rough

pioneer living-room. The sergeant, nat-

urally a robust, brainy man, welcomed the

guests with rare gallantry and humor,

From his appearance and his own account,

he had been all day drinking heavily tc

the health of Christmas. His tongue wag

limber and oily. In a few moments the

couple, unattended, entered the room and

stood in front of the preacher. The cere-

mony was performed, closing with a briei

prayer. Then followed the greetings.
The guests acted their part with fitting

gracefulness. Last came the sergeanl
with the loud words,

"
I heartily con-

gratulate you on this most happy occa-

sion and here's to the health and long
life of you both, with the wish that luck

will favor the future issue of this union

with a a priest and a washerwoman.''

The eyes of the groom, who was a stifi

Presbyterian, flashed fire, and the modest

bride turned away her blushing face with

scorn. No resentment could be admissible

for the sergeant and his wife had gen-

erously invited the homeless couple to cele-

brate their nuptials under the hospitable
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roof. The sergeant's wife was a lady who
had somewhere moved in the most refined
circles of society. She at once threw open
the door to the room where the table was
spread. It was not so elegant as a palace
hotel. She deftly guided each couple to the

fitting place. General hilarity prevailed
until the sergeant called out,

" The meet-

ing will please come to order/' Then turn-

ing his head to one side, and with a silly,
drunken grin, he looked the preacher in

the face, saying,
"
Parson, seeing as you

have been praying it all around, suppose
you now say grace for us." An audible
and irresistible snicker went around the
table

; but the preacher maintained his

gravity.
Next the sergeant carved the splendid

turkey, and added most ludicrous com-
ments on each part, the drumstick, wing,
white breast, and "

minister's nose." He
steered as near the border-line of billings-

gate as possible. He was so dazed with
drink that he hardly realized where he was.
Needless to say the party broke up at the

earliest courteous moment.

Weddings in those early days were rare,
because large numbers of single men
plunged unblushingly into promiscuous
degradation and premature death with

native women.

I cite the following as a fair sample of

justice as administered at the time. A
party of Indians came into the store of

one of the principal merchants in the

town. After looking around a short time,
the merchant quietly told his clerk to keep
a sharp watch out for thieves. He hardly
liked the appearance of his visitors,

though accustomed to trading with In-

dians, so kept a careful watch of their

movements.
One of the fellows, after lounging

around for a while, started to go out. His

actions excited suspicion, so the owner

called to him to stop, and walking up to

him, pulled open his blankets, when a pair
of trousers dropped to the floor. The In-

dian showed fight, but a well-directed

blow from the fist of the merchant laid

him on his back. He sprang up instantly,

and the merchant seized a pick-handle and

threatened to break his head; whereupon
the Indian quieted down. The other

members of the band were at first disposed
to interfere, but the resolute action of the
merchant intimidated them. Among In-

dians, bravery is the highest virtue, while
to show fear is to invite attack. The mer-
chant, understanding the situation, seized
the fellow, and leaving the store in charge
of

^a neighbor, rushed the Indian into the
office of the justice of the peace near by.
The justice, a shoemaker on his bench, at
once opened court for trial. The mer-
chant-plaintiff stated his case, bringing
forward his clerk as witness, proving prop-
erty. The Indian, being called upon
denied the theft; but when the justice
questioned the other members of the band,
they declared the fellow a "

Cultus Si-
washwake close!" in English, "Bad
Injun no good !

" In Indian custom one
who steals and is not detected is a good
Indian and a smart fellow ; but if caught,
is disgraced. After hearing the case the

justice pronounced the fellow guilty and
demanded of the others if he had any
property. One was detailed to bring in
his horse and saddle. The horse was im-

mediately offered for sale at auction and
bid off for fifteen dollars, which was
handed to the merchant in payment for
his goods and damages. The saddle was
held by the justice for costs of court, and
the case was dismissed.

There were a few of the specially rough
element who would like to occasionally go
on a regular spree, and in order to have a

really good time they usually made a visit

to The Dalles for that purpose there be-

ing less law and more liberty there. Of

these, an English sailor-boy, called
"
Liver-

pool Jack," made periodical visits to the

little burg for the purpose of
"
having it

out
" with himself. He arrived one after-

noon in fair condition, with his pockets
full of money, ready to take the town. As
a matter of course, he spent the night of

his arrival in meeting his friends and

loading up. On this particular occasion

he did not make his appearance in the

street until nearly noon of the next day.

Of course, when he did he invited every-

body to the nearest saloon to drink. After

several rounds he managed to get into a

dispute with a squad of some half-dozen

soldiers from the fort, on leave for the

day, the result of which was that he drove
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the whole crowd before him, at the point
of a pistol, half-way back to the fort,

they promising to return later in the day
to see him again when they would be bet-

ter prepared to meet him on his own
terms.

Jack returned to the saloon laughing
and boasting of having driven all the sol-

diers out of town. Now, it so happened
that the owner of the saloon had gone out

for lunch, leaving in charge of the place
a boy about fourteen years of age, with

instructions not to give
"
Liverpool Jack

"

any liquor during his absence. So when
Jack came in and demanded liquor the

boy refused, stating that the keeper would

be back soon, which so angered Jack that

he commenced sweeping the glasses off the

counter and smashing them. The boy re-

moved as many of them back of the coun-

ter as he could until it was clear. Being
still refused, Jack said,

"
I '11 come around

there and help myself !

" As he came

around the end of the counter, the boy

dtew a pistol from a shelf underneath, and
as Jack advanced shot him in the breast.

Jack ran screaming out of the saloon, tear-

ing open his shirt-front, the blood stream-

ing all ov^er him. A crowd collected at

once, took him by the arm, ran him across

the street to a doctor's ofncea and laid him
on the floor. The doctor tore the clothing
from his breast to examine the wound,
passing his hand around to one side under
his arm. Eising, the doctor kicked him and
told him to roll over, which he did, groan-

ing and crying. The doctor removed the

clothing from his back, showing a black

welt around his body as far as the spine,
with a swelling over it. He then made a

straight cut in the swelling and the ball

popped out. Giving the fellow a sturdy

kick, he said,
"
Now, you get out of here,

you infernal scoundrel !

"

When the soldiers came down in the

evening they were told Jack had got all he

came for and was ready to go quietly home
the next day.



FRONTIER FACTS
BY HELEN M. CARPENTER

IN
THE early '50's the fame of Sonoma

County as a farming and stock-raising

portion of the State, reached far

enough East to attract the overland im-

migration to that locality. Long trains

of covered wagons drawn by cattle in the

yoke, traversed the defiles of the Sierra

Nevada, crept across the Sacramento Val-

ley and through the intervening Coast

Kange, halting only for food and rest, un-

til this favored spot was reached. Follow-

ing them came droves of cattle and horses

which represented the wealth of farmers

seeking home in the Golden State under
the preemption act.

Here were already frontiersmen with
vast herds grazing on Uncle Sam's un-

fenced pastures, and as the influx of immi-

gration continued they began to cast

about for elbow-room, as keeping within

bounds savored too much of civilization

for the tastes they had acquired.

Perhaps more than one of the disaffect-

ed secretly hoped to be as fortunate as

the old rancher who declared, "I 'm goin'
where thur won't be anybody within one
hundred miles of me, an' I guess I '11 have
room fur my stock."

Mr. Bill Potter, of
" Bear Flag

"
fame,

headed the exodus into Mendocino County.
As early as 1852 he settled in the beauti-

ful mountain-circled valley which still

very rightfully bears his name. On every
side grew the emblematic golden poppy of

California, enjoying without stint the

hottest rays of a noonday sun, and sweet-

scented flowers filled the air with a fra-

grance that was entirely lost upon the

stockman as he contemplated the wild oats

growing in abundance on every open hill-

side, looking like vast cultivated grain-

fields, and clover ready for the scythe, in-

vitingly waving a welcome to his hungry
herd. Here his fondest hopes were more
than realized. Better grazing could not

be wished for, and his stock had the free-

dom of the entire valley; for although
eight hundred or a thousand Indians
were in possession, it never occurred to

them to protest against the demolition of

nature's grain-fields, from which most of

their food was obtained. On the con-
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trary, they welcomed in silent, inquisitive
friendliness the inroads of civilization,

which to the red man has ever proved so

disastrous.

Mr. Potter's first home in the valley was
the shade of a live-oak, the household fur-

niture a roll of blankets and a coffee-pot.
The larder held flour, bacon, and coffee,,

none of which was ever molested by the In-

dians, although on his return from "
look-

ing up stock
" he not infrequently found

a hundred or more of them sitting around,

patiently awaiting the return of the "Mer-
ican man."

All seemed entirely healthy and happy,

though in a state of nudity, barring a few
deerskins and rabbit-skins. The tribal

name was "
Porno," which means of the

earth or earth-people, as, according to one

of their legends, they came up out of the

earth during a severe storm. Their Gar-

den of Eden was called
"
Be-lo-ki

"
(Oat

Valley).
For a few years only, Mr. Potter and

brothers held undisputed sway over this

far -
away,

"
out - of - the - world "

nook.

Others, eager for homes and cattle-ranges,
followed in over the only accessible trails,

known as
"
Devil's Dump'," on the east,

and "Hell's Delight," on the west; and
never but in one instance were the Indians

otherwise than peaceful and friendly.

By favorable reports, a
"
lone, lorn

"

Chinaman was lured into the valley and

paid dearly for the venture. He was

promptly dispatched for a very queer ani-

mal, and to this day his ghost never fails

to haunt a luckless countryman, who for a

few weeks may be induced to accept a

situation within the valley.
Five years after Mr. Potter's advent

into his new home every available quar-
ter-section held a squatter; yet there was
no means of egress or ingress except over

the two mountain trails. If Mr. Potter's

petite blonde sister wished to visit friends

or take a paseo, she did not hesitate to

corrall the horses, throw the
"
lass

" on a

bronco, blind and saddle him without

assistance, and with only a hackamore

(halter made of hair) with which to guide
the unruly creature, mount and ride away.
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Or if he proved sulky and began to
"
buck,"

" Miss Paddy stayed with him.-
7

This young lady, so much at home in the

saddle, has been known to ride alone from
Potter Valley to Healdsburg in one day,
a distance of sixty-eight miles, mostly over

mountain trails, and attend a ball the

same evening. So much for the endu-
rance of pioneers.

Mr. Potter's pretty little daughter of

ten summers, with riata in hand, some-
times played she was the stockman at a

rodeo. The school-children were the
"
stock," and did the necessary amount of

dodging, prancing, neighing, and curvet-

ting, but were deftly caught by the neck or
" hind leg

"
as was desired.

The settlers suffered many privations
and disadvantages from their isolation.

On every side could be seen in the meager
surroundings, verification of the old

adage,
"
Necessity is the mother of inven-

tion." Furniture, made with foot-adze,
froe and auger, was decidedly rustic, and

useful, even if not
" on the square." Like

the woman with the crooked wood, some
declared they liked three-legged stools

after they learned to balance on them,
"
They teetered so nice." The workman-

ship of one mechanic who manufactared
chairs for sale, was commented on as fol-

lows :

" Most of his chairs have two legs
on the floor at one time; some of them
stand on three

;
but Old Nick could n't

bring down the fourth leg."
It was said of an old lady that she "Et

wheat, an' drunk wheat, an' smoked
wheat."

The nearest post-office was fifty-two
miles away, at Cloverdale. From that

place letters were sent by any one travel-

ing northward, and after tiresome delays,
sometimes reached their destination. In

this way a letter was sent to
" Mike the

Irishman," and left at the house of Mr.

Scott, a justice of the peace, who ac-

commodatingly sent it over to Mike.

Mike was the owner of a lot of hogs
that very feelingly took into consideration
the import of the old song,

"
Root, hog, or

die," and were a corresponding nuisance
to the neighbors, who did not look upci)
Mike's treasures with the affection he dis-

played. When the cold winter rains came
on " The hogs jist milted away." To in-

sure himself against further loss they
were given the freedom of the cabin, where

they snugly slept in the chimney corner,
close to the dodgers baking in a skillet.

Mike's cabin, like many another, was
minus a door. One night a grizzly bear
walked in and cuffed the hogs about be-

fore making a selection. Mike lost no
time in climbing to a beam overhead,
where he spent the rest of the night in

agonized fear.
"
I shooted, an' I shooted.

an' no mon cum near me."
The spring house-cleaning began with

spreading straw, which wa-> fired to burn
out the fleas. Fortunately the weather
was warm and Mike felt little inconveni-

ence from sleeping out with the hogs until

another cabin could be built.

The last clapboards on the roof were

being put in place, when a neighbor called

out,
" Here Mike's a letter I brought over

from Scott's."
"

the pestherin' creeters !

"
sighed

Mike.
"
Jist burned out an' nuthin' to-

pay the costs." And climbing down the

rough corner of the cabin, he made across

the valley at his highest rate of speed for

the residence of Mr. Scott, surprising the

gentleman with,
"
0, Misther Scawt, I

niver was in coort in me life before ;
an' if

ye '11 only let me off this time the pesther-
in' creeters sha'n't be no more fash to

yer."
Mike was slow to understand that in-

stead of a summons to appear in court, he

held a real letter, no doubt the very first

he ever received. It proved of such a

pleasing nature that his good promises
were never again thought of.



FORESTRY PROBLEMS OF THE SAN JOAQUIN
BY CHARLES HOWARD SHINN

EVEEY
Californian who is well

acquainted with the agricultural

history of the State recognizes the

great importance of developing the re-

sources of the San Joaquin Valley. In

prosperous seasons a remarkable current

of increasing population flows toward that

vast region, to be checked or diverted in

years of scanty rainfall. The conservation

of water, and its economic distribution

where most needed, attracts, it is true, the

attention of the land-owners of the San

Joaquin. They also recognize, more and
more fully, the importance of the reclama-

tion of alkali soils, the need of most

thorough tillage, and the value of special

crops requiring less moisture. But as yet

they hardly seem to recognize the impor-
tance of intelligent tree-planting on a

large scale.

Let us first examine the natural fea-

tures of the region. The great interior

valley of the State contains about seven-

teen thousand five hundred square miles,
and is about four hundred and twenty-five
miles long, with a width of from forty io

sixty miles. Its northern portion, the

Sacramento Valley, is in many places

fairly well wooded with oaks and other na-

tive species, but three-fifths of the whole
area is comprised in the more arid and
treeless southern valley of San Joaquin.
From the Calaveras Eiver, south to the

Tejon and Tehachipi Mountains, there is

an area of about eleven thousand square
miles. This region is again subdivided in

a measure by the low watershed of South-
ern Fresno, separating the Tulare, or

King's Eiver, basin from that of the San

Joaquin River. There was a time when
the whole Tulare basin was merely a shal-

low lake, the fragments of which are Kern,
Buena Vista, and Tulare. Then, un-

doubtedly, the rainfall was greater than it

is now; but at the present time it dimin-
ishes as we go south from Stockton. N ot-

withstanding the especial richness of the

soil, large portions of the valley, unless

irrigated, are too arid for other than pas-
toral or precarious agricultural uses.

The floor of the San Joaquin Valley
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slopes in two directions, toward the north-

west and toward the axis, or trough, of the

valley itself. At Stockton, for instance,
the gateway of the valley, tide-water ebbs

and flows. Modesto is 91 feet above the

sea-level; Fresno is 292 feet; Tulare is

282 feet, being south of the low water-

shed; and Sumner, in Kern County, is

415 feet. The valley for many miles is

without hills to break the sweep of the

winds from the Mount Shasta region or

from the High Sierra. The rainfall

which averages fifteen inches per annum
at Stockton drops to about four inches per
annum at Sumner.

Now, the physicist studying the San

Joaquin, notes, first, that the valley is too

large for the best conservation of its mois-

ture. If benevolent volcanic eruptions
could raise up several mountain chains,

cutting the San Joaquin into lesser val-

leys, its power of sustaining a large popu-
lation might be considerably increased.

The Santa Clara Valley of the north, ex-

tending south from San Francisco Bay, is

about seventy miles long, and has an aver-

age width of from half a mile to twenty
miles, excepting at one place, eleven miles

south of San Jose, where it is only about

one hundred yards wide. The Salinas

Valley, extending southeast from Mon-

terey Bay, is about ninety miles in length,
and varies from one to twelve miles in

width. If the San Joaquin were meas-
ured off into valleys such as these, the

proximity of the Sierra would insure

ample water-supplies for them all, especi-

ally if they were at different levels, and
surrounded more or less by forest-clad

hills.

Is there anything that man may do to

measurably produce a similar result?

Can the sweep of the winds be somewhat

broken, the extremes of climate somewhat

modified, the practical working value of

the rainfall increased? By forest-plant-

ing on a sufficient scale these and similar

gains will follow, in the long run. Cli-

mate will not be suddenly changed, nor

rainfall greatly increased, but extreme

conditions will be materially modified for
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the better, large districts will become con-

siderably more sheltered and homelike, the

rainfall will go farther, crops will suffer

less from drought, and the supply of wa-

ter for irrigation will be more abundant
and uniform. The limits of this brief

p*aper do not permit me to set forth the

varied and indeed overwhelming evidences

that forestry experts have collected on
these points. Districts that are suf-

ficiently forested possess advantages in

every particular over treeless regions ;
and

if one third of the entire surface of the

San Joaquin could be permanently de-

voted to forests, it is highly probable that

the crops produced upon the remaining

portion of the valley would be larger than

those of the entire valley under present
conditions. It may be said, at least, that

timber and firewood can be grown upon
much land now too arid or too alkaline

for profitable culture in annual crops or

fruit-trees, and that the use of such lands

for forest products would add to the popu-
lation of the valley and enhance its re-

sources.

An intelligent despot owning the entire

San Joaquin and anxious to increase its

population and productiveness, could con-

ceivably plant mile-wide belts of tall tim-

ber-trees across it, at right angles to the

axis of the valley, leaving wide areas be-

tween for the agriculturist. Such belts,

with occasional forests, covering ten,

twenty, or fifty square miles, would in

time profoundly modify for the better the

conditions of human life in this region.
Since the land is now under private owner-

ship, however, the State, the county, or

the municipality can only plant along
streets or roads ;

the main work of forest-

ing the country must be left to individ-

uals. If every land-owner would plant

say one or two per cent, of his farm to for-

est-trees each year until one fourth or one

third of his entire property were planted,
the results aimed at by our intelligent

despot would be fairly well attained.

Many of the farmers of the San Joaquin
have asked me whether tree-planting on a

large scale could possibly succeed on the

poorer and more arid soils of that region.

The task will be a difficult one in its be-

ginnings, but in time it will become

easier. Only a few species of trees can be

expected to thrive, and the more favorable

years should be chosen to establish them.
Our choice is limited in one direction by

drought and heat, in another by frost, and
in a third by alkali. The San Joaquin
needs, therefore, an expert survey from
the standpoint of its forestry possibilities.
The soils of the valley vary greatly ; there

are black and brown adobes, dark and

light loams, fine and coarse sands, dry bog
soils, the grayish-white silts of the Fresno

plain, the reddish clays of the foothills,
the hog-wallow lands, the wire-grass and

salt-grass districts. In some places the

fig and orange thrive, but in others the

ordinary blue gum (Eucalyptus globulus)
freezes to the ground. The Monterey
pine and cypress do well in some soils,

but others are so strongly impregnated
with alkali that these and most other coni-

fers are soon killed. No single species of

tree is universally adapted to the require
ments of the San Joaquin.

Wherever in this region the true red

gum (Eucalyptus rostrata) or the Euca-

lyptus 'viminalis, also sold for red gum,
can be established on soils that are not too

alkaline, they will thrive. They do not

grow as rapidly as the common blue gum,
but they are hardier and furnish more
valuable wood. Groves of E. rostrala are

well worth planting extensively. In sandy

soils, not impregnated with alkali, pines
can be planted, and will grow fast. Bet-

ter than pines, and resistant to a consider-

able extent of strong alkali, are the casu-

arinas, a class of trees resembling pines in

appearance", but furnishing oak-like tim-

ber. The casuarinas are of immense po-

tential value to many of the more arid and

barren parts of the San Joaquin. Where

the soil contains too much carbonate of

soda to permit barley or alfalfa to grow,
and in fact seems useless for anything but

salt-grass, or hardly that, the European

sycamore (Platanus orientalis) will grow

easily and well. A grove of this sycamore
would furnish good firewood, and when the

trees reached sufficient size, the timber

would possess considerable economic value.

The above list of trees can be much ex-

tended by study of local conditions. In

some places the large wattle acacias de-

serve extensive trial; in others, various

elms, maples, poplars, and Eobinias make
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rapid growth and justify planting. Where are not suitable for streets and roadsides,
the soil is not too dry the native California and beautiful ornamental species of

walnut thrives, and forms an admirable smaller size are too tender for many loca-

gtreet tree. The tall-growing eucalypti tions in the San Joaquin.

So BLUE, so clear, wide open, unafraid,

What better name for thee, my dainty one,

Than this that we have given, that likens thee

To eyes of those whose life has just begun ?

When Nature sees thee in the arms of Spring

A glad, sweet joy doth in her heart arise,

E'en as a mother's heart doth bound and thrill

With the first opening of her baby's eyes.

And when we take thee from thy chosen nook,

And bring thee, drooping, to our poorer place,

Accepting change, forgiving, like the child,

Thou liftest up so soon a radiant face.

I look in thy clear depths and see a brave, pure

soul,

And take up life again, with broken faith made

whole. Anna Warner,



A SPECTACULAR BATTLE AND ITS "IPS"

BY MAJOR BEN C. TRUMAN

AFTER
these many years thirty-

seven the most troublesome battle

of the Civil War to the historian

and for the digestion of the general reader

is Shiloh, fought on April 6 and 7, 1862.

It is the only stupendous conflagration of

our great internecine struggle that re-

mains in a state of impossible settlement,
and what has brought about the com-

plete perpetuation of this unsettlement is

not so conspicuously sectional as hetero-

geneous,, for there has been no concert of

agreement between the leading spirits in

that spectacular baptism of fire and flood

on either side ; and as all the noted parti-

cipants of that majestic episode have

passed away, Shiloh must ever remain the
one sanguinary sanctuary that will ever be

quarreled over so long as two of its survi-

vors are alive.

There are just two things upon which
all agree, and they are, the heroism of

both armies, and that Shiloh (or Pitts-

burg Landing) was one of the three most

desperate and important battles of the

war. All previous actions, including even
Bull Eun and Mill Spring, had been skir-

mishes in comparison. There were thou-

sands of raw troops on either side, many
unskillful officers of all grades, inefficient

camp police operations, far too much sut-

lerism, and only that discipline engen-
dered by sustained familiarity of the

Western and Southern kind. The fight-

Ing, therefore, on the whole, was not

scientific, but it was dramatic, resolute,

intrepid, and effective. There were no

intrenchments, so to speak, on either side,

and few opportunities for splendid ma-

neuvering ; but two long lines of impetuous
new soldiery stood up against each other

for two days in an indescribably tempestu-
ous duel amid a sublime thunder-roll that

was lost in reverberating diminuendos

twenty-odd miles up and down the serpen-
tine shores of the Tennessee River. There
was a crash of small arms from daylight
to dark on Sunday, and a roar of artillery,

and a hissing and screeching of shot and

shell, and falling of tops of great monarchs
of the woods, and explosions of caissons.
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and oaths of horsemen, and cries of

wounded, that made a diapason whose

rumblings were heard for many miles

away in all directions. That night it

rained furiously on more than two thou-
sand dead and ten thousand wounded
wearers of the blue and the gray. The
entire Union army had been beaten
back to a dreadful danger line, and the

Confederates were occupying our field of

the morning before. But while the victo-

rious men in gray were vociferating their

joy over their accomplishment and drink-

ing deep from the spirituous tierces aban-
doned by the Federal sutlers, Buell, like

Blucher, had come up, and amidst the

pyrotechnics of sky and cannon had
crossed the river with three of his divis-

ions, Crittenden's, McCook's , and Nel-

son's, and Lew Wallace, who had been so

anxiously looked for all the fiery day, came

just at dark with five thousand fresh

fighters.
The battle was resumed early Monday

morning by the Union army, and so ter-

rific was the assault on the Confeder-

ates, who were unaware of the tremendous
re-enforcements hurled against them, that

what seemed almost a victory twenty-four
hours before had been turned into a re-

pulse, and a Union success was recorded

at sundown. Never after did either side

distrust the thorough and tenacious cour-

age of its adversary, and never before in

America had life been rated so cheaply
nor death met with such scornful effront-

ery and lofty unconcern. The loss (offi-

cial) on the Union side was 1,754 killed,

8,408 wounded, and 2,885 prisoners,

13,047; and on the Confederate side,

1,728 killed, 8,012 wounded, and 957 pris-

oners, 10,697; 23,744, in all, or 19,-

902 in killed and wounded.

Now, if all that can be said of Shiloh

could be elaborated from the above fact,

it would be well and good, and it could

be gloriously gazetted with other illus-

trious encounters. But this can never be.

There is a division of opinion as to wheth-

er Grant was or was not surprised, and

this division of opinion has prevailed
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about equally on both sides. The Army
of the Tennessee, naturally, denies the al-

legation almost to a man. Halleck, Buell,

Thomas, Stanton, Eosecrans, McClellan,
and many expert military critics, have

thought otherwise. All the correspond-
ents of Northern newspapers and they
were all friendly to Grant and a number
of high officers of the Army of the Tennes-

see at the time declared that our army was

surprised, to some extent, it undoubtedly

was, and several regiments that had
never been under fire before, and were un-

wisely put in front, broke and ran away.

They could hardly have done so had the

battle been opened by the gradual pressing
in of a proper skirmish line, and it was
assumed by conservative and unprejudiced
observers and thinkers that the Confeder-

ate forces fell upon a portion of our line in

order of battle, just as Hardee fell upon
McCook at Stone River, with a shock

which was clearly a surprise. The fact

that General Grant was breakfasting with

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Cherry, at Savanna,
ten miles below Pittsburg Landing, after

the battle had commenced, does not more

fully emphasize the fact of the surprise,

however, as he had a habit of going to

Savanna each evening for nearly two

weeks; but neither General Grant nor

any other commander ever had his head-

quarters at such a distance from his army,
with a river between them, after that.

On the other hand, the surprise was not

so absolutely an astonishment as the word

might simply betray, as there had been

more or less skirmishing for three or four

days, and our pickets had been driven in

by an advance of Hardee's corps on Thurs-

day, the 3d, on the Bark road, and again
at Mickey's. On Friday, the 4th, there

was feeble skirmishing here and there all

along the line. That evening, during a

drenching shower, our abandoned picket

post was briskly attacked, and Lieutenant

Heaton and seven men of the Seventieth

Ohio were captured. The next day there

were more exchanges of shot on the picket
line and three Georgia cavalrymen w?re

brought in. Therefore, if Grant was ac-

tually surprised at Shiloh, he ought not to

have been, because he knew there was a

big army in front of him, commanded by
Albert Sidney Johnston, with Beauregard

second in rank, and that there had been

skirmishing for four or five days.
Another paradox has grown out of the

statement of Grant in the first volume of

his memoirs, although he carefully pre-
sents it on the authority of Adam Badeau,
whom the Grant family have pronounced
a fraud since, that Prentiss and most of

his division were captured along about

four o'clock in the afternoon of Sunday,
while for twenty years before, the descrip-
tions of Prentiss's capture early in the

morning by all the correspondents and

general officers on both sides, had never

been contradicted. Some twelve years

ago I met Prentiss in Cincinnati and

asked him if he remembered the exact time

of his capture. He answered me,
ts Ex-

actly half-past five." Had I known him

familiarly, I would have come back with
' '

Morning or evening ?
" For twenty

years, then, Prentiss's capture was made

early Sunday morning. But for some
fallacious reason, or to serve some partisan
historian on our side, the record has been

changed.
"
I held my ground," he con-

tinued, "until half-past five in the even-

ing, several hours after Sherman had

given way on my left and the line on my
right had been broken and driven back.

The early reports state, and it has gone
down to history, that I was captured in the

morning; but this is an untruth, or, at

least, a straight-out general uncontra-

dicted mistake/' The General also in-

formed me that he had seen Grant and
had received orders from him as early as

eight. Surely this is a mistake, as Grant

was not on Prentiss's part of the field at

any time before ten. It is such a reversing
of records that tangles up the historian

when he tackles Shiloh.

Opinion is divided as to the results had
not Buell thrown three divisions into Mon-

day's fight. Grant has gone so far as to

say that he did not need them, that with

Lew Wallace's five thousand men, who
came from Crump's Landing at nightfall
on the 6th, he could have won over Beau-

regard easily. Not a great many North-
ern soldiers and only few Southern ones

have ever believed this. For some unac-
countable reason, no superior military

one, for Grant had ordered him twice dur-

ing Sunday to the field of action, Wai-
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lace merely listened to the cannonade only
a few miles away, and nearly essayed the

role of a Grouchy at Waterloo when he

might have illumined a career as did De-
paix at Marengo. Grant criticises Wal-
lace's action in his memoirs, and between
his lines he uses more than a switch.

Unfortunately for history, the South-

erners have also disagreed regarding their

share in Shiloh, and the partisans of John-
ston and Beauregard are still quarreling,
a large majority favoring the distin-

guished abilities of the former over those

of the latter, with the North almost a unit

in their claims of Johnston having been

much the greater soldier of the two.

There are many Federal officers and Eu-

ropean critics who have always maintained
that had Johnston not been killed at the

very zenith of his day's effort it would have
been all up with Grant before nightfall.
But of this there can never be anything
but fallacious and unsatisfactory specula-
tion. There is no poorer place in the

world for Ifs
" than on the battle-field.

The results are victories or defeats for one
side or the other, and no "

Ifs
" can tar-

nish the one or repair the other.

It was unfortunate for the South that

there was such a pronounced difference of

opinion between Johnston and Beaure-

gard. The former, first in command, pur-

posed an immedia.te and effective attack,

and the latter, the popular hero of Bull

Bun, opposed it. Beauregard wished to

pursue the policy in the West which Lee

was pursuing in the East so effectively,

to prolong the war, wear out the North,
and keep his own army intact by a defen-

sive campaign. Johnston overruled all

opposition. He ended the council of war
on Saturday afternoon with the decisive

declaration :

" We shall attack at daylight
to-morrow. I would fight them if they
were a million !

" A stray bullet cut an

artery in his leg, early in the afternoon,
while victory seemed about to perch upon
his banner. It was his Austerlitz ! Beau-

regard assumed command. It was his

Waterloo !

As I have heretofore stated, the diffi-

culty which must be overcome by the his-

torian in aggregating the stubborn facts

of Shiloh was curiously emphasized in the

two articles that appeared in the same

number of the Century Magazine some six-

teen or seventeen years ago, the one by
General Grant, the other by Colonel Wil-
liam Preston Johnston, a son of General

Johnston, and on the staff of Jefferson

Davis. One gives, of course, the Federal,
and the other the Confederate side.

Not only in their interpretation of the
aims and purposes of the combatants,
and in their estimate of the signifi-
cance and result of the first day's bat-

tle, do thev differ, but also in their

accounts of events, even in minor de-

tails. Thus Colonel Johnston credits

Grant with an army of 58,000, nearly 50,-
000 of whom were effectives, while he
allows the Confederate commander 50,000,
of whom but 40,000 were available for

combat. General Grant, on the contrary,

gives the entire strength of the Federal

army at 38,000, of whom not more than

25,000 were in line on the first day. Of

course, General Grant's statement of his

own forces is official and conclusive; but
the fact illustrates the discrepancies of

history.
The man of Northern prejudices at that

day read General Grant's paper carefully
and only glanced at Colonel Johnston's.

The man of Southern prejudices consoled

himself with Colonel Johnston's convic-

tion that the battle of Shiloh was won on

the first day, and was lost on the second

only because the Confederate commander
was killed. The impartial historian accept-

ing the veracity, but not necessarily the

judgments, of both authors will compare
the two papers to reach a true understand-

ing of this momentous battle, and will find

in General Grant's frank confession of his

misapprehension of the strength of the

Confederacy, and in Colonel Johnston's

disclosure of the divided counsels in the

Confederate army, two leading clews to the

true interpretation of the events of the

day."
Up to the battle of Shiloh," says Gen-

eral Grant,
"

I, as well as thousands of

other citizens, believed that the rebellion

against the Government would collapse

suddenly and soon if a decisive victory

could be gained over any of its armies."

This was substantially the universal opin-

ion in the North. It was even shared by

many in the South. The fall of Forts

Donelson and Henry apparently opened
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the whole Southwest to the Federal

army. The .North believed that further

resistance would be in vain. Thousands in

the South shared that belief. General

Grant, as soon as the dilatory Halleck gave
him opportunity to move, acted in accord-

ance with his subsequent instructions to

General Sheridan before Richmond, and

pushed things. He hurried his army for-

ward after the retreating Confederate

forces, meaning to give them no time Lo

recover from their demoralization. He

expected no other than a Fabian policy of

slow retreat and sullen but not aggressive
resistance. Assuming that the Confed-

erates would retreat if pushed, he threw up
no earthworks. He put raw levies at the

front. He telegraphed to Halleck on Sat-

urday night (April 5th),
"
i have scarcely

the faintest idea of an attack (general

one) being made upon us." The army,

catching the contagion of his confidence,

perhaps neglected to keep out scouts in the

front. This was charged at the time by

newspaper correspondents, and is not spe-

cifically denied by General Grant, who
does specifically deny some analogous

charges. While General Grant was thus

taking for granted that the Confederate

forces would not venture on an aggressive

campaign, the Confederate Generals them-
selves were in fiery debate upon that very

point. General Johnston, as I have once

before stated, purposed an attack. Gen-
eral Beauregard opposed it.

Thus both sides entered the first day's
battle under tremendous disadvantages.
The Federal forces were not expecting an

attack, and were not, therefore, adequately

prepared for it. Even when it came, they

regarded it at first as only a reconnais-

sance in force. General Sherman, who
was at the front, so interpreted it.

" Beau-

regard," he said,
"

is not such a fool as to

leave his base of operations and attack us
in ours." On the other hand, the Confed-
erates entered on an aggressive campaign
with divided counsels. The second in

command was half sick, had no faith

in an assault, and no expectation of

success.

Genera] Grant in his Century article,

and also in his book, insists that the Fed-
eral forces were not defeated on the first

day. But, really, the facts do not bear out
this claim. His front had been forced

back nearly or quite two miles. General

Prentiss's division had been captured en

masse, 2,200 officers and men. The Fed-

eral camps were in the possession of the

enemy. What the Confederates could or

would have done on the morrow if their

leadership had remained unchanged must

always remain a matter of opinion, a chap-
ter of

"
Ifs." That the wearied assail-

ants could have driven the Federal forces

into the river or cut off their retreat, and
enforced their surrender, is at least prob-

lematical, but not strictly incredible, even

if the Federal army had not been re-en-

forced on the morrow by part of General

BuelFs forces and by the gunboats. But
the attempt was not even made, which in-

corporates another chapter of
"

It's." The
death of General Johnston threw the com-
mand on General Beauregard, and the

change of commanders brought a change
of policy. At the council of war on Satur-

day afternoon General Beauregard had

urged that the army withdraw to Corinth.

On Monday morning he ordered that with-

drawal to take place. The first day's bat-

tle of Shiloh was a Confederate attack

under one commander. The second day's
battle was a Confederate retreat under an-

other commander. Both were measurably
successful. It is, indeed, rarely the case

that a change of command and a change
of policy takes place on the field of battle

with so little disaster to the army as re-

sulted to the Confederates from their

change of commanders and policy at the

battle of Shiloh.

This battle singularly illustrates how
far the fortunes of war depend upon what
we call accident. If General Johnston had
lived he would have pursued on Monday
the aggressive policy of Sunday, and his

army would have either won a magnificent

victory or suffered a tremendous defeat.

And that he did not live was due to acci-

dent. A stray shot cut an artery in his

leg. An extemporized tourniquet would
have stopped the bleeding. But half an
hour earlier he had dismissed his surgeon-
in-chief who up to that time had accom-

panied him to attend wounded Federal

prisoners. There was no one present at

the moment who knew enough to tie up
the artery, and General Johnston bled to

death. It may be gloriously said of the

distinguished Confederate commander
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that his lofty humanity to Federal pris- taken off by a ball. If the one ball had
oners cost him his life. On the other hand, missed General Johnston, and the other

General Grant, Colonel McPherson, and had struck General Grant, the commander

Major Hawkins, reconnoitering the field of the Federal forces, not of the Confeder-

together, suddenly found themselves sub- ate forces, would have been changed, and

jected to a sharp musket-fire from a con- the issue of the battle of Shiloh might
cealed battery. Major Hawkins lost his have been altogether different. What a

hat, Colonel McPherson's horse was shot great contribution Shiloh has been to the

through the body and lived just long achievements of war! What a glowing

enough to take him out of danger, and the chapter on the eloquent impotence of

scabbard of General Grant's sword was "
Ifs

"
!

TAPS

IGHTS out
"

the bugle's quavering throat

Commends to rest the camp ;

As dies away the last sweet note

Supreme each starry lamp.
"
Good-night

"
the toil of day is done.

The shades of darkness fall.

The soldier's kiss and benison

Lie in this army call.

"
Lights out

"
bugle ! know there are

Some yet amid the gloam

They lurk in eyes that look afar

As soldiers think of home.

"
Good-night

"
o'er many a weary space

Of mountain, sea, and plain

The soldier's heart may seek the face

He courts, by day, in vain.

"
Lights out

"
't is better that the eye

May brim, with none to tell ;

While men take comfort in the cry

Of sentinel: "All's well!"

"
Good-night

" a morrow waits at hand

With weal or woe fraught deep.

Thank God for chance to find the land

And lips we love, in sleep!

Edwin L. Sabin.



THE PROSPECTOR
BY J. M. GOODWIN

THE
professional prospector is a

type of American citizen probably
as little known and appreciated

by his fellow-man as that of any other

class working constantly with one aim

of life in view. And yet he has done,

and is doing, more to open up the great
mineral districts of the West than he gets

credit for. Of course, there are several

grades of real prospectors, just as there has

ever been in the pioneers pushing their

way out into new countries and bringing
them into civilization by reclaiming the

wilderness.

The original pioneer required more

nerve and determination to enter a new

country, spy out its resources, and brave

the dangers incident thereto, than was

requisite for those following after him;
and yet the latter may endure more hard-

ship and privation in their work of plant-

ing civilization and building up a new

empire.
Soon after the discovery of gold in Cali-

fornia the professional prospector began

operations throughout all lands west of

the Mississippi and his numbers have

grown to such dimensions as to make a

pretty good-sized army, could they be

assembled.

The most interesting class of profes-
sional prospectors are the men who outfit

with one or two faithful horses and one

pack-saddle, on which is strapped blank-

ets, cooking utensils, pick, shovel, and
"
grub." If one is good at walking, he

takes the pack-animal alone and trains

it to walk in front or follow in his steps ;

but many have a more complete outfit

in a horse and saddle to ride. A good
rifle, revolver, and plenty of ammuni-
tion, are requisites never left out of the

equipment, while flour, bacon, coffee, tea,
and a good supply of smoking and chew-

ing tobacco and pipes are provided, to give
comfort to his lonely camps. A dog be-

comes a companion of the man and horse,
and it may be one of the mangiest kind of

curs, but he soon becomes a faithful

watcher, and the man, beast of burden,
and dog become the best of friends, faith-
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ful to the welfare of one another. Thus

equipped, the man starts for the hills in

the spring, and for months does not de-

scend into civilization except to replenish
his stock of supplies in the eating line or of

needed apparel. All spring, summer, and
fall is spent in looking over the hills for

"float," or other signs of mineral lodes,

and in digging prospect-holes.
The farther he can get away from where

others have prospected, the better it suits

him, and he cares not for the news of the

world, but is happy in the solitude of the

mountains while he dreams of the wealth

that is to come to him through the dis-

covery of great lodes of precious minerals.

In the evening he finds a good spot to

camp where his horse can get plenty of

feed, while he makes a fire, cooks bread,

bacon, and coffee, and relishes his simple
meal, then smokes until sleep comes on,
and takes refreshing rest till morning,
all the time dreaming of the good fortune

to come to him.

The- writer knows men who have spent

just such a life as this for the past twenty,

thirty, or forty years, in which time they
have made trips from Mexico to British

Columbia so often as to know all the

mountains and are able to tell of their for-

mation and mineral resources. They
have suffered privations which would have

discouraged less hopeful hearts, and yet

they continue their peculiar calling year
after year with bright anticipation of fu-

ture reward. Occasionally they sell a
"
prospect

"
for enough to keep them well

supplied for a few years with all they re-

quire in their frugal kind of life.

It is just such prospectors that first dis-

covered nearly all the great mining dis-

tricts of the entire West and made it pos-
sible for the

" home "
prospector, who

never goes out into the wilds, but works
around discovered lodes along with men
of capital and real miners, to make such
districts famous in production of gold,

silver, lead, etc. Far too often has it been
that the professional prospector or reai

discoverer of rich mineral ledges has sold

out for a song, while the purchasers became
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wealthy in extracting the millions from
the developed mine. A quarter-century
ago one of these professional prospectors
filed on some ledges in a Utah district

which afterward became prosperous for

several years and then relapsed into in-

activity. While the camp was in its

palmy days he got a few thousand dollars

for one of his claims, and could have sold

the balance for enough to serve him in his

bachelor life the rest of his days ; but his

ideas of values were always far above those

failing through age came softening of
mental faculties, and final relief through
passing on to the great hereafter. The
clay was sent back to the old home in the
East, whence the young man came in

early days to California.

The events of one such life would charm
the reader if woven into its true story, and
would read more like romance than real
life

; and yet he was only one of thousands
of such prospector-miners who have been
part of this great West.

Putting on the Pack

of prospective purchasers. While flush

with money he built a cabin to his liking
and made his home there. His living and
annual assessment-work on his unpatented
claims soon exhausted his money, and the
last few 3'ears of his life were spent in his

fast-decaying cabin, alone with his faith-

ful dog, sustained by the charity of his

neighbors, while he talked and dreamed of

millions in his ledges. With physical

VOL. xxxiv TI

Thirty years ago one of my friends and

neighbors lived on the Missouri, was pos-
sessor of much property, and known far

and near for his excellence both in busi-

ness and social circles. Gold in Dakota
and silver in Utah attracted him west-

ward, and he became infatuated with the

life of a prospector. For years he wan-

dered here and there, going not only to

the then new camps just opening, but he
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was ever alert in pushing into mountain

fastnesses far away from the usual paths
of prospectors or hunters, and months and

years passed by without his ever hearing
from his home, where wife and daughters
lived in ease and comfort, and all was

happy except the constant longing for the

absent one. Nearly a decade had passed
when a friend chanced to run across him
in the wilds of Idaho. Soon after that

this friend visited the family, and on

coming West again he bore pictures of

for years. Soon his team of two worthless

cayuses, the tongue and pair of forward
wheels of a wagon, sheet-iron stove, and

rough camping outfit, were disposed of,

and our prospector surrendered his tough,
nomadic life for the luxuries of a once
more happy home and a warm welcome
back into social and business circles.

Years afterward, when asked about his

prospecting experience, the answer came:
"
There is a fascination about it which led

me on, and T was happy all the time in the

Ready for the Start

those at home along with earnest, pleading
letters for the return of the wanderer.

When our prospector was found by the

friend, it was twilight, and he was eating
his supper of fried bacon, hot bread, and

coffee, seated on the ground, with the

dusty earth for a table. The photos were

first handed him, and he eagerly studied

them while tears washed channels through
the dust on his cheeks. That night he

dreamed more of home than he had done

expectancy of striking something very
rich

;
but I did n't do so, and am now con-

tent to spend my days at home.''

But he was not in the business long

enough to become a professional, such as

never quit. Occasionally we hear of the

finding of the bones of a human being in

some deep gulch or on top of a mountain,
far from the habitations of man. The

story of such a. find generally includes the

description of a rusty gun-barrel with
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wooden stock rotted partly away, and the
remains of a pack-saddle or other trap-
pings of a prospector's outfit. Such dis-
coveries may partly clear up the mystery
of the disappearance of some prospector
who years before pushed out far away
from civilization in search of gold, finally
to end his life, without aid or sympathy,
either by accident, sickness, or attack by a
wild animal.

Such has been the fate of many since
the search for mineral became the promi-

the dirt floor. Work on the mine pro-
gresses at intervals for years, just as
means can be obtained to employ some
help and with which to get provisions.
The owner works at occasional periods
and smokes and dreams at other times.

Capital is urged to take hold and develop
the property into a great mine, but when
capital is ready to do this, and talks of
the value of the property, the owner is too
liable to place his estimates so high as to
make a sale impossible, and he is left to

^it--

nent business it has been the past half-

century.
If the professional prospector finds a

good lode and fixes his faith strongly in it,

he at orice settles down to stay. He puts

up a log house of good dimensions with a

row of sleeping bunks on one side, an ar-

ray of cooking utensils, groceries, etc., on
the other, and a large, smoky chimney at

the rear end. A table is improvised, and

empty boxes, short logs, or three-legged
stools afford seats, to be moved around over

talk on about his rich mine, while time

moves onward, bringing to him old age,
weakened limbs, and the ills of life, which

carry him to the final end, while all the

time he looks forward with hopes of yet

becoming a millionaire to whom the world

will be glad to do reverence. And such

men probably enjoy as much happiness in

anticipation of getting gold as does the

average man in the possession of it, along
with the incidental harassment and cares

its possession brings.
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The men who spend years making new

trails in trackless lands, never writing or

receiving letters from their friends, in

fact, spending their lives so isolated from

their fellow-men, should not be classed

as selfish or unsocial. Generally, they are

kind, intelligent, and have a high regard
for their friends, and when with them may
lead in most interesting conversation.

When at home they are like their neigh-
bors ;

while on their chosen business they

give themselves up to their errand, and

lowing incident occurred : He and I were

driving in a buggy across the lava plains
of the Snake Eiver Valley, in Idaho, when
a drove of burros were met in a little sink,
where they had gone for water. A turn
in the road brought us close to the ani-

mals, standing only a few feet away, look-

ing at us with that demure, astonished
look only common to these little donkeys."

Stop !

"
said my companion. The

buggy was brought to a standstill, and
after looking admiringly at the burros,

On the Trail

every interest and action becomes absorbed
in it.

A gentleman who is now classed as a

millionaire, his money having been made in

mining, some years ago gave to the writer
a part of his experiences during the years
he was prospecting. In his narrative he

spoke of how faithful his horse and dog
were to him, and how companionable him-
self and the two animals became on their

long wild trips. Soon after this the fol-

he said : "I can take off my hat to these

animals at any time. They are not very

handsome, but I have great admiration for

them. Let me tell you why. Eight years

ago I was in the northern part of Arizona,
in the mountains, and getting ready to

leave. I started for the railroad with my
blankets and enough food to carry me
through in my pack. But I had not calcu-

lated well. My load delayed me till my
food was all gone except two or three bis-

cuits. Then I had delayed starting, and
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was soon caught in a snow-storm. I shall
never forget how I went trudging through
the deep snow, blinded much of the time
by the fast-falling flakes, until, when dark-
ness began to come, I was so exhausted
that I had to open out my blankets and
make my bed in the snow. I was so com-
pletely lost that I lay awake for hours
thinking how my body would become the
food of wild animals, my friends would
ever wonder what had become of me, and

six burros standing within a few feet,
solemnly looking at me. I spoke kindlyto them, and they moved nearer and were
soon all around me, each one pushing his
nose close to my face. I got up, tied the
blankets on one of the animals, and
crawled upon one of the others. I was so
weak and exhausted that I could not sit

upright, but clung to the animal with my
arms around his neck.

r

'They started in single file, and in

"The last few years of his life were spent in his fast-decaying cabin"

if my bones should ever be found it would
awaken only a little sympathy for, and
some speculation about, the unfortunate
unknown. The snow mantled over me until
1 became warm

; and shut out, as it were,
from the world, I dropped into refreshing
sleep and dreams, and it was not till the
next day was half-gone that I awoke with
the feeling that persons or animals were
near.

"
I raised the blankets, pushed back the

snow, and with difficulty sat up, to find

about three hours brought me to a moun-
tain ranch, and my troubles of fatigue and

being lost in the snow were soon over.
"
Yes, I have a warm place in my heart

for these little animals yes, I may call it

reverence."

As he told his story, my friend held his

hat in his hand and his voice at times

trembled, while tears coursed down his

cheeks. And his heart was not kinder or

warmer than that of the average profes-
sional prospector.
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raptured moment on the beach,

'Twixt skyey waters and the land,

Where dimpling- wavelet fingers reach

Pink mounds of vervain on the sand.

Afar the purple mountain ridge

Flings mellow light on shore-set land
;

Anear the swaying tideways bridge

The space from sky to fragrant strand.

O rare enchantment of vervain !

O child of sand and sun-swept tide !

Your perfume wafts my soul from pain

To realms where happy hours abide.

Howard Coates.
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IT
WAS a fiesta in early summer and

the band was playing under the trees

in the alameda. The streets were
filled with gaily-dressed people, while over

all hung the wonderful blue of the Mexi-
can sky.

Pablo del Valle sat on one of the stone

benches, half listening to the music, but
his thoughts were far away. He was a

young fellow, barely twenty-two, small and

slender, with clear dark eyes and perfect
teeth.

" Caramba !
"

he exclaimed, giving his

knee an angry slap; "if she would only

pose for me my fortune would be made. I
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could paint a picture that would set all

Mexico talking."
Pablo was an art student in the Acad-

emy of San Carlos, and lived with his
mother in a street back of the Church of
San Domingo.
The world did not wag very well with

him just then. He was head over ears in
love with the Seiiorita Felicidad, the

pretty dancer, who nightly packed the

great Teatro Xacional to suffocation. But
though she had a smile for one and a smile
for all, she did not readily yield to Pablo's
ardent advances and pose for him as yet
she would not.

Pablo sat long watching the moving
throng the senoras and senoritas in fes-

tal attire; the fruit and flower venders

offering their choicest kind and colors;
the little boys peddling ices and crying in
shrill childish voices,

" Tome nieve !

"

Noon approaching, the crowd dispersed.,
and Pablo took his solitary way to the out-

skirts of the city, his eye seeking a certain

balcony as he walked up the deserted

street. Yes, there was old Tomasa, seated

beneath the striped awning, smoking her

cigarette. She smiled cunningly as she

saw him coming.
"Hist! hist! Felicidad," she called,

peering over her shoulder into the dark-

ened room where the sefiorita lay enjoying
her siesta. "See, thy novio comes." A
smothered laugh greeted this announce-
ment. "

Why, no one but burros and

gringos are in the streets at this hour."
" Ya ! ya I but here he is."

Pablo looked eagerly at the balcony and
removed his hat.

" Esta la sefiorita en casa ?
"

"
Si, senor."

" Would the senorita grant me the favor

of posing for me one short hour? I

should consider it a great honor."

Tomasa shrugged her shoulders.
" The

senorita is much occupied just now," she

said.
"
Perhaps if the senor came again

maybe some other time manana, senor.
v
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Pablo replaced his hat, and, bowing

stiffly, moved away.
" Manana ! mafiana !

" he exclaimed

crossly,
"
always mafiana !

"
Perhaps this

answer, which rises so naturally to the lips

of his countrymen, struck him just then

as rather tantalizing.
When the morrow came Pablo paused

as he was passing the Cathedral. He

thought little about religion and seldom

attended mass.
" But maybe she is inside,"

he said, and so he entered. From force of

habit he dipped his slender brown fingers

lightly into the holy water, and crossing

himself, knelt at one of the side altars.

Across the church he saw Tomasa's
blue rebosa and the glossy black head of

Pelicidad. Her lips prayed but her mis-

chievous dark eyes roamed far and near.

Felicidad could do as much talking with

her eyes and fan as many a woman with
her lips, and a jealous pang shot through
Pablo as he watched her glances at a young
man kneeling near her. He moved uneas-

ily, and half turning, met the fixed gaze
of a swarthy, thick-set man, who was

standing by the altar. He was an ill-look-

ing fellow with an ugly scar on his swarthy
cheek, and evil, cruel eyes that stared

fiercely at the young artist. Pablo rose

frowning, and seeing that Tomasa had dis-

appeared, also Felicidad and her admirer,
he went outside and strolled on in the daz-

zling sunshine to the flower-market.

Pablo had that passionate love of flow-

ers that seems inborn with the descendants
of the Aztecs.

"
Oh, the air ! how sweet

it is with their delicious fragrance !

"'

Koses, jessamines, heliotropes, all were
there in rich profusion. Choice was dif-

ficult among so many beauties. A great
bunch of violets was held out to him.
"Take it, senor; only a tlaco." No not

violets.

A cluster of spicy, scarlet pinks caught
his eye, and twisting a tiny note among
their long stems, he sent them off by a

swift and sure messenger.
"
Perhaps they

will please her," he thought; and that

evening his heart thrilled with pleasure
when from his seat in the pit of the thea-

ter he saw his own flowers tucked in the

folds of the dancer's slender yellow bodice

and among the coils of her blue-black hair.

Now, Pablo, like many others, did not

know that Felicidad was married, and that

Juan Rio, her husband, was a selfish and
cruel brute who seldom had anything but

a blow and a curse for his pretty wife. It

was her twinkling feet that now earned
bread for Tomasa and herself; for Juan
was a smuggler and for some time had
been in hiding in El Paso, not daring to

show himself in the streets of Mexico.

These were the happiest days that poor
Felicidad had known for a long time. She
loathed and hated her husband and dread-

ed his sudden appearance. But now he

was far away, and she dismissed all

thought.
She lived with old Tomasa on the out-

skirts of the city, in a deserted house, once

a convent, but long since fallen almost into

ruins. It suited Juan Rio's purpose, how-

ever, in many ways. The entrance was

through a patio overgrown and tangled
with trees and flowers, and a flight of dark
stone steps led to the rooms above. Here,

unobserved, he could secrete his plunder
and follow the tricks of his trade in com-

parative security, their few neighbors be-

ing separated from them by the high gar-
den wall, and having, besides, that peculiar

faculty of minding their own business that

left them little time to pry into that of

others.

It had taken Pablo some time to discov-

er the abode of Felicidad, but now he knew
it well; and when the play was over, en-

couraged by the fact that she wore his

flowers, he determined to see her that

night and beg for a sitting on the morrow.

So, wrapping himself in a long black capa,
he walked quickly with swinging step un-
til he reached the old garden wall; then
he waited in the shadow.

It was late. The moon had set, but the

heavens were spangled over with stars,

shining down on him like great brilliant

eyes. Far in the distance he saw the

watchman's lantern, placed, as is the cus-

tom of the country, in the center of the

street, while the good man slumbered in

a neighboring gateway.
Soon he heard the rattle of the rickety

coche and the driver urging his tired

horse. It stopped at the gate and the two
women descended. Pablo stepped out of

the shadow, bowing slightly.
" Buenas

tardes, senorita. A moment ago, I
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thought all the stars were in heaven but I

see I am mistaken."

Felicidad gave a gay, sweet laugh and
held out her hand. Pablo pressed it to

his lips. While he pleaded to allow him to

make a sketch of her, Tomasa unlocked
the gate. Chica, the Chihuahua dog,
whined with delight at their return.

Felicidad hesitated. In that shallow,

coquettish heart of hers, there was room
for many ; but she liked Pablo better than
most of the young dandies that hung about
her. She was nattered, too, by his eager
desire to paint her portrait. But if Juan
should suddenly return

a IFm ! that
was the difficulty." She looked again into

Pablo's eyes and yielded.
" To-morrow

at eleven," she whispered and left him,
Tomasa bolting the

gate after her.

Pablo, lingering to

see the light appear in

the dark windows above

him, saw lying at his

feet a long, gold pin
that Felicidad wore in

her hair. He picked it

up and, rapping lightly
at the gate, called soft-

ly,
" Senora ! senora !"

Tomasa presently came
down and, grum-
bling and complaining,
opened the gate.

"See," said Pablo.
'' The senorita dropped
this. Let me give it to

her." And slipping a

silver peso into the old

woman's hand, he
bounded past her up
the stairs into the

little sala where Feli-

cidad stood waiting her return.
" Love and a cough cannot be hid," mut-

tered Tomasa, toiling up after him.
" He

loves her. But 'tis a fool's errand he
comes on, if he only knew it."

Pablo and Felicidad leaned over the bal-

cony. Two Indians were passing, sing-

ing as they went; and although some-
what the worse for their many stops at

the pulquerias, they sang an old Mexi-

can air very sweetly, keeping time with a

guitar.
With clasped hands, Pablo and Felici-

dad stood listening. The music grew
fainter, fainter then died away. Noth-
ing could Be heard but the wind sighing
through the pomegranate trees and the

beating of their hearts.

"A knife gleamed
in the air and struck
Pablo just above
the heart "

Suddenly there was a noise in the gar-
dena heavy, shambling step mounting
the stairs. Tomasa fled into the inner

rooms. Felicidad trembled and paled be-

neath the rouge that still covered her

cheeks. A sharp cry from Chica and the

door flew open. Juan Eio stood before

them, evidently half-drunk and in a fight-

ing mood. Pablo recognized the scowling
face that he had seen in the Cathedral that

very morning.
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"
So, seiiora, this is how you spend your

time when I 'm away !

"
cried Juan, with

an oath.
"
I '11 teach you better than

that !

" and he struck her a heavy blow.

Horrified and indignant, Pablo sprang
forward, but Felicidad stepped quickly be-

tween the men.
"
No, no, Juanito !

"
she implored.

" You do not understand. He "

Felicidad's cries echoed through the

vacant rooms; but there was no one to

hear. Kneeling down by Pablo, she tried

to stanch the blood, and seeing a bottle of

tequela, she poured a few drops of the fiery

liquid into his mouth. He presently

opened his eyes and looked about in a

dazed way, uttering a stifled groan.
"
I 'rn

too tired I can't paint any more now,"

"Juan lifted the young artist's body"

A knife gleamed in the air and struck

Pablo just above the heart. With a shud-

dering groan he fell to the floor.

For one brief second, Juan was sobered.

Then there crossed his stupid, befuddled
brain visions of the police and of prison
doors. He crept softly away.

he murmured faintly. Then, seeing her

face,
" Ah ! seiiorita, you will pose for me

inanana man
His head fell back, he ceased to .speak,

and his soul perhaps it had flown to

that Land of Maiiana, whence none re-

turn.
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When Felicidad looked up Juan Eio was standing by her.
He leaned over Pablo, listening intently.

" Juan Eio always
does his work well," he muttered. " Bah ! I 'm not going to
hide for a little thing like this not I I can take the
risk."

He stepped out on the balcony and peered up and down the
street. The watchman's lantern was gone. His voice cry-

ing the hour,
" Las doce, sereno el tiempo," sounded faintly

in a distant street. All was safe. Juan lifted the young
artist's body in his powerful arms, wrapped the black capa
around it, and carried it down the steps and out into the
street. There he left it, trusting to luck that the heavy-laden
burros, driven in from the country in the dim early morning,
would trample it under their feet before it was discovered.

Felicidad stood mute and motionless until Juan disap-

peared with his burden. Then, her dark eyes narrowing and

growing blacker, she picked up the bloody knife lying at her

feet and followed him. Creeping softly down, she stood in the

dark shadow by the stairs and waited.

Juan soon came in, and as he turned to bar the gate, Felici-

dad sprang on him and buried the knife between his shoulders.

Without a sound he fell, his miserable life snuffed out like a

candle. With almost superhuman strength she dragged the

body into the street and laid it with the face toward Pablo.

The same hand might have stabbed them both. Then she

went in and barred the gate.

The summer months passed, and with them the heavy
clouds that during that season lie over the beautiful moun-
tains. "La Mujer Blanca" (The White Woman) was re-

vealed in all her glory, covered from head to foot with a spark-

ling veil of snow. Popocatepetl, her lover, loomed up, keeping
watch over her slumbers.

Again the Teatro Nacional was crowded, for the Senorica

Felicidad had returned to dance, after a long vacation. She
had been seized with a sudden illness, caused, some said, by the

shock of a horrible murder committed near her house. Two
men were found stabbed, both fatally, it was at first reported.
The one who after a long struggle survived and finally recov-

ered, seemed to have no clear idea of what had happened. The
affair was shrouded in mystery and at last dropped for lack of

witnesses.

The people waited patiently for their favorite, and at length
she came, a little thinner, but the same Felicidad, in her

short, yellow petticoat trimmed with black, and her little

high-heeled red shoes.

How she danced ! How the people shouted for joy ! When
she paused just at the footlights to acknowledge their ap-

plause, she saw a face
" Madre de Dios !

" Could it be ? Yes
it was Pablo ! Their eyes met. Felicidad gave a low, fright-

ened cry. Then quickly recovering herself and bowing, she

ran toward the wings.
Cries of

" Mas ! mas ! La senorita, la senorita !

" came
from all sides but the dancer had fainted.
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"She stood in the dark

shadow, and waited"



MAG'S LIMITATION
A TALE OF THE PINES

BY ADDIE E. SCOTT

N OW you 've said enough Tom, an'

you better hush right up. You 've

no great call to blame Steve, for

you 're as like as two peas in a pod, barrin'

he 's han'some an' you hain't."

The young woman speaking was large
and fair. She kept on beating her cake

batter energetically, but crimson spots
burned in her cheeks, and her tones held
a sharpness not unwonted of late.

She measured her flour, sifted it with

strong, rapid hands, and turning again
toward her brother, began speaking as she

stirred it in.
" You hain't no fonder o' work 'an Steve

is, an' Steve was raised a gentleman an' 's

had schoolin' an' you hain't ; an' mother 'a

allays earnt your grub.""
I war n't the first to pitch on Steve,"

the boy muttered shamefacedly.
The woman made no reply.
The boy leaned against the baking-table

and watched his sister's preparation's with
interest.

" What kind o' cake you makin', Mag ?
"

he ventured conciliatingly."
Marble," the woman returned shortly,

as she cleared a place on the baking-table
and deposited thereon two small ovals fresh

from the oven. She broke them and they
crumbled richly in her fingers, emitting a

faint spicy smell.

Evidently her test proved satisfactory;

for, taking a bright pan, she began filling
it with alternate layers of the dark and

light dough, and using the corner of her
clean gingham for a holder, transferred
the whole to the oven, entirely forgetful of

the cooling fragments.
But the boy's fingers tingled for the

tempting morsels, and as she did not

speak again, he raised his head and re-

garded her.

She had pinned a coarse towel across her

lap, and taking a pan of pears was pro-

ceeding to peel them rapidly. The sharp
blade traveled swiftly around the fruit,
and the paring fell away in long thin lines.

But her mind was far from the work of
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her hands. The large airy kitchen faded
from her view. The hop-vines rustled

against the windows, and the tangy smell
of the pines floated in at the open door.

With unseeing, introspective eyes she

sat, while the cake browned in the oven
and the pan of spiced vinegar bubbled on
the stove.

She was fighting the old, old battle over

again.
The boy reached out a tardy hand for

the dainties, and stole unheeded from the

room.

Finally the woman rose with a deep
sigh. She seemed to have decided some
momentous question, and to have found
relief without lightness of heart; for

although the painful color faded from her

face, her eyes held a look of settled sorrow.

The pungent smell of the spiced vine-

gar had penetrated to the utmost limits

'of the yard, and presently an old woman
entered, bending sidewise under the

weight of a basket of tomatoes she carried

in her hand. Setting them down heavily,
she threw off her dark sunbonnet and

pushed the hair from her moist face.
"
It 's hot in the sun," she said.

Mag turned toward her mother, but

carefully avoided her eye."
Mother, I 'm goin' back to Steve," she

said.

The old woman did not reply; but she

rose presently and began sorting her toma-

toes, her hands trembling with a pertur-
bation she could not hide.

Seven years before her daughter had
been the finest girl on the ridge. Much of

her force, her physical capableness and

beauty, combined as it was with a certain

slowness of mind that made painful any
mental effort, the girl had inherited from
her mother. Yet she had walked through
the forest to pick up the crooked stick.

For what else could Steve Bayne be

called?

Yet Bayne was pleasing in person, with
a fascination that few could resist, and
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before his marriage had had many love

affairs, and more than one girl had wept
over his loss. It was whispered at times
that Bayne had never lost interest in the

game, but kept his hand in by occasional

practice, and that some of his
"
old girls

"

dressed with greater care if Steve Bayne
was to be at the dance. And Steve was

usually there.

With his arm around a woman's waist,
his handsome head bent low, whispering
the nattering nothings that never failed to

bring color to the dullest face, Steve
seemed in his element, and directly op-

posed to many of the men, who had come

only at the earnest solicitations of daugh-
ters or wives, and who begrudged the fly-

ing hours.

But lately a new interest had arisen at

the dance. The merchant had married
and brought his young wife home.

"Let the woman with a husband or

lover hang on to his coat-tails now," the

old French woman had said on seeing Rose

Everson. And many had come to agree
with her ;

for certainly the alluring young
beauty made everything subservient to the

homage of men.

Much of her time was spent in her hus-

band's store, which became the popular

place of the town. To Steve Bayne, crav-

ing pleasure and finding none, uneasy un-

der the altered conditions which gave him
a deserted cabin and empty larder instead

of a thrifty wife busied with the manifold

duties of providing and preparing, yet

ever ready to serve, Everson's offered occa-

sional refuge.
For a time after Mag's departure,

shamed that it had come to pass, Steve

worked to retrieve his waning fortunes;

but as all prospect of bonding or selling

his mine seemed to vanish in the distance,

Steve's short-lived endeavors became less

frequent and his cravings for pleasure
more keen.

Unaccustomed to labor, too proud to

sponge on his neighbors or appear in

rusty attire, Steve began to blame Mag for

her long delaying, declaring that he, too,

would leave their lonely cabin, never to

return; that the world held women far

prettier and less tiresome than Mag, whose

whole gospel seemed that of work, and

who begrudged the cost of any pleasuring
or the tickets to a dance.

And it was at the first of these bitter

feelings toward Mag that he fell under
Rose Everson's spell.
He had panned out some gold, and

sponging his suit with painstaking care,
came into the town, staked all at the gam-
ing table, and won.

Late in the afternoon he walked into

Everson's with pockets fuller than for

many a day. His first impulse was to seek

Mag, and walking in, suddenly, turn the

glittering pile into her lap. But a mo-
ment's reflection changed his course; for

his sporting habits were a thorn in Mag's
side, and furthermore, should she consent
to keep the coin and return with him, the
bulk of it would go toward the laying in

of winter supplies, and give him but little

of the freedom he craved.

No; rather, he would be measured for

a new suit, he needed one badly enough,
and send the order, with various other

items to the city. Eose Everson stood by
as he looked over the samples, touching the
small squares of cloth with her pretty pink
fingers, and when Everson went to wait

upon customers, she gathered up her dress

and sweeping the samples in, beckoned
him to follow into the room.

It was Steve's first entrance into the en-

chanted land; but as his quick eye noted
its charm, he resolved it should not be his

last.

Springing lightly upon a chair, Rose
shook her dress, and sent the samples in

a shower upon the floor.
"
There is my favor, Sir Knight," she

laughed.
"
Shall it be a scarlet sleeve,

or a broidered glove ?
" Then bounding to

the floor she sank into a cushion.
"
Sit

here," she said.

But Steve, already charmed with the

situation, was by her .side.
" Are you fond of Scott ?

"
she ques-

tioned, as they sat together apparently
absorbed in the serious task of comparing
shades and textures.

" Are you ?
" he asked softly." Yes."

"
Yes," he replied.

" Have you, then, no opinion of your
own?"
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" Not when a lady has one first."

She looked up coquettishly.

"Ah, you will get into trouble if you
remain with me."

" A man would face trouble to remain

with you/' he replied gallantly.
"
Now, how would this shade do ?

"
she

asked irrelevantly.
"
0, you always wear

black now, why? You are fair, and
could wear this beautifully."

"
I will, if you wish it."

"
No, not for worlds."

"
Perhaps you are wise."

" You are the best-dressed man around."
"
Because I wear nothing but black ?

"

" Not so. Because of your carriage.

I noticed it at the dance six weeks ago,

and asked who you were."
s<
I wish I had known."

"Why?"
" Because I have missed six weeks of

pleasure."
Eose Everson threw back her head and

laughed. When had she met a man so

worthy her steel?
" Are you married ?

"
she asked sud-

denly, leaning forward and turning wide

brown orbs up to his own.
" Are you ?

" he queried, gazing into

their soft depths.
She lowered her head poutingly.

"Yes," she said.
" So am I."
" But what does it matter ?

"
she

asked after a time. "I always have a

good time."
"
Why should n't you ?

"

" There is to be a dance to-night. Will

you be there ?
"

she asked sugges-

tively.
"
Will you ?

" he whispered softly.
" Yes."
" Yes."

Steve went to the dance that night, and

thought no more of Mag ;
but of this

Mag knew nothing. Nevertheless, this

was the reason that when, near sundown
the next day, a flushed and tired woman
with a baby on her arm and followed by a

little boy, appeared at the top of the hill,

Steve came slowly down the steps to meet

her, and taking the baby, started dismally
down the trail through the pines.

Poor Mag was bitterly disappointed.

This was not the home-coming she had

looked forward to, when, weary with her

day's canning, she had thrown herself on

the bed, and snuggling the sleeping baby
in her neck, had longed for its father, until

she could feel his warm kisses and the

touch "of his hands. For Mag's affections

were rich and deep, overbalancing her

sense of wrong. Many a time, Steve, won

by her gentle magnanimity, would stroke

her cheeks and call her his good angel.
Under his caresses the bitter sting of ex-

istence would pass for a time, and Mag,
with lightened .heart, would stitch, stitch,

stitch, at her rapid machine.

But everything seemed dreary to-night.
Their little cabin had gathered dust, and
cobwebs hung from the dingy walls. The

windows, left open by a man's careless

hand, had given passage for the forest

winds, and the little ornaments, costly
with a woman's labor, lay scattered over

the floor.

Mag surveyed the two poor rooms with

sinking heart.

If Steve had but seemed to care! The
coldness of his greeting, the silence of the

walk home had taken the heart out of it

all. .

She sat down a moment in weariness.

But when Steve came in with the cones

little Matt had gathered, she was encircled

in a fierce cloud of dust.
"
Better wait till morning, had n't

you?" Steve said, as he lit the fire and
hurried out.

Mag gave a half laugh, half sob.

Was n't that just like Steve, with the

dust an inch deep, and flour, too, where
the mice had gnawed the scanty bag !

But she hurried her preparations and
sent little Matt to a neighbor's for milk.

"
Tell her we '11 get our cow home to-

morrow, an' pay it back."

Mag fed the baby patiently, and put it

to bed; and long after Steve lay sleeping
tossed in dull misery by his side.

Mag rose in the morning with aching
head, and labored throughout the day, and

many days thereafter. Life was the same,
save for this, that Steve no longer re-

counted his doings or gave her a word of

love. His habits, still irregular, had taken
a certain change, and Mag noted with be-

wilderment that he started over the trail
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each evening, dressed in his best, and no

longer with dog and gun. Many a ques-
tion trembled on her lips, but she dared
not voice them, fearing to rouse the phan-
tom of their separation, which hung coldly
over both.

One evening Steve came home earlier

than usual. Ceasing to expect him at any
certain time, Mag had their frugal supper
ready; but rising, she cut more bread and
poured out a cup of tea.

Little Matt looked up gravely, but Steve
did not sit down. He seemed constrained,

uneasy, and Mag watched him with sad-

dened eyes. How handsome he looked in

his new clothes !

When he went into the yard, the baby,

having eaten her share of the stew, took
her bread and toddled out. Steve picked
her up and kissed her little red mouth.

"
Good-by, Toddykins," he said.

Mag watched him until he disappeared
along the trail, and then burst into tears.

Used t6 his comings and goings, it yet
seemed portentous to-night.

Three days later Steve had not returned,
and Mag took the children and walked up
to the mill. Mrs. Ball was a great talker;
she would tell what everybody was doing
and incidentally of Steve.

"
Why, dear child, hain't you gone

yet ?
"

the woman exclaimed in astonish-

ment at seeing Mag.
" Never tell me

you "re a-goin' to stay in them woods
alone."

"
I don't know what you mean," Mag

stammered, turning pale.
ce
Sakes alive ! you don't mean to say

Steve's gone an' not lettin' you know!

Well, on my soul, that 's a purty piece o'

business fur a married man to do !

"

"Where 'she gone?"
"
Why, he 's gone io the city, gone

down to see his pa. Don't his pa live in
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the city? Well, that's what he said.
Mebbe he was jokin'. But he's took the

stage an' gone.""
Where 'd he get the money ?

"
Mag in-

terrupted, incredulously.
The old woman put down her work and

came forward in real consternation."
Now, Mag Bayne," she said earnestly,

"you don't mean to tell me you didn't
know about the sellin' o' Steve's mine?
Why, he got five hundred cash down-
Good Heavens, woman! what you goin'
to do?"

Mag, clutching the baby wildly, was
staggering down the steps.
She saw it all now. Steve had dropped

a scrap of letter, and she had read the

dainty, perfumed bit, wondering who"
Rose "

might be, and puzzling over the

city address.

He had gone to her !

Unlearned in the ways of the world, she
had jumped far beyond the truth; but
this she could not know.

A week later Steve Bayne was going
over the trail to Mag. His cup of pleasure
had not been the rich wine he thought it

would be. The little Everson had fooled

him once, but she never would again, he
muttered. After all, one woman like Mag
was worth a dozen makeshifts such as she

;

and with the thought of Mag his pulses

quickened. In fancy he saw her golden
head, heavy with braids, bent low above
her seams, and the baby at her feet upon
the floor.

But the place had a deserted air. With

sinking heart he opened the gate and
walked in. Close by the step, where the

flowers had been, a heap of ashes caught
his eye, and from it protruded the iron

framework of Mag's prized machine.

She had burned her bridges behind her

and forever gone.
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AN IDYL OF MONTEREY

T If THEN summer days grow long and clear,

With June-time comes a memory, dear,

Of one glad day beneath the blue

In quaint old Monterey with you.

I mind the narrow, crooked street,

The old brick pave that tripped our feet
;

Th' adobe houses, white and low,

The scarlet peppers, row on row.

The sweet Castilian roses made

Anon a bower of perfumed shade.

From casement, opened to the air,

Peeped dusky faces here and there.

I mind the church beyond the town
;

The dusky highway winding down

Where sleek brown cattle grazed the farms,

Towards fair Del Monte's newer charms.

How deeply blue the skies that day!

And bluer still the sparkling bay !

The summer breeze like music bore

The sounds of mirth from wave and shore.

O'er many Junes the sun has set;

The years between were glad, and yet

I fain would live again that day

With you, in quaint old Monterey.

Annie Cowan Songster <



THE OUTWITTING OF THE KING
BY WINONA GODFREY

THE King smiled, then frowned and
sighed. "The princess is a charm-

ing woman," said the Chancellor.
"I don't doubt it," said 'the King, turn-

ing at Che window to walk back across the
room. "Still, in choosing a wife now if I
were an ordinary man, I should have only
to please myself. As it is, every 'one must
be consulted with the usual result/

7

"It is the misfortune of your high sta-

tion, your Majesty. The King -thinks of
the welfare of his kingdom before his own
happiness."
The King stopped at the window and

looked down into the street. A blonde

girl was passing below, escorted by a big
lancer in gay uniform. The King watched
them dreamily.

"Suppose," he said presently, in a

speculative tone, "that I, 'the King, in a
moment of, let us say, aberration, should

marry Mdlle. Blanc Yvonne of the Opera,
or the blonde girl in the street yonder.
What would you do then, my Lord Chan-
cellor?"

"That moment of aberration, sire,

would be yo
:ur salvation," returned the

Chancellor, with a faint smile. "His Holi-

ness would have pity and annul the mar-

riage."
"Ah!" said the King. He turned his

back and looked out of the window again.
"Your Majesty has still another choice,"

ventured the Chancellor, slowly. "There
is the Princess Amabel. Her family is not
so influential, perhaps, but she is person-

ally very popular with the people. She is

beautiful, if not rich, she is gay, witty,
and-
The King moved impatiently.

"No," he said, frowning. "If I must

marry, Louise shall be Queen. Anabel "

he stopped, laughed, and turned to the

window again.
The Chancellor sighed. He was not in

favor with the Princess Louise. If she be-

came queen he must prepare for his own
downfall. The King was young, hot-

headed and most unaccountably preju-
diced against the beautiful Anabel. Well,
Louise was not queen yet, and, after all,

to a De Berneau such things are trifles.

VOL. xxxiv 12

"Enough of marriage for one day, De
Berneau," said the King. "Let us leave
business for pleasure for a while. Send
Lucien to me as you go."
The Chancellor took his leave, and the

King tapped monotonously on the win-

dow-pane while 'he waited.
In about two minutes, a tall, dashing

young man entered the room. Count Lu-
cien Manier enjoyed tne precarious dis-

tinction of being the King's favorite. He
was brave, rash, wild, but withal cool-

headed in a crisis, a somewhat rare com-
bination of qualities.
The King threw himself into a chair.

"Lucien," said he, with a prodigious yawn,
"the King is dull."

"I have never thought it, sire," replied
the Count, demurely.
The King laughed. "I mean, good Lu-

cien, that I am dying of ennui."
"The King must be amused then," re-

plied the dutiful Lucien.

"Yes," agreed his Majesty; "I must have
excitement. A duel ! an adventure of some
kind!"

"You shall have an adventure," prom-
ised the courtier. "And I doubt not your
Majesty will find it interesting enough."
"Good!" cried the King. "I knew that

you would have something in mind. Tell

me, what is it this time?"

"Wait," advised the Count. "You know
adventures lose half their charm if

one has them all planned beforehand."

"That is true," admitted the King.
"Well, I will meet you to-night, at eleven,
shall it be? at 'the south gate of the gar-
den. Then for the adventure!"

Eleven found Lucien at 'the south gate.

Henri was eager, and did not keep him

waiting.
"Whither are we bound?" asked the

King, as they walked briskly toward the

city.

"How can I tell?" answered Lucien,

laughing. "But there is no dearth of ad-

venture in the King's capital."

The Count beguiled the way with tales

of duels, elopements, et cetera. He dwelt

long on the subject of romantic love, and

on the tale of King Cophetua and the
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beggar maid, which Henri did not seem
to think improbable, and it made him

sigh. On a corner Lucien paused.
"How the moonlight mellows these old

houses," he said poetically. "What deep
shadows it casts under the hedges yonder,
wihile in the middle of the square it is al-

most like day."
"And what an admirable ambush those

same shadows make for some highwayman
to spring out from, upon an unsuspecting
victim," replied the King, with a laugih.
As he spoke, a man and a woman came

out from a postern in the opposite garden,
and started across the square toward them.

But just as they stepped into the moon-

light, 'two men sprang from the shadow
and waylaid them. One seized the woman
to stifle her screams, while the 'other en-

gaged the man, who drew his sword and
defended himself fiercely. So quickly was
the whole thing done, that the King stood

a moment, transfixed with surprise. Then
with an exclamation that such things
should be in his own capital he darted to

the rescue, Lucien at his heels. The King
flew to protect the lady, Lucien to protect
the King. The ruffians were at first un-

daunted by this reinforcement, but, finally,

finding themselves getting very much the

worst of it, they took to flight. Lucien
wished to follow, thinking this would be
an easy way to avoid troublesome grati-
tude. But the King, his eyes fixed upon
the lady's face, did not move, and Lucien
dared not leave him.

"Gentlemen," panted he who had been

attacked, "how can I express my gratitude
to you? I fear it would have gone hard
with us had you not been near."

"It was indeed a happy fate that led us
to this spot," murmured the King. He
stood by the lady's side, with head uncov-

ered, his sword still in his hand.
"We merely intended to cross the square

to our house yonder," continued the other.

"We are strangers in Alesia, and did not
think of danger. Pray step into the house
with us, and let us offer you some light re-

freshment. I would know more of our pre-
servers. Will you honor me with your
names? I am Charles Ferrette this my
sister Constance."

"I am Lucien Harder, and this my
friend Count St. Aubyn," replied Lucien,

smiling and purposely naming himself
first.

Ferrette instantly recognized the name
of the King's favorite, and his courtesy
became boundless. Lucien was about to
invent some excuse for declining his in-

vitation, for the King might be recognized
at any moment if not by these, by their

friends or servants.

But the King, interrupting him, eager-

ly accepted and led the way with Mdlle.
Ferrette. His favorite could not but fol-

low with her brother.

Under the glare of lights in the salon,
Lucien marked anew the extraordinary
beauty of the King's companion. She was
dark as the King was fair, with melting
southern eyes and luscious lips. He was

handsome, she was beautiful, and each in

a glance fell in love with the other. The
favorite saw this mutual infatuation, -and

thought he could please his Majesty no
better than in letting the search for ad-

venture end here. Wine was brought, and
all were merry. Late as the hour was, the

two lingered some time, the wily Lucien

engrossing Ferrette's attention, tihus leav-

ing Henri to his enchantress. In parting,
the King and his courtier kissed the lady's
hand and took formal leave of her brother,
the latter viewing St. Aubyn's ardent at-

tentions with evident pleasure.
On the way back to the palace, Lucien

was informed that the King and Mdlle.

Ferrette were made for each other, which
seemed improbable, and that his Majesty
would renounce his religion, his kingdom,
rather than lose her.

Lucien made haste to inform him that
this would hardly be necessary after the

lady learned 'his true station.

The King resented this cynicism, and
declared that she should love him for him-
self alone; that Fate had surely sent him
abroad that night to meet the one the

gods intended for him.
The favorite, being some years older

tihan the King, felt no apprehension that

the affair might prove serious, while the

Bang's own thoughts naturally reverted to

his morning's conversation with De Ber-
neau.

Hardly a day passed thereafter that Lu-
cien was not the bearer of tender missives

and various presents from the King to
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Mdlle. Ferrette, who returned -his affec-

tion as ardently. And the King, as often

as he could escape from what he was now
pleased to term his gilded misery, betook
himself to pay his court in person. So the
threads of Fate tightened around them,
until at last, a frightened priest united
Henri the King and Constance Ferrette in

a hond which the former mentally defied

his Holiness to break. Lueien was there,
an unwilling witness, filled with awful

forebodings of what his share in the

romance might lead to.

It was some days after this ceremony
that Lucien presented himself at the door
of Mdlle. Ferrette, the Countess St. Au-

byn, the Queen of Alesia, or whatever she

might choose to be called. Being a some-
what frequent visitor he was at once ad-

mitted to the lady's presence. She was

surpassingly beautiful, and she had an air

truly queenly. Lucien was more than half

infatuated himself.

"You bring me a message?" she asked

graciously.
"From St. Aubyn," replied Lucien, with

a slight smile.

She read the loveJletter, a tender blush

suffusing her cheeks, which Lucien noted

with a sigh was not for him. She pre-

pared an answer, and when she had given
it to him, he hesitated.

"I came also on an errand of my own,"
he said, slowly, and knelt before her. "I

would pledge my allegiance to your
Majesty!"

She did not start, only looked search-

ingly into his face with deep 'and calm

eyes."

"There is yet time for that," she said

softly, extending her hand.

"But I would be first," pleaded Lucien,

pressing his lips to her fingers.
"So be it, then. In return, I will be

your friend, and believe me, Lucien, a not

altogether impotent one."

Something in her tone caused him to

look up wonderingly. In the calmness of

her eyes, in the benignity of her smile,

there was the gracious dignity of conscious

power, and Lucien knew that, from that

hour, whoever stood at Henri's side, this

woman alone would be ever queen to him.

She motioned him to rise. "Come,
Count," she said, "now we understand

each other. Be careful not to betray to
St. Aubyn that I am aware of his true

identity. There may yet be develop-
ments."

"Command me," said Lucien. "My
sword and my life are forever at your
service."

On the following morning, much to the

surprise of the Count Manier, he was sum-
moned to attend upon his Majesty and
De Berneau, who were apparently going
for a drive. They entered a closed carriage,

though the morning was fine. The King's
eager young face was somewhat set and
stern, as if he had made up his mind to

be moved by nothing. De Berneau's face
was as usual a mask of imperturbability.
Only, as Lucien appeared, he gave him
a quick, inquiring glance. Lucien

shrugged his shoulders in reply. It was
of no moment to him where the King
went; his duty was merely to follow. But
when the carriage rolled rapidly into a

well-known street, a light broke over his

face, and the King's eyes grew 'tender.

De Berneau gave no sign of surprise
when they stopped before a house only
half seen through trees and shrubbery, nor
when they were shown into the room in

which yesterday Lucien had knelt to kiss

the hand of Constance Ferrette.

The room was 'empty, and the servant

who had conducted them thither, imme-

diately departed. There was a short pause.
"De Berneau," began 'the King, tenta-

tively, "doubtless you are surprised at my
bringing you to this place, but there are

certain things which have been kept secret

from the Prime Minister which the King
now wishes to reveal to him. And this

house, strange as it may seem, is the only

proper place far me to make my con-

fession."

"Confession, sire?" De Berneau raised

his eyebrows.
"I am sure you have not forgotten a

conversation -we had some weeks ago, in

which we discussed my proposed mar-

riage?"
The King had been too long under De

Berneau's thumb not to feel some appre-
hension as to the result of the avowal he

was about to make.

"I remember perfectly," said the minis-

ter, somewhat interested.
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"In that interview/' continued Henri,
"I discovered that my friends and subjects
were determined to marry me to the Prin-

cess Louise, a charming woman, no doubt,
as your excellency remarked, but one

whom, aside from political advantages, I

consider entirely unsuited to me. It

seemed to me that I had a right to please

myself in that which concerns my personal

happiness, even though I am unfortu-

nately, I had almost said a King. Well,

the story is not long. I fell in love with a

girl as far below me in station as she is

above me in goodness and beauty, and I

have married her!"

De Berneau's face remained expression-

less. Perhaps the King thought this an

ominous sign, for he sprang to his feet

and raised his voice authoritatively.

"I, Henri, the King, married Constance

Ferrette; and in defiance of my court, my
subjects, his Holiness the Pope, and De
Berneau the Prime Minister, I abide by
that marriage!"

Behind him the portieres silently parted,
and Mdlle, Ferrette appeared between

them. She must have heard the King's
fervent declaration, but (her beautiful face

betrayed no agitation. De Berneau, rais-

ing his studiously lowered eyes* was the

first to discover her presence. The woman
and the statesman looked at each other

with a deep, searching scrutiny of gaze

that told of confidence on either side, and

in the glance of each a gleam of triumph.
The King turned. "Constance!" he ex-

claimed, and sprang to her side. He
kissed her cheek, smiled into her eyes,

took her hand in his, and faced De Ber-

neau.

"My Prime Minister," he said smiling,

"I would present you to Queen Constance

of Alesia."

De Berneau smiled too. He advanced,

an d knelt at her feet, and kissing her ex-

tended hand, swore his allegiance. The

King looked on in astonished triumph.
Was the politic De Berneau after all so be-

witched by the mere beauty of Constance
that he forgot his deep-laid schemes for

the aggrandizement of Alesia? It seemed
almost fatuity to think so. Yet he knelt

to her, and the oath of a De Berneau is

no slight thing.

De Bemeau rose. "Sire," he said gen-

tly, "I have sworn allegiance to the Queen
of Alesia, but, mark me well, not to her

who was Constance Ferrette, but to her

who was the Princess Anabel!"

"The Princess Anabel!" stammered the

bewildered King.

"Henri, forgive me." cried the masquer-

ading princess, throwing herself at his

feet. "I loved you, and wished you to love

me for my own sake. I came to Alesia

and Fate did the rest. Have I done so

wrong?"
The King smiled dazedly, and raised

her. "Why not?" he said. "It is you I

love, under what name I care not."

"But her Majesty having been a prin-
cess saves complications," muttered De
Berneau, dryly.

Lucien heaved a sigh of relief.

And the King never knew that the

whole affair was a well-laid and clever, if

somewhat theatrical, scheme of De Ber-

neau's and that the Princess Anabel,
Count Lucien Manier, and sundry other

personages were his very able and willing

confederates.

So in due time it was announced that

the Princess Anabel was King Henri's

chosen bride, and the populace rejoiced ac-

cordingly.

"Sometimes," said De Berneau, ''I know
better than himself what the King wants."
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BY ROSSITER JOHNSON

Some truths may be proclaimed upon the housetop ;

Others may be spoken by the fireside ;

Still others must be whispered in the ear of a friend.

IF
my friend Ela-cott liked to hear himself talk and sometimes it seemed as if he

did he had one of his best opportunities on a certain Saturday afternoon in leafy

June. I don't at all object to any person's liking to hear himself talk when he

has anything interesting to say and can say it reasonably well. In fact, with the same

proviso, he ought to like to hear himself talk, for confidence is a necessary element in

almost every success. To assert that one likes to hear himself talk is a common sar-

casm all the more common because it is so cheap. Any dunce may say it of any

philosopher, and it is seldom or never contradicted, because the attention is directed

to the premise that rests on individual opinion or impression. If I say,
" A. B. likes

to hear himself talk," the evident meaning is, that is the impression, or one of the im-

pressions, which his conversation produces on me. Of course no one can dispute this

proposition; and even when the extreme of politeness does not check the counter

declaration,
"
It seems not so to me,"'' the impression apparently remains. No doubt

there are persons who like to hear themselves talk, irrespective of anything they may
have to say; and they are chiefly those whose talk is an unremittent stream, poured

out on the assumption that nobody else can by any possibility have anything to offer.

This is a kind of disease, and generally it is incurable. But many times when I have

heard the sneer,
" He likes to hear himself talk," the true answer has lain in an attack

on the suppressed premise. I should have replied, if I did not,
" He ought to like to

hear himself talk, for the same reason that a man ought to like to pay his debts. He

has an abundance of information and ideas at least on some subjects and fair

powers of expression; and if he maintained a studied reticence he would deprive us

all of something to which we are entitled. If we do our part toward making the world

go, and rendering life pleasant, we have a right to expect those around us to do like-

wise." To say
" Excuse me from talking, but I am a good listener," is equivalent to

saying
"
I don't wish to give anything, but I am excellent at receiving." That, per-

haps, is rather an over-statement, because talking itself, when it meets intelligent

listening, always gives a certain advantage as well as pleasure to the talker. Yet I

never hear the admiring expression, "He does n't say much, but he keeps up a con-

stant thinking," without making the mental comment,
"
If he thinks so much, and

thinks to any purpose, he ought to say more." A larger part of the happiness of man-

kind comes from words, or at least is conveyed in them, than from any other single

element. The man that finds pleasure in listening is bound to give pleasure by talking;

and if he is defective in the art of expression, he should set himself at work to. cultivate

It. It is no more praiseworthy to be a miser in conversation than in coppers.
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Our conversational wallets are not all furnished alike. I have friends who appear

almost like dunces when the conversation is running glibly on trifles, but who., when

the occasion arises, can pay out a large, substantial idea in a way that indicates no

lack of others behind it ; and again I have friends who deal freely with the nimble six-

pences of conversation and seem to be almost unconscious that language ever has any-

thing of larger denomination.

I thought all this while Elacott was talking that day or at least when he had fin-

ished talking, but I did not say it, for the reason that just then it might be inter-

preted in two ways. When we say every possibility of language is permitted in the

Arbor, we except ambiguity.

We had been considering that oft-discussed question,
" What is genius ?

" and

Elacott maintained that a superlative gift of imagination, in any direction, consti-

tuted genius.
"
I say

'
in any direction/

"
he added,

"
because imagination, or the exercise of it,

is possible to almost every calling and in almost any contingency of life. Not to the

painter and the poet alone ;
but to the lawyer, the mechanic, the farmer, the inventor,

the general, the speculator, and even the servant in the kitchen, is it a useful faculty,

some measure of which is necessary to success."
"
If that is what you think," said Miss Eavaline,

"
you must have a very broad

definition for the word (

imagination.'
):

"
I have heard or read many attempts to define it," said Elacott,

" but none that

satisfied me. The brightest of our professors in college tried to make us understand

what it was, but not successfully, I think. He recognized it, unerringly, wherever he

met it, and every example of it that he cited was correct ; but as a child knows a horse

when he sees it, but could not define a horse as distinct from any other quadruped, so

the professor, it seemed to me, hardly succeeded in defining imagination."
"
I have generally heard it discussed in connection with fancy," said Mrs. Tren-

field.
" Are they not the same thing, only differently applied, one to lighter subjects

and the other to more important ones?"
" Not at all," said Elacott

"
at least, not if I understand them. Fancy may be

applied to the most serious or massive subjects, and imagination to the most trivial.

There is a certain long and serious poem which has somehow attained a conventional

reputation as one of the greatest in our language, if not in any language. I say
'
con-

ventional
'
because I think very few actually read it, though everybody thinks it neces-

sary to own a copy. And the teachers of rhetoric always call the pupil's attention to it

as a wonderful exhibition of imagination. But, if my definition of that quality is cor-

rect, this great poem, while it abounds in clumsy fancies, is almost devoid of imagi-

nation.
"
Perhaps that is so much the worse for your definition," said Miss Ravaline.

"
Please tell us what poem it is," said Mrs. Trenfield.

"
I don't like to do that," said Elacott,

"
because you would be horrified at my

literary heresy, and would dispute me, and as we have no copy of the poem at hand the

dispute could not be made definite enough to have a satisfactory conclusion. But

some day I will put my ideas of that poem into writing, with copious citations to

prove my thesis, and will read the screed to you in this Arbor. In fact, this is the

only place where it could be read with safety to myself."
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" We shall remember the promise/' said Mrs. Trenfield,
"
but at least you might

give us your definition to-day."
"
I am not sure that I can put it into a few words," said Elacott,

"
but I will try

to make it clear to you. The idea with which the rhetoricians always set out, of discus-

sing fancy and imagination together, comparing and contrasting them, is correct. But
after that they appear to be at sea. At least, their definitions do not satisfy me to

the extent of enabling me to say of any work, or any passage,
'
this is fancy/ or

'
this

is imagination/ If I were to attempt a brief statement of the difference between the

two faculties, I think I should say, fancy is conjurative, while imagination is construc-

tive. Fancy is the faculty that can call up or represent images or conditions that do

not exist, no matter whether they are possible or impossible. They may be prosaic or

commonplace, or they may be fantastic or grotesque. Imagination is the faculty thak

from given facts or conditions (whether these are real or only the product of fancy)
infers or constructs other facts or conditions that must result from them or co-exist

with them, according to the known laws of nature. Let me first illustrate it with the

simplest possible example. I may say,
'
I think I will plant an orchard of a thousand

trees/ That is fancy. I might have . said five hundred trees, or any other number, as

well as a thousand; or I might have said a vineyard instead of an orchard. You

remark,
' That will require four acres of ground, and in a few years you will have an

abundance of fruit/ That is imagination. Take another I read, 'I saw a beast

with ten horns/ That is mere fancy ; the number of horns might have been seven, or

seventeen, or a hundred, as well as ten. But if this suggests the thought,
' That beast

could toss ten dogs at once/ that is imagination."
" You may be right," said Miss Eavaline

;

" but I have always had a lofty, not to

say reverent, idea of imagination; and when you harness it to such things as that,

bringing it down from the clouds to the clods, you go far toward destroying my inter-

est in it."

" That need not be," said Elacott.
" There are many powers that deal with both

lofty and lowly things; and it appears to me that the universality of their applica-

tion increases their dignity and beauty. The attraction of gravitation, which keeps

the planets in their orbits, is not made ridiculous when it determines the weight of a

codfish or takes part in a game of football."

" No power in the universe could add to the silliness of football, or escape degra-

dation if concerned in the game," said Mrs. Trenfield, aside.

"But," resumed Elacott, "as we have now reduced imagination to its lowest

terms, so to speak, and indicated its least poetic applications, let us consider some

of the more important and romantic ones. We will begin with its most familiar pro-

vince (though I doubt if it is the most important), that of poetry. Let us look at

Miss Ingelow's well-known 'High Tide on the Coast of Lincolnshire/ which is so much

admired and is undoubtedly her best piece of work. She puts the whole story into the

mouth of an old woman who is supposed to have witnessed the phenomenon and been

bereaved by the disaster. There could not be a better form for it; but in the excution

there is both fancy and imagination. When she describes the great wave that rushed

up the river, she says:
' It swept with thunderous noises loud,

Shaped like a curling, snow-white cloud,

Or like a demon in a shroud.'
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These two similes are fancies. Instead of a snow-white cloud, she might have likened

it to anything else to which it bore a physical resemblance. That simile is neither

fine nor faulty. The other is positively bad. It is doubtful if an old woman like that

would think of likening anything to a demon in a shroud, nor would a demon in a

shroud produce a different shape from anything else that wears a shroud ;
nor can any-

thing in a shroud be supposed to be producing a great noise shrouds are signs of

silence. That stanza could hardly have a worse termination. But if we read a little

farther, we come to a fine example of imagination:
' So farre, so fast the eygre drave,

The heart had hardly time to beat

Before a shallow seething wave
Sobbed in the grasses at oure feet :

The feet had hardly time to flee

Before it brake against the knee,
And all the world was in the sea.'

If Miss Ingelow never had seen this phenomenon, it was her imagination that told

her the level of the river would be raised somewhat before the approaching wave

which is poetically expressed by the shallow wave moving through the grasses and then

the rapidly increasing depth of the water where it had overflowed the bank, submer-

ging the footpath and the meadow. Perhaps the clearest stroke of imagination is in

the last line of the stanza. Of course, it was not true that all the world was in

the sea; only an infinitesimal portion of it had been inundated. But in the narrow

life of the old peasant woman who is speaking, this little portion seems like all the

world it is all of her world; and it was imagination that told Miss Ingelow this

is what she would be likely to say. The literal picture that it conveys to the reader

presents a submergence of all the territory that could be seen from the spot where

the woman stood. There is an analogous bit of imagination in Campbell's
( Ger-

trude of Wyoming,' which has been curiously criticised. It is in the Indian's death-

song with which the poem closes. He says :

'Seek we thy once-loved home?
The hand is gone that cropped its flowers,
Unheard their clock repeats its hours,
Cold is the hearth within their bowers ;

And should we thither roam
Its echoes and its empty tread

Would sound like voices from the dead.'

Some critics have laughed at Campbell for the line

' Unheard the clock repeats its hours,'

because the narrative shows that the home had been deserted so long that the clock

must have run down. They forget that it is not the poet speaking in his own person:

it is the Indian chief. He had been in the settler's house, and had observed the clock

and heard it strike; but he might not know that it had to be wound up every day or

every week. Hence it was perfectly natural for him to think it was still running."
"
But," said Miss Eavaline,

"
if we are to look at the niceties and this appears

to be a discussion of niceties should we not go a step farther and say that, although

this mistake of the Indian's was perfectly natural, or probable, yet the reader is likely

to detect it as an error, and, before he can justify it by going through the necessary
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course of reasoning, it has marred for him a fine, pathetic passage ? It was not neces-

sary to mention the clock at all; the poet could have supplied some other indication

of desolateness, on which the Indian would not have made any mistake."

"As to that/' said Elacott, "I think you are right. Another poetical applica-

tion of imagination is in the statement of truths that become obvious when pointed
out but were unnoticed before, as in Byron's lines :

* The Past is nothing, and at last

The Future can but be the Past.'

It is this kind of imagination that has created the best and most powerful proverbs
and aphorisms."

"
I suppose," said Mrs. Trenfield,

"
you have dwelt upon these minor examples to

help out your definition and make it clear. I think I understand it perfectly. Of

course the grander applications are to be found in such passages as the famous one

from 'The Tempest'

'Like the baseless fabric of this vision,
The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous palaces,' etc."

" Yes and no," said Elacott.
" The very highest application of the faculty is not

in any particular passage, (though here it may rise very high), but in the whole con-

ception and execution of a poem, a play, a novel, or a history."
" A history !

" Mrs. Trenfield exclaimed.
"
Certainly !

" he answered.
" The mere chronicler is one man, the historian is

another, and the difference lies in the possession of imagination. The chronicler fur-

nishes pigments and canvas only; the historian produces a picture. The chronicler

will tell you what the king said, what the headsman did, and how ran the text of the

law. The historian will show you why the king said it, what force framed the law,

and what were the far-reaching effects of the headsman's blow."
"

I should think," said Miss Ravaline,
"
that what you call the highest applica-

tion of imagination would be almost the only one available to the sculptor, and that in

sculpture it might haye its most perfect development."
" So it would seem," said Elacott

;

(i
but it appears to me that, as a matter of

fact, the actual sculpture that exists exhibits but a very small percentage of imagina-

tion. I think this may be proved by the circumstance that so much of it has to be

labeled. You see a marble figure of a sleeping or sleepy lion, and beside it a woman

standing with her hand resting on its head. Who would ever know, without reading

the label, that this was to represent brute force overcome by intellect? In the first

place, the picture is impossible, because there is no lion that would sit thus meekly at

the feet of a woman, unless she first gave him a tremendous blow with a club or fired

a pistol in his face, and there is no woman that would try the experiment. I see

neither beauty nor propriety in attempting to illustrate a great truth by a monstrous

.and evident fiction. In the next place, I think it is a fair question whether it is worth

while to expend all that labor on three tons of stone, for the purpose of setting forth

a simple proposition which could be expressed more clearly and forcibly with a few

strokes of a pen."
"
I am afraid you hardly appreciate the sculptor's art, with its peculiarities and

limitations," said I.
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"
Perhaps not, as some appear to appreciate it," lie replied.

" But I make dis-

tinctions there as elsewhere. I sometimes walk through an ancient graveyard and

observe the
' uncouth rhymes and shapeless sculpture' with which the mossy stones are

decked, where the imagination of the artist has not carried him beyond the conception
of a weeping willow or a skull and crossed bones, and I am seldom tempted to smile.

Sympathy supplies the place of admiration,- and lapse of time has not made sorrow

less real nor its emblems less sincere. Then I go into a fine mausoleum, where the

mortal remains of some eminent man have been laid, and perhaps I see, above his

tomb, a full-length marble figure representing him as if in sleep, and I am informed,
in a tone of awe, that it is a most perfect likeness. Doubtless it is, and I can appreciate
the excellent material and the fine workmanship; but I can see, also, that imagina-
tion had no hand in the sculptor's task. The result is skillfully imitative, but no-

where imaginative. Again, I am told that a certain sculptor was commissioned to design
a statue or emblematic piece for a cemetery near Washington, and when he has fin-

ished his work I go to see it, because other work of Ms has led me to expect something
worth while. I find that he has created a figure of a woman, who, sitting alone on a

rock, looks across
'
the grassy barrows of the dead/ A thick drapery covers her head,

almost concealing her face except from a direct front view, and falls thence in heavy
folds to her feet. The face has not been idealized into vague generalities of beauty ;

it is intellectual and nobly sympathetic, and might be that of some real woman you
have known. The disposition of the drapery precludes the slightest idea of any con-

scious posing, suggesting instead a desire to be unobserved in an hour of sacred grief.

No more expressive face was ever put into bronze or marble. No label is required to

enable you to read in it the whole story of mortality and the tragedy of bereavement.

Her thoughts are as plain as if she spoke them.
'

Some new-made grave has sharpened
her grief, but at the same time she thinks of all that Addison tried to express in his

Bridge of Mirza, Gray in his Elegy, and Omar in his Bubalyat. I recognize in that

work the noblest and most imaginative piece of sculpture that has been produced in

our country, and you must not say I fail to appreciate the art/'
"
After all that," said Mrs. Trenfield,

"
I wish you would tell us the name of the

sculptor, for I never have heard of the work you describe."

"It is St. Gaudens, of course," said Elacott.
" To come down from great things to small ones," said Miss Kavaline,

"
or per-

haps I should say from the more poetical to the more prosaic, you promised, I think, to

give us your ideas of the applications of imagination in every-day life. You said, if

I remember, that even the servant in the kitchen had use for it."

"
That," said Elacott,

"
brings us into the realm of what I call mechanical imagi-

nation by which I mean, the same faculty applied to the disposition of material

things. You may remember that in one of Poe's stories
' The Purloined Letter,' I

think occurs the declaration by a detective,
' such a thing as a secret drawer is im-

possible to one who understands his business. There is a certain amount of space to-

be accounted for in every cabinet.' This means that a person possessed of what I call

mechanical imagination, looking at a cabinet, would quickly see that the visible

drawers did not sum up all the space, and there must be another somewhere. A per-

son without such imagination could be deceived by a hidden receptacle. I suppose you

have friends who have occasionally tried their hands at designing houses amateur
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architects. Have you observed' that they almost always make the- mistake of not pro-

viding headroom for the stairs ? Frequently this error is not discovered till the house
is half built, and then all sorts of ingenuity are called into requisition for its remedy.
It arises from the fact that the unskilled designer has concentrated his thoughts upon
floor-plans and lacks the mechanical imagination which, while he looks at these,

would build up the elevation before the mind's eye."
"
This is interesting, and the subject appears to grow rapidly," said Miss Kava-

line. "Please give us some examples in other callings."
"When General Grant fought his first battle in the Civil War," said Elacott,

" he tells us he was mightily afraid until it occurred to him that the opposing com-

mander must be equally alarmed. That was a simple exercise of imagination. At Fort

Donelson he exhibited a less simple and more important one. He knew he could get

the fort by merely waiting, or by negotiating; but he was not such a mere soldier as

to look at the possession of the fort as the only thing to be accomplished. His imagi-
nation told him what was most needed by the people he served, and he made General

Buckner the answer that electrified the country and gave a tremendous impulse to the

contest. I think that throughout his military career he showed the quality of imagi-

nation in a high degree. From what I have said, you will readily see what part it

plays in other fields."
"
Yes," said Mrs. Trenfield, with a suggestive drawl,

"
all but the kitchen. I

think you included the kitchen, and that is important to housekeepers."
"
I have not much time left," said Elacott, looking at his watch,

"
for I must

meet my aunt who comes by the next train. But I can give you one very small ex-

ample of imagination, or the lack of it, in the kitchen. The last time I went into

my mother's I observed, in the busiest part of the room, a shelf that had been devoted

to small tin pails and glass lamp-chimneys. The servant had put the pails back

against the wall, and ranged the nicely cleaned chimneys in a row along the front

edge. If she had not been lacking in mechanical imagination, she would have

reversed this order, because whatever is on the front edge of that shelf is liable to be

knocked off. This is a trivial instance, but it illustrates the cause of many accidents,

small and great."

Elacott then set out for the station, and our party broke up.

ANGER

TT7HEN Reason serves at Passion's will,

The Centaur flies from bonds released,
'

And who should guide the strength by skill

Himself is changed to half the beast!

Edward Wilbur Mason.
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Return

of the

Volunteers

IT WARMED the hearts of

the people of San Francisco

to see the return of even one

regiment of the boys who so

gallantly went to war in the

Philippines. So many times

had the whistles blown and the handker-

chiefs waved to speed the departing trans-

ports bearing the flower of the Republic that

it had almost come to seem as though Manila
was a bourne from whence no traveler re-

turned. Only the invalided and the Astor

Battery had broken the spell.

But now the Oregonians have come, and
California's own sons are on the way, and
the heart of the city was moved so that the

welcome home was even more spontaneous
and universal than the God-speed.

True, the fighting is not over, and having
once put our hands to this ploughing, the
furrow must go straight to its end; but the

troops we are now sending are enlisted with
a clear understanding of what they have be-

fore them. They go in colder blood than
those who rallied to the flag when the drum-
beat sounded for the war with Spain. The
authorities are more particular also, and de-

sire unmarried men men who have no de-

pendent relatives.

And it is to be hoped yes, and expected
of me Administration, that by the time the

rainy season allows the renewal of active

campaigning the plans will be so perfected,
and the arrangements so complete that short
work will be made of organized resistance to

American authority. There must be no un-

certainty about it. The present painful situa-

tion must be ended, and the long task begun
of binding up the wounds we have made. It

will take years to convince the Filipinos that

our intentions have all along been for their

highest good.

THE TEACHERS, some fif-

teen thousand of them, have
come and gone from Los

Angeles. If we may judge by
reports so far at hand, the

session has been a notable

one. Not only in the papers read and the
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discussions that followed, but also in the

greater ends of raising the standards of pro-

fessional dignity, and of promoting the

sense of solidarity among teachers, has the

session been a success.

That Los Angeles would acquit herself

well as a hostess, that her homes and her

hands would be open, is no surprise to us

who knew Los Angeles; but it has surprised

and delighted the multitudes that came from

far, and knew of Californian hospitality only

from hearsay.

IT HAS interested the liter-

. ary world to learn that two

(

of the largest periodical pub-
Magazine lishing houses of New York
Trust have joined hands. It rather

makes people wonder if the

catering to the desire for good things to read

and good pictures to look at is to fall into

line with the purveyors of so many other

necessaries of life, in the shape of a great

magazine trust.

Supposing all the publishers of popular

periodicals were to combine in a hundred
million dollar company. There would be ad-

vantages. One administration would serve

for all. There would be saved the waste of

competing publications covering the same

ground, and of the burden of advertising

themselves, each to attract readers from the

other. The same plates could be distributed

to as many of the periodicals as they would
be useful to. The one most characteristic

portrait of Dewey or Aguinaldo would be

spread broadcast, saving the making of hun-
dreds of inferior plates. Enterprises might
be undertaken by the consolidation too ex-

pensive for even the most wealthy of pub-
lishers now to entertain. The North Pole

and the South Pole would yield their secrets

to the resources of the United Magazines of

America.

But there would be another side. The

young poet, the beginner at story-writing,

the aspiring illustrator, find it none too easy
now to see their work in print and get the

benefit that comes from trying their early

efforts on a public, no matter how limiced.
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And what of the multitudes who live on the

results of modest achievement in conducting,

writing for, editing, or illustrating the minor

magazines? And how about the readers who
chance to disagree in taste with the syndi-

cate of great editors who should conduct the

United Magazine? Now, these can flee to

some smaller periodical more nearly meeting
their needs, but uien there would be no es-

cape.

No; let us rather bear the ills we have in

the way of too many weak publications, each

industriously scratching for a living in a

narrow plot, rather than construct the jug-

gernautic magazine that would crush us be-

neath its mighty wheels into a dead level of

uniformity.

A MODIFICATION has

~u. taken place in Californian

Chinese anti-Chinese sentiment since
in S* r. the passage of an Exclusion

Parades Act, which has worked well

enough to remove the fear of

an overwhelming influx of Mongolians.
In early days that is, in the '60's the

Chinaman was welcomed to the State. There
was some prompt jealousy if the yellow im-

migrant took too kindly to mining and
"struck it rich," but when he came as a

laborer he was welcomed. He would build

the transcontinental railroad, he would do

the housework of a land lacking in women,
he would be useful in a thousand employ-
ments too humble for a white man with

ideas of the possible swift wealth of the

mines. Consequently the San Francisco com-

mercial bodies received the- early Chinese

gladly. They gave banquets to the early

Chinese merchants, and toasted the slant-

eyed brother from over the great waters.

The Chinese marched in Fourth of July

parades, waving American flags.

But time soon changed all that. "John"

proved himself too apt a pupil; he was not

content with the humble walks alone, but in-

sinuated himself into all employments. It

became almost an impossibility for a poor

woman to find honest work, because every

avenue was filled with yellow competitors

that could starve her out. Then the Chinese

no longer formed a division in the parading

hosts of the Fourth, and had they tried to do

so, the "Irishman," with egg or stone, would
have made them unpleasantly aware how
their presence was regarded.
But for a year or two now the Chinese di-

vision has been in the parades again, and

growing in length and splendor, until this

year they easily carried off the honors as a

spectacular feature. And now comes word
that the Chinese Minister has telegraphed
from Washington to his countrymen in San
Francisco that they are to outdo themselves
in getting up the portion of the parade al-

lotted to them when San Francisco welcomes
home the First California Regiment from
the Philippines.

This is policy, perhaps, for China may need
the moral support, if nothing more, of the

United States when the attempt is made by
greedy Europe to overthrow the most ancient

empire of the world. But let us not look on
it so. Let us rather rejoice that the senti-

ment of our own people has changed and

softened, and that the Chinaman is no longer

subject to insult on our streets even by the

untutored hoodlum of recent importation.

Dennis Kearny is a power no more.

THE Regents of the Univer-

f* i.r . > sity of California have done
California s

wellj go far ^ can be judged
New in advance, in making Pro-

President fessor Benjamin Ide Wheel-

er, of Cornell, their Presi-

dent. The fact that Professor Wheeler did

not accept hastily, but only when the status

of the office had been arranged to his satis-

faction, is a cheerful sign. It shows that he

has a fitting idea of the dignity of the of-

fice and of what must be its prerogatives to

make the responsibility, and to that end the

power, rest squarely on his shoulders.

Regents, faculty, alumni, and students

have pledged him their united support. He
enters on a task difficult and arduous, it is

true, but full of possibilities of great

achievement. He will be heartily and hope-

fully welcomed by the State at large, for

California is proud of her University; but

that very pride and love will cause the peo-

ple to watch with keen if friendly eyes the

acts of the new administration.



BOOK REVIEWS

Adams on the
" Modern Farmer/' l

Under the title of The Modern Farmer in his

Business Relations, Mr. Edward F. Adams
has discussed most of monetary relations be-

tween farmers and other classes. The text

makes it evident that Mr. Adams has had a

business experience which qualifies him to

give profitable counsel in a direction in

which the modern farmer is most lacking,

but in which it is essential to his welfare

that he speedily become expert. Never was
more practical common sense compressed in-

to the same number of pages than in those

in which Mr. Adams discusses the relations

between the farmer and the banker, the

commission merchant, the speculator, the

railroads, the politicians, his creditors, his

competitors, the tradesmen, and the tax-

gatherers. The man who will master these

chapters will secure thereby the results of

a quarter of a century's business experience.

The discussion of some of the leading ques-

tions of the day always from a business

standpoint is impartial, lucid, vigorous, and
wise. His discussion of the " Trust Prob-

lem "
is searching and sane. The crisp Eng-

lish, with occasional flashes of humor, makes
the book very agreeable reading.
All this has been fully recognized by the

critics of the daily and weekly press who
have given The Modern Farmer a very cor-

dial reception. But the chapters which will

most interest those who have some leisure to

think, and which will perhaps make a last-

ing reputation for the author, are those in

which he discusses the deeper social prob-

lems. The discontent of the farmer and in-

deed American discontent generally he

attributes in great measure to the lack of

any fixed ideal of a standard of life.

What [asks Mr. Adams] is the rational
standard of life for all of us? What ought
we to have the means to procure? Ought
the standard to be uniform for us all? If

not, what ought each class to get, and indi-

viduals, according to their ability and thrift,
within their class? Can we improve on na-
ture's method of letting us all fight it out

among ourselves?

i "The Modern Farmer in His Business Relations."
By Edward F. Adams. The N. J. Stone Company: San
Francisco: 189;). Sold by subscription only.
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The discussion on this point is very inter-

esting, and is continued in a subsequent
chapter on " The Farmer and Socialism."

Mr. Adams thinks that of necessity the

farmer and his wife must work twelve hours
a day at most seasons of the year, including
the time spent in the care of the domestic

animals, and that since natural conditions

determine the farmer's standard of life, that

must be the standard by which to determine
the manner of life of all men. The farmer,
he says, will object to work twelve hours a

day in order that those who build his house
or make his shoes may work only six or

eight hours.

Doubtless, however, the most valuable part
of the volume is the discussion of co-opera-

tion, upon which Mr. Adams is an acknowl-

edged authority. With this subject he deals

with the experience of a practical co-opera-

tor, but in the spirit of a philosopher. The
keynote of this discussion is the following

paragraph, which we quote from page 203:

Co-operation is the union of those of like
interests for the purpose of more effectively
competing with those of adverse interests.
It is middle ground between individualism,
in which each man competes with all other

men, and State Socialism, or "
Collectivism,"

which assumes such a union of all interests
as to entirely suppress competition. It recog-
nizes permanent differences of interest be-
tween classes, and assumes that these differ-

ences will be adjusted with least friction, by
able representatives of the different classes,

meeting together in the light of complete in-

formation and under a sense of responsibil-
ity. Incidentally the weaker in each class
are helped by the stronger of the same class,
as a matter of self-interest, regardless of

sentiment, yet more or less moved by senti-

ment. Socialists favor it as a stepping-stone
to socialism. Co-operators regard co-opera-
tion as the final step, because it recognizes
as permanent, cleavages of interest which
socialism ignores or supposes can be united.
The perfect form of co-operation is exhibited
in the Trust. Socialism aims to make the
State the industrial unit, involving the com-
petition of one State with another, and ig-

noring the conflict of interest between
classes within the State. Co-operation makes
the class the unit within the State, and does
not necessarily regard international bound-
aries. A distinct term is needed for this

phase of co-operative effort.
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The above is the outline of a new social

philosophy. It is very rarely that a book is

published so well worth reading as The Mod-
ern Farmer, or so easy to read.

Un Peu de Tout. 1

Un Peu de Tout,i is a splendid study book,
intended to give a final polishing to a student
about to take a French examination. Its two
parts contain sentences in English and their

equivalents in French. It is a disagreeable

book, because it horrifies us to find how
many simple sentences there are we are un-

able to put into correct French.

As a means of brushing up or extending
one's knowledge of French, it is the very
best book we know of.

A Story of the South Seas.2

MRS. LOUD has written a very interesting

story in Taurua. It is the narrative of a

white girl cast upon Paumotu, one of the

islands of the Society Group. Her uncle, a

sea-captain, is murdered, and she is left

alone with the savages. They bring her up
as one of themselves, and a chiefess adopts
her by transfusion of blood into her own
kin. Of course, the case comes to light at

last, and the girl is carried back to civiliza-

tion.

The intimate picture of savage life on the

islands and the dealings of the French with

Tahiti and its native rulers are the staple

of the story, and make it interesting.

Mrs. Loud's Paumotaus are not white peo-

ple masquerading, neither are they brutes in

h man form. They are human, but not like

us; they think differently and see different-

ly, and it is life from their point of view that

the book shows.

Like all the history of the dealings 'of sav-

age races with the Caucasian, this story
shows the blight that the contact with the

whites brings on the inferior bloods. Seclu-

sion is the only safety, and seclusion cannot
be in these days of steam.

It makes but little difference in the final

result whether the invading whites are rough
sailors and introduce drink and disease with-

out a thought for the natives, or whether
they are good missionaries who bring clothes

and civilization with the best of intentions.

1 Un Peu de Tout. By F. Julien. New York: Wm.
R. Jenkins.

2 Taurua. By Emily S. Loud. Cincinnati: The Edi-
tor Publishing Company. 1899.

Briefer Notice
THE boys' story in the "Oliver Optic" style

had to take up the field of the Spanish War.
Edwara Stratemeyer writes "The Old Glory
Series," covering the Manila Bay fight, the
Santiago campaign, and in the present vol-
umei the destruction of Cerveras's fleet. The
end is not yet; for the Philippine campaign
is still to come.

In each of these stories the young hero is
in the thick of the fighting and distinguishes
himself by extraordinary deeds of valor.

But, on the whole, the tone is not bad. Mr.
Stratemeyer has not Oliver Optic's address
in sugar-coating his information, but is

frankly didactic at times. He also has a
barefaced way of advertising the other books
of the series at frequent intervals throughout
the story. Neither is his picture of the sea-

fight, the grand climax, vivid or thrilling at

all, and far more might have been done with
the closing scenes where the sailors turn
from fighting to rescue. There were deeds of

personal daring done then by sailors that
made exciting reading even in the press dis-

patches.

WITH some ridiculous things in following
the extraneities of the decadent school, Mr.
Thomas Mosher does some charming things
in the way of exquisite editions of classics.

Ti^e present example is the Rubaiyat* in a
vest pocket size, at the price of twenty-five

cents, which is dainty enough to satisfy the

heart of the book lover, and handy enough to

meet the demand for something to slip into

the pocket to take on an outing trip.

There is an introduction by Nathan Has-
kell Dole, a Persian Glossary, and notes that

are not more than usually in the way of the

enjoyment of the text.

IN CLOISTERS DIMS is an unpretentious
book of poems, touched with a real sense of

piety and a feeling for beauty of the religious

sort, but wrought out with no great know-

ledge of poetic art or poetic form. The

stages of tiie mass are recited in blank verse

rather pleasing, but interesting on account

of their religious sentiment rather than their

artistic, which is doubtless what the author

intended.

1 Fighting in Cuban Waters. By Edward Strate-

meyer. Boston: Lee &Shepard. 1899.

2 Rubaiyatof Omar Khayyam. Translated by Edward
Fitzgerald. Portland, Me. : Thos. B. Mo her. 1899.

3 In Cloisters Dim. By Charb sCurtz Hahn. Omaha:
Burkly Printing Company. 1898.
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A SIMILAR collection of poems, this time

making the Holy Mother the constant theme,

is Ave Maria.i With more of delicacy and

more of poetry, too, the verses tell of the

Catholic's devotion to the "sweet mother-

maid." Thus:

BROTHERHOOD.
How can I draw more near to Him
Yhan thro' this one so dear to Him?
For if I call sweet Mary "Mother,"

As He did, am I not His brother?

AN exceedingly attractive book, lately

published by the Stokes Co., is A Guide to the

Wild Flowers,* by Alice Lounsberry, which

will prove as valuable to the lover of flowers

as ubiquitous Baldecker is to the tourist.

How many of us have solemnly resolved to

make a study of botany, so as to be able to

surprise and entertain our friends with our

superior knowledge the next time we run

across a wild flower. A book like the one

in question will make such study a great

pleasure, both because of the confidence we
feel in its accuracy, and because of its

pleasant style of wording, which latter quite

escapes the dry, didactic prose we expect in

such works.

The most notable feature, however, is the

series of exquisite plates, in color, which run

through the book. These have been repro-
duced from Mrs. Ellis Rowan's drawings,
and show a perfect genius in combining a

wealth of detail suitable for the purpose of

identification, with an atmosphere and com-

position that make each plate worthy of be-

ing framed.

The classification of the plants by the

character of the soil in which they grow is

particularly good, and will make the book a

convenient dictionary in which to look up
individual flowers.

WHEN Thoreau said: "If it were requir-
ed to know the position of the fruit dots or

the character of the indusium, nothing could

be easier than to ascertain it; out if it is re-

quired that you be affected by ferns, that

they amount to anything, signify anything
to you, that they be another sacred scripture
and revelation to you, helping to redeem

1 Ave Maria. By Charles Hanson Towne. Cincin-
nati : The Editor Publis u ing Company. 1898.

2 A Guide to the Wild Flowers. By Alice Lounsberry.New York : Frederick A. Stokes Company.

your life, this end is not so easily accom-

plished," it seems as though he were writing
a preface to Frances Thedora Parsons' new
book, How to Know the Ferns. 1

To those who have already roamed afield

in search of Nature at her best, Mrs. Parsons-

is a constant helper and guide. Her "How
to Know the Wild Flowers" is already their

constant companion; but to those who do
not know Mrs. Parsons her books will come
as a revelation. Her new one is in every

way the equal of her former works.

The new book is of especial value as be-

ing, to the writer's knowledge, the only work
on Ferns which is of practical value to the

average seeker, and is not so technical as to

render it obscure. The book is supplemented
by an able set of illustrations which are ac-

curate, and are of inestimable value to him
who, knowing little of such things, would
follow the example of many and be guided

by Mrs. Parsons into a close commune with
Nature at home.

Books Received

The Modern Farmer. By Edward F. Adams.
N. J. Stone Co., San Francisco.

Richard Carvel. By Winston Churchill. The
Macmillan Co., New York.

Children of the Mist. By Eden Phillpotts.
G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.

The Meaning of Education. Nicholas Mur-

ray Butler. The Macmillan Co., New York.

Spiritual Consciousness. By Frank H.
Sprague. F. H. Sprague, Wollaston, Mass.

The Standard Intermediate Dictionary. By
James C. Fernald. Funk & Wagnalls,
New York.

Our Right to Acquire and Hold Foreign Ter-

ritory. By Chas. A. Gardiner. G. P. Put-
nam's Sons, New York.

New Forms of Christian Education. By
Mrs. Humphry Ward. Thos. Y. Crowell
& Company, New York.

The Jamesons. By Mary E. Wilkiiis.

Doubleday & McClure, New York.

Men's Tragedies. By R. V. Risley The Mac-
millan Co., New York.

The Hooligan Nights. By Clarence Rook.

Henry Holt & Co., New York.

Better-World Philosophy, by J. Howard
Moore; The Ward Wauch Company, Chi-

cago.

i How to Know the Ferns. By Frances Theodora
Parsons. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1899.
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GREATER CALIFORNIA AND THE TRADE OF THE
ORIENT

BY N. P. CHIPMAN
PRESIDENT QF THE CALIFORNIA STATE BOARD OF TRADE

COMMISSIONER OF THE SUPREME COURT

THE
subject indicated by the caption

of this paper is one in which all

Californians have deep practical

concern, and which at this particular time

presents an appropriate topic for consider-

ation. What have been in the past but
dreams and prophecy and visions of things
hoped for have unexpectedly and rapidly
become vital present realities. Our rela-

tions to a new world, open to commercial

conquest, have, by the force of recent

events, suddenly been brought to our at-

tention in a way not only to press upon
us with great emphasis new political duties

and responsibilities, but to lay before us
for commercial exploitation new and im-

portant markets for our products. The
Pacific Coast States have keen seriously

handicapped in their development by their

remoteness from and inaccessibility to the

regions of dense population in our own
country, where we might otherwise turn
for consumers of our merchandise. Only
those agricultural products not profitably

grown in the States east of the Rocky
Mountains, or which are of considerable

value, could bear the cost of transporta-
tion. Our surplus agricultural products,
such as wheat, must nearly circumnavigate
the globe to find purchasers, and are sub-

jected to a freight charge greater than im-

posed upon competing producers of like

products. For example, the wheat-grower
of the Western States can reach Liverpool
much more quickly and at a cost per ton

for carriage of about three dollars less than
we can. He has the advantage also of

quicker returns, and hence less interest to

pay awaiting delivery, less cost of insur-

ance, and less risk to the cargo from the
elements. He is not at the mercy of char-

ter-parties, as here, because of the many
competing lines of transportation to which
he can turn.

It was perhaps too much to expect of

Eastern farmers and home-seekers to break

away from associations of many years and

journey across the continent at great ex-

pense in large numbers to a country thus

held down and thus limited in its progress

by apparently permanent adverse condi-

tions. And yet the growth of the State

has been a healthy one, and, all things con-

sidered, satisfactory. By the school cen-.

sus of 1899, computing four and a half

inhabitants for each school-census child,
I find that we have added to our popula-
tion twenty-four thousand in the past

decade, more than we gained in that of

1880-1890. Restricted as we have been in

the past as to markets, I think we may now
look in other directions to an outlet for the

expanding business of this Coast, and a

correspondingly rapid increase of popula-
tion.

A "
Greater California

"
implies a great

California. When we speak of
"
Greater

New York City," the mind at once takes in

a great New York City made greater by

adding enormously to her wealth and pop-
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ulation by a single act of legislation. The
term "

Greater
"
has come to have special

significance, and can only be appropriately

applied to a State that has achieved great-
ness or has in itself the intrinsic elements
of greatness; and then only where it has

become conspicuously greater by some sud-

den discovery or development of command-

ing importance present or prospective.
The Greater California to which niy

mind now turns is not the California of

to-day, but it is the California which I see

before me, looming up in the not distant

future; and it is her present intrinsic

elements of greatness and her situation on
the map of the world which justify the

horoscope I would cast of that future.

I must, therefore, at the outset establish

my major premise that California is a

great State. What are the claims of Cali-

fornia to be thus designated ? My answer

must be in outline only, and I shall rely

upon the general knowledge of the reader

to supply the coloring and elaboration to

perfect the picture.
California has a most interesting and

romantic history, which is woven into the

annals of the early explorers of this conti-

nent. There is not a commonplace chap-
ter nor a dull line in its story from the

time Sandoval returned to his chief,

Cortes, from his first voyage and related

the marvelous story concerning the island

of the Amazons, to the coming and passing
of the Argonauts of 1849.

This is not much, you will say, toward

establishing the claim of California to

greatness, and in itself perhaps is not.

But there is something in blood and lin-

eage to the man, and so is there much in

traditions and history to a country. To
have been erected into a territory and next

into a State from some unheralded por-
tion of the Louisiana Purchase is too ig-
noble an origin to challenge attention.

But to have been associated in our history
with some of the most daring and re-

nowned navigators contemporaneous with

Christopher Columbus ;
to have once been

christened New Albion in the name of the

great Queen by Sir Francis Drake
;
to have

escaped by the death of Elizabeth from

becoming part of British Columbia; to

have been closely related to the early con-

quest of Mexico and with all that entran-

cing literature recording the advent and

passing of the Jesuits and Mission Fath-

ers, will always add to the interest with
which California will be regarded by the

historian.

But let us waive romance and sentiment,
and traditions and history, and look at the

State from a nearer and more utilitarian

point of view. 1 base our claim upon the

three fundamental and primary sources of

all wealth, namely, our forests, our

mines, and our agriculture ;
and the great-

est of these is agriculture.
Of the wealth of our forests our own

people have but little conception, because

they know but little and have not stopped
to consider the meaning of what they
know. If our forests were managed with
the same intelligence we give to our land

they might be made inexhaustible and in-

destructible and yet add largely to our
annual money wealth, as our agricultural
lands may do. A forest rightly used may
be made to reproduce itself, to retain its

fertility, so to speak, as we retain or re-

store fertility in the soil. The redwoods
of the Coast, and the pine, spruce, and fir

of the Sierra and higher Coast Range,
form the most valuable area of timber-

lands remaining in the United States.

Within the last few months we have read
of a syndicate purchasing one hundred
thousand acres in the Sierra in El Dorado
and Ainador counties. If these lands are

such as they are said to be, this holding
alone represents five thousand million feet

of merchantable lumber. Fifty million

feet per annum may be taken from these

lands for one hundred years. I can point
to a region on the watershed of the Feather

River, with which I am personally famil-

iar, where one hundred million feet may
be taken every year for a hundred years
from trees ripe for the woodsman's ax.

Vast forests still to the north toward and
around Mount Shasta stretch over into the

Coast Eange high above the redwood lands

of the Coast. South of Feather River,,

nearly or quite to the Tehachapi, this great
wooded range extends. A treeless plain
lies east to the Mississippi, and the pine
forests of the Northwest are about ex-

hausted. The East and the West are

already shipping our lumber two thousand
miles. There is a virgin redwood forest

in Del Norte County where a million feet

of merchantable lumber can be found on
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a single acre. The forests of California,
conserved and drawn from with a care for

their self-recuperation, will become a
source of permanent and great wealth to

the State. As the mother of our rivers

and mountain streams, they have a value
not to be computed, which belongs to

another branch of the subject before me.
We drew upon the resources of these for-

ests in 1898 for over six hundred million
feet of lumber, of which two hundred and

seventy-six millions was redwood.
Our mineral wealth is of still greater

magnitude and importance, and I think

has assumed a permanency limited in out-

put only by the amount of capital and
labor engaged. Other and valuable miner-
als have been added to the list, and we now
produce annually of all kinds over twenty-
five million dollars. Recent developments
in petroleum discoveries would warrant
the prediction that oil may go to the head
of the list before very long. The feature
of mining in this State to which I attach

greatest significance lies in the fact that
the produce of our mines remains to enrich
the State, which was not true of the earlier

mining. There are forty-nine counties in

Irrigation

equally permanent. I can build no argu-
ment upon the riches that have gone from
our auriferous deposits except as they may
indicate what remain. Since the discovery
of gold by Marshall, the State has pro-
duced in value $1,393,106,559 of that

precious metal. Most of this came from
the surface placers, now about exhausted,

but the source of the placer remains in

our quartz. It is now known that through-
out the entire length of the State and in

all our mountain regions gold, silver, cop-

per, and quicksilver may be found for' the

intelligent seeking. The mining industry

the State where mineral products are

found in paying quantities. The variety
of these products is surprisingly great,

there being over forty.
Our agriculture derives its importance

and value from climatic conditions not

present elsewhere in this country. These

conditions conduce not only to health and

the physical pleasure and comfort of liv-

ing, but they make possible a range of

agricultural products unparalleled and of

incalculable value. We are ourselves only

beginning to comprehend the economic

importance of climate to our agriculture.
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One must travel from the Baltic to the

Mediterranean to find growing what may
here be seen on a single farm. There is

no product of the earth grown elsewhere,

except in the extreme tropics, which here

does not derive an advantage by reason of

climatic conditions. Even our soil has

greater fertility to a greater depth, as Pro-

fessor Hilgard has shown, than the rich

soils of the Atlantic and Western States.

Every day in the year may here be occu-

pied in productive employment on the

farm. There is no season that eats into

the profits of some other season; no long
winter waiting and consuming what the

summer has produced. Our soil is yield-

ing something of value every day. We
have been shipping oranges to the East
since last November, and are still picking
them from the trees; and we commenced

shipping deciduous fruits in May, and will

continue doing so until December. Train-

loads of fruits and vegetables go out of the

State every day. Consider the sugar-beet,
for example, which grows in cold coun-

tries; it has been proven that we produce
here a beet of more saccharine matter and
a higher coefficient of purity, and more to

the acre, than any other State, and the

sugar campaign is longer than elsewhere.

Irrigation here finds its highest reward

by reason of a climate that makes plant-

growth perennial. In short, the condi-

tions are such that intensive farming is

possible, and may be profitably applied to

almost every product known to the soil. I

do not feel at liberty to go into greater
detail to establish what I set out to do,

namely, that California is a great Stace.

The world now knows that we grow in

commercial quantities not only all the

ordinary agricultural products of the tem-

perate zone, but that we produce in like

quantities, the orange, lemon, olive, raisin,

prune, apricot, peach, pear, cherry, apple,

almond, walnut, all the delicate wine and
table grapes of Europe, indeed, the fruit

of every zone, save only those grown under

nearly a vertical tropical sun. I may add
that we are capable of enormously and

rapidly increasing our present output to

meet any demand likely to arise. Witness
the fact that in 1880 (excluding wines),
we shipped out of the State but 546 car-

loads of ten tons each, while in 1898 we
sent out of fruits, wines, brandy, and vege-

tables 56,149 car-loads, equal to 153 cars

for every day in the year; and we pro-
duced more wheat in 1898 than in 1897.

There are still other economic advan-

tages of our climate which contribute to

make the State unique and add to its ele-

ments of greatness. We are not yet a

manufacturing State. There are reasons

for this aside from the one commonly
given, that we have no adequate or prop-
er supply of coal. We have not had the

necessary population; wages were too

high; the home market was too limited;
and we could not compete with the East
in their markets, partly because of the

long haul. This may all change, and

change rapidly. Upon the authority of

Mr. P. B. Cornwall, both anthracite and
bituminous coal of excellent quality can
be delivered here from China for two
dollars and a half to three dollars

per ton. Mr. Sheppard, to whom I shall

refer later, estimates the coal-fields of

China at four hundred thousand square
miles; and one can appreciate what this

means when reminded that the coal-fields

of Great Britain cover but twelve thou-

sand square miles. Why may we not hope
to set the Chinaman to mining coal for us

while we feed him on California wheat?
The second factor in the solution of our

difficulty lies in the presence of cheap
water-power for the creation of electrical

energy; and with this element cheap
enough, we may find in it power to drive

the wheels of our factories and heat to

smelt our iron ores and turn out steel

ingots. Our market will not be in the

near-by East, but that far-oil: East toward
which the eager eyes of all nations are now
turned. This brings me again to our cli-

mate. When that day of triumph for

manufactures shall have come to Cali-

fornia the laborer may go to his work in

his shirt-sleeves any day of the year and
be comfortable, and he may work where,
if in a coast city, the temperature seldom

goes below 50 or above 70 degrees. And
if his employer is building iroii-and-steel

vessels, he may point to the battleship

Oregon to show that the ship may go at

once into service from the docks without

delays for adjustment because part of the

ship was built at a zero temperature and
another part when the thermometer read

in the 90's, as is the case at Cramps'. 1
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wish to assure capitalists who contemplate

engaging in manufactures for the Oriental

trade that California presents ideal condi-

tions for all such enterprises.
The scenic beauty of our valleys and

mountains in their relation to each other,

and the unique and attractive features of

our Coast, must always add a charm to

life in California and contribute to the

intrinsic value of the homes of our people.
The farmer in the interior valleys lives in

the presence of most inspiring and delight-
ful natural surroundings and is within a

day's drive of the cool breezes of the ocean

or the clear and bracing air of mountain
altitudes. The value of such a privilege

may be estimated if one will answer what
the Iowa or Nebraska or Kansas farmer

have faintly outlined, are to make Cali-

fornia the imperial State of the Pacific

and San Francisco the dominant metrop-
olis of the vast business which is to flow

through the Golden Gate.

Let me glance at the evidences pointing
to the rapid and stupendous changes going
on in this new theater of commercial
activities. And first I wish to point out

the relation our merchant marine bears to

the traffic of the sea at this time, and to

show how utterly unprepared this nation

is to take full advantage of the rapidly

increasing business of the Pacific.

In the June Nineteenth Century is an
article entitled

" Sea Power and Sea Car-

riage," by Mr. Benjamin Taylor, in which
the comparative maritime tonnage of tiie

Harvesting

would give to be so situated. The physical
features of our State combined with our

unique and altogether lovely climate will,

I think, ultimately bring to us a large and

profitable inflow of tourist travel, which

in itself will add substantially to the

annual income of our people. This is

already one of the chief resources of rev-

enue to Southern California.

And now I am brought face to face with

Greater California, and I find it insepa-

rably linked with the policy of expansion,
which has so aroused and energized the

latent forces of the wonderful people of

this great Kepublic. What has made Cali-

fornia great is now to make her greater.
Her position in relation to the Orient and
her marvelous natural resources, which I

United Kingdom, Germany, the United

States, France, and Norway is given.

These countries rank in the order I have

named. In view of the possible rivalry of

the United States, now already acknowl-

edged by Englishmen, a comparison of this

tonnage is not without interest. IVIr.

Taylor gives the following table of num-
ber and tonnage of steamers of more than

100 tons burden:
Number Tonnage

United Kingdom 6,783 10,547,335

British Colonies 919 020,834

British Empire . ... 7,702 11,108,189

Germany 1,066 1,644,337

United States 780 1,175,762

France 617 972,617

Norway 710 618,617

World's Tonnage 14,701 19,511,292
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The supremacy of the United Kingdom
in the carrying trade of the globe is shown

by the following table, giving the percent-

age of tonnage entering and clearing the

ports here given:
British Other than British

United Kingdom 71.4 per ct. 28.6 per ct.

Germany 53.4
" 46.6

France 45.6 " 54.4
Russia 54.4

" 45.6

United States .56.1
" 43.9

(Excluding lake ports >

Mr. Taylor predicts, notwithstanding
the great advantage possessed by the Brit-

ish at present, that within ten years the

United States will divide equally the ton-

nage of the Pacific, if indeed it does not
float the dominant flag in those waters.

But I cannot believe that this will happen
under present shipping laws; we shall

have to adopt the Continental and English
policy of direct legislative aid to bring
this about.

In speaking of the importance of the

changes likely to come in the competition
for the trade of the sea, Mr. Taylor says :

" This business of the sea-carrying is with-

out doubt the most important trade in the

world. Those who go down to the sea in

ships, those who do business on the great
vaters, those who labor directly and in-

directly in association with shipping, and
the -e who are more or less dependent upon
it, J lumber three fourths of the world's

population."
It is well enough to bear in mind the

enormous value of this trade to any coun-

try possessing a large share of it, for it

has been estimated that British owners
receive annually for ocean carriage with

foreign ports three hundred and fifty mil-
lion dollars. This is a very large income,
to which must be added the money ex-

pended at home in the construction,

maintenance, and supply of this great fleet

and the stimulus it gives to trade to and
from home ports. Every vessel that sails

from an English to a foreign port becomes
a commercial traveler to buy and sell

exclusively, where possible, for the benefit

of the English people. This fact has

given origin to the expression that
" Trade

follows the flag"; and this means that

patriotism as well as self-interest accom-

panies commerce. This is demonstrated

by Mr. Taylor's table, which shows that
of the tonnage entering and clearing from

ports of the United Kingdom, over seven-

ty-one per cent, is carried in English bot-

toms, while of the tonnage entering and

clearing from the other countries named,
British bottoms carry something over

fifty per cent.

To my mind this is a significant fact,

tending strongly to prove the wisdom of

enlarging our control of sea-traffic, even

though subsidies should become necessary
to accomplish it. It seems to me we have

only to apply the principle or policy of

protection, to which this country is thor-

oughly committed, in order to justify the

growing demand for greater maritime

power under governmental patronage. It

is a disagreeable commentary upon our

statesmanship that, whereas, in 1846 we
carried eighty per cent, of the foreign
trade and kept at the head pretty well un-
til 1860, we now carry only five or ten per
cent. One of the results of the Civil War
was that we were driven from the high
seas with our merchant marine. In the

intervening five years our ships were dis-

placed by those of other nations; ship-

building in the United States ceased, and

by a system of subsidies, subventions, and

admiralty pay, adopted in other countries,
the. revival of ship-building and ship-own-
ing and the running of ships flying our

flag was made so unremunerative as to

bring our country to a point where it cuts

but small figure in the carrying-trade of

the world. In lieu of ship-building we
turned our attention to internal develop-
ment by railroad construction.

It is certainly remarkable that with all

our natural aptitude and genius for trade
and our willingness to be taxed to promote
it, we should have been so indifferent to

the problem of ocean transportation while
we have been making such successful

efforts toward reaching the markets of

the world with our products. We have
been asking our rivals to do our carrying
for us. As Senator Edmunds put it be-

fore the Senate Committee having the
matter in hand, we are like the large
farmer some distance from market who
has no horses nor wagons, but depends
upon his neighbors to get his produce to

town. Such a farmer, he said, would be
a candidate for the insane asylum. It is

little short of a commercial solecism, if 1

may use the expression, that the leading
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nation on the globe in commerce, agricul-

ture, and manufactures, and whose exports
alone have reached a billion dollars in one

year, should stand at the foot of the list

in the shipping business.

I cannot enter upon the argument in

favor of encouraging American shipping
as proposed by the so-called Hanna-Payne
bill now before Congress. But of its im-

portance to the Pacific Coast States, and

especially to California, I do desire to

express my strong conviction. The mag-
nitude of the trade of the Pacific countries,

singularly enough, has but just been dis-

covered. It has been large for many
years, but has been shared by few nations.

The downfall of Spanish rule in the

Philippines and the energies of the great

Republic as Spain's successor, together
with our acquisition of the Hawaiian

Islands, have brought to the attention of

the world the stupendous commercial

problem involved in the trade of the

Orient. A sort of game of commercial
hide-and-seek has been going on in the

Pacific in which few took part. Suddenly
the game was broken up by the strong light
of universal knowledge of the countries in

the East which began to radiate through-
out the earth on May 1, 1898. The rever-

berating echoes of Dewey's guns swept
around the globe and bore with them fresh

tidings of commercial conquest for the

United States little dreamed of in the

midst of the whirl of an internal develop-
ment which has startled the civilized

world. What is fast approaching and is

being burned into the public conception
was foreseen by some not many observ-

ant and intelligent Americans. Among
these stands out conspicuously Mr. Eli T.

Sheppard, of this city, who first spoke

upon this question, through an article con-

tributed by him and widely published

throughout the United States. He re-

minded his readers that the two largest
natural divisions of the globe face each

other on the eastern and western shores of

the Pacific whose trade and commerce
must ever flow eastward and westward;
and that the widely different productions,

industries, and manufactures must form
an ever-widening stream of interchanging
commodities. He pointed out that the

commerce of the Pacific had risen from
two hundred million dollars, in 1851, to

two thousand millions, in 1896, an in-

crease of one thousand per cent, in forty-
five years, against an increase of three

hundred per cent, in the commerce of

Europe for the same period. He quoted
from Prince Henry of Orleans, who gave
two years to the study of the Asiatic prob-

lem, and who said that
"

It is in Eastern
Asia after all that the commercial activ-

ities of the world will finally center/
5 u

it

is here/
7
he said,

"
that great empires will

be founded and will increase, and the

nation that succeeds best in shaping the

new conditions in the Far East will be

the nation of the future that will speak in

dominating accents to the world/'"

Mr. Sheppard devoted much attention to

the threatened invasion of China and its

subjugation by Russia and the conse-

quences to flow from their accomplish-
ment. I cannot enter upon that question,

important to us as it is. Suffice it to say,
that we cannot from our present advanced

point of observation at the Philippines,
within a short day's sail from China, look

with indifference upon the crisis impend-
ing over that great empire. China must
be allowed to work out her destiny; and
if not entirely in her own way, still China,
and not Russia, must be the dominant

power in her own dominion.

Remembering the strong ground taken

by Mr. Sheppard and the fears he ex-

pressed as to the designs of Russia, I have

found much satisfaction in the views of

Mr. Vladimir Holmstrem, in an article in

the July Nortli American Review entitled
" Ex Oriente Lux." The writer is in

position to reflect the Russian sentiment,
and it would be well enough for us not to

look at the China situation wholly through
British spectacles. The entire article is a

strong plea for a Russo-American under-

standing. He sa}'s :

The advance of Russia through the Asiatic

continent was a peaceful movement, bearing
with it the seeds of culture for barbarous
tribes and fulfilling- a destiny that has never
been lost sight of during three hundred
years. In accordance with these historical

facts, Prince Ookhtornsky, claims for Russia
the post of guardian of the East, the peace-
ful development of which on strictly natural

lines, in accordance with the characteristic

individuality of its races, is essential to Rus-
sia's welfare. We are an Asiatic power, and
as such guard the East, because its consoli-

dation means our own consolidation.
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The fear expressed by English politicians
that such a process may end in the absorp-
tion of China is simple nonsense; we may
be forced into the policy of absorbing a
nation of four hundred million souls, but of
our own free will we shall never commit a
piece of folly which would mean the crea-
tion of a second and greater Celestial Empire
doomed by its vastness to lack of energy.
We are quite sincere in wishing to have a
strong and friendly neighbor in Asia, and up

English representations to believe the

English suspicions. This writer answers:
" But in the original plan the Trans-
Siberian railway never so much as touched
Manchuria ! It was Japan's coup de force
that showed us the perils in store for us in

Manchuria unless we held ourselves on the
alert. Neither did we purpose going to

Port Arthur in a military capacity; it

Hydraulic Mining

to the present moment it is the English
alone who, keeping in mind their sinister

schemes for the creation of a second Egypt
or India, have endeavored to represent us
as hostile to China and a military aggressive
power.

He asks :

" Who in the nineteenth cen-

tury has been aggressive in dealing with

China ?
" and answers with much truth :

"England, France, Japan, Germany,
not Eussia I" As to the interpretation to

be put upon the Siberian railway he says :

" The English are apt to point out that

our Siberian railway, passing, as it does,

through Manchuria, threatens the inde-

pendence of China, and implies hostile

designs on that Empire." I confess my-
self to have been strongly influenced by

was Germany's occupation of Kiao-Chao
that forced us to make such a move.

Nevertheless, even after Germany's raid

on China, numerous voices were raised in

Eussia against the occupation of Port

Arthur."

Disclaiming any intention to enter upon
the discussion of the question as to where

the highest interests of America point in

dealing with the political phase of the

Eastern question, I will make but one

more quotation from this writer :

Do my American readers really think

that the Russian railway across Man-
churia is such a menace, after all, to China

in particular and the world in general?

Where would China now be, did England
feel no restraint, experience no opposition
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to her designs, from Russia? How far would
not Germany push into the interior of China
if we were not at Port Arthur? Which, also,
is more pernicious to the interests of the
Americans: the Russian railway in Man-
churia, facilitating transport and supplying
influence of no exclusive character, probably
to be exerted for the benefit of America, or
the annexation by the British of all the prin-

cipal elements of the social life of China, of
all the branches of her industry, trade, and
administration, thus instituting a practical,
if not a theoretical, protectorate of Great
Britain over the whole of China? This pro-
tectorate will become the more real inas-

much as the English are sure to create in-

dustries on a vast scale in the Celestial Em-
pire to compete with the labor of the
American workmen.

There can be no doubt of the prodigious

importance to us of the presence of Eus-
sia in Northern China as low down on the

seacoast as Port Arthur, with, as I under-

stand, a concession to extend their railroad

to the very capital of the Empire. It is

reassuring to know that Eussia contem-

plates no such thing as the subjugation
and disintegration of China.

And here I may add that there is no
reason why we should not do a large busi-

ness with Eussia by the way of the Pacific

and this great railway soon to be open to

us. Eussia is a large consumer of wines,

brandy, dried and canned fruits, and

raisins, most of which now go to her people
from th south of Europe. In the com-
mercial wakening which must follow all

along the line of this new artery of trade

a demand will be made upon us for our
manufactures jf iron, steel, cotton, and
wool. Eussia Has already bought largely
from us for the building and equipment of

this road. I had thought that Eussia

might by means of this road become our

competitor in supplying China with flour
;

but I find that the Chinese are not looking
in that direction at all for food supply,
and there are reasons why they may not.

Statistics now being gathered and events

which have crowded thick upon the pages
of China's history confirm Mr. Sheppard
in some particulars and accentuate the

profound importance attaching to the fate

of China in her relation to the United

States, and especially to this Coast.

Let me be more specific, and speak for a

moment of our more immediate concern
in the trade of the Orient and of the rapid
growth of that trade. Mr. Sheppard gave

some statistics; I will supplement these

by more recent data. I have before me
the proceedings of the Senate Committee
on Commerce, had in January last, upon
the pending bill to which I have referred.

There were presented to the committee
some tables prepared by the Bureau of

Statistics of the Treasury Department of

imports into Asia and Oceanica from the

leading commercial countries. I have my
figures from these tables. For China the

table is from 1870 to 1896. The total

imports (I omit fractions of a hundred

thousand) rose from 65,600,000 taels (in

value), in 1870, to 211,600,000, in 1896.

Most of this trade went from the United

Kingdom, from Hong Kong and British

India (which, I take it, means much the

same as the United Kingdom). Our
trade- in 1870 was 374,000 taels, and in

1896 was 11,530,000 taels. (A tael has

varied from $1.61 to 81 cents in this

time.) From 1881 to 1896 the total im-

ports into Japan went from 31,100,000

yen to 188,600,000 yen. (The yen has

varied in value from 85.8 cents to 52.9

cents.) Our trade went from 1,700,000

yen, in the same period, to 16,300,000

yen. Between 1870 and 1896 the total

imports into British India and Austral-

asia have about doubled, while we have

increased our exports to the latter region

(Australasia) fivefold. In the ten years

including 1897 we doubled our annual

exports to China and Australasia and

qaudrupled them to Japan. The Bureau
of Statistics reports a gain in exports to

China in 1899 over 1898 of thirty-three

per cent. The population of Asia and
Oceanica is set down at 852,443,391 (in

1896), and the total imports at $1,066,-

557,653, of which the United States sup-

plied only 5.32 per cent., or $56,749,167.
As indicating the truth that trade follows

the flag, we supplied 76.27 per cent, of the

demands of the Hawaiian Islands. These
islands were practically under our flag
some time before annexation was accom-

plished. Now, I have a fondness for

toying with statistics, and in passing I

want to call attention to the fact that a

billion dollars of imports per anuum by
eight hundred and fifty million people is

less than one third of a cent a day for each

inhabitant. Consider for a moment how

bewilderingly trade leaps into big figures
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when the wants of large populations are
increased even but slightly. Mr. James
J. Hill stated to this committee that a
Chinese merchant told him that if we
could induce the Chinese to eat an ounce of

wheat per day it would take all the wheat
we could export to supply them. I have

American
British ..

German .

French . .

Japanese

All others,
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. .85
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. 8.29

. 3.08

. 3.34

96.40

. 3.00

Quartz Mining Ship Building Fruit Raising

taken the trouble to work this out, and I

find that half an ounce per day eaten by
half the Chinese people would require
more wheat than we can ever grow on this

Coast for export.
For 1897 the carrying-trade of China

from and to foreign countries and between

treaty ports was shared by the flags as

follows :

We increased our per cent, from .37, in

1890, to .85, in 1897; but compared with
that of the British, it is still insignificant.
Trade seems ever to follow the flag.

China and Japan import articles pro-
duced on this coast in large quantities.
In 1886 Japan took in value 198,000 yen
of corn and flour principally flour. In
1896 the value was 10,252,000 yen. The
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same law which is at work in Japan, dis-

placing rice as a food-product, will come
into force in China, and when it does we
shall sell no more flour or wheat in Liver-

pool. The tables will be turned upon our

fellow farmers of the Trans-Kocky-Moun-
tain States, and we shall have the advan-

tage of a practically home market, and the

price will not be made in Liverpool.
Mr. Hill stated to the Senate Committee

that in 1898 his company carried ten

thousand tons of manufactured cotton in

their Puget Sound boats to Asia from
North and South Carolina, and about

thirty-five million pounds of raw cotton

from Texas. I infer that Mr. Hill got
this traffic away from the Southern Pacific

Company because there was no transporta-
tion to be had from San Francisco. Japan,
until in recent years, has been using short-

staple Egyptian cotton, but the Japanese
have found that our longer staple makes a

better yarn and mixes well with the other,
and now the vessels leaving Puget Sound

ports including the new line established by

Japan, always leave freight on the docks

which they have not space to carry. And
I am told the same congestion exists at

San Francisco. Mr. Hill spoke of an offer

of twenty thousand tons of cotton from
Texas to his road last October, which was
refused because there were no vessels at

Puget Sound to carry it across the Pacific

Ocean. It is to be hoped that the South-
ern Pacific brought it to San Francisco.

There are sufficient shipping facilities, I

believe, for the Atlantic trade, but on the

Pacific it is greatly retarded by lack of

vessels.

As matters now stand, however, the

foreign trade of this country would almost
cease in the event of war between Great
Britain and any one or more of the leading
maritime powers, for our traffic would
have to be carried on under the flag of a

nation at war, which could not be done.

The loss to our country in such an event

while we were building ships to carry our
traffic would be more than reasonable sub-

sidies paid for twent}^ years. We are now
paying to foreign bottoms for our trans-

portation service over two hundred million

dollars per annum. The money we re-

ceived for exports in 1897 of wheat, wheat

flour, corn, and fresh and canned beef

amounted to less than we paid out to

foreign bottoms for doing our carrying
business that }

rear.

With the expansion of trade in the

Orient will come a larger demand for

articles now being exported from this

country, such as flour, corn, iron and steel,

and metals of all kinds and their manu-

factures, lumber, manufactures of cotton

and wool, kerosene oil, sugar, wines and

brandy, and numerous other articles.

There is no reason apparent to my mind

why there should not be development in

China along the lines of the expansion
in business so manifest and so rapid in

Japan. The growth will be slow, but it

must begin soon and continue. Mr. F. X.

Schoonmaker, of New Jersey, for many
years connected with the Associated Press,
and engaged in gathering news from

China, has made a most careful study of

the Chinese situation. He is a man of

high intelligence and a skilled economist.

He has great familiarity with the resources

of this Coast from personal observation

and study of them on the ground. He
says the most reliable estimate of China's

population places it at five hundred and

fifty millions, and that it is increasing at

the rate of fourteen millions per annum;
that in .1892 Li Hung Chang, who is one

of the great statesmen of the world, dis-

covered that China was then passing the

point at which it could feed itself; that

rice, which is their chief food product,
was losing much of its nutrition through
centuries of inbreeding, and that some
substitute for rice must be found or at

least a food to supplement it; and that

after a thorough research and examination
of the question it was found that wheat
was the best substitute. Looking over

the wheat regions of the globe, it was
determined that China must look to the

United States. While admitting the

importance of trade in other articles which
must rapidly come to us from the Orient,
Mr. Schoonmaker thinks that it is through
the supplying of food to China that this

country is to be enriched beyond the

dreams of statesmen of the past.

In a recent bulletin of the Bureau of

Statistics of the Treasury Department,
the population of China proper is given
by provinces, of which there are eighteen.
These are brought into comparison with
the area and population of States of our
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Union. The purpose seems to be to show

the density and overcrowded population
of China and the comparatively sparsely

populated States of the Union. Infcren-

tially, I suppose, is the lesson that we are

capable of sustaining for a long time all

the people likely to inhabit our country
and shall have a large trade in supplying
China. For example, Hupeh, which has

70,450 square miles of territory and

33,322,850 inhabitants, or 473 to the

square mile, is contrasted with Ohio and

Indiana, which together have 76,670

square miles and only 5,864,720 people;

Kwantung has 29,706,249 inhabitants on

79,456 square miles, or 377 to the square

mile, while Kansas with 81,700 square
miles has 1,427,096 inhabitants. The

province of Czechuan has about the area

of the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

and Kentucky, and supports 406 to the

square mile, or 67,712,897 population,
which is nearly as many as we had in the

United States in 1890.

It may be said that when we teach these

teeming, poorly fed, and worse clothed

millions how to live and enlarge their

wants so as to consume our products, they
will also acquire the knowledge of our arts

and will become competitors in our lines

of manufactures and undersell us. Pos-

sibly this may happen in some directions,

but there will come compensation in the

mutual exchange of commodities not

produced in both countries. We are in-

vading European countries with our

manufactures and underselling the factor-

ies at their own doors. When the China-

man is better fed, clothed, and paid, he

will require better prices for his commodi-
ties and higher wages for his labor.

I invite attention to a recently published
and most interesting interview with the

Honorable Ho Yow, the Chinese Consul-

General, in this city. It is in part inspired

by Lord Charles Beresford's new book,
called "The Break-up of China." Ho
Yow says, with a touch of humor, the

book should be called
" The Wake-up of

China. He says :

It is folly to talk of China "
breaking up."

What is it going to break up into? The
Chinese Empire contains a population of
four hundred millions of people. They are a
race strong in traditions, exceedingly set
in their ways, who have a most idolatrous
esteem for their own government and its

forms, and who would resist to the death the

imposition upon them of any other govern-
ment by a foreign power. ... No doubt
there are nations who have gained a foot-

hold in the East who want Chinese terri-

tory, but they would be fooled if they got it,

and they would be prevented from taking it,

not alone by China, but by each other, for

they are exceedingly jealous over an advan-

tage gained by one in the country which the
other does not share. It is for this reason
that China and the Chinese look so favor-

ably upon the Americans. You do not want
our territory; you only want our trade, and
there is less of suspicion, apprehension, in-

vesting the Chinese mind toward Ameri-
cans than in the case of any other nation,

England not excepted, and she has not only
resolved not to encroach upon our territory,
but has practically undertaken to keep it

intact.

Again, he says :

The Chinese need to be taught. They are

hungering now for a knowledge of Western
ways. They want Western machinery, ap-
pliances, methods. No country can furnish
these in such a degree as the United States.

Your invention and engineering are in ad-

vance of those of any other nation. The
country to conquer China or rather, I

should say, to convert China is not Russia,
in many respects nearly as dark as itself,

but the United States, with all its marvels of

mechanics and its ingenuity in turning the
forces of nature to the uses of man. In
such a conquest China extends the welcome
hand, for it is one which would raise our

people to a higher plane.

Upon the question of our power to cap-
ture the China trade, after devoting a

paragraph to dispelling the impression of

the Chinese character created by Bret

Harte's
" Heathen Chinee," by showing

that a leading characteristic of the China-

man in trade relations is that of the

highest integrity and honesty, he says:
This leads me to say that a vast opportun-

ity now lies open to the American in the
Orient. You are most aggressive people for

trade when you once get started. If you
would pursue the methods of trade-getting
among the Chinese in China that you
employ among yourselves, the country
would be at your feet in a few years. We
are not a poor nation; we have among us
the accumulated wealth of thousands of

years of continuous nationality. We have
gold to buy with, and we have dominion
over a region of the earth's surface inferior

to no like scope in undeveloped resources.
The greatest opportunity which exists on
the globe to-day for a vast aggregate of peo-
ple is open to the Americans in China. Now
is the time; heretofore the minds of our

people were not prepared to receive you;
now they are.
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He relates the recent instance of some
American gentlemen who went to China
on a pleasure-trip exclusively, but having
the entree to the higher* and official

element of the county they became
aquainted with some of the merchants.
When these visitors returned to the United
States, they had contracts aggregating
five million dollars. He spoke of the
concession to Mr. Rockefeller to build a
thousand miles of railroad from Canton
to Hankow, through one of the most

populous and cultivated districts of the

empire. Besides this road, he says there
are 2,577 miles of other railroads projected
for which contracts are being signed, and
nearly two thousand miles of other lines

are actually being built, making nearly
six thousand miles of new railroads to be
in operation within a few years. He adds
with just pride :

This will give you some idea of how China
is waking up, and of the business there is

there for Americans if they will only go
after it. China needs thousands of things
you have here to sell. She needs your flour,
your sugar, petroleum, your metals, imple-
ments, glassware, and infinite else. In only
one town in China Hongkong is there a
water-works; there are no electric light
plants, no telephones or telegraphs or street-

railway lines. With all these advantages
offered Americans in China, we feel that the
people of the two nations should be brought
closer together.

But California will not take its proper
and natural place at the head of the com-
mercial movements on this coast in their

relation to the countries of Asia without
an effort. We have strong, active, and

intelligent rivals at the north. Four
transcontinental lines of railroad converge
at Puget Sound, one of which is in sym-
pathy with the determination of England
to control the trade of the East. The
other three are controlled by men of power
and influence and by large Eastern

capitalists. Motives of" self-interest and

loyalty to stockholders will move them to

the greatest effort to secure the trade to

which we are looking. The cities of Port-

land, Seattle, and Tacoma are in the hands
of an aspiring and energetic people who
will not yield us supremacy without a

struggle. There is a vast country of great
resources tributary to Puget Sound. If

the wealth of San Francisco were placed
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in the control of the citizens of Seattle,
their alertness and intelligent comprehen-
sion of the situation would lead me to
fear our battle to be already half lost. But
the presence of capital alone will not give
San Francisco preeminence in the contest.
It must be thrown into those channels
which are essential to our success. It was
not only the gun, but the man behind the

gun, that did the business at Manila; and
it is not only the money, but the man be-
hind the money, who is to do the business
now in hand. My duties in life do not
lead me much into commercial circles,

although I am not entirely unfamiliar
with business movements in our city; but
I must confess that I do not discover any
adequate awakening on the part of our
business men and capitalists to the serious-
ness of the situation now confronting us.
I do know for I have it from a most
observant authority that our rivals at
the north are active and aggressive and do
not intend that San Francisco shall be the

great mart for Pacific Ocean trade on this
Coast.

The Greater California which I am
forecasting presupposes internal develop-
ment of more or less magnitude and the

performance of certain important duties

by the State or through State legislation,
and an appeal may possibly be required to

the Federal Government. I can only sug-
gest one or two matters.

The preservation of our forests is

essential to the continuation of the highly
favorable agricultural and climatic con-

ditions now existing in this State. This

by no means involves the prevention of

legitimate lumber enterprises prosecuted
with intelligent reference to the future

welfare of the State. But it does mean
Government control of the sources of our

water-supply and the prevention of their

utter destruction by the denudation of

our mountains, and this may demand the

withdrawal from entry of all timber-lands.

It may mean even the regulation by the

State of private ownership of timber-lands

in our mountains. The maxim, Sic utere

iuo ut alienum non laedas, has very wide

application. It perhaps may not become

me to speak with certainty as to how far

this principle may go toward restraining
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or regulating the ownership of timber-

land. 1 venture to suggest it, however,
for careful consideration. When it was
ascertained as a fact that the debris from
the mines was carried down the streams by
flood-waters on to the valley lands below,
and even found its way into our harbors,
the courts took cognizance of the situation,
and under the operation of this maxim

put their coercive hands upon the miner
and forbade him from using his property
to the injury of the farmer many miles

away, although the miner had been so

using his property for twenty-five or

thirty years. In the elevator cases the

United States Supreme Court held that

the power was in the State to require of

each of its citizens to so conduct himself,
and to so use his property, as not unneces-

sarily to injure another; and it was said

that this is the very essence of government
and the source of police powers. This
maxim furnishes the rule, it was said, by
which every member of society possesses
and enjoys his property; and all legisla-
tion essential to secure this common and

equal enjoyment is a legitimate exercise

of State authority. And so one riparian
owner may not injure the concomitant

right of another owner, and a surface-

owner has a right of action against the

mineral-owner for removing supports

necessary for holding up the surface.

These are some of many illustrations that

might be given to show how and when the

maxim may be invoked. If we could

conceive of a hot wave sweeping over our

mountains, of such intensity as to burn

up in a day all vegetable growth found

upon them, the calamity would be so ap-

palling as to drive half the people out of

the State, for the least-informed man
knows that it would mean the destruction

of the State. And yet, if modern methods
of lumbering are continued, and the out-

put of lumber is increased to meet the

demand which I foresee is upon us for our

timber, we shall experience in this State

at some distant day a most deplorable
anti-climax in her development.
Assuming that we shall not stand by

while we are being destroyed, but that our
forests will be duly protected, our next

great duty is to enter upon some wise plan
for conserving and storing the winter
flood-waters for use in reservoirs, incident-

ally to produce mechanical power, but

primarily for summer irrigation. Two
dry seasons have admonished us of the

need of artificial sources of water-supply
to supplement deficient rainfall. We have

found, too, that even in seasons of normal

rainfall, irrigation adds largely to the

productiveness of the soil. The State

may well lend its aid to some self-support-

ing plan by which such great benefits may
be made to flow to large numbers of oil-

people. The development of cheap elec-

trical power in our mountains and its

transmission throughout the valleys and to

our cities and towns promise to contribute

materially to the advancement of our
resources. The State is most fortunate in

the underflow of water throughout our

valleys and plains. Great progress has
been made in cheap methods of irrigation

by means of wells and pumps, and in many
places large flowing wells have been found.

But these all find their source in the

mountains, and would cease if the source

were destroyed, which adds to the impor-
tance of forest preservation.

There are many things to which I might
refer as factors in bringing about the

Greater California of which I speak, not
the least of which is the construction of an
Isthmian canal. There is much to be

done in the improvement of agricultural

methods, and particularly in bringing
about a greater diversity of products, and
in a more intelligent, and I may say scien-

tific, cultivation of the soil. We need re-

enforcement of our population, for which
no State offers so great inducements. I

have not dwelt upon these matters, because
it has seemed to me that with the business

now rapidly coming to us from the Orient

and with the new markets opening before

us, the internal development of the State

must follow to meet the increasing de-

mands that will be made upon our re-

sources.



AN AMERICAN SWORDSMAN
BY HAL HARRIS

IT
WAS the second day out on a rather

rough voyage. Most of the passengers
were busily engaged in the absorbing

pastime of trying to turn inside out, and

failing to accomplish it, became dejected
and sallow.

There is nothing particularly tender

about me, owing, I presume, to the fact

that my character has begun to show the

effects of too long and intimate associa-

tion with the beefsteak furnished at my
last boarding-house, which article was
more the friend of the dentist than of the

render of anti-fat. Still I found the soci-

ety of these contortionists in the cabin too

depressing for even my hardened constitu-

tion, and went up on deck for a change of

scene.

I sought out a sheltered spot on the lee-

ward side and sat down. I had been there

but a moment when an agile, black-haired

man of about twenty-eight, clad in a heavy
ulster, approached, and sitting down in a

chair near me, asked if I would have a

cigar. I would, and did. It was a very

good cigar. This fact caused me to con-

clude that he was no ordinary man, and I

think the story I am about to relate will

prove the correctness of my opinion. We
'were soon quite friendly, and I shortly
learned the following facts.

His name was Morse Gordon. He had

completed his medical studies at Ann Ar-

bor the previous year and had been spend-

ing the summer in New York, attending
clinics and other vile things. He was an

enthusiast in his profession and thor-

oughly modern in his ideas. He was es-

pecially interested in the application of the

Roentgen rays and hypnotism to surgery.
I had come on deck to escape the miseries

of the writhing wretches downstairs only
to be a listener to harrowing tales of

"most beautiful" operations performed
on subjects who had taken no anesthetic,

but had been put into a hypnotic sleep

which left them wholly insensible to pain,
but seemingly conscious in all other

respects. I cannot say that I found this

sort of conversation very interesting, but

I did find the man intensely so, and as nis
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cigars were prime and his companionship,
aside from his

"
shop talk," quite enjoy-

able, I was very glad that we had been
thrown together.

I discovered also that he was bound for

the same German University as 1, to take

a special course in medicine. We were
thus brought more closely together and
later arranged to

" chum it
" on reaching

M . This arrangement I now consider

one of the most fortunate of my life, for it

brought me in close contact with the most
wonderful man I ever knew and made me
an active participant in events the most

thrilling of my life.

True, at times, not seeing the end, I

wished myself far enough away from him.

Our acquaintance began in rough weather,
and it was through storms the most severe

that it grew into an attachment more than

brotherly. All my other experiences abroad

are tame, commonplace events when com-

pared with those which cluster about this

one man.
One evening, a few months after our

arrival at the university, we were strolling

about the streets of the town, when Morse

suddenly stopped in front of a house which

stood next to a popular beer-hall, and look-

ing up at the front windows in the second

story in which a light could be seen, said,

"It looks as though Drynder was at

home."
" And who is Drynder ?

"
I inquired.

"
I forgot you are not a Medico. If you

were you would know Drynder. He is the

handsomest man in the university. Come

up and see if you don't think so." And he

took me by the arm and led me up the

stairway as though he was taking me into

some museum to show me a freak.

The building was one of the oldest in

the town. It had settled over to one side

so that it had the appearance of leaning

its wooden shoulders against the adjoin-

ing building, like a drunken man against

a lamp-post. This appearance of inebriety

was accentuated by the two little squinting

window-eyes in the second story which

seemed about half-open, gazing in a stupid,

bleary manner into the street below.
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Altogether it looked as though it might
have just stepped out of the adjoining
resort and was unable to go any farther.

We climbed up a stairway at one side of

this old toper, inhaling its strong beery
breath as we did so, and arriving at the

top, knocked upon a decidedly rickety-

looking door. A deep, resonant voice in-

formed us that we might enter. Morse

pushed the door open and I followed him
into the room. It was a peculiar place
of fairly good dimensions, but plainly

furnished, the furniture consisting chiefly
of pine tables, a lot of chairs and a half-

dozen couches. The only occupant of the

room was seated with his feet on one of

the tables, and "an immense pipe in his

mouth.
He arose to greet us as we entered, and

upon being introduced to me, informed us

that he was glad to make the acquaintance
of Herf Harris and hoped he was well. I

informed him that I was in a fair state

of preservation, and in compliance with his

invitation seated myself in one of the

chairs, while Morse took one at the table

facing Drynder."
I hope, Herr Drynder," Morse began,

resting one elbow on the table, "that we
do not intrude. We were just passing and
I wanted to see you a moment. I suppose
there is to be some meeting of the corps
here to-night, but we shall only remain a

few minutes."
" No intrusion, sir

;
no intrusion," re-

plied our host, applying himself vigor-

ously to his pipe.
"
Nobody be here for

half an hour [puff] . Pleased to have you
come up

"
[puff, puff] .

"I wanted to ask you a few questions
about that case you were speaking of this

morning," continued Morse, twisting his

chair about until he faced Drynder and
resting both arms on the table.

" Ah ! yes, yes," puffed our friend.
'' That was the case where the point of a

sword broke off during a duel and imbed-
ded itself in my friend's face. Strange
case, went like a bullet !

"
(An intermis-

sion here, to work up draught on meer-
schaum. )

"
It was a little piece, less than

half an inch long, and the man who was
hit thought the other chap had scratched

him, whereas he had not really touched
him. Next day he had such a pain in his

face that he went to a dentist to see if he

had the toothache. His teeth were all

right, but he found his jaw in such bad

shape where he had been struck that he

thought he must have taken cold in it. It

kept getting worse, and since they had not
found the piece of sword in sweeping up
the hall, it was thought that it might pos-

sibly be in his face; so they tried the

X-ray, and, sure enough, there it was !

That was a great fight, great fight !

" And
the smoke poured forth in immense vol-

umes.

As they sat facing each other on oppo-
site sides of the table, I could not but

notice the great contrast between these two
men who afterward played such important
parts in the most exciting events of my
life.

Drynder was an Apollo in stature, six

feet tall, solidly built, with the easy man-
ner of a well-to-do man of the world.

Added to that was a fine military bearing
and an athletic grace that suggested great

power. With his chair tilted back, his feet

on the table, and a fine meerschaum in his

mouth, he seemed to be one accustomed to

taking things easy. His clothes were of

the finest, a diamond of intense brilliancy

gleamed on his finger, across his breast was
the ribbon of the thrice victorious duelist,
and pushed well back on his light curling
hair was the white cap of the Prussian

Corps, truly a distinguished-looking
character. Still, I thought as I looked at

his face that it was not such as one would
look for with such a figure. It was hand-

some, though scarred with several sword-

cuts, and yet the strength which impressed
one from looking at his fine build was not

there. The square-cut jaw, firm mouth,
and steady eye were lacking, and in their

places were features which hinted at effem-

inacy.

Morse, on the other hand, was of slight-
er mold, five feet eight inches in height >

but wiry and agile as a panther. His face

was such as you. would expect to find with

Drynder's frame, strong, firm, and with
a black, piercing eye that was as sharp as

a rapier-point.

During Drynder's recital Morse had

kept his eyes riveted on him, seemingly

intently interested in a story in which I

failed to see anything unusually engross-

ing.

Drynder continued to describe the oc-
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currence more in detail, glancing occasion-

ally at Morse. Several times as he did so

1 thought he seemed annoyed at the steady
gaze of his listener and shifted about ner-

vously in his chair.
" That was very strange/" said Morse.

"I was struck in the same place when I

was a little fellow with a lead pellet from a

toy pistol and nearly lost my sight. I

guess you can see the scar yet, can't you?
"

And he leaned over the table toward Dryn-
der, who hitched his chair up more closely
and looked intently at Morse's eye for

quite a while.
"
Can't you see it ?

"
"
No," replied Drynder, gazing steadily

but vacantly.
"
N-o," and he placed his

elbows on the table and his face in his

hands and looked dreamily at Morse, who
still sat with his eyes fixed on him. Slowly
the German's lower jaw fell and his pipe
dropped from between his teeth on to the

table.

The noise seemed to rouse Morse, for he

said,
"
I fear you find us tiresome, Herr

Drynder. I see you are going to sleep.""
No, I 'm not/' rejoined our host in a

futile attempt at rousing himself.
"
No,

I 'm not."
"
Yes, but you are. See there

; your
eyes are shut !

"
said Morse, rising.

"
I

tell you you are going to sleep. There,
there ! your head is nodding. Now it is

on the table, and you are asleep. Well,

your friends will awaken you when they
come in; so I guess we might as well go."
And he took up his hat and started out.

I gazed in astonishment at this peculiar
turn of events. What ailed the man ? Was
there some peculiar phase of the German
character which I had never seen before?

Was it customary for men to relapse from
animated conversation into sleep in a few
minutes in the early evening ? I was puz-
zled. As I followed Morse out, I looked

back and saw Drynder fast asleep. I

hurried down the rickety stairs after my
companion who was already at the bottom.

" Well !

"
I exclaimed,

'" what kind of

a fellow is that ? What ails him ?
"

Morse cast a curious sidelong glance at

me and said ," 0, I suppose he was up late

last night, and the warm room made him

drowsy. I must tell }
rou about him."

With this he took my arm and hurried

me along before I could ask any more

questions.

As we went he told me that Drynder
was the most famous swordsman in the

university, and had fought in nearly all

the larger institutions in the empire, lie
was the pride of the Prussian Corps and
the envy of all others. He was supposed
to attend medical lectures, but his connec-
tion with that department went little far-

ther than the supposition.
I afterward heard a great deal about

this man. As his appearance indicated,
he was a man of wealth. He had elegant
quarters in the most fashionable section,
but had fitted up the barrack-] ike resort in

which we had found him for the conveni-
ence of himself and his fellow corps mem-
bers, who were more frequent attendants
at the hall next door than at lectures. It

was a sort of halfway house between drunk
and sober, where a white cap might drop
anchor, if he found the earth too boisterous

and billowy, and wait peacefully on one of

the couches until the storm was over.

It may be there are some who are not
familiar with the German student corps;
so it may be well to explain that they are

societies or clubs, the nearest approach to

which is found in our college fraternities,

though having characteristics peculiarly
their own. The members of each corps are

distinguished by a certain color of cap, and
I never saw a better illustration of the old

adage that
"
Birds of a feather flock to-

gether," 'for you never see a white cap
or a blue cap in company with any other

color than its own, unless by accident. A
green cap seems not to be aware that there

is any other color on earth, and never holds

communication with one of another corps

except by the edge of a sword, and never

looks at one unless through the dueling-

goggles, or eye-protectors. The only ob-

jects of these corps, as near as I could see,

were to drink beer with members of their

own and make chopping-blocks of those of

all others.

Twice a week sword contests were held

at the dueling-hall, at which men with no

grievance whatever hacked furrows in one

another's countenances or slit one an-

other's noses in a nice sociable and enter-

taining manner. Occasionally some real

or fancied insult was washed out by a spurt

of blood either from the face of the offend-

er or the offended. It really made little

difference which ;
for if a man called you
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a liar or accidentally trod on your corn, it

was. considered a soothing poultice to your
wounded vanity to have him split your
head open with a sword, provided you
could not do him a like favor first.

These grievance-duels are much sought
after by the corps men; and if one found
his sword-arm getting a little stiff for

want of practice, his dignity became very
sensitive and his sense of honor very acute.

At such times, if you were unfortunate

enough to rub elbows with him in a crowd
or jostle him in passing, you would be very

likely to receive next day an invitation to

meet the owner of the wounded dignity for

a fifteen-minute chopping-match.
Of all the men in the various corps,

Drynder was the most expert at this san-

guinary sport. His arm was powerful,
his strokes quick as light. His special

characteristic, however, was the accuracy
of his stroke. If it landed at all, it was

always just where he desired. There was
no promiscuous slashing at a man's head
in general, but a nice, well-planned cut
in some particular spot. His favorite

operation seemed to be to make a, neat,

long slit down the exact center of his op-
ponent's chin. He evidently prided him-
self on this particular point, and the

university was rapidly filling with walking
certificates of his skill; for the members
of the other corps were developing double
chins at an alarming rate. I could gen-

erally tell when Drynder had had an affair

on hand by some other fellow's coming out
with a bandaged jaw. There was a story
to the effect that he could suspend a

weight by a narrow ribbon and then with a

sword whose point had been ground as

thin as possible, split the ribbon for sev-

eral feet with one quick stroke without

cutting it across, leaving the weight sus-

pended by two strands less than an eighth
of an inch in width. This story, in events
which soon followed, caused me great un-
easiness. Being a genius, I suppose it was

proper for him to be eccentric; still I

could not help thinking it strange that he
should have gone to sleep during our call.

It was almost a month after our first

visit that Morse and I dropped in at the

resort I have mentioned for a little irriga-
tion. As we were passing one of the tables

near the entrance I saw the familiar figure

of the chin-splitter seated alone with his

mug, evidently waiting for friends.

Morse, having caught sight of him also,

stopped." Good evening, Herr Drynder/" he said.
"
I see you are alone. Will you not help

us make a little party ?
"

I thought Drynder seemed a little an-

noyed, but he politely saluted us, and mo-

tioning to us to be seated, said,
"

I shall

be happy to make one of your company/''
We seated ourselves at his table, and

were soon emptying our mugs quite soci-

ably. It being early in the evening, there

were not many others in the hall. The
waiter had just gone for a new supply of

liquid, leaving us alone. Drynder's left

hand was resting on the table, while his

right grasped the handle of his mug. I

thought he seemed a little uneasy and rest-

less. Not once after the first salutation

had he looked squarely at Morse, who now
remarked, "That is a beautiful ring you
have, Herr Drynder."

"Yes," drawled our friend, turning his

finger so that the diamond might catch the

light ;

"
it is a pretty fair stone.'*

''You would n't care to trade for my
scarf-pin, would you ?

"
said Morse,

jokingly.

Drynder allowed his eyes to wander
from his ring to Morse, who was leaning
over the table as if to exhibit his pin and

looking intently at the man opposite.
In an instant their eyes met. The big

fellow began to tremble as he looked

fixedly at Morse, who said, "Why, my dear

fellow, how nervous you are ! I have often

wondered how you could drink so much
and yet keep such a steady hand. You had
better be more temperate or your sword-

arm will lose its reputation."
The German looked wonderingly at his

hand, which was shaking quite visibly.

"I have heard," continued Morse, "that

you could strike within a hair's-breadth ;

but I '11 venture anything you like that

you can't strike that with the point of a

lead pencil," and he placed a coin on
the table, at the same time handing
Drynder a pencil.

The latter grasped the pencil like a

dagger and carefully jabbed at the coin.

He did not come within half an inch of it.

He looked at it in surprise, and taking
more careful aim struck again, but with
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no better result. He began to get excited.

A wild look came into his eyes, as though
he was afraid some dreadful thing had

happened. He commenced stabbing hur-

riedly and viciously at the coin, making a

ring of indentations all around it on the

table, breaking the pencil, but never once

touching the coin. Faster and faster went
his hand, until just as the waiter was seen

returning with our beer, it was going up
and down like the piston-rod of an engine.

Before the waiter reached us, Morse
stretched out his hand and grasping that

of Drynder firmly, said,
"
There, there !

I told you you could not do it/'

Drynder started as though he had for-

gotten our presence. He looked at the

pencil, seeming to be surprised to find it

in his hand
;
then laid it down and picked

up his mug. As he did so, I noticed that

his hand was as steady as a surgeon's." So you do not care to trade ?
"

resumed Morse, as though there had been
no interruption of the conversation.

" No
;

I believe not," muttered

Drynder, blowing a flakey shower of foam
from his mug."

Well, I guess we must be going," said

Morse, pushing back his chair. "We
would be glad to have you come up and see

us some time."

Drynder thanked him for the invi-

tation, and as we left arose and politely
doffed his cap, after the custom of his set.

"
Now, what in the world ails that

man ?
"

I asked as soon as we were outside.
" He acts so queerly, not a bit like the

self-satisfied, easy-mannered man he ap-

pears to be at other times. Does he have

spells of some kind ?
"

"
I suppose so," answered Morse, smil-

ing in his peculiar way.
"
Funny, is 'nt it? That's why I'm

rather interested in him, a professional

interest, you know. I think it may be

he has finer nerves than the average
German. Can't stand the dissipation

quite so well, and so loses control of him-

self sometimes."

This sounded like a reasonable ex-

planation; but there was such a puzzling

expression of suppressed amusement on

his face that I did not know whether

Morse was in earnest or not.

It had been my desire since coming to

the university to see some of the corps
duels. Having made the acquaintance of
a blue-cap man, I managed to secure an
invitation for Morse and myself to go
with him on the next dueling day. I was

very much elated, but Morse did not seem
to care much about going.
"You may think it strange," he said,

"that a fellow who carves up cadavers

every day or so should mind such a thing ;

but really I can't enjoy seeing a live man
sliced. The human frame is too delicate

a machine to be hacked and jarred just
for pastime. It is not right."

I finally prevailed on him to go. But
before the affair was over I would have

given anything I possessed if he had re-

mained away. It was the last peaceful

day I knew for three long months
months crowded with more anxious days
and sleepless nights than I had known in

all my life.

When we arrived, the room was pretty
well filled with groups of men wearing
the colored caps, each color by itself, and
all earnestly discussing the merits of the

respective contestants. If it was not my
purpose to deal later with more important
events, it might be interesting to describe

the scenes which took place shortly after

our arrival; to tell of the well-padded

figures of the combatants, with arms,

necks, eyes and ears protected from in-

jury, but with the rest of the face and
head exposed; the rush and whistle of the

flying blades; the watchful alertness of

the seconds, who struck up the swords

whenever a strike was made; the spurt of

blood as the cruel edge plowed its crimson

furrow through the cheek or hacked a

gully in the top of a luckless head; the

stoical indifference of participants and

spectators, for it would have been a

serious breach of etiquette to applaud even

the most brilliant stroke, and for a

wounded man to utter a sound or make

the slightest grimace would have been a

lasting disgrace.
It was hard for a novice to repress his

excitement, but I succeeded very well.

Two contests had taken place, and Morse

and I were standing together watching the

third, between, a green cap and a red cap.

They were well matched and for five

minutes neither had made a strike. Sud-

denly, however, the seconds struck up the
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swords. The green-cap man had a wrinkle

in his forehead which was not there a

moment ago. The blood flowed freely, but

the surgeon pronounced the wound not

serious, fixed it up temporarily, and the

fight went on.

The blood trickling down his face and

soaking into the padding about his neck

gave the unfortunate man a ghastly

appearance, though he went at his

opponent as vigorously as ever.

Whether he became blinded by the blood

running into his eyes or not, I never

knew; but about one minute after the

affair was renewed I saw a sight that made
me shudder. The red-cap sword had

again found its mark, striking the unfor-

tunate man fairly in the mouth and cleav-

ing entirely away a portion of the lower

lip.

We were standing well in front, sur-

rounded by men of the various corps, and
were in a good position to see the stroke.

Morse's jaws snapped together as he saw
it and the color left his face. Turning
abruptly about and forcing his way
through the bystanders, he said in a voice

which could be plainly heard by those

standing about,
"
Come, Hal ! let 's get

out of this butcher-shop. I 've had

enough. This is no place for gentlemen."
I was horrified. Had the fellow lost his

senses, to throw a lighted match into a

powder magazine?
I hurried after him, not knowing what

might happen. We were allowed to pass
without interference, and were soon

hurrying homewards. Morse's face was set,

his eyes ablaze, and he strode along with a

vigorous, swinging gait that made it hard
to keep pace with him.

"
Well, you have done it now !

"
I

ejaculated, as I came up with him.
" What in thunder possessed you, any-

way?""
Nothing but common sense and

decency," he jerked out.
" To think of

civilized beings, without any cause, muti-

lating each other in that way is disgusting.
It makes me boil."

" So it seems," I responded.
" But you

need not have said so publicly. You could

have boiled over privately without any
harm. Now, I am afraid some one will be

scalded."

The color was slowly returning to

Morse's face, and he paused a momenc
before he replied,

"
I suppose I ought to

have kept quiet. I did n't, though ; and I

did n't say anything that was not true.

So I will stand by it."
"
I fear it will cost you pretty dear to

stand by it, old man." And we walked
the remainder of the way to our room in

silence.

The next day we were honored by a

caller who presented a note from a green
cap which stated that as Herr Gordon had
seen fit to publicly express sentiments

grossly insulting to himself as well as the

corps to which he had the honor to belong,
he demanded satisfaction and hoped Herr
Gordon would meet him at an early date.

Morse deliberately tore up the note

before the messenger's face and said,"
Well, sir, you will please inform your

friend that I do not consider myself
responsible to him for any opinions I may
hold, and that I shall not disgrace myself

by indulging in such a barbarous practice,
even for the sake of giving him satisfac-

tion."

Six times that day was the scene

repeated, each corps in the institution

requesting an opportunity to shred up
the unmannerly American. It might have

been amusing, had it not been so serious;
for I knew that a refusal to fight meant
sneers and jeers for the remainder of our

stay, and so it proved. From that day a

frost seemed to gradually creep over every

one, until finally wherever we went we
were met with stony stares or open insults.

More than once I caught the word " Cow-
ard !" as we passed along the street.

To the credit of the corps men, be it

said that they never uttered a word.

Their freezing silence was enough. Those
outside the corps took up the cause against

us, and we were shunned like lepers.

Waiters, bartenders, clerks, barbers,
in fact every one who had heretofore

fairly bobbed their heads off with civility,

now floated above us in an exalted atmos-

phere of superiority from which they

occasionally dropped us pretzels, beer,

note-books, or hair-cuts in the same man-
ner as they would throw bones to dogs.

It got to be serious business in a few

weeks. Even some of the authorities of
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the university were nipped by the frost.

Those who might feel friendly toward us

dared not show it for fear of sharing our

fate. We were socially marooned.

One night, as we were turning a corner

on our return to our room, an egg which
had seen better days, coming from some
unknown source, struck the corner of the

building we were just passing. Some of it

spattered Morse's coat. He drew out his

handkerchief and wiped it off without a

word, but his face was drawn hard and

colorless, and his eyes blazed with an om-
inous light.

"Seems to me it 's time we were getting
out of here. There are plenty of other

good schools. This is getting entirely too

exciting to suit me," I remarked.

His fixed lips relaxed enough to permit
them to curl into a sneer as he replied,

"And let them think they have frightened
us away ? Never ! We would be cowards

then. No sir ! I am going to show these

sneaking egg-throwers a thing or two be-

fore they are rid of me ! I 'm sorry for

you, Hal. It 's none of your fault, and

you have stood by me like a man. This

thing has got to stop, and stop soon !"

I noticed that I was not treated so coldly

when I was not in Morse's company, and

though I never deserted him, I used to

like to go off occasionally for a stroll

alone. It was late one evening when I

dropped into our favorite resort, and

finding a vacant table in an obscure

corner, ordered a mug of ale. While wait-

ing for it to arrive, I looked around the

room. It was unusually well filled, nearly
all the tables being occupied. Through
the haze of smoke, groups of caps of va-

rious colors were distinguishable. The

corps men were out in force. The
monotonous hum of conversation was

occasionally interrupted by a shout of

laughter. No one seemed to be aware of

my presence. Suddenly there was a lull

in the conversation among those nearest

the entrance, and the hush gradually

spread through the room. Looking for the

cause, I was surprised to see Morse making
his way down the hall among the tables,

evidently looking for a vacant chair.

What possessed the man ? Did n't he

know enough to keep away from a place
like this ? The silence became oppressive,
but he continued coolly on his way. A

murmur began to arise, like the first puffs
of wind before a storm. I could catch
such words as

" White liver !

" " Cow-
ard !"

" Sneak !

" and similar expres-
sions. Morse seemed to hear them, too,
for I could see his face was growing pale
and his jaw tightening, sure signs of

boiling, as he called it.

He was now well on toward the end of

the room, when, as he was passing
one of the tables at which were seated

some upstart aspirants for membership in

the corps, one of them seized a bottle, and

pointing it at his back, shook it. There
was a report as the cork flew out, and a

stream of liquid sprayed itself over

Morse's coat. A shout of laughter greeted
the performance, but ceased as Morse
wheeled about, his face white as marble.

He took one step forward toward the

perpetrator of the rascally trick. I held

my breath in an agony of suspense. \,

he dare strike ? If he did the whole mob
would be at his throat. I arose to go to

him, though I knew we would have but

little chance with such a crowd. 0, why
did he come, anyway? He stopped after

the first step, and raising his flashing black

eyes, looked scornfully about the room. It

was as silent as a tomb. He began to speak
in a voice that was steady, yet full of

restrained passion.
"I have been called coward, baby, a

sneaking foreigner ! You have hurled at

me your vile missiles and viler epithets,

because I have refused to participate in a

practice which I consider barbarous and

degrading, and yet you sneak up behind

my back to strike me! It would be easy

enough for me to strike this cowardly cur

who has shielded himself behind a crowd

to insult me; but if I was to resent every

insult I have received in the past few

months I might spend the rest of my life

in brawls. As I said before, I do not be-

lieve in your method of settling differ-

ences. But to prove to you that I am no

coward, and that I have not refused to

fight through fear, I will say that if you

can agree upon your best swordsman I will

meet him. He must come to me as the

acknowledged champion and that contest

must settle all scores. I cannot, and will

not, fight all who have insulted me. But

I have been driven so far that, notwith-

standing my aversion to dueling, I am
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anxious to settle the score with some one,
the sooner the better; and you may find

that I know a little something about a

sword, even if I am not an expert in the

use of rotten eggs, beer-bottles, and vile

names. If you are really men of valor,"
and his lip curled contemptuously, "you
will produce your man soon, for I defy you
all I"

He strode rapidly down the room and
went out before the spell was broken. I

was minded to follow him, but wanted to

see the effect of his outburst, and so re-

mained. As soon as he was gone a great
hubbub arose, and tongues began wagging
vigorously."

Well," I heard some one at the table

next to me remark, "he's in for it now

good and hard. If he doesn't get a

beautiful slashing, I miss my guess."
"Bah !" said one of his companions,

turning up his mug, "that is a fine bluff.

I will wager he will never fight. He just
wants to cool things off for a while, and
then light out before he meets his man."

"I don't know," rejoined the first

speaker.
" He looks like a man to go

through with a thing he undertakes. Did

you see his face ? I would not want to see

those eyes looking at me over the point
of a sword." And he took a long pull at

his mug, as though he much preferred his

present occupation.
A third man here broke in with the

remark, "I should not wonder if that story
I heard about him was true."

"What was it?" eagerly inquired his

companions."
They say the reason he won't fight or

touch a sword is that he killed a man in

an affair once in America and can't get
it out of his head."

I listened for a while longer, and then

went out. As I did so, I heard one say,
"
If he really means business we shall

likely see a pretty fight."
I went directly to our room and found

Morse sitting with his feet on the mantel,
and smoking like a harbor-tug."

Well, you 've made a beautiful mess
of it !

"
said I, as I threw my cap into a

corner and fell dejectedly into a chair.

"What in thunder has become of your
sense? You're'

"

" Go ahead, Professor !

" he interrupted,
without looking around. " Got it down

so far. I 'm a blithering idiot, a foolhardy
firebrand, a chump, et cetera, et cetera.

Go ahead ! go ahead !

"

"
I can't see where the fun comes in.

You seemed serious enough a while ago.
What has come over you ?

"
I replied.

"
Why, you see, old man, I 've been ac-

cumulating steam for weeks, and now I

have got it blown off I feel better. By
golly! didn't they stare though while 1

was saying my little piece ?
"

" You won't feel better with a split

head," I replied moodily."
0, it will heal ! it will heal !

"
waving

his pipe tragically.
" And I will have vin-

dicated mine honor."

"Yes, by taking an outrageous licking.

Now, look here, old man; do you know

anything about handling a sword ?
"

Having the reports I had just heard in

mind I listened eagerly for the answer.
" Never fought a duel in my life, dear

boy. But don't you tell any one else so;

for, like Bob Acres, I must have them
think I am a devil of a fellow, run a

graveyard of my own, you know. I did be-

come quite expert with single-sticks years

ago; but as for swords well, as for

swords, I shall make their acquaintance
soon enough."

Seeing my dejected countenance, he

took his feet from the table and coming
over to me slapped me on the back, saying,
" Cheer up, old man ; cheer up ! We "11

come out of this all right, though it does

look like a devil of a mess."
" Come out on a stretcher most likely,"

I rejoined, refusing to be comforted.

I suppose the old town had not been so

stirred up in years as it was over that

speech of Morse's. The wildest stories

got afioat. He was a famous swordsman
in his own country, and had concealed his

identity and planned the whole affair from

start to finish just for the sake of getting
on a match and surprising people. It was

even darkly hinted that he had been im-

ported by one of the other corps to down
the white. Again, he was a fraud who was

trying to get out of a bad scrape, and

trusted to luck to escape with a few slight

cuts. He had enough ready-made biogra-

phies furnished him to supply the histo-

rian of a regiment. Whatever they

thought, the atmosphere had cleared con-

siderably for us after the storm, and life
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was easier from that on. We had simply
shifted our burdens on to other shoulders ;

for trouble broke out in new quarters.
It was commonly supposed that Dryn-

der was the best swordsman in the insti-

tution ; but now that it came to an official

recognition,, it was a different matter. It

was too bitter a pill for the other corps to

admit without a struggle^ that they were
inferior to and could not hold their own

against a white cap. They doubted if he
was as skillful as he used to be. There were
a number of new men in the institution

from other universities who had never

crossed swords with him, who might give
him a surprise. Then there were some
who thought they had made great im-

provement since last meeting him, and
were anxious for another trial, especially
as the championship was at stake. In

some of the corps there were two or three

aspirants for the honor; and as each had
his friends, who took up his cause and dis-

cussed his merits, cliques and divisions

began to arise even in the same corps.
There were swirls and eddies in the social

stream about a dozen different objects.

Discussion waxed warm, grew acri-

monious. The friends of A began demand-

ing satisfaction of the friends of B. The
friends of C lived for the sole purpose of

slashing the friends of D and E. It was

said that secretly blue caps were gouging
chunks out of other blue-cap craniums, a

heretofore unheard-of and highly improp-
er proceeding. Eed caps covered rather

bloody hair-cuts made by wearers of other

red caps, and altogether every one was

having a real nice, interesting time. The
whole face of the university blossomed out

in lint and bandages, plaster and stitches.

Beer-halls took on the appearance of con-

valescent wards of hospitals. Some men
drank their beer through straws for the

very good reason that their mouths were

too much obstructed with bandages to ad-

mit a mug rim.

This state of affairs was highly gratify-

ing to me, for our insults were being

avenged and the insulters beautifully pun-
ished without any unpleasant experiences
on our part. It continued without inter-

ruption for two weeks, and I was begin-

ning to hope that they would keep right on

and forget Morse entirely. Consequently,
it was with alarm that I saw the faces

gradually emerging from their bandages
and the daily supply of victims diminish-

ing. It finally narrowed down to one

green and one blue cap who alone disputed
Drynder's title, and arrangements were

quickly made to settle the question between
these three.

Morse had not been idle while this bat-

tle had been raging in the enemy's camp.
Every day he went to the gymnasium, de-

voting himself principally to work on the

wrist-machine, chest-weights, and clubs.

1 tried in vain to get him j;o take some in-

structions in sword-practice, but he stoutly
refused and could never be prevailed upon
to touch a sword, although we used to do

a little single-stick work in our room,,

which, fortunately, was large. This meth-

od had the effect of keeping every one in

total ignorance of what his style might be.

When the time arrived for the settle-

ment of matters between Drynder and his

opponents, Morse exhibited the only signs-

of nervousness which he ever displayed.
He said nothing, but I could see he was
anxious as to the outcome of the battle.

Secretly, I dreaded the big white cap-

and almost prayed that he might meet

with some accident which would give
Morse a less dangerous adversary. All my
wishing was in vain, however, for the big
fellow marked his men in his favorite spot,,

and in addition parted the hair of each

permanently in the middle so vigorously
as to take all the fignt out of them.

I heard the news on the street, and with

a heavy heart went to inform Morse.

"It's settled," said I, leaning discon-

solately against the mantel.
" Who ?

"
eagerly inquired Morse, look-

ing up from his book.
<

Drynder."
"Drynder! Keally?"
Could it be that Morse actually felt re-

lieved? It appeared so.

" Yes. You are not surprised, are you ?""

"
Drynder, bey !

" continued he medita-

tively, with a half-suppressed smile, ignor-

ing my question.
" And how do you think

I will look with a double chin? I always-

thought it would improve my appearance."
" What the devil," I began.

"No, no, my boy; not the devil, just

Drynder. Same initial, but different par-

ty."
"The next thing to him, then," I re-
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sponded, with a sigh.
"
If I were in your

place, I would almost as lief meet the

other fellow, and not be so everlastingly

gay over having such an executioner.'
7

"
Ah, but think of the honor, my boy !

Think of the honor ! It would be disgrace-
ful to have my head split by some stripling
unknown to fame. But the Drynder
stroke, that is different, quite a mark of

distinction, you know." And Morse made
a vicious sweep with his arm through the

air, slammed his book down on the table,

and looked across at me with that curious

smile of his.
" Confound it, man !

"
I exclaimed, los-

ing patience; "this is serious business.

You are the most likely candidate for a

hospital cot that I know of, to say nothing
of being a sign-post for the rest of your
life to carry around the marks of another
man's skill. I told you weeks ago that you
ought to be preparing for this, at least

have taken some instructions in the meth-
ods of these German cutthroats ; and now
here you are going to butt a stone wall

without so much as a boat-sponge in your
hat.*

1

He saw I was worried, and came over

to me and placing his hand on my shoul-

der, said,
" Don't you worry, old man. You

.are not going to be a widow yet a while.

Your Uncle Morse is n't going to be hurt.

You mind what I say/'
"
0, is n't he ? He will unless he wears

his head in a copper kettle/' With this

parting shot I dropped the subject.
The next day a delegation arrived with

a formidable-looking document, signed by
a representative of each of the corps, say-

ing that Herr Max Drynder, as the recog-
nized representative of the undersigned,
was pleased to.accept the challenge of Herr

Gordon, and hoped to meet him at an early
date.

"Very well, gentlemen," said Morse

courteously.
"

I presume all previous

challenges are withdrawn." On being in-

formed that they were, he continued :

"
Then, all is satisfactory. Mr. Harris,

my second, will meet you this afternoon
to arrange details. Good-by !

"

They passed out and down the stairs,

while I stood like a post in the middle of

the room staring at Morse.
"

I your second !

"
I gasped, as soon as I

could speak.
"
Well, I 'm blowed !

" And
I sat down in a dazed condition on a rick-

ety chair.
"
Arrange details this after-

noon !

"
I repeated mechanically.

"
Why,

you lunatic, what do I know about arrang-

ing details? I might be a pall-bearer at

your funeral and come through it with

credit, but a second in a duel 0, smoke !

Why did n't you tell them I would arrange

you a pair of blue wings or a gold-mounted
monument ? I don't know anything about

dueling; so the office of second is respect-

fully declined. I '11 look after the ambu-
lance and undertaker, but some other chap
can monkey with the details."

" So I have n't even one friend, eh ? I

did n't think you would desert me," said

he.
"
Now, look here, Morse

;
that is not

fair. You know very well that I will stick

to you. But what do I know about this

business? You ought to have some one

who is capable of looking out for your
interests."

"
I won't have any one else, even if I

can get him, which I very much doubt.

You can get on well enough. We shall

not go much on their palaver and eti-

quette, but just go in and fight. You can

get them to tell you the rules governing
such affairs, and I can post you on what
few points I want settled; and as for the

actual fight, I '11 guarantee that you shall

get through your part all right."
I could not change his resolution; so I

went to make arrangements, as agreed up-

on, that afternoon. Morse instructed me
to insist that the affair should come off in

the evening, and that it should be held in

a place sufficiently large to accommodate
all who might wish to attend, and that any
one should be admitted whether a corps
member or not. These terms were agreed

to, and the following Saturday night fixed

as the time. This gave us four days for

final preparation; but as far as I could

see there was nothing to be done but wait.

They were four days and nights of anxi-

ety for me. Every night, in my dreams,
Morse and I, single-handed, fought the

entire German army, or were under con-

tract to wrestle with a locomotive. This

meeting with Drynder I fought over scores

of times and Morse seemed to have con-

tracted a bad habit of .having his head
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chopped off at every pass. My whole duty
as second seemed to be to pick it up and

place it on his shoulders again.
Morse slept soundly and went about his

daily duties as though fighting with the

best swordsman in Germany was his most
innocent pastime. He was as conspicu-
ous a character as a man who is under
sentence to be hanged within a week. Peo-

ple would point him out to their friends on
the street and say,

" There ! did you notice

that man we
j
ust passed ?

"

" You mean that straight one with black

hair?"
"

Yes. That is the conceited American
who is to fight Drynder. He won't hold

his head quite so high this time next

week."
" Blamed fool ! Crazy, I guess. He will

find Drynder is no easy mark."
If Morse heard any of these disparaging

remarks, and he could scarcely help it,

he said nothing, but bided his time.

The fatal day arrived all too soon. Af-

ter breakfast I said to Morse, in as cheer-

ful a manner as I could, though I fear

my face was as festive as a tombstone,
" What is there for me to do ? Anything
to get ready ?

"

"
'No. All you need get is a little pot of

black paint."
" What !

"
I exclaimed in astonishment.

" A pot of black paint ? 0, come now
;

don't you want a feather duster and a red

monkey? or say a pair of kid gloves and
a chrysanthemum ?

"

" Ko. I am in earnest. I want you to

take a little black paint with you, and that

is all. I have the swords I shall use arid

everything else is ready in my valise/'"
" What in thunder are you going to do

with black paint ?
"

" Wait and see. I '11 show you some
tricks to-night." And that was all I could

get out of him.

Evening arrived and found the town in

a quiver of excitement. The largest beer-

hall in the place had been secured for the

contest. All the tables had been removed
to make room for the crowd, while the

platform at the far end was cleared for the

contestants.

Long before the hour arrived for the

commencement of hostilities the room was

filled to overflowing, and the roar of many

voices rolled up from the human sea in

monotonous, unbroken waves.
Morse dressed himself i-n a plain gym-

nasium suit and absolutely refused to wear
any protectors. I seemed to be utterly use-
less. He had taken everything into his
own hands, and I had long since given up
trying to change his plans one iota.

He handed me the swords he proposed
using, just before we were ready to go out.

Three had been provided, in case of break-

age. They looked like the ordinary swords
of regulation length, shape, and weight;
but when I took them into my hands I was

completely disgusted. I began to think
Morse really was crazy.

" Confound it ! What do you mean, any-

way ?
"

I exclaimed.
"
Hanged if I 'm

going to see you butchered !

" And I threw
them angrily into one corner.

"Now, now," said he impatiently,
<c
don't 1 tell you I know what I am about ?

Don't desert me at the last minute. I may
need some one, and I thought you would
stand by me."

" Of course, I '11 stick to you. But why
can't you act with some show of sense ?

"

As I stooped to pick up the swords I heard
the roar of the sea swell into a howling
hurricane. Cheer after cheer, or rather

one prolonged, unbroken tornado of sound,
shook the building. The strain had been

too great, and, contrary to all custom and

rule, the crowd had broken into shouts of

acclamation as their idol stepped from his

dressing-room upon the stage in full fight-

ing trim.

He was prepared after the usual custom,
his arm padded with thick rolls, his neck

wound about with bandages, his ears

bound close against his head, and a pair
of heavy goggles, or iron frames, shielding
his eyes. He looked more like an immense

rag-baby in process of construction than

anything else. His seconds followed close

after him.

While the cheering was at its height,

Morse and I passed out upon the stage,

he in his light flannel suit of turn-verem

gray, without bandages or pads, I wearing
the usual arm-protector ;

for if it became

necessary for me to exercise the duties of

my office I did not care to get any stray

slashes.

The cheering ceased immediately as all
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eyes rested in astonishment on Morse,

whose light, unhampered, agile figure con

trasted strongly with that of his heavy
opponent.

The referee asked me if Morse intended

fighting in his present condition. I in-

formed him that we were all ready. The

surgeon here interfered and insisted that

Morse put on the usual safeguards, saying
there was great danger of fatalities unless

he did so.
" Herr Gordon is not accustomed to

using them, and will not have them," I

insisted.
" Then I will meet him on an equal foot-

ing," said Drynder, and turning to his

seconds, said,
"
Help me take these things

off." They stepped forward and quickly
removed the bandages and protectors.
The spectators, not having heard the con-

versation, looked on in amazement. What
was up? Wasn't there to be any fight,

after all? Why was not the American

ready? Why were they stripping

Drynder ? But none could tell.

1 presented Morse's sword for inspec-
tion. As soon as Drynders second looked

at the blade, he uttered an expression of

disgust, and said,
"
Now, what child's play

is this?"

Drynder turned about and inquired the

trouble.
"
See here," said his man, showing him

the blade ;

"
the edge is all ground off. It

could not cut a cheese."

Dr}<nder looked at it, and then with an

oath, threw the weapon to the floor.
" Do they mean to insult us ?

"
he

roared.
" Am I an old woman to fight

with broom sticks ?
"

" You may have yours as sharp as you
please," calmly replied . Morse

;

" but I

wish to use these, as I do not care to inflict

serious injuries."
" Never !

"
ejaculated Drynder.

" We
meet on equal terms or not at all. I shall

never disgrace myself by handling a

weapon like that. It is a ruse to avoid the

meeting and I tell you now publicly that

you are a coward."
The sea began to be tumultuous. Yes,

the American was a sneak. He never

intended to fight. It was all a humbug.
They ought to have known.it. They were
fools for coming to be sold in this way.

Howls of derision filled the hall, and
some one shouted,

" Mob him ! Throw him
out !

"

Morse's face had become as pale as

death at the first word. With set jaw, he

glared a moment at his antagonist and
then seizing one of the sharpened swords

stepped quickly forward, saying,
"
Very

well; I accept your terms. I am ready/'
The sea did not hear, but seeing the ac-

tion it became calm.

Drynder picked up his sword and faced

.Morse. He had not as yet looked squarely
at him; but now, as they raised their

swords to position, their eyes met. Dryn-
der's look of scorn and self-assurance

changed to one of perplexed anxiety.
A triumphant gleam lit up Morse's face

and his lip curled in a vengeful smile as he

said,
*' Herr Drynder, you call me coward

and compel me to fight with your weap-
ons; but you cannot compel me to strike

you, and I tell you you cannot touch me.

Do you hear ? You cannot touch me I

"

His voice was steady, but it was the voice

of command.
" Are you ready?

"
inquired the referee.

"Yes," both responded.
''

Then, begin !

"

The oppressive silence was instantly

ripped to shreds by the whistle of rushing
blades and the clash of colliding steel. The
German sword came down like an engine
of death, with vengeance in its shriek, but

it met a barrier that was its equal.

The stroke was the first of a storm which

rained down upon Morse and made me

gasp for breath.

It was horrible for me to stand there and

watch. I grew faint, but braced myself

against it. It could not last. Morse could

not resist that hail of steel much longer.

It must cut through somewhere. Each

time I saw that streak descending and the

glint of light where it passed, I expected
to see my friend fall helpless and bleeding
to the floor. He still held his ground,

however, without flinching. The storm

beat about him, now straight down, now

buffeting him on this side, now on that,

but he met it with his ever-ready parry.

Scorn began to change to respect as the

onlookers watched the struggle. The wily
American seemed to anticipate every move
of his foe. Change his stroke as quickly
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as he might, swerve it from a vertical chop
into a swinging side-cut, still the white

cap could not land. The instant a shift or

change was made his opponent met it.

Both arms seemed to be swayed by one

will, as though the mind that planned the
stroke also planned the parry.

The sea was still. From the word of

command, which started the contest, not a

spectator seemed to breathe.

What was this at which they were look-

ing ? No guards, no protectors ! Was this

a fight to the death that these men had laid

themselves bare to the deadly steel ? This
was no child's play.
The minutes went by five, eight, ten,
and still that constant flash and clash.

Both men began to show fatigue, the per-

spiration pouring down their faces in

streams.

When ten minutes had passed, -the

swords were struck up, as time was called

for a breathing-spell. When the men sat

down the sea began to roar again, break-

ing through the icy silence and storming
excitedly.

" He is a game one," ventured a man in

the front row
;

" and he is no green one,

either, by thunder. Drynder was laying
on hard."

" No
;
he is not so bad," responded his

companion.
" But he did not dare to take

the offensive. I '11 wager two to one that
if he tries to attack, Drynder will break in

on him."

"I'll take that," rejoined the first

speaker.
" He has a good eye. Can't you

see that Drynder is worried ?
"

This was but a sample of the sea's mut-

terings. Wagers were being laid all over

the house. There were faint traces of

hardly-suppressed satisfaction on the faces

of the other corps men, and I could see

that at last we had some friends aye,

many who would like to see the white

cap's banner trailed in the dust
;

for they
could not forget the numberless times he
had made their color bend a vanquished
knee to the white.

While the men were resting I went over

to our opponent's side of the stage and

said,
" Herr Gordon has shown you that he

is not afraid of your swords, and now asks

that he be permitted to use his own.

Otherwise he shall do nothing but defend.'*

"
0, let him use anything he wants, if

he will only fight," said Drynder, who was
raging like a chained mastiff. "I am
tired of chopping at a post. He is afraid
to attack." This from the heretofore cool,
silent victor of a score of battles.

Morse heard him with a smile, and, in

compliance with his whispered instruc-
tions I went to our dressing-room and re-
turned with our dull-ground swords

; first,

however, having smeared their tips with
the black paint.

" Ah ! now we shall see some sport !

"

murmured the sea, which had heard the
conversation but did not know that the
swords I had brought out were dulled.

I was feeling decidedly easier, yet anx-
ious lest Morse, in taking the aggressive,
might leave a way unguarded through
which disaster might come.

Again the contestants were called to

battle. The duel being limited to fifteen

minutes' actual fighting, there were just
five minutes left. At the word of the ref-

eree the struggle was renewed. Such

swordsmanship had never been seen in all

the empire. For two minutes the light
from the electric arcs gleamed on the fly-

ing blades, giving the appearance of

flashes of lightning, accompanied by steely
thunder and the hissing of the bright
tongues of the metal serpents as they
darted at their prey.

Suddenly the swords were struck up." Ah I A strike ! A hit !

" murmured
the sea, craning its neck.

" Look for the

white-cap's trade-mark !

"

All eyes were on Morse. But no, it

was not on the chin, not on the cheek.

Was it on the head? Where had he been
struck ?

And the sea looked inquiringly at Dryn-
der, as though expecting him to answer.

He said not a word, but the answer was
written on his countenance. What was
that black mark down his chin ? It was the

Drynder trade-mark, the white cap's
chickens come home to roost.

A great tidal wave rolled over the sea,

breaking with a vocal crash. All the oil

which etiquette and custom had poured on

these waters for years was of no avail,

and blue caps and red caps, green caps and

yellow caps mingled with the black head-

gear of other spectators, which flew into
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the air like a flock of gulls when the wave

broke. Pandemonium was let loose. The

pent-up excitement had found vent in an

explosion.
Morse's eyes were gleaming with tri-

umph, while his adversary's face was burn-

ing with shame and rage.

There were still three minutes of the

time left, however, and the men were again

called together. There was murder in

Drynder s look when they came to position.

If there was force in his blows before they

were a hurricane now. He hacked and

drove in a manner that it seemed impos-

sible for his agile but slender foe to with-

stand. The fury of the dying gladiator

who sees the turned thumb of the fickle

multitude was in his arm, yet it availed

not. Within half a minute the swords

were again struck up and a long black

mark marred the bright red of the giant's

cheek. In quick succession, lines appeared
on the left cheek and on the forehead.

" He is painting his face like a clown's,"

moaned a white cap. "This is awful,

awful! Something must be wrong with

Drynder."
"
Wrong !

" muttered his companion

through his teeth.
" Did you ever see him

fight better ? Mars could not do more."
"
True, true !

" And the first hung his

head as he saw honor and money vanish-

ing.

But one minute remained. There was

yet one chance for Drynder to win. One

good stroke, could it but reach home,
would lay his opponent helpless on the

floor. He ground his teeth and forced

the fight.

Fifteen seconds gone! Thirty seconds,

and no result ! The white caps were in an

agony of suspense, hoping for the lucky
stroke.

Forty-five seconds gone, and still noth-

ing!

Suddenly the American's sword swept

swiftly to the left. It met the Prussian's

high in air. There was a quick twist, a

glint and shimmer of light over the head
of the referee, as from something in flight,

an echoing crash against the wall twelve

feet away, and the blade which had been

the pride of M rebounded and fell

helplessly to the floor, while the champion
stood disarmed and disgraced.

Seated at last, in the quiet of our own

room, having shaken off the crowd and de-

clined enough beer to have floated a ship,

Morse said,
"
I am sorry to have robbed

Drynder of his reputation, but I had to do

it. It may be a good thing for him, too.

He may settle down now, do some study-

ing, and quit his fighting. I know I shall."

Again he looked at me with that peculiar

inquiring smile, as if he would say,
"
Can't

you see it yet ?
"

In that instant I did see it. It came

upon me like a revelation.
" You villain !

"
I exclaimed, aiming a

book at his head. "Why did n't you put
me on to your tricks before and not let me
worry myself sick ?

"

He dodged the book and doubled up in

a. fit of laughter, saying between gasps,

"0, but you are a bright one, are n't you?
dear! 0, you pretty near killed me,

keeping my face straight when you were

about. ! ho ! ho ! were n't you in a pretty

pucker this morning though? Maybe you
haven't been in a blue funk for a month.

And you really see it at last, do you ? !

dear ! dear ! !

" and he passed into an-

other convulsion.

Half the corps men in the university

approached Morse within a week and
offered fabulous sums for instruction.

Managers of play-houses and traveling

troupes, looking for drawing attractions

wore a path to our rooms and flooded him
with letters, making handsome offers.

None could understand why he should

so positively decline all and refuse to even

touch a sword again. I understood, but to

all others it was a mystery.

They never seemed to tire of telling of

that great duel ; and to this day, if you go
to M , and speak of the skill of any
man you may see there, some one will be

likely to say,
" Ah ! but you should have

seen the Great American Swordsman."



A SUMMER TRIP TO MOUNT ADAMS
BY LOUISA O'HUENTY NASH

T "THE RIVER," or the "Big
Eiver

"
of the Indians; the

"
Ore-

gon
"

of poetry, the Columbia on
our school maps of to-day thither we
turned for our summer trip.

Soon after the confluence with the Wil-

lamette, and Vancouver, the largest mili-

tary station of the Pacific Coast, are

passed, the soft undulations of the country
grow more severe. The banks shelve higher
and soon the basaltic rocks stand up,
grand, precipitous, rugged; snow-capped
Hood looks down on you! In the warm
sunshine are rich, red colors, toning down
in the distance to soft tints that no color-

nomah, and the Oneonta falls, one should
leave the steamer and be near enough to
crane the neck and look up ; from the dis-

tance of the mid-river track, and with the
scant summer water-supply, they are apt
to look insignificant.
Not so the Cascades, where the water,

that has been seen as a bright shimmer,
now tumbles about in hundreds of foaming
eddies wherein 110 boat can live.

Here stood, Indian tradition says, the

Tomanowosj the
"
Bridge of the Gods." It

was built by the gods when the world was

young. Then the Great Spirit shook the
earth and the bridge crashed down into

Mount Adams

name can match. Against the sky are del-

icate fringes of pine and fir, the very
same that you pronounce grand monsters

of the forest when climbing beneath their

shade. Stretches of this timber fill the

sheltered hollows, and partly clothe the

canons that open out from time to time.

Here and there are fish-wheels; and far-

ther up, the canneries that make the

Columbia River famous the world over for

its salmon.

To appreciate the Bridal Veil, the Mult-
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the river, forming the present obstruction

of the Cascades. Scientific observation

bears out the old Indian legend.* In the

fall, when the freshets are over and the

water is clear, any one going out in a small

boat just above the Cascades and looking
down into the transparent depths can

see, submerged, the forest trees beneath

him still standing upright as they stood

before the bridge fell in.

At the present day, after the work of ten

* From the "Bridge of the Gods," by F. H. Balch
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years and a cost of about seven million

dollars, we have the convenience of the
"
Locks," obviating the necessity of trans-

shipping in order to reach the higher Co-
lumbia.

After passing the Locks we soon

reached our landing-place, White Salmon,
a new name, I suppose, for the Indians

say "Ancultra [long time back] salmon,
he no pass Turn-water falls, it too much
big leap. By-and-by, great Tomanowos

bridge, he fall in, dam up water, make

spot in these unlikely surroundings, who
else would dare to seek a living in such in-
accessible places? Our host pointed out
one of these little homes up above Bingen,
perched on top of a two-thousand-foot
mountain.
"A German, of course?"
" Yes

; but der man, he has a fine or-
chard and a fine garden. He dakes a great
lot of fruit to der market."

" How on earth does he get there?
"

"
Well, it 's a mile through der air, and

Cascades of the Columbia

river higher, then salmon, he go over.

Then Snake Indian, all time catch um
plenty!"
We stayed the night in the one-house

town of Bingen, named doubtless by one

of the many German settlers in thought of

the Vaterland Bingen on the Rhine.

What memories it calls up ! In imagina-
tion, one could fancy the straight-lined
strata of these basaltic rocks to be the

walled-up terraces of its vine-clad hills.

But where are Bishop Halto's Tower and
the old Castle Ehrenfels, peering down ?

They told us at the homelike country
inn how the old Columbia rises sixty feet

high every year over the land that is lev-

eled down. This high water is the making
of certain crops, there being just time to

get them in and harvest them in due sea-

son.

One can feel quite sure that the settlers

hereabouts are German, Scandinavian, or

Swiss. For with the house and cultivated

twelve mile round der mountain by der

road!"
We should never forget, when declaim-

ing against foreign immigration, that such

men are among the makers of America.

We were destined to be thrown for our

two weeks' camping amongst a colony of

Swiss, and were driven the thirty miles to

camp by a Swiss stage-driver. He had the

manner of
"
Chris

"
of the Alps, with all

the freshness and bonhommie of his name-

salve that we used to know.

His wife met us at the change of horses,

in a real Swiss hat instead of the inevitable

sun-bonnet of the country, and treated us

to fresh milk. How their honest faces

lighted up when we told them in the lan-

guage that was dear to them that we had

seen Switzerland and loved their Alps!
No wonder, with their Old World memo-

ries, that they chose this spot for their new

home! The everlasting snows of Mount
Adams looking down upon them and the
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lower mountains round the little lake, the

inlet, and the gurgling streams, must have
reminded them of home. Still children of

the Alps, they can sing their Alpine songs

though in a foreign land.
''

Once, I lived a whole year on the prai-

rie,"' Peter Schmidt said.
" And all that

time I never felt like singing. At home,
I would feel like singing a whole week."

And the entire evening, he, his wife, and
brother-in-law sang for us round our

camp-fire the Alpine yodel-songs that

call home the straying cows. Last came
a tender minor melody,

" Farewell to

Home." They could sing no more; their

voices were full of tears, these hardy
peasants who know what heimweh is.

Mount Adams is an extinct volcano,

standing 12,700 feet high. One evening,
its crater, with the four peaks on its sides.,

appeared to be alive again. Jets of smoke
seemed rising in the air, and the snow, all

alight from the setting sun, might pass for

molten lava flowing slowly down ! Pres-

ently a cloud came floating from the west,

in form like an angel's wing, spreading it-

self across the mountain's face. When it

had vanished, all was quiet and cold and

gray! At the head of the little lake is

the strangely-shaped mountain called
" Dead Man's Butte," its outlines defining
a giant coffin standing lonely on its sum-

mit. Could there be another Moses's bury-

ing-place in this Western land ?

The huckleberries were ripening fast at

the base of Au-ka-ken, the
" Witch Moun-

tain" of the Indians, and Indians were

hurrying now from the reservations of

three States Washington, Oregon, and
Idaho to this vast berry-patch. We saw
them striking camp alongside of the road

early one morning, the lithe young
squaws harnessing their cayuses, and the

fat, clumsy old ones packing up their

breakfast tins, ready for the day's travel.

The Siwash (man) spends his leisure

moments at poker, gambling everything

away till there is only his squaw left,

and then she goes, too !

The little lake was rightly named
Trout Lake, for it was full of trout. From
the boat, of an evening, one can hear every
moment the sporting of big and little

fish, the flip of the fishing-rod, the

whirr of the reel, and the impetuous slap-
dash of the speckled beauty." The fish is lost, and the hook in his

mouth !

"
groaned the fisherman.

"
I wonder whether he will ever get rid

of the hook?"
Arid the wag of the party replied, "Some

day, when he's picking his teeth, hell

jerk it out !

"

Now and again the ducks, from their

breeding-swamp close by, pass above us

with a "
whish," and presently an orange

light in the gloom, and then a report
from a boy's gun !
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCES OF THE PHILIPPINE INSURRECTION

BY PANDIA RALLI

COMPANY I, FIRST CALIFORNIA U. S. V.

1'N
CONTINUING my "Campaigning

in the Philippines," I do not claim for

my narrative any historical value.

As I remarked in the first article, a sol-

dier is in no position to report or to criti-

cise anything more than the events with

which he comes into immediate contact,
and these are but an infinitesimal fraction

of what occurs around him. His specula-
tions could bear no more weight than the

descriptions of a child amongst his com-

panions concerning a circus that he has

but peeped at through the flaps of the

tent.

On our entry into Manila it did not look

as though the natives desired to try con-

clusions with us. It is true that the fol-

lowers of Aguinaldo withdrew from the

suburbs but sullenly when so ordered. Nor
did they submit with very good grace to

being searched for concealed weapons up-
on entering the town. But then we ap-

peared on such friendly terms with those

within the city who had many kin in the

insurgent army that it was hard to believe

they intended to turn against us. Again,
the greater part of the wages of the Ameri-
can soldier eventually made its way into

the pockets of the natives, who in no time

during Spanish rule could have found
themselves under such prosperous circum-
stances or so well protected from arbitrary
treatment. In addition, we believed that

Aguinaldo was only raising a big bluff to

see how far he could
" work Uncle Sam for

a good thing/
7

Knowing that he had al-

ready accepted Spanish bribes, we thought
it probable that he was expecting some
douceur from the United States Govern-
ment as an inducement to submit. But we
calculated that when he discovered Uncie
Sam was not to be played with, he would
climb down from his high horse and make
the best possible terms for himself, and

incidentally for his people.
Some of us even went so far as to con-

cede to the Filipinos certain rights, and
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say that we had no more business to lay
hands on the Philippines than had Lafay-
ette to claim a portion of the United
States for France when she assisted us to

expel the English and obtain our free-

dom
; but that the only footing we had on

the islands by any right was the utter

incapability of the Filipino to rule him-
self and the protection due to the lives and

property of American subjects and foreign
residents. This reasoning, however, the

ignorant Filipino, who knew only that he
was besting the hated Spaniard in a fight
that had been dragging on for three years,
after a continuous enmity for two hun-
dred years, could not be expected to under-

stand. Therefore, we had to take other

recourse than speech to drill it into him.

With a few disturbances in town, which
were promptly quelled, Manila settled

down under martial law to its somewhat
humdrum life, with probably a lower per-

centage of crime than most cities of its

size. The military patrols were taken off

the streets and the policing of the dif-

ferent districts turned over into the hands
of the Minnesota regiment, which soon

displayed a marked efficiency in that par-
ticular line of duty. As for the other

regiments, those not on outpost duty, with
an eye on the movements of the In-

surgents, were doing garrison duty in

town. Our brown canvas clothes that had
done duty in the trenches were cast aside

for immaculate white uniforms, and our

weather-stained campaign hats were

doffed for corked helmets. Close-for-

mation drills and dress-parades took the

place of skirmish drills, more useful, but

less ornamental. How we loved those

dress parades ! The perspiration would
be trickling down our noses, and pasting
our blue shirts to our backs beneath the

heavy blouses as we marched down to the

Luneta. Insects would be tickling our

nostrils and mosquitoes tormenting us as

we stood at the
"
dress

"
whilst the musi-
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cians "counted off/' Very grand and
imposing no doubt, but more pleasant for
the spectators than the performers ! A
congregation of natives could always be
commanded as they followed all our mili-

tary movements or functions with marked
interest.

It seemed, at any rate to us who could
not see below the surface, that no precau-
tions in the event of the natives provoking
hostilities, were taken. Not even did we
take part in any target practice, either

to use them. Very soon, thanks to the

Jeniency of such conduct, they began to
show their hand to refuse us exit to any
distance outside Manila without a pass-
port with Aguinaldo's signature, and to

arrest and hold Americans in restraint for

spies.

Meanwhile our boys, especially the vol-

unteers, were not reposing on beds of roses.
The tedium of garrison life and the pangs
of homesickness for not a few of them
had quitted their hearths for the first time

Bridge Where the First Shot Was Fired

from fear of hurting their susceptibilities
or from supineness on the part of the

authorities. There were many in our
ranks who had never fired a shot nor
handled a gun. Eifle practice always
enters into the routine of our home army,
and our troops could have been put
through it without the deduction of any
political significance.

In face of our dress-parades and play to

the gallery, the Insurgents were working
steadily day and night fortifying the old

Spanish trenches around Manila, of which

they were allowed to take possession with-

out a word of opposition although there

was nobody except ourselves against whom

began to breed discontent. From en-

forced idleness and confinement to bar-

racks, time lay heavy on their hands. With
no friends outside the army, no amuse-

ments, nothing that tends to make life

cheerful, and for some unknown reason,
with no immediate prospect of relief from
the Government, perhaps they had indeed

some call to become a bit disheartened and
to write and ask their relatives, through
wire-pulling at Washington, to help them
home. Any change would be welcomed !

Christmas came and went with so much
noise and enthusiasm that it caused the

lethargic Spaniards to raise their eyebrows
in surprise. Many boxes were opened and
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their contents shared with less favored

comrades, and the most heartfelt toast was
for a speedy return to

"
God's country."

The new year was ushered in by the fan-

fare of numerous horns that echoed a re-

frain of former times and awakened
remembrances of loved faces that alas!

many would never see again. Then, on

January 4th, when nobody in the least

expected it, sealed orders came to the effect

that the California Eegiment was to imme-

diately embark on a transport, for des-

tination unknown.

The next day saw our company, together
with K, F, and L, and last, but not least,

the band, on board the Brutus, a small

Spanish steamer, now under American

register. The Salvadora and the Espag-
nia, of the China Maritima Company,
carried the balance of the regiment. As
seems inevitable in the movements of

troops, especially on these islands, we suf-

fered much from the cramped space allot-

ted to us. But the food furnished by the

steamship company was more appetizing
than any that TJncle Sam has so far sup-

plied to us.

Two Eed Cross ladies accompanied the

expedition and were not above occasionally

mingling their society with that of the

boys. As soldiers, we seldom if ever came
into contact with ladies

;
so it was all the

more appreciated.

Although our destination was unknown,
it was generally conceded that it must be

either Iloilo or Negros, a large island to

the south, with whose loyalty the emissa-

ries of Aguinaldo were attempting to tam-

per. After about five days' weary waiting,
with nothing to do but eat, sleep, play

cards, and read, the orders came in the

afternoon for us to disembark as suddenly
as we had been shipped on board. This
left no doubt that the crisis with the

natives must have assumed a very critical

condition.

From that time onward we were scarcely

permitted to leave barracks for even an
hour at a time, and nearly every day we
were treated to a call-to-arms. The air

was as if charged with electricity, so on
the qui-vive did everybody seem, so wildly
did reports fly along the line. Now it

was a false alarm that closed up all the

stores on the Escolta, because a Spaniard

was quarreling with a Filipino; again,
because a soldier had discharged his revol-

ver at a cur roaming the streets, or a

drunken bugler had sounded the call to

arms. The merchants began to remove
their goods to safe-keeping, the Chinamen
to ship for China, the women to be nerv-

ous, and the men to recall tales of former
revolutions.

Everything indicated that a struggle
was inevitable. Indeed, it was impossible
to stave off friction between two armies

hardly a stone's-throw apart, glaring defi-

ance into each other's eyes.

The natives, like all Orientals, who can

imagine naught but fear or impotence to

stay the hand, began to twit our boys and

swagger about. They intimated that one

Filipino was worth six Americans; that

all the Americans were good for was chow-
chow and sleep. Then they would gestic-
ulate wildly and yell, "Gangvay! gang-
vay ! Americanos, son of a gun ! Quiere
combatir ?

Our boys would reply with similar

spirit, and thus the tension was constantly
increased.

The Filipino army is by no means that

bare-legged, ineffective mob of savages
that some papers have represented. Out-

numbering the American forces twenty to

one, about half of them have as their wea-

pon the Mauser rifle, a modern magazine
pattern manufactured in Belgium for the

Spanish army, and only lately discarded

by the German Government. This rifle

fires a steel-bound bullet and uses smoke-
less powder, with which at the beginning
of the war the Insurgents were bountifully

supplied. Its power of penetration is

much above that of the Springfields issued

to our volunteers, falling very little short

of that of the Krag-Jorgensen. For sharp-

shooting it is perfection itself, as it makes

only a slight report, a kind of spitting

sound, rendering its whereabouts very dif-

ficult of location. The Eemington, with

which the other half are armed, is of an
obsolete pattern. But at close quarters,
with a heavy brass bullet that is likely to

gangrene the wound, its' effectiveness

should not be rated at too low a figure.

For any distance over six hundred yards
the Springfield can be fired with no very

great degree of accuracy. Thus it did not
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take the Filipinos very long to find out
that they could stand off at long range
and pepper our troops at an advantage.

It was the duty of our Government,
knowing that we might be called upon at

any time to fight, not only the Spaniards
but also the natives, to have armed us
with a weapon, at any rate, not inferior to

theirs.

The Filipinos possessed also some mod-
ern Krupp field artillery. Two pieces
were captured at the battle of Santa Ana;
two more were unearthed at the surrender
of Malolos where they had been buried to

while we were compelled to attack in the
open. Besides, they were familiar with
every inch of the ground.

All this has been written not to prove
that they should have been able success-

fully to cope with us, but just to show
that they were not the easy nut to crack
that some would have us believe.

Some few miles from the hamlet of
Santa Mesa, between two highlands sepa-
rated by a sparse jungle of bamboo, there
is a valley, cut into strips by rice-field

ridges, through which meanders the

murky San Juan, across whose narrowing

Blockhouse No. 9, to Right of Bridge

escape detection
; besides, others were dis-

tributed over the island and taken along
with them in their flight.

As to the inner organization and disci-

pline of their army, they have plenty of

military adventurers to draw upon,

Spanish renegades, such as General Mon-

tenegro, fleeing from justice, and those of

other nationalities, who think they see a

chance for advancement. Then their regi-
ments have been trained for a number of

years, fighting either for or against the

Spaniards. War is, as everybody knows, the

best school for war. Again, they
had the

advantage of us in fighting behind cover

channel is thrown a short stone bridge.
Here it was that the first shot was fired at

8:45 P. M. on February 4th, opening the

Filipino war. The story runs that an In-

surgent officer attempted to place a guard
over the end of the bridge, which act con-

stituted an invasion of American terri-

tory. He was deaf to the protest of the

Nebraska sentry who summoned the cor-

poral. The orders were imperative to re-

sist all encroachment on American soil.

In compliance with these orders, the cor-

poral, as the officer disregarded all warn-

ings, shot him dead. Immediately the

supports closed in from either side, and
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the rattle of musketry and the roar of

artillery rolled along the line till the navy
took it up, leading to a general engage-
ment. From this it is hard to judge
whether the immediate cause of the con-

flict was the natural trend of events, the

ambition of Aguinaldo, or the trick of

some rival of his, desirous of forcing his

hand and reaping some gain from the en-

suing disorder.

In town about half-past eight o'clock

we had been treated to a false alarm.
" Wolf !

" had been cried so many times

without occasion for it that we were begin-

ning to grow skeptical and believe that

each new alarm would end as the others

had. At about nine o'clock we were turn-

ing in to sleep and grumbling sotto voce

at all such uncalled for foolishness, when
the distant sound of musketry burst upon
our ears, and up shot a red rocket which

read,
"
Outpost attacked, but holding

ground." All were wild with excitement

and rushed toward their haversacks,

heavy with ammunition, which they threw
across their shoulders, slapped on their

belts, and seized their rifles.
"
They 're at

it ! They 're at it !

"
they yelled ; and in

less than three minutes they had fallen

into company formation outside the bar-

racks. A few minutes more, amidst sub-

dued cheering, each company marched out

to its allotted position.

The town put on the appearance of a

disturbed antVnest. Spaniards, Fili-

pinos, and foreigners rushed hither and

thither, not knowing whether to intrust

themselves to their houses, nor yet caring
to be seen on the streets. Women and
children went about with scared faces as

though their last hour had come. Eigs
and wagons, drawn by panting horses,

whose owners were afraid to trust them-
selves in so close proximity to the enemy's
lines, dashed up the thoroughfares from
the different suburbs. Many recalled

former disturbances in Manila town when-
ever an outbreak occurred amongst the

natives, and feared the worst.

All night long and next day the infan-

try, artillery, and navy kept belching forth

their messengers of death without cessa-

tion. It fell to our lot, in company with

C, to help in the town patrol while the

others were hurried forward.

All that night and the ensuing day, with.

but an occasional interval of rest, it was
our duty to search the natives that flocked

into the town, for concealed weapons and

revolutionary papers, till our fingers stiff-

ened. Not a few of the natives had certi-

ficates of rank showing that they were

members of Aguinaldo's army. These they

concealed, for the most part, under the

outside band of their hats or in the linings
of their coats; but they were promptly
taken away and the owners put into safe

custody. Probably when the pinch had
come they had not been able to screw their

courage up to the sticking-point. They
would protest as angrily as they dared
on being searched, and mouth away as

though they were monkeys. Several ugly
knives were found on them. One of them
on seeing that detection was unavoidable,
drew his machete and slashed at the sol-

dier. The blow fell short, the point mak-

ing only an ugly flesh-wound along the

arm, a compliment in return for which
he was knocked down with the butt-end of

a gun and carried off on an improvised
stretcher to the calaboose. Shortly after-

ward his wife, getting wind of his esca-

pade, turned up, and laboring under the

delusion that her husband was to be shot

at sunrise, after giving him a severe

tongue-lashing, made the air resound with

her appeals for mercy.
There is no doubt that if it had not been

for the energy of those within, and the

natives had given them half a chance to

carry out their ideas of a general uprising
inside and out, the page that recorded the

destruction of Manila would have been one

of the bloodiest on record in modern times.

According to their own proclamation, it

was the duty of every true Filipino to kill

every American soldier, and then massacre

all foreign residents.

At last we began to get more authentic

news than mere rumors of what was going
on at the front. The dead and wounded

began to be brought in, and stragglers ap-

peared, so weary that they had to rest

every few yards. Covered with sweat and

dust, and sometimes with caked blood

from scratches and flesh-cuts, they could

hardly draw one foot after the other. All

were jubilant, however ;
for had not the

rebels been repulsed all along the line with-
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out an inch yielded ? And were not Paco,
Santa Ana, and San Pedro Macarti in our

hands, with the enemy's lines anywhere
between those places and the sea? They
were bubbling over with tales to tell of

how Company A of the Washingtons had
been shot over all night by the natives with

a flank fire impossible for them to return

in the dark for fear of killing their own
men ;

how they had held their position in

spite of twenty-six killed and wounded,
being an average of one man disabled in

every four; how, when gray dawn ap-

ingtons. Some were sporting the feath-

ered toques of the long-haired Ygreto
hill-tribe, whom Aguinaldo beguiled by
promise of easy conquest and much loot-

ing. Their chief, wounded and captured,

complained bitterly as to the manner in

which he had been beguiled, and how he
and his men had been thrust forward in

the van and left to shift for themselves,

though they had never before heard the

report of a gun. When his wound was
healed he was given work to do at the hos-

pital, and soon became a general favorite

Our Intrenchment Before Guadalupe

peared they had charged the enemy out of

their trenches; how M Company of the

Fourteenth had lost still more heavily but

in spite of all opposition had dislodged a

band of rebels from out of a blockhouse at

the point of the bayonet; how after the

line had swept by, Paco Church had been

attacked by two companies of the Califor-

nians, under cover of two pieces of the

Sixth Artillery in face of the sharpshoot-

ers, who fired at them from its stone pro-
tection

;
and how, unable to take it by as-

sault, they had poured oil upon the struc-

ture and set it on fire.

Many more were the stirring tales that

circulated from mouth to mouth. Hardly

anybody returned without some souvenir.

Many were brandishing Mausers or Kem-

on account of his good-nature and easy-

going disposition.*
It was hard to realize that so many of

those stalwart men, who had marched out

of our barracks but yesterday so full of

life, would never see another sunrise or

would thereafter live as cripples. Such is

the fortune of war! The ambulance

wagons began to disgorge their living

freight. Poor fellows unable to move

were assisted or carried out by rough but

tender hands. Gaping wounds and shat-

tered limbs were borne without a mur-

mur, though the cold perspiration burst-

ing out on their foreheads would very

* Here is a curious item for ethnologists. This Ygreto

chief and a soldier acquainted with the Cherokee Indian

language were able to converse with each other.
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often tell a tale of suffering. The doctors'

operating-tables were kept busy without
intercession. As soon as the case of one
man had been attended to, there was al-

ways another ready. The Eed Cross
nurses were continually on their feet, min-

istering and assisting and cheering the

wounded.

1 can relate some little episodes that

pcibonally came under my notice.

A nurse asked the driver of an aiuba-

lance if she could accompany him to the

field.
"
It 'B dangerous," he answered

dubiously, not caring to refuse a lady

point-blank.
"
I don't care," she retorted ;

and on she jumped and rode away.
An ambulance rolled in bearing a load

of wounded natives. The men loitering
around the hospital looked at it askance.

It seemed hard that so much valuable time

should be monopolized in looking after

natives, when there might be still some
more of our boys dyeing the ground with
their blood. Passions assert themselves over

ethics in moments like this, however com-
mendable the latter may be from a human-
itarian point of view.

Poor Joe Maher was brought in, shot

over the heart. Everybody knew him as

the Quartermaster-Sergeant of Company
M. Physically, he was one of the finest

men it has ever been my lot to see. He
stood over six feet, beautifully propor-
tioned, with the outlined muscles of an
athlete. Although at one time the cham-

pion amateur boxer of the Pacific Coast,
his good nature prevented him from abus-

ing his strength. With him were buried,
with military honors, the following day,
Private Duar, of Company K, and Private

O'Brien, of Company H.

Gradually the firing slackened that

night till it ceased altogether. Next day,
with two friends, I stole out to see the crop
that had been reaped by the grim Harvest-
er. There they lay thick along the trail

from Paco to San Pedro, in the trenches

from which they were driven, and across

the rice-fields where they had fallen as

they had run, up to the block-houses from
which they had been dislodged by the

Americans. The very Pasig tossed and
whirled their bodies into the sea. Their
blue uniforms were dabbled with blood

that oozed from out ghastly rents which

the Springfield bullet tears in its victim,
or else drilled with the small hole that

marks the work of the Krag-Jorgensen.
Their stiff limbs were twisted and gnarled
into all sorts of fantastic attitudes. One
was smiling. He had been shot through
the body, and his arm was dangling by a

thread. Another was stooping, as though
about to pick up a cigar, which still lay
beneath his outstretched fingers. His

puckered lips betraying his red gums,
made him grin sardonically. Not so a
man lying near him. A bullet had carried

off the top of his cranium, laying bare his

glistening brain. Three had met their

death in close proximity, with the natural

inclination of men to herd together in the

moment of danger.

Walking along the road from Paco, after

passing by the church that had been

gutted by fire, among the debris of

which a woman was diligently poking for

souvenirs, there was evidence from all

sides of the fierceness of the struggle. All

the houses of the friendly natives had been

spared ; very often, to our detriment, they
would hang out the white flag, and as soon

as the backs of our troops were turned

open fire upon them. The major portion
of the houses left only heaps of ashes, in

which pigs and chickens were disporting
themselves. All that remained of the of-

ficers' headquarters was one solitary
smoke-blackened set of uprights.

It had never entered the Insurgents'
heads that the Americans could push them
so far; and when once on the run, they
had fled from village to village leaving all

their belongings behind them. A house
was found with its cellar stacked to the

ceiling with knives. These were intended

for the women who were to follow behind
and administer to the wants of the

wounded Americans. Another room was

replete with Insurgent flags, purple and

crimson, with the sunburst. These were
the flags which were to render Manila gay
when Aguinaldo was eating his dinner

within the walled city.

About four miles up the road we pass

by another cluster of burned shacks. The
trail is thick with soldiers. Some are on

guard, others are resting after their exer-

tions and fighting their battles over again.
The pigs and chickens are having a bad
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time of it. They are being chased all over
the country to form a welcome addition to

the Government pork and beans. Perhaps
more of them escaped than were captured,
for the chickens can fly like eagles and the

porkers run like greyhounds. There is a

group of Philippine damsels flirting with
a couple of soldiers as they boil their eggs
over the hot embers of a shack.

Santa Ana Church, a large two-storied,

oblong building at right angles to the road,
is used as a temporary barracks. A shell

or so has struck daylight through the roof,

rice-fields on the right. Curiously enough,
the bells bear the trade-mark of a New
York firm.

Cutting over the rice-fields, bearing to
the right, we encounter some chickens

picking at a rice-bag the contents of which
are half-spilled. Their abandoned con-
dition seems to appeal to the sympathy of
the friend with me more than did the
earlier scenes.

At length, after a weary up-hill drag,
we reach San Pedro Macarti, which is as

yet the limit to which our troops have

In Front of Guadalupe

and the walls are pitted with rifle-bullets.

Many of the sacred images have been
knocked out of their niches, and there is

a pitiful supply of wooden arms and legs

lying loose around. But the altar has not

suffered to the same degree. Around the

different galleries of the extensive edifice

all the chests and cupboards have been
burst open and their contents, mostly of

theological books and records, are tossed

pell-mell on the ground. The organ is a-

shapeless mass of twisted wires, stove-m

pipes, and crushed beams. From the bel-

fry, which is escaladed by a bamboo lad-

der, can be seen at a stoneVthrow the

Pasig River on the left and the undulating-

pushed. The orders are to dispose of every
native on sight. But the order is super-
fluous, as they have taken especial care to

put many a mile between them and our
forces.

The buildings erstwhile the headquar-
ters of the Insurgent officers are now the

residence of Colonel Smith. The furni-

ture and belongings indicate that whatever
the condition of their men might be, the

officers knew how to make themselves com-
fortable. The rooms are spacious, and
have the usual allowance of clocks, mir-

rors, chandeliers, carpets, rugs, etc., which

the white man generally considers is his

perquisite alone. These quarters are sit-
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uated on the Pasig River, which

against the whitewashed outer wall. N~o

cascoes or sampans are gliding on its

desolate surface. But little knots of sol-

diers are indulging in their first ablutions

for two days, and laughing and chatting as

though at a Saturday or Sunday picnic.
We wandered over to Company E. The

boys were bivouacking in San Pedro Ma-
carti Church, on the summit of the hill.

This church is of a hoary old age. Both

by situation and massiveness of outline, it

can be easily surmised that its builders

hind her. Just then everybody gave vent

to his feelings by a cheer, for General

King, the hero of the hour, was trotting up
the hill with his staff. It was he in person
who had ridden along the lines and headed
the charge. In physical appearance he
would not have posed as a poor model for

one of Sir Walter Scott's knights of old.

He has a well-rounded, patrician head,
with somewhat heavy features, though
clear cut. His crisp hair betrays signs of

whitening. But on horseback his erect,

well-knit, alert figure seems gifted with a

Guadalupe Church

intended it to be capable of repelling at-

tack. It had been terribly knocked about

by our artillery, and then was taken by
Company E at the charge. In its base-

ment was a gloomy dungeon, with a tor-

ture-chamber attached, though to give the

former occupants their due, the crumbling
iron spikes eaten into by rust and the rick-

ety old rack showed that its day of useful-

ness had long since been a thing of the

past.

Some of the members of Company E
were roping a cow. She appeared by no
means eager to submit peaceably to Ameri-
can rule, and caused considerable diversion*

by scattering her assailants and rejoining
her calf, with the lariat still trailing be-

second youth. He acknowledged the good
feelings of the boys with no pretense or

affectation.

A good story was going the rounds con-

cerning General King and Captain Robin-

son. Captain Robinson had reason to give
orders to his

"
ratters

"
in King's presence,

and wound them up with a few exple-
tives not included in the manual of tactics.
"
Captain Robinson," suavely said the

General, "will not your company obey

you without those unnecessary append-

ages ?
" A few minutes later Captain Rob-

inson had reason to give the order
"
Cease

firing !

" which he did in the gentlest of

tones. It was as though he had not uttered

a word. Immediately General King
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caught on to the joke.
"
Cease firing !

"

he yelled, adding one or two well-rounded
oaths. At once every gun was silent.

The task of burying the dead Filipinos
had already begun. Prisoners were em-

ployed for this purpose, under the super-
vision of a corporal, with a detail of men.
Broad trenches, but of shallow depth, on
account of the dearth of shovels and pic!i-\

were dug. In them were laid the dead
bodies collected within a convenient ra-

dius. The prisoners apparently regarded
their fallen comrades with supreme indif-

ference, and 'would occasionally stamp
down with their feet any obtrusive arm or

leg. At the base of a knoll fronting block-

houses 14 and 15, there was a narrow dyke
with at least sixty dead, contained in so

small a space that they lay piled one on
the other. These were quickly buried by
detaching the side of the bank and slip-

ping it in on the top of them.

Just as we were taking ourselves off, one

of our party stumbled across a Bemington
rifle. Not many steps away we discovered

its owner lying face downward in the long

rice-grass, overlooked by the search-party.
He was an old man, and had evidently
been hit in the back when running away.
His countenance bore on it a look of horror

that would have furnished a novelist with

a whole week's write-up. I possessed my-
self of his bayonet and belt, with scarcely
a cartridge missing from its pouches.

In writing these details of the battle of

Santa Ana, I have inadvertently omitted

thus far the names of Major Sime and

Captain O'Neil of Company M. If it had
been left to the boys themselves to decide

who had encouraged them and spurred
them on amongst the officers, their names
would have probably headed the list in

very large type.
The town of Pasig on the other side of

the river, had surrendered, and was garri-
soned by Company L, and Guadalupe had

fallen into our hands. But our lines had

become so thin in advancing and our men
so far apart on the skirmish-line, that

it was deemed wise for them to be recalled.

Meanwhile we had been ordered to relieve

Company E which badly needed a rest.

We ascended the river in cascoes towed up
by a launch. The banks were lined by the

Washingtonians engaged in every pursuit
from swimming and fishing to grappling
for Mausers with impromptu hooks ham-
mered out of any old scrap of iron.

On our arrival at San Pedro, we were
quartered in the graveyard attached to the
church. There was a generous collection
of old bones and skulls scattered around.
From the matting of cocoanut fiber lying
about and the bamboo and thatching
filched from the dismantled shacks, we
rigged up rough shelters against the heat
of the sun under which we unrolled our
blankets. The only drinking-water avail-

able was from the river, and was packed up
by the prisoners, and then boiled. Those
who were too impatient to await the boil-

ing and cooling process, and drank the
water in its original condition, very often

paid the penalty of stomach troubles.

There were fifty-four prisoners locked

up in a vestibule of the church. They had
formed the rear-guard of the retreat, and
their sprinting powers not being equal to

the demand on them had been captured
by the Californians. These prisoners

appeared to be rather cheerful than other-

wise, and laughed and joked among them-
selves. They had bettered their belief

that they were to be shot without mercy, as

their leaders had led them to expect on

falling into our hands, and they had

plenty of rice to eat, which was more than

they had in their own army. Their opin-
ion of the "peerless, bullet-proof Agui-
naldo "

appeared to be bitter. They
accused him of too careful a consideration

for his personal safety, a common error of

judgment among soldiers. For it is not

in the role of the commander-in-chief

who is the thinking part of the army, and

not the fighting part to play the brave

hero act under fire with his men. The

prisoners were very useful at first in pack-

ing up wood and water for the kitchen and

policing around quarters. Later on, how-

ever, an order was promulgated by General

Otis forbidding the working of the pris-

oners, thus putting them on the usual foot-

ing of prisoners of war among the civilized

powers.
That night we marched out about three

miles in the dark and took up an outpost

between the Washington boys and the

Fourteenth regulars. The Fourteenth reg-
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ulars have a great many San Francisco

boys in their ranks, who joined because

they were doubtful if the volunteers would
see any actual service at the front. For

esprit de corps and valor there is no regi-

ment their superior. They have been

always pushed to the front when hard

fighting was expected.
The next morning a company of the

Washington regiment relieved us and we
ambled back through a beautiful undula-

ting country not one foot of which seemed

to run to waste.

On account of the menacing attitude of

the inhabitants at Guadalupe, Companies

firing between our boys and the Insurgents
in the Pasig section greeted our ears. An
hour later our first platoon received the
order to fall in to act as escort for two
buffalo-teams bringing up ammunition to

the firing-line, and the second platoon was
to follow us on the morrow.

Our destination was a point opposite

Pasig, a town some four miles away on the
other side of the Pasig Kiver. The road
that followed the windings of the river was
in lamentable condition, nothing but
holes and ruts. It would have been a good
place here for the Insurgents to rally and
make a stand. The road very often wound

Pandia^Ralli (in the background)

M, F, and G, were obliged to set fire to the

native shacks and station themselves in the

church where it was possible to hold off

any number till assistance came. It must
be remembered that our lines were so thin

at San Pedro Macarti, and so sorely were
we in need of re-enforcements, that it was

.impossible to furnish the towns we cap-
tured with anything approaching to an ad-

equate garrison.
We had a continual round of outpost

and guard duty without hearing anything
from the enemy, until February 14th about
3 p. M., while snatching a wink of hard-
earned repose in camp, the sound of heavy

through abrupt cuts overgrown with un-

derbrush and from heights they could have

swept us out of existence. As soon as we
reached our destination our platoon re-

ported to Lientenant-Colonel Duboce, who
was in charge.

In the morning Duboce had sent over

his native interpreter to find out if Pasig
was also thinking to follow the other

town's example, and demanding the pres-
ence of the mayor with a delegation of

citizens to put in their appearance imme-

diately. Nobody showed up till late in

the evening. Then a party of natives,

waving a choice collection of copious white
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flags, crossed the Pasig in a sampan. The
spokesman's English was very fair, and he

gave to his conversation a Cockney twist.

He appeared perfectly cool and collected,
and seemed to enjoy the situation. Du-
boce first questioned him as to why the del-

egation had not showed up at the required
time.

"
0," he answered,

"
the fool of

a mayor was frightened to come over; so
I had to take his place. He does n't know
anything !

" Duboce then wished to know
what had become of the interpreter he had
sent over.

"
0," he replied jauntily,

"
I

don't know. Most likely he has gone back
to the insurrectos." On being told that if

a single shot was fired from his town, it

would be laid in ashes, the answer came

cheerfully :

"
I '11 see to that all right !

Don't you be afraid. But that d d old
fool of a pirate [jogging his thumb over
his shoulder in the direction of Pateros]
may make some trouble for you." Then
with profound obeisances and many elab-

orate bows, the party turned and recrossed

the river.

All that afternoon two companies of the

Californians, C and H, I believe, with
a company or so from the Washington
regiment, sent up as re-enforcements, had
been firing on Pateros. But a handful of

infantry could make no impression on a

stronghold so intrenched. Afterward,
this same place put up a stubborn resis-

tance against two regiments of infantry,

artillery, the engineers, a troop of the

Fourth Cavalry, and the gunboat.
However, I am here to record facts, not

to criticise. In explanation it is easy to

see that this must have been but a recon

noitering expedition to ascertain the

strength of the enemy by drawing him out.

Toward dark, our forces were obliged to

withdraw from a very tight corner, with,

three men wounded.
The ensuing morning our second pla-

toon arrived bright and early, escorting
the three Astor Battery mountain guns
that had been turned over to the Sixth

Artillery. Breakfast was eaten and every-

thing prepared in readiness for the day's
work. It was our share in the pro-

gramme to haul the guns and pack the am-
munition up the bluffs from which Pateros

was to be shelled by a detachment of the

Sixth Artillery. At the assault on Manila,
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two of these guns had fallen into the hands
of the Spaniards, and it took a pistol
charge by the Astor Battery, backed up by
the Twenty-third Infantry, to recover
them.

Pateros lay basking in the morning sun,
within twelve hundred yards of the muz-
zles of our guns perched up on the bluffs
above. It is said that at one time a whole
Spanish regiment that went up to try con-
clusions with that city were annihilated.
For a truth, it would be hard to better its

defensive situation. To the front flows a
creek, and the bridge that connects the

city with the main land had been de-

stroyed. On either side and to the rear,
it was heavily masked with bamboo jungle,
out of which it would seem well-nigh im-

possible to dislodge a determined body of

sharpshooters without suffering severe
losses. The frontage was protected with

heavy intrenchments.

It was impossible to estimate the num-
ber of troops within. But it was generally
conceded that there were sufficient for the

enemy to make a stand. They included a
fair percentage of the red-trousered little

fellows. These put up a much better fight
than the'average Filipino, who is forced

by threat of death into the army. Prob-

ably this distinctive dress marks those who
have already served in the Spanish army.
They aim lower and stand fire with greater
firmness.

At 12 o'clock precisely, the artillery

began their practice, and we ranged our-

selves out in skirmish-line a little to the

rear. We were all hugging ourselves with
the idea that we held the front seats of the

show. A vague idea of toppling steeples,

blazing cottages, and crashing timbers

flitted across my mind. In a moment we
were to see what a bombardment was like !

"
Shrapnel !

"
said the officer in charge.

" Twelve hundred yards !

"

The top was knocked off the wooden
case that contained precisely three rounds

and the shell thrust into the cannon's

breech. We all stared at the church with

bated breath, expecting presently to spy
a huge rent torn in its roof. The shot fell

short, spattering the dust up against the

wall. For about an hour and a half the

artillery worked with no visible effect.

The ammunition apparently was defective,
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for the shells would burst anywhere be-

yond ten feet from the muzzle of the guns.

Indeed, a company of the Washingtonians
down below in the valley seemed to run a

much greater risk than those for whom the

missiles were intended.

Nothing stirred in Pateros ! Then an

insolent native v. ith a keen sense of humor

jangled tlu1 bells in the church steeple.

The prettiest event of the day from an
artistic view took place when the engineers
made their charge right up to the fortifica-

tions. On they went within fifty yards,
in a straight line, right up to the brink of

the ditch, and fired a volley. Imme-

diately the natives from the security of

their intrenchments fired down directly
into them. The engineers retreated as

quickly as they had come up. But only
one man was scathed; he got a Mauser
bullet through his shoulder. How in the

name of all that is wonderful they escaped
without being shot to pieces, and where the

bullets aimed at them went, is more than

my imagination can compass !

Then the natives took their inning;s and

began to make it sultry for the artillery.
So freely did the bullets clip around
their unprotected position that another
had to be taken. Thereabouts the dif-

ferent companies knocked, off for dinner
which consisted of fresh roast pork. This
was no Government issue, but had been

informally collected. The natives also

appeared to be hungry and retired to

dinner. It was quite an amicable under-

standing. As soon as we had refreshed

ourselves and had a smoke, time was

called, and the cannonading renewed.

The natives loosened up also, and at one
time compelled the artillery to seek shel-

ter and leave their gun.
At length, somewhere about 4 o'clock

in the afternoon, when we had grown
heartily sick and weary of the whole per-

formance, and were wishing this tom-

foolery would stop and leave it to us to

take in the good old-fashioned way of a

charge along the line, orders came from
General Otis to fall back to the lines at

San Pedro Macarti and suspend all fur-

ther offensive operations.
While waiting outside the zone of fire

for a company of Washington boys to

come up, Colonel Smith rode by Com-

pany I of the First California and asked
for a dozen volunteers to pack off the

ammunition that had been left on the field

by the Sixth Artillery under fire. The
men were readily procured and success-

fully wormed around the fringe of the

hills and staggered off under their heavy
loads without suffering a scratch. If

the natives had been wide awake, a fair

percentage of those men would not have
returned. But they neglected their oppor-

tunity. After having lugged that ammu-
nition up hill and down hill and over vale

all day, they were forced to march the five

miles down to San Pedro. Still the^boys
as they trudged along the dusty roads

laughed and chaffed about the
"
retreat

"

as they called it, comparing it to that of

the French from Moscow.
It is related that the Insurgents that

night celebrated what they deemed to be

a signal victory over the foreign invader.

That night the men had to sleep with
their guns within grasp; for it was not

to be supposed after the rebuff which they

supposed they had given us, the Insurgents
would keep quiet. Sure enough, early in

the morning Company I was ordered on
to the skirmish-line to hold them in check,
with 'Company L of the Washingtons to

the left, and Company B of the Cali-

fornians to the right. The artillery took

up a position in line to the left of the

Washington men, behind the protecting
walls of an old graveyard. The Insur-

gents intended to do a very great deal, but

effected very little. Probably we failed to

accomplish much more. Powder enough
to stock a magazine was burned on both

sides.

The Insurgents, for some reason of

their own, appeared desirous of drawing
our troops up the hill. But as all that

was expected of our boys was to hold the

lines, they stopped where they were and

opened fire at a range of about seven

hundred and fifty yards. They kept up a

desultory fire upon us; but the bullets,

aimed too high, whistled harmlessly over

our heads and fell on the road behind us.

Two days afterward Private Cassidy,
of Company K, was killed, and Sergeant
Turtin wounded over the eye with a spent
bullet. Every morning skirmishes oc-

curred with the natives, almost always at
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daybreak, when they would be chased
over the hills only to reappear again at

the same time next morning. Some-
times they were not always so bloodless

as the ones I have already recorded.

On February 23d the Insurgents played
their trump card in the city and lost.

They fired the Tondo district of the

densely populated Chinese quarter, with
the intention to foster the fire till the

whole of Manila was a prey to the flames.

They fought our men with desperation,

shooting at them from the 'house-tops,

wounding some of them fatally, and hack-

ing the fire-hose with their machetes.

But the Minnesota police kept them well

in hand. At a low estimate, one hundred
and fifty were killed, not taking into con-

sideration those who perished in the

flames. Not since then have they dared,

except with a few desultory shots, to at-

tempt anything in the nature of a general

uprising. Next day the fire burned
itself out. All that remained of six blocks

was some naked stone walls and a heap of

charre*d debris.

On the 1st of March the Third Bat-

talion (Companies A, B, E and H) of the

First California Eegiment was replaced
on the firing-line by the Twenty-third

regulars, to embark for Negros, a large
island to the south that called for Amer-
ican protection.
From that time on our lives became a

regular misery from the sharpshooters.

So many of our men were wounded by
them that it was considered necessary for
them to intrench themselves. At Panda-
can the houses of the friendlies were

secretly set on fire by agents of the In-

surgents and the greater portion of the
town destroyed. On March 13th, offen-

sive operations against the Insurgents
were once more the order of the day.
General Wheaton's flying column com-

posed of the Twentieth, Twenty-second,
Washington and Oregon regiments, the
Fourth Cavalry, and the Sixth Artillery,
led the forward movement. It was the

duty of the Californians and the Idahos
to hold the line at San Pedro Macarti in

reserve.

Inasmuch, however, as I can add noth-

ing of interest that has not already been

recorded, to the details of that advance
and the recapture of Guadalupe, Pasig,
and Pateros, of which I was not an actual

eye-witness, I will bring this article to

its conclusion. I shall be satisfied if after

having perused these pages my readers are

convinced that our boys, of whom already
more than two hundred have laid down
their lives on the field of battle, and more
than a thousand have been wounded, not

including those who have become victims

of disease, are not degenerate scions of the

fathers who waged amongst themselves

the bravest and bloodiest war that perhaps

history has ever recorded.



THE TEMPTATION OF ANTHONY
BY GERALDINE MEYRICK

" In the Spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love."

MANY
springs had come and gone

since Anthony Power had grown
to manhood, and as yet the least

light ripple of passion had not stirred his

blood nor fired his imagination. By
nature firm almost to obstinacy, he had
in early youth marked out for himself a

course of life which excluded marriage;
and to that course he had rigidly adhered.

This predetermination to celibacy was not

the result of asceticism, nor of prejudice

against the ways and wiles of women.

Looking forward, surveying his probable
future as it was likely to be if he fulfilled

what he regarded as imperative obliga-
tions and duties, he saw that the way be-

fore him was narrow; there was no room
for a wife at his side, unless, indeed, she

were a woman of small nature, which he

could not choose.

When he thus accepted as his lot the

fulfillment of obligations which were in

a manner thrust upon him, he did not do

it recklessly nor without due consideration

of the weight of the burden he was taking

upon his shoulders; he knew that he

was a strong man, mentally and physi-

cally, and believed that he would be able

to sustain the load. Nevertheless, one

thing had not been properly included in

his calculations, and that was love. He
knew it only by hearsay; and so, while

he did not ignore it altogether, he said:
"
It is a good thing ; but I will do with-

out it." As if love were only a luxury,
like cream for one's coffee, and as easily

dispensed with !

Born and brought up on a small farm
on the coast of California, Anthony had
secured a good common-school education;

then, having in one way or another

proved himself clever, had been sent to an
Eastern college. Just as he was about to

graduate with high honors he -was called

home by the death of his father. He left

his college with reluctance and with the

intention to return and finish his course

with as little delay as possible.
But when he reached home he found
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that waiting for him which should hold

him fast for the rest of his life. The

world, with all it held of activity, com-

petition, and companionship, was not for

him; on that secluded farm he was to-

spend the rest of his life. And why?
Because two women needed him his

mother and his sister.

While Anthony had been happily freed

from the narrow restraints of that home
life, narrow partly from financial neces-

sity and partly because his father, a sordid,,

unsoaring nature, willed it so, his

mother and sister had toiled on cease-

lessly, with no break in the dull monotony
of their lives. But, yes, there had been

one event of importance. The lover who

inevitably comes to each woman sooner or

later had come to Aileen Power, and had
been driven away in wrath by the father.

After that things were worse for the two
women. The daughter, heart-broken,
with no remaining ambition since her one

joy had been so ruthlessly taken from her,,

drifted into hopeless melancholy, and

scarcely spoke again, even to her mother,
but listlessly performed her daily tasks,

and loved best to creep away to the hills

and brood alone over her sorrow and her

wrongs. The father, angered by the sight
of the misery he had caused, became mo-

rose, even violent. The lonely mother,
afraid of her husband, ignored by her

daughter, became a trembling coward, and

only held her wits together by her love for

her son. And because she loved him so, she

let no hint reach him of the state of affairs

on the farm. Her letters, few and far be-

tween, were mere recitals of the state of

the crops, the weather, and such matters.

There was no life in them, and it was

small wonder if they woke no chord of

affection in Anthony's heart. He would
have been content to see his home no more
if his father's death had not called him
there.

But when Mrs. Power saw the tyrant
whom she had feared yea, and hated

too lying dumb and motionless in his
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coffin, the sudden release from bondage
was too much for her; she, who had

scarcely dared to open her lips for two long
years, began to chatter wildly. Bright
things attracted her, and she decked her-
self with gaudy ribbons and cheap jewelry,
reclaimed from tomblike trunks where

they had long been secreted.

And so Anthony, coming home, found
these three awaiting him; his father a

corpse, his sister lost in melancholy, his

mother hopelessly, though not violently,
insane. He buried his father without
much sorrow; but when some of his col-

lege-mates, hearing of his misfortunes,
urged him to place his mother and sister

in an asylum, he refused.
"
If I had been with them sooner they

would not be as they now are," he wrote.
"
I shall never leave them again."
So he stayed on, and was not alto-

gether unhappy; for there was plenty of

work on the farm. All day he would be

out in the glad, free air, helping good
things to grow, laboring against the evil

things, and tending dumb animals; un-

consciously rejoicing because he was, as it

were, a part of the beneficent forces of

nature. Then there was the luxuriant
warmth of the sunshine; or sometimes
the fresh, clean kiss of the rain; and

always the salt air from the sea, that lay
so short a distance away.

The nights were not so bad either; for

then he sat in an easy chair, with a book
in his hand, sufficiently tired physically to

enjoy reading a. sentence now and then,

thinking and dozing at intervals. The

highly interested, eager reader never

catches the highest pleasure a good book
can give; as only they who sip slowly

perfectly get the flavor of a fine wine.

The mother and sister retired early, as a

rule, and Anthony was left in peace.

Occasionally, however, there were nights
of horror, when the older woman's mania,

aggravated by some trivial occurrence,
would lead her to indulge in merriment
more heartbreaking than utmost mourn-
fulness. The daughter had little patience
with her mother at such times, and

Anthony had the difficult task of restrain-

ing the mirth of the one and the anger
of the other. But these outbreaks were
not frequent; and after all, we do get

accustomed to even the worst of horrors.
It was on an April morning that An-

thony, having made one of his rare trips
to the village post-office, was surprised by
receiving a letter addressed to his mother.
He opened it, as a matter of course, and
this is what he read :

New York, April 5th, 189.
Dear Aunt: I have lately discovered your

existence, and I am so tired of being alone in
the world that I am coming to see you; yes,
in just a few days. Perhaps you have never
heard of me, but my mother was your cous-
in; and I have just found a bundle of letters
which you wrote to her, most of them years
and years ago, when you were both school-
girls, but one more recent, which gives me
this address. I do hope you are still living
there.

My dear mother died a long time ago, and
my father too; and though I have always
had dear good friends to live with I long to
see some of my own kith and kin.

And, do you know, I have heard something
about one of my cousins; at least, I believe
I have. At any rate, a friend of mine knew
an Anthony Power in college a few years
ago, who came from "out West"; and a
very clever young man he was, according to
all reports. I 'm quite proud of my brilliant

young relative.

Now, of course I know that you may not
like me, nice as I am, so I 'm not going to
descend upon your household. A friend will
go with me, and we will stay at some little

boarding-house near by, so that I can easily
drop in to see you, as often as you and
Cousin Anthony want me.
You may expect to see me very soon, for I

am just wild to start right away, only Mrs.
Ashley does take so long to get her trunks
packed. Most lovingly, your niece,

ALICE MAYNARD.

People laugh at the idea of love at first

sight; but it is possible; and so, too, is

love even without sight. Or, if not, what
was it that made Anthony breathe so

rapidly, and his strong hands tremble, as

he read and re-read the letter? A faint

odor of violets came from the crisp sheets,
but Anthony was not a man to be bound

by so light a spell.
"
Alice

"
is not an un-

common name, nor "
Maynard ;

"
yet the

combination hinted to him of some most

perfect personality. He walked from the

post-office to the farm like one in a dream.

It was not until he neared the house, and
saw his mother sitting listlessly in the

doorway, that he roused from his reverie.

Then he set his lips, as one who braces

himself to meet facts that are not as fair

as fancies.
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"I must read her the letter/' he

thought ;

"
though it 's not likely she will

remember, or understand. Well, at any
rate,

" and here his face brightened,
"
at any rate, I can't stop my cousin from

coming. She may be half-way here by this

time."

Perhaps he would have stopped her if

he could; he felt there were dangers in-

volved in the projected visit; but he was

glad enough that his hands were tied. It

was so long since he had held any commu-
nication with the outside world; perhaps
it was only the prospect of that which in-

terested him so much and quickened his

pulse.
"Mother dear," he said gently, "here

is a letter for you. Shall I read it to

you?"
His mother smiled happily, as she had

learned to do whenever her son spoke to

her, since his words were nearly always
followed by some kindly and consoling

action; but she shook her head.
" A letter ? But you will understand

it. No matter. Sit here beside me,
dear." And she pulled him gently, till he

threw himself down on the doorstep beside

her. Then she held his hand and was

still, gazing out toward the sea, shining
in the distance. He knew that her

thoughts were far away, so he once more
read the letter over to himself, ashamed
that he should care to do so.

Then he began quietly to tell his mother
of the expected visitor; and. after many
patient repetitions he saw that some hint

of his meaning had reached the feeble

mind
;

for the little woman rose and went
to her room, where she busied herself with
her toilet, putting on just a few of the

ornaments she loved, not many, for she

had somehow learned that it grieved her

son to see them, but still a few, that she

might look presentable when this strange
visitant should arrive.

No sooner had his mother left him than

Anthony felt it necessary to read the let-

ter again, if perhaps he might gather from
it some more definite idea of his cousin;
but before he had finished the second

page a shadow fell across it, and looking

up he saw his sister before him. He rose

to his feet reluctantly. He must let her

read the letter, of course; she would

understand better than his mother, but
she might not take it as pleasantly. The

unhappy soul grudged any happiness to

others
;
and there was a light-heartedness

in the letter which she would be sure to

feel and resent.

Aileen read the letter slowly, her face

darkening as she read. Then she turned
to Anthony with an unexpected appeal." Don't let her come," she whispered.
" Don't let her come, Anthony. She will

bring trouble she is sure to bring
trouble."

Anthony tried to soothe her, explaining
how they could not prevent the girl from

coming. To his surprise Aileen did not

grow angry, only more sorrowful; and
she could not control her grief until he

had pointed out how probable it was that

their visitor would come but once.
" There is nothing here to induce her to

come a second time," he said, then turned

into the house sadly.
That night it began to rain; and the

next two days were gloomy and wet. On
the third morning all was bright again,
and indescribably fresh. The fields were

green with the young grain ;
and Anthony

looking over them from the slight eleva-

tion upon which the house stood, caught
the sparkle of the sea beyond, and felt his

heart brighten as if with the foretaste of

a great joy. He could not settle down
to work steadily, so he busied himself with

trimming the rose-bushes about the house,

occasionally stooping to gather from

among their thick, concealing leaves the

long-stemmed, dewy violets. He had put
his cousin's letter carefully away, he
would not let himself look at it any more ;

but whenever he caught the perfume of the

violets the letter was plain before his eyes.

And suddenly Alice Maynard herself

was before him; fair and fresh as the

morning, and no less kindly. She held

out her hand to him, saying :

"
I know you

are Cousin Anthony. Did your mother

receive my letter? I am Alice Maynard."
What Anthony said he hardly knew;

but he did get out some blunt words of

welcome; and then an elderly lady ap-

peared on the scene and was introduced to

him as
" Mrs. Ashley, my kind friend and

chaperone."
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Together the three stood looking over

the fair scene, Anthony showing the dif-

ferent points of interest with an ease and

pleasure which surprised himself. It

seemed as if a shadow fell upon them all

when presently Miss Maynard said, with
a note of restraint, almost of apprehen-
sion, in her frank voice :

" But your
mother will you not take us in to see

her?"
''

Yes," said Anthony slowly.
" But

I will ask her to come out to you; it is

so much pleasanter here than in the house.

Let me bring some chairs first."

Mrs. Ashley and Alice exchanged
glances, but they assented that it would
indeed be a pity to leave the beautiful out-

door world.

When Anthony returned with the chairs,
his face had lost the faint trace of gaiety
which had lightened it in the first excite-

ment of greeting the visitors, and indeed
the ladies also seemed less gay.

" Miss Maynard," said Anthony, des-

perately,
"
I must tell you that my mother

is a little strange in her ways, a little

peculiar. I tell you, so that you may not

be surprised. It would grieve her very
iruch if she should perceive that her con-

duct or appearance shocked you at all. I

am sure you will understand."

He left them abruptly. The ladies did

not speak, nor look at each other, while

they awaited his return. Mrs. Ashley was

very much engaged with opening a refrac-

tory parasol; and Alice kept her face

turned aw^ay from her friend. There were

tears in her eyes, and occasionally her

lower lip would tremble, as if her emo-
tions were stronger than one would have

suspected from her easy vivacity of a few

minutes before.

At last Anthony returned, a little

woman clinging nervously to his strong
arm. Mrs. Power was fearful of meeting
the strangers, she scarcely knew why;
only aware that somehow she was not what
she ought to be. But not the slightest

condemnation, nor even curiosity, was evi-

dent in the friendly glances that met her ;

nor was there any tone of surprise or dis-

approval in the kindly voices that greeted
her. Anthony's heart went out in grati-

tude to the visitors. Alice had never be-

fore felt so thankful for the social culture

which alone enabled her to meet the situa-
tion calmly.

Before many minutes had passed the
little party were chatting comfortably. To
be sure, Mrs. Ashley and Alice did most
of the talking; but they skillfully ad-

justed their remarks so that neither

Anthony nor Mrs. Power were conscious
of their own silence. Then came an un-
welcome interruption. Aileeii Power
appeared, striding toward them across the
fields

; and there seemed so much of anger
in every movement of her gaunt figure
that the two visitors instinctively rose to

their feet. Mrs. Power shrank back into

her chair; she had long feared her silent

and unsympathetic daughter, and avoided
her as far as possible.

Anthony had given himself up to the

pleasure of the moment, had forgotten for

a brief space the grim realities of his life,

but the consciousness of them now re-

turned with redoubled bitterness. It was
as if a leaden weight had been lifted from
his heart only to fall upon it again imme-

diately with extra pressure.
*'*

My sister," he said quietly, in explana-
tion of the approaching figure. Then to

Alice, in a lower tone :

"
I hope she may

not annoy you; but at least you will

understand, and be as considerate with her

as with my mother. We are a queer

family, all of us."

A quick glance from Alice brought the

blood to his face; for it was at once

sympathetic and protesting, an assurance

that she felt for him, and also that she

resented his inclusion of himself as one

with these strange women. He was

ashamed of the momentary bitterness

which had brought the hasty words to his

lips. But before more could be said

Aileen was standing beside Alice.
" So you have come, as you threatened.

I am not glad to see you ;
I am sorry. You

did wrong to come. You will regret it all

the days of your life. Perhaps you meant

well; perhaps you did not know. But

that will not help you ; you will suffer just

the same. Yes, yes; I know what you

think; that I am only a poor crazed

thing; but I have sense about some

things. And I want you to go away now,

at once, and never come again."
Aileen had spoken rapidly, monoto-
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nously ; there had been no pause, and Alice
had remained silent of necessity. At the
first opportunity she began to assert, as

gently as might be, her intention to re-

main. But almost before her first word
had been uttered Aileen interrupted her

impatiently.

"Ah, I see! you smile, and you will

not go. God help you, then! God help
us all ! Poor Anthony ! Poor Anthony !

"

She left them abruptly then. The lit-

tle group was silent for a few minutes, the
last wail,

" Poor Anthony !

"
still ringing

in their ears. Then Alice said quietly,

though her voice trembled,
" How beauti-

ful the sea looks! And Mrs. Ashley and
1 mean to take a swim this afternoon, so
we must not stay longer to-day. You
swim, of course, Anthony ?

"

"I? Yes; that is, I used to. But I
have n't since I left college."

'' Then it is high time to begin again.
Won't you come with us to-day ?

"

Anthony looked across to the blue sea;
the sparkle and glint of the moving waters
seemed to beckon him. Then he turned
back to the eyes that were looking up into

his, almost pleadingly, eyes as blue as
the sea, and even more dangerously fas-

cinating.

"No; I cannot go," he said. "There
is too much here that needs my attention."

Alice frowned, and poked her parasol
sharply in the ground. "You are very
foolish," she said, curtly.

Anthony bowed. "Probably. As I

said before, we are a queer family alto-

gether."

This time Alice did not protest against
his statement, even silently; she simply
turned her back upon him and began to

say good-by to his mother.

Then the three moved over to the little

village cart in which the ladies had driven
out. Anthony untied the pony and
assisted them to mount before a word was

spoken. Mrs. Ashley was puzzled, and
afraid of saying the wrong thing. More-

over, the excitement of the past hour had
tired her, and she was inclined to be cross

with Alice for having brought her into

such trying scenes.

A light cloud drifted before the sun and
its shadow fell across the farm. Alice

pointed to the sea, with a half-scornful

laugh."
See how bright it is over there !

"
she

said.
" You had really better come."

"I cannot," said Anthony simply.
Alice touched the pony sharply with the

whip, so that Anthony had to jump aside

to escape being trodden upon by the sur-

prised animal.
" But I shall come again to-morrow,"

Alice called over her shoulder, with play-
ful defiance, as they moved rapidly down
the hill.

"
I shall come to see your

mother."

Alice kept her word, and came quite

early the next morning, alone, for Mrs.

Ashley had pleaded a headache and re-

mained in her room. Anthony saw the
little cart approaching, met it at the tying-

post, and gravely assisted Alice to alight.
There was a glint of mischief in her eyes
as she asked demurely whether Mrs.
Power was at home; but Anthony did
not visibly notice it.

"
My mother is in the house," he said.

"
If you will kindly go in, I will tie up the

pony for you."
It was rude of him, of course; but

Alice rather liked it, and went gaily into

the house. Mrs. Power was plainly glad
to see her, and easily allowed herself to be
drawn into the garden. The house was

oppressive somehow. It was not exactly

untidy, certainly not dirty ; but it lacked
the little touches of comfort and grace
which only a deft woman can give.

"And lie has lived here so many
years," thought Alice, and she shuddered.
"
Yet there are women enough who would

be glad to make a happy home for him.

Why, he is far above half the men one
meets."

Out in the air she felt better; besides,
she expected to see Anthony somewhere
about. But he did not appear all the

morning ; and by twelve o'clock Alice felt

she could not decently stay longer. She had
an uncomfortable sense of defeat as she
drove off, but comforted herself with the

thought that Mrs. Power had certainly en-

joyed her visit, and Anthony could hardly
fail to notice and appreciate the fact.

" Poor old thing ! I believe she is really
fond of me already/

5

thought Alice. "But
there that's just the trouble with me.
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People are nothing but things, unless they
have some kind of genius or or power.''
And she smiled to herself at the unex-

pected pun, and soon forgot her irritation

in planning for the future.

For the next two days Alice remained

away from the farm, and very bitterly did

Anthony repent of his intentional dis-

courtesy. As he noted how eagerly and

continuously his mother watched the road

which led from the town, he told himself

that it was on her account only that he
cared. It was too bad that his ill-temper
should have deprived her of pleasure so

evidently beneficial. But he was soon

forced to admit that it was on his own ac-

count he chiefly cared. His whole being

continually cried out for the presence of

the woman he loved. There was no denying
the fact. A hundred times a day he

struggled with a masterful desire to go
and search for her, to follow her to the

ends of the earth if need be, at all cost and
all hazard, to win, were it but for a

moment, a sight of her face and the sound
of her voice. The impulse would seize

him suddenly, and only by a violent effort

could he restrain it; the struggle would
leave him weak and weary, as if from an
encounter with some fierce foe. Never-

theless, the man was always master of the

emotion; he did not leave the farm.

And at last the little cart came in sight,

with Alice and Mrs. Ashley. As Alice

and Anthony met, there was a momentary
question in the first glance of each, as if

both were aware that matters had mysteri-

ously advanced between them, and neither

was quite sure of the reception to expect.
But all restraint soon vanished, and a

happy spirit of comradeship prevailed. In

the presence of the beloved, Anthony
ceased to struggle against his passion ;

and
the grace and animation of happiness
added a new charm to his strength.
As for Alice, she was happily aware that

she had never before appeared to such

advantage. Always graceful and viva-

cious, her chief defects were a tendency
to frivolity and to selfishness. Now the

pathos of her surroundings made her

gentle and considerate; and she had an

earnest purpose which was not centered in

self.

That morning passed like a happy
dream for them both ;

and it was followed

by many a similar one. Through all that

glorious summer hardly a day went by on
which Alice did not visit the farm; and

though she could never induce Anthony
to neglect his duties in order to be with

her, he certainly spared no pains to get
all necessary work done during her ab-

sence, that he might be free to walk and
sit beside her so long as she remained.

It was when the first touch of frost

heralded the approach of winter that

Alice became suddenly convinced that she

had been living in a fools' paradise."
It has been pleasant," she said to Mrs.

Ashley, with a sigh; "but it has lasted

long enough. I could not live through
a winter in this quiet place. I must go
back to New York. And Anthony? 0,
he must do as he likes, of course."

But though she said this carelessly, as

if his choice were a matter of indifference

to her, she fully intended that he should

elect to do as she liked; and she usually
had her way.
The morning air was crisp as they drove

out to the farm for the last time, for

Alice had determined that, whatever the

result, it must be the last time. "My
best chance with Anthony is to force him
to a sudden decision," she said, when Mrs.

Ashley questioned the wisdom of her reso-

lution.
" So you just keep the mother

company, and he and I will have a con-

fidential talk. And, by the way, if you
see the sister about, do keep an eye on her.

Of course, we know she is not dangerous ;

but I haven't been able to make friends

with' her at all, and she always makes me
uncomfortable."

Her immediate plans Alice carried out

with success; but as soon as she was

alone with Anthony she became oppressed

with a sense of impending failure.

Almost in silence they climbed the little

slope behind the house and seated them-

selves beneath a low-spreading live-oak.

The scene before them was fair and very

peaceful. First the house, with its sur-

rounding garden; then the fields and

pastures of the farm ; beyond the little vil-

lage, its white houses half-hidden amid

evergreens and the already yellowing

poplars; and again beyond, the blue of

the bay, dotted here and there with little

fishing-boats. To the eye all was as

charming as on that spring morning when
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Alice first visited the farm
;
but there was

a slight chill in the air that hinted oi

winter days to come. Alice shivered, and
broke the long silence with a sigh.

"
Anthony, I must go home ; back to

New York, at least/'

Anthony was lying at full length on
the ground, his face half-turned away
from her. He did not look up nor start

when she spoke. He gathered, broke, and
threw away a dozen of the little oak twigs
scattered about before he gave any sign
of having heard her words.

"Yes; I suppose you must go. Of

course, you cannot stay here through the

winter. When will you go?"
" To-morrow/'

Anthony visibly started this time, but
he still kept his head averted.

"
I do nod

see why you should go so soon," he said

almost sullenly.
"
It is pleasant here in

the fall. But, of course, it is a dull place ;

you have been kind to stay so long/
7

"
0, no

;
I have enjoyed it so much. I

have never been so happy before," said

Alice earnestly.

Again Anthony started; but though
Alice was leaning forward eagerly she

could not catch his eye."
If only he would look up," she thought

impatiently.
" Then I would know. But

I know anyway ! He does care ! And he
shall tell me so !

"

"Perhaps I may come back again next

year," she said tentatively.
Then Anthony sat up and faced her.

She was to have her wish; he would tell

her that he cared; and now she would
have given a great deal to stop him. She
had listened to more than one declaration

of love, and was not easily moved by them ;

but this she foresaw would be something
quite different from anything she had
heard before. Anthony's strong face wore
an expression of torture which haunted
her for many a day.

"
Don't come back !

" he said, hoarsely." Don't come back ! It will only make it

harder so much harder! And God
knows it is not easy now."

" What is not easy ?
"

Alice stammered.
" Ah ! you know. I can't talk about it.

And there is no need. I love you ! You
know that. Perhaps you love me, a little ;

at least you have been willing to let me

think so. What does it matter? You
must go, and I must stay here, and that

is the end !

"

"
I do not see

"
began Alice. The

note of appeal in her broken sentence made
the man groan.

"
I don't see-ivhy you

must stay here," she went on more bravely,
after a half-sob.

"
I wish I did not see it. 0, if only I

could escape from seeing it for one
moment !

"
"
Anthony, listen ! It is not your duty

to stay here. No; I don't forget your
mother and your sister; but I remember
the whole wide world beside. And I

know that it has need of men like you;
strong men, who are good too. What does

it all amount to, your self-sacrifice here?
Two women may be a little happier for

it, that is all. Yes
; you will think I am

unfeeling. But at least I can see the

good you are capable of doing if only you
would not bury yourself alive. It is a

sin nothing less. A sin against yourself,
and against the world. And all you can
show to offset it is a few years of service,
which almost any one might perform as

well, rendered to two women who will

never appreciate it, who cannot appre-
ciate it !

"

Anthony groaned, and then spoke in a

hard, strange voice.
"
Please do not urge me. If I could

think it was right for me to go I would go.

I have tried to see it as you do. 0, you
cannot guess how I have struggled ! But
I cannot get away from the conviction

that my duty is to stay here; that I be-

long here. I may be wrong; perhaps it

is only another form of the family mad-

ness; but I cannot alter my conviction/*
" Then act against it. You admit that

your right may be wrong; then why not

follow your inclination ?
"

Anthony rose, and looked at her in

amazed silence for a full moment, till her

eyes fell before his rebuking astonish-

ment. Then she also rose, and turned

away to hide her confusion.
" Let us go back to the house," said

Anthony gently.
"
It is so useless to

argue about this thing."
And so they moved slowly toward the

house. Anthony was the first to speak,
and his deep voice was wonderfully gentle
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as he called her by name, a thing he had
hitherto avoided.

"
Alice, I am sorry you think me wrong.

Yet I cannot help it. We may not see

each other again; it is best we should
not. Do not leave me in anger."

"
I am not angry ; it is you, but no

;

you just despise me."
"
Dear, I love you ! I dare not let my-

self talk about it. I have no right to do
so. But you understand, I think. I love

you ;
I shall always love you ! No man

could love more truly, more passionately,
than I."

A little cry broke from Alice. Then
she stopped, and looked bravely up at him
as she made her last appeal.

"Anthony, if you love me, you know
that I love you ;

and so you may think it

is selfishness which makes me urge you
so. But let me confess. Before I came
here at all I had heard about your life

here, about your mother, and sister, and
all

;
and I came with the express intention

of inducing you to take your proper place
in life. yes; I was selfish in that, to

some extent. I knew you were clever and
must be interesting. I also knew that you
might, perhaps, grow fond of me a little.

I thought it would be interesting. But

indeed, indeed, I have learned something
from you. I could not see so much of

your life here and not be a little better for

it. So now, when I ask you to come away,
I do not do it selfishly. You need never

see me again; the world is wide; and
there are women in it far better than 1

can ever be, women worthy of your love.

But I do ask you to break away from your
present surroundings. 0, Anthony, it is

not easy for me to beseech you so! It

would be easier if I loved you less !

"

In all her life Alice never before looked

so beautiful. Anthony, after one swift

glance, kept his eyes upon the ground.
" But we do love each other, and that

makes it hard so hard !

" he said. Then
he raised his eyes and squared his shoul-

ders. Alice lost her last hope as she saw

the unconscious motion.

"Alice, I cannot go to the house with

you. I must leave you now. God bless

you !

" His strong brown hand rested

gently upon her shoulder for a moment.
"
Is it good-by forever ?

"
she asked.

"
Forever unless we meet in some

other, easier world."
" You will forgive me ?

"
she sobbed.

"Forgive you? I shall bless you
always. Whatever I suffer now, and must
suffer through all the years to come, I
shall always have the memory of a great
happiness. And, dear, you must try to

forget; you must not let this spoil your
life. Some day not soon perhaps, but
-some day you will marry. Kemember
then that you have my blessing; that I

pray only for your happiness. Good-by!
God bless you always !

"

He was gone. Alice went slowly down
to the house. Mrs. Ashley started when
she saw her.

"
Child, you are so pale..

Are you tired ?
"

" Yes ; I think I am very tired," said
Alice wearily.

"
Let us go away as-

quickly as we can. We do no good here/'
and she laughed bitterly.
But she bade Mrs. Power good-by with

great tenderness, and kissed the worn face

gently, as a loving daughter might have-

done. Suddenly she was aware that
Aileen stood beside her.

Alice trembled; her nerves were worn
out already, and she did not know what
this strange woman might do.

" You are going ?
"
asked Aileen.

" Yes."
" And you will not come again ?

"

"No
;

I will never come again."" Poor thing ! Poor girl !

"
Aileen said

softly.
" But it is your own fault You

might have known and I warned you."
And then the cry which had so startled

Alice on that first day broke forth again,
as Aileen fled away to the hills.

" Poor

Anthony ! Poor Anthony !

"

Anthony's mother faded away gradually,
and her last words were a blessing upon
her faithful son. Aileen then became his

sole care. From the day Alice left she

showed for Anthony a constantly increas-

ing tenderness.

Just after his sister died, Anthony
heard of the happiness of Alice, for she

wrote him a few lines at the time of her

marriage. He responded with a word of

blessing, but he did not tell her that he

was alone and a free man at last. It was

too late.



THE TROUBLE AT WASHINGTON GULCH
BY E. LINCOLN KELLOGG

SOMETHINGS
got to be done, and

done quick."
"You bet it has! We can't stand

this thing much longer."
"Didn't you fellers hear me hit the

floor last night ? They just all heaved to-

gether and throwed me out of the bunk."

The last remark was from little Jimmy,
the water-packer, and was followed by a

roar of laughter. There was trouble at

-the Washington Gulch logging-camp. The
men were sitting around upon chairs and

benches, or lolling in their bunks after

Saturday-night supper, discussing the

matter, and trying to devise some way to

remedy it.

The bunk-house was overpopulated. The
introducer of the undesirable tenants did
not seem inclined to cooperate with the

other men in any scheme for relief. The
stage had gone to town that Saturday
night from Washington Gulch with but
one passenger, the boss; all the others

foregoing the pleasures of a Saturday
night in town for the express purpose of

making a definite settlement of the trouble
-at the bunk-house,

The discussion went on:
" He 's got to clean up, or get out, and

we might as well tell him so now."
"
Eight for you, Tommy ! and Purty

John there is the man to tell him. You
tackle him in the morning, John, and
we '11 all back you up.""

Well, boys, I don't like to interfere in
3, man's private affairs, but in this case

I '11 take a hand. Jimmy, you run over
and tell Billy Cook that we want all the
hot water he can boil up in the morning.
Tell him we're going to have a general
clean-up around here."

The words were spoken with such a de-

gree of decision that the assembled com-

pany immediately took on an air of relief,
and further general discussion ended. It

was perfectly natural that this should be
the case, too, as John Bradford, or

"
Purty

John," as he was familiarly called, was a
leader among the men at the camp, both
from his position and his natural qualifi-
cations. He was the teamster, and as such
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was by far the best-paid man among the
crew. And it seems to take the same mas-
terful qualities of mind which command
respect and deference from one's fellow

men to dominate and compel obedience
from a team of lazy, shirking oxen. A
man of weak or vacillating disposition
never becomes a successful ox-teamster.

The disturbing element at Washington
Gulch was Bat Cardigan, the water-tender.

Like the great majority of the men in the
redwoods during the palmy days of high
wages, he was from the woods of New
Brunswick. As sometimes happens among
these provincials, he was of an extremely
dark complexion, as swarthy as a Span-
iard. His tangled mat of raven hair was
the only head-covering he wore when at

work, and his bushy black beard was never
trimmed. But his most marked peculiar-

ity was his personal uncleanliness. In dis-

position he was morose and solitary, which,

coupled with the peculiarity just men-

tioned, made him anything but a favorite

in camp.
As the men straggled out of the cook-

house the next morning, Sunday, Brad-
ford waited at the door watching for the

victim marked the night before. When
Cardigan came out, Bradford accosted

him and led him to one side. The other

men looked wisely at each other and passed
on to the bunk-house.

"
Say, Bat," Bradford commenced

;"
the boys are going to clean up the bunk-

house this morning."
"Well," grumbled Bat, with a scowl,"
let 'em."
"
They want you to clean up your stuff,

too."
"
It suits me all right as it is."

"
Yes; but it don't suit the boys."

"What's that to me. Let them 'tend

to their own affairs."

"Look here, Bat," said Bradford ear-

nestly ;

"
there 's no use in' your getting

ugly about this. The boys have made up
their minds that you 've got to clean up.

They '11 see to your bunk, but you 've got
to clean yourself up. Billy Cook 's got a

barrel of hot water all ready in the shed
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back of the cook-house, and the quicker

you get into it the better."

The scowl deepened on Cardigan's face

and he clenched his hands.
"
I 've worked

in the woods seven years and never had to

take a bath yet
"

"
I believe you, Bat," interrupted John.

" And I '11 just suit myself."
"If you will take my advice, you will

humor the boys. They 're in earnest and
are likely to make trouble for you if you.
don't go their way a little."

The men were congregated about the

door of the bunk-house, not far away,
watching the outcome of Bradford's mis-

sion. Cardigan looked in their direction

and caught the expression of determina-

tion upon their faces. They were thirty
to one, and he wilted. As he moved toward
the cook-house, John called to him;
" Throw your clothes outside and I '11

send Jimmy with some others for you to

put on until the boys get done with yours."
Little Jimmy was talking to Billy Cook,

and gave a malicious grin, which was re-

turned by a black look and an oath, as

Bat passed into the shed.

Billy Cook, just mentioned, was the

camp cook. In these days of inherited

names, it is seldom that a man's name fits

his occupation; but in Billy's case it did,

und for the very good reason that it was
bestowed upon him by a grateful crew in

recognition of his abilities. He was an

excellent cook, and consequently was popu-
lar. This popularity was boiled down into

a formula often in the mouths of the men
"
Billy Cook 's a bully cook." In early

days, the men in the logging-camps in the

redwood belt were the best-paid, best-fed

laboring-men in the world. No "oley*
or

"
salt horse

" was set before them. They
had the best of dairy butter and fresh

meats. These loggers from the woods of

Maine and New Brunswick were as fine a

set of men, physically, as the sun ever

shone on, great brawny, powerful fellows

whose strength was cheerfully expended in

the hard labor of the logging-camp and

mill. Good pay made willing minds, and

good food made strong bodies.

At the present time, in the redwoods,

logs are brought down to lines of railway

by steam-engines and wire cables. Then,
this was accomplished by the aid of oxen

and profanity. The two things left most

prominently in view on the trail of the old-

time logger are the tall stumps and the
skid-roads. Of the latter, there are hun-
dreds of miles on the Pacific Slope, now
grass-grown and furnishing pasture for
cottontail rabbits. A skid-road was made
by laying down across the roadway small
round logs, or skids, some four or five feet

apart, and burying them half their diam-
eter in the eartji. The log was dragged
along the skid-road by oxen or horses, the
skids keeping it up from the ground and

reducing friction. The skid-roads were
the trunk lines, the railways now taking
their places. The feeders, or snake-roads,
were simply

"
swamped out," that is,

cleared of brush and smoothed down slight-

ly, and along these the logs were dragged
upon the bare ground. At places along
these feeders where the load was likely to

pull hard, barrels of water were placed. It

was the duty of one man, the
" water-

tender," to accompany the loaded team
and when the load moved hard to wet the

track with water from the barrels.

By a seeming irony of fate, Bat Cardi-

gan, the man with such a marked aversion

to water, was water-tender at Washington
Gulch. Little Jimmy was water-packer.
His labor consisted in keeping the barrels

along the road filled, which he accom-

plished by the aid of an old pack-horse.
The position of water-packer in most

camps was filled by a half-grown lad, and

many a logger served his apprenticeship
in the woods in this capacity.
The camp remained peaceful for a time

after the cleaning-up incident, and might
have continued so, had it not been for the

superabundance of spirits and apish ways
of little Jimmy, and for the further reason

that his duties brought him continually in

contact with Cardigan.
The men in the bunk-house, with some

delicacy of feeling, forebore any mention

of the unpleasant occurrence when Cardi-

gan was about, and thus avoided any
chance for unpleasantness. Cardigan was

grumpy, however, and seemed to lay most

of the blame on John Bradford. Although

working with Bradford, he studiously re-

frained from speaking, except on occasions

of absolute necessity. Bradford, with

thorough good nature, never seemed to

notice the surly demeanor of his water-

tender.
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Little Jimmy, however, could not re-

frain from divers words and actions tend-

ing to irritate the already ruffled temper of

Cardigan, who retaliated by using a need-

less amount of water, and once or twice,
when he found the water low in a barrel

vented his spite by roundly cursing the

boy. This last rankled with Jimmy. He
could bear well enough to have Bradford

give him a
"
dressing down " now and

then, as it was an ox-teamster's preroga-
tive to curse upon all occasions, but it

was n't a thing he 'd take from Cardigan.
To wipe out the insult he had received,

Jimmy
"
laid

"
for Bat and emptied a can

of water over him. The next time the

team with Cardigan in attendance passed,
him and his old pack-horse, Jimmy inju-

diciously grimaced at the water-tender,
and made a motion as of throwing a can of

water. This was too much, and before

Jimmy could escape he was thrust head
first into a barrel which he had just re-

plenished with water. Had it not been for

the timely aid of Bradford, serious conse-

quences might have followed Cardigan's

action, as he seemed disinclined to extri-

- cate his victim, and the boy, his arms

being pinioned by the sides of the barrel,

was unable to help himself and was in a

fair way to drown.
"
I should think you 'd be ashamed of

yourself, picking on a kid !

" exclaimed
Bradford angrily.

"
Well, let the brat behave himself

then," responded Bat, with much heat.
" You let him alone, John

;
I '11 get even

with him/' spluttered Jimmy, who had

just recovered his breath.
" You black

Dago, you !

"
turning to Cardigan;

"
just

look out for yourself, for I '11 get even with

you for this."

Jimmy knew how to pick his words to

cut. The name he had just applied to Bat
touched a tender spot. Cardigan made a

step toward the boy, but Bradford stepped
between.

" Leave him alone, Bat," said John.
"
Jimmy, take your horse and get out of

here. And if you will take my advice,

young man, you will be a little more civil

in the future."

For the next few days there was an un-
usual amount of trouble with the team.

They would get stuck and the load would
have to be

"
blocked "

out
; then, on some

bit of steep grade, the log would begin to

crowd upon the oxen without any appar-
ent good cause, once or twice an accident

being avoided only by Bradford's skill in

handling his team. Such difficulties as

these are almost always caused by too little

or too much water on the track, and the

water-tender gets the blame. As was

strictly according to rule and precedent,
Bradford on each occasion used much

strong language, no small part of it being
directed to the water-tender, the latter

receiving it in dogged silence. Whether
Bradford suspected anything more than

carelessness on the part of Cardigan, does

not appear. The boss, however, had his

suspicions. He was one of those men
fitted by nature to be an overseer of work-

men, for he had the faculty of seeing wi fh-

out being seen ;
of knowing what his men

were doing without seeming to be continu-

ally spying upon them.

"Look a-here, Bat," said he to Cardi-

gan; "you've got to quit paying your
debts with my money."

" What do you mean ?
"

snapped the

water-tender.
"
Bat, you know what I mean. Steers

are worth four hundred dollars a yoke, and

their legs are worth two hundred dollars

apiece, when it comes to breaking
;em. Be-

sides it costs me good money every time

the team is hung up on the road."
" Who 's broke any steer's legs or hung

the team up ?
"

"You have, and you know it. You 're

trying to play even with Purty John re-

garding that bunk-house business and for

pulling you off little Jimmy."
" Has he been telling you this stuff ?

"

"No. I don't need to be told ;
1 can

see/'

"Well, Purty John had better not be

making any more trouble for me, or he

will find some himself."

"That'll do, Bat. You better, drop
that and 'tend to business or you '11 be

looking for another job."

Cardigan went off with set jaw and

vengeful look. He believed Bradford had

been complaining to the boss, and while

fully.realizing that such complaints would

be justifiable, with the true inconsistency
of a man looking for trouble, bore a double

grudge against the object of his anger on

that account.
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The leaders had just reached the point
where the snake-road broke off into a bit

of steep grade. The team, six yoke of

cattle, was halted that the driver might see

that everything was in order before enter-

ing upon what was a dangerous stretch of

road. The teamster called to his water-

tender, "All clear?"
"
All clear !

" came the response.
Little Jimmy was coming up the hill

with his old horse and a load of water.

He heard Bradford shout to his leaders

and as the road was cut through quite a

bank, he hurried his horse along to a

slightly level spot, where he drew rein to

one side, out of the way of
,
the team. The

road came down from the flat above in a

steep pitch, then ran along level for two or

three rods, and again pitched down at an

angle. By careful manipulation, the head-

way of the log could be checked on the

level spot and the team straightened out

and brought under control before entering

upon the second piece of grade. A water-

barrel stood upon the level bench, as, at

times, it was necessary to wet the track

there in order to keep the load moving.
The road was in good condition that

morning, and Bradford anticipated no
trouble ; but for some reason the log began
to crowd the team. Bradford hurried

them along and wondered what made the

load act that way, but fully expected to get
it under control as soon as it came down

upon the bench. Jimmy also wondered
when he saw the leaders come shuffling by
him at a half-trot. Bradford was busy
with his team and did not notice the boy.
The log, instead of slackening its speed,

as it should upon reaching the level, shot

ahead with increased velocity upon the

second slope. Bradford heard a cry and
looked up just as the log pitched over the

brink toward him. All he saw, however,
was that the log still menaced his team.

He gave a yell, such as only an ox-drive^

with years of practice can give, and plied
his goad with frantic energy upon the un-

fortunate cattle within his reach. The

team, from experience, knew the signifi-

cance of that yell, and started down the

hill with a speed that would surprise pne

unacquainted with the capabilities

'

of a

lumbering old ox when he is aroused. The
cattle crowded upon each other through
the cut, completely filling the roadway

with their surging bodies. To escape
being trampled beneath their feet, Brad-
ford seized the yoke of the nearest ox and
leaped upright upon his back, all the time

cursing, yelling, and plying his goad-stick.
As the wild jumble of cattle dashed

through the cut, it seemed impossible that

they could escape being overtaken and
crushed by the great log which relentless-

ly crowded upon their heels. Bradford

gave up hope of saving his team. He did
not know that the loose chain, hung so

that it could be cast upon the ground
under the log to act as a drag or brake,
had been thrown down. Yet such was the

case, and it was even then doing its work
most effectually, for the log simply main-
tained an even speed until it reached the
level bottom of the gulch. There it

stopped, bringing the team up with a

creaking of yokes as the chains tightened.
Bradford ran back along his team, won-

dering how it all came about. Just as he
reached the wheelers, to his surprise and

horror, he saw little Jimmy crawl out from
in front of the log, bleeding, covered with

dirt, his clothes torn to shreds.
"
Jimmy !

'*
exclaimed Bradford.

The boy looked up, attempted to rise,

then fell back unconscious. Bradford

gently picked the limp little body up in

his arms and made his way up the gulch
to the cook-house. Arriving there, he de-

posited his burden upon, the long dining-
table.

"What's the matter? -Is he dead?"
asked Billy Cook in an awe-stricken tone.

He was not unused to seeing injured men
carried into camp, for the redwoods claim

many victims in revenge for their own
destruction ;

but he and Jimmy were good
friends, and it seemed more awful to see

the boy brought in limp and bloody than it

would had it been a man.
"
I don't know," replied Bradford.

"
Bring some water."

The two men worked over the boy for

some minutes, Billy Cook continually mut-

tering, half under his breath,
" Poor lit-

tle devil ! I liked him."
" He 's coming around all right," said

John at length.

There was a slight stir, a groan, and

Jimmy opened his eyes.
"
Git out that brandy, Billy."

It was brought and administered.
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"Keep still, Jimmy, till we look you
over a little more," said Bradford gently.

They felt the boy's body over carefully.
At last the teamster drew a long breath of

relief.
"
I don't believe there 's any bones

broken/' said he.
" How did it happen,

Jimmy?"" He done it" mumbled Jimmy. His
head was hardly clear yet.

" Who? " exclaimed Bradford and Billy

Cook, in a breath.

After a moment's hard thought, the boy
seemed to collect his thoughts."

Bat," said he,
" Bat Cardigan done

it. I throwed the chain down, and he

chucked me right in front of the log."
"Bat did?" The two men looked at

each other with horror upon their faces.
"
Yes ; and he throwed water on the

track, too. I saw him. I grabbed the

chain between the wheelers and hung on.

but I thought I was a goner, sure. He "'

" Where the blazes is he ?
" broke in

Bradford, seeming suddenly to remember

something.
"
I did n't see him when I

picked you up. Have you seen him,

Billy?"
But Billy Cook had disappeared after

hearing the first few words of the boy's

story. A long blast of the big horn used
for calling the crew to their meals told

what the cook was doing. Blast after blast

echoed through the woods, and soon the

men were seen hurrying along by ones,
twos or threes, for they knew something
unusual had happened when the call for

dinner came in the middle of the fore-

noon.

The men clustered around Billy Cook,,

just outside the cook-house door, listening
to his excited words ;

now and then one of
them would peer in at the open door at

Jimmy as he lay on the table, and then re-

turn muttering to the group. Billy's ex-

citement soon communicated itself to the

men, and about all that could be heard was
a rumble of curses. Soon single exclama-
tions could be distinguished." Eun him out of camp !

"
"
String him up !

"

"Where is he?"
" Mash the rascal's head in for him !

"
" We 've got to catch him first." This

was from Billy Cook, and seemed to strike

the rest as sensible; for by one accord,

they set out to the spot where the team
stood bunched and mixed up, but normally
placid and patient.

"No Bat was there. The men examined
the track, and saw the unmistakable signs
of its having been copiously wetted. With
renewed threats, they commenced an or-

ganized search for the water-tender. Had
they caught him, being in no mind to con-

sider their actions, the camp would quickly
have been short one water-tender. Such
was the case anyway, as no trace of Cardi-

gan could be found then, nor was he

again seen in that region.
The next spring, however, the skeleton

of a man was found by some hunters in

the thick woods twenty miles away on Mad
Eiver. The body had been wrangled over

by wild animals until identification was

impossible, but evidence remained to

show that in life the man had worn long
black hair and a bushy black beard.



THE STATE PRISONS OF CALIFORNIA FOLSOM
BY P. B. ELDERKIN

TWENTY-TWO
miles above Sacra-

mento toward the mountains, on
the banks of the American River, is

the town of Folsom. It is not a pretty

place,- in fact, its one redeeming feature

is the river, which goes tumbling down

through rocky gorges and over great
masses of granite, wasting energy suffi-

cient, were it utilized, to run half the mills

in the State. But Folsom has at least one
distinctive feature: she harbors over

nine hundred of the most desperate crimi-

nals to be found within the prisons of this

country.
Somehow her hospitality does not seem

to be appreciated, for her guests never care

to return. Ask a criminal to which pris-
on he prefers to be sent, and almost invari-

ably the answer is,
" San Quentin." There

may be several reasons for this. One is,

that San Quentin, being near a large city

(San Francisco), admits of many privi-

leges which a convict may enjoy. He sees

his friends more often; they send him
more luxuries; and it is much easier to

obtain opium and whisky. Then, too, the
work is very hard at Folsom. The major-
ity of the convicts labor in the great gran-
ite quarries beneath a blistering sun, in a

malarious climate; and as these rebellious

members of society are "seldom noted for

their industry when in the enjoyment of

their liberty, it is not to be supposed that

they labor very conscientiously for the

State. At any rate, Folsom is the terror

of convicts, and whether or not because of

its superior facilities for handling unruly
men, the most desperate and notorious

criminals are generally sent there.

The prison is situated a mile and a half

above the town, between two low hills,upon
which are seventeen conical towers, resem-

Officers' and Guards' Quarters
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bling somewhat the switch-tower used in

railroad-yards. These towers are so placed
as to command a view of every corner of

the prison yard and grounds, and during
the daytime are occupied by guards select-

ed for their marksmanship and coolness,

escape, of seven convicts (led by the notor-

ious George Sontag, partner of the bandit,
Chris Evans) who made a break for lib-

erty in June, 1893, the three who were
killed were hit by sixty-four bullets, one
man receiving thirty-four of them. Son-

Joseph E. Baker, General Overseer

ready with rifles to pick off any convict

daring and foolish enough to attempt an

escape, and equally ready and skillful

with the Gatling-gun which each tower
contains.

After a convict has attempted to escape
he is compelled to wear a red shirt for the

rest of his term, and is, of course, a

marked man to his fellow-prisoners as well

as to his guards.
As illustrating the small chance for

tag himself was wounded three times.

Not one escaped.
Folsom Prison is peculiar in that it is

not surrounded by a wall, as is the case

with most penal institutions ; and it is re-

spect for the marksmanship and keen eyes

only of those men in the towers that makes

escape seem difficult.

On both sides of the river the ground is

extremely rough and uneven, broken by

great boulders and dotted with stunted
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timber, affording great aid in dodging bul-

lets; yet so close is the espionage of the

guards and so unremittent their vigilance
that it is highly improbable that a convict

could get fifty feet from his work without

bringing a perfect hail of bullets upon
him.

The prison is a long, L-shaped building

facing the river, constructed of native

granite brought from the State's quarries.
On the inner side of the L the natural de-

nearly the whole length of the building,

separated from each other and from the
exterior walls by wide corridors.

In most instances, two men are assigned
to each cell. Each man has a separate
bunk, and is allowed to decorate the walls

with such trinkets as are not forbidden by
the prison rules. Each cell is provided
with a small ventilator, and every part of

the prison is lighted by electricity. There
is also a complete gas plant ready to be

The Great Granite Dam

pression of the ground has been filled in,

forming a large level space which consti-

tutes the prison yard.
On holidays the prisoners are given the

liberty of this yard and are free to amuse
themselves in whatever manner they
choose.

Without overcrowding, the prison can
accommodate nearly twelve hundred men,
and the architecture of the building is

such that its capacity may be at any time
increased without either marring its sym-
metry or impairing its usefulness.

There are two tiers of cells extending

put in operation at a moment's notice,
should necessity require.
A portion of the front, or river-end,

of the building is used for offices by the

Board of Prison Directors, the Warden,
clerk, and commissary officer. The War-
den also resides here with his family, while

the officers' quarters are located at the

other extreme of the prison. The whole

place is a model of cleanliness. It is no

exaggeration to say that the sanitary fea-

tures are perfect. With nine hundred
human beings living and breathing under
one roof, and practically in one room, the
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air is pure and absolutely free from un-

pleasant odors. Unstinted use is made
of the unlimited supply of water, and the

concrete floors have the appearance that

comes from numberless scrubbings. I am
told that the dining-room is washed

thoroughly three times every day. This

remarkable cleanliness is a feature of Fol-

som Prison, and is undoubtedly a potent
factor in making its equally remarkable

prison for all purposes is little more than
one cord per day. Three times a year
on Thanksgiving, Christmas, and the
Fourth of July the convicts are given an
extra dinner. These dinners cost the State
in the aggregate about three hundred dol-

lars. Last Fourth the bill of fare .consist-

ed of roast lamb, with dressing and gravy,
macaroni and cheese, mashed potatoes,

Jenny Lind bread, wheat bread, citron

The Dining Room

record of mortality, one death during the

past year. Where can this record be

equaled? Only one ninth of one per

cent! These men are certainly well

nourished and well cared for.

Possibly there are those without the

prison whose health might be bene-

fited by a short residence there. During
one month but one per cent, of labor had

been excused on account of sickness, and

most of this was of a trifling character.

The cooking is done entirely by steam,

and the amount of fuel consumed by the

cake, mince pie, apricots, cheese, coffee,

milk, and sugar, not a bad dinner ! On

holidays and Sundays, when but two meals

are served, the prisoners are allowed to take

food to their cells ;
but at all other times

this is strictly forbidden, and no food is

allowed to come in from friends or persons

on the outside.

The only articles prisoners may receive

are books and musical instruments. The

musical instinct is encouraged, and the

prison band is capable of producing con-

siderable noise though the harmony be not
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of the highest order. The library is not

very extensive, as it is dependent upon
charity for its existence; and somehow

charity is an awful sluggard. The room
in which the books are kept is also used as

the chapel. A Catholic priest and Metho-
dist minister conduct services on alternate

Sundays, though less than ten per cent, of

the convicts attend divine worship, and of

these Catholics and Protestants are about

equally represented.
On week-daj^s the men are given three

meals, in each of which boiled pork and
beans are given a substantial place. For

instance, on Monday, breakfast consists 01

rolled oats and syrup, boiled pork and

beans, bread, coffee, and sugar; dinner

bean soup, roast beef and gravy, potatoes,

bread, tea, and sugar; supper boiled

rice and syrup, boiled pork and beans,

bread, tea, and sugar. This is substan-

tially the fare of every day, except that

boiled beans and pork sometimes usurp the

place of pork and beans, with roast beef

added two days in the week. Fruit is

plentifully supplied from the ranch which
the State owns and operates with convict

labor. The meats are all selected and the

food is of good quality. It costs just a little

more than seven and a half cents a day
to feed each convict in the Folsom Peni-

tentiary. They surely ought to be able to

earn their board !

Tobacco and pipes are furnished to

those who do not shirk the work assigned
them and submit quietly to the discipline
of the prison.

There have been only seven executions

at Folsom. It must be remembered, how-

ever, that the law requiring all executions

to be conducted in the prisons of the State

has been in effect only about two years.
Prior to that time all hangings were
done by the sheriff of the county in which
the crime was committed. Of the seven

men hanged at Folsom one was a Chinese,
one a Kussian, one a Kanaka, one a native

of San Salvador, and three were born
under the 'Stars and Stripes. There are

now in the condemned cells under sen-

tence of death, an American, a German,
and a negro. The African race is well rep-
resented at Folsom, and a more villianous

lot of negroes it would be hard to find.

One thing that impresses a visitor at

Folsom is the apparent lack of discipline,
or rather the absence of the usual outward
forms of discipline. There is no crossing
of the arms or bowing the head when an
officer passes. The lock-step is unknown,
and the many little ceremonies in vogue in

many prisons, insignificant in themselves,

yet which ever make a man feel his servil-

ity and degradation, and whose only pur-
pose seems to be to absolutely destroy any
self-esteem a man may have when he
enters the prison-walls, are not enforced.

All these forms are absent, and as much
confidence and trust as is compatible with
the safety of the prison and as he deserves

is given every man. At least he is taught
to believe such is the case and the plan
works well. Unless he be a man utterly
abandoned and vicious, he behaves better

for it, he works better, and it keeps alive

the foundation upon which he may build a

better life when he is again a free man.
Yet the trusty system is conspicuous by its

absence. No convict has more privileges
than another, so long as that other be well-

behaved, and all are alike under incessant

surveillance by the guard.
One of the greatest evils of every prison

and one of the hardest to combat is the
traffic in opium. There is probably no

prison free from it
; but the isolated loca-

tion of Folsom Prison and its distance

from a large city have enabled the Warden
to reduce this opium traffic to a minimum,
and the amount of the stuff now smuggled
in is very small.

The treatment of a new arrival at Fol-

som is much the same as at most prisons.
He is given a bath, his head is clipped, and
his picture taken three times, first, as he
enters the prison; second, after bathing
and shaving, but still in his clothes of the

world
; and again as he appears in his con-

vict garb, a man without a name, known

only by the number stamped on his cloth-

ing. His money and valuables, if he has

any, his clothing, etc., are locked up, to be
returned to him on his release. He must
also sign an authorization delegating to

the Warden, or his deputy, authority to

open and withhold, if in violation of any
prison rule, all mail matter sent to or by
him. This is done to avoid any conflict

with the postal laws, as some convicts have

shown an inclination to rebel at any super-
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vision of their mail. When he ceases to be

a chattel of the State and goes forth into

the world once more, unless he be a person
of means, which is rare, the ex-convict is

given five dollars in money and furnished

transportation to the place from which he

was committed, or to any other point to

which he may desire to go within the

State, if the fare is not more expensive.
Great caution is necessary in furnishing
this transportation, as nearly every man
would sell his ticket if given the oppor-

tunity.
The commissary department of the pris-

on is interesting. The system of accounts

is such that a triple check is kept on every-

thing which the institution uses, from a

quarter of beef to a paper of pins. There
is no borrowing in this prison. Should
the foreman of one department want some-

thing which may require time to get from
the prison contractor he must not borrow
it from another department. He can only

buy it on a requisition from the General

Overseer, and it is charged to his depart-
ment and credited to the one from which
it came. In this way heads of depart-
ments are held accountable for everything
which comes to them, and there is no such

thing as shifting the responsibility for a

lost or stolen article.

A distinctive feature of the Folsom

Penitentiary is its magnificent water pow-
er. Every machine is operated and ever)
bit of power used in connection with the

institution is furnished by water diverted

from the American Kiver, by a great gran-
ite dam. This granite dam is one of the

finest pieces of masonry in the State. In

reality it is the property of the Folsom
Water and Power Company, but the State

furnished the labor to build it, and has a

perpetual right to the use of the water in

the American Kiver, and the dam can

never be raised, lowered, nor altered in any
particular without the consent of the

State. This piece of masonry is of solid

granite, twenty-four feet across the top,

sixty feet wide at its base, and eighty-nine
feet from its highest to its lowest point,
and represents four hundred thousand

days' labor. The water thus diverted from

its natural channel flows in a canal fifty
feet wide to a depth of eight feet at a speed
of five and a half feet per second to the

power-house of the prison, and after ex-

pending its enormous force on six turbine
wheels each eighty-seven inches in diam-
eter and each generating two hundred

horse-power, passes on, and is in turn
utilized by the Folsom Water and Power

Company to operate its sawmill one of

the finest in the world. At the power-
house are ten water-gates, each weighing
sixteen thousand pounds, yet so nicely ad-

justed that they may be raised and lowered
with one's finger.
A short distance below the power-house

is the rock-crusher, the largest in the

world, capable of pulverizing one hundred
and fifty tons of the hardest rock per hour.

This rock-crusher is operated by com-

pressed air, and was built, as was also the

great pump and some of the other machin-

ery of the prison, by the Union Iron Works
of San Francisco. This crushed rock is

extensively used in the paving of streets

and in all manner of concrete work. The

supply of this rock, and also of the gran-
ite, which is of a very high grade, is seem-

ingly inexhaustible.

Altogether the State owns four hundred
and eighty-three acres, the whole of which
is devoted to the use and toward the main-
tenance of the prison.

Among penal institutions Folsom ranks

high. The present Warden, Charles A.

Anil, is a gentleman of long experience in

the management of criminals; and the

great natural advantages of the place,
combined with the labor and ingenuity of

man, have made it a prison where society

may feel that the violators of her laws will

be commensurately punished without un-

necessary hardship or abuse, while the

criminal may be assured that he will be

well fed, kindly treated, and worked hard;

yet one marvels at the perverted instinct

in the mental complexity of man which

impels him to brave this living death

this incarceration, which, at its best, is a

human hell to gain a few dishonest dol-

lars or avenge a fancied wrong.



DONA DOLORES
BY KATHRYN JARBOE

DOLOKES
BELLAMY had written

a dozen notes. All the names on
her list were crossed off, but she

still sat at her desk with a sheet of note-

paper before her. Once or twice she bent
forward and dipped her pen in the ink.

"
I 'm sure I don't know whether to ask

him or not," she exclaimed, throwing her

pen aside and pushing back her chair im-

patiently.
"
Dick, would you ask Horace

Grey ?
" She smiled as she spoke because

she knew that her husband could give her
no advice on the subject. He was the last

person in the world to whom she could

tell her reason for not asking Grey.
"I don't know, dear," Bellamy an-

swered, putting down his magazine. "I
?
ve

no idea whether Grey would be an addition

or not. I, personally, have no use for him.

He is an inefficient, good-natured fellow.

If you ask him 3^ou will have to provide
some one for him to flirt with; although

any girl will do for that, I suppose."
((
Bessie Fairfax is coming, you know

;

and that is one reason for asking him."
An almost imperceptible frown drew Do-
lores's straight brows closer together.
"He is devoted to her now, I believe."

She took the list from her desk and, sitting
down on a low cushion by her husband's

side, leaned her head against his knee

while. they discussed the people she had
invited for her house-party.

Dick Bellamy often spoke of his wife as

his
"
luckiest find." He was wandering

idly through Southern California when he

-came suddenly upon an olden-time hacien-

da. Its adobe walls were crumbling to

pieces, and the house would have been un-

inhabitable in a more rigorous climate. In

it lived Dona Ysabel de Santa Marina
with her beautiful grandchild, Dolores,

and their two old servants who had come
from Mexico with Dona Ysabel when she

-was married. Jose de Santa Marina, her

husband, had been killed in the war with

the Americans. Her only son, for whom
she had endured life, died soon after his

marriage, leaving a young wife and a little

baby girl. The tie that bound the young
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mother to her husband was stronger than
that which held her to the feeble little life

that had come into a griefful world.
" Do-

lores," she had whispered softly. Then
she had smiled as though she saw her lover

waiting for her, sighed, and closed her

eyes. Dona Ysabel, her heart still quiver-

ing with the agony of her son's death,
heard calmly of this new misfortune.
"
Dolores !

"
she said bitterly;

'"
a fitting

name, truly."
But the little girl grew up in a world of

flowers and sunshine, birds and bees. She
seemed a spirit of joy.

" Lola " and "
Lo-

lita
"

she was always called by the old

servants, who idolized her, and at last even

the austere old grandmother forgot to say"
Dolores."

Dofia Ysabel's spirit was unbroken.

She hated the "Americanos," blaming
them for all her misfortunes. She talked

for hours at a time to her grandchild of

the days before the
u
Gringos

" came and
of the glory of her own people. She told

story after story of the insult and injury
that had been heaped upon them by the

hated race, and the child listened, her little

hands clinched and her eyes gleaming with

rage. These two lives, one just beginning,
the other nearing its end, shut in from
intercourse with the world, nursed the

wrath of a whole nation against an invad-

er. The feud had been over for years and

all hostile feeling was buried ; but to these

two" women the grievances were as fresh,

the bitterness as intense, as in the first

years of conquest. There had been no in-

tercourse for many years between Casa-

rosa, the home of the Santa Marinas, and

the neighboring ranches; so Dick Bella-

my was almost the first man that Dolores

had ever seen, the only one she had ever

known. His wooing was quick, his win-

ning complete. Doiia Ysabel, realizing

that her own life was nearly over, gave a

reluctant consent to the marriage of her

grandchild to the rich Americano ; but as

though she could not endure the associa-

tion with one of the hated race, her death

followed almost immediately.
Dick Bellamy took his wife abroad, and
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they spent several happy, wandering years
in Europe. Then they returned to' San
Francisco.

Dolores's only grief was the loss of her

old home. Her first expression of this

feeling amused her husband
; but when he

laughed at her, she exclaimed,
"
I dare say,

it did look dreary and tumble-down to you,
but it was dear and sweet to me. The
court was delicious with its flowers and
fountains and all that. I shall never,
never love another home as I loved that/*'

The following spring Bellamy told his

wife that he had bought a summer place
and wanted her to go down to see it. It

was in the foothills back of San Mateo,
and was one of the few old places in the

valley. Its former owner had turned the

acres of lawn into violet-beds. As the

Bellamys drove up through the grounds
the warm spring air was heavy with the

perfume of the sweet purple flowers.

Here and there was a moss-grown oak-

tree, and back on the hills behind the

house some redwoods raised their dark

heads heavenwards.

Suddenly Dolores uttered a cry of de-

light. Before her eyes stood a low Spanish
adobe house. It extended around three

sides of a court, and on the fourth side,

across the southern end, was a wide, open
corridor with arching pillars, like . the

cloisters of the old missions. In the court,

on which the doors and windows opened,
was an old-fashioned rose-garden, in the

midst of which a fountain, throwing
its sparkling jet of water high into the

sunshine, filled the air with its musical

splash.
Dolores stepped through the archway

into the corridor, then turned and put
both hands into her husband's.

"
Try to love this one as much as you

did the old one, sweetheart," he said, kiss-

ing her.
"
It may not be quite right. I

had only my memory to draw from, and

that memory was so full of the sweet, joy-

ous girl that I found there, that I am not

sure that everything is just as it was at

Casarosa."
"
I love it now !

" Dolores cried impul-

sively.
" Love it because it is like the dear

old home and because your love has given
it to me. We must call it Casarosa, a new

dear Casarosa/'

They had been there for two months

when Dolores sent out the invitations for
her house-party. She had quick accep-
tances from all the people she invited.

There was much curiosity about the beau-
tiful Spanish house, and Dolores had been
a successful hostess during the preceding
winter ; so all were eager to come. Bessie

Fairfax, Dick's cousin, was the first to

answer.
"
Dolores, dearest," she wrote,

"
of

course I will come to you. It is sweet of

you to ask me. I am so glad, too, that you
have asked Horace Grey. I have just come
from the Wethereds' and I cannot sleep.
I danced all night with him. He is the

best dancer in the world, I think. Give

my love to my dear little godchild, Do-

lores, and to Dick ; and my love always

goes to you. To-night I am in love with

all the world."
"
I wonder if she really is in love with

Horace Grey ?
"

Dolores said, looking up
from the letter.

"Who? Bessie?" Bellamy asked.
" No : of course not ! She has too much
sense, I hope, to fall in love with a fellow

like that. I fail to see what Grey's attrac-

tions are. He is not even good-looking."

"No," Dolores answered slowly j
"I

suppose he is not good-looking. His

mother was Spanish. He looks a little like

some old pictures Dona Ysabel iiad of her

brothers. It seems to be easy for girls to

fall in love with him. I only hope Bess

will not break her heart."

The afternoon sunshine streamed

through the archways of the corridor. Do-

lores sat in the shade waiting for her

guests.
- At the first sound of the wheels on

the gravel a quick color sprang into her

dark face and a sudden flash of disappoint-

ment preceded the smile with which she

greeted her friends.

"Have you heard from Horace Grey?
Isn't he coming?" Bessie whispered as

she kissed Dolores.
" He promised me to

come down on this train."

Dolores answered lightly that he had

probably missed the train and would be

down on the next, but a second wave of

color rushed into her face.
" He can't get

here until after dinner, I am afraid," she

added.
" The fast trains don't stop here

and the accommodations are few and far

between."
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After a few moments of conversation

the guests scattered to look at the house or

to dress for dinner. Dolores was left alone

on the porch. She stood by one of the

pillars, thinking of Bessie's disappointed

expression.
',

" How absurd !

"
she exclaimed.

"
1 do

hope, though, that he will come to-night.

be at Casarosa. I meant to drive back
from Menlo, but Pierson stopped the train
for me. It is delicious to be here, Dona
Dolores." He spoke to her in Spanish,
low, soft and sweet.

Dolores felt the same curious sensation

that had swept over her months before

when she had first met him; the same

j

She still sat at her desk"

It will be so tiresome if he does n't." She
turned to go in. She heard a quick step
on the gravel, and in an instant her hands
were in Horace Grey's."

Ah, Dona Dolores !

" he exclaimed.

"It is charming to find you alone. I

couldn't wait for the accommodation-
train I was too impatient to be with to

feeling that had made her half fear him
and hesitate when she thought of asking
him to come to Casarosa. Her eyes were

bright, and a warm color burned in her

cheeks as she responded to his greeting.
Dolores had chosen her guests wisely.

They were merry, congenial society

people, eager to seize the pleasures of the
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passing moment. Dances at Casarosa and
the neighboring country-houses, drives
and picnics filled the time. Days and
nights were full of light-hearted laughter."

I am sorry that I cannot provide for

you some of the amusement my grand-
mother used to arrange for her guests/'
Dolores said one night when they were all

gathered in the living-room.
" In her

days they had bull-fights and racing and
that sort of thing. I suppose we can't
have them here ?

" She turned question-
ing eyes on her husband.

"
I am afraid not/' he answered laugh-

ing.
"
I never saw you look like Dona

Ysabel until to-night, Dolores/'
"
I have been thinking of her all day/'

Dolores answered, shrugging her shoul-

ders slightly. "Just now I was wonder-

ing what she would think of me if she
could see me in the midst of a group of
*
hated Americanos '."
"
Dolores ! You are not very polite/'

cried Bessie Fairfax.
"
0, yes, I am," Dolores answered.

"
Doiia Ysabel might have loved you indi-

vidually as I do; but she would have re-

membered always that you
;

belonged to the

hated race, the race that killed and
crushed her people and her hopes/*

There was a curious undertone in her

voice in spite of her laughter. Dick
noticed it, and Grey heard it too.

" That reminds me," Bessie said sud-

denly.
"
Why do you calLthat blessed god-

child of mine '

Dolly/ when she has such

an adorable name as
(
Dolores '?

"

" You would n't have me call that blue-

eyed, white-haired mite '

Dolores/ would

you ?
"
asked Dolly's mother.

" She is the

image of Dick, American all through,
without one trace of her Spanish blood.

Dick insisted on naming her
'

Dolores/
and I yielded the point, making a mental
reservation that she should never be called

anything but '

Dolly/ a little American

Dolly. I tried all of my own names, hop-

ing to find one that would be better for an
American child, but they were all Spanish,

intensely Spanish. Manuela Francesca

Juanita Maria-Dolores de Santa Marina

Bellamy." As she said the last name there

was the same curious tone in her voice

that Dick had noticed before.
" You must

have a lot of names, too," she added, turn-

ing to Grey.
" Your mother was Span-

ish?"
'

Yes," he answered, "but I have -only
one name. My father was just plain Hor-
ace Grey, and I am too."

"
0, I 'm so disappointed !

"
Dolores ex-

claimed. "
I thought we were alike in that

too. It is so curious !

"
she went on.

"When you call me ' Dona Dolores/ it

brings back all the memories of my old

home, the court, the warm delicious air,
the flowers with their sweet perfumfes, the
birds and great yellow butterflies. And
with them all my old grandmother, so

fierce, so vindictive*, but at the same time
so full of sweet passionate love for her
own people, her dead husband, her dead
son, and her own race !

"
Dolores's voice

had grown passionate, She blushed, then

laughed.
" When the rest of you say Do-

lores/ when Dick says it, I feel that he

ought to go right on with the first sen-

tence in the Meisterschaft :

' Deseo salir

por el primer tren/ etc. It sounds like a
lesson he has learned. I made him study
the Meisterschaft before we went into

Spain. I was so afraid that I might lose

him, and that he would never be able to

find me again."

The days flew by on golden wings for

most of the people at Casarosa. To Bessie

and Dick the wings seemed leaden, gild-
ed in places perhaps, but dragging heavily.
Dick had only one desire in the world, and
that was to make Dolores happy. Now she

was not happy, out nervous and irritable,

and sometimes moody and depressed. Bes-

sie was wretched. She loved Horace Grey.
She knew that he had been flirting with

her, that he did not care for her; but she

had staked all her hopes on this week with

him at Casarosa. Now he was absorbed,

body and soul, in Dolores. She interested

him, and he recognized the peculiar effect

he had on her without understanding the

cause.

The last afternoon at Casarosa was

spent on the hills behind th'e house. Tea

was served under the redwoods, and after-

ward the party broke up into twos and

threes and wandered through the woods.

Dolores and Grey climbed the hill to see

the view from a little observatory on the

top.
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"It is so strange!
"

Dolores exclaimed,
when they sat down to rest for a moment.
*I don't understand that curious feeling
I was speaking of the other night. Is it

because you speak to me in Spanish? i

have felt it only once before. That was in

Spain. Dick and I had gone for a walk.

could only hear a word or two, but the

music of their voices was wonderful. If I

had closed my eyes I would have imagined
myself back in the old court with Dona
Ysabel. All at once I was filled with in-

tense rage and hatred for the Americans,
our conquerors/

7 She spoke the last word

"
If only Dick had come in then"

It was a hot, hot afternoon, and he was

tired; so he lay down on the grass and
soon fell asleep. I was leaning back

against an old stone wall holding a parasol
over him and watching him. We had only
been married a little while. It was a deli-

cious day. Suddenly, on the other side of

the wall, I heard two lovers talking. 1

with a fierce clinching of her hands and
a ring of defiance in her voice. There was
a moment's silence. Grey did not know
what to say, whether to take her seriousl}'

or not. She went on more lightly.
'"
I

woke Dick up at once and told him about

it. He laughed and said that I had been

asleep too, that I had dreamed my
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hatred. It only lasted for a moment, you
know. I am an American myself now, and
I love Dick's people/'

Dolores's words made a great impres-
sion on Grey, 'and he was thinking of them
that evening while he sat alone under the

arching corridor. The night was exqui-
site. A round, golden moon flooded the

world with light. The warm air was full

of the rich perfume of growing violets.

Down in the valley the course of the river

was outlined by a filmy blue haze over-

hanging it. The silence of the night was
broken only by the soft splash of the foun-

tain in the court
; occasionally a lonesome

owl Hooted plaintively in the oak trees on
the hill.

Suddenly Grey became aware that Dolo-
res was near him. He had not heard her

come out, and for a moment he looked at

her without speaking. She wore a yellow
satin gown a deep orange yellow, that no
one but a Spanish woman would have

dared to wear. On her neck and in her
hair gleamed the Mexican opals that had
been famous throughout Southern Cali-

fornia when Dona Ysabel, Santa Marina's

beautiful bride, led the dance at balls and
fiestas in the neighborhood of Casarosa.

"
If only you had a mantilla and a

gleaming dagger," Grey said at last,
"
you

would be the typical Spanish beauty. Are

you posing for a picture ?
"

"I was only thinking what a perfect

night it is," she answered, "and what a

shame it would be to break the silence by

speaking.""
I have been sitting here for half an

hour, wishing that
"

(Grey stopped for

a moment) "wondering how people
could waste such a night indoors."

"It is so beautiful," she murmured,

stretching out one hand as if to feel the

softness of the air.
"
It makes one realize

the greatness of
" She laughed lightly

and drew a chair out into the full glory of

the moonlight. "I was almost serious,"

she said, picking up a guitar and striking

soft, sweet chords. "It must have been

the moonlight. I wonder if that is its

usual effect."

"To make one serious?" Grey asked.

"Moonlight is most depressing, I think.

On a night like this all life seems vague
and unsatisfactory. Your ideas are all

illusive. You can only realize how sweet
life might be and how bitter the reality is.

The things you love seem near, almost
within your grasp, and you stretch out
your hand to take them and find them
separated from you by an infinity of space
or some shadowy, invisible barrier."

Dolores's fingers wandered lightly over
the strings of the guitar; her eyes were
fixed on the hills across the valley.

"Before you came out," Grey contin-

ued, "I was wishing that I had lived in
the early Spanish days here, that I had
been a Franciscan monk, separated from
the anguish and pain of life and love by
religious vows and that sort of thing; to

walk in a cloister like this all the days of

one's life and have one's senses and pas-
sions numbed by prayers and thoughts of

a future life !

"
Throwing a cushion on the

ground near Dolores's feet, he sat down
and leaned his head back against one of

the pillars where the shadow fell on his

face.
"
Now, I wish that I had lived in

the days when men laid down their lives

for love, when adoration was expressed in

one last act of service, and rewarded per-

haps with a glance, a touch of the hand."
He watched her for some time.

" But if

I had lived then I never would have
known how sweet life might be, how

beautiful, and how wretched."

There was a long silence, and then Do-
lores began to play a quick rippling accom-

paniment and to sing a Spanish song, gay
and bright in time and measure, but with

a plaintive minor cadence running through
it, and an unsatisfied, unfinished, ques-

tioning ending. There were several verses.

After the last she put down the guitar and,

stepping out into the garden for a mo-

ment, picked a dark-red rose.
" Have you read

' Guenn '
?
"

she asked,

coming back to Grey.
" Do you remem-

ber her song,
'

Ah, mon Dieu, que la vie

est amere !

' ' Her voice was soft and

caressing. To Grey the sad little refrain

seemed an answer to his half-expressed

love for her. But the light, careless tone

in which she spoke after an instant's

silence convinced him that he was mis-

taken.
"
I am so sorry that you are all going

home to-morrow," she said, turning to go
into the house.

"
It would be quite too
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desolate if Dick and I were not going off

on our hunting trip." She held out hei

hand to him.
" Last nights are always

wretched things anyway. Good-night."

Dolores stood in front of her dressing-
table. She unfastened the red rose from
her gown.

" ' Eed as passion, sweet as

love'/' she said softly, putting the rose

down on the table. She moved restlessly

about the room for a little while. The

witchery of the moonlit night was in her

veins. Grey's soft Spanish words were in

her ears. "Doiia Dolores," she repeated

softly to herself. Opening the window she

saw Dick out in the moonlight.
"
Is n't it a heavenly night, Dick? "

she

asked, stepping lightly through the low

window. " But so unspeakably sad ! Don't

you think so ?
"

" Sad ? ISTo, sweetheart," Dick an-

swered.
" You look tired, little one. I am

glad that these people are all going home
to-morrow and that we are going away-

together. By the way, dear, can you go
with me to the farm in the morning?
Lawson is making some changes in the

barn; he wants my advice and I want

yours. We can walk over there at nine

and be back in time for breakfast at ten.

Will you go?"
Dolores said she would; but she shiv-

ered slightly and moved her hand away
from her husband's shoulder. He took

the hand and kissed it. All the beauty and

joy in the night had gone for Dolores. In

coming back to the prosaic, real world,
she was conscious only of a dull, heavy

fatigue.
The morning was cold and desolate. A

white sea-fog had crept in during the

night, shutting out the world. The red-

wood trees were faint dark shadows. All

nature seemed to have lost its definite out-

line. Big drops of moisture fell from the

wet tiles and trees. Dolores shivered as

she walked to the farm with Dick.
" How empty and desolate everything

seems !

"
she exclaimed.

"
I feel as though

the world ended right there at that white

wall of fog, and that I was quite alone in

the middle of it."

"Alone?" Dick laughed. "You seem
to forget that I am here."

e<

0, yes ; you. But "
Dolores

laughed too, but only for an instant
; then

she shivered again.
"
It 's horrible, per-

fectly horrible ! I hate this country !

v

After a moment she said,
"
I don't mean

that, you know, Dick. But you can't rea-

lize how dreary this seems to me."
Breakfast was gay and merry. Almost

as soon as it was over the carriages were
at the door to take the guests to the train.

"
Won't you go and lie down for a little

while, dear ?
" Dick put his arm round

his wife after the last good-bys had been

waved.
" We start at three, you know,

and you can rest until then. I have had

my valises put in your room; you might
look and see if everything is in."

Dolores was oppressed with a sense of

emptiness and desolation. The reaction

from a week 'of incessant excitement and

pleasure took instant possession of her,

and she turned away from her husband
without a word. She saw her guitar in the

hall where she had left it the night before

and touched the strings lightly with her

fingers, then shuddered and pushed the in-

strument away from her. She went to the

door of the nursery where Dolly was going
to sleep, but as she put her hand on the

door-knob she turned away impatiently.
The traveling-bags were on the floor in

her room. Glancing at them, she saw that

her husband's pistols were in one of them.

Opening a drawer of her dressing-table,
she took out a small silver-mounted pistol
of her own. "

I might as well take this,

too," she said, putting it down beside the

others. ." Dick's are so heavy."
She could not rest, and walked impa-

tiently around the room. The sullen, mo-
notonous dripping of the fog was the only
sound for a few moments. It made her

more nervous, and she drew the heavy
curtains close together, trying to shut out

the dreariness and melancholy.
u Dona

Dolores, Doiia Dolores," Grey's voice was

continually saying in her ears.

The red rose she had picked the night
before lay on the floor between the dress-

ing-table and the traveling-bags. She
knelt down and picked it up. Pressing it

to her lips, she murmured,
" ' Red as pas

sion, sweet as love'." The little silver-

mounted pistol was close by her hand. If

only Dick had come in then ! If only her

little American Dolly had called to her !
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Society was shocked when it heard of

the sudden death of Mrs. Kichard Bellamy.
While packing her bags, preparatory to a

hunting-trip, she had accidentally shot

herself. Death had been instantaneous.

The newspaper accounts were long, though
the only impressive fact was that Dolores

was dead.

Bessie Fairfax sat in her room late in

the afternoon of the same day. She was
numb with pain and horror. Grey's card

was brought to her and she rushed down
to see him, thinking that it would be a

relief to speak of Dolores.
"
Why, Miss Bessie, you look quite done

up," Grey said in an easy, conversational

tone.
" You are not ill, I hope/'

Bessie started back. "I? 111? How
can you ask such a thing? Don't you
know ? Have n't you heard ?

"

"What?" he asked. "0, about pool
Mrs. Bellamy, poor little Dona Dolores !

Yes, of course. I forgot that you were her

cousin. It was a frightful thing, and so

soon after we left, too."
" Are you sure that

"
Bessie inter-

rupted, "Do you think 0, I I can't

even say the thing out loud, but the idea ia

driving me mad. She had everything on
earth that a woman could ask for, and it

seems impossible; but I cannot get rid of

the idea that perhaps it was not perhaps
she

"
Bessie broke down utterly. Bury-

ing her face in her hands, she sobbed for a
few moments.

"
I don't understand," Grey said at last.

<e You can't mean that you think she did

it intentionally. Such an idea would be

absurd. She could have had absolutely
no reason for doing such a thing. No

;
it

all comes from trusting women with

tilings they don't know how to handle.

Dick ought to have packed his own pistols.

Poor old fellow ! It must be hard lines to

love a woman like Dolores and then have

such a thing as this happen. I hope he

won't blame himself in the matter. That

would make it even harder to bear/'

The summer sunshine flooded the court

at Casarosa. The perfume of roses floated

ough the open windows. On Dolo-

res's face, under the calm and quiet of

death, was an expression of passionate

longing and questioning.
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THE WHISPERING GALLERY

BY ROSSITER JOHNSON

Some truths may be proclaimed upon the housetop ;

Others may be spoken by the fireside ;

Still others must be whispered in the ear of a friend.

IT
WAS Sunday evening, and we all sat in the Arbor, where we had been looking

at the sunset display. This was one of the two or three days in the season when

the. sun, seen from exactly that point, appeared to descend upon the tip of the

village spire, there to divide, and send one glowing half down either slope. Long after

he had sunk beneath the horizon there was a marvelous and indescribable display of

fantastic forms and brilliant colors in the west.
"
Why is it," said Mrs. Trenfield,

"
that a sunset is always more romantic, more

poetical, than a sunrise ?
"

W^e agreed that it was, but we could not at once answer the question.
"
It appears to me," said Elacott, after taking thought,

"
that it is because the

sunset, while in physical appearance it may closely resemble the sunrise, has one

strong element of poetry which the sunrise lacks."

Then he was silent for a moment
; but if any of us guessed what was in his mind

we did not speak it.

"
I mean pathos," he continued.

" There may be joy in meeting and greeting

there may be surprise there may be triumph there may be hope and promise ;
but

in any parting there is always something of pathos. This strikes the keynote in the

very first line of Gray's
'

Elegy '; this is the spirit of all such songs as
' Lochaber no

more'; this is why the parting of Hector and Andromache commands more interest

than any other scene in the Iliad; this is why stories of the last man, the last ban-

quej;, or the last battle, are always interesting ; this it is that secures attention for the

last lines written by a poet or the last words spoken by a friend
; this puts human sym-

pathy into every rehearsal of the days that are no more, whether it is presented in

Tennyson's melodious verse or in the commonplace regrets of an oldest inhabitant.
( Good morning!' is cheery;

'

Good-night !' is contemplative. The rising sun looks

upon materials or opportunities; the setting sun upon completed work or wasted

energies. This impresses me so powerfully that frequently when I look out in the

morning I feel like a youth, and at evening like an octogenarian."
"
I think you have established your proposition," said Mrs. Trenfield ;

" and now

perhaps you can tell us why some things appear to be essentially poetic that is, there

is some atmosphere of poetry or romance about themselves or their pictures or their

names, in whatever connection they occur while other things that would be classed

with them by the naturalist or the historian or the scholar are not essentially poetical.

In fact, some of them never can be made to appear poetical at all."
"
Give an example," said Elacott.

:t Take the harp and the piano," said she.
" There is always an air of poetry

274
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about a harp, or the mention of it. A piano is also a harp, only it is inclosed in a box
and has mechanism for striking the strings, and it is an elaborate and delicate instru-

ment, and can be made to produce wonderful music. But neither the thing itself

nor any mention of it, or allusion to it, is ever poetical. I doubt if Shakespeare him-
self could have produced a poetical line that should speak of the piano.""

Perhaps," I suggested,
"
the inclosing of the harp in a box, and furnishing it

with mechanical attachments, are exactly what has robbed it of its poetical quality/'
"But has not Holmes written a poem on 'The Opening of the Piano'?" asked

Miss Ravaline.
" Oh yes," her sister answered, "but has he made it poetical?

"

"
Hardly, I confess," said Miss Ravaline.

"
Give us another example," said Elacott.

"Take the apple and the peach," ^aid Mrs. Trenfield. "The peach is the rarer
and more delicate; yet the apple lends itself to poetry very readily, while the peach
never can. At least, I remember no instance, and I can not imagine one."

" Do you forget Tennyson's lines in
' Mariana '," said Elacott

" ' The rusted nails fell from the knots

That held the peach to the garden wall'?"

"
I am quite familiar with that poem," said she,

" and admire it. But in the

lines you quote the poetic element is not furnished by the fruit, but by the item of

the rusted and loosened nails, which helps to make up the picture of neglect and deso-

lation. The effect would have been precisely the same if he had written:
' The rusted nails fell from the knots

That held the vine to the garden wall.'
"

" Not precisely," said Elacott.
" For by mentioning a specific vine or tree, in-

stead of vine or tree in general, he increases the realism or vividness of the picture.

Still, I think you are virtually right about the apple and the peach. I should say the

difference here was made by history. The apple dates from the days of Eve and

Venus, and all sorts of legendary and literary associations cluster about it. But the

peach though it is said to have been cultivated by the Chinese many centuries ago

always presents itself to our minds as a modern affair, and, not only that, but as a

markedly commercial affair. We have become familiar with it as a subject of adver-

tisement and mercantile discussion. We are much less likely, when we see the fruit, to

have the generic term '

peach' pass through our mind than
' Crawford's early/ or

'

Oldmixon,' or
'

Early York,' or
< Morris White,' or

' Ward's late,' or 'perhaps even
'

Stump the World '
for there is a variety of the delicious fruit to which that repul-

sive title has been given. Do you think that item in the story of Eden would still be

poetical if we read that Satan offered Eve a Rhode-Island greening or a Roxbury

russet? Or how could the poet manage the judgment of Paris if he were obliged to say

that the prize for which the three goddesses were contending was a Pound sweet done

in gold?"
" So far, so good," said Mrs. Trenfield.

" But I doubt if your analytical powers

would be able thus to explain all the instances of the essentially poetic."
"
Call the roll of them, and let us see," said I.

She took a little thought, and then said: "All I can name now are: a bridge,

a bird, a tree, a rainbow, a cloud, a ship (not a steamer, but a vessel under sail), and a

fireplace."
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" You have not mentioned any of the precious stones," said I.

"
I did not mean to," she answered.

u The poetry of the precious stones, in my
opinion, is purely conventional. I am aware that some of them have beauty in a

small way, but it is only in a small way; they are prized, not for their intrinsic

beauty, but for their rarity and costliness, which enables them to serve as guar-
anties of the wealth of their wearers. If to-day you could discover a way to

manufacture real diamonds so cheaply that you could sell a large one for

fifty cents, to-morrow every wealthy woman in the world would discard dia-

monds. Yet the diamond would still have all the beauty that it ever had.

No, I rule out of my poetical category all precious stones. From my earliest

Sunday-school days the jewelry descriptions of heaven were repulsive to me. I admire

and venerate a sea made of water, whether fresh or salt;, but I am not able even to

imagine (or should I say fancy?) a jasper sea. The great granite boulder in Salem,
which is poised on three points of rock, where no human agency could have placed it,

commands my interest and respect, and almost finds a place in my list of essentially

poetic objects ; for it speaks mysteriously of the great icy procession that left it there

ten thousand years ago, and of all the ages that rolled by in the morning twilight of the

world. I would rather have that boulder, thus poised, on my lawn than the Koh-i-

noor in my brooch/*

This was the longest and most earnest speech that Mrs. Trenfield ever had made

in the Arbor, and it was followed by involuntary applause. Then we were silent, and it

was evident that we were waiting for Elacott to comment on her list.

" As for the bridge," he began,
"
that is easy of explanation. Every bridge, what-

ever its material or construction, presents the idea of safety at a place of danger, or of

the apparently impossible rendered possible, and of a union of that which was divided.

The size of the bridge has little to do with its picturesque or poetic quality. The

longest bridge in the world, that over the Drave in Hungary, is perhaps the most

prosaic."

This explanation being received without question, Elacott proceeded :

"I suppose a bird is poetic because of its powers of flight. Barnyard fowls are

birds, but they are among the most prosaic things with which we are familiar. They
do not fly. The sight of an animal which is so different from all others that it can

rise through the invisible air, and soar away beyond our sight, with every movement

noiseless and graceful, must always carry poetic suggestions, especially when we

remember that every human being has at times a longing to do that very thing. The

ancient myth acknowledges this when, instead of leaving Pegasus as a mere horse, how-

ever fleet, it furnishes him with wings. And the more modern poet repeats the acknowl-

edgment in the line :

' Flee as a bird to your mountain.' "

" Not more modern than David," said Miss Kavaline.
"
Correction accepted," said Elacott.

" As I was about to say, if getting up the

mountain side were all, he might have said
i
Flee as a goat/ for goats are wonderful

climbers. But a goat never can be poetic.''
" Have you not made the mistake/' I suggested,

"
of considering only one kind of

poetry? It appears to me that the question whether the goat is poetic depends on the

poet. Thus the line:

' Catch the wild goat by the hair, and hurl their lances in the sun '
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is highly poetic to me. The poet has made the speed and nimbleness of the goat con-
tribute to a line representing intense action."

"
Corrected again, and correction accepted," said Elacott, and then continued," I believe the next thing on the list was a tree. I remember that when I was a little

boy it seemed to me that trees must have consciousness, and I used to feel a pathetic
sympathy for any large, fine tree of considerable age, as I thought it must regret that
it was compelled to spend all its life in one spot and see nothing beyond the immedi-
ate neighborhood, instead of traveling somewhat, like an animal. It always pained
me more to see a tree that had been struck by lightning than a house provided nobody
in the house was hurt. And I recall my horror one Saturday afternoon when some lar-

ger boys built a fire in the hollow of a great chestnut tree that had begun to feel the

effects of age. As soon as they were gone, I carried water a long distance, from our

well, and put out the fire. Yes, there is essential poetry in the idea of a tree in

the strength of its trunk, in the waving of its branches, in the rustle of its leaves, in

its welcome to the birds, in the aspiration of its topmost twigs, in the coolness of its

shade, in its character as a landmark, and in its fidelity to the landscape. I speak of

most trees. The picture of the banyan, in my school geography, hardly pleased me ; I

thought that tree overdid the business. And of course we must except the upas tree,

for no one can consider that poetic."
"
I must correct you there," said Mrs. Trenfield.

" To my mind, the upas is the

most poetic of all trees, because it has the most pathetic history assuming that

my interpretation of it is correct. I conceive that the upas has no deadly powers what-

ever, any more than the oak and the ash and the bonny ivy tree. Alone of all the

trees, it goes into those dreadful spots known as death valleys, as Father Damien

went among the lepers of Molokai. Men and animals who stray into the valley and are

prostrated by the heat or the miasm seek the shade of this one friendly tree, and die

there in spite of all it can do for them. Then because their bones are found clustered

about its foot, the discoverers jump to the conclusion that they were killed by exhal-

ations from the tree. It only needs to start such a story, about a plant or a person,

and away goes honest character and up springs a misleading proverb. Here we have

an English poet wishing to denounce the gin palace, and he can think of nothing

more severe than calling it
'
the upas in Marybone Lane/ There is a worthy moral in

the true history of that tree, and it is not difficult to see its frequent application in

human experience."
" Corrected a third time, and correction accepted," said Elacott.

"
I need say

no more about the poetic uses of trees, except that the memory has just come to me

of a graceful example of the use of three American trees by an American poet. When

three of our oldest and most famous statesmen passed away within a short period,

Buchanan Read wrote :

'

Lo, Carolina mourns her steadfast pine,

Which towered sublimely o'er the Southern realm;

And Ashland hears no more the voice divine

From out the branches of its stately elm;

And Marshfield's giant oak, whose stormy brow

Oft turned t;he ocean tempest from the West,

Lies on the shore he guarded long and now

Our startled eagle knows not where to rest.'
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But as each one of you has made an important correction in my commentary on the

list of Mrs. Trenfield's poetical proteges, I begin to feel that I
w<j>uld

better leave the

remainder of the discourse to some brighter mind."

But by unanimous request he proceeded.
" The rainbow and the cloud need no explanation. Their charms are constant

and evident, and there is no landscape whose interest is not enhanced when the shadow

of a cloud passes across it. Of course we all realize
'
the beauty and mystery of the

ships.' When I was a little boy, and never had seen the ocean, or even one of the

great lakes, my mother, who was born at the seashore, used to tell me that a large vessel

under full sail was the most beautiful sight in the world. I suppose the poetic element
*

in the ship is akin to that of the bridge. Yet I am not certain that a ship is poetic

under all circumstances. Suppose you had been on board the
' Essex ' when she was

fighting her way round Cape Horn against wind and current, when all the ports were

stove and the boats washed away, and three-fourths of the crew were paralyzed with

fear, till old Boatswain Kingsbury brought them to their senses by bawling out:
' Stand by there, and put your best foot forward ! There 's one side of her left yet !

'

Do you think it would have seemed poetical ?
"

"
Why/' said Miss Eavaline,

"
that 's the very poetry of battle. And it is much

better than ordinary battle poetry, because, while we can sympathize with the victors

and admire their strength and skill and courage, there are no vanquished for whom we

must mourn."
"
Corrected once more," said Elacott ,

" And now, even if I had not missed it on

the ship, I should not attempt to explain the poetry of the fireside. I would as soon

think of informing you that grass is green and the sky is blue. The fireplace at least

is the common heritage of poesy."
"
I believe," said Mrs. Trenfield,

ec
that the most prosaic life ever lived has some-

thing in it which to its possessor seems like poetry or romance. And I have often

wondered whether there has not been, in the childhood or youth of each, some one

incident or circumstance which in all the after life remained as the high-water mark

of romance, the most cherished of the
'

pictures that hang on memory's wall.' You
need not smile as I see you are inclined to do. I do not mean falling in love, or any

thing connected with it. That is to be taken as a matter of course. What I refer to

is sometimes an important event, and sometimes a trivial incident
;
and probably its

effect depends less on its own character than on the state of mind in which it is experi-

enced."

We now acknowledged that we knew exactly what she meant, and each confessed

to such a picture in the Hall of Memory.
After a pause, during which we were probably looking at those pictures, I ven-

tured to suggest that we describe them. It immediately appeared that each was quite

willing to have a view of the others', but not so willing to exhibit his own. How-

ever, it was agreed to, after some hesitation; and as Mrs. Trenfield had introduced

the subject, the vote was three to one that she must begin.
" The picture that holds the place of honor in my memory," said she,

"
is so

simple that I can hardly expect you to appreciate it. You must imagine school-days

drawing to a close, if not actually ended. You must imagine two boys and two girls,

all of one age, who had been classmates and constant friends, strolling together, on a
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summer afternoon, when the heat of the day was just over, along the margin of a

beautiful river. They descend the bank to a little flat or intervale, and make their

way to a great plane tree that stands at the edge of the stream. It is so close that the

water has partly undermined it, and it now holds out over the current a little plat-
form composed of interlaced roots that have been laid bare. On this platform the party
seat themselves, and their feet all but touch the sparkling water that gurgles and hur-

ries along beneath them. If they were half a dozen years younger, they would be

likely to pull off their shoes and give their toes a bath. On the opposite shore the high,

wooded bank is deeply cut by a tributary stream, and from a point not far below

comes the ceaseless rumble of a cataract. All appreciate the beauty of the scene, and

the conversation is entirely in subdued tones. One of the girls talks even less than any
of her companions. She is musing and meditating. It seems to her that she is near

the parting of the ways ; that thus far her life has been laid out for her, and only one

path was possible, but presently she must choose her own, and the end is impossible

to foresee. She thinks that if she ever is married it must, of course, be to one of the

two boys beside her, and she innocently wonders which it will be. Then she looks up

through the defile of the little stream, where the sunlight pours across the occasional

openings in the foliage of the western bank, and then she listens to the roar of the

cataract and observes the strong, swift current that is hastening toward its edge, and

it occurs to her that this is an illustration of what she has been told about the dangers

and uncertainties of human life. She wonders whether she or any of her three com-

panions will be swept down the greater stream to disaster, or will pleasantly follow up

the lesser one to its source under the glories of the sunset. And this fancy so takes

possession of her that she turns it over in her
.
mind and elaborates it during the

entire homeward walk. Young as she is, she has had experience enough to know,

when they leave the plane tree, that the scene will never be repeated. One of those

boys went rapidly down the stream of time, and was lost at the cataract. The other

girl went more slowly, but her life also ended in disaster. The other boy, who should

have lived and been a poet, I always think of as having clambered leisurely and pleas-

antly up the little glen, till he arrived all too soon at its head, and from the upland

stepped quietly into the sky. And for the fourth member of the party, she married

one of whom at that time she never had heard, and followed a life path of which she

could not have dreamed; but she never reviews her youth without sitting again on

the roots of the plane tree and listening to the voice of the water."

As I had suggested the recital of these experiences, it was declared that my turn

came next.
'

"I can hardly choose," said I, "between two pictures in my Hall of Memory;

but I think, all things considered, I must give the preference to my interview with

the Angel Gabriel. When I was a small boy, my father sent me on an important

errand, just at the close of a very warm day. The business took me to a distant point

in the outskirts of the city. A little while before I reached it, the sky was overcast by

enormous black clouds, then complete darkness enveloped me, rain began to fall, and

1 found myself in the midst of a sudden thunder-storm. As I knew the way perfectly

well, and the lightning flashes gave my bearings every two or three minutes, I did not

seek shelter, but continued my journey. Presently I heard the sound of a trumpet

somewhere in the darkness before me, and between its blasts a strong human voice
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uttering loud but at first indistinct words. As the unknown thing approached, I

recognized the words, 'Cowards !

' i Heathen !

' ( Doomed city !

'
It had arrived within

two yards of me when a vivid flash of lightning revealed the figure of a man walking

rapidly. He was a little under the medium size, well formed, with a strikingly hand-

some face. His hair was long, and curled at the ends, and he had a full brown beard.

His head was bare, but he was well dressed, wearing a dark frock coat, with trousers

and vest of similar shade, and a rather showy watch-chain. His trumpet was slung

from his shoulder by a green cord with tassels ; but he carried it in his hand, for fre-

quent use. He discovered me at the same time that I saw him, and we both stopped.

The next instant we were enveloped in thick darkness and the trumpet was blown

directly in my ear. Another instant there was another flash, and then Gabriel said,

holding his trumpet as if he would smite me on the shoulder with it,
'

Young man,
do you know where you stand ? Back from the brink, poor child ! and let the whirling

universe pass over!' Then he hurried by me and continued his march toward the

city, and I saw him no more; but for a long time I heard the frequent blasts of his

trumpet growing fainter in the distance. This, as I afterward learned, was a wander-

er who imagined himself the Angel Gabriel. He crossed our country several times,

always traveling on foot, visiting the cities and warning them of impending destruc-

tion. He often preached in the streets and market-places, to crowds brought together

by the sound of his trumpet. Three or four years after my encounter he was killed by a

mob in Venezuela. This scene which I have described to you so imperfectly is perhaps

the most nearly romantic of any in my memory ; and in a life that has been singularly

free from adventure it naturally holds a constant place."
"
My little story," said Miss Rav aline, whose turn came next,

"
belongs, I think,

to an earlier period of life than either of yours. I could not have been more than

six years of age when a new church was in process of erection near my father's house.

I watched with interest the rising walls, the hoisting of the great roof-beams, and the

workmen as they went up and down the ladders and to and fro on the scaffolds. When
the main building was substantially complete, work was begun on the spire. And this,

to me, as day by day it grew toward heaven, was an architectural ro-

mance . It was girt about with a network of narrow scaffolding the swad-

dling-clothes of the baby spire whose outlines were plainly to be seen

through them. I was especially delighted when it was finished to the tip and, late

one afternoon, I saw the gilded vane put in place. All this interested me so intensely

that I thought if I were a man I would surely be a church-builder. When the work-

men were gone that day, I stole out at the gate and went over to the church. Find-

ing that I could mount a few rounds of the first ladder without difficulty, I kept on till

I reached the first scaffold and looked through a circular window into the interior of

the church. This was nearly filled with staging; but at the farther end was an oriel

window of stained glass, through which streamed the rays of the setting sun, gilding
and glorifying the rough poles and beams among which they made their way. The

picture in the window represented (as I now know) the Transfiguration. Though
I was far above the ground, and there were no railings about the stage on which I

stood, I had no sense of bodily fear and no thought of any possible accident. Then I

continued my climbing, in search of new wonders and glories. Stage by stage, rest-

ing a little at each one, I reached the top of the spire, and seated myself on a block,

with my back against the large iron rod that held the vane. The panorama of the city
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and its suburbs was beautifully spread out before me the buildings, the towers, the

little parks, the broad avenues, the minute horses, the reservoir with its great foun-

tain, the moving railway trains, the blue waters of Ontario in the northern back-

ground, and in the west the many-colored sunset display. While I sat there in bliss-

ful enjoyment, a large black bird, such as I never had seen before (I suppose it must
have been a tame crow), alighted on the vane and looked intently at me with its

sparkling eyes. Then for the first time I felt fear. The fact that this was a church,

that I was on a high pinnacle, and that an unfamiliar black thing had appeared before

me, brought vividly to mind a passage of Scripture that I had often heard read.
'

Surely/ I thought,
'
there are all the kingdoms of the world beneath me, and here is

Satan come to tempt me/ A cold perspiration quickly covered my face, but I deter-

mined that I would not yield. I put my arms behind me, inclosing the iron rod

against which I leaned, and clasped my little hands as tightly as possible. The bird

continued to look at me, and made a low, squawky noise, and I thought he winked

at me. I looked straight at him, and said,
(

No, sir ! no, sir ! no, sir ! never !

' Then

he flapped his wings and flew away. I watched him till he passed out of sight, and

then began my descent. I was so full of a feeling of triumph that I had abundant

confidence in myself and went down the ladders as if I had been a mariner or a

monkey. When my mother learned where I had been, she put her arm around me and

talked to me most seriously. When she had finished the lecture, to which I listened

silently, I said,
'

But, mamma, are you not glad that I resisted the devil and he flew

from me?' There you have the most vivid and romantic of the pictures that my
memory has preserved from the days of childhood and youth."

When we reminded Elacott that his turn had come, he was meditatively silent for

a while, and then said :

"
I cannot relate to you any one incident that stands out as the most romantic

or poetical in my early life. The picture that occupies that place in my memory is

made up of three incidents which in fact were separated oy a few years, but which

are always grouped as one story in my mind. A few days ago I tried to put it into

verse (not very successfully, I fear), and if you will accept it instead of a more partic-

ularized prose version, I will try to recite the little poem :

" Three women have I known the earth above-

Three whom I thought superlatively good.

One for her country died, and one for love,

And one for motherhood.

" She who her country served was strong and bright

Almost a martyr's fire, a soldier's tread.

Men seeing her were manlier for the sight,

While women ceased to dread.

" She was the flower of earth whose broken heart

Shed its dear life-drops upon barren ground-

Forgave the blow, smiled and denied the smart,

Died to conceal the wound.

" And she who gave her life for newer life

Thought only of the little one's career-

Hoped he was equal to the coming strife,

And passed without a fear.
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" Three women do I mourn the earth beneath,

Who left the world forever in their debt.

These three I chiefly grudge to thee, O Death,
And never can forget."

Miss Kavaline and her sister lauded the poem heartily. For myself, while I ap-

preciated it, a sense of delicacy perhaps it was over-delicate restrained me from

praising too emphatically the phases of womanly character and experience to which

these, my most admired acquaintances, could lay no claim.

NEMESIS

INTENSIVELY
he toiled betimes,

With soulful pen and brain,

And wove in trim, esthetic lines

His metaphoric strain.

Post-wafted to a magazine,

Chaste volume of his dote,

Back sped this natty, crisp, and clean,

Curt, aggravating note :

"
Thanks, for the opportunity

Of scanning verse so fine,

So beauteous in imagery,

So luminous in line
;

We are compelled to add a word,"-

It was not vague nor dull,

But eloquent in hope deferred,

'T was " unavailable."

Wallace A. Gorham.
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THE excitement over the re-
* "e turn of the California troops

Welcome has steadily grown as the

Home day draws near, and about

the time this issue reaches

its readers the guns will be booming, the red

fire blazing and the bells will

"
Fling the joy from town to town."

Of course, in some ways the reception will

be overdone; for while the California troops

have met every demand made upon them as

brave Americans always do, yet they have

been comparatively removed from the

severest fighting and come home not as vu,

tors with Aguinaldo at their chariot wheels,

but leaving something of a task yet to be

done in the Philippines.

Still we are glad to get them back. The

men who sprang to arms to fight in the war
with Spain were not the sort that stop to

consider the cost of being kept long from

their professions and occupations in civil

life. Many of them had dependent families

and the life of the regular had no charms for

them.

Their places are being filled by men better

fitted by temperament and circumstances to

carry on a long campaign in a far country.

They return to take up their old lives in shop

and field and office, and the State will be the

stronger and more secure for having in her

borders so many veterans of tried courage

and patriotism ready once again to rally to

the colors, should need arise. Hail to the

First California!

The
IN ALL the oratory which

has been offered up in

"Mother" House and Senate, at home

Country and abroad, has any one

man sought farther than

the immediate thought in his own mind;

has any one looked back and seen that the

events of to-day, the " International Cous-

inship,"
" The Brotherhood of United States

and Great Britain " and the " One People,''

are simply the fulfillment of prophecy, which

during the last half-century has been re

ceived with scorn and contumely?
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Great was the sensation when Mr. Lodge
in his Cuban speech said that the Anglo-Sax-
on people were one; and that what England
had been doing for half a century in India,

the United States would in the end have to

do in Cuba and Hawaii.

Fifty years ago Carlyle wrote to Emerson:

. . . And so here looking over the water
let me repeat once more what I believe is

alieady dimly the sentiment of all English-
men cisoceanic and transoceanic; that we
and you are not two countries, and cannot
for the life of us be; but only two parishes
of one country, with' such wholesome parish
hospitalities and dirty temporary parish
feuds as we see; both of which brave par-
ishes Vivant! Vivant! And among the

glories of both be Yankee-doodle-do and the

felling of the Western Forest proudly re-

membered; and for the rest, by way of

parish constable, let each cheerfully take

such George Washington or George Guelph
as it can get and bless Heaven! I am weary
of hearing it said,

" We love the Americans,"
" We wish well," etc., etc. What in God's

name should we do else?

^ THERE is no question that
* nc we needed a Avar, even if it

Lesson of were only a duodecimo one,

the War for we simply did not know
how to take ourselves or

each other, and it was necessary to have at

least one such war to teach us how to fight.

We are not talking of the navy now, for

facts seem to have demonstrated that our

sailors did know how to fight, at any rate

against such an enemy as the Spaniards

proved to be; but such a spectacle of quar-

reling among the officers, as to who should

command this or that, who should have the

credit for the last victory or the discredit of

the one hundred and first act of misjudg-

ment has never before been seen in any

civilized land.

If the Government, at the outset, had

quietly cashiered the representatives of its

commissary department and appointed in

their places twelve good hotel managers

with power to act, and notified them that at

certain places on or about such a date so

many troops would be required to be fed at

a specified cost,, half the bickerings, half the
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criticisms of the Government, and surely

ninety per cent, of the suffering upon the

part of the soldiers could have been saved.

Yes, in war, as in all other kinds of busi-

ness, important departments can safely be

intrusted only to men who " know how,"
and we needed this war to teach us how to

fight another one. It is a pity that we had

to starve so many brave men in order to

teach this lesson, which now seems so ob-

vious, just as it is a pity that we must go

on week after week and month after month

wearing out our soldiers by exposure and

disease, shooting down men poor, mis-

guided creatures! who are laboring under

the impression that they are fighting for

liberty and their country, when all this

could be saved by granting to them only

what our forefathers demanded when they

threw the tea into Boston Harbor. And
it would be much easier for us to do the
"
big brother act " after they had discov-

ered, by actual experience, that they were

incapable of guiding their own destinies.

The Anglo-Saxon race is a race of "
kick-

ers"; but it does seem as if we had had a

surfeit of quarreling, of jealousy, of vitu-

peration, not only throughout the war with

Spain, but even in the peaceful acts of wel-

coming home our soldiers, who certainly did

to the best of their abilities whatever they

were called upon to do.

The example might be quoted of a prom-
inent American university whose athletic

teams failed of victory for years, because

the principle of favoritism was followed in

the choice of athletes to represent her, but

when the day came on which the best men
were chosen, irrespective of all other consid-

erations, victory perched upon her banners

in every contest. Possibly the Spanish War
has taught us this same lesson, and if

(which Heaven forbid!) we should be

plunged into another war (before the lesson

is forgotten) no doubt the posts of responsi-

bility would be filled with the ablest and
most experienced men; and if our enemies

should prove to be soldiers who know how
to fight, we might be sorely in need of such

policy.

One year in five of our entire past history

has been spent in warfare. Let us not de

ceive ourselves therefore, in the belief that

there will be no more of war and bloodshed

in our future, but lay these lessons to heart

in order that, in a more serious time, we
may not make ourselves the laughing-stock

of the nations.

__.. ,
1s Harvard

AT the dinner of the Har-

vard Club of San Francisco,
ifl on August 21st, Professor

Danger ? Alexander Agassiz made the

remarkable statement that

in his judgment the present tendency to

make a great technical school at Harvard

University menaced the life and success of

the whole institution. No man, he said,

could with success be president at the same

time of a college, a university, and a tech-

nical school, and he trusted that the great

services which President Eliot had rendered

to the University might not be rendered

futile by the development of this pernicious

tendency.

SPEAKING of Professor
Harvard s

AgassiZj it is worth while to

Greatest recall the fact that this son

Benefactor of Harvard has contributed

more to her material success

than any other man who has ever lived.

The writer remembers the remark of a well-

known scholar and historian made thirty-

five years ago, when young Agassiz entered

the Harvard College faculty, that " Talent

seldom repeated itself in the second gener-

ation." For once this idea has proved to be

fallacious; for Alexander Agassiz has not

only given his services to his Alma Mater

gratis and such services as have proved

him a worthy successor to his illustrious

father, the most noted scientist of his time-

but he has contributed in money for build-

ings, collections, endowments, and books,

more than seven hundred and fifty thousand

dollars.

IT WOULD seem, from the

Up-to- incidents of the prize-ring

Date in the past three months,

Pugilism that the time has come

when the legislatures of the

various States should take some definite

action governing these disgraceful, danger-

ous, and often fatal, exhibitions. No doubt

as long as man is what he is, the highest ex-

hibition of brute strength namely, that of

the prize-fightwill awaken the intensest

feelings of curiosity, and the average
"
tough

"
will pay any price to see one man

knock another senseless. As a sport, the art
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of boxing stands high; as an exercise, it is

unsurpassed. The greater the pity there-

fore to see it degraded by these unseemly
and brutal exhibitions. Is it not a curious

commentary upon our modern civilization

that Mr. James J. Jeffries, who on one day
of the week would not be considered compe-
tent by a school boy to decide whether the
baseball was pitched over the home-plate or

not, on the same day of the following week
is paid five hundred dollars and his ex-

penses to umpire a professional game of

ball, simply because Mr. James J. Jeffries

happens to have knocked out one Robert
Pitzsimmons in the meantime, and is now
the "

Champion of the World." And the

newspapers of the various cities give up
many of their valuable columns to describe

the ordinary conversations of Mr. Jeffries,

to enumerate the pieces of baggage which
he takes with him to Europe, and to de-

scribe the articles of food which he conde-

scends to eat each day. It is a great thing
to be the biggest toad in the biggest puddle
there is, no matter how muddy or shallow

that puddle may be; but when such an ex-

ample as we have quoted begins to excite an
abnormal interest in the "

sport
" and to set

everybody to fighting everybody else,

(whether he is physically fit to stand punish-
ment or not) it is time for the authorities to

interfere. Prohibition is rarely successful,

even under the most despotic government.

Regulation is usually better, and there is no

question that if laws were passed requiring

the conventional five ounces of weight m
the boxing-gloves to be increased to seven or
nine or even more, while less blood would
be spilled in the fistic arena, and while the
brutal passions of the spectators would be
less often gratified by the sights of a knock-
out, the element of science would count for

vastly more and the decision of the contest
would come to depend, as in so many other

sports, upon the display of the greatest skill.

It is not necessary to a fencing-bout that
one contestant should run the other through
with his foil. The supremacy is far better
determined by the winning of the greater
number of "

points."

It has been said that the wide interest in

football contests is due to this same element
of human nature which craves the sight of

danger, or the exhibition of brutality; but
this is instantly disproved by the fact that

great crowds in America are attracted only
to the football games between great uni-

versities, while in England it is not a rare

sight to see thirty thousand people in at-

tendance at an "Association football game,"
in which the element of danger is practi

cally eliminated and an exhibition of bru-

tality is not possible; and if our boxing cou-

tests were conducted under such rules as

would make death from a blow impossible,
and raise the sport to the plane where it be-

longs, namely, to an exhibition of the art of

scientific self-defense, quite as large crowds
would be attracted, and crowds of a fat*

higher moral and intellectual character.

BOOK REVIEWS

Plant Life.
1

WE HAVE nothing but praise for this ex-

cellent introduction to the study of plants.
The author describes it as an attempt to ex-

hibit the variety and progressive complexity
of the vegetative body; to discuss the more

important functions; to explain the unity
of plan in both the structure and action of

the reproductive organs; and finally to give

i Plant Life. By Charles Reid Barnes, New York:
Henry Holt & Company. 1898.

an outline of the more striking ways in

which plants adapt themselves to the world

about them. It is meant to supplement gen-

uine and regular work in the laboratory.

There are four parts: Part I (The Vegeta-

tive Body) traces the increase in morphologi-

cal differentiation from the unicellular

organism to the seed-plant, and then dis-

cusses the general structure of root, shoot,

stem, and leaves. As regards the terms

primary and secondary, we note that the
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former is used to express the original root

developed from the egg, the latter being ap-

plied to adventitious roots wherever devel-

oped. Part II (Physiology) deals with the

general facts of the physiology of the indi

\idual, namely, maintenance of form, nutri-

tion, growth and movement. Reproduction
is treated separately, under the headings
"
Vegetative

" and "
Sexual," in Part III.

Part IV (Ecology) contains chapters dealing

with forms of vegetation in relation to differ-

ent sets of conditions; Mesophytes, or the

ordinary land plants with which dwellers in

fertile temperate climates are acquainted,

Xerophytes, or plants adapted to dry con-

ditions; Hydrophytes, or those adapted to a

more or less aquatic life. This part also

comprises chapters on symbiosis, the rela-

tions of plants to animals, and the protection

and distribution of spores and seeds. There

are several useful appendices, including

directions for a course of laboratory work,
and for collecting and preserving material,

with lists of apparatus, reagents, and refer-

ence books. An important feature of the

volume is the great number of excellent

figures, with an unusually full explanation
in each case.

The Real Hawaii* 1

LIEUTENANT YOUNG'S book on Hawaii
is an enlargement and revision of " The Bos-

ton at Hawaii," published by him soon after

the close of President Cleveland's second

term. During that administration, permis-
sion had vainly been sought from the Navy
Department to publish the book, since it was
an ardent defense of the acts of Minister

Stevens and Captain Wiltse at the time

Queen Liliuokalani was deposed, and a
violent arraignment of Commissioner and
Minister Blount. Lieutenant Young was
Captain Wiltse's executive officer and was in

command of the force landed from the Bos-

ton and thus prepared to testify from his

own knowledge as to the purpose and effect

of that landing of troops, the subject of such
bitter controversy.

Recently this reviewer had an opportunity
to ask certain prominent and intelligent citi

zens of Honolulu their opinion of this book.

They replied that it was a true account, that

all the white population felt as Lieutenant

Young describes at the time of the revolu-

i The Real H.iwaii. By Lucien Young, U. S. N. New
York : Doubleday & Mculure Company. 18. 9.

tion but that it now seemed to them a very
bitter book. Time had softened the animos-

ities aroused by the ex-Queen's arbitrary

acts and the various factions were at peace

again. Still, they said, the same emergency
again would cause the whites of Hawaii to

act in the same way.
But Lieutenant 'Young certainly is bitter.

His attacks on the morality of the Queen and
all the royal family, yes, and on the Hawaii-

ans generally, are strong to the verge of of-

fense. But in these the author speaks of

things he has seen with his own eyes and
affirms them on the honor of an officer and a

gentleman. This is very different as an esti-

mate of Hawaiian character from that con-

tained in Miss Craft's
" Hawaii Nei," where

a young girl tells of her observations and ex-

periences. Truly the world is good or bad

according to the spectacles through which
we view it.

Two Women in tlie Klondike.?, by Mrs. Mary
E. Hitchcock, is a beautifully bound volume,
and well illustrated by spirited and striking

photographs of people and places connected

with the narrative; but the written matter

between the attractive covers is liable to be

somewhat disappointing to the lover of a

handsome book. Unfortunately for the suc-

cess of Mrs. Hitchcock's literary aspirations,

she has put her experiences in diary form,

and evidently with very little alteration from

the original draft, judged by her careless

and oftentimes ungrammatical composition.
A diary, especially one kept while the writer

is on the wing, is likely to require some radi-

cal editing, and the journal under review

shows a plentiful lack of this. The style

suggests that of a schoolgirl, depending for

its wit upon stock expressions which have

an opposite effect on the reader from that

presumably intended by the author. The

pages are full of petty details which should

have been condensed, or, still better, left out

entirely; undue prominence is given to un-

important points, and the text is rife with

gushing exclamations, all of which render

the book tiresome and lengthen it unneces-

sarily. As an instance, the use of such an

expression as "Thanks be to the Lord!"
called forth by the most trivial circum-

stance, robs the work of dignity and weak-
ens the force of a like ejaculation in more

2 Two Women in the Klondike By Mary E. Hitch-
cock. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1899.
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serious passages. The conversational por-

tions of the book are strained and long-

drawn-out, and owing to poor construction

the reader often finds himself perplexed to

identify the speakers.

Another annoying feature of the work is

the curtailing of proper names, the author

seeming to find it necessary to generally ornit

all but the first letter of names directly bear-

ing on the interest of the subject-matter.

It is hardly probable that all of the persons
thus designated have objected to the publi-

cation of their names in full; but even Miss

Edith Van Buren, who is one of the " Two
Women " who made this remarkable trip,

and who naturally figures largely in the

various situations narrated, is invariably re-

ferred to as " E ." Such apparently un-

reasonable omissions have not only the effect

of prudery on the part of the writer, but

are exceedingly irritating to the reader inter-

ested in the Klondike and the people who
have braved the hardships of the journey
there.

Despite its many glaring imperfections,

however, Tico Women in Hie Klondike cannot

but prove of value to readers who are eager

for accurate information as to the country
described therein, and the ways and means
of reaching it. The journal throughout
bears the stamp of truth and sincerity in all

particulars. Both the book and the perilous

journey that gave rise to it, were big under-

takings and Mrs. Hitchcock evidently at-

tacked the two with an equal fearlessness. It

was a courageous act for these two women,
accustomed to ease and luxury, to embark in

an enterprise so tremendous as this Klondike

expedition; but notwithstanding all the un

avoidable casualties entailed, the prevailing

tone of the narration is not such as to dis-

courage others from following Mrs. Hitch-

cock's example, for with an engaging cheer-

fulness she has made small capital of annoy-
ances and hardships even physical suffer-

ing and turns outward the bright side of

all disagreeable happenings.

MINER BRUCE'S latest book, Alaska} is

brought out in similar dress to
" Two Wo-

men in the Klondike," but its well class?

fled arrangement is a gratifying contrast to

the meandering construction of Mrs. Hitch-

cock's book. Alaska begins with a brief his-

i Alaska. By Miner Bruce. New York: G. P. Pnt-
nam's Sons. 1899.

Cory of the territory, based on the author's

ten years' travel and experience therein, fol-

lowed by chapters on an exhaustive range
of subjects bearing on the topography of the

country, the natives, commercial outputs,
and so on.

Mr. Bruce' s style is direct and uncompro-
mising in the extreme, so much so, in fact,

as to be wanting in literary ease and smooth-

ness. The pithy paragraphs follow each

other with a staccato effect which is apt to

be trying to a nervous reader. Amoag
other slight oddities of expression, it is sur-

prising, in this day when American writers

strive to simplify their orthography as much
as possible, to note that Mr. Bruce affects

the British terminations to words such as
"
honour,"

"
labour," and others of like de-

scription. However, these mild jars to the

sensibilities are offset by the undoubted

merit of the work, for it is hard to open at

any page that does not teem with good, solid,

interesting information. The author has un-

deniably given us a desirable addition to the

increasing literature on the subject of the

wonderful northwestern corner of our coun-

try.

THE Macmillan Company and Cornell

University deserve the appreciation of clas-

sical scholars for their generous presenta-

tion to the public of such work as The Athen-

ian ArcJions of the TJiird and Second Centuries

Before Christ,2 one of the Cornell studies in

Classical Philology by Professor William

Scott Ferguson, A. M. This is a most pro-

found study of technical history and is a

credit to American scholarship. The fact

that it is of no great practical use except to

the historian or student makes it none the

less valuable as a literary work, but the

fact that the returns to the publishers in a

financial sense cannot surely defray more

than a fraction of the expense of production

coupled with the beautiful form and press

work under which it is presented, proves

that we have at last reached an era where

at least one publisher and at least one uni-

versity are willing to eliminate the question

of expense in presenting to the world of let-

ters the fruits of advanced scholarship.

The writer recalls an instance in his own

experience that illustrates this profundity

of classical scholarship, which until the

2 The Athenian Archons of the Third and Second

Cemurles b fore Christ. By William Scott Ferguson,
A M New York : The Macmillan Co. 1899.
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present decade has rarely been found ex-

cept among the scholars of Germany. He
had gone to the University of Leipzig in the

autumn of 1873, to attend some courses of

lectures upon the Roman poets and compar-
ative philology. He was greatly disap

pointed to find that seven lectures of an

extended course upon Plautus had already

been given, but when he presented himself

at the eighth lecture and discovered that the

learned professor had not yet finished his

discussion of the middle name of the poet,

he concluded that his loss was not serious.

The study of Greek is surely a progressive

subject and there are so many things which

would be new to the student of thirty years

ago, that we cannot refrain from the wish

that Professor Ferguson will hasten to give

to the world the results of his ripe scholar-

ship upon that which concerns the heart

and soul of that grandest of languages, and

not its dry bones.

THE first number of the first volume of

The Yacht is before us, and its twenty-nine

reading and illustrated pages are filled with

matter highly interesting to the lover of

aquatics. The editor, Mr. R. R. 1'Homme-

dieu, is a well-known yachting reporter and

a practical yachtsman. We welcome The

Yacht to the field of Pacific Coast journalism.

May she always have good water under her

keel and breeze enough to go to windward.

THE following
"
Reminiscence," elaborat-

ing
"
Cap'n Billy Bones, His Song," is graph-

ic and powerful, and easily entitles the

author to sail Mate with Robert Louis Ste-

venson and do honor to his Captain:

ON BOARD THE DERELICT.

A Reminiscence of Stevenson's
" Treasure

Island."

Fifteen men on the dead man's chest
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!

Drink and the devil had done for the rest

Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!
The mate was fixed by the bos'n's pike,
The bos'n brained with a marlinspike,
And Cookey's throat was marked belike

It had been gripped
By fingers ten;

And there they lay,
All good dead men,

Like break-o'-day in a boozing-ken
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!

Fifteen men of a whole ship's list

Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!

Dead and bedamned and the rest gone
whist!

Yo-ho-ho and^ a bottle of rum!
The skipper lay with his nob in gore,
Where the scullion's axe his cheek had
shore

And the scullion he was stabbed times four.

And there they lay
And the soggy skies

Dripped ceaselessly
In up-staring eyes

At murk sunset and at foul sunrise
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!

Fifteen men of 'em stiff and stark
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!

Ten of the crew had the Murder mark
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!

'T was a cutlass swipe or an ounce of lead,
Or a yawing hole in a battered head
And the scuppers glut with a rotting red.

And there they lay-
Aye, damn my eyes!

Their lookouts clapped
On paradise

Their souls bound just the contra'wise
.

* Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!

Fifteen men of 'em good and true
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!

Every man Jack could ha' sailed with Old
Pew

Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!
There was chest on chest full of Spanish
gold,

With a ton of plate in the middle hold,
And the cabins riot of loot untold.

And they lay there,
That had took the plum,

With sightless glare
And with lips struck dumb,

While we shared all by the rule of thumb
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!

More was seen through the stern-light screen
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum !

Charting* undoubt where a woman had been
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum !

A flimsy shift on a bunker cot,
With a slot of a dirk through the bosom spot,
And the lace stiff-dry in a purplish blot.

Or was she wench
Or some shuddering maid?

She dared the knife
And she took the blade

By God ! she was stuff for a plucky jade
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum !

Fifteen men on the dead man's chest
Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!

Drink and the devil had done for the rest

Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!
We wrapped 'em all in a mains'l tight,
With twice ten turns of a hawser's bight,
And we heaved 'em over and out of sight

With a yo-heave-ho!
And a fare-you-well!

And a sullen plunge
In the sullen swell-

Ten fathom-lengths of the road to hell

Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum!
Young E. Allison.
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OCEAN TRAGEDIES ON THE NORTHWEST COAST

BY JAMES G. McCURDY

EVEK
since man fashioned his first

rude craft and launched forth upon
the deep, old Ocean 'has been taking

a heavy toll from the hardy adventurers
who ply upon his bosom. The North Pa-
cific Ocean, despite its seductive name, has
been no exception to the rule. Upon its

waters every act in . the great drama of

the sea has been presented, from the over-

turning of the fisherman's dory to the

casting away of huge steamships. A
glance at the wreck chnrt will show in a

graphic manner the disasters that have

occurred along the Northwest Coast. The

map is far from complete, but it gives an
idea of how many vessels lie buried in the

marine cemeteries off the coast.

Strange to say, the first two disasters ofCAT *

note happening to ships in these waters

were not caused by the elements, although

they finished the ruin otherwise begun.
In March, 1803, the American ship Bos-

ton arrived at Nootka, a trading-point
on the west side of Vancouver Island. The

ship came via Hull, England, with a cargo
of blankets, razors, beads, mirrors, musk-

ets, rum, and whatever else might tempt
the savage and induce him to part with

his furs. The vessel was in command of

Captain John Slater, and carried a crew

of twenty-six men.

Bartering commenced at once with the

eager Indians, and the best of feelings ap-

peared to exist. Captain Slater presented

Marquinna, the Indian chief, with a fine

shot-gun. Just beiore the Boston sailed,

the chief brought back the gun with one of

the locks broken, and said it was "no

good." The captain was offended at the

.seeming ingratitude of the chief and

called him a liar. The chief understood

enough of English to know the meaning
of the captain's insulting term, and went
ashore in a bad humor. The outcome of

the matter was that the Indians, under the

leadership of the old chief, took the ship

by surprise and killed every one on board

except Jewett the armorer and Thompson
the sailmaker. These two escaped death

at the first onslaught, and proved so use-

\ (
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ful to the savages that they were per-
mitted to live.

The Boston ran ashore and was looted

by the Indians, but before the pillage was

complete the vessel was accidentally set on

fire and burned. After remaining cap-
tives three years, Jewett and Thompson
were rescued by Captain Samuel Hill, of

the brig Lydia of Boston. A considerable

part of the Boston's cargo (which had
been secreted by the chief) was recovered

by Captain Hill and restored to the owners

Chief Nookomis about the price of an ot-

ter skin, which ended in the chief being-

put off the vessel Yather forcibly.
The old chief took terrible revenge.

Next morning the officer on watch allowed
a large number of savages on board, they

appearing eager to trade. Captain
Thorne came on deck, and becoming
alarmed at the insolent manner of the In-

dians, ordered the decks cleared and the

vessel made ready for sea. The savages
had come aboard prepared for war, and as

NORTHERN .PACIFIC STEAMSHIP Co
P"~ ELL, CARLiLL & Co., General A.,;e-i -.

Message Received from Chief Officer Patterson of the Pelican

in Boston. Jewett wrote an extremely in-

teresting account of his adventures among
the savages.
The loss of the Tonquin, John Jacob

Astor's trading-ship, was brought about

by somewhat similar circumstances. This

vessel, commanded by Captain Jonathan

Thorne, arrived at Astoria from New
York in March, 1811. After discharging
a portion of her cargo, the Tonquin sailed

to the North on a trading-trip. The cap-
tain was not cut out for an Indian trader,
and it was due to his hasty temper that a

quarrel with the Indians took place, which
ended in a horrible tragedy. A misunder-

standing arose between the captain and

Captain Thorne gave his command, knives

and war-clubs brandished on every side.

Taken by surprise, the helpless crew fell

victims to the fury of the Indians. Cap-
tain Thorne defended himself with great

valor, but was finally overpowered and
butchered. Four of the men in the rig-

ging succeeded in reaching the cabin,
where they found Mr. Lewis, the ship's

clerk, desperately wounded. They opened
fire through the cabin window, and drove

the redskins from the deck.

During the night the four sailors took

to the longboat, hoping to coast back to

Astoria. Mr. Lewis refused to accompany
them, owing to his injuries, and being de-
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termined upon avenging the death of his
comrades. On the following morning he
invited a large number of prowling
savages aboard and then disappeared. The
savages were busy looting the ship in great
glee, when a tremendous explosion took

place. Mr. Lewis had blown the ship up
with gunpowder, and over one hundred
natives were killed outright, Lewis him-
self perishing.
The four sailors were unable to get out-

side the bay on account of the current,

head wind and carried away her foretop-
mast, whereupon her captain determined
to return to the river. She was leaking
badly and her grain cargo had choked the

pumps, allowing the water to gain at a
tremendous rate. She was brought back
over the bar with great difficulty, Pilot
Flavel of Astoria taking her in. Becom-
ing unmanageable on account of the water
in her hold, she was beached on Clatsop
Spit, the waves making a clean breach
over her. Before long she began to go to

Disabled Steamer Corona Ran on an Alaskan reel

and were captured and tortured to death

by the infuriated savages. The news of

the disaster was carried to Astoria by the

Indian interpreter accompanying the ex-

pedition. Washington Irving, in his de-

lightful book,
"
Astoria," has given a vivid

account of the fate of the Tonquin and
her crew.

The first steamship wreck of import-
ance upon the Northwest Coast took place
in 1852, when the General Warren went
on Clatsop Spit, at the mouth of the Co-

lumbia River. She was en route from
Portland to San Francisco, and passed
out January 28th, in charge of Captain

Thompson. She encountered a strong

pieces, whereupon it was determined to

launch a boat and seek assistance.

Captain Flavel took charge of the boat,
ten men volunteering to go with him. By
the merest chance the boat cleared the

wreck, and reached Astoria. A whaleboat
from the bark George and Martha at once

started for the scene of the disaster, but

upon reaching the spot where the General

Warren had been beached, not a trace re-

mained of the unfortunate vessel. Forty

persons perished in the disaster, none es-

caping save those who had gone in the

boat. General J. G. Wall, now living in

Alameda, is the only living survivor of the

ill-fated steamer.
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Steamship Glenogle After Her Collision with the City oj Kingston Portions of the

Kingston's pilothouse are hanging upon the Glenogle *s bow
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The General Warren was one of a num-
ber of rotten old tubs that had come
around from the East during the gold ex-

citement in California. She should have

been condemned long before she brought
her passengers and crew to such an un-

timely end.

The General Warren disaster was fol-

lowed by the loss of the steamer North-

erner in I860, by which thirty-eight

persons lost their lives. She left San

Francisco, bound north, on January 4th,

others under his care. Mrs. D. C. H.

Rothschild, now residing at Port Town-

send, Wash., is one of the few survivors

of the Northerner wreck still living.

Overloading has sent many a good ves-

sel to the bottom, the loss of the steamer

Brother Jonathan being in a large meas-
ure due to this dangerous practice. This

steamer was a large side-wheel vessel, built

in New York in 1852, and came to

the Pacific Coast shortly after her comple-
tion. She was a money-maker, and so

Steamship Oregon Ashore at Alaska

and the next day ran on a reef near Cape

Mendocino, which caused her to leak in an

alarming manner. She was beached as

soon as possible, but such a tremendous

sea was running that only a
portion^

of

those aboard were able to reach land. The

officers and crew exhibited great heroism,

and many lives were saved by the efforts of

First Officer French, who returned to the

ship for a second boat-loa,d, after success-

fully making one trip to shore. This gal-

lant officer lost his life in the second

attempt, a heroic sacrifice for the sake of

much freight awaited her every trip that

she was sent out overloaded time and

again, in spite of the remonstrances of her

captain, Samuel J. De Wolf. July 28,

1865, she went paddling out of San Fran-

cisco Harbor, no one dreaming that she

would never be seen again. She ran into a

strong head wind and high sea, but fought

her way along until off Crescent City, the

gale increasing and the vessel laboring

heavily in the rough sea. Captain De

Wolf thought it best to make for Cres-

cent City, sixteen miles away. The boat
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was brought about and headed for that

point,, when after making about six miles,

she brought up with a startling crash upon
a sunken reef. As she swung around, her

hull opened, and the foremast went

through the bottom, the yards resting
across the deck. The only salvation was to

take to the boats. Two attempts were fail-

ures, the boats being swamped as they
were launched. The third, however, got
clear of the vessel. This boat carried nine-

teen persons, and miraculously reached

Crescent City in this overloaded condition.

These few were the only survivors out of

efforts have been made to find the resting-

place of the lost vessel in order to recover

the supposed wealth, but so far all at-

tempts have come to naught.
The most terrible marine disaster that

has ever visited the Pacific Coast occurred

in 1875, when the steamship Pacific went
down off Cape Flattery, carrying with her

to death over two hundred and fifty per-
sons. This calamity left such an impres-
sion upon the hearts of the people, that

every detail of that mournful affair re-

mains fresh in their memories to-day. It

is therefore necessary to give but a mere

1
r

Old Bark Canada Ashore at Skaguay Was a total wreck

nearly two hundred aboard the ill-starred

steamer. The passenger-list included

many prominent people, and all met death
with a heroism seldom equaled. The
wife of Brigadier-General Wright had en-

tered the boat which safely reached land,
but finding that her husband would not

follow, she returned to the steamer, and
both met death together.
As the Brother Jonathan had quite a

sum of money aboard to pay off troops in
the Northwest, stories readily found cred-
ence that she was carrying an immense
amount of treasure when wrecked. Many

outline of the disaster, for the benefit of

the younger generation.
The Pacific, rotten to the core, and a

lasting reflection upon the inspectors who
allowed her to continue in service, steamed

laboriously out of Victoria harbor, No-
vember 4, 1875, for San Francisco, her

hold full of freight and her decks black

with passengers. She was under com-
mand of Captain Jefferson D. Howell, an

experienced mariner. She had hardly
reached the open ocean when she ran into

the ship Orpheus. Had she been a stanch

steamer, she would have cut through the
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Orpheus like a knife
; being old and rotten,

her hull opened under the force of the

collision,, and she went down like a stone.
Out of all that gay company that had

left Victoria a few hours before, only two
were rescued, H. F. Jelley and Neil Hen-
ley, who were picked up after floating for

many hours on pieces of wreckage. Cap-
tain Sawyer of the Orpheus has been

severely censured for not standing by the

Pacific to save life, but he stated before the
court of inquiry that he never dreamed
that the Pacific would sustain serious in-

jury by running into his ship. Naturally

thirty men. She ran into rough weather
from the start, and soon her house began
to work loose, letting in the water badly.
The storm increased in violence, and a

mountainous sea was soon running. The
upper works of the unfortunate steamer

began to break up, and the water poured
in to such an extent that the fires were put
out. Several boats were launched and
manned, Captain R. E. Howe and a por-
tion of the crew staying by the vessel. Be-
fore long the Alaskan gave a lurch and
went down, Captain Howe and several
others keeping afloat on bits of wreckage.

Ship Atalanta Photo taken off Cape Flattery 48 hours before the vessel became a total wreck

enough, he thouo-ht his vessel would be the

one to suffer most by the collision. Be-

yond a doubt some one blundered, and, as

a consequence nearly three hundred lives

were sacrificed. To this day the mention
of the steamer Pacific sends a chill to the

heart of every one who has heard the story
of this the greatest disaster that ever hap-
pened to one of the Pacific Coast fleet.

A fine vessel was lost to the Northwest
when the Alaskan foundered off Cape
Blanco in May, 1889. This handsome
side-wheeler left Portland to dry-dock at

San Francisco, and carried a crew of over

Hours afterward they were picked up,
more dead than alive, by the tug Vigi-
lant and made comfortable. One boat,

containing ten men, reached shore, the

rest of the crew finding a watery grave.

.Away back in 1852 the bark Lord

Raglan sailed out of Puget Sound and
was never heard from again, an example
that has been followed with distressing

frequency. In 1894 three of these
"
mys-

terious disappearances
" took place on the

coast, and out of eighty-two persons
aboard these vessels, not one was spared
to tell the sad story of their fate.
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The American ship Ivanhoe, the first

of the trio, left Seattle in the fall, with a

full cargo of coal, for San Francisco. Be-

sides her crew of twenty-one men she car-

ried three passengers, one of whom, Mr.
F. J. Grant, was editor and part owner of

the Seattle Post-Intelligencer. After be-

ing cast off by the tug Tyee at Cape Flat-

tery, she was never seen again. One of

her life buoys was picked up in Barclay
Sound, and her name-board was dis-

covered sticking in the sand at Willipa

Bay. These were the only tidings ever re-

ceived from the missing vessel.

Early in December, 1894, the colliers

Montserrat and Keweenaw left Nanaimo,
B. C., loaded with coal for San Francisco.

The former carried a crew of twenty-six

men, the latter thirty-two. They passed
out of the Strait of Fuca together, the

watchman at Tatoosh Light watching
them as they went steaming

Away to the west,
Away to the west as the sun went down.

That was the last ever seen of them by
mortal eyes. A terrific gale came on, and
it is supposed the colliers foundered, as

they were both overloaded. In February,
1895, the medicine-chest of the Montserrat

was found on one of the Northern islands,
while in May the name-boards of the lost

colliers were found nailed to the walls of

an Indian hut at Queen Charlotte's

Island. These tokens were the only ones

cast up by the sea to give an inkling of the

sad fate of the ill-starred steamers.

Dangerous as overloading is, to run
across the ocean in ballast is nearly as bad.

The vessels are high out of water, and be-

sides being cranky, present a greater sur-

face to the wind. Many a stanch vessel,

running light, has demonstrated the dan-

ger of lack of sufficient ballast, by
"
turn-

ing turtle
" with disastrous results.

In the fall of 1896 the handsome
schooner Aida, a four-master, under com-
mand of Captain Anderson, left Puget
Sound for China, lumber laden. The cap-
tain had his little boy with him, and made
a quick trip across. In December the ves-

sel started back to the Sound, where a

wife and family awaited the captain's

home-coming. To this day never a word
has been received of the Aida or her un-

fortunate crew. It is thought the vessel

ran into a typhoon and capsized, as she

was running light, all on board perishing.
Some have held that a vessel carrying

lumber could not sink, but the fate of the

steamer Pelican has proved the fallacy of

this idea. This steamship sailed out of

Puget Sound in the fall of 1897 for China
with a cargo of railroad-ties. Heavy
weather came on, but no one dreamed that

anything serious could happen to the

stanch steamship. Time went on, and she

did not reach her destination. Months
rolled away and she was posted as

"
miss-

ing," when a message signed by the chief

officer, M. T. Patterson, was found in a

bottle upon the shores of Portage Bay,.

Alaska, on May, 1899.

The message, creased and stained, was
forwarded to Mrs. Patterson at Port

Townsend, and she at once pronounced it

genuine. A photographic copy of the

message, taken by the writer, is given
herewith. The proximity of the vessel to

the Aleutian Islands at the time the mes-

sage was thrown overboard, has led to the

hope that the crew of the Pelican may
have reached shore and are still alive. The
Government has instructed the revenue

cutters now cruising in Alaska waters to

closely examine the islands in that vicin-

ity for traces of the missing crew. It is-

to be sincerely hoped that the search will

.result in the finding of the castaways, alive

and well.

Fogs are one of the greatest dangers
that menace shipping, and in spite of all

diligence, accidents will occur in thick

weather. Collisions, strandings, and mis-

haps innumerable take place, while many
a fine vessel meets her final doom from
this cause alone. One of the latest mis-

haps due to fog was the sinking of the

steamer City of Kingston by the Northern

Pacific steamer Glenogle in Tacoma Har-

bor, in May, 1899. The Glenogle popped
out of the morning mist and cut the sur-

prised Kingston nearly in two. Although
there was a large number of passengers
aboard the Kingston, and her hull sank

almost immediately, not a person wa>*

drowned or even seriously injured. The

Glenogle was cut about the bow, but a day
or two in dock put her in shape again.

It is to be deeply regretted that vessels

are lost through lack of vigilance. In 1886

the fine American ship John Rosenfeld
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was towed upon a reef in the Gulf of Geor-

gia and never floated again. The Blair-
more capsized in San Francisco Bay
while at clock, drowning six of her crew.
The four-masted ship Andelana toppled
over and sank while lying without ballast
in Tacoma Harbor a few months ago, and
her entire crew of nineteen men went
down with her. These disasters, and
many more of a similar nature, could

easily have been avoided had ordinary pre-
cautions been exercised.

The Alaska rush brought many old

up, not a soul surviving to give the de-
tails of her loss.

Thirty-four persons out of sixty lost

their lives by the foundering of the
schooner Jane Gray, off Vancouver Island
in May, 1899. A violent storm sent the
schooner to the bottom, and there not be-

ing enough boats, a large portion of those
aboard perished.
Some of the old reliables came limping

back to the Sound after a too close ac-

quaintance with Alaska reefs the Coro-

na, Topeka, Oregon, Cottage, City, Hum-

German Ship Potrimpos Stranded on North Beach, Wash. Became a total loss

crafts out of the "Bone Yard/' which
after being treated to a coat of paint and
a new name were sent forth upon the

dangerous Northern routes. Even stanch

vessels were continually overloaded with

freight and passengers. It is therefore not
to be wondered at that a number came to

grief.

The worst disaster on the Alaska run
was the loss of the steamer Clara Nevada.
She was bound north from Seattle with

fifty-six persons aboard. When near Shel-

ter Island she either foundered or blew

loldt and Dirigo being among the

number. The old bark Canada, after sur-

viving the storms of years, went ashore at

Skagway and gave up the ghost, for-

tunately all the crew escaping.
In a great many cases of shipwreck

along the coast, the life-saving crews have

rendered valuable aid and have shown

great heroism in the saving of life and

property. The trouble has been that too

few of these great aids . for shipwrecked
mariners have been established on the Pa-

cific Coast. Out of two hundred and
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ninety-nine stations but fourteen are lo-

cated upon the Western Coast.

When the steamer Arago sank in Coos

Bay in October, 189G, the life-savers had
a chance to show their mettle, and nobly

acquitted themselves. The steamer struck

the jetty and in five minutes went down,

leaving her masts sticking above water. It

was very rough, and a portion of those

aboard the unfortunate craft were swept

away and drowned. A number took refuge
in the rigging, and to rescue these the life-

boat put out in a tremendous sea and hap-

pily were able to bring them safely to land.

Thirteen out of thirty-two persons were

drowned, but had not the life-savers put*
forth, the loss would have been much

greater.
The river bars along the coast have

been responsible for the loss of many a

vessel
; Humboldt, Coos Bay, Coquille and

Columbia Kiver bars counting their vic-

tims by the dozens. The latest addition to

the list of bar-wrecked vessels was the

steamer Chilkat. This vessel, while cross-

ing Humboldt bar April 4, 1899, capsized
and sank. Those aboard had but little

chance for their lives, and it was only
after a terrible struggle with the waves
that any reached shore. Eleven lives

were lost in this disaster. The Chilkat

was a top-heavy craft and seemed to be

under a
"
hoodoo," as she was always hav-

ing trouble.

When the British ship Atalanta cast

off from the tugboat Sea Lion at Cape
Flattery, November, 1898, no one dreamed
that within forty-eight hours she would be

a dreary wreck. As she was flying down
the Oregon coast, she ran across a reef

near Alsea Bay, with such force that

her masts went by the board, and she at

once began to go to pieces. Only three out

of the crew of twenty reached shore. The
Atalanta was a trim-looking ship and

when wrecked was bound for Cape Town
with a wheat cargo valued at near one

hundred thousand dollars on board. It is

said the vessel was racing, and was far

out of her course when she met disaster.

If so, the captain paid dearly for his folly,

for he was among those who perished.
Seldom have wrecks received the atten-

tion that fell to the lot of the ships Glen-

morag and Potrimpos, which went ashore

on the beach north of the Columbia River

several years ago. They were compara-

tively uninjured, but positively refused to

be put back into their natural element,
and have proved one of the greatest ac-

tractions along the beach. They have

been bombarded by camera artists and

space writers innumerable, and have been

gazed at by thousands. They are now be-

ing torn to pieces by the junk man, cer-

tainly a lamentable fate for gallant ships.

It would be glorious if man, with his

skill and inventiveness, could devise some

plan that would do away with shipwreck
and loss of life upon the high seas. While
this end will probably never be attained,

it is certain that if the safeguards already
known to navigation were universally em-

ployed, marine disasters would be greatly
decreased in number. Why these precau-
tions are so often neglected is a source of

wonderment to the uninitiated. Rules re-

garding water-tight compartments are

disregarded; vessels that have waxed old

and rotten are allowed to continue in ser-

vice; vessels continually carry more pas-

sengers than the number allotted to them
;

life-rafts and boats are often woefully in-

sufficient; and skippers are accustomed to

plow along in all kinds of weather at full

speed. It is a duty to humanity that those

having these matters in hand should en-

force every regulation looking toward the

safety of those who " Go down to the sea

in ships."



THE GREAT SANITARY WATERWAY OF CHICAGO

BY CHARLES S. RADDIN

THE
character and conditions of the

water supply have much to do with
the building up of a metropolis.

The development of cities is feasible only
in proportion to their ability to secure and
maintain the necessary supply of water.

Hence the phenomenal growth of Chicago
has been conditioned primarily upon the

fact of its proximity to the exhaustless

waters of Lake Michigan. In this respect

Chicago enjoys a unique advantage among
the great cities of the woTld, having at

its doors the blue waters of the lake,

priceless alike for home use and for the

purposes of commerce.

Many of the great engineering achieve-

ments of both ancient and modern times

have been accomplished in the endeavor to

surmount obstacles that blocked the way'
to Neptune's resources. Rome brought
her water thirty-five miles, from the

Sabine Hills by the Agua Claudia, and

sixty-two miles, from the Anio by the
Anio Novus. The hills of Hymettus, Peii-

tilicus, and Fames sent their floods to

Athens by a path cut for a large part of

the distance through the solid rock.

The clear waters of Loch Katrine,,

sparkling among the Scottish Highlands,
have cost the people of Glasgow over ten

millions of dollars; while London, ob-

taining her supply in equal parts from the

Thames and from small streams and

springs, will soon be compelled to expend
an estimated sum of sixty-five millions to

provide for her increasing population.

Paris, depending on the Seine, theJ
Marne, and the Ourcq canal, for her gen-
eral requirements, must look to the ar-

tesian wells and springs for water suited

to domestic purposes. While the melting-
snows of the Alps flow through forty-five

tunnels and by aqueducts over many val-

leys in order to refresh the people of Mar-

The Cantilever Hoist
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seilles, Versailles, ninety-eight miles dis-

tant from her reservoirs, Vienna, sepa-
rated fifty-six miles from the Stygian

Alps, and Constantinople, fifteen miles

from the valley of the Belgrade, have all

expended enormous treasure, and even

sacrificed many lives, in their quest for

pure water.

In our own country it has cost Boston

ten millions of dollars to bring water

twenty miles from Lake Cochituate. New
York City gave thirty millions to lay trib-

ute to the small streams and artificial

lakes forty miles away; and Philadelphia

will be as indissolubly associated with the

Chicago Drainage Canal as with the towns
and cities named for them, by which the

blue waters of the lake will flow in health-

giving streams, on the completion of the

great work.

The first organized efforts to explore the

interior of this Western country were

made by La Salle, in his expedition organ-
ized with the idea of finding the mouth of

the Mississippi River in the Gulf of Cali-

fornia; Jean Nicolet, who, paddling his

canoe from the Georgian Bay through the

Straits of Mackinaw, discovered Lake

Earth and Rock Cut Cable Hoist

contemplates the expenditure of over

twenty millions of dollars to avoid the pol-
luted waters of the Schuylkill River.

Although Chicago has the lake at her

very portals, it has become necessary to

carefully protect the water supply against
the sewage of the city. In the accomplish-
ment of this design, a part of the great

waterway has been constructed, a work
which the first pioneers of the Western

country foresaw would some day be un-

dertaken. The names of Joliet, the soldier

and pioneer ;
La Salle, the chevalier ;

Hen-

nepin and Marquette, the zealous priests.

Michigan; and Joliet, sent out by Talon

and Frontenac. The results of these ex-

peditions were the discovery of the Mis-

sissippi, the Illinois, and the Desplaines

rivers, and the site of the future city of

Chicago. Joliet, however, is rightfully

styled the Columbus of this portion of the

Western world. His companion, Mar-

quette, writes in his journal, December

14, 1674: "
Being cabined near the port-

age, two leagues up the river, we resolved

to winter there." Marquette called the

Chicago River Portage River, and the

portage where he camped was at the spot
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now known as Summit, situated on the

line of the canal. In memory of this land-

ing of Marquette the Chicago & Alton

Railroad has erected a monument at Sum-

mit, a fitting memorial for the bold pi-

oneer priest, composed as it is of stones

huge glacial bowlders hewn by the hand
of the Almighty and brought thither by
the great Ice King, whose Titanic foot-

prints are still visible in the adjacent rock.

A Section of the Retaining-wall
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Joliet's voice was the voice of one cry-

ing in the wilderness with the first sug-
gestion of a restored waterway from the
Great Lakes to the Mississippi Eiver.
Father Dablon, in a letter dated August
1, 1674, reports what Joliet had said:

We can quite easily go to Florida in boats
and by a very good navigation. There would
be but one canal to make, by cutting only
one half a league of prairie, to pass from
the Lake of the Illinois into St. Louis River.
The route to be taken is this: The bark
should be built on Lake Erie which is near
Lake Ontario; it would pass easily from
Lake Erie to Lake Huron, from which it

would enter the Lake of the Illinois. At the
extremity of this lake would be the cut
or canal, of which I have spoken, to have a

passage to St. Louis River, which empties
into the Mississippi River.

With the building up of the country
and the coming of prosperity, many, dur-

ing the early part of the present century,
saw the importance of such a waterway.
On April 6, 1808, Albert Gallatin, Secre-

tary of the Treasury, emphasized, in his

report to the Senate on roads and canals,
the importance of such a channel. Mr.
Gallatin placed the estimated cost of such
a canal at $16,600,000, and recommended
the Government to undertake its con-

struction, defraying the expenses by the
sale of a part of the Government lands.

In 1816, the St. Louis Enquirer said of

this canal:

They will see in it the gate which is to

open the northern seas into the Valley of
the Mississippi and which is to connect New
York and New Orleans by a water-line which
the combined navies of the world cannot
cut off.

And again, C. F. Hoffman, editor of

the Knickerbocker Magazine, wrote under
date of January 10, 1834 :

This canal is the only remaining link want-
ing to complete the most stupendous chain
of inland communication in the world.

Nothing practical materialized from ail

the talk in and out of the Senate, until,

by a treaty with the Indians, a strip of

land was acquired twenty miles wide and

extending through the Desplaines and Il-

linois valleys from Chicago to Ottawa.

This territory embraced 9,911,411 acres,

and included the present site of Chicago.
For this, the Indians received

" a con-

siderable quantity of merchandise."

VOL. xxxiv 20

On March 30, 1822, the Government
authorized the state of Illinois to open a
canal through the public lands, but appro-
priated no money for the purpose. It was
under a modified form of this law that
the Illinois and Michigan Canal was
finally completed, the expenses being pro-
vided for by converting the school lands
into a fund and using the tolls from the
canal for the support of the schools. Dur-
ing these years Chicago had been going
forward with rapid strides, and as the

population increased, the pure water of the
lake became more and more contaminated

by the sewage that was poured into the
river. So vital did the question of the

disposition of the sewage become that the
matter was finally taken up by the Citi-

zens' Association, which accomplished
much in quickening public sentiment.
This agitation finally crystallized into a

bill passed by the Legislature on April 11,

1889, creating the Chicago Sanitary Dis-

trict, and the channel, talked of two hun-
dred years before by the far-seeing French-

man, was now to become a reality. The
first contracts for excavation were
awarded July 13, -1892. On the 3d of

September in the same year the formal
ceremonies were held to inaugurate the

work, and the first shovelful of earth was
lifted from the rocky divide from which
the country slopes southward sixteen hun-
dred miles to the Gulf of Mexico and

eighteen hundred miles northeasterly to

the Gulf of the St. Lawrence.

The mission of the sanitary district, as

set forth on this occasion,

Is on the one hand to lead the blue waters
in cleansing rivers through the city and to

gather them in the main outlet in volumes
beyond offense to any citizen; on the other

hand, a stretch of two hundred and ninety -

four miles to the Mississippi for commerce.
. . . To-day we cut the Chicago Divide

for an urgent sanitary need, and we set the

gauge which shall govern the waterway of

a continent.

Before entering upon a description of

the great channel, a word concerning the

geological features of the country, through
which it passes may be of interest.

The Chicago Eiver, with its two odorif-

erous branches, is the remnant of a

great outlet from the lake to the westward,
which once discharged into the Missis-
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sippi Kiver. As the lakes receded, a ridge
of limestone nearly parallel with the west-

ern shore of Lake Michigan, and at a dis-

tance of from twelve to fifteen miles from

it, rose above the surface, creating the

watershed which separates the basins of

the St. Lawrence and the Mississippi.
This Niagara limestone is the rock under-

lying the entire section of the country.

Upon it rests the blue clay, having
an average thickness of one hundred feet,

while on top is a layer of vegetable
mold. At one time, the lake extended

to the limestone divide, but as it re-

ceded, shore-lines of sand and gravel
some over thirty miles in length were

formed across the basin. Ponds and lakes

occurred between these ridges, supporting
a luxuriant vegetation, which in decaying
formed the mold.

Like the Baltic in Europe, the Great

Lakes were once an arm of the sea, and
certain salt-water plants, like the saltwert

and the beach pea and plum, found along
the shores, together with the salt-water

limnea, still obtained from the lake bed,
bear witness to an earlier saline flora and
fauna. The great convulsions of nature,

during the formative stages, left Lake

Michigan in a depression of its own, al-

though its surface was at that time much
higher than now. This is shown by shells

and tree-trunks found in the sand and

clay at much higher levels than are now
reached by the lake. Some of the trunks

are forms unknown to this vicinity, and
are found massed together like driftwood
on the shore.

The ice-caps or glaciers which many
thousands of years ago covered the north-

ern part of the hemisphere, had a thick-

ness of from one-half a mile to a mile,
and fitted the depressions in the valleys of

the lake. They came bringing coarse

stones of various sizes, some weighing
one hundred tons, plowing deep furrows
in the surface of the bedrock and grind-

ing it into sand, coarse and fine, which
with the bowlders is strewn promiscuously
along its path. In this way also was built

up the barrier at Summit upon which

Marquette landed. After the ice-sheet

had withdrawn, the waters settled into

their individual basins, but soon burst a

passage through the St. Lawrence to the

Atlantic. Similarly, the barrier west of

Lake Michigan gave way and a crevasse

was opened in the limestone rock to a

depth of two hundred feet, which for ages

gave egress to the waters of the lake by
way of the Mississippi Eiver into the Gulf
of Mexico. This rushing flood hewed out

of the rock a passage from one to two
miles in width for a distance of over

twenty miles, which, beginning at Sum-
mit, eleven miles west of the lake, ends at

Lockport, twenty miles farther to the

south and west. And now comes man, at

the close of the nineteenth century, and
with his iron rod, like Moses, s'trikes the

rock, and the waters gush forth flowing

again through their ancient outlet. When
once the flood is loosed, it will flow on

forever, a more lasting monument to the

skill and industry of mankind than his

proudest temples or greatest triumphs in

brick and stone. These will have crumbled
into dust or hidden themselves in sinuous

lines beneath the sod, like the earthworks

of the past, but the blue waters of the

lake, rejoicin
" in their old highway re-

gained, will forever sweep on, digging

deeper and deeper into the bosom of

Mother Earth.

The -river 'flowing through the Des-

plaines Valley presented the first problem
to be solved, and the engineers of the san-

itary district found it necessary to con-

struct about thirteen miles of new river

channel and nineteen miles of levee in or-

der to divorce the waters of the Desplaines
watershed from the canal. This was ac-

complished by the outlay of about $1,100,-
000. This Eiver Diversion Channel, as it

is called, is two hundred feet wide at the

bottom and is provided at its head with,

a safety-valve in the form of a spill-way,
which consists of a concrete dam capped
with cut stone and with wings faced with

masonry. It is three hundred and ninety-
seven feet long.
The prism of the canal is larger than

any previously constructed. The chan-
nel extends from a juncture with the Chi-

cago Eiver, twenty-eight miles to a point
near Lockport, where it is discharged
through controlling works constructed

Hx> regulate the flow. The width of the

rock-cut is one hundred and sixty feet at

the bottom and one hundred and sixty-two
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feet at the surface, while in earth-cuttings
the bottom width is two hundred and two
feet and three hundred feet at the flow-

line. The depth of the channel is from

thirty to thirty-five feet. The require-
ments set forth by the Legislature stipu-
late that the capacity shall be sufficient to

pass ten thousand cubic feet of water per
second at all times ; the rate of dilution to

be maintained on the basis of twenty thou-

sand cubic feet per minute for each hun-
dred thousand of population. To exca-

vate the main and diversion channel

12,330,594 cubic yards of rock and 27,-

642,168 cubic yards of earth were re-

moved, which form high spoil-banks on
either side, giving quite a mountainous

aspect to the scenery. The rock, when
broken up, expands about eighty per cent.,

and if the whole volume of rock and earth

excavated were deposited in forty feet of

water in Lake Michigan, it would make
an island one mile square, with its surface

eight feet above the water-line. Part of

the rock has been utilized in "building up
the retaining walls, and large quantities
are being used for crushed stone and con-

struction. The dip of the channel is one

and three eighths inches per mile in the

earth-cut and two and three quarters in

the rock, which provides for a current of

three miles per hour.

At the present time, the channel is

practically completed, with the exception
of work now being done at the terminus
at Joliet. As yet, no steps have been

taken by the Government toward assum-

ing control of the canal, but it is supposed
that such an undertaking, costing as it

will, twenty-nine millions of dollars, and

, offering such an opportunity to naviga-

tion, will not be overlooked by the author-

ities at Washington.
The cutting of the canal has developed

many new mechanical devices and brought
out improvements on the old ones.

Among these is the channeling machine

by which the sides of the rock-cut are chis-

eled out smooth in advance of the blasting.
These giant planers work by steam upon
a track laid along the margin of the chan-

nel. The machine is provided with a long,

heavy chisel, shaped at the end like the let-

ter Z, and cuts a groove in the limestone

about three inches wide, and as deep as

needed. This method gives a smooth wall

and prevents injury that would result

from blasting. After the walls have been
cut down in this manner, holes are bored
across the channel to the same depth, by
steam or compressed-air drills and after

being charged with dynamite, are fired by
electricity. These explosions are on a

grand scale, fragments of the rock often

being thrown to a distance of a half-mile

or more, making it exceedingly interesting
to the spectator. The debris is handled

by the cantilever anl cable hoists, which
are constructed on a mammoth scale. The
former is essentially a bridge spanning
the channel, with cantilever arms project-

ing far enough beyond the edges to over-

hang the spoil-banks. It is six hundred
and forty feet from end to end, and is

moved along on tracks parallel with the

channel. The hoist is capable of handling
five hundred cubic yards per hour.

Other methods used consist of specially
constructed cars, which after being loaded

by monster steam-shovels, are hauled by
cables to the surface, where they are auto-

matically dumped. On some sections the

material is taken from the steam-shovel

by a pneumatic dumping apparatus oper-
ated from the locomotive, after the man-
ner of air-brakes. Hydraulic dredges are

employed along the earth-cuts, each hav-

ing a capacity of twenty-five hundred
cubic yards in ten hours.

The expense of the work on the canal

is provided for by special legislation au-

thorizing a tax of one half of one per cent,

on property within the limits of the dis-

trict. The assessed valuation of this prop-

erty is two hundred and fifty millions.

Bonds may also be issued by the trustees to

the extent of five per cent, of the value of

the taxable property, provided that such

issue shall not exceed the sum of fifteen

millions of dollars. The district has

already sold twelve millions of bonds, run-

ning from one to twenty years. One twen-

tieth of the issue must be paid off each

year, and up to the present time this has

been done.

There is much of scientific interest to be

encountered along the line of the canal.

Napoleon encouraged his army in Egypt
by the statement that forty centuries

looked down upon them from the pyra-
mids ; but as the savant wanders over the

limestone laid bare in the process of con-
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structing the canal he can truly say that

not forty, but four hundred, nay possibly
four thousand centuries, look up at him
from the stony eyes of the fossil rock-

dwellers. There dwelt in this peaceful val-

ley over two hundred and fifty forms of

animal life until some Perseus, holding up
the Medusa head, turned them all to stone.

These fossil forms are found in the Niag-
ara limestone, which is the characteristic

stone of the district. Of this number
there are sixty different kinds of Crinoids,
animals belonging to the same general
class as the starfish. It is of interest to

note that some of the species of Crinoids

found along the canal have not been seen

elsewhere, except in England and Sweden.

Trilobites, allied to shrimps, and animals

weighted down with such names as Ortho-

ceras and Cyrtaceras, forms of the mollusk

allied to the nautilus, make up the com-

plement of this archaic community in

whose eyes a thousand years are but as

yesterday when it is past, and as a watch
in the night.
Much of the clay and glacial drift is of

a very dark color, giving to the banks at

certain points the general color of slate.

This can be explained by the fact that

when the glacier that transported and de-

posited the drift was cutting its path, like

an immense plow, through the dark shales

in the bed of Lake Michigan, large quan-
tities of the material were carried along
and subsequently mixed with the clay and

drift, giving them the dark appearance.
This feature disappears further down the

canal, after the glacier had washed its

hands and taken a fresh start.

The rock first comes to the surface at

Willow Springs, where some excellent

specimens of glacial scorings may be seen.

These grooves, cut in the limestone by the

passage of the glacier, have a general di-

rection toward the southwest. That the

glacier follows this, rather than the oppo-
site direction, is shown by the depressions
that have been polished and scored on the

northeast side, while those on the south-

west portion remain rough. This is but

natural, as the icy Juggernaut, forcing
his way across the country, would follow

the irregularities of the surface, leaving
the imprint of his chariot wheels for stu-

dents to trace thousands of years after-

wards, wondering at the magnitude of

the vehicle, picturing its majestic tread,
and admiring the noble ruins of the past
that may be seen on either side of the

roadway of the great Ice King.
Several forms of live mollusks are found

at Willow Springs that are otherwise un-

known to the reerion outside of Lake

Michigan. About a mile and a half from
this place, the second of the beaches, or

old shore-lines, crosses the country, and
here recently about fifteen species of ma-
rine or salt-water shells were taken from

alleged undisturbed strata, They belong
to the same species that are found at the

present time in the Gulf of Mexico and

along the Florida Coast. It is still an

unsettled question whether the shells were

brought hither by the aborigines for food

or ornaments, or as a medium of exchange,
or whether at the time of the formation of

the beach the waters from the Gulf of

Mexico extended inland to this point.
The rapidly disintegrating rock of the

spoil-banks, makes the collecting of fossils

an easy matter. Hence the locality is a

favorite resort for students from the

neighboring universities, and it is a com-
mon spectacle to observe a youthful geol-

ogist staggering over the debris, bearing,

Atlas-like, upon his shoulders at least a

large section of the earth.

At several points near Komeo, the ca-

ving in of the walls has been occasioned

by chimneys, so-called. Cracks in the

limestone allow the water to percolate
with the result that the stone is gradually
dissolved, and when the wall section of the

canal strikes one of these spots a cave-in

is the consequence. It is an item of some
interest that at several places along the

canal, where certain sections have no con-

nections as yet with the balance of the

channel, fish have been noticed in the

waters that have been collected from rain-

falls or by percolation through tixe walls.

Where these fish come from is another of

the unsolved problems of the region.
The immense spoil-banks afford an ex-

cellent lesson in the evolution of verdure-

clad hills. The huge piles of rock are

rapidly disintegrating, making a soil that

is already supporting various forms of

vegetable life in many places. In the

course of a comparatively few years these
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artificial accumulations of limestone will as enduring as the Grand Canon of the

be converted into green hills, shaded by Colorado. But the human sculptors have
natural growths of trees, yielding beauty wrought for the material welfare of man-
to the great waterway, which some day, kind, and, like Pygmalion, they will live

when the Government has assumed control to see the rock that they have carved vivi-

of the Nicaragua Canal, will bring the fied, and throbbing in unison with the

commerce from Asiatic waters to the gates living waters that will flow on freighted
of the city by the lake. Chicago has sculp- with health and prosperity to the millions

tured upon the face of nature a monument now living and that are to come.

A VISION OF WRECKS

\ CRAFT with silvery sails spread to the wind,

"4
*" All shipshape, bold, self-confident, robust,

Launched on a summer sea with omens kind,

Coupled with sturdy trust
;

Then billows dashing, lashing stem and stern
;

No longer hope of gladsome home-return:

A battered, shattered hulk, all tempest-spent

In valorous battle with the element,

A splintered spar, some rigging on the shore, -

And nothing more.

A soul, not eager for unseemly strife,

But duly probed and well-conditioned found,

Full sail in that vast ocean we call life,

On halcyon voyage bound
;

Anon a racking, cracking tragedy :

A human craft sunk in the mad mid-sea,

And darkness on the dismal deeps that wail

Unceasingly beneath a deadly gale;

Then listless murmurs on the wreck-strewn shore,

And nothing more.

Gene Bouck.



PHILIPPINE ANNEXATION JUSTIFIED BY OUR
HISTORY, CONSTITUTION, AND LAWS

BY IRVING M. SCOTT

TO
DETERMINE the genius and

scope of the American Republic,
let reference be had to the Declar-

ation of Independence, the Constitution,

the practices of the Government from its

founding down, the expressed views of

leading statesmen, and the records of his-

tory.
The Declaration of Independence sets

forth:

That all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain

inalienable rights; that among these are

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
That to secure these rights governments are

instituted among men, deriving their just

powers from the consent of the governed;
that whenever any form of government be-

comes destructive of these ends, it is the

right of the people to alter or to abolish it,

and to institute a new government, laying
its foundation on such principles and organ
izing its powers in such form as to them
shall seem most likely to effect their safety
and happiness.

Notwithstanding these solemn declar-

ations, the Indians of the United States,
from the founding of the Republic, were,
and have been, excluded from participa-
tion in the affairs of government, have

been governed without their consent,

governed on the principle that
"
Migh t

makes right."
The negroes of the United States for

three fourths of a century had of their

own will no voice in the affairs of Govern-

ment, but were held in bondage by several

of the States of the Union, under the

sanction of the Constitution of the Unitod
States. Thus Article IV, Section 3, pro-
vides :

No person held to service or labor in one
State under the laws thereof, escaping into

another, shall in consequence of any law or
regulation therein be discharged from such
service or labor, but shall be delivered up on
claim of the party to whom such service or
labor may be due.

When at length negro slavery in the
Union was abolished, it was done, not in

consideration of the
"
rights of man,*' but

as a war measure of necessity, as is evi-

denced by the following extract from a

letter of President Lincoln to Mr. Hor-

ace Greely:

My paramount object is to save the Union,
and not either to save or destroy slavery.
If I could save the Union without freeing

any slave, 1 would do it; if I could do it by
freeing all the slaves, I would do it; and if

I could do it by freeing some and leaving
others alone, I would also do that. What I

do about slavery and the colored race, I do
because I believe it helps to save this Union;
and what I forbear, I forbear because I do
not believe it would help save the Union.

The inhabitants of the District of

Columbia and those of the Territories of

the United States are not self-governing,
but are governed by Congress. Thus the

Constitution, Article I, sections 8-17, pro-
vides that Congress shall have power
To exercise exclusive legislation in all

cases whatsoever over such district (not ex-

ceeding ten miles square) as may by cession
of particular States, and the acceptance of

Congress, become the seat of government of

the United States.

Article IV, Sections 3 2, also provides
that-

Congress shall have power to dispose of

and make all needful rules and regulations
respecting the territory or other property be-

longing to the United States; and nothing in

this Constitution shall be so construed as to

prejudice any claims of the United States
or of any particular State.

It is obvious from the foregoing that

the founders of the American Republic,
the framers of the Constitution, found it

an insoluble problem to put fully in prac-
tice their ideal as by them declared; that

all men are created equal, and have the

inherent right of self-government, or gov-
ernment conditional upon the consent of

the governed. They conferred upon Con-

gress the power of governing the inhab-

itants of the District of Columbia and
those of the Territories; otherwise, tLe

government of the District and that of

the Territories would have been respect-

ively an imperium in imperio. They ex-

cluded the Indians, the natives of the
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country, from participation in the aJiairs

of government; tolerated involuntary
servitude in the several States; recognized
the negro as a species of property, and in

case of his escaping, aided in restoring
him to his ^ner.

However widely at variance may have
been the theory and practice of the found-
ers of the Eepublic, doubtless in training
the Constitution, they approximated as

closely as practicable to their ideal of the

"rights of man." They were wise and

prudent. They recognized the trutii of

the saying of Edmund Burke, that "All

government, indeed every human benefit

and enjoyment, every virtue, and every
prudent act, is founded on compromise
and barter. We balance inconveniences;
we give and take; we remit some rights
that we may enjoy others, and we choose
rather to be happy citizens than subtle

disputants." An attempt to abolish slavery
at the time of founding the Eepublic
would doubtless have defeated the estab-

lishing of the Constitution.

The Indians were wholly unfitted to

participate in civil government; yet for

their own good, as well as for that of the

white man, it was indispensable that they
should be made subject to law and order.

So far, then, it is seen that the genius
of the Eepublic, as founded, consisted not
in Utopian speculation, not in senti-

mentality, as some of our hyper-human-
itarian orators would have us believe,
but in far-reaching, good, sound common
sense, the noblest form of thought. The
Constitution framed by the founders of

the Eepublic may not be faultless, but it

is the crowning work in civil government,
as is well attested. Thus de Tocqueville,

commenting on the American model of a

republic, says:
This Constitution, which may at first be

confounded with the federal Constitutions
which have preceded it, rests in truth upon
a wholly novel theory which may l>e consid
ered as a great discovery in modern polit-
ical science.

Lord Brougham says :

It is the greatest refinement in social pol-

icy to which any state of circumstances has
ever given rise, or to which any age has ever
given birth.

Alexander H. Stevens says, with re-

spect to the nation organized under the

Constitution :

It is a nation of States, or what is the
same thing, a nation of nations; a nation
of the highest and grandest type ever before
known among men.

The genius of the Eepublic, as mani-
fested in the Constitution, confers upon
the individual the fullest liberty compati-
ble with the maxim,

" So use your own
as not to injure another."

The area of the United States, inclusive

of the Territories, at the adoption of the

Constitution, was 809,378 square miles.

To this, at various times, there have been
added the following tracts, acquired from

foreign powers, viz. :

In 1798, Mississippi tract...
In 1803, Louisiana tract....
In 1821, Florida tract
In 1845, Texas tract
In 1848, California, Utah,

Nevada, Arizona, and
New Mexico tracts

In 1853, Gadsen Purchase. .

In 1867, Alaska tract

99,060 sq. mis.

1,235,450 sq. mis.

58,680 sq. mis.

265,780 sq. nils.

589,630 sq. nils.

45,535 sq. mis.

531,410 sq. nils.

Total by Acquisition 2,825,545 sq. mis.

These added to the original area make
3,634,923 square miles.

The United States has obtained from

foreign powers 2,825,545 square miles,

regardless of the wishes and consent of

original inhabitants thereof. And equally

regardless of the wishes and consent of

the Indians, was the United States in

wrenching its primal possession of 809,-
378 square miles the Eed Man's hunt-

ing grounds from Great Britain. The
wishes and consent of the Indians, in all

these examples of expansion, have been
but a cipher.

This showing clearly illustrates what
has been the practice, the policy, pursued
by the United States acting under the

Constitution from 1798 to 1898, a period
of one hundred years.

This policy of acquiring foreign terri-

tory has from first to last been sanctioned

by our ablest statesmen and by the people ;

and the United States by pursuing this

policy has immensely increased its wealth

and power and grandeur, and greatly ben-

efited the people.

Though the policy has been thus sanc-

tioned, and its results thus magnificent,
some among us maintain that the acqui-
sition of the Philippine group and other

islands by the United States is unconsti-

tutional.
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Now, if the acquisition of the Philip-

pine and other islands is unconstitutional,

then certainly was the acquisition of each

and every tract of territory by the United

States, from the Louisiana tract to that

of Alaska, unconstitutional.

But had such acquisitions been uncon-

stitutional, without doubt they would

have been so determined long ago, and

the Constitution would have been amended
so as to meet the requirements. Indeed,
if it be unconstitutional for the United

States to acquire the Philippines and
other islands, why do not those so holding
take legal measures to rectify the wrong
instead of incessantly crying :

"
Unconsti-

tutional !

" "
Imperialism !

" "
Militar-

ism?"
It is reported that Thomas Jefferson

said that the acquisition of foreign terri-

tory by the United States
" would make

waste paper of the Constitution/' But in

1803 President Jefferson found the Con-

stitution no bar to the purchase from
France of the Louisiana tract of 1,235,-
450 square miles, and asked Congress for

$15,000,000 with which to secure it, and

Congress readily granted the sum asked

for, and the purchase was effected. Pres-

ident Monroe, a distinguished statesman
and sound constitutional lawyer, having
for advisers Mr. Jefferson and Mr. Madi-

son, found the Constitution no bar to the

acquisition from Spain of Florida in

1821, a tract embracing an area of 58,680

square miles. So with respect to each and

every tract of foreign territory acquired
by the United States, our ablest states-

men have found the Constitution no bar.

Further, Thomas Jefferson said:

Do we wish to acquire any one or more of
Spanish provinces? I candidly confess that
I have ever looked on Cuba as the most in-

teresting addition which ever could be made
to our system of States.

John Quincy Adams, one of America's

greatest statesmen, looked forward to the
time when Cuba would be acquired by
the United States, saying:
The North American Union cannot cast

her [Cuba] off from its bosom.

The United States, as the records show,
has sought to acquire Cuba from Spain.
From a commercial and strategic con-

sideration, the Philippine Islands are now

deemed by those conversant with the sub-

ject, fully as necessary to the United
States as is or ever was Cuba.

The Constitution, Article I, Sections

8 1, reads:

Congress shall have power to provide for

the common defense and general welfare of

the United States.

There seems to be no doubt that a fair

construction of this provision fully em-

powers Congress to acquire foreign terri-

tory, whether it be situated on this conti-

nent or on another, or whether it be an
island or islands, near or remote, when-

ever Congress shall deem such territory
as subserving "the defense and general
welfare of the United States.'' Chan-
cellor Kent, expounding the Constitution,

says :

A grant of general power for great and
national objects ought to be liberally con-

sirued to be made adequate to all future ex-

igencies within the scope of the power.

Further on he says:

There does not appear to be any just

ground for construing the power strictly and
within straight and narrow limits.

It would be slandering the founders of

the Republic to say that they intention-

ally or recklessly put forth a Constitution

restricting Congress from doing any act

not in conflict with vested rights of

others that would be for
"
the defense

and general welfare of the United
States." They did no such thing. Fur-

ther, the Constitution, Article I, Sections'

8 11, 12, 13, confers upon Congress
power

" To declare war, grant letters of

marque and reprisal, and make rules con-

cerning captures on land and water; to

raise and support armies; to provide and
maintain a navy." Now, it is the height
of absurdity to assume, in view of these

provisions, that it would be unconstitu-

tional for the United States, in case of

being victorious in war, to enjoy the fruits

of its victory, whether consisting of an

indemnity in money or in territory, Con-

gress deeming such territory conducive
to the defense and general welfare of the

country. The Constitution presents no
bar against our owning, holding, and en-

joying, anywhere upon the face of the
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globe, lands and other property recog-
nized as legitimate property by the laws

of nations; that is, the Constitution, the

fundamental law of the land, nowhere
forbids the United States from acquiring

territory in any part of the world. And it

is a maxim on which the Constitution

rests that "the law permits everything it

does not forbid." The Constitution en-

joys other powers than those specifically

delegated to it by the several states. It,

in fact, emanated from the whole peo-

ple of the United States, and not from
the States, as sovereigns. Thus in its

front it declares :

"
We, the people of

the United States, ... do ordain

and establish this Constitution. Fur-
ther on (Article VI, Section 2) it

reads :

" This Constitution

shall be the supreme law of the land/'

In fact the Constitution, instead of hav-

ing derived its powers in any manner
from the several States as sovereigns, was
established by the people, for the very

purpose, among others, of imposing cer-

tain salutary restraints on State sover-

eignty. But from whatever source de-

rived, the Constitution does not essay to

limit or abrogate the inherent rights of

the people, either in their individual or

social capacity, among which may be men-
tioned the rights of self-protection, of

self-defense. Had the Constitution in its

grant of powers to Congress, failed to

specify that of "providing for the com-
mon defense and general welfare of the

United States," it would, in my humble

judgment, be the duty of Congress to

legislate to that end, even to the extent of

acquiring foreign territory. The Gov-
ernment itself, in its appropriate
branches, is left to act in conformity with
its own sense of duty, and to decide on
the extent of its own powers,

"
subject al-

ways to its responsibility to the people."
With respect to the Philippine Islands,

they come within the scope of the Ameri-
can llepublic, whose limits are its necessi-

ties, as recognized by the laws of nations.

These islands were won from Spain as the

legitimate fruit of victory. Spain, at

the time of her transferring by treaty at

Paris, all her rights in and to these

islands to the United States, had indis-

putable title to them and sovereignty

thereof, and had had such title for three

hundred years. The rightful sovereignty
of these islands is now wholly in the

United States, Spain never having trans-

ferred it in any manner to the insurgents
or others. The sovereignty of the Philip-

pines so resting, the United States is not

only justified in putting down any insur-

rection against its authority in the

islands, but is in honor bound so to do, by
its international obligations, by its sacred

duty to the inhabitants of the islands, and
for its own dignity and welfare. To shirk

the task of putting down the insurrection
in the Philippine Islands, and of insti-

tuting and maintaining good government
therein, would be a flagrant injustice to

all concerned, and would subject the

United States to the well-merited ridicule

and contempt of all nations.

The United States in -its effort to put
down the insurrection does not war

against the Filipinos as a people, but

against the bloodthirsty tyrants who aim,
as is manifested by their barbarities, to

rule the people as despotic Spain was wont
to do. It seems incredible that an Ameri-
can "

breathes . . . with soul so dead "

as to oppose the effort of the Administra-
tion to suppress the insurrection in the

Philippines, and to substitute therefor

law and order. Yet such there are; and
no means are spared by these chronic mal-
contents to embarrass the Administration
in the performance of its sacred duty.
Their acts and utterances indicate that at

heart they are as traitorous to the country
as was Benedict Arnold.

It seems proper at this place to note

and comment on the efforts and utterances

of some of these chronic malcontents.

This we now propose to do. If our com-
ments may seem severe, it should be borne

in mind that nothing can be said too

severe against treason, in whatever form it

may appear.
That the pretensions of quintessential

love for the rebellious islanders by the

hyper-pious are other than downright hy-

pocrisy, as a cloak for treason, there seems

no good reason to doubt at least, to make
the thoughtful believe otherwise would be

a Herculean task. As we see their up-
lifted hands in holy horror at the awful

sin of defending our rights against the
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Tagals, and witness their efforts to aid

and abet those tyrant cutthroats, we are

forcibly reminded of the exclamation of

the great Teacher :

"
ye blind guides,

who strain at a gnat and swallow a

camel."

True, war is a fearful thing, but neces-

sity in defense of right often renders it

just and imperative. Nature has endowed
individual and social man with the right
of self-defense, with the right of defend-

ing, to the utmost, life, liberty, and prop-

erty. That the Philippine war on the part
of the United States is just and impera-
tive seems entirely certain, and no good
reason is apparent why those aiding and

abetting our enemy should not be pun-
ished for their treason. The blood of

hundreds of our soldiers killed in battle

is on the hands of those American miscre-

ants who have by various means incited

the Tagals to resist the authority of the

United States; and they who have thus

encouraged by material aid, utterance,
or otherwise, the rebels to resistance are

guilty of treason and should be punished
for it.

The foretellers of dire calamity, assum-

ing themselves divinely inspired, proph-
esy that the acquisition and holding of the

Philippine Islands by the United States

will be the precursor of the downfall of

American liberty. Such predictions of

evil are but the rantings of those whose
minds are sadly out of balance, as is shown

by the facts of history. . For, as already
seen, the United States has acquired si ace

the framing of its Constitution an area of

2,825,545 square miles of territory from

foreign sources, and has thereby been

greatly benefited with respect to wealth,

power, grandeur, and the happiness and

well-being of the people. In comparison
with this vast tract, the area of the Phil-

ippine Islands, say, 160,000 square
miles, is diminutive, but it is highly val-

uable on account of its inherent riches, its

commercial and strategic importance.
Though seven thousand miles remote from
our coast, yet in view of the present means
of navigation, it is at our doors. The
United States needs it, and "

Necessity is

the law of time and place." And let these

fallacy-mongers rest assured that all the

hobgoblins which they may conjure up
will not turn the United States a hair's

breadth from doing its bounden duty of

holding and governing the Philippine
Islands as to it shall seem best for its own
welfare and that of the inhabitants of

those islands. Fortunately for the good
of the world, the day of the foretellers of

future events is far spent. Their occu-

pation has diminished as facts have come
to light and reason advanced. Their pre-
dictions are most credited in periods of

the greatest intellectual darkness of the

masses of the people. Doubtless, had
those now predicting evil to American lib-

erty lived in the dark ages, they would
have been deemed divinely inspired proph-
ets; but at present they can but be re-

garded as impostors, or individuals to

whom the strait-jacket would be more

befitting than the prophet's mantle. Of
the back-number statesmen referring to

the Philippine problem, some gravely cite

as an indispensable condition the declar-

ation that the
"
right to govern is derived

from the consent of the governed."
Others assert that the acquisition of the

Philippine Islands throws overboard the

Monroe Doctrine.

With respect to the right to govern as

being necessarily derived from the consent

of the governed, it has in the preceding
been, shown that in certain cases it is en-

tirely impracticable. The founders of the

American Kepublic so found in regard to

the Indians, and held them as wards, in-

stead of equals in government. In

practice the rule applies to those only 'com-

petent of self-government. That the Phil-

ippines are competent of self-government
is denied by those most conversant with
the subject and best qualified to judge." The safety of the people is the su-

preme law." It would be an ineffaceable

stigma upon the United States to suffer

the people of the Philippine Islands to be

subjected to the misrule of barbarous ty-
rants. Justice, mercy, the sacred obliga-
tions of the United States to the rights of

man, to heaven and earth, forbid.

The die is cast. The United States

must not, can not, without infamy, recoil

a hair's breadth from the responsibility

confronting it, of wisely governing the

inhabitants of these islands until they
shall have learned the art of properly gov-

erning themselves. The United States

has not sought the responsibility. The
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times which rule inexorably as fate in the
affairs of men have thrust the responsibil-

ity upon the country. Whether or not

There 's a divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough-hew them how we will,

may transcend our ken; yet the fact re-

mains that we find ourselves environed by
irresistible forces pressing us forward to

the end of bettering the condition of the

Filipinos,, thereby benefiting all concerned.
With respect to the assertion that the

acquisition of the Philippine Islands
" throws overboard the Monroe Doctrine,"
it seems certain that it is made either

through an entire misconception of the
aim and object of the instrument as put
forth by President Monroe; or it is set

up as a bugbear by unscrupulous dema-

gogues. In the language of the presi-
dent whose name it bears, the Monroe
Doctrine is this:

The American continents, by the free and
independent condition which they have as-
sumed and maintained, are henceforth not
to be considered as subjects for future colo
nization by any European power . . .

We should consider any attempt on their

part to extend their system to any part of
this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace
and safety. With the existing colonies, or
dependencies of any European power we
have not interfered nor shall we interfere.

Thus the message is entirely silent on the

subject of the acquisition of new territory

by the United States. It gives the Euro-

pean nations fair warning that we shall

not suffer them to plant fresh colonies on
American territory; and that was the be-

all and end-all of the Monroe Doctrine.

We cannot believe that President Monroe
and his advisers, wishing that free govern-
ment should be extended to every quarter
of the globe, nevertheless sought to place
limits to the extension of American free-

dom.
The conclusion is unavoidable that

those who essay to mislead the public by
misconstruing the Monroe Doctrine, do a

great wrong to the country, to the Fili-

pinos, and to all concerned. Their acts

are pregnant with evil; they prolong the

war, and cause a sacrifice of blood and
treasure. We do not know with certainty
their motives. But should it be assumed
that they are actuated by partisan consid-

erations, or by private grievances at fail-

ure to attain the goal of their ambition,

we could not disprove the truth of the as-

sumption. The acts, whatever the motives

underlying them, are certainly most rep-

rehensible; and their perpetrators are

guilty of a great crime against their Gov-

ernment, and ought not to go unpunished.
Expansion, or increase of territory by

the United States, is denounced by some
would-be terrorists as imperialism, an in-

novation most repugnant to the genius and

scope of the American Kepublic. But im-

perialism is government by an emperor,
and differs as widely as the poles from

republicanism, or government of the peo-

ple through representatives of popular
choice. To represent imperialism as a

synonym of territorial expansion, is a

most unworthy species of sophistry. An
empire may consist of a diminutive area,
a few square miles ; while a republic may
embrace a grand division of the globe, or

a continent, or even the entire area of the

world. Magnitude of territory does not

make either a republic or an empire. The
difference consists in the form of govern-
ment. The expansion of territory is one

thing, the form of government is another ;

and the identification of one with the

other is sheer verbal jugglery. Imperial-
ism, used to signify expansion of terri-

tory, is a misnomer.
If any portion of the inhabitants within

the territory of a republic are incapable of

serf-government there is no alternative

but that, for the greatest good of all con-

cerned, they shall be governed by the

chosen representatives of the people.
That the inhabitants of the Philippine
Islands, now a part of the territory of the

United States, are incapable of self-gov-
ernment is well attested by competent
witnesses. Until Congress shall meet, the

lawful authorities of the republic have un-
dertaken the duty of governing the

islands. That they are doing so wisely,

humanely, and for the greatest good of

the inhabitants is evidenced by the gener-
ous terms offered to them by the Peace

Commissioners, which embodied the near-

est approximation to self-government that

could possibly be given with safety. To
the inhabitants of our territories in Amer-
ica, there is not granted a fuller measure
of liberty. Does this seem like an act of

imperialism? If this be imperialism, then
is imperialism the freest form of govern-
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ment known among men. Such a charge

against the Administration in its noble

and statesmanlike effort to faithfully do

its duty, is a slander too vile for any ex-

cept unscrupulous partisans, tainted with

treason. It is pernicious in that it fans

the flame of the insurrection, and induces

the leaders of the rebellion to believe that

a change in the Administration would

cause an abandonment of the Islands by
the United States. How vain the hope !

No Administration of the United States,

of whatever party, could afford to aban-

don the Philippine Islands to the rebel

leaders. The act would sound the death-

knell of that Administration.

In denouncing imperialism certain so-

phistical romancers, with a semblance of

much learning, declaim with impassioned

eloquence and vehement gesture direful

tales indefinitely drawn out of the horrors

of certain tropical regions Java and

Sumatra, and the insufferable tor-

tures practiced upon the natives there by
Dutch despots upheld by militarism, in

comparison with which Serbonia would be

an Eden, the Avernian climate Blysian,
and the Tartarian tortures the joys of

Paradise. Thus the natives are represent
ed as despoiled of their lands, worked
under the lash, and recompensed for their

toil with barely sufficient to keep body and
soul together; while their Dutch masters

live in luxury and become rich from the

proceeds of such extortion. From these

tales as premises, these romancers con-

clude that the climate of the Philippine
Islands is as unhealthful as is that of the

most insalubrious parts of those regions
referred to, and that the United States

would impose tortures upon the natives as

revolting as those practiced by the Dutch

despots upon the natives of Java and
Sumatra. Between the premises and the

deductions there is a wide hiatus. It

would be a hard task to find anything
more illogical. Such logic seems a relic

of the dark ages. Thus, it proceeds upon
the principle that

"
If the authority of a

thing, or the proof of a statement be re-

quired, it is supposed to be furnished by
an astounding illustration of something
else." But these romancers, not content
with declaiming against the unhealthful-

ness of the climate of Java and Sumatra,
give free rein to their imagination in

search of all plagues infesting torrid

climes, and conceive such and more as ex-

isting in the Philippine Islands, as a

great Pandora storehouse with its boxes of

evils, doors and windows all wide open.

Now, on the contrary, the uucoiiiradicted

testimony of travelers shows that the

principal islands of the Philippine group
have a healthful climate, far more so than

many portions of the United States teem-

ing with population.
Those so testifying speak of their own

knowledge. It is a misstatement of fact,

then, that nature forbids the settlement of

white men in the Philippine Islands.

Further, to assume that the United States

would oppress the Filipinos as the Dutch

military despots are represented as doing
with the natives of Java and Sumatra, is

preposterous. No act of the United
States furnishes the least ground for

such a reprehensible conjecture. The as-

sumption is entirely gratuitous, and seems
like the ravings of the insane rather than
the deductions of those gifted with reason

and a disposition to arrive at the truth.

Aguinaldo could desire nothing better

than such stuff as this to incite the Fili-

pinos to resist the authority of the United
States.

Again, these romancers characterize

our holding the Philippines as the
"
cra-

ziest
"

of policies. Compare with this

view that of Admiral Dewey, who says :

We must never sell the islands. Such an
action would bring on another great war.
We will never part with the Philippines, I

am sure; and in future years the idea that

anybody should have seriously suggested it

will be one of the curiosities of history. I

have the greatest enthusiasm in the future
of the Philippine Islands. I hope to see
America's possessions the key to Oriental
commerce and civilization. The brains of

our great country will develop the untold

agricultural and mineral riches of the
islands.

Whose views are more entitled to re-

spect, those -of the sophistical romancers

inciting the Filipinos to rebellion, or those

of the immortal Dewey, hero, patriot, and

statesman, who knows by experience
whereof he speaks? If these treasonable

efforts of the romancers resulted from the

errors of the head only, there might per-
chance be some grounds for palliation.
But their attack upon the Chief Magis-
trate of the United States in the faithful
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discharge of his sacred duty, by represent-

ing his acts as similar in character to

those of the butcher Weyler, discloses a

depravity of heart for which there is no

palliation.
These agitators do a further wrong by

representing that the United States is

carrying on an inhuman and unjust war
in the interest of capital and the injury of

labor. The averment is false and injuri-
ous to the Government, and to labor itself,

as can readily be shown.
The area of the Philippine Islands ex-

ceeds that of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland. The islands

are pronounced by Mr. Barrett, our late

Minister to Siam, the richest archipelago
in the world. Admiral Dewey has testi-

fied to their untold resources, requiring
but the hand of industry for their develop-
ment. These distinguished men speak 01

their own knowledge. Testimony of like

character might be adduced indefinitely.
There is no doubt as to the immense rich-

ness of these islands, nor can there be a

doubt that they will require manufactures
to the value of billions of dollars to de-

velop their resources. Shall their resources

be developed under the guidance of

Europe, ready to seize the islands should
we abandon them, to the advantage of

European labor, or shall they be developed
under the guidance of the United States,
to the advantage of American labor ? Let

intelligent American labor consider well

the question, and answer candidly. The

development of the Philippine resources

will largely expand the field of American

labor; will establish manifold new indus-

tries and greatly stimulate the old ones.
" The interest of every laboring commun-
ity," says Daniel Webster, "requires di-

versity of occupations, pursuits and

objects of industry. The more that diver-

sity is multiplied or extended the better.

To diversify employment is to increase

employment and enhance wages."
So interwoven are the industries and

pursuits of life, that what affects one
affects all. If commerce thrives, agricul-
ture and manufactures thrive too, and
labor is correspondingly benefited. It is

axiomatic that the existence of commerce
is dependent upon the products of labor.

Indeed, it is self-evident that were there

no products of labor, there would be no

commerce. How idle, how puerile, how

reprehensible, then, it is to say that the

acquisition of the Philippine Islands by
the United States is solely in the interests
of commerce or capital, and to the detri-

ment of labor. Let labor mark well that
those agitators of labor are for the most

part non-laborers, parasites that seek to

feed upon the body of labor. Were they
perchance to be trusted with the reins of

government, doubtless their management
of the trust would parallel in disaster

that of Phaeton. Nor is it probable that

their fate would be dissimilar to his. In-

competent and unsafe guides, their policy,
if operative, would saw off the limb on
which labor stands, scuttle the ship on
which labor sails!

A resume shows that the declaration of

the equality of man was deemed imprac-
ticable of execution by the founders of the

American Eepublic, and was ignored by
them with respect to the government of

the Indians, negroes, the inhabitants of

the District of Columbia, and those of the

territories; that they of necessity pro-
ceeded upon the principle that those only
who are capable of self-government shall

have a voice in the affairs of government;
and that with this view they framed the

Constitution, the great masterpiece of

civil government of all time ;
that in con-

formity with its provisions there has, at

different times during the past century,
been added to our original territory, for-

eign tracts aggregating 2,825,545 square
miles, conducing greatly to the wealth,

power, grandeur, and welfare of the peo-

ple; that these acquisitions have been

made regardless of the wishes of the orig-
inal inhabitants; that this policy has

been uniformly sanctioned by our ablest

statesmen and by the people; that from
a commercial and strategic point of view,
the Philippine Islands are necessary for

the
" common defense and general welfare

of the United States
"

;
that the Constitu-

tion presents no bar to their acquisition;
that our title from Spain to them is as

perfect as it is to any tract of territory ac-

quired by us from any foreign power from
Louisiana to Alaska; that the Filipinos
are at present wholly unfit for self-govern-

ment; that Congress has the precedents
of a century for governing them until

they shall be fitted for self-government,
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that the United States is under obliga-
tions to the Filipinos, to our own people,
and to the world, to institute and main-
tain good government in the islands until

it shall adjudge their inhabitants qualified
to govern themselves; that to shirk the

responsibility would be most reprehen-

sible; that the holding and governing of

the Philippine Islands will be highly ad-

vantageous alike to American capital and
American labor; that the administration,

in the faithful discharge of its sacred duty
of putting down the insurrection and of

maintaining the rightful supremacy of the

United States over the islands, has been

most wantonly assailed by chronic mal-
contents the hyper-pious, back-number

statesmen, sophistical romancers, foretel-

lers of future events, terrorists, avowed

anarchists, parasitical labor agitators, and
a host of harpies croaking "unconstitu-

tionality, imperialism, militarism "
all

of which is as false as Erebus itself. But
the work must and shall go on. As well

might they declaim against the sun's jour-

neying through the heavens as to de-

nounce the United States for maintaining
its rightful supremacy in the Philippine
Islands

;
for the expansion of the United

States henceforward shall go on and on
and on, whenever such expansion shall

seem to it a necessity; because this is in

conformity with the genius and scope of

the American Eepublic.

SAN FRANCISCO

TT17ITH her face in the sun, and her feet in the sea,

With her garments blown backward o'er hilltop and lea,

Sits the Pride of the West, with her motherly hands

Stretched outward in welcome to men of all lands.

Anna E. Samuel.
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OLD GLORY IN THE LAND OF THE OPPRESSED
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FEW
PEOPLE have as yet a definite

idea of what manner of place Ma-
nila is. Let me describe very briefly

a few of the points of interest to be seen
here.

Manila, like any metropolis, has its busy
center. The main business street during
the market-hours of a week-day compares
favorably with the main thoroughfares of

any great American city. With all the

people passing back and forth on the nar-
row streets and narrower sidewalks, with
all the carramettos bounding along behind
wee horses, and with numerous bull-carts,

street-cars, and government wagons, the

progress of the pedestrian is difficult and
sometimes dangerous. The soldier police
of the Thirteenth Minnesota Infantry are

busy soldier-police running back and
forth, shouting at native cab-drivers, and
doing everything possible to avoid run-

aways, collisions, and accidents.

Another interesting spectacle witnessed
here is the immense fruit industry. At
any time of day one can see large rafts of

cocoanuts being towed down the stream to
the fruit market in San Nicolas. Thou-
sands of nuts are floated down the Pasig,
the outside rows of nuts being tied to-

gether and the nuts inside this cordon
thrown in loose. The nuts sell "off the
raft

"
for five cents each, or two cents

and a half of our money. Before the
outer rind and fiber is removed, the nut is

as large as a bucket.

The most ancient, and at the same time

One of the Gates of the Walled City, Manila

stationed at short intervals all through the

city to keep order on the thoroughfares.
A " custom of the road "

here is to turn
to the left instead of to the right, as we do
at home. The Bridge of Spain, or Puente

Espana, as it is known here, is one of the

busiest parts of creation. All day long a

stream of carramettos is passing over one
side of the bridge to the Escolta, and an-

other stream is returning over the other

side to Malate and Paco. And in this

almost ceaseless turmoil, one can see the
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the most interesting part, of this city is

Old Manila, the walled city, built in 1757.

This walled city called in Spanish cuidad

intramura, is a huge, star-shaped fort

measuring three quarters of a mile each

way. There are two walls, the outer one

being the points of the star, the inner one
a large circular wall forty feet high and
from twenty to thirty feet thick. The
inner wall contains a vast number of cells

and dungeons, some of which are on the

level of the ground inside the city, others
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below the level of the water in the outer

moat. The illustration shows one of the

gates approached from the side of the city

next the bay. In the walled city are con-

fined the Spanish prisoners of war, who

American lines, and after being searched

for arms were allowed to go about the city.

On returning from the city to their lines,

they were again searched for smuggled
arms and ammunition. Our illustration

shows a group of them ex-

amining the mysterious
kodak. A taste of soldier-

Kfe has changed them
from the slave of the

Spaniard to the haughty
enemy of the American
soldiers the enemy of the

very people who cast the

yoke of oppression from
their necks. The sudden

change from oppression to

liberty has given them the

idea that freedom means a

license to do as they please.

They, like some other revo-

lutionists, forget that even

liberty must submit to rea-

sonable restraints. But
now they have brought on the conflict, and
must suffer for it.

To illustrate one item in the systematic

robbery of the natives by the Spaniards
and their cold-blooded tax system, one

glance, at the Spanish cemetery would con-

vince the beholder of Spain's love (?) for

her subjects. The Spanish custom of dis-

Wall Vaults in Spanish Cemetery

have the freedom of the entire new city

during the day, but have to present them-
selves for roll-call at six o'clock every

night. They are then locked up in bar-

racks and cathedrals.

The Spanish soldiers are very genial
and polite, and now since the Filipinos
have made war on the Americans the

Spaniards ar-e more sociable than

ever. The Spaniards hate the
mrmsfmief ,.

.

Filipinos with a bitter and last-

ing hatred. After the first battle

of the present Filipino rebellion,

the Spanish soldiers expressed
their admiration of the boys in

blue by treating them to refresh-

ments, and even the Spanish
ladies, heretofore so reserved and

proud, visit the army hospitals
and show numerous kind atten-

tions to the wounded American
soldiers. One Spanish officer

said to me a few days after the

battle,
" You Americans came

down here to make us stop fight-

ing these black wretches , and
Insurgent Soldiers Examining a Kodak

here you have killed more in one

battle than we killed in the thirty years we posing
"

of the dead is to place them in

have been fighting them." vaults in a wall. The cemeteries here are

The insurgent soldiers are of a very dif- large circular walls containing three rows

ferent type. Previous to the present re- of tombs. While a don is yet living, he

bellion, they were allowed to enter the buys, or rather rents, at an exorbitant rate,
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a vault in the wall. When he dies, the body
is there deposited with much pomp and

ceremony, and his family, relatives, or ad-

ministrator pay the regular monthly tax

on the vault. But if the tax is delinquent
one month, the bones are removed and
cast between two walls in a remote corner

of the cemetery. One illustration shows a

section of the cemetery-wall, some tombs

being full, others not yet occupied, and
still others but recently occupied, and

showing the bricks lying about, where a
"
delinquent

" was removed. Another il-

lustration shows the pile of bones of the

unfortunates who, for the non-payment of

the oppressive tax, were cast between the

walls.

The whole tax system of Spain's domin-
ions is one gigantic swindle, one syste-
matic robbery, one mighty wrong. The
natives have justly rebelled against the

outrage, and who can blame them?

Rait of Cocoanuts on the Pasig River

A SUNSET

1HAVE
a vivid memory of a night

Blazoned by such a sunset as could feed

The rapt soul for a twelvemonth, were there need.

The sea was one vast plane of fluent light,

Colors, whereof the sky was guiltless quite,

Sprang out and glowed and melted into new,

Strange harmonies unspeakable ;
faint blue,

Ethereal green, and amethyst, and bright,

Pale copper, topaz, amber, indigo,

And clear, translucent ruby ;
such a show

As might be were all jewels of the earth

Dissolved in one great chalice. All alone

I watched the color pageant's splendid birth,

And watched it fade to soft, gray monotone.

Julia Boynton Green.



ON THE GONZALES RANCH
BY VIOLA BRUCE

"T T air on 'count o' the mountings, it

air. Them leetle foothills ofn thar

don't count. People ez air fetched

up in the mountings lose thar bearin's

when they git on this hyar low land.

Tears ter me like ez ef I wuz never so

tired in my life ez I be a-lookin' out'n

thet door an' seein' nothin' but bresh-cov-

ered hills. An' my own ohil'n air a-grow-
in' up ter be strangers ter me. I wishfc

I hed never kem out hyar, I do. Nothin''
1

but them Portugees ter talk to, an' I ain't

seen the inside o' -a meetin' house fer nigh
onter a year."
The woman's voice went on in tense,

strident tones. The girl, leaning in the

open doorway, kept her sullen gaze fixed

out on the hills that were fast being en-

wrapped in the fog that was sweeping in

from the ocean.

If you listened, you could hear the

booming of the waves as they swept up on
the beach, for the ocean was only a mile

away. Except where the land had been

cleared, the black adobe -soil was covered

with thick, low-growing chaparral. The
wind and fog had through the lapse of

time brought the ranch buildings to a din-

giness that made them closely akin to the

black, sticky soil of which they seemed
almost a part.
The woman was mopping up the floor.

She rested a moment, straightening her
tired back.

"'Pears like I cud n't abide ter stay hyar
much longer. Yer par an' me war a-talkin'

it over las' night. Them Gonzales people
want ter take back the lease anyway.
'Twar n't no kinder use in we-uns a-oomin'
out hyar. Yer par ain't no better 'n what
he war ter home, an' he sez ef he's got
ter die, leastwise he wants ter die in the

mountings. I can't onderstan' yer bein' so

tuk up with stayin' hyar. 'Pears like yer

ought ter want to go erlong. P'raps it 's

'long 'o thet no-count Jens Silvera. What 's

the like o' him ter we-uns?"
The girl turned her black eyes toward

her mother. "Ye ask me thet," she cried.

"Waal, p'raps I kin make yer ooiderstan'.

What air par ter yer?"
The woman's faded, sallow face flushed

a painful red. "Don't yer speak thet word,

Dilly; don't yer. He ain't wutih it. Thar
wa' n't nothin' but trou'ble kem out'n it

fer you. 0," she cried, stretching out her

thin, hard hand as though in appeal,

"'pears like I cud n't wait ter git away. I

hev worked 'an' waited an' hoped. But
the Lord air pretty nigh through a-tryin'
we-uns. He knows we can't abide hyar;
I reckon He loves the mountings Hisself."

Her hand fell to her side and there was
silence for a few moments, broken only
by the swish of the wet cloth as the woman
mopped up the water with long, regular
strokes.

Then the girl spoke again. "I air a-goin'

termorrer," she said.

Her .mother looked up. "Hev he asked

yer to?"

An angry flush reddened the girl's face.

"No; he ain't asked me, but it's a free

barbecue, an' I reckon' he '11 be thar, an'

the beach air big enough fer all. I s'pose
thet he thought thet I wud n't go, we-uns
be so terrible relig'us."
"We ain't got no more religion than '11

do us good. 'Pears like I can't onderstan'
how ye've got ter be sio forrard, ye who
wuz always so good an' kind ter home.
Yer acts like ye 've fergot all about home.
Come back with us, Dilly. Yer heart air

sick an' troubled 'long o
5
this no-count Joe

Silvera, racin' round the country on thet
thar leetle mustang o' his'n, an' not carin'

two raps 'bout ye after ye be out o' sight o
5

his smilin', deceitful eyes."
"He sez ez how he loves me."
"Loves ye!" The mother's voice was

full of scorn. "Jos Silvera don't love no-

body but hisself. Love! He don't know
how ter love. Some day, Dilly, p'raps ye '11

know what love air. Ef I thought ye loved
Jos Silvera I 'd go down on my knees an'

ask the good Lord to spare ye. Don't yer
go termorrer; don't yer!"

"T air a-goin!"
The woman gave a sigh and fell to her

work. The girl passed out into the gath-

ering dusk. The sting of the wet fog was
on her face and she drew a little shawl
about her head. She walked down the
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path and leaned over the bars of the oor-

ral. "He might hev asked me," she

thought. What if her mother were right.
The words came back: "He don't kno\?

how ter love." "If he didn't/' she

thought, with a half sob, "he knew well

how to make others love him."

When -the morning dawned it ushered
in another gray day. Down on the beach
the teams drove in early. Altihougii it was

midsummer, the fog that hung over the

ocean and drifted in white patches over
the land made the air bleak and cold.

Off in a sheltered nook a group had

gathered to superintend the building of

the beadh-fire 'and the roasting of the ox;
but for the most part, the people hurried

to the long, low shingled building where
the agonized strains of a few stringed in-

struments gave token of the hours of mer-
riment to which the Sabbath would be

given up.

Billy pushed through the open doorway
with the rest. A rough, splintered board
ran -entirely around the sides of the dance-

hall, and off in one corner she seated her-
self. Through the smoke-laden air the

figures whirled and swayed, young girls
with dresses barely reaching to their

ankles dancing with rough-bearded ranch-
men. The swarthy skins and dark,

glancing eyes that betokened the Portu-

guese or the "greaser" were there in

plenty, while here and there "throughout
the crowd could be seen the heavier forms
and duller features of the German and
Swede.
As the morning wore away Dilly sat in

her corner, feeling lonely and apart from
the young life that throbbed around her.

Once a young Swede came up and asked
her to dance. "No," she 'said, with a quick
instinctive shrinking from becoming a

part of the scene that was fast becoming
one of coarse revelry. Then she added
more kindly, "'T ain't that I don't favor

dancing with you-uns, Canute; but ter

home we always kep' the Sabbath, and

'pears like I can't make it seem right."
The young fellow shrugged his shoul-

ders and walked away. If she wouldn't

dance, there were plenty that would.
While Dilly sat there, the smoke-laden,

dusty air seemed to clear away, and in its

stead she saw the peacefulness of a Sab-
bath morning at home, her father, stand-

ing before 'the little looking-glass over the

kitchen shelf, carefully scraping off his

week's growth of beard. Through the

door and windows came the breath of the
sweet mountain air. How often had she
stood in their little clearing looking off

thro-ugh the thin blue atmosphere,

dreaming of the great world beyond. Then
she saw the little home band, in the stiff,

starched cleanliness of their Sabbath at-

tire, walking down the wood road to the

old sehoolhou&e, and she could almost
smell the sweet breath of the mountain
firs.

A black-browed, thick^set man with an
old fiddle tucked under the folds of his

heavy chin was calling out the figures.
"Down the middle! Fust couple back on
the outside! Sashay ter corners!"

As the couples parted and swung back
to place, one face caught Dilly's listless

eyes and made the blood rush up to her

temples. It was Jos Silvera, dancing with

a large, red-lipped, blue-eyed girl. Dilly
could see him bend over his partner dur-

ing the pauses of the dance, and could

guess, from the blushes and simpering of

the girl, that the words, whatever they

were, were not distasteful to her. As she

watched, a slow fury, not unmingled with

disgust, crept into her eyes.
Her intent gaze attracted the attention

of the woman who had taken the eat be-

side her.

"Yer lookin' at Jos Silvera, ain't yer?
He 's a sweet-mouthed one, I kin tell yer.
Flavin' it pretty strong with Kittie Pit-

cher, ain't he? He '11 meet with his come-

uppance if he goes it too fur with her.

She 'ain't a greeny, Kate ain't. D' yer
know her?"

"No," said Dilly, in a choked voice.

"Well, I guess that yer ain't been in

this county long not ter hear of Kittie

Pitcher. Jos Silvera better look out that

he don't try ter have too many strings ter

his bow. Seems he's carryin' it pretty

strong with a gal what lives down on the

old Gonzales ranch. Not that I ever git

out ter hear much; my boys bring the

news home ter me. They say that Jos Sil-

vera kin ape any human bein' on the face

of the earth, and the way he takes off that

gal is enough ter make yer split yer sides.

Seems they don't talk straight American,
but some kind of mountain lingo. Guess

he don't get any of it off when Kittie

Pitcher is around."
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Somehow Dilly got out of the building.
She hurried along the road, the blood

beating and rushing in her ears. She had
no thought but to get away away from
what she had seen away from what she

had heard.

"He don't know how ter love." Was it

only last night that she had thought her

mother so hard and out of sympathy with

her? Dilly was too simple to analyze her

feelings; she only knew that she wanted
to get away. She felt outraged; she even
felt that she could never respect herself

again.
As she neared her home she instinctive-

ly quieted her walk and manner, and by
the time she had let down the bars and
crawled through into the inclosure about
the house, it was, to all appearances, quite
the old Dilly who was walking up the path.
The house-door was open, and as a voice

came to her, she recognized the tones that

her mother always assumed when she was

"wrestling in prayer/
3

Dilly paused in the open doorway. From
the expression of her mother's face and
the tenseness of her voice, she knew that
the earnest, agonized pleading with which
she was wont to address her G-od was al-

most over. Her feet made no sound on
the short, dry grass, and the woman was
unconscious of her presence.

She had been praying for her child. "0,
dear Lord," the voice went on, "give me
back my leetle gal, my leetle Dilly. Take

us back home and let us larn o' Thee.
Don't jedge her, dear Lord. Help me ter

onderstan' her an' bring her back inter

the ways o' quietness an' peace. Take the

troubled look out'n her eyes and give me
the trouble. I air strong; I kin stan' it;

but spare the leetle one."

The voice hushed for a moment, then
went on in lower tones.

"0 God, help her ter find her heart

agin ! 'T ain't gone, but it 's bein' hid

from her sight 'long o' all 'the wickedness
in this hyar land. Take us back ter our
own home, where we kin see straight inter

the blue sky, an' feel thy hand restin' on
us. For the dear Christ's sake. Amen."

She bowed her head down on the hard
wooden chair and remained motionless on
her knees. Dilly softly crossed the room.
She put her strong young arm around the

older woman.

"Hesh, mother, hesh! You-uns air

right; it air the mountings what we need."

Dilly's sweet young face was close to the

toil-worn one beside her.
" Pore mother, it 's been hard on yer.

But we 're goin' back. Can't yer see it all ?

The mountings air sweet now with the
flowers a-bloomin' an' a-blowin'; an' when
the fust rains come we'll be thar ag'in.
Don't yer rec'lect how we uster say thet

the mountings were a-weepin' fer the folks

what hed ter live in the valley?"
"0, Dilly, ye've found yer heart ag'in."" "T war n't never gone," said the girl.

WHAT'S IN AN ENGLISH NAME?

I
ONCE loved a maiden so comely,
Whose name was Alicia Cholmondeley ;

But shortly my thoughts and my dreams
Were wandering to Wendolin Wemyss.
And soon my poor heart rose with leaps
To the bait of Delicia Pepys.
And next I was lying in pawn
To the charms of Felicia Strachan,
Who proved but a faithless deceiver,
And left me to Adelaide Belvoir.

Then ere long I implored as a boon
The hand of fair Margery Mohun

;

Too soon to be laid on the coals

By love of Elizabeth Knollys,
Who caused me to swear like a trooper
Till I met with my Madeline Cowper.
She taught me her charms were a myth
So I wedded a plain Mary Smith. A. N.



CALIFORNIA IN '49

BY A. S. MARVIN

DURING
the summer and fall of

1848 the glowing accounts from
California gold-diggings filled the

Atlantic States with great excitement.

The new-found " El Dorado " was on the

tongue of every one, each asking his neigh-

bor,
" Are you going to California ?

''

With others I took the gold fever, and by

December, '"48, had decided to go. Many
of my personal friends were anxious to

accompany me, and we selected the good
ship Pacific, of five hundred tons, then

lying at the foot of Dover Street, East

River, to take us around the Horn. She
was a long time in loading and preparing
to sail, but on January 23, 1849, we left

our pilot at Sandy Hook and began our

long, long voyage.
It was forty-five days before we cast

anchor in the beautiful harbor of Rio

We had paid three hundred dollars each,
and felt we were entitled to something for

it.

Through the consul's aid and that of

the principal merchants of Rio and our

American Minister, we had him dismissed

from his own ship (he was part owner),
and we were given a new captain and set

sail for Cape Horn, which we reached

early in May, with the usual accompani-
ment of cold and heavy weather, violent

head gales retarding our progress greatly.
Most seamen at that time were afraid of

stormy Cape Horn and generalh
7 -ave it a

wide berth. Our ship went nearly one
hundred and thirty miles south of Terra
del Fuego; consequently we were about

three weeks in sailing from the latitude of

the Straits of Magellan to the same lati-

tude in the Pacific Ocean.

Old City Hall, S. W. Corner Clay and Kearny Streets Erected in 1847

Janeiro, and glad were we to put foot on Then we made for Juan Fernandez,

shore.
"

We remained there twenty-five getting into better weather day by day,

days, having trouble with our captain, a,nd having fairer winds; but our best

who had treated his passengers brutally, record was only about ten knots an hour,

and had denied us every comfort. as the Pacific was not a clipper by any
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means. Still she was a stanch little ship
and carried us safely through the odd doz-

en storms we encountered on our long

voyage.
We reached Crusoe's Island on May

19th, a small boat-load of adventurous

passengers leaving the ship long before we

got to the island, the sea being almost

dead calm. They got to land the same

night, the ship beating up against head

winds all night and the next day. Among
the boat's crew was J. Ross Browne, who

published a graphic account of his adven-

tures in Harper s Monthly in 1853. The
second day after the boat left us we picked
them up at the mouth of the little harbor

and turned in the direction of Callao. We
dropped anchor under the lee of San Lo-

renzo Island at midnight, May 31st, after

fifty-nine days' sailing from Rio. Of

course, we all went up to Lima (eight

miles) on donkey-back and spent a week

very pleasantly in the City of the Kings.
Then on board again, with our course but

little north of west, making a big leg to

reach San Francisco.

We were fifty-seven days on this most
tiresome part of our voyage. Our time

passed monotonously, and all were anxious
for a sight of the promised land.

One day we saw a battle near Falkland
Islands between a grampus and a whale-

killer, a species of swordfish, which fought
furiously for many minutes, both breach-

ing out of water at times ten or a dozen
feet. Water-spouts we saw too, but luckily

they never came too near us.

We saw, and sometimes captured, Span-
ish mackerel, dolphins, flying-fish, alba-

cores, skipjacks, huge diamond-fish, sea-

turtles, etc., not to mention a shark twelve
feet long, which we caught and killed.

Large schools of porpoises swam furiously
across our bows in the Pacific, and black-
fish (a species of whale), fifteen to twenty
feet long, appeared by the score off the
west coast of South America. Whales,
too, in great numbers, some of them "

sul-

phur bottoms "
sixty to seventy feet long,

swam close to our ship and spouted as

they passed, affording us many close views
of them.

We finally entered the Golden Gate on

August 5, 1849, passing Bird Island, now
Alcatraz, white with guano, and anchored

off Clark's Point among perhaps fifty or

more vessels filled with Argonauts hunt-

ing for the Golden Fleece.

Our three voyages, including stay at Rio
and Callao had occupied one hundred and

ninety-four days, or six months and a half

since we left New York.
Mark Hopkins was one of our fellow-

passengers. He belonged to the New Eng-
land Mining an$ Trading Company.

In the summer of 1894, six of our Pa-
cific

lt

boys
"

celebrated the anniversary
of our arrival in San Francisco at the hos-

pitable home of Dr. Edward Hall. The

youngest of our party was sixty-six, the

oldest seventy-six. It was indeed a pleas-
ant evening we spent, recounting our ex-

periences on shipboard, in San Francisco,
and in the mines. Some of us had been in

Australia many years, some had traveled

around the world, and some had served

through the war of the Rebellion. All had

something interesting to relate to his com-
rades. This, however, is a digression. We
were soon away from our ship, glad to be

free from our long imprisonment.
Happy Valley was then a sweeping

curve from California Street to Rincon

Point, where the United States Marine

Hospital was built. The business portion
of San Francisco at this early date was
around Clark's Point, and along Mont-

gomery Street (so far as it extended on
the water-front in places near Jackson
and Washington Streets) and not much
above the Plaza or Dupont Street. Mer-
chants and all kinds of shopkeepers were
in this limited space, many hundreds oc-

cupying narrow quarters in one-story
houses or shanties built of light scant-

ling with canvas walls and roofs. Carpet-
tacks were in great demand to fasten the

muslin lining on walls and ceilings, and
were readily sold for two dollars and a

half a paper. Everything was high, mer-
chandise of all kinds being scarce and gold
plentiful. Pork and flour sold for fifty
dollars a barrel; candles brought five dol-

lars a pound; milk, a dollar and a half ?

quart; butter, same price, per pound,
eggs, six dollars a dozen. I paid these

prices during the winter of '49 and '50.

We old fellows well remember what a wet
and muddy time it was in November and

December, the rain falling continuously
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for nineteen successive days, heavy rain,

too, and kept up through the season.

The condition of the streets was wretched,

knee-deep with a thick, sticky mud. In

many places about Montgomery and Clay

Streets, and in other streets, teaming was

veil-nigh impossible, drivers getting their

horses or mules out of the deep mud only

by leaving their wagons and extricating
the animals with the loss of their shoes,

going back for the wagons when
it was better weather.

To-day one cannot realize that

such a state of things ever existed

in this beautiful, well-paved city,

with its fine cable and electric

cars, grand buildings, stores,

hotels, etc. The Parker House
was the one hotel in '49.

Pure water was scarce. In
November and December of that

wet season, I used to go over mud-

dy and si ippery hills a quarter of

a mile to Sacramento Street and
draw the water from a deep well.

And we were willing to pay a shil-

ling (12J cents) for a bucketful.

I recall the early theater in

San Francisco, a small hall in

California Street. It seated

about 250 persons. Robinson
and Evrard were the managers,
and they gave minor pl&ys and

farces, generally to the satisfac-

tion of their audience. After-

wards came better theaters and
more eminent actors Alex-ma

Fisher Baker and her husband,
Matilda Heron, Mrs. Kirby, Mur-
doch and Mrs. Sinclair, and Peter

Richings. The Jenny Lind Thea-
ter was opened at the Parker
House on the Plaza. Later, play-
houses sprang up like magic, and the best

talent was attracted to the Pacific Coast,

in the hope of taking back the golden

nuggets, which they were generally suc-

cessful in doing.
In the spring of 1850, I witnessed a

Mexican bull-fight in the circus in Kear-

ny Street, near Clay. It was a rude

amusement, and not at all to my liking.

Several horses and some tame bulls were

killed.

Among the first private coiners were

Burgoyne & Co. and Baldwin & Co., who

sent out a good deal of money in five-

dollar gold pieces. The old adobes (heavy

octagon coins worth fifty dollars) were

current in 1850.

The gambling-houses of San Francisco

were a prominent feature of the early

days. They were mostly on or about the

Plaza. Many of them were extravagant
in decorations. The first ones were merely

light frame structures, with lofty ceiling?,

A. S. Marvin

and roofs and sides of canvas, the latter

often gilded and frescoed. Money in

large amounts changed hands every night,

and many a miner who came to San Fran-

cisco ready to embark for the States lost

his all at the gaming-table. The generous

keepers of tables would often give the

loser enough to pay his way back to the

mines to gather more gold-dust, perhaps
to be lost like his first earnings.

The small frame building on the west

side of the Plaza, at the corner of Clay

Street, was famous for having cost a
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thousand dollars for every thousand feet

of lumber used in its construction.

The old Post Office in the summer of

'49 was in Pike Street (Waverly PlaceV
It was in October of 1849 that a little

store, ten feet front by sixteen feet deep,
was opened in a small frame building

just back of the Post Office. An old dry-

goods box was placed in front and served

for a sign, on which I painted, in large-

letters, "Book Store." During the wet

season of 1849-50, assisted by a friend, I

worked up quite a respectable stationery
and book trade. The first cards 1

haH printed were small and of ordinary
stock. I paid the Alia California sixteen

dollars in gold for one hundred of them.
I wish I had kept the bill, but I presume
it was burned up in the fire of May, 1851.

When our goods were selling at high

prices and the demand far exceeded the

supply, we did not complain of paying
high rates for anything we bought. Com-
mon yellow envelopes at fifty cents for a

package of twenty-five, sold as fast as WG
could get them from wholesale dealers

and turn them out to our customers.

Brown paper, such as is used by architects

and builders, readily brought a dollar a

sheet. Once I bought a small roll of eleven

sheets of antiquarian paper at an auction

for one dollar, and sold each sheet for five

dollars. Books were sold at fabulous

prices. At Los Angeles a man paid fifty
dollars for a Spanish grammar. We sold

Uncle Tom's Cabin, in paper covers, for

one dollar, as fast as we could hand them
out. At that early day any one far-

sighted enough to have brought out a large
stock of stationery and books would have
made a fortune in a short time. But
most of those in mercantile business had
but small stocks to try the market with,
and few of us had any idea that so many
people would come to the Parlfie Coast
and cause such a great demand for goods.

My old friend, Anton Koman, would al-

ways visit our store in 1851-2- 3 on his

business trips from Shasta and Yreka,
where he was a successful merchant, and
would frequently make purchases of our

goods from $1,500 to $2,000 at a time.

In five days after the great fire of '51,
which burnt us out, we had a cheap frame
store erected on the old site, putting down
the timbers while the smoke was coming

from places where our carpenters worked.

In a few days we were at work again as

hard as ever. It was the indomitable

spirit of California enterprise that helped
us on.

It was at that time, early in May, we
felt the tremors of the first earthquake in

San Francisco, shaking our frame struct-

ure as if it would topple it to destruction.

In the earliest days of the book business

in California the demand was not con-

fined to blank books and stationery, but to

real, solid reading. Standard works of

history, poetry, fiction, travels, and biog-

raphy attracted hundreds of customers

from all parts of the State, and every or-

der coming from the mining districts de-

manded some good reading matter, for

many educated, intelligent men were there

delving in the mines for the precious

metal, and to while away stormy days and
winter evenings they needed solid food

for their minds. We in San Francisco tried

to supply that want. I remember the

founding of the Mercantile Library, in

1850. It had a very unpretentious begin-

ning, and our firm gave some books to

help form the nucleus of a great library.

I witnessed the hanging of Hethering-
ton and Brace on Commercial Street

wharf. In those stirring times it seemed

necessary that the people should rise en

masse to protect themselves, for the law-

less element might have got the upper
hand and retarded, if not prevented, the

advancement of San Francisco and the

State.

In the early '50's we used to take long
rides past the Presidio through the deep
sands and out to where the Cliff House
now stands. Little did we dream that the

traveling facilities to these distant and
difficult points would be so improved that

the trip would be reduced to minutes in-

stead of hours. My friend Anton Roman
has often ridden out with me to where the

Golden Gate Park now is, and it occupied
a good part of a day to accomplish the

journey.

Judging from descriptions and some of

the pictures in the OVERLAND there are

now as fine and costly buildings in San
Francisco as any in our larger cities. I well

remember the Parrott building, at Mont-

gomery and California Streets, as about

the earliest fine stone structure. I think it
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was of Chinese granite. Instead of lad-

ders or hoistways, scores of Chinamen car-

ried the blocks of stone up inclined planes
from story to story. It was then con-

sidered a fine piece of architecture and a

credit to the city, and so it was until it

was surpassed by more modern buildings.
The churches of the city were few and

far between during '49 and '50. In the

summer of 1849, in Dupont Street, near

Pacific, a large tent served as the First

Presbyterian Church, of which the Eev.

Albert Williams was pastor. It was soon
succeeded by a wooden building seating

eight hundred persons. This structure was

brought from the States around the Horn,
and was erected in the fall of 1850 in

Stockton Street, near Broadway, but was
burned down in 1851. Another and bet-

ter edifice was erected on the old site, and
this served its good purpose for some
time. The Episcopalians, Baptists, Meth-

odists, Unitarians, Universalists, He-
brews and Catholics soon followed the

example of the Presbyterians.
In hotels, theaters, hospitals, music

halls, libraries, public schools, colleges
and other institutions of learning, San
Francisco is not surpassed by any and in
another quarter of a century it may leave

many of our Eastern cities far behind.
Its people are enterprising and pro-
gressive, and demand the best of every-
thing.

San Francisco's population at the

present time is perhaps three hundred

thousand; in 1849 there were hardly five

thousand. What a wonderful change and
advance in half a century ! Who can pre-
dict what San Francisco will be in 1949 ?

May she advance and improve still more,
and grow to be a mighty city, the great-
est and best on the Western Coast of both
Americas.

A FISH JAM ON KELSEY CREEK

BY W. L. RIDEOUT

OLD
KESIDENTS of Lake County

delight in telling the tenderfoot of

the immense numbers of fish that

come up the creeks flowing into Clear

Lake, during the winter and spring
months. By drawing it mild the old set-

tler may have his story accepted; but

when he tells of the fish crowding each

other out of the water and some distance

on the banks, when he tells of horses'

hoofs and wagon-wheels crushing hun-
dreds in fording a stream, of farmers

driving wagons into the water and load-

ing them with pitchforks and shovels, and

hauling the fish home for hog-feed, when
he tells of these things the average tender-

foot usually shrugs his shoulders and says,
l<
It may be true, but it sounds fishy."
Such tales as these, however, are not

overdrawn in the least. Clear Lake
swarms with a species of fish which bears

the Indian name "
hitch," and in spawn-

ing season they invade the streams, partic-

ularly Kelsey Creek, in numbers almost
inconceivable. In places the water, from
the surface to the gravel-bed is a solid,

seething mass of fish.

In shallow places they crowd each other

entirely out of the water, and thousands
are thus stranded and die.

Eecently the run has been larger than
ever before, and the phenomenal sight has

attracted thousands of visitors from miles

around. It lasted several days, and every
" camera fiend

"
within a radius of twenty

miles has been on tEe ground. The story
when told hereafter, will be backed up
with photographic proof.



A LEGEND OF SPIRIT LAKE

BY WM. WOOD WAITT

AMID
the rock-built and everlasting

solitudes of the Coeur d'Alene

mountains, in the far northern por-

tion of Idaho, and under the shadow of

towering peaks, lies a beautiful -sheet of

water known as Spirit Lake. Many moons

ago, so runs the fanciful legend told yet
in the tepees of the red men, it was the

home and strongthold of the once power-
ful tribe of Idahos.

Then Gray Eagle was head chief and
sachem of the tribe, and Dancing Flower,
his only daughter, was famed as the most
beautiful maiden in all the Northern

country. She, like most maidens who have

attained the age of eighteen, had a lover,

a young chief of the Crows, named Sun-

ning Wolf; -and as the two nations were

perpetually at war with each other, the

course of their true love did not run par-

ticularly smooth.

While she was yet a child, Gray Eagle
had betrothed Dancing Flower to Black

Hawk, a chief second only to (himself in

wealth and authority. But the fair girl

regarded with great 'disfavor the unwel-

come suit of the warrior whom her father

had chosen, and as she grew in years and

beauty her strong dislike grew also, until,

stung by 'her coldness and disdain. Black
Hawk had so far forgotten his pride and
manhood as to go to her father with a bit-

ter complaint of her rebellious conduct.

The old chief in a towering rage dragged
his contumacious daughter before Black

Hawk, swearing by the graves of his an-

cestors that she Should wed him ere the

waning of the moon, or die. Dancing
Flower pleaded in vain for mercy or re-

prieve; the grim old chief would not be
moved to relent.

At last, in very hopelessness, she ceased
to struggle against her fate and sunk into

the passive silence of despair; though in

her secret heart she vowed that rather
than wed her hateful suitor she would

fling herself from the great stone ibattle-

metnts that overhung the lake.

The days fled by, and the evil hour was
at hand. Eluding her watchful guardians
by some subtle feint, Dancing Flower stole

away into the depths of the forest at early

dawn of the day whose purple close would
see her the unwilling bride of a (hated

spouse.
Far from the lodges of her father she

fled like a frightened fawn, 'till in a deep,

dingly glade, that had witnessed the woo-

ing of the hapless lovers in brigfoteir days,

Dancing Flower sent forth, the shrill whir-

ring eery of the wood duck a signal
known only to her lover and herself. Pres-

ently the sharp bark of the mountain fox

was heard in the distance, and soon Danc-

ing Flower was clasped to the breast of

her dusky lover.

Nestled in his protecting arms and cov-

ered by the gray folds of his blanket, the

dark-eyed maiden poured forth the story
of her persecutions and despair. Kunning
Wolf listened in grim silence, his dark

face working with fierce contending pas-
sions. When the story was finished he

gave vent to his pent-up rage in one shrill,

blood-curdling yell of anger and defiance,
and 'brandishing his scalping-knife aloft,

he swore a bitter oath to spill the life-

blood -of his rival and bear off his bride in

triumph.

"Fly with me, Dancing Flower," he

pleaded; "return no more to the lodges of

your people. Far away toward the setting
sun we will seek a new home and a new
life together. In some green valley of the

Western hills we will build our camp-fire,
where the foot of the Idaiho hath never

trodden. I will hunt the spotted antelope
for thee, and the red deer of the 'forest.

The winds of the desert shall not touch

thee rudely, and the sunshine of thy pres-
ence will make my lodge beautiful for-

ever."

But to his passionate pleading Dancing
Flower turned a deaf ear. Well she knew
the sleepless, inexorable vengeance of her

father, the wily, snakelike cunning of

Black Hawk. Long ere they had left the

fastnesses of the Coeur d' Alene hills they
would be overtaken, her lover put to tor-

ture, and she herself dragged back to a

fate infinitely worse than death.

No, their case was hopeless! But at

least they could die together! She would
return, and when the fateful moment
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came, let Running Wolf run in and wrest

her from the hands of her cowardly perse-

cutor, dealing to Black Hawk the death-

blow that would also seal her fate and that

of her lover.

It was so arranged; and with one long,

wild, clinging embrace, they parted.
"When the moon rises over Spirit

Mountain and sees her face in the clear

waters of the lake, I will come. Be

ready!" Saying this, the Crow turned up-
on has heel and vanished into the tangled
forest. Sorrowful, yet thrilled and warmed

by some gleam of hope, for youth and love

are ever hopeful, Dancing Flower stole

back to the lodge of her father, and
watched with mingled feelings the prepa-
rations for her marriage.
The space in front of 'the great council

house was chosen, and already the squaws
were heaping up huge piles of brush and
fat wood for the fires that were to light
their feasting and merrymaking. The
council-house stood upon a green and level

spot within a stoneVthrow of the lake,

where the stupendous cliffs that walled the

silvery sheet dipped suddenly down, form-

ing a natural and gigantic gateway that

let upon the sandy margin of the waters.

Just around the mighty jut of this but-

tressed portal, in a hidden cove, guarded
by one watchful sentinel, lay the canoes of

the tribe, the frail flotilla by means of

which adventurous hunting and war par-
ties traversed the waters of the lake.

A strange and ominous stillness fell up-
on this hidden nook as the day wore on
a stillness broken only by the soft lapping
of the water in the dark recesses of the

shore, and the faint moaning of a fitful

wind among the ghostly pines that

crowned the summits of (the cliffs. The

purple dusk came down upon the hills of

Coeur d' Alene and wrapt about the lonely

valley and shining lake. The stars came
out in the dark-blue vault above, already

silvery with the luster of the rising moon.
The festival fires were kindled, and,

crackling and leaping, sent up great show-

ers of golden and rosy sparks that filled

the air like flitting fireflies. Already the

tribe was beginning to gather in gaily-be-
dizened groups before the council-house.

The hollow boom of the tom-tom mingled
with the hoarse gutturals of the marriage-

chant, sounding a weird measure for the

weirder dance.

To and fro writhed the lithe dark fig-
ures of the dancers, as, decked in gala
robes and crowned with forest flowers, in

the midest of her maidens, Dancing Flow-
er came forth from her father's lodge, and
was led toward the council-house where
the dignitaries of the tribe awaited the be-

ginning of the ceremony.
As she moved slowly forward, with

bowed head and lagging step, the moon
just touched 'the peak of Spirit Mountain,
and the wild, mournful howl of a moun-
tain wolf rose above the jubilant noises of

the revel. Dancing Flower's heart leaped
with strange joy, but the next moment
sunk like lead. Now that deliverance had

come, she shrank in sudden terror from
the ordeal.

She looked out over the sea of copper-
colored faces surging about the fires. How
would one man, be he ever so brave and

powerful, cope single-handed with a

thousand? Her small hand closed con-

vulsively over the hilt of the slender-bladed

hunting knife she had concealed in her

bosom.

Gray Eagle strode to her side and grasp-

ing her slim wrist led her before the old

medicine-man, while the dismal notes of

the tom-tom boomed like thunder in her
ear. That venerable individual, wrapt in

the exaltation of an energetic "pow^wow,"
kept up his frantic tom-tom beating,
while the motley throng crowded more

closely in eager expectancy.

Suddenly out from the midst of his

braves stept Black Hawk, a malignant fire

burning in his snaky eyes as they rested

upon 'the coild, averted face of Dancing
Flower. A glow of evil triumph trans-

figured his dark face, and his broad bosom
rose and fell with stormy passions as he

stretched forth his hand to seize the re-

luctant prize, almost within his grasp.
At tlbat moment the moon rode full

over Spirit Mountain, and the lake

sparkled like a sheet of melted silver, as

the medicinc'-man for an instant ceased

his grotesque incantations. There was a

rush as of a mighty wind, a flash of steel

in the mingled light of moon and fire, a

wild, exultant yell, a smothered cry, and
before <the startled Idahos could recover

from their stunned .surprise, Eunnii

Wolf had the gory scalp of Black Hawk
at his belt, and with the slight form of

Dancing Flower in 'his powerful arms, had
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cleared the intervening space at a bound,
and leapt into 'his waiting canoe. One

whirring stroke of the supple paddle and

they are out upon the waters and away

beyond reach of the yelling throngs who
crowd the beach, with wilder yells of

baffled rage as they discover their dead

sentinel guarding the useless canoes of

their ruined fleet.

In vain they shout and gesticulate,

sending flight after flight of arrows in the

hissing wake of the flying barque. A lit-

tle while, and the fugitive lovers had van-

ished in the 'dimness of the distance and
the night.

Fired with hate and vengeance, a picked
band of warriors at once set out for the op-

posite shores of the lake, vowing neither

to deep nor rest till the spirit of Black

Hawk should be appeased, and Dancing
Flower restored to her people and de-

livered over to the judgment of her angry
father. None ever returned no soul of

that chosen band, the flower of the Idaho
braves.

But days afterward a can'oe drifted

ashore, and in it, transfixed by many ar-

rows, they found the dead 'bodies of Danc-

ing Flower and her gallant lover. They
laid them side by side, under the shadow
of the mighty cliffs, where the silver rip-

ples of the lake lapped softly, and the

wandering winds stirred the tall water-

grasses with the mournful music of a per-

petual dirge. For they said that one so

brave and fearless as Eunning Wolf de-

served his bride.

The aged chief never recovered from the
shock of his daughter's loss. And ever

since, the legend runs, when the full moon
rides over the peak of Spirit Mountain,
and her. fair reflection touches with soft

luster the dimpling waters of the lake, a

shadowy canoe, bearing two phantom
forms, is seen adrift in the pearly bright-
ness of the moonshine.
And as 'they drift into the unfathomable

dimness of the water and the night, the
shrill winds bring to the listening ear the
faint wild music of a passing dirge the

ghostly echo of the death-song chanted by
Dancing Flower and her dusky brave, as

they floated away into the happy hunting-
grounds of long ago.

THE MORROW

AMID
the balm of poppied noons

With August's azure o'er me,
Or lapped in light of mellow moons,

This haunting rune's before me
;

To-day the summer bloom and glow,
To-morrow wintry winds and snow !

A flower on my happy breast

Your drooping head is lying ;

I feel my cheek by yours caressed,
But O, my heart is crying,

To-day her lips my love assuage,
To-morrow chill and withered age

Adown youth's ways I sing and go,
At friendly inns I tarry,

But all the scented winds that blow
This voiceless burden carry ;

To-day life's sweet and dewy breath,
To-morrow thy lone tryst with death !

William Lucius Graves.



OUR IGNORANCE TESTED WITH A TAPE-LINE

IT IS MILLIONS OF MILES LONG

BY ROBERT P. LOVELL

OF
ALL the generations which have

peopled this earth, the present one
is the wisest, in that it is the only

one to know the extent of its own igno-
rance. The things we know are our pride.
We are fond of imagining the surprise of

our ancestors if they could come back to

earth for a time and see the progress we
have made since their day. Our railroads

and steamships, our telephones, phono-
graphs, kinetoscopes, cathode rays, wire-

less telegraphy, and the like, fill the hum-
blest of us with pride in his generation.
But the greatest discovery we have made
is the extent of our ignorance. That is

the real beginning of knowledge.
That what we don't know would fill a

book is a commonplace that has been di-

rected at the wisest of us at some period
of our lives; but the size of the volume
has been generously ignored. Now
modern science has looked us over with

that eye which picks out the sex of the

microscopic diatom, or with equal facility

penetrates the dark caverns of the sky,

finding them strewn with worlds, and lo !

our ignorance is found to be so colossal

that a tape-line millions of miles long is

required for its measurement. And this

enormous tape-line, be it understood, is

no mere figure of speech; it is an ap-

palling truth, capable of as easy demon-
stration as the simplest problem in

Euclid.

All our knowledge comes to us through
the senses barring certain rudimentary
conceptions derived from ancestral experi-

ences, and called "inheritance/' The

things we know are learnt by sight, by
hearing, by touch, by taste, by smell ; gen-

erally speaking, by the first three. These
senses have often been called "the win-

dows of the soul
"

;
and the metaphor is

passably just if we conceive outside im-

pressions as passing through them to the

soul within. For touch, sight, and hearing
are the media through which outside

bodies transmit a knowledge of their

properties to us inside. And they do this
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by vibrations. Sound, for instance, is an
ethereal vibration, ranging from 32 a sec-

ond to 32,000 a second. Light is a similar

vibration, ranging from some 395,000,000
a second to nearly double that inconceiva-

ble rate. When we hear the lowest note

which we are capable of recognizing as a

note, something near is vibrating at the

rate of 16 a second, and setting up corre-

sponding vibrations in the air, and through
the air they reach our ear. As the vibra-

tions increase the pitch rises, until at 32,-
000 vibrations a second, we get an ear-

piercing whistle which causes pain. If

the vibrations are now slightly acceler-

ated the sound ceases. What takes place
then we have no means of knowing at

least, not until the increasing rapidity of

the vibrations reaches the million millions,
and then we get the sensation of color.

The first sensation we get is that of red;
as the vibrations increase we get orange,
then yellow, then green, then blue, indigo
and violet, and then nothing.

If we take our tape-line now and let the

first two feet represent the vibrations

from 32 to 32,000 we shall have to run it

up into the sky nearly four millions of

miles before we can figure on it the vi-

brations which give the next sensation

that of red light. In other words, there is

a stretch of four million miles on that

tape-line which is an absolute blank to

us, except for a couple of feet at the lower

end. That statement conveys a vague
hint of the extent of our ignorance.

Nothing but a vague hint, indeed, is pos-
sible. But even in its vagueness, the

thought is overwhelming. We thought
we knew something; and here we see that

we know no more, comparatively, than an
earthworm knows of astronomy.

Literally awful as is the immensity of

our ignorance, and depressing though it

be to contemplate it, the lesson to be

learnt is full of value. Let us consider

what is contained for us in this lowest two

feet of the scale that we do know or think

that we know. Everything we have ever
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heard comes within that two feet; and

that implies the most of what we know.

Language itself, the medium of all intelli-

gent communication, is included; so is

music. Our lessons in mathematics, astron-

omy, physics, chemistry, geology, the use-

ful arts, medicine, engineering, commerce,
manufactures, fine arts, architecture,

reach us through these lower vibra-

tions; and everything we communicate
from the mass of this knowledge is simi-

larly transmitted. Even our amusements
are dependent on that marvelous twenty-
four inches of the scale of vibrations. If

life can be made so rich with twenty-four
inches, what might it not be if the range
were extended?
A suggestion of what the vast stretch

of unknown vibrations contains is given
us by the experience of a young girl, now

being educated in New York, who was de-

prived in infancy of sight and hearing.

By some mysterious law of compensation,
this girl has become sensitive to vibrations

of which the rest of us are unconscious.

For instance, she enjoys music, although
she cannot hear it; and she is capable of

distinguishing good music from bad. This

implies that sound-waves are accompanied
by other vibrations, which probably run

up into the higher reaches of the imagi-
nary scale. It also implies the develop-
ment in this young girl, of a sixth sense,
which is capable of perceiving these

higher vibrations. Again, she has some

mysterious faculty which informs her of

the presence of other persons. As she is

blind and deaf, this knowledge cannot
reach her by any undulations known to

us; which implies that matter, in a pas-
sive state, reflects other vibrations than
those of light, and that under special
conditions, the human organism becomes
sensitive to them.
A second example is furnished by a

woman who for thirty years has lived the
life of a bed-ridden invalid in Brooklyn.

She is blind; yet she can distinguish col-

ors, and will pick out delicate shades of

green from a basket of assorted worsteds

more readily than the average person in

full possession of his sight. Without as-

sistance she makes wax flowers which cor-

respond in the minutest details of color

and shape with nature's own blossoms.

And when asked how she can thus copy
things without sight, she replies that they
are visible to her -

through some other

sense. She knows nothing of the undu-

latory theory of light, and probably could

not understand it if it were explained to

her. She believes that a red flower is real-

ly red, and would think she were listen-

ing to mere foolishness if she were told

that it looked red simply because it re-

flected only a few of the light vibrations

falling upon it, and absorbed the rest;
and that if it reflected them all, it would
have no color at all. And perhaps we
would be equally incredulous if she could

give us the true explanation of her won-
derful power.
When Newton, with his giant intellect,

compared himself to a child gathering
shells on the shores of a great sea whose

unexplored waters rolled in inconceivable

vastness before him, he hardly thought
that 'every fresh extension of human
knowledge would but further dwarf the
child and make more vast the unexplored
sea. Our ignorance is so colossal that no
sea or ocean known to us could represent
more than a fraction of it. We know

something about a space of some twenty-
four inches on a tape measure which
would reach nine times to the moon and
back again! And when, after this ap-

palling interval, we begin to know some-

thing more, there is still a mysterious Be-

yond still Newton's vast sea, unexplored
and perhaps unexplorable, across which
the fluttering streamers of a mystic
Aurora wave in mute beckonings to hu-

manity.

THE ANSWER

THE
vital question was so bravely plead

With hope the tale of years could not dismay ;

Rejection stern the lips unfaltering said,

The eyes, with truer speech, gave blessed Yea.

L. Worthington Green.



THE WARNING OF BOLIVAR JOHNSON
BY MAY BELLEVILLE BROWN

BOLIVAR
JOHNSON sat on the

edge of his bed, his spine danger-

ously curved, as he tugged at the

straps of one of his best boots. When he
had bought them for his wedding, fifteen

years before, they had not seemed tight,
but as his notions of comfort had changed
materially, and as he wore them only twice

a year or so, they seemed to exercise

greater resistance against muscular effort

every time he attacked them. Finally,
with a mighty tug, the last one was on, and
Mr. Johnson wiped the perspiration from
his flushed face, stood up, and worked him-
self into a coat that was coeval with the

boots.

For this was one of the greatest days of

Bolivar's life. He lived thirty-five miles

from the nearest railroad town, and while

the country store in the neighborhood
would barter the plainest necessities of life

for butter and eggs, other needs demanded
a semi-yearly trip to town, for adjust-
ments to machinery, patent medicines, and
other luxuries, that only the town could

furnish.

Miranda was holding the horses when
Bolivar emerged from the house, stepping

stiffly and painfully. An anxious look was
in her eyes. For Bolivar, while he could

be trusted with wealth, and was a deacon

in the country church and class-leader as

well, had one failing. He could not resist

the beguilements of the beverage sold in

prohibition Kansas under such names as
" Stomach Bitters," Buttermilk," "Herb

Beer,"
"
Cherry Brandy," etc., the effect

of which is exceedingly deadly.
"
Now, Bolivar," she began decisively,

"
I want ye tuh keep erway frum them

joints. The las' time ye went erlone ye got

drunk, an' I said then ye sh'd never go

ergin. An' ye should n't, 'cept fer thet

quiltin' bee. at Tannerses, where I '11 hear

all erbout Pet Tylers's 'lopement. P'om-
ise me ye won't go into no joint, Bolivar."

"
No, I won't p'omise nothin' uv the

kin'," snapped Bolivar.
" Ye talk 's if I

wuz a youngster, er some one ye could n't

trust. I 'm uv age, an' they ain't no wo-

min goin' tuh boss me. Git up, Rowdy !

'

He slapped the reins sharply over the

horses and drove out of the yard, his head
held defiantly erect.

"
H'mph !

"
ejaculated Miranda, gazing

after him. "
Pride go'th b'fore deestruc-

tion, an' a horty speerit b'fore a fall, an'

ef ye don't come back teetotally flattened,
Bolivar Johnson, I miss my guess. I 'm

glad they ain't no open s'loons in M'trop-
olis, an' yer only salvation 's th' chance

thet ye may miss findin' th' joints."
"It's all right, Miss Mirandy,"

chuckled Bolivar to himself.
"
I hain't

been off the place 'ithout ye fer two year,
an' I guess I kin have my little fling now,
ef I wanter."

Late that afternoon Bolivar reached

Metropolis. A few years ago, any issue of

any of the several daily papers would have

told you more of the glories of Metropolis
than I can. Then it had forty thousand

inhabitants, and proudly called itself the
"
Peerless Princess of the Prairie," look-

ing forward with confidence to the day
when it should prove a second Chicago.
Now it may have fifteen thousand people,
and it may not

;
corn grows on what were

once boulevards, and on suburban lots

that sold for fabulous prices; and fac-

tories whose walls have never echoed to the

whir of machinery rise from stretches of

sunflowers. Still there is a business-like air

about the place, and it all seemed very

fascinating to the vision of Bolivar.

Being like a certain lady of poetic fame,
"
of a frugal mind," it was his custom to

carry in his wagon provender for his

horses, and to drive to a shady vacant lot

near the park of the Metropolis Water
Works Company, in whose vicinity he was

reasonably sure of police patrol during the

night, and there tie his team to the wagon
for the term of his stay, while he

sought shelter in a huge barn-like hotel

near at hand.
The buildings of the Water Works

Company had been put up during the won-
derful boom, and now, with a draping of

shining ivy over the brick walls and

smoke-stacks, were pointed to with pride

by the citizens, who also felt the pride of

possession in the fire alarm, a whistle

that boasted of being the largest in the
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State, and could be heard for miles. It

made the hair stand erect on youthful

heads, and caused goose-flesh to rise on

the surface of all the small fry of Metrop-

olis, who, when its shriek rose in the silent

night, always hid under the bed-covers

and indulged in acute convulsions.

Miranda's hope that Bolivar would miss

finding a
"
joint

" was vain, for one swal-

lowed him up early in the evening, and

kept him concealed until late. When he

emerged from its recesses his frame of

mind was rather uncertain, and matched
his gait. Turning in what he thought
was the direction of the hotel, he found
himself standing beside a lot with only a

yawning cellar. The hotel had evi-

dently left its accustomed corner. He
gazed with stern perplexity into the hole at

his feet.
"
Shtrange hie 'svery shtrange hie

where th' blame things gone. 'Spose
it's been sold hie at Sheriff's sale

hie sence I tied th' horses. Guess they
ain't anythin' hie fer me tuh do but

8 hie sleep in th' wagin, 'nless tir'

blame hie sheriff's took it too.''

The wagon was only a block away, but
Bolivar walked many times that distance

before he reached it. Fixing his eye firmly
on the tall smoke-stacks of the Water
Works Company, he would start in that

direction, and end by trying to scale a

brick wall at one side, or some equally
hazardous experiment. Finally the park
was before him, and as no wall intervened,
he reached the wagon, after several en-

counters with trees, laboriously climbed
its side, and falling in on the hay that
the horses were munching, was lost in
slumber.

Far in the night Bolivar was awakened,
with a choking, oppressive sensation of

horror. The air about him was vibrant
with a terrible sound. Space seemed to be
full of it; yet whence it came was
a mystery. Apprehending that the sky
was falling upon him, and expect-
ing a brimstone pit to open beneath

him, he rolled on his face and con-

vulsively clawed at the hay. Higher
and higher rose the seething wail, until

seemingly having reached the high-
est point of human or superhuman en-

durance, there was a second of silence.

Bolivar began to draw a breath of relief,
which was cut short by another wail,

longer and higher than the first. Sensi-

tive dogs began to howl, the horses

plunged and snorted in fear, and Bolivar,
all his bibulous sins marching in proces-
sion before his mental eyes, groveled and
shook with fear at this terrible, enraged,

intangible spirit that was evidently pursu-

ing him. His hair stood erect and a cold

sweat broke from every pore. Again and

yet again came the wail that filled earth

and sky, and, finally, reaching its climax,
it lashed itself up and down and in and
out in the air directly over Bolivar's head
with a threat so personal that the penitent
sinner put his hands over his ears and
howled with fear.

Then came intensest silence, broken by
the slamming of doors and windows in the

vicinity, the far-away roll of wheels, men
running here and there. Evidently the

whole city was alarmed, and preparing to

flee from the wrath to come.
Bolivar was now fully awake and sober.

His one thought was flight, and as hur-

riedly as his pinched and numbed feet

would allow, he fastened his horses to the

wagon and drove out of town at the top of

his speed, glancing shiveringly over his

shoulder at every jolt of the wheels.

Thoughts of Sodom and Gomorrah ran

through his head. He must make haste

out of the accursed city.
"I don't know whut M'randy'll say

'bout not gittin' a patent churn, an' them

Purple Pills fer Pallid People, but 'twon't

do tuh stop, fer they ain't goin' to be one
stone left on 'nother pritty soon. I'll tell

ye, I don't want no sich warnin' agin."
Two or three miles out, in the wilds of

the
"
suburbs," he jumped to his feet, for

the avenging voice again shrieked out, in

one long-drawn wail; but to his relief the

sound no longer came from over his head,
but vibrated above the doomed city."

Git ap, Eowdy ! I'll bet I'm the only
one of them blamed boozers in thet joint
las' night tuh erscape punishment. I tell

ye, Bolivar Johnson, take this ez a warnin'
an' shun th' flowin' bowl, thankful tuh
hev been plucked, a bran' from the
burnin'."

And as the wagon rolled out into the

starlit loneliness of the prairie, the citi-

zens of Metropolis, whom the fire siren

had awakened to witness only the burn-

ing of a hayshed, crept back to their beds
to finish the night.



THE REAL AUTHOR OF A FAMOUS WAR-SONG
HOW IT CAME TO BE WRITTEN

BY EMILIE GIBBONS COHEN

A recent number of the New York

Sun, I noticed that A. B. Irving of

Minnesota, was named as the com-

poser of the song: "We are coming,,
Father Abr'am, three hundred thousand
more/'

This famous and popular lyric, the

singing of which animated and upheld so

many of our brave and patriotic volun-

teers during the Civil War, was written

by Mr. James S. Gibbons, a banker of

New York City. He was a brother of

the three doctors, Henry, William P., and
Edward Gibbons, respectively, of San

Francisco, Alameda, and Oakland, Cali-

fornia. The song had its birth during
those troubled days of July, 1862, follow-

ing the disastrous seven days before

Kichmond, directly after President Lin-

coln had issued his proclamation ask-

ing for three hundred thousand volun-

teers.

To a friend who inquired how he came
to write the song, Mr. Gibbons replied:" One day, during one of my long walks,

just after President Lincoln had issued

his call for three hundred thousand vol-

unteers, I found myself conning rhythmic
words, that seemed to fall into rank and
file and to come with a measured step,
'

three-hun-dred-thou-sand-more/ But
from where? Suddenly my ear caught
the stirring sounds of fifes and drums
a company of soldiers from Minnesota
were marching up the street. Uncon-

sciously I fell into step. My question
was answered; at once came the words,

From Mississippi's winding stream, and
from New England's shore."

Thus to the inspiring music of fifes and
drums Mr. Gibbons composed this song.

Passing the office of Mr. Priestly, he

entered, and repeated to him the words.

Mr. Priestly urged Mr. Gibbons to allow

the song to be published. It was tran-

scribed upon paper and sent to the New
York Evening Post, of which Mr. Gib-

bons, at one time, had been financial

editor. It appeared anonymously in that

paper on July 16, 1862. At a large meet-

ing in Boston, held the evening following

its appearance in the Post, it was read by
Josiah Quincy, as the latest poem bv
William Cullen Bryant. It is worthy of

note that in this same paper, on May 29,

1819, just forty-three years earlier, had
first appeared

" The American Flag," by

Joseph Eodman Drake. Mr. Bryant en-

joyed being held responsible for this war-

song, for he was proud of it ; but later, he

published an article in the Post, of which
he was the editor, giving Mr. Gibbons full

credit for the authorship of the song.
These stirring and appealing words

have been set to music by more than one

composer. One of the Hutchinsons set it

to music, and the Hutchinson brothers

sang it with telling effect at their con-

certs, given as they journeyed from State

to State.

During the war, in one of our daily pa-

pers, there appeared a graphic and mem-
orable description of the entrance into

Washington of a large number of volun-

teers, in answer to their country's call,

who marched to the Capitol, chanting
with so much fervor and spirit,

We are coming, Father Abr'am, three hun-
dred thousand more,

that men and women stood reverent and
silent to listen, while tears coursed down
their cheeks. Alas, how few of these loyal
and devoted men, who marched to battle

to sustain their country, survived to re-

turn to homes and kindred !

By birth and education Mr. Gibbor-
was a Quaker. He was a strong anti-sla-

very man, and labored unceasingly for the

enfranchisement of the negro race. His
efforts during the continuance of the war
were constant and indefatigable in pro-

curing and sending to the sick, wounded
and dying, liberal supplies of fruits,

wines, nourishing food, and clothing.
Both he and his wife were well known as

stanch and fearless abolitionists, and such

men as William Lloyd Garrison, Horace

Greeley and other sympathizers with the

enslaved negro race, were constant visitors

at their house.

The Proclamation Act abolishing sla-

very in the United States became a law
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January 1, 1863. Upon that occasion Mr.

Gibbons had illuminated his home. On
that same night his house was daubed
with tar, and on the afternoon following,

yielding to the earnest entreaties of

friends, Mr. Gibbons and his two

daughters reluctantly sought refuge in

the home of a neighbor. Their departure

proved to be well timed, for fifteen min-
utes later the rabble was in possession. In
a short time their home was completely

sacked, and the household treasures of a

lifetime disappeared. Windows and doors

were demolished, watej-pipes were cut, a

fire was kindled on the key-board of the

piano, valuable books and manuscripts
were torn, saturated with water and mud,
and trampled under foot. Articles of fur-

niture too heavy to be carried off were
hacked to pieces; and this theft and de-

struction was the handiwork of that very
class of people for whose amelioration and
benefit Mr. and Mrs. Gibbons had devoted
the best years of their lives.

Mr. Gibbons told me of an incident that

he witnessed as he stood upon the side-

walk, a silent observer of the destruction

of his home. An old Irishwoman de-

scended the basement steps weighed down
with spoils. In one hand she carried a

large soup kettle.
"
Why, Bridget, dear,"

called out one of her companions,
"
faith

an' whereas th' lid ? Shure the kittle's no

good widout it." For a moment Bridget
hesitated, then turned back, secured the

lid and marched away in triumph.
I cannot better conclude than by quot-

ing from a letter written by Mr. Gibbons
to a friend upon this occasion:

You will see by the papers that our house
has been sacked, everything taken. If you
have any means of communication with
Mrs. Gibbons, please say we are all well
and in jovial spirits. It is our contribution
to the war; those grand widowed mothers,
Dwight, Sedgwick, Putnam, Lowell, they
who sent their only or all their sons to the
war, have mortal and incurable wounds,
we, only a scratch. I am ashamed to have
deserved no more.

I may add that the first intelligence in

regard to the looting of their house which
Mrs. Gibbons and her daughters received

was read by them in a newspaper.
I herewith send you the true version of

this war song, copied from the original in

Mr. Gibbons's handwriting:

THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND MORE.

We are coming, Father Abr' am< three hundred thousand more,
From Mississippi's winding stream, and from New England's shore;
We leave our plows and workshops, our wives and children dear,
With hearts too full for utterance, with but a silent tear;
We dare not look behind us, but steadfastly before,
We are coming, Father Abr' am, three hundred thousand more!

If you look across the hilltops that meet the northern sky,

Long moving lines of rising dust your vision may desciy ;

And now the wind an instant tears the cloudy veil aside

And floats alcft our spangled flag in glory and in pride ;

And bayonets in the sunlight gleam, and bands brave music pour,
We are coming, Father Abr''am, three hundred thousand more !

If you look all up our valleys where the growing harvests shine,
You may see our sturdy farmer-boys fast forming into line ;

And children from their mother' s knees are pulling at the weeds,
And learning how to reap and sow, against their country' s needs;
And a farewell group stands weeping at every cottage door,
We are coming, Father Abr'am, three hundred thousand more!

You have called us, and we're coming, by Richmond's bloody tide

To lay us down for Freedom's sake, our brothers' bones beside;
Or from foul treason

'

s savage grasp to wrench the murderous blade,
And in the face offoreign foes its fragments to parade;
Six hundred thousand loyal men, and true, have gone before,
We are coming, Father Abr' am, three hundred thousand more!



THE CAPTURED GHOST
BY ANNA SOPHIA NASH

1AM
tall, thin and angular, tough and

wiry, quick in my movements, and

possessed of the nervous temperament
that usually accompanies such a physique.

Although I am not one of those women
who, at the sight of a mouse, will mount
a chair, wave her arms and scream, and
do all those ridiculous things, over which
the would-be-funny man is wont to

make merry, yet I am very cautious, and
in some circumstances timid; one who
before retiring, sees well to the fastening
of the doors and windows, looks in the

closet, under the bed, and behind the sofa,
to make sure of no concealed burglar any-
where. Yet with these drawbacks I lived

several weeks in a haunted house, and

actually captured the ghost.
I am a single, middle-aged woman, with

a very comfortable income, and have

spent a good deal of my time in travel.

1 have not until quite recently settled

down to housekeeping, though it had been
a dream of mine to adopt, some time, a

child or two, lead a life of benevolent use-

fulness, and drift into a sweet, domestic
old age.

I was abroad when I received a letter

from a relative informing me that a niece

of mine, who had married a few years be-

fore, had been left a widow with a young
child, and in destitute circumstances. I

had been very fond of her as a child, and

my heart went out to her now in her des-

olate condition, and I resolved at once to

hasten home, select a place in some pleas-
ant locality, and send for her and her

baby to come and live with me.
For me to think is to act, and the first

fast-sailing steamer that crossed the At-
lantic brought me to my native shore. I

wrote to my niece, offering her a home, and
received her grateful acceptance. My next

care was to find a suitable place for a

home. I selected a town in which I was
a comparative stranger, but one whose so-

cial and climatic conditions I thought
would suit me. It is a town of pleasant

homes, and I soon found a house that was
in every way desirable. It was already
furnished and quite tastefully, and the

price was astonishingly low. I bought the

place, and wrote to my niece to arrive at a
certain date.

Having thus completed my domestic ar-

rangements, I hunted up an old school-

mate who I knew lived in the place. I

had not done so before because when I

attend to matters of importance I do not
wish to be hampered by advice and sug-

gestions from other people; for, as you
know, in the matter of buying a home a

single woman is not supposed to be capa-
ble of such an undertaking without the

advice of her married female friends and
their husbands. Now, married women, 1

have observed, have an idea that a man
knows everything and can do anything;
but I have found out that men, though
they are exceedingly good fellows and

very useful in a way, are only poor, falli-

ble humanity like the rest of us, and that

there are a great many things that they
don't know, and a great many more that

they can't do ; and that if a woman trusts

everything to them she will be very much
disappointed in the end. And, as invari-

ably my female friends take offense if I do

not let their husbands do my thinking for

me in matters of business, I decided to set-

tle my business affairs before seeking my
friend, though I had reasons afterwards

to bitterly regret having done so.

Mrs. Brent, my old schoolmate, was de-

lighted to see me, and after I had heard of

the wonderful virtues and wisdom of Joe,
her husband, and the marvelous perform-
ances of the baby, to which of course I

listened with interest, for I am not in-

different to the virtues of husbands or the

charms of babies, I told her of my plans
for the future and of my purchase of a

home. She is an enthusiastic little body,
and called me the sweetest old darling in

the world, and praised me for my benevo-

lence and generosity, which nettled me
a little, as one is annoyed when praised
for seeking one's own happiness. Of

course, she must see my new home, and
when her husband returned in the even-

ing we rode out to my placo
"
0, Nettie !" she exclaimed when I
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pointed out my house,
"

is it possible that

you have bought that place? I am BO

sorry that you did not come to us first

and have Joe pick you out a place." This

was touching me upon a tender point.
"
Why, the place is all right/

5

said her

husband, before I could answer.
"
It is as

handsome a residence as there is in town,
and the grounds are very fine."

"
But, Joe, you know that nobody can

live in that house."
"
0, nonsense, Nellie ;

I hope you do not

believe all those foolish stories. You
should have said nothing about it; now
we will have to explain. You see, Miss

Grant, the house has the reputation of be-

ing haunted. Eidiculous, is n't it, in this

matter-of-fact age? We none of us be-

lieve in those things ; but it is nevertheless

true that nobody remains long in the

house. It has been untenanted now for

some time; that, no doubt, is the reason

you got it so cheap."
I made light of the idea of my being

disturbed in my new home, but inwardly
I felt annoyed. I did not like a house

with a doubtful reputation.

Desiring to fathom the mystery, should

there be any, before the arrival of my
niece, I cut short my visit to the Brents
and moved into my house. I was accom-

panied by one servant, a middle-aged
widow, who understood the situation. She
was a woman who had seen better days
and whose education and intelligence were
above that of the ordinary servant. The
house was in perfect condition; there

were no smoky flues or imperfect drains,
and the rooms were conveniently ar-

ranged. I was more pleased with my
house every day.

For a few days everything went well;

nothing occurred to break the serenity of

our domestic affairs. But one evening as

I sat in the twilight enjoying the peace-
ful restfulness of m> home, so grateful
to one who has long been homeless, I

heard the scampering of little feet in the
hall and the clear, ringing laugh of a
child. Startled and surprised, I looked

out, but saw nothing. A search all over
the house revealed nothing. I was not
much disturbed, however, by this, imagin-
ing that some mischievous urchin had
found his way into the house and out of

it without being discovered. But when

this was repeated many times, without the

possibility of any one entering the house,
it became an annoying mystery.

Unpleasant manifestations now began
to multiply; rooms were thrown into dis-

order, clothing in closets was taken down,
and all sorts of strange sounds were heard

about the house. I would sometimes be

awakened in the night by a pitiful sobbing
outside my door, but when I rose to in-

vestigate, only a midnight stillness

reigned. The most dreaded and startling

thing was to have the cover pulled off me
at night by invisible hands.

At first I experienced that superstitious
horror that one feels when coming in con-

tact with some strange thing for which he
cannot account, and more than once I re-

solved to fly from the house and never en-

ter it again, so great was my terror. But

summoning up all the common sense of

which I was possessed, I reasoned that if

men on the battlefield, with engines of

death assailing them on every hand and
the dead falling around them, overcame
fear and stood intrepid, a woman sur-

rounded by midnight mysteries might do
the same; for after all I was not hurt.
So setting my will firmly against inclina-

tion, I conquered.
Mrs. Brown, my housekeeper, was not

disturbed in the part of the house where
she slept, but she did not like the situation
and strongly urged me to give up the
house. Still she would not leave me, and
determined to stand it as long as I did.

I did not like to bring my niece to such
a home, neither did I wish to give up the
house. I accordingly invented an excuse
to delay her coming, and set to work still

more determinedly to solve the mystery.
I made up my mind that I was the victim
of a clever trick, and that I would catch

the trickster.

As time wore on I grew less and ies*?

timorous and more and more exasperated,
until the task of solving the mystery grew
to have a fascination for me. I set traps
and bought dogs; the traps were sprung
without catching anything; the dogs died
or disappeared. I stayed up all night and

glided noiselessly about in the dark, try-

ing to surprise the thing; but it warily
baffled all my vigilance. Still I would not

give up; there is a good deal of combat-
iveness in my nature. I do not like to
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be beaten. Neither did I wish to admit

my failure in selecting a home, or that I

required some friendly
" Joe "

to look

after me. On the other hand, I was long-

ing for a sight of my niece's sweet face

and her cherub of a baby, and that

pleasant domestic life for which I had

planned.
The time was passing away, and I did

not dare invent any more excuses to delay
my niece's coming, for fear I might be

misunderstood, and I was becoming very
much wrought up over the unpleasant
turn my affairs had taken.

One night as I lay on my bed, unable to

sleep, fretting and fuming and working
myself into a terrible temper, the gas
which I had left burning was turned off.

1 had heard no sound, and there was no

possible means of entering my room, the
doors and windows being securely fast-

ened. But I was used to this sort of thing,
and only waited for the next move of my
invisible tormentor.

It was raining heavily and the night
was very dark, and, as the shades were

drawn, I could not see my hand before my
face. But peering into the darkness I be-

came conscious of a darker shadow gliding
from behind the curtains of my bed. I

say I became conscious of it; I cannot

explain exactly how, for I could not dis-

cern objects in the room, nor could I hear
a sound

; but by some strange sixth sense,

perhaps, I was conscious of something
there. As I have before remarked, I had
been fretting over my annoyances until I

was in a very bad humor. Now, two strong
emotions cannot exist in the soul at the

same time, one cannot be very angry and
at the same time frightened, and at that

moment I was too exasperated to feel the

slightest terror. Every sense was alert,

every nerve strung to its highest tension,
and I felt thrilling through every atom of

my being a desire, and with it the

strength, to cope with any power that

might assail me. My thin proportions
and power of quick movement served me
well at this moment. Fixing my eyes on
that point in the darkness where I knew

something was, I sprang from my bed
with the quickness of a cat in springing
upon a mouse, and I alighted upon some-

thing, something that wriggled and

squirmed and twisted in my grasp and al-

most escaped me; something that clawed

my hands and face and tore out my hair

by the roots; that seemed possessed of a

multitude of tough, wiry limbs of won-
drous strength, which it threw about with
marvelous rapidity. How long I strug-

gled with my adversary in that battle in

the dark I do not know, nor exactly what
I did with it; but at last it ceased its

struggles and lay quiet. Still holding it,

I managed to light the gas, and, be-

hold ! I held in my grasp a child a small,

slight, delicate boy. And I had fancied
in my excitement in the dark that I was

battling with a giant. I looked around

bewildered, wondering if there were any
more. But if there were, they were not

visible, and I turned my attention to my
captive. He lay apparently lifeless. A
great horror came over me. Had I killed

him? I summoned Mrs. Brown with so

vigorous a ringing of the bell that she
soon appeared frightened and wondering."

Don't ask any questions," I said,
"
but

make yourself useful. If you are any-
tliing of a nurse or know anything of in-

juries, discover as soon as possible if this

child is dead or alive and the extent of his

injuries; if not, go at once for a doctor."

Mrs. Brown was something of a nurse,
and at once evinced that lively interest in
an injured person that one accustomed to

the care of the sick is apt to feel, though
her amazement at what she saw must have
been great, for my garments were torn,

my hair disordered and my hands and face

and those of the child were covered with

blood; but it proved to be mine, not
his.

I shall never forget how Mrs. Brown
laid aside all feelings of wonder or curi-

osity and applied herself to her task, while
I stood by in hopeless anguish, feeling
that I might be a murderess. But it ap-
peared he had only fainted from the pain
of a sprained ankle, and the terrible exer-

tion he had put forth for his liberty.
When at last he came to consciousness,

and was made comfortable by the skillful

ministrations of Mrs. Brown, my joy
knew no bounds. I hung over him with
the tenderness of a mother, calling him
all the pet names I could think of. He
looked up at first with eyes full of fear,
that softened into wonder and finally
melted into an expression of satisfaction.
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He was a pretty little fellow, with deli-

cate features and large, dark eyes. His

physique was something like my own,

slight and tough and wiry. He must have

been ten years old, but was no larger than
an ordinary child of five or six.

It is needless to say that we heard no
more mysterious noises. I had captured
the ghost. But it was still a mystery how
this pretty, dark-eyed little elf had man-

aged it all. He suffered a good deal from
the pain in his ankle; for the sprain was
a bad one, though he bore it heroically.

For several days we refrained from

questioning him, only treating him with

great kindness. By degrees I won his con-

fidence, and after a while I learned all

about his presence in my house. He had
been in the employ of a certain scoundrel,
who had made it his business to invest

houses with mystery, thus rendering them
untenantable, and of no use to their own-

ers, who were then glad to sell them at a

very low price. His plan was to select a fine

salable property, move into it and make
his arrangements for the accommodation
of a clever ghost by preparing in obscure
corners small hiding-places, with sliding

panels, whose existence no one would sus-

pect, rin doors, baseboards and wainscot,

that admitted the body of a small child.

By this arrangement the small ghost im-

personator had the run of the house and

opportunity of concealment. For this

purpose a clever lad, small of his age and

quick of movement, was employed and

given a thorough training. When the
house could no longer find a tenant, and
was offered for sale for much less than its

value, the rogue bought it. In time its

bad reputation was forgotten and the

property regained its value.

The little fellow whom I had so uncere-

moniously captured in the dead of night
was not inherently a bad boy; and as he

belonged to nobody in particular, but was
a poor little waif whose bright intellect

rendered him a ready subject for training,
I decided to adopt him. I have grown to be

very fond of him, and he returns my af-

fection with interest. As love can do al-

most anything, I do not doubt I shall

make a fine man of him.
In due time my niece arrived, with a

pretty little daughter. The two children
took to each other at once, and the house
over which once hung a disagreeable mys-
tery now resounds to the laughter of

happy childhood and enshrines within its

walls a contented home.

VOLUNTEER JOE

WE'D
seen them march away, that day,

So full of life and joy,

Heads up, eyes bright, in manhood's might,
And Joe, my boy.

And I must see them coming home,

(I'm old and weak, you know) :

To lift my voice and cheer the boys,
Account o' Joe.

In broken ranks, with lagging feet,

To music sad and slow,

The column wavers up the street
;

Somewhere, is Joe.

For tropic suns and hostile guns
Have done their work of woe

;

With shrunken frames, yet noble names,
Life's tide ebbs low.

The faded colors spread o'erhead,

Its tattered folds below

Loud cheer they then, these haggard men,
But where is Joe?

A lad on crutches bares his head,

Then sudden pale does go ;

A comrade's arm saves him from harm

O, God! 'tis Joe.

The people echo cheer on cheer,

I try to shout, but lo !

The joyful note dies in my throat,

For there is Joe.

Flora Haines Longhead.
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BY FRANCIS CARUTHERS WIMBERLY

WELL,
course it 's no more 'n nat-

'ral fur a 'oman to want to git

married, an' don't none of 'em

stay single what can help it. I reckon
don't nobody 'spute that ! Thar wuz a

single 'oman lived here onc't that wuz
real smart, an' course ol' maids ginerally

ain't; some pussons said she stayed a ol'

maid kase she wanted to, course, that

warn't so.

She wuz named Miss Jinnie Nobs, an'

she died las' year. She wuz a turrible good
'oman an' made the puttiest paper roses I

ever seen.

I tole Sis, I sez,
"
Lor', Sis, ain't it a

pity Miss Jinnie wuz n't a married
'oman ?"

"
Lor', no

; what you talkin' 'bout, Marg-
'ret?" (Sis you know 's a single 'oman,
an' she's pow'ful techy 'bout matrimony
talkin's.)

" Ain't single wimen 's good as

married wimen ?
"

says Sis, kin'er perki-
fied.

"
Lor', yes," I sez.

" You know I never

meant nothin' Sis, nothin' 't all
;

I wuz

jes thinkin' that 'ar Bible vuss relatin' to

children risin' up to call thar ma blessed

wuz jes made fur ol' Miss Jinnie, if

she 'd jes bin married an' had them chil-

'en to riz up."
An' Sis sez,

"
Well, likely she would n't

a bin so pious if she 'd had a husbun to ag-

givate her !

"

"Well, mos' wimen likes that kin' a

aggivation," I sez, laughin'.

"Well, I don't want no man a-pester-
in' 'round me !

"
sez Sis, chunkin' the fire

sorter spiteful.
Sis is tumble easy to rile on the sub-

ject of marryin', though goodness knows
't ain't no fault of hern as she ain't got no
t' other half.

But I wuz goin' to tell 'bout the fust

time I ever seed Mr. Pussons.

Well, he moved in town frum the coun-

try, whar he had a farm, an' he come in to

lend his chil'en to school. He built his-

se'f a house nex' to ourn, an' he hadn't
ben livin' thar no time when Mis' Pussons
tuk pneumony, an' died frum sleepin' in

a new-plastered room, leavin' her husbun
an' two chil'en to mourn fur her takin' off.

Ma an '
Sis an me nussed her mos'ly,

bein' nex' door to her, an' bein' over thar

so much I nat'rally seen a lot of Mr. Pus-
sons. Course I never had no notion fallin'"

in love with him, an' his wife still

a-breathin'; but I'll 'low I did think a

pow'ful lot of him, 'specially arter he wuz
a widdiwer an' 'peared to need a consid-

'able of consolin'.

I done all I could to chur him up, fur

knowin' he 'd had two wives to die arter

he married them, I knowed he mus' feel

putty lonesome by hisse'f, bein' he wuz
used to matrimonies. And I looked arter

them orphan chil'ens, too. Thar wuz some

spiteful folks as sed I looked to the chii'-

en to ketch they pa, an' ol' Mis' Hunt sed

as she thunk as four month wuz tol'able

early fur turnin' out, an' a widdiwer s

las' wife jes them four month in the grave-

yard. That 'ar pert Tom of hern said he

reckon 't war n't none too soon fur me.

Well, maybe it war n't, but 't war n"t none
of his business nohow.

Supposin' I did want to git married
;

i

ain', a-goin' ter say I did, an' I ain' a-goin
ter say I did n't, kase lyin' don't set becorn-

in' on a pusson arter gittin' the Second

Blessin' in the Methody meetin'. I never

kin furgit how that blessin' come ter me.

I wuz sittin' thinkin' 'bout gittin' mar-

ried, an' all of a sudden thar come sich a

feelin' of puffect love an' peace into my
soul, that I knowed it wuz that 'ar bles-

sin' that 'ar revival preacher wuz goin' on

'bout.

I got the blessin' onc't afore when I wuz
converted up to Sodgrass Spring camp-
meetin'.

I pertic'lar remember it on' count of

Tom Young allus settin' by me. An' Ma
thunk as how he wuz a-settin' by me all

time, he wuz goin' to set up to me too.

He 's married to Sally Jim Hunt now, an'

she did n't git much when she tuk him.

It 's a good thing he never axed me. I

would n't had him ! When folks uster say,
" Lor' ! Marg'ret, thought Tom wuz a

courtin' you, 'stidder Sally Jim !

"
I 'd

jes say I reckon I looked higher 'an Tom
Young, if I looked fur a husbun' 't all,

which I war n't.
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But I wuz goin' to tell 'bout the fust

time I seen Mr. Pussons. Well, arter his

wife died, he uster come over putty tol-

'able frequent an' set on the po'ch of

nights, an' when it turned cool he 'd to-.c

the big cheer in the parler an' set in it,

an' I 'd set in the little rockin'-cheer an'

patch on my log-cabin quilt. Ma an'

Sis said they knowed he jes come to see

me, an' they'd git all kin' o' 'scuses an'

git themselves outen the room.

Ma wuz awful pleased at me havin' a

beau. Sis war n't so tickled 'bout it, kase

she didn't have none herself; but she

made out like she wuz glad, an' she said

she thanked goodness 'at no man never

come a-botherin' her ! Course that war n't

so; but Sis had more raisin' than to let

folks know she keered nothin' 'bout it.

Ma said I 'd better be puttin' up more
o' them pear preserves, kase Mr. Pusson's

'peared tumble fond of them sort las' time
he eat supper at our house, an' Sis said

she 'd start a crochetin' some yarn roses

is countin' chickins too soon. Mr. Pussons
an' they kep' a-goin on till I got all frus-

trated, an' I sez,
"
Lor' ! Ma, you an'" Sis

is countin' chickins too soon. Mr. Pussons
ain't a-goin' to ax me; an' I don't know
as I 'd take him if he do."

Sis laffed an' sez,
" Go way fruni here,

Marg'ret."
An' Ma sez,

"
Don't have no foolishness

'bout you, Marg'ret. Ever'body knows as

Becky Todds is dead set on gittin Arch
Pussons ; an' she '11 git him too, if you act

too smart."
"
Lor' ! she kin have him," I sez,

"
if

she kin git him
; but he would n't look at

her."
"
Well, you take him when you kin git

him," sez Ma,
"
an' quit your foolishness.

Widdiwers is allus good husbuns, an' a
widdiwer what 's been two times a mourn-
er ain't happenin' 'round ever' day. You
git two calicurs an' set to work on your
weddin' things, 'cause widdiwers don't like
no delay arter they purposes to marry.""

Laws-a-mussy, Ma !

"
I sez,

"
wait till

he axes me afore I buys my trussuck
does."

"Thar ain't no use waitin'," sez Ma."
If you air too bashful to git them cali-

curs, I'll git 'em myself, an' I'll git
'em to-day, too ! I '11 'low as Becky Todd's
went sewin' that 'ar minute Mis' Pussons

wuz laid out, an' you ain't even got a

new sun-bonnet outen respect to Arch Pus-

sons a-beauin' you."
"
Well, I ain't as dead to git him as

Becky is," I sez.

"Well, you ought to be if you ain't,"

sez Ma ;

"
fur you 'n' Sis ain't got no

right to disgrace your fambly a-stayin'

single an' you nigh twenty-four year ol'."
"
Well, git them calicurs, an' 1 11 set to

work this very day," I sez.

An' Ma got 'em, right arter dinner, an'

Sis an' me set to work a-cuttin' out an'

sewin', an' when Mr. Pussons come in that

evenin', sorter onexpected, we wuz all

a-fixin' on 'em. I felt kinder tuk back at

fust at him seein' me sewin' on them wed-
din' things afore he' d axed me ; but if

he 'spicioned somethin', he never let on

none, but jes set in the big rockin'-cheer

same as usual, an' Ma axed him 'bout the

crops, like she allus done if she seed him

forty times a day, an' he said they wuz

good or they wuz bad jes 'cordin' to how
he wuz feelin' hisself at the time of speak-
in' 'bout 'em.

Putty soon Ma, she said she wuz sleepy,
an' Sis she said she wuz wantin' a drink
of water; so they took theyselves outen
the room. Well, I reckon if Mr. Pussons
had paid any 'tention to them two, he 'd

a-thunk they wuz the sleepiest an' thurst-

iest wimen in the State of Arkansaw, fur

they allus 'scused themselves in the same

way, which wuz 'bout four times to the

week.

Arter they left, we wuz kin'er quiet at

fust, for I allus felt sorter bashful alone

with a single man to myself; so I set

a-rockin' in my chur an' never said noth-

in', an' he set a-rockin' in his chur an1

never sed nothin', till we got over bein

skeery; then he cleared off his throat an'

moved his chur a little closter an' takin'

holt of a piece of the skirt I had bin a-sew-
in' on, he sez, "What you fixin', Miss

Marg'ret?""
Jes' a dress fur Sis," I sez, fur 'course

I war n't goin' to let him know I wuz fixin'

my weddin' dresses afore he 'd axed me a

purposal.
He set still a minute, an' then sighed

out loud an' sez,
"
My pore little chil'en 's

needin' thar does sewed on turrible bad,
Miss Marg'ret."

I never said nothin', fur when he got to
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be sociable 'nough to begin a-talkin' 'bout

his cmTen's does I knowed he wuz gittin'
to the serious time.

" An7
thar pa's cloes is needin' mendin'

too," he sez, real sad.

But my heart wuz a-thumpin' so 1

could n't say nothing an' I did n't know
what to say nohow.
Then he sez sorter low,

"
Ain't you a

putty good mender, Miss Marg'ret ?
"

"
I dunno," I sez, a-tremblin'.

"
Well, you mended up my heart, which

wuz broke when the ehil'en's ma died,
'

he sez.

I never said nothin', but I wuz feelin'

less skeery than I done afore he made his

talkin's so pat out; an' presently he sez,
"
Don't you know of nobody as would take

me an' my pore little chil'ens an' make a

home fur me an' them, Miss Marg'ret ?
"

"
I dunno," I sez ; fur I did n't want to

be showin' I wuz too anxious 'bout it.
"
Don't you ?

" he sez, movin' up closter.
"
Can't you think of nobody as would take

me ?
" he sez.

"Maybe Becky Todds would," I sez,

aickin' my head on the side an' smilin',
fur now, as I knowed fur shore it wuz corn-

in', I wuz n't goin' to have no hurryin's,
fur thar wuz sich a peaceful feelin' steal-

in' over me as I knowed I 'd never

'spurence again, even at camp-meetin'
time. So I wuzn't goin' to do nothin' to

shorten it up none. 'Sides, I wuz n't go-
in' to take him at the fust pop an' have
him think I had n't never had no chance
afore hisn. An' fur that very reason I jes
said kin'er don't-keer-like, that maybe
Becky 'd take him.

"
Miss Becky !

"
he sez, 'sprised."

Yes. She 's tumble anxious to mar-

ry, an' I ain't, myself."" You ain't !

" he sez.
"
Well, I thought

you
"

But afore he could say nothin' more at

the most important minute, Sis come to

the door an' said Ma wuz tuk with one of

her bad colic spells an' she 'd looked ever'-

whar an' couldn't find no mustard to

make a plaster fur her. So she reckoned

that I 'd have to come an' he'p her. Mr.
Pussons sed he'd go home. I toF him to

wait, but he 'peared to be sot on leaving

though I toF him I 'd come back jes as

soon as I got that 'ar mustard.
Course thar ain't nothin' ser'us 'bout the

colic, an' I wuz fretted a heap at Sis to

come an' 'terrupt Mr. Pussons an' me;
an' when Ma found out 'bout her doin' it,

she wuz mad at her fur breakin' up the

prospec' of gittin' me settled as soon as I

might a-bin if he 'd kep' on an' Sis had n't

come makin' a to-do 'bout nothin'.

He stayed off more 'n a week, an' when I

seen him at church, he never looked at me.
Ma jes' had a fit when I toF her 'bout

how I talked 'bout Becky Todds to him,
an' she sed I did n't have no more sense

than a fool
; an' while course he would n't

look at nobody like Becky on 'count of

ever'body's laughin' at her tryin' to git
married to ever' man that wuz to be got,
still 't war n't safe to be too independent
with widdiwers.

An' while me an' her wuz settin
1

think-
in' how we could git him a-comin' back
'thout bein' too brassy 'bout it, Sis hol-

lered to me an' sez,
"
Marg'ret, if Mr. Pus-

sons ain't a-comin' right in to our front

gate!"
If I did n't near faint ! Howsomever,

I didn't; an' presently he come in the

door a-smilin' an' lookin' sorter happy.
So I knowed he war n't mad, an' I jes

?

made up my min' it wuz accredental his

never comin' nigh me fur more 'n a week.

He sot hisself in the big rocker same as

usual an' stretched hisself out, an' 'peared
so peaceful an' looked so pleased, that I

got jes' a little trimbly like I done las'

time. But I jes' made up my min' right
then an' thar that I wuz n't goin' to talk

no more foolishness 'bout Becky Todds nor

nobody else, an' I would n't git 'round the

subjec' noway this night. So I jes* set my
chur so he could git close to me arter I

said yes.
Ma an' Sis they got out the room with

thar sleepiness an' thurstiness remarks,
an' they had n't no sooner gone than Mr.
Pussons pulled up his chur a little closter

an' sez
"
I 'm feelin' so contented, Miss

Marg'ret."
"So am I," I sez, makin' up my min'

to he'p him all I could to matrumonies
on this ercasion.

"
Well, I 'm glad to hear you say so

kase I 'm a-feelin' so contented myself an'

I want everybody to feel the same way.
I 'd ruther have a churful home an' a

nice 'oman settin' at my side than a palace,
Miss Marg'ret."
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" Would you?
"

I sez, with that puffect

peace a-stealin' over me ag'in like it done

the las' time. I had n't never had no pur-

posm' done to me; but seemed like this

wuz a putty good beginnin' to start on.

""Yes," he sez, rockin' hisself slow an'

knockin' his heels together soft and hap-

py-like, "yes, an' the little '"omaii yoa
choosed an' I choosed to be a precious wife

to me is goin' to make me jes' sich a

home."

Lor' ! wuz n't I happy thinkin' how purt
he wuz to be a-knowin' as I 'd chose myself
fur him ! I got real trimbly, an' he seed

it an' he sez, "Air you sick, Miss Ma**-

g'ret ? I sees you 's a-trimblinV
"
No," I sez, thinkin' it sorter funny

that a widdiwer that had axed two wives to

have him did n't know it wuz skeery fur a

female to be courted to.
"
Yes," he sez,

"
if the little 'ornan I 'in

thinkiu' of don't make me putty comfut-
able I 'm mistook."

"
1 '11 do all I kin fur your happiness/"

I sez pat out, fur 1 war n't goin' to have
no more deelays like thar wuz las' time all

'long of my makin' them idjit speeches
'bout Becky Todds' takin' him, an' Sis

havin' no more sense than to git me off to

mustard plaster Ma an' that 'ar colic she
had. So I jes' said/ thout losin' no time,
that I 'd do all I could to make him a

precious wife.
" You will !

"
he sez, kin'er 'sprised.

"Yes," I sez, wonderin' what he wuz

'sprised 'bout an' why he never tuk my
han' what I 'd laid conven'ent on my knee
nex' to him; fur I knowed widdiwers
wouldn't be bashful 'bout takin' han's,
with thar 'spurence.

" Thar 's a mistake," he sez arter a

minute.
" What 's a mistake ?

"
I sez.

"
Why, did n't my little girl come over

to tell you 'bout her new ma what 's com-
in' next week ?

" he sez, lookin' sorter

cur'us at me. "
I tol' my little girl to

tell you this mornin'."
" Her new ma !

"
I sez.

" Did n't you
ax me to be a precious wife to you ?

"
"
No," he sez

;

" I axed Miss Becky."
"Becky Todds?" I sez.
"
Yes," he sez.

" Did n't you tell me to

ax her?"
" To be shore, I did," I sez, drawin' up

myself. I wuz n't goin' to let him see as

I keered none, if my heart wuz a-break-

in'.
"
Yes," he sez.

"
I would n't a-thought

of Miss Becky if you had n't a-tol' me she
wuz wantin' to git married, an' you sed

you war n't, an' bein' as you tol' me to ax

her, I done it."
" Oh ! she 's welcome to you, an' you to

her," I sez, holdin' up my head putty
high.

"
Well, you said she 'd take me, an' she

did at the very fust word I said," he sez.
<< She 'd tuk anybody," I sez coldly."
Well, she tuk me," he sez, twistin'

'round his thumbs an' lookin' cheap."
Course," I sed,

"
she war n't pertic

'lar who it wuz," I sez,
"
I would n't a-tuk

no man livin', myself.""
Yes," he sez ;

"
I wuz tryin' to ax you

fust, but you didn't seem to be in no

hurry to make up your min', an' the chil-

'en wuz needin' thar school-does sewed on,
an' my shirts wuz all give out, an' I

could n't lose no time beggin' you.""
Law-a-mussy !

"
I sez," Goodness

gracious! I wouldn't had you to save

you !

"
"
Well," he sez, spunkin' up,

"
I war n't

gom' to lose no time beggin' you."" Good thing you never," I sez, kin'er
don't-keer-like.

"
Well, Miss Becky tuk me almos' afore

I axed her," he sez, tryin' to show off how
bad she wanted him.

But I sez,
"
She'd a-tuk anybody's leav-

in's !

"

Well, arter a year Mis' Pusson's, what
wuz Becky Todds, she died, leavin' a

little baby jes' borned, an' thar bein' no-

body to take keer of the little critter, me
an' Ma an' Sis we tuk it. Mr. Pussons
sed he hated to take it 'way, as course he 'd

have to when he got the chil'en thar nex"
Ma.

"
Well," I sez pat out,

"
thar ain't but

one Ma as I '11 'low to have this here chile
an' that 's me myself an' nobody else."

"Well," he sez, "you are a leetle anx-
iouser then you wuz las' time we wuz

speakin' of matrimony."
"
Well, maybe I be, and maybe I be n't/'

I sez ;

" but thar ain't nobody but me
goin' ter Ma this here chile, an' I don't
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know as I said nothin' 'bout matrimony,
neither," I sez.

"
Well, I do," he sez ;

"
an' if you want

to Ma that 'ar baby, you '11 have to Ma
them other two chil'en an' look arter thar

Pa."
" All right," I sez.

"
I don't keer noth-

in' 'bout marryin', but I reckon its mis-

respectful to Ma to have two daughters

a-stayin' single."

"Well, thar ain't no time to lose, an'

we '11 git married nex' week," he sez,
"
fur

the chil'en an' me 's needin' fixin' up
ag'in.""

Well, we '11 git married nex' week, an
afore nex' week if your shirts is give out

an' the chil'en's does is needin' sewin' on
as bad as they wuz when you could n't take

time to beg me an' axed Becky Todds,"
I sez.

"
Things is a-needin' fixin' putty bad,"

he sez, "tumble bad."
"
Then, we '11 git married day arter to-

morrow," I sez,
"
an' afore that, if them

cloes is fallin' to pieces," fur I war n't

goin' ter have no more slips an' me mid-
dlin' twenty year ol', an' Mr. Pussons done
had three wives ! Course 't war n't nat'ral

to suppose he 'd have more 'n four, so if

I did n't take him this time 't war n't like-

ly I 'd git off 't all not that I keered per-

tic'lar, but Ma did, an' course ol' maids
is kin'er lettin' down of a fambly.

Some folks sed as I mus' be tumble
anxious to git off to marry a man with
three wives gone to glory; but

?

t war n't

no fault of hisn, an' I wuz n't goin' to let

them meddlin' wimen skere me into stay-
in' single.

THE FIRST ALOHA

WHEN
Hawaii lay an infant

In its ocean mother's care,

All the family of nature

Longed that mother-love to share.

With those sea-foam arms around it

And the rainbow eyes above,

Lay the ocean-born Hawaii,

Nursed in tenderness and love.

Kindly nature watched and waited,

At the nightfall, through the day,

As it sought a first faint whisper,

Or some word the child might say.

Hark ! the mother caught its murmur,

Wrapt it in her sweet sea tone,

Passed " Aloha" to the breezes,

Echoed it from zone to zone.

Never shone the sun more brightly,

Ne'er more sweet the fall of rain,

As the sounds of glad creation

Blended in one word again.

Come ye to Hawaii's cradle,

Learning there the meaning sweet
;

Hear the kind Aloha whispered,

With it one another greet.

Still those echoes brood above it,

O'er the mountain-top and palm,

As they yield to ev'ry nation

Thoughts of joy, and peace and calm.

How it stirs the heart in home-land,

How it draws from distant scenes !

All the blessing one can wish thee,

That is what Aloha means.

Philip Henry Dodge.



A STREET-CAR SKETCH
BY KATE STUART BURWELL

IT
IS a dull, gray afternoon in March,

when the sky overhead and the mud
underneath harmonize into a gloomy

whole; a day when one's troubles and

anxieties seem mountain-high, and one is

wont to indulge in a fit of the blues.

The very atmosphere of a street-car is

depressing at such a time, with the double

row of tired, jaded women, laden with par-
cels and children. In this especial car, the

general attention, languid as it is, is paid
to a couple of middle-aged females, with

determined jaws and sharp noses, who,
with melancholy firmness, are discussing
all the sins and ailments of various

friends. One holds in a stiff position upon
her knee a small boy, with a very dirty

face, who is regaling himself with red

gum-drops. The other woman, between
her sentences, bestows her attention upon
a flower-pot, in which is growing a tube-

rose with a very strong and sickening odor.

Opposite this group is a little girl, gaz-

ing with longing eyes at the consumer of

gum-drops. She holds a bag of candy in

her grasp, but her mamma deems it im-

proper to eat in a street-car, and severely
forbids her to open the bag. In one corner

is a discontented-looking young girl, whose
veil does not quite hide her straightened

bangs. She is endeavoring to make her-

self as small as possible, so as to avoid any
contact with her neighbor, a well-meaning
and broadly-smiling Chinaman.
Then there is a little woman with lap

and arms filled with packages, and shabbily
dressed, patiently striving to entertain the
old lady next her, who is inclined to be
fretful. Her smile sometimes becomes

very weak and there is a little tremble in

her low voice, as she endeavors to soothe
her mother's ruffled feelings.
The rest of the passengers are very

ordinary beings, middle-aged men ab-
sorbed in newspapers, sleepy children, and

unhappy silent women.
The clattering bell on the horses rings

monotonously, the driver's whistle gives an
occasional shriek, and. the patient animals

plod along, while the impatient passengers
wonder why the horses are so slow.

The monotony is relieved for a few
minutes by the entrance of a young girl

in a stylish, close-fitting suit, with a great
bunch of violets pinned to her coat. One
of the newspaper mummies rises gallantly ,

the violets have a tussle with the all-con-

quering tuberose and the other odors wan-

dering at large, but give up the fight, and
the young girl leaves the car after having
ridden a few blocks. The monotony is

restored.

The people are slowly leaving, and, as

the car begins to look empty, one notices

for the first time a small group in one cor-

ner. A little, shriveled-up old man, with

his hat pulled far down over his face,

seems to find in the straight, hard seat

a comfortable couch. He is sleeping so

heavily that he does not notice the weary
head of the little match-boy which rests

so confidingly on his shoulder. The little,

pale face is quite happy ; he is in a dream-
world far more beautiful than this dreary,
real one. The large basket at his feet,

filled with matches, is. a mournful hint of

his pitiful trade.

As the number of passengers thins out,
the conductor, a stolid, stupid native of the

Land of the Midnight Sun, comes through
the car and taps the aged sleeper on the

shoulder. He may have passed his desti-

nation. His sleep must be very heavy, for

he does not move. A rougher shake, re-

peated several times, fails to break the

charm. The conductor begins to sniff the

air suspiciously for a trace of some intoxi-

cant, but the tuberose is still supreme.
Suddenly he happens to touch one of

the wrinkled, old hands, which clutches

with a clinging grasp a corner of the rag-

ged, old coat, and he gives a start, looking
around for a moment in surprise and dis-

may. Then he deliberately puts his hand

up under the torn hat and lays it on the

face of the old man. There is no question
in his start this time, and a look of hor-

ror comes into his eyes, while he pulls

away his hand as if it had been burnt.

The Angel of Death himself has entered
that common street-car, has passed silent-

ly up the aisle, between that double row of

every-day people, and has taken away with
him a weary soul to a land far more beau-
tiful than even the dream-world of the

beggar-boy.



THE CITY OF EDUCATION
BY EDWARD B. PAYNE

T 1 NQUESTIONABLY, the interna-

II tional competition to provide plans
for a system of buildings to be

erected by the University of California is

one of the notable events of these closing

years of the century. The foremost archi-

tects of both America and Europe, to the

number of ninety-eight, submitted the re-

sults of their prolonged, conscientious and
ambitious studies to a jury of their

peers, meeting in Antwerp in September,
1898. At that time eleven contestants

were selected for a second competition,
and the final judgment was rendered,
with an award of prizes, at San Francisco
on September 7th of the present year.
The issue of these two years of competi-

tive struggle between renowned artists of

two continents, for a chance to embody
their ideas and ideals in affirmative and

enduring architectural forms, confront-

ing the Golden Gate, is certainly of more
than local interest. California, to be sure,
and its University may not unreasonably

rejoice that so noble a scheme has origin-
ated here; and that the wise and ample
generosity of one of its citizens has ad-

vanced the undertaking to a point from
which its complete realization may be

hopefully foreseen. But in thus laying
tribute upon the genius of the world in be-

half of its higher education, this Sunset

Shore has initiated and carried through
the first stage of success, a project which

must challenge interested and continued

attention on both sides of the Atlantic.

It is the intention of THE OVERLANE,
in this article, and others in following

numbers, to present the principal reasons

why California and the University should

congratulate themselves on the result of

the competition. We shall find these

reasons in a consideration of the local con-

ditions, in a review of architectural devel-

opment in America, and in tracing the

relations of this competition and its issue

to the art of the Old World and the gen-
eral story of its evolution. The treatment

will necessarily be brief, touching only on

certain salient points; but we hope to

show that what has thus far been accom-
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plished answers both to the requirements
of the University and to the art sympa-
thies and tendencies of America; while it

is justified also as being in the line of ar-

chitectural development from Greece to

the western shores of the New World.
The present article will deal only with

considerations of a general character,

showing that the final choice of plans
promises to realize all that was reason-

ably hoped for by the initiators of this

remarkable and now famous project.
It can not be amiss to note at the outset

certain facts regarding the personality
and life of the architect whose designs
bore off the first prize. We may indeed
account it a piece of good luck that since

the award was destined to go to a Euro-

pean, it should fall to a man whose sym-
pathies are not strictly bound to any one
national school. M. Benard, though
largely indebted to Paris, has developed
his talents outside of that capital of art.

Early in his career he took up residence

at Havre, where the conditions affecting
his professional work were different from
those obtaining in the great French cen-

ter. He has also resided and studied for

prolonged periods in Italy and Greece,

subject to the direct influence of classic

ideas and achievements. These circum-

stances have disposed him to an excep-

tionally free sympathy with Italian forms
and have liberated him from the remnant
fences and conventionalities of the ear-

lier French tendencies.

At the same time, M. Benard is French,

having all the simplicity, directness, and

versatility of the French school. The
French are exceptionally free from the

cramping limitations of an undue empha-
sis upon what is called

"
style." The Ger-

mans and English lay great stress upon
style. But the French do not use the

word, and hardly recognize the idea; they

just build practically along in a simple,
innocent way without labeling anything
that they do. This is a characteristic of

the French mind in art. Their work is

very clear, straightforward, and without

complication.
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All this enabled Benard to come nearer

than any other to our open American sym-
pathies. While it is, perhaps, one of our

characteristics to want to name things,

yet the range of our sympathies is com-

paratively free. Indeed, even our prefer-
ence for precise definition and exact

nomenclature is due to our distaste for

complication and confusion, and our admi-

ration for the real thing. Therefore, when
the real thing is brought to us, and the

best thing, we are ready to accept it on
its own merits. Benard's attitude in art

is similar to ours as practical Americans
whenever we face any problem whatever,
either artistic or economic or political.

Accordingly, it might have been expected
of M. Benard, even in advance of his per-

formance, and judged only on the basis of

his training and experience, that he would

bring forth for us, out of accredited archi-

tectural forms old and new, something
that would appeal strongly to the. Ameri-
can mind. That he has done so, we con-

fidently believe.

This, then, is what we mean by char-

acterizing the selection of M. Benard as

a stroke of good fortune. We have in him
an architect whose career has fitted him to

do in the New World something which
shall not be alien to American tendencies

and yet shall hold us reasonably back to

the art of the older lands, even of Italy
and classic Greece.

Few, perhaps, of the multitudes who
have visited the recent exhibition of plans
in San Francisco have realized the vast-

ness and complexity of the task given out

two years ago to the world's architects.

Here was essentially a new idea, that of

an architectural city or village. The ar-

chitecture of the international exposi-
tions had in some degree prepared the

way; but no scheme of like extent or of

so great possibilities has been heretofore

proposed. Here was a project for a City
of Education, to be adapted to all the

needs that could now be foreseen or con-

ceived of, or guessed at, of a rapidly

growing institution of universal learning.
This city must not merely accommodate a

passing spectacle, like an exhibition of

the world's material progress, but it

must meet the demands of centuries, ad-

justing itself to the experimental develop-

ment of a great popular institution

vitalized by the spirit of the iNew World,

having promise of an unlimited term of

life, and advancing rapidly under free and

stimulating conditions.

The practical requirements, therefore,
were not simple, but complex and diver-

sified, as was shown by the original pro-

gram, which laid down many hundreds of

specifications providing for all conceiva-

ble needs of the University both for the

present and, perhaps, forever. Further-

more, the plan must aim, of course, at a

signal triumph in creative art, such an

expression of beauty as should satisfy, if

possible, the critical judgment not of a

generation only, but of all time. And
lastly, we must have here a creation which
should express to the world something of

America's thought, and to America some-

thing of the world's thought as to what a

great and noble university ought to be.

The very project was in itself an invalua-

ble contribution to both the history of ed-

ucation and the history of art; and the

notable men who have applied their tal-

ents to its solution in a giant rivalry
a peaceable but prodigious contest of

geniuses have wrought at a task worthy
of their powers and inspirations.

In accordance with the above, there are

two principal standpoints from which to

judge of the designs to which the jury

unanimously awarded the first prize ; first,

Utility, or the demands of practical ser-

vice; second, Ideality, or the conditions

of beauty.
It is probable that upon the question of

adaptation to use, the plans will be sub-

jected to their severest test. Here the

judgments of the University people them-

selves may justly claim precedence. If

that body of practical educators, being on

the ground and presumably knowing what

they need, find upon a careful study of

the plans that they are well adapted to

the working uses of <the University, the

general public will have little further con-

cern on that point. It is a matter of pop-
ular interest, however, that the jury and

other competent architects regard M. Be-

nard's plans as remarkably flexible. It is

to be noted that although a survey of the

general plan gives the impression of a

definite and ordered symmetry, yet the

buildings themselves are in every instance
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strongly individualized. It is a striking
evidence of the designer's genius that

while the scheme as a whole stands in an
admirable unity, he has given to the sev-

eral structures this clearly defined diver-

sity. A careful study of the first illustra-

tion accompanying this article will dem-
onstrate the fact to any eye. This, very

likely, will prove to be another item of

good luck to the University. A plan so

architecturally set and inflexible that the

least modification of it would impair the

harmony of the whole would certainly be

a misfortune. The good luck consists in

that out of all the schemes submitted to

the jury there was one just one, and no
more that met the crucial test of gen-
eral flexibility. This plan is capable of

very considerable readjustments. If the

illustration is examined carefully, it will

be seen that the parts may be transposed,
the place of almost any building may be

changed, and the general aspect will not

be disturbed. This is the capital and

winning virtue of M. Benard's plans.
Their pliant and elastic character pro-
vides not only for present readjustment,
but for growth either by extension or by
the incorporation of additional buildings
into the scheme. There can be but little

doubt that when the architect is upon the

ground for consultation with the Univer-

sity authorities, the general integrity of

the plan will be preserved, and yet the

convenience of all the various educational

sections fairly accommodated. Another

point of advantage in the Benard plans,

growing also out of their flexibility, is

that their execution in full is not so de-

pendent, as in other schemes it might be,

on the guidance throughout of a single
master mind. If artistic success were

conditional upon fixed and unalterable de-

tails, the death of4he designer might seri-

ously cripple the undertaking. As it is,

however, if the work must be passed over

at any time to a new man, the accommo-
dative character of the plans can be relied

upon to give him a considerable degree of

freedom while adhering to the original

conception as a whole.

What is to be said, now, of these plans
as to their artistic and esthetic value?

Will their execution give us a superb ex-

pression of beauty? For this, fully as

much as the serving of specific and pre-

scribed uses, was a prime condition im-

posed upon the competing architects.

Unless this City of Education is to be also

a City Beautiful, here is a sacrifice of the

ideal to which not even the perfection of

the practical facilities could reconcile us.

In the appreciation of art, and even
in the apprehension of beauty in

nature, there are, as a line in the old

copy-books used to say,
"
many men of

many minds." The wide, unreasoning di-

versities of popular taste render any com-

plete concensus of opinion on such a

problem as this an impossibility. Listen-

ing to the exclamations of the multitude
that thronged the recent exhibition of

plans, one was in doubt as to the possible
result of a popular vote of the California

community upon the esthetic merits of

the several schemes; unless, forsooth, in

case of a referendum to the people, com-

petent critics and architects of acknowl-

edged superiority were to take the plat-
form and enlighten the general mind on
the established canons of criticism. Even
thus we could not reasonably expect unan-

imity in the result. For the critics them-

selves, in regard to an artistic problem so

vast and so elaborate as the one in hand,
will certainly have their distinct points of

view, influenced by the dicta of their fa-*

vorite schools and possibly by national,
or even personal prejudices, and so their

voices will not accord.

A conspicuous example of hostile criti-

cism and that of so uncompromising a

nature as to dash to the very ground all

our exalted hopes of this competition is

to be found in a recent issue of a promi-
nent weekly newspaper of San Francisco.

It appears that a certain German art critic

brought himself all the way from New
York to San Francisco with the fondly

premeditated purpose, as he asserts, of
"
writing a eulogy of this great architect-

ural event and those who participated in

it." But alas for the conquering opposi-
tions that so often turn back our cherished

intentions ! He reversed the order of Ba-

laam's dubious procedure : for he came to

bless and stayed to curse. He was influ-

enced as one must judge from his essay
in public criticism by an apprehension
of the

"
limitation

'

of capital;" by an ob-

served
"
calmly calculating turn"' on the

part of American millionaires
; by the fear
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of a pernicious effect upon the character
of the student through the evil influence

of
"

halls, colonnades, terraces and stair-

cases designed in grotesque proportions
and overdone in decorations;" by an an-

tipathy to the French language, and es-

pecially the language of the modern
French school of architecture; and by an
evident but unaccountable unwillingness
that any one building to be erected on the

University site at Berkeley should stand
behind another. These considerations

wrought so potently as to transmute his

proposed eulogy into something in the na^
ture of an elegy. For he proceeds to

"
re-

cord another of the tragic episodes of his

life in proclaiming this competition for
which Mrs. Hearst and hundreds of archi-

tects have so willingly devoted their en-

ergy, money, and time, more or less of a

failure." He declares that,
"
surveying the

entire exhibition, there is not one design
which does justice to the prospect and as-

pect of. the site, or which complies with
the requirements of good practical archi-

tecture."

It is from this source that we have the

suggestion that the controlling condition

in the architectural problem, and the

prime criterion for judgment in the case,

should be that of a grouping of buildings
such that their

" ensemble presents itself

as a grand picture to those who cross the

bay." This would probably necessitate a

north-and-south axis instead of east-and-

west, and a number of segmental terraces

for a display of successive series of build-

ings. The only plans conforming to these

ideas are those of the third prize, which
the jury regarded as undeniably artistic,

but as not the best solution, particularly
because of the undesirable crowding neces-

sary to bring them within feasible limits.

Furthermore, the bay view is not that ex-

press and precedent essential upon which
the entire idea should be pivoted. If it

were, it would be necessary that the ar-

chitect should be able to begin at the bay
shore and provide for, or consider, all the

architecture to be planted between that

line and the summit of Grizzly Peak. But
we are hardly strong enough to command
the situation to that extent. This being

impossible, it is not reasonable to impose
upon the architect the task of cutting a

small slice out of that wide landscape and

treating it in such a way that, as an all-

determining condition, it shall present an

enticing spectacle from the deck of the

ferry-boat or the pleasure-yacht on the

bay. It is not for this, primarily, that the

buildings are to be erected, me test of

both beauty and utility will be applied
more directly by resident thousands whose
life and mental discipline will bring them
into close relation, through a term of

years, with the grounds and buildings of

the University.
As to the lack of

" head or tail
"

in

M. Benard's scheme, the absence from it

of
"
a grande entree and a point de vue"

it may be contended that an emphasis on
these terms is hardly a criticism of the

problem in hand. These expressions
stand for fixed and formal rules imposed
on the work of a century ago, which were
like the creed limitations of a religious

society obstructing freedom and growth.
There has been some liberation since then

for architecture, and the projectors of the

Hearst competition were wise in not in-

sisting on a conventional beginning and

ending of the scheme. They aimed, evi-

dently, at a simple human expression, and
refrained from even setting the posts of

their gates. The artist was set free from
the shibboleths that have constrained the

work of any passing era or school.

The strident voice of condemnation to

which we have listened in the quotations
above is not likely to make us forget
the unanimity with which the jury of com-

petent critics pronounced the scheme of

M. Benard one
"
of great general beauty."

They state that at no time during the pro-

ceedings was there
"
any divergence of

opinion amongst the jurors as to its su-

periority." Its beauty lies in a simple
vertebral grouping of diversified ideas

with a remarkable variety of treatment in

the several buildings, as before indicated;
in its location of large open spaces, such

as the
" Fine Arts Square," the athletic

field, and the main avenue; in its careful

preservation of the watercourses, groves,
restful nooks, and general features of the

site; and in its conscientious aim to rep-
resent a University rather than a grand
architectural composition.
But the chief and essential beauty of

this great architectural creation will be

if, as we hopefully believe, it is to be in
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that it will rise as a distinctly human ex-

pression and realization. It may require

twenty-five, or even fifty years two gen-

erations, to complete it on the scale now

proposed, with possible extensions in a

later time. Thus it will arise in this new
modern time, and on this advanced shore

of the world's progress, somewhat as the

^rand cathedrals of Eurone arose, piled up
by the labors of millions lifting now a

stone and now another to its place, its

courses laid in that fidelity which affirms

and reaffirms a noble purpose, its comple-
tion assured in the constancy of a people
enamored of a sacred idea.

The greatness of California will be

demonstrated, or else its littleness will be

made manifest, by the way in which we
deal with this project. The State faces its

opportunity, and, standing before it, faces

the world. We have the chance to signal-
ize in an enduring and monumental way
our passing into the second half-century
of Statehood. Nothing would so clearly

prove our right to Tbe here in the golden
world, sheltered under the Sierra gran-

deurs, and facing the Pacific vastness, as

to take from the architect's sheets this

grand idea and make of it a veritable util-

ity, a realized expression of beauty. Let
California arise and build on its beloved

shore its City of Education !

A Detail M. Bfinard



MY QUEEN

SHADOWS
sleep in thy hair,

My Queen ;

Inscrutable are thine eyes,

For the curving fringe

Of the low lids tinge

Their depths to deeper dyes.

Thy voice, a sweet-toned bell,

My Queen ;

Like a far-off call to prayer,

That reaches and rolls

From awaiting souls

The granite stone of care.

Gifts, not all gazers see,

My Queen ;

Their charms receive,|impart

From the hidden rills

Of the spring that fills

The deep wells of thine heart.

M. E. Dudley.
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MY LITTLE PEARL

M Y little Pearl is dainty

As the dawn,

My little Pearl is graceful

As the fawn.

A gentle breeze, caressing

As it blows,

As simple she, as charming

As the rose.

My little Pearl is timid

As a hare,

As chaste, yet all unfettered

As the air.

My little Pearl is loving

As a bird,

My little Pearl goes grieving

At a word.

My little Pearl could never

Walk apart ;

My little Pearl forever

Bares her heart.

M. E. Dudley.
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A RABBI'S REPLY TO MARK TWAIN
BY M. S. LEVY

IN
THE September number of Harpers

Monthly Magazine, there is an article,

"Concerning the Jews/' written by
Mark Twain as a public answer to a pri-

vate letter of an attorney, in which he

asks Mark Twain to give some reason for

the prejudice against the Jew. The an-

swer starts out with the idea that Mark
Twain is unbiased and unprejudiced, and

hence the inference that his opinion might
be regarded as just and right. Through-
out the article, however, there is easily

traced that spirit which the author denies

at the outset.

From many of the statements Mark
Twain makes regarding the various traits

of the Jew, it is plain that they are not

only tinged with malice and prejudice, but

are incorrect and false. And thus I feel

impelled to answer these false charges
lest they be misleading." In the United States he was created

free in the beginning he did not need to

help, of course."

That the above insinuation is not his-

torically, correct, and shows how little the

writer was informed, I beg leave to give
the following account of the patriotic part
in which the Jews were engaged during
the early days of our history and the
"
help

"
they gave morally and financially

during the Kevolutionary period.
Just after the close of the Eevolution

the census of the States showed a popu-
lation of four millions, among whom three
thousand were Jews. The Jewish colonists

of that period, comparatively recent set-

tlers and few in number though they were,
furnished, as usual in all struggles for lib-

erty, more than their proportion of sup-
porters to the Colonial cause. They not

only risked their lives, but aided mate-

rially with their money to equip and main-
tain the armies of the Eevolution. That

they also took an active part in the earliest

stages of resistance to the encroachments
of the mother country is proved by the

signatures to the Non-Importation Eesolu-
tions of 1765. Nine Jews signed -the res-

olutions, the adoption of which was the
first organized movement in the agitation
which eleven years later gave this country

its independence from England. The

original document in Carpenter's Hall,

Philadelphia, bears the following names
on the first roll of American patriots :

Benjamin Levy, Samson Levy, Joseph
Jacobs, Hyman Levy, Jr., David Franks,
Mathias Bush, Michael Gratz, Barnard

Grratz, Moses Mordecai.

Another Jewish patriot who helped the

Eevolutionary cause in making history,
was Hyam Salomon, who gave $300,000,
an immense fortune for those days. Man-
uel Mordecai Noah, an officer on Wash-

ington's staff, gave 20,000 to further the

cause in which he was enlisted. Isaac

Morris, of Philadelphia, gave 3,000. Ben-

jamin Jacobs and Samuel Lyon, of New
York, and Benjamin Levy, of Philadel-

phia, also gave liberally. At the session of

the Fifty-Second Congress, 1893, a bill

was presented in Congress ordering a gold
medal struck off in recognition of ser-

vices rendered by Hyam Salomon during
the Eevolutionary War. Eather tardy
but nevertheless a deserved tribute.

Daniel W. Cardozo, Jacob I. Cohen, Sr.,

Isaiah Isaacs, Sheftall Sheftall, Isaac N.

Cardozo, Colonel Bush, and a whole corps
of Israelites under Captain Lushington
prove only too well that the Jew did help,
and helped effectively, before these United

States were made free and independent,
to earn that freedom his successors now

enjoy. He was not
"
created free in the

beginning"; he fought and bled for his

country.
Even before the Eevolutionary period

we find the Jew ready to defend his home
and his flag. In 1754, during the French
and Indian War, Isaac Myers, of New
York, called a meeting at the Eising Sun
Inn and raised a company, of which he
was chosen captain, many other Jews fol-

lowing his patriotic conduct. From the

Hon. Simon Wolf's Patriot, Soldier, and

Citizen, to which I am indebted for much
information upon this subject, I have
collected hundreds of names of Jews,
whose services should be sufficient proof
of the

"
help

"
rendered

"
in the begin-

ning." Among these, are the following:

Captain Noah Abraham; Lieutenant-
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Colonel Aaron Benjamin; Ensign Samuel

Benjamin, Eighth Massachusetts, pro-
moted to Second and later to First Lieu-

tenant; Captain Joseph Bloomfield, Third
New Jersey, and promoted step 'by step to

Brigadier-General, U. S. A., 1812; Moses

Bloomfield, hospital surgeon; Henry Pike

Bush; Colonel Solomon Bush; Major
Lewis Bush, Sixth Pennsylvania, fatally
wounded at the Battle of Brandywine;
Jonas Bush; Jacob I. Cohen; Ensign
Philip Jacob Cohen, Second Pennsylva-
nia Battery ;

Eeuben Etting, of Maryland,
nineteen years of age, taken prisoner at the

surrender of Charleston to the British, in

1798, captain of the Independent Blues,
and later appointed marshal of Maryland
by President Jefferson; Solomon Etting;
Colonel Isaac Frank, aide-de-camp to Gen-
eral Washington; Michael Gratz; Quar-
termaster Bernhard Hart; David Hays,
Jr.; Colonel Isaacs, North Carolina mil-

itia; Moses Isaacks, an active supporter
of the army of the Revolution, who en-

tertained George Washington at his home
in Newport, R. I.; Captain Isaac Israel,

Eighth Virginia ; Jacob Lem, an officer of

General Pulaski
; Captain Jacob De Leon,

on the staff of General De Kalb ; Ensign
Asher Levy, First New Jersey; Nathaniel

Levy, who served under Lafayette; Cap-
tain Jacob Moses, Sixth Pennsylvania;
Benjamin Moses, an officer on General Pu-
laski's staff; Captain Jacob De la Molta,
also on the staff of General Pulaski.

It is painful to see that that patriotism
which is the Jew's greatest pride and glory
is the object of flings on every occasion,
and his loyalty called in question. It ib

a libel on his manhood and an outrage his-

torically. This accusation is one that

touches us to the. core, implying as it does,
that the Jew has done little for the priv-

ileges he enjoys. That it is not true can
be abundantly proven from the records of

all countries.

WT
e ask Mark Twain to recall the mighty

deeds of Andre Massena, Marshal of

France. Let him read the records of

Aries, defended by the Jews against the

Franks and Burgundians. King Phillip
of France has told of the heroism of his

Jewish soldiers in his expedition against
Count Guy of Flanders. Napoleon the

First showed his appreciation of their

loyalty, and the last of the illustrious

house testified to their love for the flag.

Burgos, Toledo, Woens, and Prague can
answer if there was ever an inclination to

shirk the patriotic demands for soldiers

amongst the Jews.
William of Prussia's testimony and his

decree will be the best answer from Ger-

many. Austria can testify; Russia and

Turkey will gladly say what happened at

Plevna; England will cheerfully tell of

her one hundred and fifty officers and
Colonel Goldsmid's heroism. America

proudly proclaims the part her Jewish
sons have played in the Civil War, the

Spanish War, and the present conflict in

the Philippines. Let these all testify, and
then no more will an honest man declare

that the Jew shows an unpatriotic disin-

clination to stand by the flag of his- coun-

try as a soldier.

Stand by his flag? Lieutenant Max
Sachs, killed at Bowling Green, Kentucky,
refused to surrender to the rebels sur-

rounding him, but succeeded in keeping
the enemy at bay until re-enforcements
arrived one of the most heroic deeds dur-

ing the Civil War. Alex Appel, sergeant-

major Sixteenth Iowa Infantry, distin-

guished himself by saving the regimental
colors and standing by the flag at Pitts-

burg Landing. Leopold Karpeles, color

sergeant, Company E, Fifty-seventh Mas-
sachusetts Infantry, received a medal of

honor from Congress for distinguished ser-

vices at the Battle of the Wilderness, he

having saved a part of the army from be-

ing captured during a retreat in disorder,

by rallying troops around his colors. Cap-
tain Wertheimer, at the Battle of Manas-

sas, with a small guide-flag, advanced and
cheered his men while the rebels were

pouring a deadly fire into the Union line.

At the Battle of Chancellorsville, he res-

cued the State flag during a murderous

cross-fire, and although severely wounded
he proudly defended it until no longer
able, then he gave it into the hands of a
brother officer. Leopold Blumenberg,
who organized the Fifth Regiment, Mary-
land Volunteers, was shot in the thigh.
President Lincoln appointed him Provost-

Marshal of the Third Maryland District.

For heroic duties and faithful love for the

flag he was promoted to Brevet Brigadier-

General, U. S. V. Abraham Cohen, Adju-
tant Sixth New Hampshire Infantry,
received from Congress, a medal of honor
for bravery displayed at the Battle of the
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Wilderness, in rallying and forming under

heavy fire disorganized troops. Major

Myer Asch, First Cavalry, N. J., was pro-

moted from Adjutant for gallant and

meritorious conduct.

Benjamin Levy, Company B, Fortieth

Infantry, enlisted at the age of sixteen as

a drummer-boy. While stationed at New-

port News, he was detailed as orderly to

General Mansfield. While he was convey-

ing dispatches on board the steamship

Express to General Wool at Fort Monroe,
the boat was attacked opposite Norfolk

by the rebel gunboat Seabird. The Ex-

press, with all on board, was in great dan-

ger of capture, when young Levy saved it

by cutting loose a water-schooner they
had in tow. The schooner was captured,
but the Express arrived safely at Fort

Monroe. For this act he was highly com-

plimented by Generals Mansfield and

Wool. On the retreat from Kichmond,
under General McClellan, his tent-mate

was very ill, and to save him from being
taken prisoner, Levy threw away his drum
and, taking his comrade's gun and equip-

ments, went into the fight with his regi-

ment at Charles City Cross-roads and
saved two of the colors of his regiment
from capture. For this act he was pro-
moted on the field by General Phil Kear-

ney 'to color-sergeant. After his two years'
service had expired he re-enlisted in the

Fortieth New York, and at the Battle of

the Wilderness was distinguished for his

bravery. He was stricken down at this

battle. Left on the field, he was captured

by Colonel White's guerillas, and for two
weeks he lay on the field without shelter,
with a compound fracture of the thigh.
He was recaptured by the Union troops
that came from Fredericksburg. Young
Levy was one of the first from his State to

receive a medal of honor from Congress.
Thus I could continue to show, by citing

innumerable examples, how the Jew did

patriotically stand by his flag as a soldier ,

for the instances above quoted are only a

few out of the ten thousand, twenty-five
per cent, of whom died in service and
on the field upholding the flag of their

country.
" The Jew is a money-getter," says the

author of this interesting essay in Harper's
Monthly for September,

" and with all his

fat wealth," etc.

I remember when I was a boy it was

quite proper to say
"
as rich as a Jew."

No longer can that compliment be paid
him. Perhaps, however, the world wili

begin to recognize his domestic virtues,

his benevolent and philanthropic disinter-

estedness for all creeds and classes, his

peaceful striving to promote good, and in-

stead of saying henceforth
"
as rich as a

Jew," we may be able to compliment our

fellow citizens by saying
"
as good as a

Jew."

The first blood of our volunteer First

California regiment spilled on the field of

battle at Manila, was that of a young Jew,
Maurice Justh, who was getting two hun-

dred dollars a month salary, a position he

cheerfully relinquished to serve Uncle Sain

at sixteen dollars a month. In this regi-

ment one hundred and eight (ten per

cent.) of the enlistment were Jewish boys
of the best families of the State. Money-
getting played a small part in their stand-

ing by the flag.

Money-getters ? The Vanderbilts,

Goulds, Astors, Havemeyers, Eockefellers,

Mackays, Huntingtons, Armours, Carne-

gies, Sloanes, Whitneys, are not Jews, and

yet they control and possess more than

twenty-five per cent, of all the circulated

wealth of the United States. They seem
to be all right as

"
money-getters," and lit-

tle have they done for humanity. Baron
De Hirsh was a

"
money-getter," and "

fat

in wealth," but he gave his millions to

suffering human kind irrespective of creed.

Nathan Strauss, of New York, saved in-

fant mortality by twenty-five per cent, by
his sterilized milk societies. Baroness De

Hirsh, a Jewess, gives fifty millions to

charity in her lifetime.

If the Jew is a money-getter he does not

hoard it; the world is bettered by his

humane and liberal use of it. Science,

art, music, the stage, all feel the wise

and intelligent use of the money of the

Jew.

The tobacco, beer, sugar, oil, and beef

trusts, and all the other trusts in which the

commodities of life largely figure, are in

the hands of men who are not Jews. It

was not a Jew money-getter,
"
fat in

wealth," who gave the army embalmed

beef, endangering the lives of our soldiers

while they enriched themselves, conduct
the most unpatriotic and disloyal, most
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cruel and inhuman, a blot in the history of

our war with Spain. Compare the patri-
otism of the embalmers with that of the

Jews in Revolutionary times, who gave the

sinews of war to the American people.

Compare such conduct with the thou-

sands of Jew money-getters who cheerfully
enlisted and as cheerfully relinquished
lucrative positions to accept the pay of

privates in the volunteer ranks to become

patriotic soldiers. Let my readers draw
their own conclusions.

THE FALL OF THE PINE

AGAINST
the sky I stood

A shaft, Diana-hurled,
And from my height looked down

In pride upon the world.

The winds of heaven piped
In joy about my form

;

The eagle was my mate
The stars were mine the storm.

A captive now I stand

Before the city gate ;

My glory gone my pride
Made all humiliate.

About my naked heart

Dank things of ocean glide
-

So fallen I dumbly wait

The summons of the tide. '^
.: E. W.



THE WHISPERING GALLERY

BY ROSSITER JOHNSON

Some truths may be proclaimed upon the housetop;

Others may be spoken by the fireside ;

Still others must be whispered in the ear of a friend.

NOT
ALL our conversations in the Arbor of Abstraction were on literary topics,

though literature furnished the greater part of them. This was not because

we were all what the Congressman called
"

litery fellers/' but rather because

literature being itself talk, begets talk, and because everybody deals in it or plays with

it to some extent, from the picture-writing barbarian to the puzzle-writing Browning.

I remember that once Elacott struck this subject and gave us, quite a lecture. He

said, as nearly as I can remember :

" The conversations among young people that are begun, if not continued, on the

subject of books, do not take that form because they all love books above everything

else, but because an author is a good man to start the talk ; he always has something
to say, or appears to have, or thinks he has, or some of his readers think he has. And
so when acquaintance is new, or not based on anything but temporary propinquity, and

silence is awkward, it is very natural, and indeed very proper, for the young people

to say,
' Mr. Author-of-the-latest-novel, please start the conversation for us. If you

will kindly do that, you may presently step out, and we can continue it with your

characters, if it happens that we all have made their acquaintance.' I sometimes

think, when I hear the obvious and appaiently indisputable declaration that too great

a flood of light literature is pouring from the press now-a-days, that something

might be said in favor of it if we consider how often it serves to help new acquaint-

ances out of an apparently hopeless silence. It is proper to say,
( Have you read

"Richard Feverel
"

?
'
or

( Do you enjoy
''' David Harum "

?
' But who, being intro-

duced to a stranger and then expected to entertain him or her with fluent and inspiring

conversation, would dare to begin by saying
' Have you read

" Ivanhoe "
?

'

or
' How

do you enjoy
" The Last of the Mohicans "

?
'

" A certain famous man is reported to have said that whenever he is recom-

mended to read a new book, he takes down an old one instead and re-reads it. How
would he get along if at a dinner-party he were required to take in a lady lie had jnst

met for the first time ? I suppose he would say
' Do you think that the speech of Ulys-

ses, at the close of the Ninth Book of the Iliad, ever has been translated satisfac-

torily ?
' And it might be that the lady never had read a line of the Iliad, in any

version, and never had heard of any Ulysses except General Grant."
" That need not abash her," said Mrs. Trenfield.
" How so ?

"
said Elacott, with an inflection of surprise.

"
Because/' she answered,

"
the lady has only to say,

'
I never have read a trans-

lation that satisfied me, and I should be glad to see one that was at once close and

poetical. I should think you might try your own hand at it, Mr. Philosopher.' The
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chances are a hundred to jno tluit he would confess he had done so already, of course

protesting that he doubted whether he had done much better than his predecessors.

And then the lady could ask him to favor her by reciting it, which he would certainly

do; and she could assure him that she never had seen a better rendering, and express

a cautiously critical doubt whether, indeed, any other was quite so good. Following

that, if she had a little ingenuity and audacity, she could pitch upon some one line or

couplet of his translation, and inquire if he remembered just how the original ran."
" So far, well done," said Elacott.

'"
But if she led the old scholar up to that

point, the probability is, that there would be no more conversation; his learning

would run away with him that is, the talk would be simply a lecture from his mouth,
with not many intercalated words from hers."

" Let it be so," said Mrs. Trenfield.
"
If I were the lady, I should enjoy it all the

more, for undoubtedly the lecture would be very entertaining. I consider it one of the

most important rules in the art of conversation to make your interlocutor talk on

the subject that he best understands. Would you rather your philosopher would make
an attempt at conversation by saying,

'
1 think I have been told that you are from Mil-

ford ?
' And the lady says,

'

0, yes ;
I have lived in that town since childhood.' And

then he asks,
' Do you happen to be acquainted with my friends the Millertons

there ?
' And she says,

' There are two families of Millertons there the Millertons on

the hill, and the Millertons down by the square which do you mean?'' And then

he may be embarrassed ;
for perhaps

k

friends
' was too strong a word, he having

merely met one person of that name who lived in that town. I would much rather have

him talking about Homer and his translators than floundering about between the

Millertons on the hill and the Millertons down by the square."
"

I agree with all that," said Elacott,
" and yet I hold that the best conversation

has at least two well-developed sides. If the philosopher could have asked the lady her

opinion of some new book, perhaps she could have said something that would be novel

and entertaining to him. I suppose even the most profound philosopher may occa-

sionally receive a valuable impression from an outside source."

" But is it not true," said Miss Kavaline,
"
that the press now-a-days is pouring

out a mass of reading-matter that, while it may have some value, does not rise to the

level- of real literature and must soon peiish? And is it not a pity that any one should

be expected to keep up with it ?
"

"
Undoubtedly," said Elacott,

i;
but you may omit the expression 'now-a-days.'

In proportion to the numbei of readers, the mass of such production is not greater

now than it ever was. It hafr always been so since writing was invented or at least

since authorship became a profession. We all have read Horace, to some extent, [

think, and you will readily recall what he says of the ungifted authors of his day. I

can believe that this famous poet who boasted how many lines he could compose in the

time that he could stand on one foot may have been a real character, for he has more

than one counterpart in our day. I once went to hear an English author of wide

popularity read from his own works, and he introduced one of the poems by saying,
f

I

wrote this on the crown of me 'at while riding 'orseback one morning in the houtskirts

of Lunnun/ And he appeared to think that its value was enhanced by the fact that

no labor of thought had gone into the composition."
"

I suppose he thought that was a proof of inspiration," said I.

V'H, XXXIV - 24
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"
Again," said Elacott, resuming his argument,

"
if you will read Pope's

' Dun-

ciad
'

you will very soon see how necessary for the modern reader are the numerous

notes, to explain the allusions to writers who had an audience in Pope's day, but who

are now utterly unknown even to scholars and book-worms. And, again, look at

Byron's 'English Bards and Scotch Eeviewers/ which is not yet a century old, and

you will find the same thing. In the very first line he alludes to one Fitzgerald as if

he were well known as undoubtedly he was ; but I venture to say that not one of us

ever has read a line of Fitzgerald's or could find one of his books by the most diligent

searching, or even knows his Christian name. And so of many others who are there

mentioned. Come down to a still later day, and you will find some of Macaulay's

essays devoted to elaborate criticism of books that since he wrote have gone to oblivion.

The books have passed away, but the essays remain, like some of the organisms of geo-

logic times, which have left in the rocks not their bodies or their bones, but the mold

that was formed around them. Who now cares to read Eobert Montgomery's poems,
or Southey's life of Bunyan, or even Gladstone's early book on Church and State?

Yet the fact that they found readers goes far to prove that they had some use in their

day. Therefore I am no more troubled by the flood of matter from the press which

appears to annoy most those who read it least than a miner by the muddy water

that runs through his sluice-boxes. If it drops a few grains of gold at each cleat, and
now and then a nugget, he is satisfied and so am I."



LATTER-DAY SERMONS

THE PERSONAL EQUATION IN MORALS

' ' A daw 's not counted a religious bird

Because he keeps caw-cawing from a steeple
" HOOD.

THE
TEUTH contained in this couplet is so obvious that, if it were not for the

quaint form with which the poet hac invested it, it might be considered trite and

commonplace. But behind the simple statement of a conspicuous truth is an im-

plication, full of suggestion, and pregnant with meaning to the rare student who can

recognize a parable when he sees one. If we invert the poet's idea, we are taught the cor-

related truth, that neither can the somber bird be accused of impiety because he has

selected a religious edifice from which to deliver his utterances. Presented thus, our

text ceases to be commonplace ;
it rises to the dignity of high moral sentiment, incul-

cating sympathy, charity, and kindly judgments.

In his somewhat slighting reference to the daw's vocabulary, the poet lapses from

the high and liberal spirit which inspires the rest of the text. It is a reasonable suppo-
sition that the bird only said

" caw-caw "'
because these words most nearly translated

into corbine speech the temporary mental condition which his elevated position had

induced ; and nothing but the exigencies of poetic rhythm could justify the omission

of all reference to the varied and abundant vocabulary which is at the command of

every jackdaw that dwells within earshot of a pulpit. Overlooking this, however,

there can be no doubt that there was absolutely no relation between the vocal demon-

stration described and the bird's piety. His utterances were neither religious nor pro-

fane ; the language quoted was the result of a mental, rather than a moral, condition.

The metaphor thus concealed in the text gives expression to the belief, not gener-

ally held by moralists, that the forms in which mental energy runs ever into physical

manifestation have no necessary relationship with morals; that their general charac-

ter is determined by temperament rather than by esoteric teachings, ethical codes,

or religious affiliations. A picturesque illustration of the absence of this relation-

ship is furnished by an incident from the life of one of our poets, as publicly narrated

by Judge Howland, of New York. While calling at the home of Mr. Kichard Henry

Stoddard, the judge heard the poet's voice issuing loudly from an outhouse as though
an earnest discussion were in progress.

" What are you doing, dear ?
"

presently

asked Mrs. Stoddard.
"
Opening a can of oysters !

" was the unexpected answer. The

sounds of debate presently waxed louder, and Mrs. Stoddard anxiously asked :

" What

are you opening it with ?"
" With an ax !

" came the vigorous reply, followed by the

sarcastic query,
" Did you think I was opening it with my teeth ?

" "
No, Kichard

;
I

did n't,'' Mrs. Stoddard sweetly answered; "but from your language I thought you

might be opening it with prayer."'

Thus in the poetical temperament, as might have been expected, extreme mental

energy expressed itself in speech, supplemented by a religious outburst; the relief

afforded by vigorous muscular movements with an ax being insufficient to carry off
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the nervous discharge excited by the recalcitrant mollusks. With a man of grosser

fiber, there would probably have been a reversal of all this ;
no words of pious exhorta-

tion would have been heard, but the sounds of the ax would have compensated for the

vocal silence. And the difference, it is important to remember,, would have been due to

temperamental causes, and not to any divergence from a common moral standard.

In our estimates of human conduct this factor of individual temperament cannot

be too highly rated. Under exactly parallel conditions, it is certain that no two of us

will act in precisely the same way. With the stimulus afforded by a perverse can of

oysters, other poets, armed with axes, might have broken into fervent and pious

rhapsody ;
but the language used would h ave differed from Mr. Stoddard's eloquent

flow as much as this did from that of any street revivalist. And had the objurgations

possessed a sulphurous flavor instead of the ethereal one which Mrs. Stoddard recog-

nized, it would have been no proof of the moral degeneracy of the objurgator.

Illustrations which emphasize the absence of relationship between the phenom-
ena described and morality are abundant on every hand. A woman weeps when she

hits her thumb while aiming at an obstreperous tack. When an accident of the kind

happens to a man, he says things. But they mean the same thing, just as their feel-

ings are the same under the sudden stimulus of a tack-hammer. And morality is impli-

cated neither in the accident nor in the emotional outburst following it. Further, it is

probable that no code of morals will ever materially affect these interesting manifes-

tations, which, originating perhaps in the minor accidents of our arboreal ancestors,

and strengthened by the slip of many an ancient stone-ax in our forefathers' hands,

have become the inherited channels through which escape the feelings invariably gen-

erated by the sudden and unexpected contact of an unyielding and ponderous body with

a sensitive digit. Given the appropriate conditions, and women will weep and men
will say things as long as nails of any kind exist.

In bygone days we know that under great mental stress, men wept. There is no

evidence that women ever gave verbal expression to their surcharged feelings with

modern masculine vigor; and although men have substituted expletives for tears, it is

not likely that the new woman, however she may grow in outward masculinity, will fol-

low the example of the sturdier sex in the expression of her emotions. If, however,,

such a revolution should unhappily occur, it will indicate a change of temperament
rather than a reversal of moral standards. The daw may find other words to express its.

joys and sorrows, but it will continue to use the steeple for the display of its eloquence.

The perversity of inanimate things, already hinted at, has been conclusively shown

by the individual experience of every grown man and woman. That there is a spirit of

evil in shirt-studs, for instance, no man will deny ;
nor will any woman maintain the

contrary concerning the multitudinous strings and fastenings with which she is held

together. This is another factor to which due weight must be given in our systems
of moral ratings. When a shirt-stud plays hide-and-seek at inopportune moments, or

something about a woman's stomacher "
gives

"
just when every law of orderly conduct

and seemliness demands that it hold unflinchingly, there is created a psychological
tension which nothing but physical action will relieve. The mode of action varies,

with every individual. Some people throw things, and experience a mental comfort

which is proportionate to the damage done by the missiles. Others make misanthro-

pic remarks to those about them, whom at other times they hold most dear. In some,
irrelevant thoughts are suggested and violently expressed, perhaps on the subject of
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eternal punishment or other theological dogmas; and however tolerant such people

may ordinarily be., they will brook no contradiction,, nor listen to opposing arguments,
at these explosive times. But whatever may be claimed for an esthetic relation among
these various phenomena, there can be none asserted for a moral connection. For if it

be admitted that one method of finding relief in physical expression, such as a woman's

tears, is neither moral nor immoral, then must we concede that the more vigorous

means by which the masculine mind discharges its excess of feeling involves the

infraction of no ethical principle. In a way, indeed, it may be claimed for these vari-

ous physical indications of a temporary mental condition that they are but manifesta-

tions of that individuality to which all development tends marks of that advance

from an incoherent indefinite homogeneity to a coherent definite heterogeneity which

is the concomitant of all progress.

This aspect of what has conveniently been called the
"
personal equation

"
is one

which few moralists have heretofore taken into cognizance, although sociologists have

been forced to recognize it in order to account for honest differences of opinion. That

two men, having passed through precisely the same scholastic training, should hold

diametrically opposite views on such subjects, for instance, as free trade, is a phenom-
enon which must be accounted for in some reasonable fashion; so sociologists have

accepted, as a proximate explanation, the doctrine of the relativity of knowledge, which

denies the possibility of the absolutely true, and supplemented it by claiming for us an

idiosyncrasy that gives to each of us a point of view peculiar to himself.

There is no good reason why these convenient theories should not be extended to

conventional standards of conduct. As we know, these standards are constantly chan-

ging ; there is nothing of the absolutely true about them. What was considered right

and proper yesterday is held to be wrong and improper to-day, and the conventional

code of one country trenches on the immoral in another. A belle of Central Africa

whose character for modesty would be irretrievably lost if she appeared in public with-

out her necklace, might show herself with perfect propriety though this were her only

garment. So it is in a minor degree among peoples calling themselves civilized. And
this is where we reach the moral of our sermonizing. If to a liberalized conception of

the instability of conventional standards we join a recognition of temperamental differ-

ences as affecting conduct, we shall be more benign in our judgments concerning our

fellows and more comfortable life-companions for ourselves. A study of the difference

between conventionality and morality is a useful and civilizing study; but it is one

which is sadly neglected by those to whom it would be most helpful.

The daw, from his eminence on the steeple, can thus see the beginnings of a vast

field in which charity, generosity, and all the flowers of human kindness grow and

flourish the more abundantly they are picked.
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THE form of phariseeism

The which has become so preva-

Dreyfus lent since yellow journa'ism

Verdict
was uevised for setting peo-

ple wrong on public ques-

tions, has been specially rampant on the

Dreyfus verdict. That we are not as 1hese

French people are, thank God! is a grateful

confession ascending from the press oL' the

country like a Golden Gate fog. And there

is evidence that the self-laudation is roally

meant. There seems to be complete foi get-

fulness of the sorry figure we present to the

world in respect to our negro lynchings,

which year after year exceed in number the

aggregate of legally inflicted capital punish-

ments. And probably not one American in

a hundred ever heard of our own Dreyfus
case the case of an officer of our army
convicted two years ago of embezzling

$1,300,000, but never punished still draw-

ing full captain's pay. Perhaps if we looked

around us a little further, other examples of

screaming injustice might be discovered,

and, being discovered, might mitigate the

harshness of our judgments concerning our

neighbors. An occasional thought given to

Egan and Alger might make us pause when

ranting about French injustice.

In this Dreyfus matter, as in others, we
are apt not to make sufficient allowance for

the exuberance of journalists, whose inter-

pretation of current happenings most of us

are obliged to take with our morning coffee.

During the early stages of the present
trouble the editor of this magazine was in

Paris, an eye-witness of the events of the

early summer. He saw the acquittal of

Deroul6de, and followed the crowd of small

boys who cheered the demagogue on his

way home from prison. He was an inter-

ested spectator of the President's ride to

the Grand Prix, and was present at more
than one scuffle on the boulevards that

evening. But until he read the English and
American papers a few days later he had
not the faintest conception of the gravity
of the situation, nor knew how narrowly
a terrible revolution had been averted. To

him the bloody rioters had seemed but good-
naiured stuuents and young workmen out

for a lark and bent on teasing the police.

What he had mistaken for mere horseplay

was, according to the journalists, the abor-

tive throes of a new commune the half

suppressed eruption of a political volcano,

which came near overwhelming the repub-
lic in fire and ruin. And so on ad nauseam.

The condition of Paris at that time no more

corresponded with me descriptions of it con-

tained in the foreign newspapers than these

would have fitted the actual happenings on

another planet. They were, in fact, what
the French humorously call

" ides jour-

nalists." And without saying a word con-

cerning the merits of the Dreyfus verdict,

we are fain to believe that the alleged

opera-bouffe methods of the trial and the

unfair attitude of the court to the accused

were similarly misrepresented. There is

not an account that we have seen in any
American or English newspaper that did not

read like an ex parte plea for Dreyfus, not

a single line in any one of them that did

not covertly make the astounding charge of

judicial corruption. To the English and

American journalists at Rennes it seemed a

small matter to ask their readers to believe

that presidents of the republic, ministers of

state, generals of the highest standing and

of hitherto unblemished reputation, together

with a great multitude of subordinates,

were all leagued in a dark conspiracy to

down this one poor Jewish captain. As if,

forsooth, the French nation was not made up
of human beings like ourselves, with gener-

ous instincts and a love of truth and justice

equal to our own. The hypothesis of national

dishonor is too monstrous for acceptance.

There may have been a judicial error; there

may have been scoundrels in high official

places; but that generations of cabinet

ministers and a long succession of chiefs of

staff, without a single exception, have acted

the despicable parts ascribed to them, we
refuse to believe. And, unlike most of these

villifiers of a great and generous people, we
have lived in French homes, studied in
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French schools, and worked with French

people, and found them as honorable, to say
the least, as the average English or Ameri-
can journalist.

IT IS not difficult to imagine

Boycotting the indignation which would

the sweep over our land if the

Exposition
Pe Ple ' sav of Switzerland
or Roumania, had had the

audacity to boycott America and the Ameri-
cans at the time of the shooting of the Huns
at Latimer, or the lynching of Italians m
Louisiana, or the massacre of Chinese in

Califoruia. If England had ventured a re-

monstrance against our unjust dealings with
the Filipinos by which the present war was
precipitated; if Russia had raised her voice

against the injustice of our war with Mexi-

co; if Germany had resented the illegal

landing of the Boston's marines at Honolulu;
there would have been a wave of anger
sweeping over our land from Maine to Mex-
ico which would have culminated in open
and warlike defiance. And these were all

matters of international interest. Yet we
are now threatening to boycott the Paris

Exposition because we believe that five

French officers have convicted a Frenchman
of a crime of which we believe him inno-

cent. An action which, directed against

ourselves, would be resented as the most
colossal insolence, is receiving miles of news-

paper justification; and thousands of

Americans are seriously cherishing the be-

lief that we have a right thus to express our

disapproval of the injustice of five French-
men to another Frenchman. "

O, wad some
power the giftie gi'e us "

to be consistent.

We heartily commend the attitude taken in

this matter by Archbishop Ireland, whose
public utterances, generally characterized by
sound common sense, are specially timely
and wise. He saysi-

lt is my belief that public meetings in

America such as it is proposed to hold for
the purpose of protesting against the sen-
tence of the Rennes court-martial are un-

timely, unfair to France, and likely to breed
regrettable ill-feeling between that country
and our own. I shall not deny that I had
always in my heart deep sympathy for the
unfortunate officer who has been under trial

in Rennes, and that I had wished and hoped
that the sentence of the court would be one
of acquittal. But it is another question to
face the verdict of the court the moment
that verdict has been declared with the as-

sertion that it is plainly against truth and
that the court from which it issues is guilty
of base injustice and sacrilege perjury.
And it is still more so another question to
lay upon France the crime of the verdict,,
if crime there be in it, and to throw at a
whole people and at their government insult-

ing epithets. Let us wait.
This whole matter belongs to the internal

life and to the internal administration ot
France, and international courtesy as well
as justice bids us talk about it very care-
fully and very slowly. France is a proud,
sensitive nation. She will deeply resent, as
it is her right, undue criticism and hasty
judgment of her acts by a foreign people,
and especially will she resent, as it is surely
her right, any uncalled-for interference with
her internal administration and any im-
prudent challenging of her national honor.
FraA ce has been our friend for ages. She
war, our friend when no other nation be-
frie^ded us. She is our friend to-day. She
is a sister republic. We should pause long
and seriously before blaming, suspecting or
offendirg France.

I can well understand and explain the
present happenings in America. The Ameri-
can people are most easily aroused to senti-
ments of justice and humanity. Prudence,
however, is the queen of all virtues; and
we should strive to make it ours.
In what I say I speak as an American,

for what I believe to be the good of America.
I make no plea for France, although, be-
cause I know France, I love her, despite
her faults, and I hope for her, despite her
perils.

OAKLAND has received an

Carnegie's offer of a gift of $50,000

Offer to from Mr. Andrew Carnegie

Oakland for her librarv - The offer is

accompanied by the usual

Carnegie condition: that a fund be provid-
ed by taxation for the continuation of the

library in perpetuity. As Oakland is al-

ready committed to the socialistic principle
of taxing all of its ratepayers to provide

gratuitous reading for some of them, it is

probable that Mr. Carnegie's offer will be

accepted. This we regret.

The majority of people are indisposed to

look a gift horse in the mouth. To most it

will seem as if Oakland were making a
clear gain of $50,000 by the acceptance of

Mr. Carnegie's offer, conditions and all.

The OVERLAND dissents from this view. It

is no clear gain to enter into a bargain by
which unborn generations are to be bcuud
to support a Carnegie library by general
taxation. Further, it is by no means certain

that posterity will consent to be so bound.
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That a few of us have the right to tax all

of us in order that some of us may have free

jeading, is a proposition which may not be

as acceptable to the next generation as it

is to ourselves. Even we should find fault

with a system under which taxpayers were

coinpulsorily made to provide free clothes,

free dinner, and free amusements for such

members of the community as are either

unwilling or unable to obtain these things
for themselves; and the Carnegie library

scheme differs from this only in regard to

the character of the commodities supplied.
It seems to us that a gift to be entirely ac-

ceptable should be unconditioned. A free

library should be a free library, not one

supported by the compulsory contributions

of citizens. Neither should an institution

supported by the public funds be made to

serve as the monument and glorification of

an individual. The establishment of so-

called free libraries has brought Mr. Car-

negie much honor and gratitude; but in no
case has this type of philanthropy so far

forgotten itself as to omit the condition that
such institutions be supported for all time

by the forced contributions of taxpayers.
We object to this condition. No man, no
group of men, ought to expect the people
forever to tax themselves to buy books,
magazines, and newspapers for the delecta-

tion of those who are averse from any cause
whatsoever to buying these things for them-
selves. On the broad ground of individual

liberty on the just and lofty principle that

every man has a right to his property with-
out any forcible deduction from it for the
gratification of other men's literary tastes,
we dissent from the Carnegie scheme.
The value of public libraries is not in ques-

tion, any more than is the moral influence
of good feeding and healthy amusements.
But if it were, there is nothing to be said
for free books that could not be urged in
favor of free beefsteaks or free overcoats.

Becky Sharp has testified to the moral
worth of a good dietary, and Carlyle has
shown the elevating influence of good
clothes. But these and many other good
things gain in desirableness by the very
efforts put forth by individuals to obtain
them. Those who allow themselves to be
fed and clothed out of the public funds are

properly stigmatized as paupers. In prin-
ciple, libraries of the Carnegie stamp are no
different from other tax-supported

"
char-

ities"; they are nothing but literary alms-

houses.

A further reason for not accepting the

Carnegie gift is that Oakland does not need
it. These twin cities of the Bay recently
raised $60,000 for fireworks to celebrate the

home-coming of our State volunteers. We
are able to pay for our own libraries, and we
have public-spirited men and women in our
own community who can and do give large
sums for public purposes, without methodi-

cally and of malice aforethought surround-

ing their benefactions by socialistic condi-

tions. But these men and women will not

contribute to a tax-supported institution;

and if the great city of Oakland unwisely

accepts the insignificant bribe held out to

her to commit herself for all time to a prac-

tical application of the socialistic doctrines

of Mr. Carnegie, she will in the end lose a

hundred times more than she will gain. It is

sincerely to be hoped that there will be no
haste to accept this $50,000. If the amount
were ten times as great, it would not justify

acceptance of the condition imposed.

AT THE Old Curiosity Shop
Annexation in Montgomery Street is a

with a set of false teeth, with the

Vengeance
followin label attached.

Mr. Greenberg says the sol-

dier told the story himself, when he sold the
"
relic ":

Dental Department of a prominent Filipino.

Captured at the battle of Bilidad, May 21,

1899, in the following manner:

Mr. Blank O. Filipino, a prominent Insur-

gent, being captured by private Flynn, of Co.

C, Fourth Artillery, was requested by the
latter gentleman to fork over any loose valu-
ables he. might possess. He insisted that
he had nothing of value to hand over. Prl
vate Flynn, in order to satisfy himself of the
truth of this assertion,

" went through
"

Senor Filipino. Finding nothing, and think-

ing that the Senor might have some dia-

monds or jewelry concealed in his mouth, he
ordered that chasm to be opened. This is

what he found there, and thought he would
take something to remember the Senor by,
and as a souvenir of the occasion.

THE current conception of

Morality the morality of primitive

of Primitive peoples is well set forth in

Races tlae f llowinS extract from
Mr. T. G. Wood's "Natural

History of Man." "The savage," he says, "is

essentially cruel, not having the least regard
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for the sufferings of others, and inflicting

the most frightful tortures with calm enjoy-

ment. As for morality, as we understand

the word, the true savage has no conception
of it. ... Honesty in its right sense is

equally unknown, and so is truthfulness; a

successful theft, and an undetected false-

hood, being evidences of skill and ingenuity,

and by no means a disgrace." This judg-
ment is quoted with apparent approval by
another ethnologist and traveler, the Rev.

Duff MacDonald, in his work entitled
"
Afri-

cana."

That there are some tribes of savages
whose cruelty, dishonesty, and insincerity

justify this wholesale condemnation is pain-

fully obvious to readers of books of travel;

but that all savages are, as implied, thus de-

void of "
morality, as we understand "

it, is

by no means true. Indeed the truthfulness,

honesty, and kindliness of many primitive

peoples compare very advantageously with

the morality of modern civilized nations.

The belief that civilization and morality
advance pari passu is an error which is part-

ly the result of a superficial observation of

facts, and partly the result of the secondary

meaning attached to such words as "
sav-

age
" and "

civilization."
"
Savage," now

associated in meaning with ferocity and cru

elty, originally meant nothing more than
"
sylvan "appertaining to the woods; while

"
civilization," now implying refinement of

moral nature as well as accumulation of

material weauu, was at first but a distinc-

tive name for non-militancy for the civil as

distinct from the military. And so with
"
barbarian," which once meant nothing

more than a foreigner, a person who spoke
an unintelligible language, and whom the

Greeks mimicked by crying
" bar-bar." That

advanced political and social institutions,

high art, and developed religion, do not of

necessity include a high morality is shown

by the Spartans, among whom successful

theft,
"
being an evidence of skill and inge-

nuity," was honored; only the clumsiness,

resulting in detection, was punished and con-

demned. And for examples of cruelty and

untruthfulness among the civilized, there is

no need to travel so far in space and time

as to ancient Sparta.

Positive evidence of the coexistence of

low forms of life with high morality is af-

forded by many tribes of the Indian hill dis-

tricts. Among the wild jungles and deadly

swamps of Bengal, the lair of the tiger and
the haunt of the elephant, is found a type of

humanity, brutal in appearance, without

religion, and almost without social union,

whose morality is of the highest possible

order. Here are the testimonies of travelers.

The Santals are " the most truthful set of

men I ever met "
(Hunter, i. 219).

" Among
the pure Santals crime and criminal officers

are unknown;
" and of the Hos, a tribe be-

longing to the Santal group, Dalton (Eth-

nology of Bengal) says,
" a reflection on a

man's honesty or veracity may be sufficient

to send him to self-destruction." Another au-

thority (Sherwill in Journals of the Asiatic

Society, Bengal, xx, 554) says
"
they are in

general an orderly race of people. Tneir

rulers have little more to do than bear their

honors and collect the rent." Their hospital-

ity too is marked. " In the southern country
each house has its

'

stranger's seat ' outside

the door, to which the traveler, whatever be

his creed or color, is courteously invited as

soon as he enters the village." The Santal
" never thinks of making money by a stran-

ger, scrupulously avoids all topics of business,

and feels pained if payment is pressed upon
him for the milk and fruits which his wife

brings out "
(Hunter). And of a kindred

people, the Lepchas, the evidence is equally

favorable. Described by Dr. Campbell as
" the most interesting and pleasing of all

the tribes about Darjeeting."
"
Wonderfully

honest, theft being scarcely known among
them,"

"
singularly forgiving of injuries,"

"
making mutual amends and concessions,"

these "
fascinating savages

" furnish a com-

plete refutation of the sweeping charge of

cruelty, dishonesty, and deceit of primitive

peoples. Dr. Hooker gives additional evi-

dence of the high moral worth of these sav-

ages. He says:
" A more interesting and at-

tractive companion than the Lepcha I never

lived with; cheerful, kind, and patient . . .

rude, but not savage; ignorant, and yet in-

telligent." On one occasion an instrument

intrusted to a Lepcha' s care, was forgotten

on the march and left behind. The poor fel-

low in great distress begged to be allowed

to go back for it; and "
greatly against Dr.

Hooker's wishes, he did so, and quite alone.

The tract he had to travel over was across

mountains sixteen thousand feet above the

sea, quite uninhabited. There was no shelter

at the spring, and the cold at night at the

glacier . . . was intense, for it was late
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in October. We continued our journey,''

says Campbell,
" and on the third day Chy-

toong overtook us. He came into camp hold-

ing up the thermometer in triumph, and

looked delighted. His comrades crowded

round to hear his story. He had reached

the glacier in time enough to make diligent

search, but it was fruitless. Alone, miles from

any human being, in the dark, which Lep-

chas dread of all things, and with a killing

frost, he had no prospect but death before

him. Fortunately there was a reservoir of

hot water below the outlet of the spring; into

this he crept, and in this (the whole body

immersed) he passed the night. With day-

light he renewed his search; this time with

success." "
This," adds the doctor,

"
will be

accepted by everybody as an instance of the

effect" of a very strong sense of duty in this

savage, as well as being illustrative of a

strong attachment to his European master."

Briefly observing that in the same wild re-

gions are the Bodo and Dhimals, who " are

honest and truthful in word and deed " and

by whom "
chastity is prized in man and

woman, married and unmarried," (Hodgson,)
the Veddahs of Ceylon may next be in-

stanced as furnishing an example of the co-

existence of advanced morality with rudi-

mentary institutions. Wandering about the

forests in pairs
"
like wild animals, without

either home, laws, or religion," (Baker,) the

Veddahs present about as low a type of
"
civilization

" as could well be found. Yet

they are described as "
proverbially truthful

and honest." "
Infidelity, whether in the

husband or the wife, appears to be un-

known" (Tennant), one of their sayings being
" Death alone parts husband and wife "

(Bailey). Pridham, struck with admiration
for their character, exclaims, "What a lesson
in gratitude and delicacy even a Veddah may
teach." So sensitive are they on the subject
of their matrimonial relations that, as Bailey
relates, one of them drew his knife and
was " with difficulty restrained from using
it, at a remark made in jest which he consid-

ered a reflection on the honor of their wo-
men." Far from being cruel, they are char-

acterized by
"
the gentleness of their dispo-

sition;" "grave crimes are rarely committed"
by them; and they are "

remarkably at-

tached to their children and relatives." An-
other race occupying a low plane of

industrial and social development, the Land
Dyaks of Borneo, affords kindred evidence;

and in this case the high morality existing

among the inland people, little in contact

with strangers, is emphasized by contrast

with the comparatively low morality of the

Sea Dyaks, who, occupying the coastlands,

have had much intercourse with Malays and

Europeans. Boyle says of the inland Dyaks
"
they are scrupulously honest;

" "
Dyaks

always speak the truth;" they
" have a pas-

sionate love for children;
" " are manly, hos-

pitable, honest, kindly and humane to a

degree which well might shame ourselves;"
"
adultery is a crime unknown and no (Land)

Dyak ever recollected an instance of its oc-

currence." And finally
" so hospitable are

they to strangers that the Malays who trade

with them are supplied freely with food."

And this same region affords numerous other

examples. Raffles says that the Javans,
"
appear to be a generous and warm-hearted

people. In their domestic relations they are

kind, affectionate, gentle, and contented; in

their public, they are obedient, honest, and
faithful. In their intercourse with society,

they display, in a high degree, the virtues of

honesty, plain dealing, and candor." 'And of

the inhabitants of Sumatra Marsden says

they are "
strictly honest in their dealings

with each other;"
"
mild, peaceable, and for-

bearing;"
"
temperate and sober, being

equally abstemious in meat and drink." And
lastly,

"
chastity prevails more, perhaps,

among these than any other people." Kolff

has given like evidence of the Arru Island-

ers, who "
live in peace and brotherly love,"

the rich spending their wealth in alleviating

the sufferings of their poorer brethren, and

among whom theft, lying, and crimes gen

erally are unknown. Of the inhabitants of

New Guinea, Macgillivray says
"
in their

bargaining the natives have generally been

very honest, far more so than our own peo-

ple;
" and Earl relates that among these

people
" thieves are killed."

Were further evidence required, examples
of primitive honesty and truthfulness might
be quoted from several other islands in the

Pacific, from Yeso, the north island of Japan,
from Malacca, from inland Burmah, from

Siberia, from Alaska, and from North and
South America. Some of these examples, as

that of the Ainos of Yeso and the Burmese,
would present pictures of primitive iniio

cence, unmarred by any blot of wrong. So

free from wrong-doing are some of these

peoples that it would seem as though tlie
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primitive Eden still lingered in the fast-

nesses of their mountains or the wilds of

their jungles. It is sad to be obliged to add
that this savage purity using

"
savage

"
in

its original sense of "
sylvan "is fast being

blurred by the rough hann of "
civilizing

"

pioneers. Wherever the white trader ap-

pears, the charm of native innocence passes

away: the knowledge of good and evil

which he brings forever shuts from the

tempted Adam, the garden of Eden. A typi-

cal illustration is afforded by Java. The
natives of those parts which have not been

much visited by Europeans
" are much su-

perior in point of morality to the natives of

the Northeast," whose intercourse with Euro-

peans has been greater* (Earl). Other ex-

amples are furnished by New Guinea (see

D'Albertis); by Borneo; and by numerous
islands in the Pacific, as shown in Wood's
" Cruise."

The reader may be tempted to ask:
" Whence arise the great differences in the

moral condition of savage peoples? Why are

some so good, and others so bad?" The ques-
tion is a difficult one, but an approximate
answer is not impossible. If we examine the

physical surroundings of the tribes wnose

morality is high, it will generally be seen

that they are such as preclude invasion -

either by interposing mountains and forests

difficult of passage, or else being sterile, are

little tempting to invaders. Thus the hill

tribes of India inhabit inaccessible moun
tains and unhealthy jungles. The Veddahs
have ever lived in impenetrable forests.

Islands are not invaded with the same ease

as are lands without a "
silver streak;

" as

witness the islands of Britain, which were

spared the overrunnings of hordes of Goths,

Huns, Tartars, to which the continent of

Europe was subjected; and was also saved

the constant invasions from nations whic_.

settling on the continent in contiguous posi-

tions, were ever overlapping, now on this

side and now on that. Physical conditions

then, opposing invasion, favor the growth of

those ideas of personal and property rights

which, under conditions of war, are sup-

pressed. A community addicted to war with

adjacent communities cannot well be ex-

pected to cultivate within itself virtues,

while on other communities it is practicing

their corresponding vices. As the state of

Sparta did not hesitate to steal the land,

property and subjects of other Greek states,

so the individual Spartan had no compunc-
tion in taking the belongings of other indi-

viduals in his own State. And though the

moral condition of tribes depends greatly on

their peaceful or warlike relations with sur-

rounding peoples, it does not entirely so

depend. Much will be contingent on the origi-

nal natures of the individuals of which the

groups are composed; while other modifica-

tions will result from the characters of their

leaders and rulers. But the most important
factor is that stated: inter-tribal immorality

mainly results from extra-tribal immorality -

from war; and in the early stages of social

growth peace means a rapid development of

the moral feelings.

WITH the close of summer,
A Summer Havana can draw a long

Without si&n of relief - For once in

Yellow Fever
her historv she has Passed

through the hot months with-

out an epidemic of yellow fever; the result

of course, of the American occupation. Seri-

ously considered, this deliverance of Cuba
from the frightful plague, and the removal

from the ports of our country of this peren-

nial menace is in itself sufficient justifica-

tion for our interference with Spanish rule

in the island. Havana has always been

known as the citadel of yellow fever, and if

as no doubt will be the case the improved
sanitation makes the disease as foreign to

the city as to some of our own Southern

cities, one great step toward ridding the

world of the fever has been taken. Another

notable step, taken during the same sum-

mer, is that toward the discovery of a toxine

for fortifying the human body against yel-

low fever, and the actual curing of one case

with serum. The cure, the prevention, and

the extermination of the plague! It is in

deed a record summer!

IT HAS long been said that

A New Use corporations have no souls

for Golden to be saved nor bodies to be

Gate Park kicked - Yet the Public press

is occasionally able to admin-

ister a form of chastisement which, if not

strictly corporeal, is yet productive of con-

siderable squirming in the parts punished.

An example of the amazing effrontery of a

local corporation has just come to the knowl-

edge of the OVERLAND. As is well known
on the Coast, Mr. A. B. Bowers is the inven-

tor of a system of hydraulic dredging, under
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which work is done at less than half the

former cost and with enormous increase

of efficiency. Under the old system of dredg-

ing it was a good day's work for a machine
to remove fifteen hundred cubic yards; Mr.

Bowers' dredges have repeatedly done ten

times as much in a day. Of course such an
industrial revolution as this met with the

usual difficulties. Infringements had to be

fought in the courts, and as fast as one vic-

tory was won, another legal battle was com-

menced either in another State or in a higher

court, so that the energies of the inventor

have been absorbed for the last ten years in

litigation. Mr. Bowers has spent over two
hundred thousand dollars, in twenty-eight

suits, in the effort to protect his own prop-

erty. It is noteworthy that his principal an-

tagonists are his own townsmen, who,
enjoined in one State after another from

using the Bowers patents, have formed com-

pany after company in State after State,
for the sole purpose of prolonging the fight
until the lapse of the patents shall make it

unnecessary to pay royalties. Mr. Bowers'
last victory is one which for the first time

gives him the power to stop infringing

machines, even if engaged in Government
work. And now comes the enemy with a flag
of truce. And what is it, think you? An
offer of legitimate royalties, and the pay-
ment of damages for past infringements?
By no means. " You will never make any
money fighting us, Mr. Bowers," says the
soulless corporation:

"
let us give you honor,

then. If you will let us use your patents as
we please, we will erect a bronze statue to

you in Golden Gate Park, and posterity shall
see how great you are." This sounds like

fiction; but it is a cold-blooded fact. And
knowing as we do how powerful the corpo-
rations of San Francisco are, we should not
be surprised if, in the future, we should see
rows of citizens in bronze bordering the
main avenues of the Park, in testimony of
the corporations' gratitude for favors re-

ceived.

Concerning IN VIEW of the lofty spirit

the Case disP!ayed by the American

of Caota.'
Pe Ple in regard to the Drey-"
fus verdict, it is pertinent

barter f0r us to take a look at
home." The following quotation is from an
article on the case of Captain Carter, just

published in the Engineering News the case

to which reference had been made in this

department before the OVERLAND had seen

a copy of the article from which the quota-
tion is made:

Practically all our readers, we presume,
have become more or less familiar through
the newspapers with the circumstances at-

tending the charges against and court-mar-
tial of Captain Oberlin M. Carter, Corps of

Engineers, U. S. A. Thus far nothing con-

cerning this case has appeared in this jour-
nal. At the outset it seemed to us that in a
matter of such exceeding gravity, it was best
to await the result of the judicial investiga-
tion before giving space in these columns
to accusations against a man wno was at the
least to be deemed innocent until proved
guilty. We may say frankly, too, that when
the charges were first made public, the edi-
tors of this journal were loath to give tnem
the slightest credence. That an officer of the
Corps of Engineers of Captain Carter's hon-
orable record and high professional standing
could be guilty of anything worse than pos-
sibly some technical irregularities in con-
nection with the records and red tape, in con-
nection with the work under his charge,
seemed to us well-nigh unbelievable.

It is now just two years since these
charges were first made known to the public.
As our readers will remember, they followed
close upon the appointment of Captain
Carter as a member of the old Walker Nica-
ragua Canal Commission. The condition of

things on Captain Carter's work at Savan-
nah was reported to the Chief of Engineers
on August 14, 1897, by Captain Cassius E.
Gillette, who succeeded Captain Carter in

charge of the Savannah office; and on Sep-
tember 13th a board of engineer officers,
Colonels Gillespie and Raymond and Major
Adams, was convened at Savannah to exam-
ine the works there and investigate the
charges which had been preferred. The
investigation of these officers was most thor-

ough. Over a month was spent in the ex-
amination of , witnesses, of the various
papers and documents bearing on the case,
and of the works themselves. The report of
this board was such that Captain Carter
was placed under arrest and a court-martial
was ordered, and began its session at
Savannah on January 12, 1898.
Particular care was taken in the selection

of the officers for this court-martial; the
Judge-Advocate, Colonel Thos. F. Barr, has
been in the service for thirty-four years, and
is a lawyer of eminence and marked ability.
The President of the court-martial was Gen-
eral E. S. Otis, now at the head of the United
States forces in the Philippines. General
Otis was educated as a lawr

yer and, not-

withstanding some of the calumnies circu
lated concerning him in connection with his

present responsibilities, is well known to be
one of the most able and capable officers in
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the army. The Corps of Engineers was rep-
resented by Colonel S. M. Mansfield and
Major Wm. Stanton.
The main charge upon which the court-

martial was held was that Captain Carter
had entered into a conspiracy with members
of the Atlantic Contracting Company, wnich
had large contracts for jetty-work, etc., on
the Savannah River and in Cumberland
Sound, by which he was given a share in

the profits of these contracts, in considera-
tion of his aid in securing the contracts to

this company at a high figure and in permit-
ting them to do such inferior work that their

profits were exorbitant. The total amount of

the fraudulent claims which were allowed
and paid by the Government through Cap-
tain Carter's unfaithfulness was set at about

$2,500,000.
This court-martial continued from January

12 to April 30, 1898, . finally adjourning
just at the outbreak of the Spanish war. In
the length of its proceedings, it far out-

ranked any other court-martial ever held in

the United States. The whole record of Cap-
tain Carter's work at Savannah was gone
over in the most painstaking manner by the

prosecution; and the defense, conducted by
four of the ablest attorneys in the country,

presented its side in equal detail.

The report of the court-martial was for-

warded to Washington on April 30, 1898, and
while no formal statement of its contents
has ever been made public, it has become
known that Captain Carter was found guilty
on practically all the counts, was sentenced
to dismissal from the army, a fine of $10,000,
a term of five years in the penitentiary, and
to have his disgrace and the circumstances
of his crime publicly advertised in the news-

papers at his home, while all officers of the

army are to be forbidden to speak to him.
The record of this court-martial contained

over 5,300 pages, or nearly 2,000,000 words;
it was made up in 20 volumes of about 260

pages each, and besides this there were over
550 separate exhibits. It was, as the law re-

quires, referred to the Judge-Advocate Gen-
eral of the Army for review, and he prompt-
ly transmitted it to the President with his

approval of the findings. From here on the
case begins to drag. Secretary Alger kept
it pigeon-holed for some months. The papers
were for a long time in the custody of the

attorneys for Captain Carter. When they
finally reached the President he asked ex-

Senator Edmunds to review the case and
give him an opinion upon it. This was done
at an expense of $5,000 and then the pa-

pers went to Attorney-General Griggs, in

whose possession they still remain. He has

recently announced that he is now waiting
for Wayne MacVeagh, one of the attorneys
for Captain Carter, to return from a Euro-

pean tour and make an oral plea before him.
It may be remarked, parenthetically, that

Mr. MacVeagh has already submitted, ac

cording to reports, three different formal
briefs in this case before the President and
the Attorney-General. When he returns and
makes his oral plea it will then be seen
what further pretexts for delay may be
found.
We have closely followed the course of

this remarkable case from the outset. As
stated near tue beginning of this article, we
earnestly hoped and confidently expected
that Captain Carter would succeed in wholly
exonerating himself from the charges against
him. He has not done so, however, and from
all the study we have given to the evidence,
we see no reason whatever to question the
correctness and justice of the court-martial' s

decision.

IN THE pretty poem, "As
. You Came Thro' the Wood,"A

t
published in the August

Correction number of the OVEKLAND,
page 111, the types were re-

sponsible for one of those racking blunders

that send a pang through an author's heart.

The error was in the sixth line of the last

stanza.

The poem is here reproduced in its correct

form :

AS YOU CAME THRO' THE WOOD.

As you came thro' the wood, my lord,

(Oh, idle day o' June! ),

Yours was a careless mood, my lord,

And merry was your tune.

The sun on spur and snaffle play'd,

Your black horse ling'ring in the shade,

You caught my furtive glance and stay'd,

'(Oh, reckless day o' June! ).

You spoke me very fair, my lord,

(Ah, me, the skies were blue! )

For me strange worlds were there, my lord,

And pleasant sport for you.

Love's eagerness brooks no denay,

Light love, that tarries but a day,

At set of sun you rode away,
And gaily call'd adieu.

When Autumn glories fill the land,

(Paid promises of Spring),

1 meet you here with gracious hand,

But you stand wondering!
Tho' I '11 not go your way again,

Here 's thanks for sadder heart and mien,

My lord, 't is earnest for my pain

Amid the woods o' Spring.

Elsie Stewart.
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A Great American Novel
BY the side of Dr. Weir Mitchell's

" Hugh
Wynne " and Thackeray's

"
Virginians," the

romance of Richard Carvel i must take its

place. The young author, Winston Churchill,

made a hit last year with " The Celebrity;
"

but clever as this book is, it will not compare
with his later romance of Maryland. He
could not have chosen a more picturesque

setting for his brilliant novel than Old An-

napolis, which is still beautiful in decay;
nor could greater harmony exist between the

characters of a story and their environment

than is here presented in this picture of co

lonial life in Maryland.
The story has a value besides that which

is due to its high literary quality; it repeats
with frequency and emphasizes a truth which
is too often overlooked in histories of the

American Revolution, namely, that it was
a king's and not a people's folly which

brought about the rupture and final separa-
tion of the colonies and the motherland.

And in giving prominence to this fact, Mr.
Churchill is giving material aid to the praise-

worthy movement for a better understand-

ing with the parent stem of our race. His
book is, therefore, doubly welcome: it has
distinct literary merit, and a true historic

value. It is a mauer for congratulation
that these qualities have given it wide popu-
larity.

The Story of the British Race
2

APPLETONS have started a new series of

books under the suggestive title
"
Library of

Useful Stories." The first of these is John
Munroe's Story of the British Race small
but valuable. There are chapters on " The
European Race,"

" The Pioneers of Britain,"
" The English and Welsh,"

" The Scotch,"
" The Irish,"

" The Celtic Fringe,"
" The Cel-

tic Renaissance," etc., and five maps. The
book is unpretentious, and will receive at-

tention where a larger and more technical
volume would be laid aside.

1 Richard Carvel. By Winstan Churchill. New
York: The Macmillan Company. 1899.

2 The Story of the British Race. New York: D AD-
pleton & Company. 40c.

The Garden of Roses
3

Sir Edwin Arnold's version of Shaikh

Sa'di's Gulistan, or Rose Garden, just pub-
lished by Harper & Brothers, will add

greatly to our knowledge of Persian thought
and poetry. Following Omar by a century
or more, the Gulistan has remained unknown
to all but the cultured few a generation after

the Rubaiyat became a household word.

But while from its age and birth-place the

Gulistan will be ever linked in thought with

Omar's matchless poem, there is little else

to suggest a kinship.

The Gulistan consists of eight chapters in

prose and verse, fall of moralizings on kings,

darweeshes, the excellency of moderation,
the benefits of taciturnity, and such things.

With these, jests, anecdotes, and maxims are

freely interspersed, the whole forming a

very entertaining and not over-grave pro-

duction. The following extracts give a fair

idea of the style and character of the

work:

The Lord of many lands hath all wants fed,
The Darweesh ofttimes lacks a crust of

bread;
Yet both at hour of death will bear away
Only a winding-sheet to house of clay;
Ah! at that time, for beggar and for king,
Light loads pack easiest for far journeying.

In outward garb the Darweesh goes ragged
and with a shaven pate, but the truth dwells
living in his heart, and his sensual self hath
been vanquished.

He waiteth not at Accusation's door,
And being injured injureth none the more;
If from the Hill of Fate a rock roll down,
The man of faith sits where he sate before.

Never did I complain of the chances of for-

tune, nor make a wry face at the resolution
of fate, but once, when I was brought to
the pass of going barefooted, and had no-

thing with which to buy shoes. Just then I

entered the mosque at Kusa with a heavy
heart, and there I observed a person who
had no feet at all. At this I offered up praise
and thanks to the Almighty God, and gladly
submitted to this accident of being shoeless.

3 The Gulistan. Being :the Rose-Garden of Shaikh
Sa'di. Translated in prose and verse by Sir Edwin
Arnold. Ha per & Brothers. $1.00.
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To one well fed a roasted chicken means
Less than a plate of common kitchen greens;
But unto him that hath no food to eat,
A cabbage, like a roasted fowl, seems sweet.

Another unpleasantly voiced person was
reciting the Koran aloud, when a lord of
hearts passed by and inquired of him: " How
much is thy' monthly allowance?" " Heech!
Nothing!

"
quoth he. Said the holy man:

" Why, then, dost thou take all this zahmat
on thyself?

" "
I read," he replied,

"
for the

love of God!" Rejoined the other: " For the
love of God read no more! "

The Martyrdom of an Empress
1

A PATHETIC and apparently authentic

story of the life of the late" Empress of Aus-
tria has just been published by Harper &
Brothers. It is the work of an unnamed
woman who was the friend and companion
of the unhappy empress, whose life was so

misunderstood; and here the reasons for the

misunderstanding are set forth with a can-

dor that carries conviction. The most beauti-

ful princess of her day, married for love,

raised to the highest social position in Eu-

rope, and blessed with bright and affection-

ate children, her life seemed made only for

happiness; yet every element in her life for

which she was envied, turned to her sorrow,
until the climax of her misfortunes was
reached in the assassin's knife. The book is

full of interest, far more so than any novel,
because the heroine was known to all of us
and was but lately removed from among us.

Dross
2

HENRY SEATON MERRIMAN'S new
novel Dross affords an example of perfect

construction, presenting dramatic, and even

tragic situations without revolting details,

humor, intrigue, and careful character-

sketches, all welded into a work of art such
as the modern story-teller rarely achieves.

The strong, self-contained character of the
narrator is, in a measure, responsible for the

sympathetic spirit which invests the reader
with the opening pages, and remains with
him until the last. The story carries one

through the siege of Paris, and deftly lifts

the curtain of many a thrilling scene, carry-

ing the reader's interest to the closing pages,
where an unexpected denouement leaves him

1 The Martyrdom of an Empress. 8vo, cloth. Illus-
trated. Harper & Brothers.

2 Dross By Henry Seaton Merriman. Chicago: Her-
bert 8. Stone & Co

excited after the book is closed. It is one
of Mr. Merriman' s happiest efforts, and that
is saying much in its praise.

The Heart of a Boy
3

MESSRS. JLAIRD & LEE have just pub-
lished a handsome edition of Edmondo de
Amicis' famous Cuore translated from .

224th Italian edition, with thirty-two full-

page half-tone engravings and numerous
text illustrations. It is a beautiful book, and
certain to be a favorite during the holidays.

The Daughters of Babylon
4

WILSON BARRETT and Robert Hicheus
have jointly produced a story of the captiv-

ity of the Israelites in Babylon under the

above title, which is full of thrilling interest.

Indeed, so dramatic are some of the situa

tions that one is forced to the belief that the

famous actor whose name is on the title

page primarily intended the story for theat

rical representation. The descriptions of

Babylon are full of life and apparent truth,

and the exquisite drawings add to the real-

ism of this picture of an ancient civilization.

Who's Who in America
5

A MORE useful book of reference could

not be devised than this biographical diction-

ary of living men and women of America.
Over eight thousand names are included;
the important events in each life being

briefly stated, with full particulars in every
case of birth, residence, and education. The
value of the work is indicated by the sudden

popularity which it has attained.

The Sunken Bell
6

MR. MELTZER has given the world a

treat in his translation of Gerhart Haupt-
inan's fairy play The Sunken Bell. There is

probably no one in America who could have
made so satisfactory a translation; certain-

ly, no one who could make a better. Mr.

Meltzer is peculiarly fitted for the task he

undertook, if a work in which pleasure
bounds along every line can be called a task.

3 The Heart of a Boy. Chicago: Laird & Lee. 1899.

4 The Daughters of Babylon. By Wilson Barrett nd
Rob rt Hichens. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co.

5 Who's Who in America. Chicago: A. N. Marquis
& Co. $2.75.

e The Sunken Bell: A Fairy Play in Five Acts. By
Gerhart Hauptman. Freely rendered into English
ver^e by Charles Henry Meltzer. New York: R. H.
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He is a linguist in the broadest sense of the

word, as his Russian birth entitles him to

be. He is a student and a scholar, as well

as an intelligent and progressive art critic.

He, it was, who drew the attention of the

careless public to the high-class perform-

ances that were being quietly and unosten-

tatiously given at the old theater in Irving

Place, which soon became thronged with the

sort of people that reminded one of old Acad-

emy days. High ideals and the perfection of

art, are what appeal to Mr. Meltzer, and

Gerhart Hauptman may esteem himself for-

tunate in having his poetic inspiration inter-

preted by so intelligent and sympathetic a

translator. The joyous rhythm that trips

and dances through t'he little book makes
the calling of it a translation seem almost

a cruelty. One feels inclined to say that

Hauptman wrote it in German, Meltzer in

English. If Mr. Sothern produces the play,

as has been promised, we can be sure of

a rarely artistic performance, and one that

no one can afford to miss seeing.

CHIT-CHAT

POPE says:
" The vulgar boil, the learned

roast, an egg." But if he had lived until now he

would know there are twenty other ways of

cooking one. Marion Harland tells them all in

the volume of "
Cooking Hints," the fourth vol-

ume of the " Bits of Common Sense Series," of-

fered by us free of charge in our premium offers.

NEW YORK, July 27, 1899.

To THE OVERLAND, SAN FRANCISCO: I write

to say that more applications have been re-

ceived through the small advertisement of

Berkeley School in the OVERLAND MONTHLY
MAGAZINE than from any other source during
the same time. Appreciating the value of your
periodical as a means of advertising, I beg to

inclose copy with cut, for a full half-page,
which kindly insert in your September and
October issues. Yours very truly,

J. CLARK RKAD, Registrar.

PHYSIC should be thrown to the dogs, but
there are certain " household remedies " and
"first aids to the injured" that should always
be ready for use. Marion Harland explains
just what they are in the first of the four vol-

umes (" Health Topics -) presented to each sub-
scriber. See our premium offers.

ELDER & SHEPARD, 238 Post Street, San
Francisco, announce for immediate publica-
tion, in pamphlet form,

" A First Glance at

the Birds," by Charles A. Keeler, being a gen-
eral introduction to the study of California

birds. Later they will issue Mr. Keeler's com-
plete work, "Bird Notes Afield," in which this

will be included. The great interest in the
birds of the Eastern States has led to the publi-
cation, during the past few years, of a large

number of popular books, but thus far no
work has been offered of a popular nature upon
the birds of Northern California.

Colonel Marvin's Military Record*

FOLLOWING is the military record of Colonel
A. S. Marvin, who, with a Mr. Hitchcock, opened
the Pioneer Book-Store in 1849 in a portion of

what is now known as Portsmouth Square:
Enlisted in Fifth New York Volunteers (Duryee
.Zouaves), April 19, 1861; mustered into U. S.

service as private at Fort Schuyler, N. Y., May
9, 1861; was at Battle of Big Bethel, Va., June

10, 1861; with the regiment, helped to build Fort
Federal Hjll, Baltimore, 1861; served in the Pe-
ninsular Campaign under Geheral McClellan,
1862, and participated in all the battles of the

Army of the Potomac up to Five Forks, 1865;

promoted to Second Lieutenant December, 1861,

and to First Lieutenant July, 1862; appointed by
President Lincoln, October, 1862, to be Captain
and Assistant Adjutant-General of Volunteers,
and served as such throughout the war, under
General G. K. Warren most of the time; re-

ceived commissions of Major and Lieutenant-

Colonel by brevet from President Johnson at

close of the war; belongs to the Grand Army of

the Republic; member of Military Order of

Loyal Legion. A. S. Marvin.

" BLESSINGS on him who invented sleep," but

greater blessings fall on her who makes a bed.

The way to make sleep a foretaste of the heaven
that is within us, a lying down to pleasant

dreams, is fully explained in " Home Topics,"
the second of the four volumes, Bits of Common
Sense Series, included in our premium offers
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THE OLD TIOGA ROAD
BY CHARLES HOWARD SHINN

LL the world over,
since the beginnings
of human society,
roads and road-

makers have been ,

necessary. Serious-

minded volumes
have been written

by the score, giving
the history of fa-

mous roads. Men
have spent years in

studying ancient lines of communication
across Asia, Africa, and Europe; cara-

van routes that built up Tadmor in the

wilderness", and Petra in its steep-walled
canon; roadways of hewn stones that

slaves and captives laid for conquerors,

crossing deserts, and piercing mountain

ranges. Everywhere, since human exis-

tence began, so philosophers tell us, the

maker of roads has been the prophet and
forerunner of civilization.

There are great and living highways
which have grown from mere cattle-trails

to arteries of the commerce of mighty na-

tions. There are others, like some of the

Roman roads, or the highways of the '60's

to the Comstock, whose glories have for-

ever departed; their moss-grown frag-
ments cling to torrent-swept cliffs of Alp
and Sierra, and they already seem as old

as Stonehenge. Some day those Sierra

highways, once so full of wild pioneer life,

will have their story fitly told with pen and

pencil, as Colonel Inman has told the tale

of the Santa Fe trail. Until then, they lie

half-forgotten, like a thousand others of

the years before the railroad.

There is one of the lesser roads of the

Sierra, seldom named now, and certainly

seldom traversed, which has a story of its

own, and is likely to become more widely

known, because it leads to a wonderfully
beautiful mountain-land, and because it

is to be a link in one of the most important
transmontane routes. That road,

" The
Old Tioga," is dear to the heart of many
pioneers, and its beginnings carry one

back to heroic Comstock days.

Every old Californian knows about the

rush to the Mono diggings discovered in

1857. They were about six miles north of

Mono Lake and seve,n miles northeast of

the mouth of Mill Creek Canon. Exten-
sive prospecting followed, and a few years
later quartz of more or less value was
found over a large area. Many districts,

such as Homer, Bodie, Tioga, and Lake,
were organized, and such notable mines as

the Standard, May Lundy, and Mammoth
began to pour out their bullion and rejoice
the bulls of Pine Street.

It was in 1874 that an unknown sheep-
herder found a promising lode in what
became the Tioga District, and three

mines, the Great Sierra, Golden Crown,
and Sheepherder, were located. An old

location monument was found, however,
that bore the date of 1860, and beside it

were a rusty pick and shovel. The ubiqui-
tous and all-prospecting Comstocker had
been there nearly fifteen years before.

Several parties of prospectors are on
record as having worked into this region
in 1858, 1859, and 1860. One of the most
noted was led by the late -Dan DeQuille,
and its story has been told by that genial
and lovable writer in his

"
Perils of the

Sierras." He was prospecting around

Big Oak Flat, in Tuolumne, when he heard
of the Mono placers, and with one fellow-

(Copyright, 1899, by OVERLAND MONTHLY PUBLISHING Co. All rights reserved.)
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prospector, took what was then the

"Walker Trail" which led across the

mountains not far north of the Yosemite

Valley. At Cascade Creek, two other

prospectors joined them, and the four pro-

ceeded by a rough trail, semi-occasionally

marked by a very obscure
"
blaze," to Lake

Tenaya, thence to the head-waters of the

Tuolumne, and down through Mono Pass

(now called Bloody Canon), between those

supreme sentinels, Dana and Lyell. They
prospected about the Bodie region, but

found nothing more valuable than one of

Fremont's mountain howitzers on the des-

rian, Johnson, who wrote " Jo Bowers,"
and " Sweet Betsey from Pike," was a

shining light of the occasion.

Now, these old pioneer trails of 1859,
from Big Oak Flat, by way of Tenaya, to

the summit of the Sierras and beyond,
were far from following the exact route

of the more modern Tioga Road, but they
took the same general course, of necessity,
and were in some places the positive fore-

runners of later engineering work. Wind-

ing along toward the Yosemite up the

great Sierra, the Walker River trail seems
to have turned off to the right, up Cas-

First View ot Lake Tenaya from Tioga Road

ert, "untarnished and glittering." This
brass field-piece was afterwards taken to

Virginia City by James Whitten, a packer
who was supplying the Bodie camps.

DeQuille reported that the prospectors
who were in the Bodie region in 1859 be-

gan to leave for California or Nevada as

soon as signs of winter appeared. Most of
them crossed back by way of the Sonora
Pass and Lake Tenaya. Before they left,
a miners' meeting was called, and a resolu-

tion adopted that
"

all claims were to hold

good without further work until June,
1860." This was "

at the canvas saloon of
Mart Taylor," and that famous Missou-

cade Creek to the "divide," thereafter

keeping pretty well in the vicinity of the

present Tioga Road as far as Tenaya.
But why should there have been a Tioga

Road at all? The answer to this ques-
tion will in a way serve to illustrate the

hard realities of the ancient and hon-
orable business of mining. Let us re-

turn to our sheepherder of 1874 who-

relocated that unknown Comstocker's
claim upon a vast plateau in the High
Sierra, at an altitude of about 10,800
feet above the ocean, and near the
head of Lee-Vining Creek. The great
mines of the Comstock were pouring forth
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their millions. Every one who had money,
East or West, appeared willing to put it

into prospect-holes. Servant-girls and

laborers were buying stock in every village

on the Pacific Coast ;
retired sea-captains

and shrewd manufacturers in staid New

England villages were forming companies
to develop new districts. It happened to

be some of these Eastern capitalists, hop-

ing, like hundreds of others, to find a new

Coinstock, who sent their agents to exam-

ine the new Tioga lodes, which were chiefly

argentiferous, carrying but little gold. In

due season they secured 3,000 feet of the

Sheepherder lode, 6,000 feet on the Great

Sierra lode and several outlying locations.

Next, they attempted to develop these rich

silver prospects into actual mines such

as Crown Point and Consolidated Virgi-

nia, then at the height of their fame. They
built at a cost of about $64,000, a wagon-
road fifty-six miles long from Crocker's

Station in Tuolumne County, on the Big
Oak Flat stage road, to the heart of the

Tioga mining district, and laid out a

town there, Bennetville, some 9,800 feet

above the ocean. Here they commenced a

crosscut tunnel to strike the Sheepherder
and Great Sierra lodes, at depths of 750

and 830 feet, and drove it 1,784 feet, or

within 270 feet of the point where it could

cut the first lode, when financial disaster

overtook the company after it had expend-
ed close upon a third of a million dollars.

Then the road, the mines, the buildings,
and the district were abandoned to the wil-

derness, and the first chapter of the

story was ended. The great expense of

mining in such a place, and the low price
of silver, have kept the mines closed since

1884, although, as in all such cases, it is

fondly believed by many a mountaineer
that some one will complete the tunnel,
unearth richer ore, start the deep thunder-
roar of hundreds of stamps, and dot the

great Tioga Eoad with high-built freight-

wagons and jingling mule-teams.
Never did the money of sober, indus-

trious New England build a finer or bet-

ter pioneer road, all things considered,
than this old Tioga. It opens up the Yo-
semite National Park for vehicles of every
description, for pack-trains, and pedes-
trians; it leads by one of the best and
easiest of routes to the Tuolumne Mead-
ows and that whole region of snow-peaks.

In years to come, it must rank as one of

the most famous of the entrances to

the land of the High Sierra. It seems,,

too, that some engineering genius must
have planned its curves, chosen its as-

cents and descents, drawn it up ridges,
between peaks, into mountain valleys,

along the edges of sea-deep canons blue

with fir forests.

Common roads are understood, and
somewhat despised, by those who wayfare

along them. One says,
" Thus and thus-

will this road pass yonder peak/' or
" Here

and there I could better the grade, and
save on the turn, though I be no engineer."
Not so with the Tioga ; everywhere, from

beginning to end, it seems a simple, soul-

satisfying achievement. There it stands,
after nearly seventeen years of Sierra

storms, and still nearly all its granite but-

tresses and retaining-walls remain un-

shaken; still one need only cut through
a few fallen logs, build a few bridges, and

repair a few culverts, to drive safely from
Crocker's Station to the Great Sierra Min-

ing Company's deserted offices. Only ten

thousand dollars so Colonel Young esti-

mated in his report of 1896 would put
the Tioga Eoad in excellent condition.

Do you ask what man of well-trained

technical skill, what graduate of Euro-

pean or American polytechnic schools,
what builder of other more famous high-

ways came here at the call of capital,
looked over the great mountain ridges, and
told the toilers where to drive the stakes ?

There was no such chief engineer for the
work. Surveyors were here, and pioneers,
and men of the Sierra; they traced the

old Mono trail and many a dim track of

sheepherders and prospectors; they rode,
and climbed, and studied the country, till

at last they were able to choose a wholly
admirable course for the road. Gilchrist

and Carpenter ran the levels, and Priest,

Sprague, Akerman, and Ballentine picked
out the way, and built the road, knowing
their Sierra; therefore, perhaps it lasts so-

well, having been adopted by the moun-
tains themselves.

It is eminently appropriate that the

charming photographs of scenes along the

old Tioga and at its terminus which illus-

trate this article should have been taken

by Miss Celia Crocker, who went over the

entire road in 1898. Crocker's Station,



The Old Tioga Road

so long and favorably known by thousands
of campers, tourists, and rest-seekers, is in
the edge of a small forest clearing in one
of those midland valleys of th^ Sierra,
some 4,450 feet above the sea. You de-
scend a little from a higher ridge westward
to this charming bit of pioneer life, this

orchard and garden, these alfalfa-fields,

meandering streams, and flowing springs.
Here one can obtain teams, wagons, and
pack-mules, and make a better start by
way of the Tioga for the northern half of

the Yosemite National Park than from
the Yosemite Valley itself.

From Quimby's cabin, the road descends
to the South Fork of the Tuolumne
(which, if on foot, you wade), and its

course is almost due north until we are
well up on the dry ridge where the real

Tioga Eoad turns east and northeast, but a

well-defined and often-used branch goes
farther north, crossing the Middle Fork,
and six or eight miles away reaches what
the purist vainly writes down as Mr.

Hogg's Farm, but which pioneers and

map-makers have condensed into plain
and porcine

"
Hog Ranch." From here

pedestrians and pack-trains go on to

Unicorn and Cathedral Peaks, Tuolumne Meadows

Leaving Crocker's, the first object of

human interest, less than a mile away, is

"Quimby's
"

old cabin and mine. Such a

clean, neat, homelike dwelling as this,

shapen so well with ax and maul of sweet

white mountain pine, can be found only
in the Sierra. Old-fashioned annuals,
run wild, still bloom in the deserted gar-
den and a fair, neglected rose clambers

its careless way unheeded, while by the

doorstep a baby's toy lies in the warm
June sunlight. If the mine had only paid
a little better that futile, mistaken mine,
once so cherished, the passers-by would
still hear a child's merry voice, and see a

love-tended garden, a happy mountain
home.

Hetch-Hetchy, to Lake Eleanor, and to

various places in the northwest corner of

the National Park.

But the business of this article is with
the main Tioga Road, which needs no map
to follow, so plain it is. One wishes to

know the names of valleys, peaks and

streams, however, and if trails are taken
to other places, a map is necessary. The
one published by the Sierra Club in 1896
is probably the best and most convenient

map of this whole region to be had any-
where. A very neat little map, and a bet-

ter one for the National Park itself, is

compiled from official sources and from
notes of scouts and various army officers

who have been detailed for duty. This
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map appeared in the report for 1897 of

Captain Kodgers, then acting superinten-
dent of the Yosemite National Park. It is

a very clear, distinct piece of work, show-

ing some trails, streams, and lakes not to

be found on other maps, and will prove a

welcome addition to the larger Sierra Club

map. All of the Government reports

upon Yosemite Park are worth reading.

They appear among the miscellaneous doc-

uments in the Secretary of the Interior's

reports, and also in separate pamphlets,
which can be had through Congressmen, or

purchased for a small sum from the

Superintendent of Documents atWashing-
ton. The officers of the United States regi-
ments detailed for duty in the park seem
to have taken a very intelligent interest in

their work. The natural vegetation and

game have been well protected ;
new trails

have been made; a large number of

streams and lakes are now well stocked
with trout ; and public sentiment has been

steadily educated in regard to the further

needs of the Park, in the way of bridges
over dangerous streams, repairs of the

principal roads, reforestation of large
areas, and better utilization of now-

neglected forest resources. Especially do
all these Park reports lay stress on the ad-

visability of the purchase by the Govern-
ment of all patented lands within the

present limits of the Park, and upon the

necessity of putting the place under per-
manent supervision similar to that which
prevails in the Yellowstone Park.

Miles and miles of the Tioga Koad are
shaded by great firs and pines. At long
intervals are clean, fragrant, ax-made
cabins, where pioneers dwelt years ago,
and where snow-bound travelers might
seek shelter; but summer campers need
no cabins. The first of these cabins is in
a giant forest on a peninsula between two

ravines; the second is in lovely white-
stemmed trees . in Aspen Valley, twelve
miles from Crocker's, at an elevation of

6,380 feet, and aspen trunks whiten the
fertile vales for two or three miles, to the

very end of Long Meadows and the base
of another ridge of rocks. The road goes
down to the Middle Fork of the Tuolumne,
an ice-cold stream to wade, mid-thigh
deep, and climbs by bracing steps, through
small islands of snow, by gleam and sound
of rushing cataracts, to the grouped cabins

of White Wolf's broad, upland meadows,
forests and new-springing flowers, at an
elevation of 8,090 feet. Here a rocky
trail goes northeast to the beautiful Ten
Lake region, or, before reaching White
Wolf valley, a shorter trail leads to Hardin
Lake and zigzags off, along Harrison

Creek, into the Grand Canon of the Tuol-

umne.
The climb from White Wolf to the next

lidge is about five hundred feet, and again

ridge is about five hundred feet, and again
the vast distances of this wonderful moun-
descends to the swift current of Yosemite
Creek. Even here, many miles from its

great plunge into the valley,Yosemite runs

like a race-horse or a greyhound; one

can well believe that an old sailor once said

it
" went five knots an hour." Fortunate-

ly a bridge exists, or few people would try
to cross it until the snow-streams had
ceased to feed its deep channel.

From the dark tamaracks that border

Yosemite Creek it is a climb of a thousand
feet to Porcupine Flat, and nearly another

thousand to Snow Flat, where one finds

that a more difficult part of the journey bo-

gins; for there is a succession of snow-

flats, snow-streams, miles of snow-banks,
and at last the forest-clad ridge, 9,000 feet

above the sea, that overlooks Tenaya and
lies at the very shoulder of Mount Hoff-

man.

Let us pause on this great forest-covered

ridge and look across the depths and

heights. The season is early June, and
we have crossed more than three miles of

snow to reach this place. In some seasons

the road is impassable until late in July.
Professor Davidson's interesting paper up-
on the

"
Occupation of Mount Conness

"

(OVERLAND for February, 1892,) gives an

account of several reconnoisances along
this route. In May, 1890, Mr. Fremont
Morse of the Davidson party,: "struck

snow eight feet deep near Crocker's." By
the middle of June, the snow-line was still
"
forty-three miles west of the Tuolumne

Meadows," or only two or three miles

above Crocker's. This expedition spent
much labor in repairing the road, culverts,

and bridges. A photograph taken on Yo-
semite Creek early in July still showed

deep snow. But early in June of the pres-
ent year (1899) snow-patches were found

only on the ridges.



Fir-Trees on Tioga Road, near White VVolt
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The forests through which the Tioga
Eoad passes are excellently representative

of the region. Yellow pine, sugar-pine,

tamarack, and fir, sometimes together, but

more often in separate forest-masses, are

the principal species. The fir and the pine
seem especially noble. One thinks of what

Mrs. Helen Hunt Jackson expresses in her
"
Bits of Travel

" when she wrote after

journeying over a part of this region, with

old John Murphy as guide :

"
It seemed

as if the whole world had become forests,

we could see off so far through the

vistas between the tall, straight, branchless

trunks."
" The grandeur of these im-

are the dense, dark and brooding tamarack

forests, whose tall, black-stemmed tree-

trunks stand
"
straight and branchless^

unlovely and grim up to their very tops."

Here, immeasurably different from the

fragrant fir forests, "a strange ancient

odor filled the air," writes Mrs. Jackson,.
"
as if from centuries of distilling essence

of resins and moldering dust of spices."
Mount Hoffman is 10,872 feet high, and

thus only an easy climb from this ridge
above Tenaya, A number of members of

the Sierra Club have been there, and some
have camped near its summit. Healthy and

hearty dwarf pines grow to within a hun-

Tioga Mining Buildings Mount Dana in the Background

mense colonnades," she continues, "cannot

be conceived. Sometimes through a break

in a tree-top will gleam snowy peaks of

Sierras hundreds of miles away, but the

paths to their summits will seem to lead

straight through these columns of vivid

green. Perspective becomes transfigura-
tion when it deals with such distance, such
color and such giant size.- It would not
have astonished me at any moment, as I

gazed reverently out into these measureless

cloisters, to have seen beings of titanic

stature moving slowly along, chanting ser-

vice, and swinging incense, in some super-
natural worship." Of quite another sort

dred feet of the apex of Hoffman. Below its

northern wall are many -glacier-scooped

lakelets, and the sources of Yosemite

Creek that wonderful Sierra stream,
whose fate it is to fall so soon into that

magic abyss,
"
Ah-wah-ne," as the Indians

long ago named this Yosemite Valley.
Lake Tenaya, to which we descend from

the shadows of Hoffman, is 7,900 feet

above the sea. The Tioga Eoad winds

downward past the smoothest and most

beautifully polished granite slopes; rivers

from the snow-peaks surround us with

gleam and spray, with sound and wild,

sweet motion. It is a land where moun-
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tains, forests, rivers, winds, and all living
creatures waking in springtime from win-

ter's long sleep, talk together, deep-voiced,
and join in one great rejoicing nature-

hymn. Kead what Coleridge wrote '' At
Sunrise in the Vale of Chamouni," look

out past Tenaya, to the high white peaks of

the Sierra, greater than Alps, and then go
down to build a camp-fire beside those

mystic waters ! Beyond, rising from 1,000
to 2,500 feet higher, and vividly reflected

in the clear lake, are Tenaya Peak, Tenaya
Dome, and other masses of glacier-rounded
and polished rock. Beautiful beyond
speech as the sunlight fades, or by star-

light or moonlight, or at earliest morning
and sunrise, is Tenaya. A thousand new
forms, shadows, colors, reflections, sweep
across its surface, haunt the granite walls

of this gigantic cleft. Ever the skies and

lights change from glory to glory till their

charm is like the charm of some great
oratorio. Blue fades into green, melts
into steel-gray, deepens into black, whitens
into pearl and pale onyx, flashes into rose

and pink, silver and riotous scarlet.

At the head of the lake is the famous
cabin and stable of old John Murphy, the

guide. The cabin is now a wayside record-

book, carved and pictured by many a light-
hearted group of travelers. The best of

these achievements of knife and pencil rep-
resents a well-known University instructor

driving his two donkeys,
" John Brown "

and "
G-lory Hallelujah/

7 with demoniac

objurgations up an almost perpendicular
trail.

The road proceeds, northeast, beside

bold bluffs, and the lake margin; then,

leaving the lake and going for several

miles along the southeastern slope of a

long ridge, we reach the broad Tuolumne
Meadows, a superb camping-place, and can
branch off to the Soda Springs, at an ele-

vation of about 8,600 feet. This is where

Lembert, the hermit-artist, once lived, and

years ago, sheep and goats pastured
throughout the district every summer.

Now, the wild flowers and grasses g~ow
again as of old, and everywhere, across the

warm, bright meadows.

After crossing the Tuolumne Meadows,
the Tioga Eoad extends for a long distance

on the north side of the Dana Fork of the

Tuolumne, ever climbing to new revela-

tions of this mountain land; it finally
turns due north, and passes high along
the western shore -of a beautiful lake

named (let us believe, by some exiled

Scotchman) Jessie Montrose. Its long
course is nearly done, for in a mile after

leaving this Alpine lake, it has ascended

to the ruins of the little mining-camp.
The trail to Lundy goes on, crossing Lee-

Vining Creek and zigzagging past Mount
Warren up an enormous ridge and down
to Mill Creek. But here, among the eight
or ten deserted cabins of Bennetville, the

story properly ends. All about it tower

the amazing snow-crests of such moun-
tains as Dana, Gibbs, Conness and Lyell.
One could hardly spend a happier summer
than camped somewhere along the upper
portions of the Tioga Eoad.

ESCHSCHOLTZIAS

O REGNANT poppies, wide thrones won,

Flame jubilant and free !

Toss back your kisses to the sun

From canon, hill and lea.

Soul of the springtime, , flowering, sing!

O bells of springtime, throbbing, ring!

Harriet Winthrop Waring.



THREE LETTERS
BY MARION DARE

HE
WAS smoking in lazy content-

ment at the open window of his

rooms on the Embankment, listen-

ing with placid enjoyment to the dreamy
and caressing strains of the band on the

Terrace of the Savoy, when his servant

entered, and placed three letters and the

evening paper on the table at his side. In-

dolently he stretched out his hand for the

letter on the top of the pile a large,

square, gray envelope, addressed in a bold,

dashing hand and opening it, he read :

My dearest Fran7c:llow recklessly and
wickedly extravagant of you, but how de-

lightful! The emeralds are exquisite and the
setting is perfect. And those lovely roses
and carnations! They harmonize to perfec-
tion with the gown I am wearing to-night.
Of course, I really ought to be dreadfully

severe, but then how can I ever have the
heart to be anything but kind and nice to

you?
Remember, we count upon seeing you at

the Lyric this evening. We must arrange
about to-morrow, you know, and there is

something quite original on the tapis this

time.
Don't forget Box E; but you needn't

look us up before half past ten, as we are

only going for Bernhardt's great scene in the
third act.

I suppose it is quite useless to expect to

see anything of you at the Crawleys' to-

night, as you have such a rooted aversion to

them. Still, it might be worth your while
this time, as they have got that wonderful
new tenor, whom people are all fighting over,
and everybody seems to be going this even-

ing.
A ce soir, then, Dearest,

Yours ever, ETHEL.

He laid the letter on the table, and took

up the second one. This was written on

cheap, flimsy, white paper, in a small, un-

certain, girlish hand, and a slight frown of

annoyance passed over his face as he tore

it open. It ran as follows:

My darling Frank: Ever since you left me
yesterday, my heart has been like lead, and 1

have cried and cried until I can scarcely see;
and yet all the time I have been tryng to rea-
son with myself, and to see things in the
right light, as you told me to. O, of course,
I have known all along, that we could not go
on like this forever, and that one day, sooner
or later, you would marry a girl who was
beautiful and clever and would belong to
your world, and who would know how to

give big parties and entertain all your grand
friends. And I could never, never do that,
for I should only feel shy and awkward, and
perhaps you would be ashamed of me, and
that would break my heart. But now that
the time has come when we must really part,
and now that I begin to realize what it ail

means, I cannot, O, my love, I cannot, can-
not bear it!

Sometimes, I wish I could see the girl you
are going to marry. I have often read about
her in the papers, and she seems to go to all

the fashionable parties and to wear lovely

gowns and to have everything in the world
to make her happy. Then again, I feel as if

I could not bear to see her, for I know that
it would fill my heart with envy and hate
and all kinds of wicked feelings, and I don't
want to be wicked as well as unhappy. But,
O, it is so hard, so cruelly hard! If I were
only clever and ambitious, and had lots of

spirit, like some girls, I might perhaps find

some new interests in life, and get over it all

in time; but I am not, and now that all the

joy and light has gone out of my life I don't
seem to have any strength or courage left

to go on with.
I could not even get through my work as

usual this morning. . I had a lot of imporcaut
reports and statements to typewrite at the

office, and they were full of mistakes and
blunders, for I kept striking the wrong keys,
and repeating words, and leaving out whole
sentences. Mr. Smedley was very angry
with me, for the work was for one of ou:
best clients, and I am generally so accurate.
But now I am going to try hard to be brave
and patient, and to bear it all; for we cannot

change things in this life, no matter how
hard and cruel and unjust they may seern to

us, can we? We must just bear them. I

have done as you asked me to, and have <le>-

stroyed all your letters, but I am keeping
the ring you gave me on my last birthday.
I mean the one with the diamond and the

queer old setting. You don't mind, do you
dearest?

My love, I cannot write any more to-night,
for the tears are blinding my eyes, and I feel

frightened and dazed, just as if something
dreadful were before me, and I must pull

myself together and try to go on again as
usual. But, O, my love, my love, my heart
is breaking!

YOUR LOVING LITTLE BESSIE.

The letter dropped from his hand. His
face had grown suddenly set and gray.

Slowly he took up the third and last let-

ter. It resembled the second letter closely
and was evidently from the same person.
With nervous, unsteady fingers he broke

the seal and read :



"I saw two ladies and a gentleman"1 Saw IWO lauieb a.ua a. gcm-it-m.

My cZ, rling Frank--l am writing you one now, and we shall never meet again Frank,

more letter t^yery last one this time; but I have seen the girl you are going to marry,

Sere a e one o? two things which I must say and ft was quite by accident. I happened to

to you to-night. After all, it won't do any
harm, for every thing is over between us

I have seen the girl you are going uttnrj ,

and ft was quite by accident. I happened to

be passing through Portman Square this

evening, when I saw two ladies and a gen-
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tleman come out of a house and get into a

brougham. They were directly in my path
and I stood aside to let them pass, and as

the light from the carriage lamp flashed into

the man's face, I saw that it was you, and
then I understood. I heard you say,

" Tfie

Criterion," to the coachman as you stepped
into the carriage, and I stood there for a
time looking stupidly after it as it drove

away. Then, all of a sudden, I had a great
desire to see what she was really like, this

girl whom you are going to marry. It

seemed that if I only could see you both to-

gether that very night at the theater, it

would bring me to my senses, and touch my
pride, and cure me; and so, instead of going
home, I turned into Oxford Street, and took a
'bits down to the Circus. The theater was not
at -all crowded, and I easily got a seat in the
second row of the pit, and looking up I saw
in one of the boxes a fair, slender girl, all in
white and silver, with a great bunch of red
roses, such as you used to bring me, in her
hands. I knew at once that it was she. O,
it seemed to me that I had never seen any
one so beautiful! She looked just like one of
those lovely white lilies you see in the flor-

ists' windows at Easter, so stately and grand,
like a queen, but a little cold and proud-
looking, too. And presently you came in and
took a seat just behind her, and from time to
time you would speak to her and she would
smile and turn to you, and I knew that you
could not help feeling proud of her, and I

could see that you were both very happy!
And now, dear Love, I understand it all,

and everything has suddenly become clear to
me. She is the wife you need, and I could
never be to you what she would be and will
fte. My love is just as strong and as pure as
hers, but that is not enough, and my ways
are much too plain and simple for the great
world that you belong to, and it is best so.
But although I see all this so clearly and
plainly now, it has not cured me as I hoped
it would, but has only driven the knife
deeper into my heart, and I realize that I
could not live on from day to day and bear it

all. You see, I could never really be quite
sure of myself again, for in time I know that
I should grow hard and bitter and revenge-
ful, and in a moment of weakness I might
even try to come between you and separate
you, and that would only make you hate me
and break her heart, as mine has been
broken.

O, I do not reproach you, my dearest, for
you are not to blame any more than I am,
and it is only life that is so cruel and relent-
less and pitiless, and after all I could never
have had a place in your life. I know that
now.

People say that it is very weak and fool-
ish to care for any one with all one's heart
and soul, and I dare say it may seem so to
those who have so much to live for; but you
see, I had never really known what it meant
to be happy until I met you. Your love was
my life, my all, and now that you no longer
care for me, why, there is nothing left, noth-
ing, nothing at all.

But at least I have had two years of hap-
piness, such a good and simple kind of hap-
piness too, with no wrong in it either, to
embitter the memory of it at this moment.
But now, my dearest, I know that there is

only one course open to me. It is very, very
wicked, and a great sin, I know that perfect-
ly well, and it would be different, of course,
if I had people who cared for me, and would
grieve over me; but no one will really miss
me, and I shall not leave a void in any one's
life. You see, there has never been any one
in my life who really cared for me, except
you, dearest, and now now, you, O, my
God! can't you see that I haven't the
strength and the courage to face things any
longer?
And now good-night, my dearest, dearest

Love! I am tired, so very, very tired, and
I long for rest and peace. You will grieve a
little just at first, I know, but you will be
very happy as the time goes on, I am sure of
that, and I know too, that no matter how
happy you may be in the future, you will
never quite forget your little girl who had
nothing to offer you but her great, great love,
and devotion. Good-night, good-by, my Love,
my Life, my All!

YOUR BROKEN-HEARTED BESSIE.

Mechanically, and as in a dream, lie laid

the letter down and took up the evening
paper. Then, as if impelled by an impulse
born of a sudden presentiment, he unfold-
ed it quickly, and glanced rapidly and

searchingly down the columns, until his

eye was arrested by the following :

SAD AND MYSTERIOUS SUICIDE OF A
YOUNG GIRL.

Early this morning [the paragraph ran]
two bargemen discovered the body of a
young woman, floating in the river, just be-

low London Bridge, on the Surrey side. The
body had evidently only been in the water a
short time, and was that of a woman of
about twenty, well dressed, and exceedingly
attractive in appearance. All efforts on the

part of police authorities to identify the body
have so far proved fruitless. They have,
however, one clew, in the shape of a ring
found on the body, and consisting of a small
but valuable diamond, in a curious antique
setting, and through this medium, they hope
shortly to be able to communicate with the
unfortunate woman's friends or relatives.

A hush had fallen upon the room. The
man at the window sat silent and immov-

able, like a figure carved in stone, staring
with fixed, vacant eyes out into the fading
light. His face was white and stein, the

paper had fallen from his nerveless fin-

gers.
In the adjoining bed-room, his servant

had lighted the candles on the dre, sing-

table, and was putting out his evening
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suit, glancing anxiously from time to

time, first at the clock, and then at the

rigid figure at the window. On the Ter-

race below, the band was playing Mendels-

sohn's Wedding March, and the great,

clashing, triumphant chords floated up

mockingly, derisively, through the warm
June night. Blindly, gropingly, he
stretched out his hand, and opening a

drawer in the table, he swept the letters

into it with a quick, nervous movement,
and closing it, turned the key. Then he
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took up a pen, and hurriedly writing a few the threshold,
"

see that this goes at once,

words on a telegraph blank, he touched a I am not going out this evening, and if

bell on the table. any one calls, I am not at home."
"
Johnson," he said, holding out the yel- Then slowly he arose, passed into the

low slip to his servant, who appeared on room beyond and closed the door.

SONG OF THE FOG-HORN

HARD
alee ! hard alee !

"

From the wave-beat rock I boldly call

To the vessels on the sea;
I sound the alarm with the bell-buoy's toll,

My voice is hoarse when the vapors roll,

As I utter,
" Hard alee !

"

The helmsman on the good ship hears

My timely warning hail;
With the helm hard down, he boldly steers

In the teeth of the rising gale;
The white sails flap with a thunder-clap,
As she swings on the tack a-sea,

And the seamen shout as she puts about,
Their answer, "Hard alee !

"

" Bear away ! bear away !

"

From the storm-beat rock I boldly shout

To the vessels there astray;
I pierce the fog and the storm-wind cloud,

My voice is heard o'er the surges loud,
With the warning,

" Bear away !

"

The lookout on the good ship knows
I tell of the danger by;

The green light dims as the red light glows,
And she swings on the billows high;

The white sails fill with the tempest shrill,

As she cleaves the foam and spray,
And the voices ring as the sailors sing,

Their answer,
" Bear away !

"

I give my watch to the bell-buoy's moan
If the hours of the day are bright,

And the lighthouse flash or the lightship lone,

May take my place at night;
But my shouts will make the echoes break
From the coves and the cliff-sides high.

When the fog-bank's gray, or the storm-wind's sway
Will roll on the darkened sky.

Though my voice is hoarse with the vapor's breath,
I hail the good ship near,

And bid her flee from the wreck and death,
I call the tack or veer;

The seamen raise their joyous praise
As they speed on the mist-bound sea,

To the keeper old and the fog-horn bold,
And the husky voice alee. Valentine Brown.



A PROTECTED AMERICAN SHIPPING NEEDED
BY ALEXANDER R. SMITH

AT
THE coming session of Congress

the question of restoring to Ameri-
can ships a fair share of our foreign

carrying will unquestionably be pressed
for early settlement. A clear understand-

ing of existing conditions and needs is,

therefore, of timely value.

The proportion of American imports
and exports carried in native vessels is be-

tween eight and nine per cent, of the total.

The shipping engaged in our foreign car-

rying annually earns about $200,000,000,
of which foreign ships receive $182,-

000,000. An eminent member of the Brit-

ish Parliament stated five years ago in the

North American Review that during the

preceding thirty years the United States

ha.d paid to foreign ship-owners the sum
of $3,000,000,000, rather than pay in sub-

sidies during the same time the sum of

$5,000,000 a year to American ships. We
had saved $150,000,000 in thirty years, to

do which we had spent $3,000,000,000.
Our national neglect of our shipping in the

foreign trade has compelled us to pay the

equivalent of two such debts as our Civil

War created. More money than is collect-

ed at all of our custom-houses is each year

paid to foreign ship-owners for doing
American foreign carrying. At the pres-
ent rate, we shall pay five thousand mil-

lions of dollars to foreign ship-owners

during the next quarter of a century. Our
Government would probably save to our

people at least one half the sum now an-

nually paid to foreign ship-owners, by
spending, for a very limited period, five

per cent, of the sum in encouraging Amer-
icans to invest in home-built ships.
The colossal figures already shown prove

that the shipping question is one of great
national importance. Nevertheless, it

has baffled the best statesmanship of the

nation for more than a third of a century.
Two different methods are suggested

whereby American ships may regain a fair

share of our foreign carrying, which may
be considered as follows :

1. Free Ships. There are a few peo-

ple in the United States who are opposed
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to the policy of Protection, who prefer the

policy of Free Trade, and who demand
that Americans should be permitted to

freely register foreign-built ships as Amer-
ican, or, as they prefer to say, "to buy
their ships where they may be procured
cheapest/' During the past forty years
ships have been built more cheaply in
Great Britain than elsewhere. Great Brit-
ain being a free-trade nation, naturally
American free-traders have a reverence for

it, and especially for its economic policy,

bordering upon actual worship. These are
the people who advocate free ships, a priv-
ilege denied to foreign ships under our
laws ever since 1792. When that law was
enacted, ships were built in the United
States, for one third less than the cost

abroad. Besides this, our ships were bet-

ter built, they lasted longer, and they
sailed faster than any other. If the free

importation and registration of foreign-
built ships was a national blessing, all the
maritime nations found in the United
States every reason for purchasing their

ships from our builders; nevertheless,

they continued to build their poorer and
dearer ships and this is especially true of

Great Britain. As soon as the British
found that they could build metal ships
cheaper than the rest of the world, then,
and not until then, they became enamored
of the value of

"
free ships."

The free-ship policy has been in force

for fifty years without limitation in almost

every other country but ours, and yet
Great Britain to-day builds eighty per
cent, of the world's ocean-going shipping.
If free ships help to establish great mer-
chant marines, the advocates of that policy

ought to point out what nations that pol-

icy has benefited besides Great Britain.

The world's ship-building and the world's

carrying trade have been placed in British

hands as a result of the free-ship policies
of her rivals. As a direct consequence of

the almost world-wide policy of free ships,

Great Britain possesses a mercantile sea-

power greater than that of all her compet-
itors put together.
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" Merchant ships and citizen seamen/'

said Thomas Jefferson, more than a him
dred years ago,

"
are essential to national

defense/' In a great state paper on this

subject he further said:

If particular nations grasp at undue shares,

and more especially if they seize upon the

means of the United States to convert them
into aliment for their own strength, and
withdraw them entirely from the support of

those to whom they belong, defensive and pro-

tective measures become necessary on the pa.rt

of the nation whose marine resources are

thus invaded, OR IT WILL BE DISARMED
OF ITS DEFENSE, ITS PRODUCTIONS
WILL BE AT THE MERCY OF THE NA-
TION WHICH HAS POSSESSED ITSELF
EXCLUSIVELY OF THE MEANS OF CAR-
RYING THEM, AND ITS POLITICS MAY
BE INFLUENCED BY THOSE WHO COM-
MAND ITS COMMERCE.

That warning serves this nation bet-

ter to-day than it did the day it was ut-

tered. We are much nearer the dangers he

then pointed out than we were then.
" The carriage of our own commodities,"
he said, continuing his statement above

quoted, "if once established in another

channel, cannot be resumed in the mo-
ment we desire." Do we not know this

now better than we did in 1793? And

yet there are those who seem content not

only to allow Britons to do the larger part
of our foreign carrying, but to become our

protector against the nations of Continen-

tal Europe! Who can doubt that, in her

own good time, Great Britain will exact,
and we shall pay, a fair equivalent for her

protection? Indeed, our independence it-

self is imperiled when we are so ready to

rely upon British power to protect us

where we are weak upon the seas !

The question of a marine of our own,
it is clear, transcends in its importance its

purely economic and commercial features.

These latter considerations are subordi-

nated to the military, the defensive, fea-

ture by every other maritime nation but

our own. One more word from Jefferson.

Still speaking of our marine necessities,

he said :

"
If we lose the seamen and

artists (ship-builders) whom it now oc-

cupies, we lose the permanent means of
marine defense, and time will be requisite
to raise up others when disgraces and
losses shall bring home to our feelings the

disgrace of having abandoned them." He

wisely held that, to be powerful and truly

independent, we must have home-built

ships and citizen seamen.

We possess all of the materials em-

ployed in ship-building in the greatest
abundance and finest quality, in our mines

and our forests. The Pacific Coast alone

is capable of furnishing timber for fleets

larger than have ever covered the seas,

billions of feet of the finest material now

standing in her magnificent forests, and

well adapted to the new conditions that

will be ushered in with the advent of a

transisthmian canal. In our iron ore and

our coal-mines we possess sufficient mate-

rial with which to construct all the ships
the world Mail require during the next

thousand years. Where in all the world is

there skill superior to that shown in our

vast steel-making plants? Where is steel

produced in such quantities as in the

United States ? And yet this is the coun-

try which it is suggested should buy its

ships abroad ! Shall our forests, our iron,

and our coal remain untouched? Shall

our own people be denied the employment
that would follow the cutting of our tim-

ber and the mining of our iron and coal?

Shall our own transportation agencies be

denied the opportunity to carry these raw

materials to the mills where they are

turned into the shapes in which they are

finally used in the shipyards ? Do we lack

skill in our shipyards? Is it possible to

look the builders of the Oregon in the face

and say that we cannot build the best ships
the world needs for war or for peace ? Is

the Olympia, which fired the first shot in

our recent war, a production which justi-

fies the suggestion that our people turn

their backs upon her builders, or the build-

ers of her peer on the Atlantic, and go
abroad for our merchant ships? These,

surely, are pertinent questions to ask

the advocates of free ships.
"
Oh," says

the free-ship advocate,
"
you have missed

the point of my argument ; it costs more to

build ships in the United States than it

does to buy them abroad, and against the

fatal disadvantage of higher cost Ameri-

can ship-owners could not make head in

competition with foreigners with their

cheaper-built ships." True. It also cost

more to build warships, before we had

built any considerable number of them
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We began the construction of our now
navy in 1883, under the administration oi

President Arthur. In his last annual mes-

sage to Congress, written thirteen years
later, Grover Cleveland said :

It is gratifying to state that our ships [of
war] and their outfits are believed to bo
equal to the best that can be manufactured
elsewhere, and that such notable reductions
have been made in their cost as to justify
the statement that quite a number of [war]
vessels are now being constructed at rates as
low as those that prevail in European ship-
yards.

What has been accomplished in the

cheapening of the cost of warship con-

struction can be accomplished quite as

effectively in the matter of merchant

ships. The Congress of the United States

provided that our warships should be of

American design and constructed in na-

tive shipyards out of native materials.

Thus assured that competition was limited

to domestic shipyards alone, our ship-
builders equipped themselves to produce
the ships of war needed by our Govern-
ment. In thirteen years, upon the state-

ment of Grover Cleveland, they have been

able to accomplish this as well and as

cheaply as
"
elsewhere." Had the build-

ing of our warships been open to the com-

petition of British builders, with their

long experience, their vast establishments,
their cheap money, their trained men, and
their great commerce, is there a free-ship
advocate who will assert that in thirteen

years American builders would be able to

construct as cheaply and as well as the

British? Our ship-builders would never

have made the attempt, and to-day we
would be paying British ship-builders
whatever price they might ask for the war-

ships we need, besides which, all the time

they were under construction, this na-

tion would be at the mercy of Great Brit-

ain. Until we began to manufacture our

own tin-plate under a highly protective

tariff, Welsh tin-plate makers made us

pay any price they liked; but now we are

almost independent of foreign countries

in the manufacture of our own tin-plate.
The same will be true of our merchant

ships, once we begin building them under
the impetus of a protective policy.

The reasons which were potent enough
to induce Congress to demand that the de-

sign, materials, and construction of our

warships should be our own, are equally

applicable to the construction of merchant

ships, since the latter are auxiliaries to our

navy in time of war. Our recent experi-
ence has shown us the immense value of

merchant ships and their trained seamen.

What, indeed, would we have done with-

out them; and what might we have done

possessing double or quadruple the num-
ber we did ?

Congress has but to adequately protect
our merchant ships in the foreign trade
to attract all of the capital needed into

their construction and navigation. But
these owners must be assured a reason-

able return for their money, and then the

Government' will be assured an effective

an essential auxiliary aid to the navy,
whenever needed. With a steady demand
for ships new shipyards will arise, cost of

construction will diminish, economies will

be introduced, and in a comparatively
short time we shall be building as cheap-

ly as elsewhere, perhaps building both

merchant vessels and warships for a good-

ly portion of the rest of the world, Great
Britain not excepted.
But to suggest that our people, thus situ-

ated, should purchase abroad the ships our

commerce employs, is to hold back the es-

tablishment of new ship-building plants in

the United States; it is to deter our peo-

ple from investing in ships for our for-

eign carrying; it is to perpetuate our

maritime bondage to our rivals; it is to

accentuate our already dangerous weak-
ness upon the sea ! We should spend the

money earned by the ships that carry our

imports and exports among our own peo-

ple, employing them over and over again,
instead of sending that money out of the

country for the employment of aliens, our

own people remaining idle meanwhile.

Why send annually $200,000,000 abroad

in freight money, when, by spending $10,-

000,000 a year for a few years on our own

ship-owners we can keep the larger part
of that sum at home ? Foreign ship-owners
are intrenched and experienced in the

business, and are fortified with many ad-

vantages at present inaccessible to our own

people, venturing into what would be prac-

tically a new field of effort, at the incep-
tion of which obstacles multiply and
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experience is most costly. With these po-

tential contingencies confronting our pros-

pective ship-owners our Government must

offer reasonable indemnification against
financial loss, and this because of the mil-

itary advantages accruing to the Govern-

ment from the ships and the seamen re-

sulting from the temporary national

financial aid rendered.

It may be asserted, and without fear of

honest contradiction, that there are no

people in this country who at present own

ships, or who are thinking of becoming

ship-owners, who are demanding the free

registration of foreign-built ships. This
" demand "

is confined to free-trade theo-

rists alone. There are a number of Amer-
icans who own foreign-built ships, but who
would not, if they could, register them as

American. Why ? Becau&e it would then

and forever afterward cost them much
more to navigate them under our flag, a

handicap that would enable their rivals to

wrest from them their present carrying
trade. One of the most conspicuous ad-

vocates of free ships recently admitted to

the writer, in a newspaper and in answer
to a query, that he knew of no one in the

United States who owned foreign-built

ships who desired an American register
for them ; and he added that such a privi-

lege would be worthless if it failed to carry
with it the right to engage in our coast-

wise trade a trade from which foreign

ships have been entirely excluded under
our laws for nearly a century. And finally,
as to free ships : Americans are now per-
mitted to buy ahroad as many ships as

they wish, to put them in our foreign

trade, and to therein enjoy every privilege

enjoyed in that trade by American-built

ships. No American has ever been denied

the right to purchase foreign-built ships;
he has merely been denied the right to

register her as American, a right, if pos-

sessed, that would not only be valueless,

but, if availed of, would be a handicap
that would result in ruin.

2. Government Aid. Much on this

head has been presented in the discussion
of Free Ships, and repetition is therefore
needless. We find that our ships cost more
to build and more to run than foreign
ships cost ; and we also find that, on mili-

tary grounds alone, there is not only jus-
tification but actual need of native-built

merchant ships and citizen seamen; that

we spend on foreign ship-owners $200,-

000,000 a year, the larger part of which
could be saved were our Government to

spend such a sum annually, for a few

years, as would reasonably insure to Amer-
ican investors a fair return upon their

money if invested in native-built, citizen-

manned ships for the foreign trade. To-

day the foreign maritime powers annually

pay to their merchant ships and seamen
over $25,000,000, which is an additional

advantage which enables them successfully
to meet unaided American competi-
tion. This sum, paid in subsidies, sub-

ventions, and bounties on construction

and navigation, enables foreign ship-own-
ers to carry freight cheaper than they
could if unaided by their Governments.
American ships would be compelled to un-

derbid foreign ships in order to secure

cargoes, and without cargoes they cannot
be profitably operated. The competition be-

tween foreign ships and American ships,
aided by their Government in a manner
similar to the aid rendered to their mer-
chant ships by other Governments, would

inevitably reduce the cost of carrying our

imports and exports, so that the people
would effect a saving in reduced freights
much greater than the expense to our Gov-
ernment in establishing that American

competition.
Our foreign commerce to-day is a nurs-

ery for the seamen of other nations. It

almost pays the expense of constructing
and operating the merchant ships, which,
as auxiliary naval aids, may be used by any
one of the foreign Governments against the

United States in war. The subsidies and
bounties paid by these Governments i/

their ships estop Americans from building
and owning the ships needed for the car-

riage of our foreign commerce, the train-

ing of our own seamen, and the supplying
of our own needed auxiliary naval vessels.

Can we afford to neglect to do what no

other nation can afford to neglect to do

to become possessed of a merchant marine ?

Do not the same reasons that justify other

nations in aiding their merchant ships

equally justify our Government in aiding
our ships ?

A bill to do this was before the last Con-

gress; it was favorably reported by the

House and the Senate Committees to which
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it was referred; and it is claimed that it

commands the approval of the Adminis-
tration. It is likely to be reintreduced in

the next session, and it will be pressed for

early passage. It should receive the sup-

port of members of all parties, on national

grounds, since this is a purely national

and entirely a non-partisan question. It

is considered solely in its national aspect

by all other nations, and partisan divisions

are unknown in foreign parliamentary
bodies on the question of national financial

aid for their merchant marines.

President J. J. Hill, of the Great North-
ern Railroad, appearing before the Senate
Commerce Committee in behalf of the bill

referred to, pointed out most graphically
and clearly the possibilities of American
commercial expansion across the Pacific.

It was impossible to carry away the mer-
chandise piled upon our Pacific docks with

the shipping offering. There was no limit

to the trade that could be built up with the

Orient if our goods could be laid down in

their ports
"
at a price." And by this he

meant that the cost of transportation must
be steadily at the minimum. If the Gov-
ernment would step in and give impetus
to the building and running of ships, a

revolution in the wheat export trade could

be effected, he said, as, instead of the Pa-
cific Coast wheat-crop being sent to Eng-
land, where the price was made by the

British, and at the expense of American

farmers, Asia would absorb every bushel

of wheat grown west of the Rocky Moun-
tains.

Germany and Great Britain are making
great preparations for the control of the

increasing Asiatic trade. They expect to

forestall American maritime enterprise on

the Pacific by placing lines of ships in our

trade with Asia that will make it as diffi-

cult for us to secure a foothold upon the

Pacific, in a short time, as we now find it

in the transatlantic trade. While German

ships, although heavily subsidized, have

earned but little in their Asiatic trade, the

growth of German exports has been enor-

mous, and it is in this way that the people
of Germany realize upon the national in-

vestment in merchant ships in the way of

subsidies. The same will be true of Amer-
ican export trade, if ever our Government
can be induced to do for American ships

what foreign Governments do for theirs.

And nowhere are the opportunities so

great as upon the Pacific. The nations of

Europe, our Commissioner of Navigation
has just shown, are spending $4,500,000 a

year in subsidizing steamship lines to Asi-

atic ports, while our Government is spend-

ing less than a hundred thousand. Unless
we do what our great rivals are doing, we
shall miss the greatest opportunity to re-

gain a fair share of our own foreign carry-

ing that has been offered to this country

during the past half-century. Five years
from now it is likely to cost us five times

as much to get a foothold in our transpa-
cific trade as it would cost us to-day.
A home-built, citizen-manned merchant

marine makes for world power. Epitomiz-

ing Sir Walter Raleigh's axiom of three

centuries ago, Sea Power is World Power
and Great Britain has ever since hewn

closely to that line. We must do likewise

if we expect to hold what we have, much
less increase it, upon the Pacific or the

Atlantic. It would be lamentable to see

Seward's prophecy concerning the Pacific

realized during the next century, with the

United States practically unknown as a

sea-power.

Reverting to the bill that was favorably

reported to each branch of the last Con-

gress: it provides compensation for

American ships no more than sufficient

to enable them successfully to meet the

competition of foreign ships in our

foreign carrying. This compensation
is limited to not more than nine mil-

lions of dollars in any single year, and

it is estimated by our Commissioner

of Navigation, is likely to take not to ex-

ceed ninety millions of dollars from the

national treasury during the twenty years
that contracts between the Government and

ship-owners are in force. This bill was

drafted by a committee of ship-owners,

ship-builders, Senators, Representatives,
and others, who spent two years in its

preparation, and who examined minutely
and thoroughly every other plan suggested
for the upbuilding of our shipping in the

foreign trade. As a result, those leaders

in Congress whose support is essential to

the passage of any shipping bill are the

foremost advocates of the particular plan
outlined in the bill in question. One fea-
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ture that has attracted much criticism is

that which provides for the admission of

some four hundred thousand tons of

foreign-built shipping, now owned by

Americans, to American registry, con-

ditional upon the owners contracting
to build in American shipyards, with-

in five years, ships equal in tonnage
to those so admitted. Foreign ships
so admitted are to receive one half

the compensation given to American ships,

just enough to enable them to meet the

extra expense of running under our flag.

These ships are now in our foreign trade ;

they will not displace any American ships,
nor will they prevent the building of any
American ships; they will have ceased to

exist long before American shipyards can

possibly build enough ships to secure the

carrying of all of our foreign commerce;
their owners will thus become the future

owners of American-built ships ; the carry-

ing trade now possessed by these citizens

will form the nucleus of a much larger

carrying trade that will grow out of the

operation of this bill
; the experience of

these citizens, now established in our for-

eign carrying, will be used to the advantage
of American shipping and American com-

merce, instead of against it; and these,

alone, will assure in five years a merchant

shipping the equal of the total shipping
under the American flag now in our for-

eign trade. Only such ships as are now
owned or under construction for American
citizens are to be admitted, the act does
not permit our citizens to acquire a vast

amount of foreign-built tonnage, and

bring it under our flag.

There are those who attempt to deny
that American shipping has ever benefited

by protection, but the denial will not
stand in face of the facts. The first act of

the first Congress was a tariff act, in which

generous provision was made for the pro-
tection of American ships in the foreign
trade ; in sixteen days thereafter this pro-
tection to our ships was increased, and
several times subsequently it was increased

still more. The result was that in six

years our shipping grew to such propor-
tions that, instead of carrying less than

twenty-five per cent, of our foreign com-
merce as was the case prior to the protec-
tion it was able to carry ninety per cent.

As long as our shipping was thus protect-

ed, it defied the British orders in council,
the decrees of Napoleon, the competition
of foreign shipping, and it became the

mainstay and the chief glory of the nation.

Twenty-six years after this first protec-
tive legislation Congress began, piecemeal,
to take off the protection that had given
us such a glorious and wealth-winning
and prestige-making merchant marine,
and, by degrees, foreign ships steadilv

superseded American ships in our for-

eign carrying trade, as a result of

the withdrawal of the protection es-

sential to its prosperity. Had a

policy of protection for our shipping in

the foreign trade been in force when iron

began to supersede wood, and steam to

supersede the sail, Americans would have

kept step to the march of progress; but,
our ships upon the sea being then unpro-

tected, and all of our industries upon the

land being highly protected, naturally our

people abandoned the sea and became

prosperous in the protected industries.

And this accounts for the fact that our

shipping in the foreign trade decreased

from 2,500,000 tons in 1861 to 700,000
tons in 1898, although the value of our

foreign commerce increased from $500,-

000,000 in 1861 to $2,000,000,000 in 1898.

Our ships did not leave the sea, therefore,
because of a lack of cargoes to carry.

While it is true that last year, as a re-

sult of a long period of inactivity in iron

and steel manufacturing in Great Britain

due to the prolonged strike of the engi-

neers, American ship steel happened to be

temporarily cheaper and easier to obtain

than British steel, and a eomparativ3ly
small quantity was exported to supply the

abnormal British demand, yet that condi-

tion has by no means become permanent.
On the contrary, foreign steel for ship

purposes is now being imported, so cheap
is the foreign supply, while it is next to

impossible to secure the material at home
because of the enormous and unprecedent-
ed demand. Wages in American ship-

yards are, generally speaking, about double

the wages in other countries. It is far

from the truth to assert that American

workingmen in shipyards can do twice as

much work as those in foreign shipyards.
In foreign yards, and in those of England
especially, work is constant, and the min-

imum of economy is attained and main-
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tained; while in the United States work
is intermittent, and the economies possible
elsewhere are here impossible. With a

large and steady demand for ships in the

United States, in a comparatively brief

time our builders would be able to build

as cheaply and as well as elsewhere
; but to

create that demand, we must have protec-
tive Congressional legislation. To admit

foreign-built ships in unlimited num-
bers to American registry would be to

defer instead of hasten the time when our
own builders will be able to successfully

compete with their foreign rivals.

Because the war with Spain and the

necessities of our campaign in the Philip-

pines have compelled our Government to

acquire many of the fine vessels previously

engaged in our foreign and coastwise trade

for transport and other service, and as a

consequence our shipyards are temporarily

busy in building new ships to take the

places of those purchased by our Govern-

ment, this fleeting and unstable prosper-

ity must not confuse or mislead people as

to the actual conditions and needs of our
merchant marine, as herein described.

The people of the United States are to-

day, from self-choice, living under a high
protective system, and under it they are

prospering. Our shipping upon the sea

is unprotected, and is therefore profitless
and of little consequence. It can only

prosper and grow under the same meas-
ure of protection that has built up our
land industries. The present condition of

our marine in the foreign trade is an illus-

tration of the baneful effects of attempt-

ing to make one branch of industry and
this the lesser compared with the whole
succeed under free-trade conditions while

all of our other industries are prosperous
because of and under protection. It will

not work. On military, on economic, and
on commercial grounds our shipping in the

foreign trade must be protected, and our

people should unite in demanding the

passage of an effective measure of Ameri-
can ship protection before the close of the

first session of the Fifty-sixth Congress.

THE MOUNTAIN LION

OVER
bare ridges, through dense thickets gliding,

Stealthy and sure do I follow my prey !

Along the dark canons, in tangled ferns hiding,

Relentless I trail, and remorseless I slay !

Strong are my sinews, and trackless my winding ;

Noiseless as dew is the fall of my paws ;

Sheathed in the folds of their velvety binding,

Tougher and sharper than steel are my claws.

Swift as a sword are my eyes in their seeking,

Piercing the day, or the blackest of nights ;

Sleek is my muzzle, with blood often reeking ;

Ready my teeth, for the foeman who fights.

I am a king ;
dost thou ask me to battle ?

Gather thy strength, for I give not a sign !

What ! art thou sounding so soon the death-rattle ?

I drink to thy health, in the blood that was thine !

Alfred I. Townsend.



A ROMANCE OF THE GOLD-FIELDS

BY WILLIAM THOMSON

DURING
the summer of 1860, our

party of five men had been wash-

ing fine gold on the bars of Fraser

River, British Columbia ;
and when driven

from work by frost, we all went down to

Yale, intending to rest there through the

winter.

Late in January, 1861, there arrived at

this embryo city a solitary trapper who
exhibited a quantity of rough gold, ob-

tained, he said, in less than two hours'

work on Antler Creek, a tributary of Bear

River, which last flows into the south

branch of the Fraser near the Fifty-fourth

parallel of north latitude, longitude 122

degrees west, far up in the world-famous

Cariboo District.

The old hunter's news created a perfect
furore among the mining population of

Yale, every man of which expressed his

intention of testing its truth in the fol-

lowing spring. But all the members of

our party, having dug gold in California

and Australia, well knew the advantage
often accruing from being first at a
"
rush." Hence, despite solemn assur-

ances from all sides that such a journey
at that season simply meant the sacri-

fice of our lives, we prepared for an

early start, and were completely ready by

February 14th.

At the last moment, we were joined by
a singularly handsome young fellow,
named Paul Riverton, whose passionate
entreaties to be taken along finally pre-
vailed over our first objections on the

score of his youth and seeming delicacy.
The boy, who had lately arrived at Yale,

appeared no more than eighteen or nine-

teen years of age, and, though fairly tall,

was of slight and willowy form. He as-

sured us, however, that he could and
would endure any possible hardships as

well as the best of us no vain boast, as it

proved, for no difficulties daunted and no

dangers appalled him. His apparently
frail body, completely dominated by an
inflexible will, seemed insensible to cold,

hunger, and fatigue.
Paul seldom laughed, and was never

gay or boisterous ; yet, when the rest of us
were often ready to sink under suffering

and privation, he would smilingly encour-

age us by such cheerfully confident predic-
tions of ultimate success that we grew
ashamed of our despondency, and strug-

gled on with renewed strength.

Very evidently, some great mystery lay
enshrouded in the young man's history;
but such was his delicate, self-respecting

reserve, none of us ever presumed to ques-
tion him as to his past life.

He seemed well provided with money;
was certainly a person of education and

refinement, and, judging from the ap-

pearance of his remarkably small hands,
had never performed any manual labor.

Nevertheless, those same little hands were

nearly as strong and far more dexterous

than any of our great brown fists
;
and the

youth soon came to be regarded as the

most valuable, as he certainly was the most

generally beloved, member of the party.
When we left Yale, besides the indispen-

sable sleeping-bag and pack carried by
each one of us, we had in common two

light toboggans, laden with four weeks'

supply of pemmican and other provisions,
a few absolutely necessary tools, and a lit-

tle ammunition for riiies and revolvers.

These easily-hauled sleds were a great
convenience ;

but in less than ten days we
were obliged to abandon them, the country

having become too rough for their further

use. Then, overweighted by the distrib-

uted loads, there began for us three weeks

of such surpassing toil and suffering as

few prospectors have ever undergone and
still fewer survived. Guided only by com-

pass, and keeping as direct a course as

possible, we struggled on day after day,

wading deep snows, plunging in and out

of profound abysses, and scaling dizzy

heights never before trodden by a white

man's foot.

Night, with the thermometer register-

ing twenty degrees or more below zero,

often overtook us in places where fuel was
unobtainable. At such times we must
have perished but for the priceless sleep-

ing-bags, which, formed of deerskins with

the hair outward, and lined with fleecy

lambskins or soft furs, proved absolutely

impervious to the fiercest cold. In cases
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of emergency, when wood was lacking,
we could brew hot tea by the aid of two

precious little spirit-lamps, so long as our
alcohol lasted; but when this gave out,
we had sometimes to wash down our
frozen food by mouth-melted snow.

Some days we traveled twenty miles be-

tween dawn and dark
; on other days, beset

by frowning precipices and yawning
gulches, not one third that distance. So
deadly dangerous and exhausting were our
difficulties while passing over Snowshoe
Mountains, that time and again one and
another of us, half-crazed by suffering,
laid himself down to die,, imploring the
others to leave him to a longed-for eternal
rest.

On such occasions, when the strongest
man among us was often himself too far

gone to assist his fallen comrade, the de-

spairing one owed his life to Paul Kiver-
ton. With tender ministration and softly

spoken words of cheer, this mere boy
would somehow manage to reinvigorate
the fainting form, instill fresh hope into

the weary soul, and, entwining his own
arm with that .of the sufferer, coax him on
to renewed effort. Wherein lay the gentle
youth's wondrous power and marvelous
influence none of us could tell; but after

the journey was done all were ready to ac-

knowledge that only his sublime heroism;
unconquerable resolution, and never-fal-

tering spirit had enabled us to survive its

horrors.

Paul's strange reticence and his utter

disregard for passing troubles which, as

he once vaguely hinted, were of no mo-
ment in view of some great good he hoped
to attain were mysteries we could not

solve; for we instinctively knew that his
""

great good
" had no reference whatever

to the mere acquisition of gold, though for

some reason he appeared more anxious .

than any of us, to reach the new dig-

gings.

Only once did he exhibit any signs of

fear, and this we attributed to his youth
and lack of familiarity with a. danger be-

fore which the bravest man might well

have quailed. We were one day passing-

through a belt of stunted firs in one of the

mountain passes, when suddenlv, without

a moment's warning, we found ourselves

confronted by a band of thirty Klamath

Indians, who, with brandished tomahawks

and drawn knives, rushed directly at us,
as if bent on our instant slaughter."

Steady, boys, steady !

"
shouted one of

our number. "
Don't kill any of the poor

devils; they're half starved. Use your re-

volvers only and wound half a dozen of

them, lightly as you can."

This humane advice was strictly fol-

lowed; for when the savages got within

twenty feet, five pistols cracked simul-

taneously and as many warriors received

trining flesh-wounds. Then, while all fal-

tered, volley after volley was fired from
the mysterious "shoot-all-day little guns,"
and in half a minute the whole dismayed
crew had disappeared, never to molest us

again.

Only five pistols, I have said, for Paul's
was not even drawn

; and when the savages
had gone, we found, to our utter amaze-

ment, that the young fellow was cowering
on the ground, hiding his face between his

hands.

As a detailed account of all our adven-

tures, perils, and lucky escapes on this

eventful trip would fill a small volume, 1

will content myself by stating that, after

five weeks of wearing toil, we arrived at

Antler Creek on the 20th of March. For-

ty-eight hours before this time we had de-

voured our last scrap of food, and at least

five of the party were in a pitiable condi-

tion.

We must inevitably have starved to

death now, as a finale to all our sufferings,

but for the charity of two men, already
located at the creek, and living in a log-

hut. These noble fellows shared their

slender stores with us, though nothing in

the way of eatables had cost them less than

one dollar and twenty-five cents per

pound, and there was a hideous uncer-

tainty as to how soon further supplies

might be obtainable. Most providentially,

however, and in time to save us all from

starvation, a small party of well-provided
traders came over from the main branch

of Fraser Eiver and sold us flour, bacon,
smoked salmon, dried fruits, and tea at an

average price of one dollar and fifty cents

a pound, a very reasonable charge, in

view of the fact that freight alone, by In-

dian carriers, was then one dollar a pound
on all kinds of commodities.

Two days after arriving at the creek,

when we had recovered a little strength,
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our hospitable friends assisted us to erect

a shanty for our own use. Of course,

there was not a board, shingle, or plank
within hundreds of miles; but standing
trees of all sizes were plentiful, and we
seven experienced axmen made short work
of constructing a two-room weather-proof

cabin, the chinks in the outer walls and
inside 'partition of which were filled with

moss and clay. Not a particle of iron en-

tered into the composition of this primi-
tive abode

; yet it had two well-hung doors,
several little apertures for the admission

of light, and. a perfect rain-shedding
roof.

Having thus provided ourselves with a

shelter, we went to work gathering gold.
I say ."gathering" advisedly, for there

was no need of prospecting. The creek

had in places cut through the drift of

countless ages and laid nearly bare the

site of its own ancient channel. In such

spots, lying in the crevices of the bed-rock

and mixed with decomposed slate, gravel,
and pulverized quartz, were such incredi-

ble quantities of coarse, nuggety gold,

that, although obliged at first to render
the ground workable by the aid of great
fires, we picked out, simply by sight,
from six to eight ounces a day per man,
in the mean time piling up "washing
stuff

"
to await the free flowing of water,

when rockers and pans would come into

use. All the world have long ago learned
how amazingly rich were Antler Creek

diggings and how vast was the treasure
taken therefrom in 1861 and 1862; but
to us these wonderful deposits, so easily

accessible, were a revelation. Even in

their best days, we had seen neither in
Australia nor California any shallow allu-

vial diggings at all to be compared to
them.

About the 10th of April other miners

began to drop in, and after washing fairly

began it was no uncommon thing for men
to clear from one hundred to five hundred
dollars each a day, and some few even
more. In one' week, washing up pre-

viously hoarded "dirt," our party of six

realized 519 ounces, while some other par-
ties made twice that much. One day, in

less than six hours' work, a party of four
old Californians, located near our claim,
took out ten thousand dollars from a rock-
encased

"
pocket

"
less than five feet long.

By this time our own accumulations of the

yellow stuff had so greatly increased that

its weight became an actual nuisance
;
for

notwithstanding the fact that excellent or-

der prevailed in Antler Creek diggings,
we thought ourselves obliged to carry the

whole mass to and from our working-
place each day.

In all our labors Paul Kiverton honestly

shared, but he still preserved that curi-

ously preoccupied manner. Success did

not elate, nor did the occasional lack of it

depress him. He really seemed to care

no more for gold than for so much clay,

though a nice sense of duty led him to

work as zealously as any of us. Never was
there a more self-contained and unin-

quisitive person; yet in seeming incon-

sistence with this character, he had one
habit which puzzled us exceedingly. No
matter how busy he might be at the mo-

ment, whenever a 'fresh set of diggers ar-

rived he would invariably drop everything
and go forward to greet them, exactly as

if he were the host and they expected
guests. This peculiarity we were inclined

to ascribe to pure kindliness of heart, for

Paul was not one to be swayed by idle

curiosity. Sometimes after such inter-

views he would appear rather less cheerful

than usual, but he never explained him-

self; and none of us, however mystified,
ever ventured to question the propriety of

his movements.

Indeed, we had come to look upon this

courteous, well-bred youth as of a su-

perior quality and force of character. No
rude or impatient word ever passed his

lips, and in his presence the most reckless

men became orderly and well-behaved.

His influence, always exerted for good,
was incomprehensible. Even the Chinese
and Indians, of whom there were many on
this gold-field, soon learned to regard him
with admiring reverence; while every
white digger on the creek would have will-

ingly risked life, I verily believe, in his

service.

Early in June a regular pack-trail was

opened between Yale and Antler Creek, in

consequence of which provisions and other

supplies fell to about one third of their

former prices, and the influx of miners,

traders, and camp-followers was greatly

augmented. On the 13th of that month,
while our party was busily engaged in
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working a "bench claim," a small body
of newly-arrived,, heavily-laden, travel-

stained men appeared upon the plateau
not far from us, and, as usual, Riverton

dropped his tools and walked forward to

meet the strangers, while the rest of us,
little imagining what was coming, smil-

ingly wondered why a sight so very
common should still continue to excite his

interest. Nevertheless, we could not re-

frain from watching him, for there was

something so delightful in Paul's way of

accosting newcomers that we never tired

of witnessing it. Now, as he advanced
with outstretched, welcoming hands, his

face bore that sunny, hopeful smile we had
learned to know so well, but could never

interpret.
The weary travelers, each almost hidden

under his load of impedimenta, were so

disguised by way-worn garments and

clinging dust that their own mothers

might have failed to recognize them. But
a sharper than even a mother's eye was
here! Paul went lightly on until within

thirty feet of the party, when he abruptly
stopped, wavered for a moment like a
wind-shaken reed, and then, with such a

cry as a banished soul suddenly recalled to

Paradise might utter, fell prone upon the

earth.

Fearing we knew not what, we rushed

hastily forward, but one was quicker than
we. Hardly had the first note of that

strange cry pierced the air, when a tall

fellow in the front rank of the incoming
crowd dashed his load to the ground,
sprang like lightning toward the fallen

youth, and raised him, as one might an

infant, in his strong arms, while his

rapturous shout,
"
Oh, Pauline ! my wife !

my darling ! can this be you ?" fairly par-

alyzed us with astonishment.

The great mystery was solved. Our

gentle, lovable young comrade was a

woman! For all these months of undis-

covering blindness we had "entertained

an angel unawares," and now, fitly crown-

ing all the blessings she had showered

on us, came the joy of witnessing the

full fruition of her hopes and the happy
termination of her long, heroic search.

At last we understood why, when we
were building the shanty, "Paul" had

good-humoredly insisted upon having a

little room set off at one end for his ex-

clusive use. At the time this strange re-

quest was made and granted we attributed

it to our comrade's desire for privacy
while engaged in morning and evening de-

votions, something never under any cir-

cumstances omitted.

For several seconds none of us spoke,
we could not as yet, but in our clasping
hands and moistened eyes was an elo-

quence greater than words.
" Huh !" at last exclaimed Charley

Weston. "
Five great, big, ugly diggers

almost crying ! It won't do, boys. Let's

go on before we break down."

Slowly approaching Pauline, we saw
that her lovely, sun-browned cheeks were
wet with the first tears we had ever known
her to shed, and we heard her murmur,"
Oh, Angus, my beloved ! thank God, I

have found you at last!" Then, seeing
us grouped around, she introduced us one

by one, to
" Mr. Angus McLeod," with

such words of warm commendation as I

should feel ashamed to repeat ; and the

noble-looking fellow thanked us in right

manly fashion for what he was pleased to

call our "
chivalrous care

"
of his wife.

Up and down the creek, over gravel bars

and rocky benches, through prospecting
holes and incipient hillside shafts, the won-
drous news flew like wildfire. Every digger
in that section quit work on the instant,
and in fifteen minutes after the grand de-

nouement the reunited pair were sur-

rounded by fully five hundred men, who
cheered themselves hoarse, shook hands
with husband and wife and with each

other, rested for a moment to take breath,
and then broke out into a fresh and

greater storm of wild huzzas, repeated

again and again, as if to each generous,
whole-souled fellow had come the chiefest

blessing of his life. Never, upon any dig-

gings, have I seen such a day and I was
at Ballarat when the two monstrous nug-

gets were found or such unselfish re-

joicing. Rough, wild-tempered men, long

estranged from home and country, inured

to hardships, ordinarily scoffing at sen-

timent and despising dangers, went about

with softened, glorified faces, moved to

unwonted gentleness by the mere sight of

a happiness which few of themselves could

ever know. Truly, indeed, does "one
touch of Nature make the whole world
kin !"
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consequence of which provisions and other

supplies fell to about one third of their

former prices, and the influx of miners,
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augmented. On the 13th of that month,
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working a "bench claim," a small body
of newly-arrived, heavily-laden,, travel-

stained men appeared upon the plateau
not far from us, and, as usual, Kiverton

dropped his tools and walked forward to

meet the strangers, while the rest of us,
little imagining what was coming, smil-

ingly wondered why a sight so very
common should still continue to excite his

interest. Nevertheless, we could not re-

frain from watching him, for there was

something so delightful in Paul's way of

accosting newcomers that we never tired

of witnessing it. Now, as he advanced
with outstretched, welcoming hands, his

face bore that sunny, hopeful smile we had
learned to know so well, but could never

interpret.
The weary travelers, each almost hidden

under his load of impedimenta, were so

disguised by way-worn garments and

clinging dust that their own mothers

might have failed to recognize them. But
a sharper than even a mother's eye was
here! Paul went lightly on until within

thirty feet of the party, when he abruptly

stopped, wavered for a moment like a

wind-shaken reed, and then, with such a

cry as a banished soul suddenly recalled to

Paradise might utter, fell prone upon the

earth.

Fearing we knew not what, we rushed

hastily forward, but one was quicker than
we. Hardly had the first note of that

strange cry pierced the air, when a tall

fellow in the front rank of the incoming
crowd dashed his load to the ground,
sprang like lightning toward the fallen

youth, and raised him, as one might an

infant, in his strong arms, while his

rapturous shout,
"
Oh, Pauline ! my wife !

my darling ! can this be you ?" fairly par-

alyzed us with,astonishment.

The great mystery was solved. Our

gentle, lovable young comrade was a

woman! For all these months of undis-

covering blindness we had "entertained

an angel unawares," and now, fitly crown-

ing all the blessings she had showered

on us, came the joy of witnessing the

full fruition of her hopes and the happy
termination of her long, heroic search.

At last we understood why, when we
were building the shanty, "Paul" had

good-humoredly insisted upon having a

little room set off at one end for his ex-

clusive use. At the time this strange re-

quest was made and granted we attributed

it to our comrade's desire for privacy
while engaged in morning and evening de-

votions, something never under any cir-

cumstances omitted.

For several seconds none of us spoke,
we could not as yet, but in our clasping
hands and moistened eyes was an elo-

quence greater than words.

"Huh!" at last exclaimed Charley
Weston. "

Five great, big, ugly diggers
almost crying! It won't do, boys. Let's

go on before we break down."

Slowly approaching Pauline, we saw
that her lovely, sun-browned cheeks were
wet with the first tears we had ever known
her to shed, and we heard her murmur,
"
Oh, Angus, my beloved ! thank God, I

have found you at last !" Then, seeing
us grouped around, she introduced us one

by one, to
" Mr. Angus McLeod," with

such words of warm commendation as I

should feel ashamed to repeat ; and the

noble-looking fellow thanked us in right

manly fashion for what he was pleased to

call our "
chivalrous care
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Up and down the creek, over gravel bars

and rocky benches, through prospecting
holes and incipient hillside shafts, the won-
drous news flew like wildfire. Every digger
in that section quit work on the instant,
and in fifteen minutes after the grand de-
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rounded by fully five hundred men, who
cheered themselves hoarse, shook hands
with husband and wife and with each

other, rested for a moment to take breath,
and then broke out into a fresh and

greater storm of wild huzzas, repeated

again and again, as if to each generous,
whole-souled fellow had come the chiefest

blessing of his life. Never, upon any dig-

gings, have I seen such a day and I was
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" one
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So soon as the jubilant tumult had

somewhat subsided, we escorted Mr. and

Mrs. McLeod to our cabin, of which we
left them in possession, while we mingled
with the crowd outside, none of its mem-
bers being inclined to resume work until

the romantic episode had been discussed

and commented upon in all its bearings.

So, in pleasant chat and a general inter-

change of congratulations, the afternoon

wore away until six o'clock. Then Mc-

Leod, who, now that he had washed away
the soil of travel and donned a clean flan-

nel shirt, proved to be amazingly good-

looking, hunted us up and laughingly
said,

"
Boys, 'Paul Kiverton' wants you

to come in to supper."

Gladly obeying the summons, we hur-

ried to the cabin, on entering which we
saw no "

Paul," but a smiling, blushing

young lady, who, to our utter astonish-

ment, was tastefully attired in the habil-

iments of her sex a fact which

satisfactorily explained why a certain

satchel, always zealously cared for by our

whilom partner, had never been opened in

our presence. True, it contained, as we
were now told, only one complete suit and
a few accessories ; but with these Mrs. Mc-
Leod had managed to make herself be-

wilderingly beautiful a beauty not at all

lessened by the boyish cut of her soft,

curling hair.

On coming face to face with this lovely

apparition, we were for a moment actually

deprived of the powers of speech, and
stood staring in dumb admiration and a

curious sort of bashfulness; while each of

us, as all afterward confessed, was busy
with a mental retrospect of the last five

months, trying to remember whether he
had ever in this fair being's presence said

or done anything of which he should now
be ashamed.

Much amused by our evident embar-

rassment, Mrs. McLeod she could laugh
merrily as any one now warmly shook
hands with us and gaily said,

" Once I

had not a single brother; now I have five,

and no sister in all the world has better

ones." This gracious little speech set us

quite at our ease, and every trace of awk-
wardness vanished. Then a thought, so

happy that it seemed a veritable inspira-
tion, struck one of us. "Kun out quick
and tell the crowd not to disperse just

yet," he said to Charley Weston. "
Now,

Mr. McLeod, none of those good fellows

have seen a white woman, much less a

young and beautiful lady in feminine
costume for months; some of them not
for years. You will afford them the

greatest possible pleasure by taking your
wife on your arm and letting them see her

in her true character."

"A capital idea!" said McLeod. "It
is the least we can do in return for their

generous welcome. Come, Pauline; the

supper can wait." And the charmingly
matched pair walked, arm in arm, up to

the summit of the slope, where the crowd,

stayed by Charley's summons, stood wait-

ing for the unexplained
"
something

good
" which he had vaguely hinted was

about to happen.
So striking was the change produced in

Pauline by the resumption of her own ap-

parel, and in Angus by his ablutions and
the neatly-fitting blue overshirt, or
"
jumper," that the expectant diggers at

first failed to recognize either; but when

they did, there ensued a scene utterly beg-

garing my powers of description. A Dick-

ens or a-Mark Twain could hardly do it

justice. The sturdy diggers literally went

wild with delight. Theirs were natures to

be deeply moved by a romance so touching
and unique ;

and none could better appre-
ciate the life-drama now played before

their eyes. Not simply cheers this time,
but a mighty, long-sustained roar of ac-

claim went up from half a thousand
throats. Hats were tossed in the air,

caught again and torn into shreds, or reck-

lessly trampled under foot in the frantic

desire of the crowd to do something un-

usual, or make some actual sacrifice in

honor of the great event.

"Don't give out! Keep it up, boys,"

yelled a gigantic Californian. "Three
more cheers three hundred times three

for the bravest, prettiest, and best girl

we 've ever seen or ever will see ! Bring
her husband into it, too. He 's white all

through, or he 'd never have got a wife

like that !"
"
Big Tom's "

exhortation, however,

was altogether unnecessary. The "
boys

"

were more than willing to "keep it up/'
which they did with every possible variety
of extravagant demonstration until forced

into comparative quiet by pure physical
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exhaustion. Then, taking advantage of

the lull, and keeping his wife by his side,

McLeod stepped up on a little bowlder and
made a ringing speech, wherein he paid a

well-deserved tribute to "the manliness,

enterprise, and general good conduct" of

his hearers, winding up by thanking them
for past kindness to

"
.Paul Riverton

" and
their 'present welcome to himself and
Pauline McLeod, the la&t words being ac-

centuated by a gracefully sweeping salu-

tation from the young lady herself.

At this a fresh thunder of applause
broke out and threatened to roll on till

night; but, at an opportune moment,
e< Cornish Joe "

signaled for silence, and
most happily voiced the sentiments of the

crowd in a few sentences, not exactly

grammatical, but straight to the point.
"
Boys/

7
said he,

"
ben't hur a beauty ?

Ben't them both stunners? [Howls of

hearty assent.] If she wur one as would
take it, or wuz poor an7

suffering 'stid of

bein' a angel like hur is, we 'd chip in

twice the weight of hur purty self in gold,
wouldn't us? [Yells of 'You bet!' from

every part of the audience.] Well, then,
wot I 'm comin' to are this. Hur 's a bit

broke up now, an' the good man's clean

beat with the hunger an' trampin'. Wot

they wants are a square meal an' time to

rest. Let 's give them a big send-off an'

then go to our own suppers."
The send-off, however, enthusiastic as it

was, did not quite satisfy the friendly

diggers, who, forming themselves into an

impromptu procession, triumphantly es-

corted the happy couple to our hut; and

then, with a chorus of good wishes, quietly

dispersed.
Our table was composed of a flatted log

supported by legs formed of lengths of un-

peeled saplings, and our seats were equally
rude. In the way of table furnishings we
had tin plates and cups, three-pronged
iron forks, and cheap knives, all of which

"Paul Riverton," much to our wonder-

ment, used to insist upon keeping clean

and bright; yet I question if around any
millionaire's mahogany, and regaled by
choicest viands, served upon gold and sil-

ver plate, drinking rare wines from crystal

goblets, and feasting their eyes on priceless

napery, while inhaling the perfume of a

thousand flowers, sat that night, in all the

wide world, so happy a party as surrounded

our humble board, and ate, with honestly
earned appetites, its simple fare.

It was a no less novel than wholly de-

lightful experience here, hundreds of

miles beyond civilization's furthest out-

post, to have our black, uncreamed, but
not sugarless, tea poured out by a charm-

ingly beautiful hostess, and to receive

from her hands great slices of real yeast-
risen bread, nowhere else to be found on
the diggings at that time. The strangest

thing of all was how completely for the

nonce we all forgot that those same hands
had in like manner ministered to us for

the last five months. But then we did n't

know they belonged to a woman; that

made, all the difference.

After supper came Mrs. McLeod's

strange story."
My name," said she,

" was Pauline
Rivers. My widowed father, a prosper-
ous broker, lived in San Francisco, and

my errant husband here was his confiden-

tial clerk. I need not trouble you by de-

tails of how it came about, but shall

merely say that we two married about

eighteen months ago, though I am not yet

quite twenty years of age, and Angus was
then barely twenty-one. My father made
it a condition of our union that, I being
his only child, we should continue to live

with him, or rather, he with us
;

for he

gave me, as a wedding gift, the handsome
house he then occupied. Thus we young
folks were at once provided with a com-

fortjabje home, and for several months
were as happy as any two on earth could

be.
" Then came reports of wonderful dis-

coveries on Eraser River; my husband,
who was working for a moderate salary,

caught the gold fever, and, just one year

ago this very day, left for the new dig-

gings, being confident of returning be-

fore Christmas with a fortune. With the

exception of one letter, mailed at Victoria

on his way out, I never heard from him;
but this was no special cause for uneasi-

ness, as I knew that he must soon have

wandered far beyond postal facilities.

"Early in October my dear father died

suddenly, but he left a will; and I found

myself in possession of several thousands

of dollars in cash, besides my own previ-

ously deeded house and other valuable

city property. Naturally, I now felt a
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redoubled longing for my husband's com-

panionship, but unless by some strange
chance he should happen to see one of my
numerous advertisements, there was no

possibility of acquainting him with the al-

tered position of affairs, and I was obliged
to await the coming of Christmas with

what patience I could. When that day,
and also New Year's day, came and went

without bringing him, or any word from

him, my anxiety became unendurable, and
I decided upon the rather quixotic scheme
of going in search of him; not knowing,
as I now do, that an explanatory letter was
then on its way to me.

"
Putting my house in charge of a

trusted friend and leaving with him a will

in which I bequeathed everything to niv

husband, I sailed for Victoria on the third

day of January. In that city Mrs. Angus
McLeod disappeared and Taul Kiverton'

started for Yale, arriving there, as you
know, just in time to join this party. To
the average young woman such a venture

would appear a madly desperate one
;
but

I had been accustomed to much outdoor

exercise, was confident of being able to pre-
serve my incognita, and being, as you have

seen, possessed of unusual physical

strength, I hoped to endure the hardships
of the march without disgracing my com-

rades, who, of course, would not know-

ingly have admitted a woman to the

party."
Here one of the deeply interested lis-

teners drew a round of hearty applause
from the others by exclaiming,

"
Why

Paul, Mrs. McLeod, you were the salva-

tion of the party! But for your won-
derful heroism and cheering ways not
one of us would have lived to reach this

place."

"Well," modestly resumed the young
lady,

"
you know the secret of it all now.

Bodily fatigue and suffering were never

thought of, so overmastering was my de-
sire to succeed. 'A woman's will,' you
know,

'

conquers [" Yes, when backed up
by a woman's love and devotion," some
one interjected] conquers all things/

"
"

I had sense enough to know that, wan-

dering at haphazard from one part to

another of this illimitable country, I

might spend years without meeting my
husband; whereas, if I settled down on
these new much-talked-of diggings, he

would be, if still living, pretty certain to

visit them sooner or later. Hence arose

my habit, so kindly tolerated by all of

you, of meeting every party of newcomers
;

and (this with a divinely tender smile) I

have at last gained my reward."

Of course, McLeod had heard the sub-

stance of his wife's story earlier in the

afternoon, but how, on hearing it now so

charmingly repeated, he managed to con-

fine his demonstrations to a mere holding
of her hand, I do not know, unless, in-

deed, he restrained himself out of con-

sideration for us. Turning to ns, the

young man said: "Not meeting with
much success on the Fraser, I and a dozen
other unlucky fellows wandered off west
to the Cascade Eange on what proved to

be a wild-goose chase; for, though we
found the 'color^ in hundreds of places,
we could not make decent wages at any of

them. Hoping for better luck in the

spring, we built a warm cabin and win-

tered there. About the middle of May,
when we were doing a little better, we
heard of the big finds here, and, breaking

up camp, started at once. It has taken us

all this time to make the journey, as, for

the first six weeks, we had to live on such

game as we could kill. I could not bear

the thought of returning empty-handed to

San Francisco, and must make up for lost

time now."
" No need of that, Angus. We are

rich enough," said Mrs. McLeod. " How
much gold have we, gentlemen?"" Rather more than twelve thousand
dollars' worth each at the last weighing,
and we have gained nearly a hundred
ounces since," one of us replied."

Let us go home at once, then, Angus.
Added to the income of our San Francisco

property and the money I have in bank

there, that will render us quite inde-

pendent."
"
No, no, my dear wife

;
I must not live

upon you. I will at least try to procure
by the labor of my own hands a fair

equivalent to the wealth you 've so hardly
earned here."

So it was finally agreed that Angus
McLeod should take the ci-devant Paul
Eiverton's place in our company, while

that metamorphosed individual would as-

sume the double role of commander-in
chief and housekeeper, though she would
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not listen for a moment to our strenu-

ously urged proposition that she and her

husband should count as two in future

dividings of gold.
"We are one only/' she peremptorily

declared.
" What ! would you want to

pay me for keeping house for my husband
and brothers?''

We dropped the amicable contention

then and there ;
and if, about a year after-

ward, there came from London to our
"

sister's
" San Francisco home a magnifi-

cent and specially massive service of solid

silver, with her monogram engraved on
each piece; and if (charges and duties

having been paid on all) on curiously open-

ing a certain accompanying casket, she

found therein a lovely but not extrava-

gant set of diamonds, surely we were not

to blame for that.

By and by, from incoming traders and

peripatetic peddlers, our lady commander

picked up various stuffs and materials,

out of which, being as clever with her

needle as in all else, she managed to

evolve a perfectly enchanting wardrobe,

though its component parts were, pro-
found mysteries to the masculine mind.

In all my gold-digging experiences, I

have never known so happy a time as

were the next three months at Antler

Creek. Our claims turned out exceedingly

well, we had a real home to rest in, a

lovely "sister," who sang like an angel,

to charm our petty cares away, and a

most gentlemanly, pleasant companion in

the person of our new mate.

It was a really interesting study to note

how the known presence of a lady on the

diggings improved the tone of the place.

Men hitherto rough, profane, and rude

soon fell under the refining influence em-

anating from our cabin and became once

more civilized beings ;
and whenever Mrs.

McLeod chanced to stroll out among the

workers, all hats were doffed as if to a

queen, though few queens can boast of

subjects so devotedly loyal as were hers.

As it was advisable to reach the coast

before winter set in, our party and several

others left the creek on the 15th of Oc-

tober. Up to that time we had accumu-
lated the enormous amount of 1,088

pounds (Troy weight) of gold, which, at

the then price of seventeen dollars an

ounce, gave each of us about thirty-seven
thousand dollars, reckoning Mr. and Mrs.

McLeod's portion as one share.

Great as were our earnings, some

parties had done even better. It is a well-

known fact that a Canadian named Cam-
eron carried away from the Cariboo

District, as his own share of a single sea-

son's work, one hundred and fifty thou-

sand dollars' worth of gold.
The down journey at this season, and

on a beaten trail, though fatiguing

enough, was a mere picnic compared to

the terrible tramp of the preceding winter,
and we reached Yale on the eighteenth

day after leaving Antler Creek. From
Yale, partly by boat, partly by land car-

riage, we made our way to the mouth of

the Fraser Eiver, and thence by regular
steamer to Victoria, Vancouver's Island.

Here, after a fortnight's stay, during
which they heaped upon us every kindness

in their power to bestow, McLeod and his

peerless wife took ship for their California

home. But they did not pass altogether
out of my life; for thirteen years after-

wards, having in the mean time made a

second trip to Australia, and a first trip to

other far-away Eastern lands, I went to

San Francisco for the sole purpose of

visiting these dear friends.

I found both in perfect health and not

looking a day older than when I had last

seen them, though a twelve-year-old Angus
and a wondrously beautiful little Pauline

now called them "papa" and "mamma."'
Xever was a warmer welcome than

mine, and never a happier month than the

one of my stay in that ideal home, where

ennobling love reigned supreme and care

and sorrow seemed to be unknown.



THE ROYAL FORESTS OF ENGLAND
BY FREDERIC REDDALL

ENGLAND
was always a well-wooded

country. In the time of the Romans
it was carpeted with a succession of

virgin forests from Bristol Channel to the

North Sea, and from Land's End to Sol-

way 'Firth. In the reign of King Cnut,
we are told, the greater part of English
soil was utterly uncultivated. A good
third of the land was covered with wood

thicket, or scrub ;
another third consisted

of heath and moor. In both the east and
the west there were vast tracts of marsh

land; fens nearly a hundred miles long
severed East Anglia from the midland
counties. The bustard roamed over the

downs, -the beaver still haunted the fens
;

the huntsmen roused the bear in its forest

lair; the London craftsmen chased the
wild boar and the wild ox in the woods of

Hampstead ; while wolves prowled around
the homesteads of the north. Macaulay
testifies that at the time of Monmouth's
rebellion, men were yet living who could
remember when the wild deer ranged free-

ly through a succession of forests from the
banks of Avon to the southern coast.

At the present day some of the English
shires are better wooded than others not-

ably Surrey, Sussex, Kent, Hampshire,
Shropshire, Bedford, Wilts, Yorkshire,
Gloucester, Berks, Warwick, Nottingham,
and Buckingham. But apart from these
more favored localities, where the older
and historic growths have been spared,
there is hardly a hundred square miles of
soil or an English estate lacking a noble
stretch of woodland. From the summit of
the Leith Hills, a few miles from London,
at an elevation of only a thousand feet

above the sea, one may take in a view of
two hundred square miles of territory,

largely consisting of gorse and heather-
clad uplands and rolling hills and valleys
adorned with bosky masses of oak, chest-

nut, cedar, beech, yew, and elm trees.

Standing also on a platform of the great
round tower of Windsor Castle, and look-

ing out over the richly-wooded Thames
Valley, one can readily believe that the

comparatively small inclosure now known
as Windsor Great Park was formerly heart

and part of a great stretch of greenwood
known as Windsor Forest. In fact, Eng-
land is well wooded, even at the present

day, and sixty thousand acres of royal for-

est lands are inclosed for the growth of

timber. The New Forest, the forests of

Epping, Sherwood, and Dean, are among
the largest; but the oak grows to the

greatest perfection in the wealds of Sussex.

Surrey, and Kent, many parts of which
have remained wooded ever since the time
of the Romans. There were in England,
so late as the last century, as many as six-

ty-eight forests, eighteen chases, and up-
ward of eight hundred gentlemen's parks.
Under the ancient English laws some

of them long antedating the Conquest, and
first codified by King Cnut a forest was
'*'

a tract of wooded country in which the

sovereign enjoyed the exclusive right of

hunting game. Forests were not neces-

sarily inclosed, but they were under the

especial protection of certain tribunals,
termed Forest Courts, and a particular

system of harsh and stringent laws pro-
tected the king's rights. By force of these

laws any injury done to the soil or trees of

a royal forest, or any poaching on the game
sheltered within its limits, was visited

with merciless punishment even death
in some cases." The Saxon laws relating
to game and woodcraft were mild and

humane; but William of Normandy, pas-

sionately devoted to the chase, devised a

series of tyrannical enactments under
which the people fairly groaned and sweat-

ed. But with the decline of feudalism
these forests courts and laws fell into in-

nocuous desuetude, although the restric-

tions regarding the private preservation of

game exist to this day and are rigidly en-

forced by the landed proprietors, as many
a poor poacher learns to his cost.

In the opening chapter of
" Ivanhoe

"

Sir Walter Scott refers to the great forest

"which formerly covered the larger part of

the beautiful hills and valleys which lie

between Sheffield and the pleasant town
of Doncaster. Remains of this extensive

stretch of woodland are still to be seen at

the noble seats of Wentworth, of Warn-
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cliffe, and of Rotherham. Therein dwelt

of yore the fabulous Dragon of Wantley;
here were fought many of the most des-

perate battles during the Wars of the

Roses ; and here also flourished in ancient

times those bands of gallant outlaws whose
deeds have been celebrated in English

song and story." The terrible Dragon of

Wantley (that is, Warncliffe) was a hid-

eous monster slain by a gentleman named
More, of More Hall, who, donning a suit

of armor studded with spikes, and proceed-

The Wizard of the North has also left

us a charmingly vivid pen-picture of a for-

est glade in one of these nooks of sylvan
England. Describing the meeting between

Gurth, Wamba, and the Prior in the afore-

mentioned medieval romance, he says:" Hundreds of broad-headed, short-

stemmed, wide-branched oaks, which had

witnessed, perhaps, the stately march of

the Roman soldiery, flung their gnarled
arms over a thick carpet of the most deli-

cious green sward; in some places they

Beech-Trees, Burnham Forest

ing to the cave where the dragon made his

lair, kicked the creature -in the mouth,
where alone it was vulnerable, with his

spiked shoes. Percy in his
"
Reliques

"

says this
"
dragon

" was really an over-

grown, rascally attorney, who cheated
some children of their estate, but who was
made to disgorge by a gentleman named
More, who went against him

" armed with
the spikes of the law," after which the

dragon-attorney died of vexation. So ruth-

lessly does the iron heel of niodern re-

search stamp out our most fondly
cherished legends of the past !

were intermingled with beeches, hollies,
and copsewood of various descriptions, so

closely as totally to intercept the level

beams of the slowly sinking sun; in

others they receded from each other, form-

ing those long sweeping vistas, in the in-

tricacy of which the eye delights to lose

itself." Similar pictures may be seen still

existent in any of the surviving royal for-

ests of England at the present day, and

standing in these cool forest aisles one is

easily and insensibly transported back-

ward a thousand years to the days of Sax-

on and Norman England.
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Sherwood Forest originally . covered a
whole tier of counties. It now occupies a
stretch of hilly country in the west of Not-

tinghamshire, extending about twenty-
five miles from north to south, and six to

eight miles from east to west. It was the
scene of many of the exploits of the fa-

mous Robin Hood and his followers; but
it is now cut up into gentlemen's seats

and parks. The town of Mansfield and
several fine villages are situated within
the ancient bounds. With this forest have
been associated more than one English
king Henry the Eighth and Charles the

First, as also Nell Gwynne. One name
stands out more prominently than all

others that of Lord Byron, whose family
seat, Newstead Abbey, stood, and still

stands, in the very heart of what was once
Sherwood Forest. Visiting the noble old

mansion a few years ago, Joaquin Miller

wrote reminiscently :

Doubtless, in Robin Hood's day, one could
roam almost from one end of Nottingham-
shire to the other under the greenwood tree.

But things have changed. I saw steam-
plows rattling over and tearing up the very
heart of this historic old forest, and heard
the click and rumble of reapers to right and
left and everywhere; while the owner of
Newstead Abbey, who took me out to see
his machines at work, talked of drainage and
fertilization, plowing, planting, and reaping,
on this classic, almost sacred, soil, with all

the coolness and composure that might char-
acterize the simplest farmer who owns any
one of the vast wheat-fields of Dakota. The
mud of the ancient and poetic estate of New-
stead Abbey stuck to our boots just the same
as it might in Illinois or Oregon. And the
rain fell upon us here the same as there, and
drove us to the shelter of a red-brick farm-
house hard by. This farmhouse and barn
are built upon an elevation, and while I

stood in the door of the stables, and saw a
great flock of green-headed ducks waddle
clown to a little pond, and waited for the
rain to cease, I looked out on the forest, or
rather the site of the overthrown forest, and
saw only fields, fields of green and yellow
grain, as far as the eye could reach.

Ancient Sherwood Forest, too well

known to the world to need a word of his-

tory here, is no more. Newstead, or New
Stede (New Place), as its pious founder
named it, is to all lovers of books the very
heart and core of Sherwood Forest now,
and ever has been since the publication
-of

"
Childe Harold." In the well-remem-

bered poem,
" On Leaving Newstead

Abbey," Byron reviews in telling and thril-

ling fashion the brilliant and dashing
array of English worthies whose memories
cluster around the home of his ancestors :

Through thy battlements, Newstead, the hol-
low winds whistle;

Thou, the hall of my fathers, art gone to
decay:

In thy once smiling garden, the hemlock
and thistle

Have choked up the rose which late
bloom'd in the way.

Of the mail-cover'd barons, who proudly to
battle

Led their vassals from Europe to Pales-
tine's plain,

The escutcheon and shield, which with every
blast rattle,

Are the only sad vestiges now that remain.

No more doth old Robert, with harp-string-
ing numbers,

Raise a flame in the breast for the war-
laurel'd wreath;

Near Askelon's towers, John of Horistan
slumbers;

Unnerved is the hand of his minstrel by
death.

Paul and Hubert, too, sleep in the valley of
Cressy;

For the safety of Edward and England
they fell:

My fathers! the tears of your country re-
dress ye;

How you fought, how you died, still her
annals can tell.

On Marston, with Rupert, 'gainst traitors

contending,
Four brothers enrich'd with their blood

the bleak field;
For the rights of a monarch their country

defending,
Tilf death their attachment to royalty

seal'd.

Eobin Hood, whose name is indelibly
associated with that of Sherwood Forest,
was born at Locksley, in Nottingham-
shire, in the reign of Henry the Second

(1160). His real name was Fitzooth, and
it was commonly said that he was the

Earl of Huntingdon. Having outrun his

fortune, and being outlawed, he lived as a

freebooter in Barnsdale (Yorkshire),
Sherwood (Nottinghamshire), and Plomp-
ton Park (Cumberland). His chief com-

panions were Little John (whose real

name was Nailor) ; William Scadlock (or

Scarlet) ; George Green, the pinder (or

pound-keeper) of Wakefield; Much, a

millers son ; and Tuck, a friar
; with one

woman named Marian, the
" Maid

Marian "
of the ballads. His company at
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one time consisted of a hundred archers.

He finally died in his bed, having been, so

the story goes, cupped to death, in his

eighty-seventh year, by a relative, the pri-

oress of Kirkley's Nunnery, in Yorkshire,
anno 1247. Here is his epitaph in Chau-

cerian English :

Hear undernead dis laitl stean
Laiz robert earl of Huntingtun.
Near arcir ver az hie sa geud,
An pipl kauld im robin heud.
Sick utlawz az hi an iz men
Vil england nivr si agen.

Obiit 24 kal dekembris, 1247.

The whole countryside from Notting-
ham to Worksop abounds in mementos
and reminders that we are on the classic

woodland ground of Sherwood Forest.

Such names as
" Robin Hood's Hill," and

" Robin Hood's Pot," bring to mind the

great outlaw; while sundry patches of

woods, like Oxton Forest, Charnwood For-

est (even now remarkable for the wild lux-

uriance of its' vegetation), Arnold Forest,
Rufford Forest, and Budley Forest, are

survivals of local names that were former-

ly in vogue to distinguish specific portions
of the main forest of Sherwood.

No mention of Sherwood Forest as it is

to-day would be complete without a refer-

ence to Fountain Abbey, the most perfect
monastic structure surviving in England,
the ruins still standing in the pleasure-

ground of Studley-Royal, the seat of Earl
de Grey and Ripon. The abbey was built

in 1204, in the purest Gothic architecture;

only the tower and external walls are

standing. Studley-Royal is itself the

show-place of the county of Nottingham.
The royal forest of Epping still boasts

of some beautiful woodland scenery. Al-

most adjoining were Hainault Forest and
Middlesex Forest. Epping has now an
area of only three thousand acres of wood-

land, although so late as 1793 there were
nine thousand acres of forest trees. The
River Roding divided Epping Forest from
the forest of Hainault on the southeast,
but the latter was long ago disafforested.

Epping Forest formerly bore the name of

Waltham Forest, surrounding Waltham
Abbey, and here the ancient kings enjoyed
much sport. It covered all Essex, and ex-

tended almost to the gates of London.
" One may see to-day the hawthorn and
the wild rose growing in Epping Forest

just as they grew four hundred years ago.
But the forest has been miserably curtailed

of its proportions. A great slice, wedge-
shaped, has been cut out bodily, and is

now built upon, the remnant having been

preserved as a play-ground for the great

metropolis. Hainault Forest has perished
these fifty years, and is cut up into farms,
save for a fragment ;

of Middlesex Forest

nothing remains except the little piece in-

closed in Lord Mansfield's park." But in

former days the forest came down to the

hamlet of Iseldun, afterwards
"
merry Is-

lington." So with Medwood, Holt, Wol-

mer, and Harewood forests they are

little more than names to-day.
There is scarcely a rod of Epping Forest

but speaks of the past. King's Ford and

King's Mead recall the Saxon Alfred;
the ancient hunting-lodge of Queen Eliza-

beth is near Chingford, that is, the

King's Ford mentioned above; near

Loughton there are the remains of an an-

cient British camp, where Queen Boadicea

gave battle to the Roman general Sueto-

nius, who, in turn, had made a camp hard

by, covering twelve acres ; Epping Forest,
it will be remembered, figures in

" Barna-

by Rudge
"

; and upon Buckhurst Hill was

formerly let loose the stag on Easter Mon-

day for the historic Epping Hunt.
The Forest of Arden, the scene of

Shakespeare's comedy,
" As You Like It,"

was really the name of one of the ancient

forests of England, believed to have cov-

ered at one time a large part of the eastern

and midland counties. Although few ves-

tiges of it remain, except in certain parish
and township names, it has by some been
identified with the forest alluded to in

"Ivanhoe," and by others with Epping
Forest. But the weight of probability is

in favor of Sherwood Forest, or of that

great stretch of woodland which covered

the midland counties of England. It is a

matter of history that the forest scenes in

"A Midsummer Night's Dream" were
drawn from the locality surrounding
Shakespeare's home.
Dean Forest, in Gloucestershire, was

anciently wooded quite through, and even

in the last century, though much curtailed,
measured twenty miles in length and ten

in breadth. It was famous for its great

oaks, long the sole material for building

English ships of war, the
" wooden walls
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of old England." It now consists of a pic-
turesque, hilly tract, twenty-two thousand
acres in extent, lying between the Severn
and the Wye. It is mostly crown-property,
and about half of it is yet preserved for
the growth of timber for the national ship-
yards. It contains oak, beech, and other

woods; orchards yielding the famous
Styre apple-cider; coal and iron mines;
and stone quarries furnishing building
materials, grindstones, millstones, troughs,
and rollers. It is divided into six

"
walks."

The inhabitants are chiefly miners, and
they were once a lawless set. The former i

population had many ancient privileges, I
j|

acquired by birth. For example, by work- '

plantations, took place on the 8th of June,
1831.

The New Forest in Hampshire was
literally made, or "

afforested/' whence its

name, by William the Conqueror, in
1079-85. It is said that the country for

thirty miles in every direction was prac-
tically depopulated.

Amongst the ruins of the church
The midnight raven found a perch,

A melancholy place;
The ruthless Conqueror cast down.
Woe worth the deed, that little town,

To lengthen out his chase.

The present limits are triangular in

shape, bounded on the west by the Kiver

A Forest Road, Sherwood Forest

ing a year and a day in the Forest of Dean,
a man obtained exemption from rates and

taxes, free pasturage, right of mining, a

sixth of the produce being due to the sov-

ereign, and access to the woods for tim-

ber for their smelting works. Even at the

present day the inhabitants are exempted
from county rates, and have retained some
other ancient privileges. Riots in this

district, when more than three thousand

persons assembled in the forest, and de-

molished upward of fifty miles of walk and

fence, throwing open ten thousand acres of

Avon, on the south by the English Chan-

nel, and on the northeast by a line running
from the borders of Wiltshire along South-

ampton Water; the area is ninety-one
thousand acres. Of the New Forest, Queen
Victoria owns two thousand acres of ab-

solute, and sixty-three acres of contingent
crown property. Her majesty enjoys
income from the Forest of Dean, from sev-

eral other forests, and from rich wood-
land properties in and about London.
Part of the ancient royal forest of Wych-
wood, in Oxfordshire, was included in the
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demesne of Cornbury Park, which gave
tithe to the eldest son of the Earl of Clar-

endon. His grandson, Lord Cornbury, was

governor of New York and New Jersey
from 1702 to 1708, and enjoys the evil

notoriety of having been the worst gov-
ernor the province ever had.

Not only did these forests furnish ma-
terial for the navies of England, but in the

days when the long-bow won her battles at

Crecy, Poictiers, and Agincourt these

sturdy growths of yew and ash provided
the bowmen with their dreaded weapons,
wherewith the stoutest armor could be

pierced.

What of the bow? ,

The bow was made in England:
Of true wood, of yew wood,
The wood of English bows;

So men who are free
Love the old yew-tree,
And the land where the yew-tree grows.

What of the shaft?
The shaft was cut in England:

A long shaft, a strong shaft,
Barbed, and trim, and true, etc.

So runs the ballad of the bowmen.
The New Forest is even to-day the

grandest of English royal forests, shorn
as it has been in its limits and largely de-

nuded of its trees. Its early history was

tragic in the extreme. Although there was
on the site a forest, known as Itene Forest,

long prior to the Conquest, William the

Norman, in laying out this royal chase,

depopulated a hundred square miles of

territory, driving the Saxon peasants and
yeomen from their homes and farmsteads,
and obliterating all traces of cultivation,

solely in order that he might enjoy that
"
sport of kings," of which he was so pas-

sionately fond. Eichly were the evicted
Saxons avenged; for it was in this same
New Forest, on the 2d of August,
1100, that William Eufus, son of the Con-

queror, met his death, either by accident
or design, from an arrow shot from the
bow of Sir Walter Tyrrel. It is related in
the chronicles of the event that Tyrrel's
arrow glanced against an oak-tree. For
three or four centuries the identical mon-
arch of the woods was pointed out, and
when it finally fell, the spot was marked
by a triangular stone which still stands.
For seven hundred years this royal domain
remained practically unchanged, but in re-

cent times many schemes, both in and out

of Parliament, have been broached, looking
to the disafforesting of the whole tract, and

breaking it up into farm and agricultural
allotments. But all such attempts have
failed thus far, and it is probable that the

forest will remain as it is for many years
to come.

This is matter for congratulation in

more ways than one. For one thing, the

New Forest is the only considerable tract

of woodland remaining to remind us of

Norman and Plantagenet and Tudor Eng-
land. It is not so much the magnificence
of the tree-growths alone that awakens our

admiration; such smaller vegetation as

heather, furze, and ferns flourishes in

abundance, and the whole blooming array
of English wild flowers are here to be

found in their proper season. Many deer

still roam wild in the New Forest, and
there is also produced a well-known race

of small-sized but beautiful horses, and a

breed of pigs much prized by raisers of

fancy live-stock. The very names that

were affixed to the trees, copses and roads

in the Conqueror's time still survive,
Bolderwood Walk, Bramshaw Woods,
Mark Ash, Knightwood Groves, Vinney
Ridge, Rhinefield Walk, Walmesley Walk,
Wooten Heath, Wilverley Walk, and Min-
stead Woods, to mention only a few in-

stances.

There are, as may be supposed, many
historic trees in these old English forests,
and we are told that "Sherwood Forest has

produced a greater number of celebrated

trees than any other. Clumber, the seat

of the Duke of Newcastle, Welbeck, the

seat of the Duke of Portland, and Thores-

by, the ancient seat of the Duke of King-
ston, are noted no less for their spacious

parks than for the remarkable trees adorn-

ing them. At Welbeck there is the Green-

dale Oak, an oak estimated by one

authority to be seven hundred, and by an-

other, fifteen hundred years old. This oak
is probably the Methuselah of his race, al-

though it may be noted that there are few
forests which do not, through local his-

torians, advance plausible claims for a

like distinction. The Greendale Oak,

nearly a hundred and fifty years ago, was

deprived of its heart by the eccentric de-

sire of a former owner to make a tunnel

through the trunk. This novel piece of
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engineering was effected without apparent
injury to the tree; an opening was made
through which a Duke of Portland drove
a carriage, and three horses and horsemen
could ride abreast. This arch is ten feet

three inches high and six feet three inches
wide. A cabinet made from the excavated
oak-wood for the Countess of Oxford is

one of the curiosities of Welbeck Abbey.
It is ornamented with a representation of
the grand old tree, which is now shored
ind supported against the elements, before

Government and the Opposition, which are
the life of the system whose name it

bears."

Boscobel Oak grows near Donington in

Shropshire. Charles the Second (after his
defeat at Worcester, September 3, 1651)
remained in disguise from the 4th to the
6th of September at White Ladies; on
the 7th and 8th of September he lay at

Boscobel House, near which exists an oak,
said to be the scion of the Royal Oak in
which the king was part of the time hid-

* In the New Forest

which it must otherwise speedily succumb.
The Spread Oak of Thoresby extends its

arms over a diameter of one hundred and

eighty feet of ground, and can give shel-

ter to a thousand men. In the Tiollow of

the Major Oak seven persons have dined
with comfort. This tree is remarkably
perfect in form the true type of a sturdy
oak that is still prepared to brave the tem-

pest and the breeze. The Parliament Oak
is another decrepit patriarch of Sherwood

Forest; it is supported by friendly arti-

ficial aids, and its trunk is now split in

twain symbol, it might be said, of the

den with Colonel Careless. The 29th day
of May was the birthday of Charles the

Second, and it was upon this day that he
landed in England at the Restoration,
when the royalists displayed a branch or

wore a sprig of oak in allusion to his for-

tunate concealment in an oak-tree. Owen
Glendower's Oak, at Shelton, near Shrews-

bury, was in full growth in 1403; for in

this tree Owen Glendower witnessed the

great battle between Henry the Fourth
and Henry Percy. Six or eight persons
could stand in the cavity of its trunk, its

girth being forty and a quarter feet. Cow-
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thorpe Oak, another giant growth, near

Wetherby in Yorkshire, could hold seventy

persons in its hollow. Professor Burnet

estimated its age to be sixteen hundred

years. The Bull Oak, in Wedgenock Park,
was growing at the time of the Conquest,
and the Winfarthing Oak was seven hun-

dred years old at the time of the Con-

quest. Both were standing until a few

years ago. Fairlop Oak was the name

given to a giant tree in Hainault For-

est, Essex, whose girth was forty-eight

feet, and beneath whose wide-spreading
branches an annual fair was held on the

first Friday in July. The tree was blown
down in February, 1820. Herne's Oak,
Windsor Great Park, mentioned in Shake-

speare's
"
Merry Wives of Windsor," was

finally destroyed by a gale of wind on the

31st of August, 1863. This tree was pop-

ularly reputed to be haunted by the dis-

embodied spirit of Herne, the wild hunter,
a character, who, it will be remembered,
figures in Harrison Ainsworth's romance
entitled

" Windsor Castle." The Newland
Oak in the Forest of Dean, mentioned in

Domesday Book, had a girth of forty feet.

Damorey's Oak, in Devonshire, blown
down in 1703, had the distinction of at-

taining the age of two thousand years.
But the palm for antiquity is taken by the

yew-tree, for there are no famous oaks
that rival any yew in age. The three yews
at Fountain Abbey are at least eleven hun-
dred years old

; the founders of the abbey
sat beneath them in 1132. The oldest tree

in England is the yew at Braburn, in

Kent, which is said to be three thousand

years old; while at Fortigual, in Perth-

shire, is one nearly as ancient. At Anker-

wyke House, near Staines, is a yew-tree
which was already famous at the signing
of Magna Charter, and later was a fa-

vorite trysting-place for Henry the Eighth
and Anne Boleyn.

For two hundred years after the Nor-
man Conquest, the great forests of Eng-
land, from the fen country to the Scottish

border, were the refuge and the hiding-
places of the

"
last of the English," those

who refused to bow the knee to the hated
Norman or to place their hands in his and
swear fealty. In the quaint language of
the time, those outlaws were known by
various names, utlages, forestiers, lat-

runculi, sicarii, and sauvages. They

waged bitter and implacable war upon the

conquerors; they lived a jolly and a rov-

ing life, and boasted of the freedom of the

greenwood and of their ability and will-

ingness to withstand hardship and priva-
tion. They were hunted ruthlessly by the

sheriff and his minions, afoot and on

horseback, and were even tracked and

pulled down by bloodhounds. A short

shrift and a knotted rope slung over a

bough of the nearest tree was often their

end when caught ; but this was seldom the

fate of these merry men. Needless to say,
the farmers and the yeomen succored them
in secret, and many a cask of ale or baking
of bread found its way to these woodland
retreats as welcome additions to the king's

venison, which formed the outlaw's fare.

For hart and hind, and doe and roe,
Were in that forest great plentie.

In truth, there was no lack of good liv-

ing. In Grimsthorpe Park, it is said, there

exist at this moment "
the descendants of

the very deer which Earl Leofric and Earl

Algar hunted. Deep-tangled forest filled

the lower clay lands, swarming with

pheasants, lordly stags, badgers, and more
wolves than were needed. Broken, park-
like glades covered the upper freestones,
where the red deer came out for their

evening graze, and the partridges and

plovers whirred up, and hares loped away
innumerable, and where hollies and ferns

always gave dry lying for the night. What
did men need more whose bodies were as

stout as their hearts?" When the cruel

winds and bitter snows of winter made the

forest uninhabitable, the door of the yeo-
man stood ever open for refuge. But for

nine rnqnths in the year these hardy fel-

lows slept on the mossy ground, beneath

the low-sweeping and spreading boughs of

the yew and holly, or mayhap in a rude

lodge made of boughs. Gradually, ere

many years had passed, custom inured

them to the healthy outdoor life, and ex-

istence in the greenwood became not only

pleasant, but preferable to the comforts

and restraints of moated castle or battle-

mented keep. Nor were there wanting
women, like Maid Marian, to cheer their

loneliness by their gentler companionship.
The foresters called themselves "merry
men," and so doubtless they were. They
dubbed their retreats the "merry green-
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wood," and, like Eobin Hood, sang right
heartily and truthfully,

A merrier man than I, belyve
There lives not in Christentie.

Eude as was the life and rough as were
their manners, a certain code of honor,
law, and order arose, and against the com-
mon foe the men of the greenwood stood
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united by the strictest sort of discipline.
Here's to you, and to you!

Indeed, L Kingly points out, "they ^e bejr^t^u
evinced that peculiar spirit of discipline dwell!

and self-government, side by. side with

personal independence, which is at once The Duke of Wellington said that

the peculiar mark and the peculiar Waterloo was fought and won years before

strength of the English character. Hard on the playing-fields of Eton. May it not
knocks in good humor, strict rules, fair be that the indomitable pluck, the

"
never-

play, and equal justice for high and low, say-die," the innate love of fair play,
this was the old outlaw spirit which flour- which are the ruling traits of the repre-
ished in the Bruneswald." Thus runs the sentative Anglo-Saxon of to-day, wher-
old song : ever he may be found, had their birth
What of the men? under the greenwood-tree in these royal

owmerthe
b
y
e
eomen

E
_ngIaM: Crests of England nearly a thousand years

The lads of dale and fell. agone ?

LULLABY

A SONG of the far Alaskan shore,

A song for my babe, of a land

Asleep through the ages, gently held

In the hollow of God's hand :

All swaddled in white, through the long, long night
When the wild sea watched his rest,

Hushed all her waves in their Arctic caves,

And soft sang the winds of -the West,

Sang of the sea in the West and South
As I sing, my dear, for thee,

Of the salt perfume and white fire bloom
That tips the waves with glee,

Till the waters at night -laugh out in light,

And the stars laugh overhead,
And the icebergs float, each a spectral boat

From ghostly harbors sped.

Yet must I sing with a smile for thy smile,
Thou happy child on my knee,

With rippling trills tell of distant hills,

And a phosphorescent sea;
A smile for thy smile, and all the while

On my heart a weight as of snow,
For the fields stretch wan where my soldier's gone,-

Ah, sweet ! let the song be low !

The flag's unfurled o'er a new-roused world,
That wakes, not a babe, but a king ;

His largess of gold, his wealth untold,
There are thousands and thousands to sing

My song is a sigh for thy lullaby,
But its music, now sad and slow;

Will ring joyous and clear for thy father to hear

When he comes from the fields of snow.

Susan Whalley Allison.



A PIONEER EPISODE

BY LIZZIE G. WILCOXSON

BEAUTIFUL
little Klickatat Prai-

rie is hidden away from the noisy
world by the deep, grand old forests

of Western Washington. From the rising
hills, the sentinel firs have kept guard over
the tiny bit of level sward for many a year.
South of the prairie the Cowlitz Elver
dashes through its gorgeous rock-walled

channel, here sparkling with crystal

quartz, there with juts of bright, slimy
moss. On the north edge of the prairie
rises a great knoll, the sides of which are

covered with tall, spreading fern. On the
summit of the mount are two immense
bowlders. In the winter they are covered
with a dark-green carpet of feathery-leafed

moss, and look like fierce emerald eyes of

some fabulous wood-monster, glaring down
from its mountain heights.
When a settlement was made on the

prairie it took its name from these mossy
bowlders, and is called Mossy Rock. Like
other Northwestern settlements, Mossy
Rock was from the beginning very cosmo-

politan. Thence wandered the
" down-

easter," who " surmised "
through his

nose ; the fellow from south of Mason and

Dixon's, who "reckoned" everything
from the state of his health to the crack of

doom; the Middle Westerner, who
"
guessed ;

"
the stolid Scandinavian ; the

mild German ; 'the Russian Pole ; and the

Indian. They lived far apart, but they
were *all "neighbors." They lived in

houses hewn out of the forest-trees, com-

monly consisting of one big log room, with

its loft, and a "shake" room. These

cabins had a capacity for accommodating
incredible numbers, owing to ingenious

room-saving devices, such as building the

beds against the wall, like bunks in a

steamboat.

The settlement being forty miles from

the railroad, received mail at its post-office

only once in two weeks, and then ofttimes

scarcely a dozen letters came for the radius

of some fifteen or twenty miles. The post-

office was kept by a prairie rancher, Pro-

fessor Pole, and his daughter Illinois.

Professor Pole was a lean, scraggy lit-

tle man, with one leg and one wooden peg.

His insignificant appearance was offset,

however, by a pomposity of bearing in-

duced by his title and his position as post-
master, both of which were more honorary
than lucrative. When he made up his

mind to go West, he said to his daugh-
ter:

"
Ta-a-11 you wha-a-t, E-e-ly-noy ;

I 'm

a-goin' to drive a noo peg in the ground
when I land out thar. Hyer I 've lived all

my life, an' hyer I 've fit an' poof nigli

died, an' I ain't so much as had ' Mister
'

tacked to my dignity ! It 's been e

Hank,
Hank, Hank,' ever sence I growed big

enough to rickolect. Jest ketch me Hank-
in' of it out thar ! You don't know ! I 'm

a-goin' to wear a title that 's befittin' one
of my keracter. I 'm divided 'twixt
'

Gen'l,' as bein' appropriate to my havin'

on'y one la-a-ag; an' Perfesser, as bein'

suited to my gineral intelectooality ; but

on the whole I 'm inclined to the
' Per-

fesser.' Yes-sir-ee !

" he cried, grasping
his wooden peg as it lay across his knee,
and smiting it emphatically, "tell you
what, E-e-ly-noy, you jest begin this hyer

very minit to Perfesser me, so as to git

accustomed to it. Perfesser Pole !

' Cose

you neenter put the
'

Pole,' but the Per-

fesser is an act-oo-al-i-tee !

"

Thus Professor Pole acquired his title.

Illinois was ponderous. The house

shook on its foundation as she crossed the

floor. She was a young woman of re-

markable qualities as well as exceptional
bulk. Her father esteemed her above

any other possession that he had. It was

her duty to
"
keep house," mind the store,

milk the cows, make the garden, and so on,

while the Professor attended log-rollings,

house-raisings, grubbing bees, etc., in the

neighborhood; and occasionally worked a

little on his own ranch.

"'T won't be long 'fore we can eat

breakfast by daylight, E-e-ly-noy," he said

to his daughter, one morning at their six-

o'clock breakfast, looking at her across the

dim foggy space lighted by a flickering

candle.
"
I guess so," said Illinois in her fat,

throaty voice. Then breakfast continued
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in silence. The Professor clattered his

knife and fork, and shoved dishes together

with a clash, slopping little puddles of

Froiessor Pole

milk and gravy on the red oil-cloth table-

cover.
"
W-a-a-1, E-e-ly-noy," he said, draining

the last drop of coffee with a determined

effort, and setting his cup down with a jar.
"
To-day is the barn-raisin' to McFinn's.

It was set for to-day because yesterday be-

in' mail-day, I could fetch all

the letters that come in and dis-

tribute them out, thereby sav-

in' the folks the trouble of corn-

in' for 'em."
"
I guess," said Illinois.

The Professor took a paper
out of his pocket and opened it.

"
Jest look a-hyer, E-e-ly-noy.

Sim left this hyer yesterday
when he brung the mail. He
says they air stuck up in all the

towns along the railroad. It's

a advertisement for a feller that

robbed the post-office at Olympy.
I guess thar ain't no danger of

him hap'ning along hyer. Sim

says how as yesterday or the day

before, or the day before that,

I forgit which, he pas't Mc-
Guire's wagon stuck fast in the

mud. McGuire hed staked out

three of the ponies an' gone off

on the t' other for help. Tommy
and the dawg was stayin' with

the stuff that was piled out

along the road. Tommy, he says

to Sim, it was the secont muss

they 'd got into sence they left

Claqoaty. Nobody but sech a

numskull as McGuire 'd start

out when the roads is so. Curg
Pettibone an' me is goin' to jine

teams an' go out soon 's the

roads air passable. Tell you

what, E-e-ly-noy, that Curg Pet-

bone is a fine young feller. He
ain't got much sense, but he

knows how to work pooty tol'ble,

an' he's got the best ranch in

the kentry. H-a-f an' h-a-f

prairie and timber. He 's s-e-ch

a durned c-a-f he '11 never screw

up the grit to court ye."
"
I guess," said Illinois.

" You fetch me the letters an'

I '11 put off. Guess I '11 take the

dawgs; might run acrost some

pelt er 'nother."

Illinois brought the letters.
"
Now, if that robber feller comes along

to rob this hyer post-office he won't git

nothin' but a crap o' lead, pervidin' he
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gives you time to git round to the p'int o'

givin' it to him/' said the Professor, put-
ting the letters in the crown of his hat, and
with a dexterous jerk landed the im-

promptu post-office on the top of his head.
Illinois smiled a fat, slow smile.

"I guess so," she ventured.
"
Well, drap him whole, so 'B to git the

booty from the government," said the

Professor, pegging away.
Time never hung heavily on Illinois's

hands; and she never hurried. With bo-

vine placidity she plodded from one duty
to another. This particular morning,
when she had finished the outdoor chores

she went in to tidy up the store. One
would sooner have accredited the Sphynx
with mental workings than Illinois, as she

stood looking with cowlike meditativeness

at the notice she had smoothed out and
tacked up on the wall. While she was thus

employed, an unprepossessing male indi-

vidual came in.
" Mornin' Curg," said Illinois, without

changing her position.
te

Mornin'," said Curg, grasping the

edges of his sleeves and grinning. After

five minutes had passed in that sociable

manner, Curg suddenly bolted out of the

door and disappeared.

Quite undisturbed, Illinois closed the

store-door and fastened it, and went out to

look after a hen that was hatching some

chicks, and to give the pony some hay, and

open the bars for the cows to go into the

pasture. Everything went satisfactorily.

It is only nervous, excitable people who are

beset with petty accidents, annoying mis-

haps, and pigmy catastrophes, and Illi-

nois pottered back to the house and

applied herself to preparing a
" varmint "-

proof place for the newly-hatched brood

of chickens. The storeroom she consid-

ered the safest place ;
and accordingly she

improvised a coop of a soap-box and a

"coop bottom," made by nailing several

boards together, thereby making a heavy,

big square. All this required a good deal

of exertion and much puffing and deep

breathing; but victorious as usual, Illinois

finally bore it, with her swinging tread,

into the storeroom.

She paused a moment to consider the

best location, and deciding that where she

stood was the most "
likely

"
place, she was

about to let the great, heavy square drop

comfortably down out of her grasp, when
action was suspended by a most startling
and mystifying occurrence. A sneeze a

smothered, but violent and nosey sneeze

issued apparently from the empty air

about her. Another woman would have

shrieked, dropped the coop-bottom,
jumped a foot in the air and fled. Not so

Illinois. She stood immovably fixed, look-

ing about her. There was no question
about the sneeze, but where was the
sneezer? There was no crack nor crevice

where he might so much as hide his head.

The potato-bin filled one corner of the

room; the wheat-bin filled another. The
post-office filled one corner of the room,,
and a small handful of grocery commodi-
ties filled another; while the center was-

amply filled with Illinois.

Hah ! Again ! Almost at her elbow I

This time a wild, breaking-loose sneeze

a sneeze that sounded to heaven and shook
the house and made a certain big barrel

(left empty for apples) rock. Illinois saw
it rock; she took one step toward it, and

the next instant the coop-bottom was-

clapped on the barrel, and Illinois had,
with one bounce, sat upon it. When she re-

covered from the shock of her sudden, vio-

lent exertion, she revolved the situation in

her mind. She had him, sure. He was
worth two hundred dollars; the posters
said so. Taken alive he might even bring
more; still two hundred was worth the

trouble she had had. He was very still,

but she could hear him breathe. He re-

ceived an abundance of oxygen through a

stop-hole in the side of the barrel. He
might as well try to shift one of the mossy
rocks as herself. All she had to do was to

sit and she sat ! She sat while the sun

rose to its zenith, and she sat through the

long afternoon hours. About three o'clock

a neighbor came.
" Go round to the kitchen door," she

shouted.

"Wall, what's the marter with your
store-door ?

"

"JSTarthin'."

"Wall, that 's blame cur'us."

Illinois's nose wrinkled in a placid
smile.

"
I want a dab o' sugy and a pa'cel o'

that ready-made-up coffy."
Illinois considered. She was not in-

clined to miss a sale with a good customer ;
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but. she was less inclined to share her "Wall, by Jerushy, but ef that ain't the
secret and probable prize. cur'usest of all beaten things; but seem' s

:< You jest get what you want and weigh you air glued to thet tower, I 'spose I
it yourself," she finally said. will."

"
Wall, I 'm blamed," c*ried the neigh- When he was gone, Illinois, with slow,

bor,
"
but that 's cur'user 'n cur'us." sure strokes, nailed the coop-bottom to the

barrel. When she had edged
about sufficiently to have him
tolerably secure, she got off and
completed the job. After a long
meditative stare, she turned from
her handiwork and tramped
heavily out.

Not a thrill of nervousness

agitated her as she went about
her night chores. The milking
was done and all the stock se-

curely fastened from the inva-
sion of wild animals; then Illi-

nios prepared her supper and sat

composedly down and ate it.

The blackness of a foggy, moon-
less night settled down on the

prairie and woods. Down in the

gulch a wolf howled with a long-

drawn, snarling howl, answered

by another from the hills. By
degrees the sounds drew nearer,
and Illinois knew that they were

coming slowly toward the cattle-

pen, but, thanks to her ingenious

maneuver, everything was well

secured. She set a candle in the

window and placed a shot-gun in

convenient reach, so as to have it
"
handy

"
in case he came about

the house and gave her an oppor-

tunity to have a
"
pop

"
at him.

The house-pup fought a skunk
under the kitchen floor, and Illi-

nois mentally resented his incon-

siderateness. About eight o'clock

the Professor, with his two hunt-

ing dogs, came home.
"
Tell yer wh-a-t, E-e-ly-noy,

but this hyer 's a dark night.
Glad to turn in, lemme tell you.
An' if I ain't mistaken there's

one of them durn grayskins

prowlin' around the c-a-f carrell. C-a-n't

do no harm though, an' I ainter go'n out to

have these hyer two dawgs chawed up like

the 1-a-st two."
" Had supper ?

"
asked Illinois in her

deep, fat voice.
"
Y-a-s ; but it 's more 'n an hour ago ;

' She stood looking at the notice she had tacked up
Illinois watched the process of weighing

with a careful eye and told him just when
the scale had tipped enough, and, from
her pinnacle, received the money for the

goods. Then she requested him to place a
certain box of nails and a hatchet within
her reach.
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an' if you 've any coffee hot, I '11 jest eat a

bodkin to counteract the ah, er fog,"

lamely ended the Professor.

Illinois waited upon him with coffee and

food, standing at the side of the table while

he ate. When he had finished, he drew his

chair near the cook-stove and leaning

comfortably back, with his feet i^ the edge
of the oven, prepared to launch into some
reminiscence of the day, when Illinois in-

terrupted him.
" Perfessy, I caught that mail-robber

ter-day."
" Ketch him tooth and nail ?

"
inquired

the Professor, with a facetious wink.
" Bet I did ; you just come an' see."

She took up the candle and led the way
to the storeroom.

" An' I reckon you prob'ly got him skin

an' tail, too," continued the Professor,

waggishly.
Illinois's eyes disappeared at this.

," Ho, fine feller he air," said the Pro-

fessor, making as if he saw something.
" Do you call him a wood-rat or a cou-

gar?"
Illinois set the candle on the barrel and

said nothing. The Professor was silent

also, from ever-growing surprise. Strange
sounds were coming from the barrel.

Heavy-breathing sounds snores, well de-

veloped, now loud, now gurgling, now

snorting. Illinois's robber had gone fast

Wild-cats an' tame lions ! what have

you got ?
"

cried the Professor excitedly.
" Just what I told you," said Illinois.

The burglar woke and began to move in

the barrel. The Professor became as ex-

cited as a small terrier who sees a rat.
"
Hyenas ! bring me the gun !

" he

yelled.
The unfortunate robber began to

squirm. He plainly objected to the idea.

So did Illinois.

"No; 't ain't no use of shootin' him
'thout 's necessary."

"Polar bears! how did you git him,

E-e-ly-noy?"
Illinois related how she got him, and

how she nailed him up.
"
Zebrys ! I never hear the beat of it in

all the days of my life ! I always knowed

thar war more 'n twelve to a dozen of you,
but I never give you credit for h-a-ft thar

war."

"
Bet your boots !

"
said Illinois.

" But now we 've got him, E-e-ly-noy,
how in the name of mud gullies air we
goin' to git him out to ther law ?

"

" Haul him out, 'co'se."
" Have some of the neighbors come in

an' hold him while we tie him up ?
"

"An' have to divide that two hundred
dollars ?

"
said Illinois scornfully.

" No
;

you just make a slit big 'nough to put in

some grub, and load that there bai*
7
! into

the wagon in the mornin' at daystreak and

put out with him."
"
S-e-c-h a head !

"
cried the Professor,

quite aghast at this summary diplomacy." You clean flabbergast me !

"

Illinois laboriously made her way up the

narrow, creaking steps to her bedroom.
The Professor unrolled his mattress and
blankets and prepared his couch upon the

store counter as usual. But when the can-

dle was blown out, and silence reigned,
save for the dismal sighing of the wind in

the hemlock and cedar groves, and the

rush of the distant river, with now and
then a strange wild cry of a mountain cat.

or the harsh howl of a wolf, sleep refused

to come to the Professor. He could not

close his eyes, but strained them in the

direction of the fascinating corner that

held the caged highwayman. When he

tried to sleep he could see little piles of

gold, each representing two hundred dol-

lars.

"Say, Perfessy!"
" Hist !

"

"
Per-fes-sy !

" came again in a stifled

but audible voice.

The Professor's lanky, thin hair lifted

itself, and goose-bumps rose on his skin.
"
Perfessy," said a whimpering, sub-

dued voice,
"

it 's ony me."

The Professor leaped from his bed as

though he had been flung off by a galvanic
force. He grasped the edge of the barrel

and shook it with all his might, uncon-

scious of what he was doing.
" Who 's thar ? Who 's thar ?

" he cried

hoarsely.
"
Don't, Perfessy ; you '11 wake her."

" Who 's thar ?
"
again shrieked the Pro-

fessor.

"Me Curg Pettibone," and the victim

in the barrel writhed.

The Professor staggered as from a mor-
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tal blow. He sat down on the floor because
his legs refused to hold him up.

"Well, ye durn muttonhead," he said

half weeping,
"
1 'm a mind to pour thet

bar'l full of water an' drown ye."
The occupant of the barrel wriggled." Lemme out, Perfessy !

"

"
Well, what in the devil air you doin'

in thar, a-a-nyhow ?
"

" Lemme out, Perfessy ! I can't tell you
uns, shet up in here."

"
Per-fes-sy !

"

" What do ye want, E-e-ly-noy ?
"

" Who air you talkin' to down thar ?
"

"Who am I talkin' to? W-a-11, I'm
talkin' to the durndest skunk ever got
ketched in this kentry," called the Profes-

sor, almost in tears.

"Is he tryin' to git out?"
." He ?

s intimatin' he 'd like to."
" Would you wish I should come down

an' set on the bar'l?"

The Professor gave a weak laugh, and
then a groan."

No, no, no ! don't let her come down,"

pleaded the voice in the barrel.

But Illinois's creaking footsteps could

already be heard on the floor overhead, and

presently the ladder-like stair was bending
as she slowly worked her way down. She

came in with a candle in her hand, button-

ing her dress as she walked.
"
Thought maybe I 'd best come any-

how, so 's to be on the safe side," she re-

marked, looking like a highly magnified

adipose goddess as she stood in the half-

broken gloom.
"
E-e-ly-noy, this hyer 's the fetch-tak-

edest robber you ever ketched. It 's that

chunk o' blubber, Curg Pettibone !

"
said

the Professor, looking the picture of woe
as he sat on the floor holding his head in

his hands and his elbows propped on his

knees.

Illinois almost, not quite, started. For

one quarter of a minute disappointment
and anger slowly worked themselves into

her breast and swelled and reddened her

face. She placed the candle on the wheat-

bin and without a word took up the ax

with which she had nailed him in, pressed
the edge under the board and bore down.

" What air you fixin' to do ?
" asked the

Professor.

"Who wants this coon's hide?" she
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said, as the nails pulled loose noisily and
the top sprang up.

Curg rose stiffly.
"
It 's worse 'n a

chicken in a aig," he remarked with a

sheepish grin.
"
Now, what in ther thunderin' bl-a-zes

war you doin' of in thar ?
"

inquired the

Professor, shaking his fist at the quailing

object of his wrath.
"
Narthin'

; just brung sump'n' for her.

Stick'n' thar in the crack o' that box ;
an'

I clum in hyer so 's to see her git it. True

now, and no hatchin'. 'T ain't for you uns
;

it 's for her," said Curg, as the Professor

extracted a small wad that was wedged in

the crack of the letter box.

When it was presented to Illinois, she

waved it aside with contempt.
"
I ain't

carin' for it."
"
It 's a letter. I 'm axin' of you to

marry me, Illy-noy.""
Humph !

"

"
W-a-11, seein' 's I ain't ther robber an'

yer can't git yer two hundred spot cash,
strikes me next best thing for you uns is to

take me for what I 'm worth," said Romeo,
feeling in his pocket for a plug of tobacco,
from which he took a liberal bite and
handed it to the Professor.

" That sounds sensible enough," com-
mented the Professor aside to Illinois.

" You ain't got a cent o' money in your
pocket," said Illinois with a scornful

sniff.
" But I 've got er good ranch, two mules,

three"
" Ner a grain o' sand in yer gizzard,"

went on Illinois, her sentiments under-

going no change from the enumeration of

his possessions." You come down too hard on a feller."
"
Oh, git out !

"
rejoined Illinois.

Curg accepted the remark literally, and

cautiously stepped over the edge of the

barrel.
"
Wei, what air you goin' to do about it ?

Be you uns goin' to hist me up or let me
drap?"" Which one ?

"
inquired the Professor

anxiously.
"
0, I don't keer," said Illinois disdain-

fully." We uns is ingaged, then, air we ?
"

"It's nothin' to me," still more dis-

dainfully.
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" But you ain't got nothin' ag'inst me
as an institootion, have you ?

"

"
0, nothin' partic'lar; I 'd rather have

the two hundred dollars."
" But seein' s you can't have that no-

how ?
"

said the suitor, suggestively.

"Half a hog's better 'n none/' re-

minded the Professor.
"
I guess," admitted Illinois.

"
Cinched, air it ?

" asked the suitor.
"
I guess," said Illinois, taking up the

candle and moving toward the kitchen.

"
Better turn in with me, 'less you

want 'er sleep in thet bar'l," said the

Professor.
"
I ain't no 'fection fer thet blamed

bar'l, so guess I '11 take a corner o' yer
blanket."

Quiet again reigned except for the dis-

tant scream of the mountain cat and the

dismal wail of the wolf. Cupid sheathed

his arrows, slung his quiver over his

shoulder, and putting his head under his

wing, took a nap.

THE CRAFT OF DEATH

A MARINE ETCHING

By R. T. ROSS

NIGHT
was upon the sea. Out-

stretched, sprawling, upon a little

raft of barely sufficient buoyancy
to support its burden, lay the form of a

man. There was nothing, absolutely

nothing else upon the raft, save a slight
mast near one end, down which hung
limply a shapeless piece of canvas. The
sea heaved gently in slow and rhythmic
pulses, the sodden raft rising heavily to

each movement.
The dawn was near. The eastern sky

changed from black to gray, and as

quickly to blue; broad shafts of light
shot upward toward the zenith, and ab-

ruptly the big white sun, instantly hot,

sprang from out the glassy water.

The form stirred. Awakened by the

light, the man raised his head, and, grip-

ping the mast, got heavily and painfully
to his feet. Clasping the mast closely, he
turned his dim eyes slowly around the

horizon, then slid down again in a form-
less heap at the mast's foot.

Hour by hour climbed the sun in the

clear sky, merciless, gathering strength as

it rose, pouring its pitiless heat upon the

raft and its helpless burden, forsaken alike

by man and God. At times the man
crawled weakly to different parts of the

raft, as the scant shadow of the maot
shifted.

A sea-bird circled overhead, screaming
curiously. A fish splashed the oily water.

The man looked at them in turn, despair-

ingly. He dipped his hands in the sea

and wet his face and breast. The water

dried upon him, and whitened him with

its salt. The sun reached the meridian
and began the lingering descent. Slowly
it neared the western horizon and at last

disappeared beneath the waste of waters.

The stars blazed out, and there came a

change.
A soft, cool breeze rippled the smooth

surface of the water
;

it filled the shapeless

sail, and the raft surged gently ahead. The
coolness soothed the man and he slept.

After a while he awakened; he sat up,

got his back against the mast and sighed,
even in his misery, with a comparative
contentment.

The refreshing coolness increased as the

night wore on. The raft bubbled softly
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through the water and the man presently
found strength to look around him with
some interest. A dark shape stole noise-

lessly out of the shrouding night. The
man's eyes fastened themselves upon it.

What was it ? Was it but another vision ?

N"o, it was real it was approaching it

was nearer it was a boat, a large boat,
with a mast and sail set, a large, square
sail !

The man opened his mouth and strove

to call, but no sound issued from his dried

lips save the hoarse whistling of his

breath. The boat neared the raft; it

touched
;
the man stretched forth his hand

and clutched its edge with the grip of

desperation, and soon the boat and the

raft were brought to a common speed.

C4ritting his teeth and holding fast with

the tenacity of death, the man dragged
himself to the boat and, with a final des-

perate determination, tumbled himself

over its edge, fell prostrate in its bottom
and lay there exhausted.

The cool air revived him after a while

and he essayed to rise. Twice he tried,

grasping the boat's gunwale, but he was
too nearly spent. The third time he suc-

ceeded, and seated himself with a grunt of

triumph upon a thwart, with the strain

of his effort producing red flashes before

his eyes.
When he could see and had caught his

breath, he looked around him. He saw

that his feet rested against a mingled

heap of boxes, kegs and sacks, piled up in

the boat's bow. On the thwart before

him, lashed to the mast, was a large keg,
with a dipper fastened to it by a cord.

He filled the dipper from the spigot and

put it to his lips; it was water! He
drank; again and again he drank. He
straightened his shoulders and drew a

long breath. He opened one of the sacks ;

it was filled with ship's bread. He ate of

it ravenously. He seized one of the

smaller kegs. It was wine, and he drank

deeply. The vigor of it shot through him
;

he stretched out his legs before him and

breathed deeply.
The breeze had ceased, and the sail

hung motionless across the boat in front

of him. He looked at it inquiringly. Fi-

nally he got to his feet and stumblingly
picked his way into the o'.!ie- part of the
boat.

Lying there in the bottom of the

boat, stretched out in various attitudes,
he beheld the motionless forms of a num-
ber of men. Evidently they were sleeping
and had not heard him enter the boat.

The man paused to collect himself and
sank down upon a thwart as his weakness
reasserted itself for the moment. How
would they receive him he, the stranger,
who brought nothing, and would but draw
the more upon their stores ? Pshaw ! was
he not also shipwrecked and in the very

extremity of suffering, and were they not
also human beings?
He reached down and shook the nearest

man. He lay as a log. He shook him

again and yet again, and harder yet. The
man lay as one dead. He kneeled and
looked closer at him in the starlight, and
as he did so his nostrils caught the un-

mistakable odor of putrefaction. He
staggered to his feet, drawing long breaths,

gazing at the dead man. He turned to the

others, but the same discovery awaited
him in each case. He sank upon a seat,

his head in his hands. What was the

meaning of this awful thing? Why could

he not think? Was it all but another of

those horrid dreams ?

The sun was risen ere the man lifted

his head and gazed upon the blotched and
swollen faces of the dead. A book lying

upon a seat caught his eye. He arose and
seized it and on its open page read:

May 6, 18. Ship Glenora, Calcutta to

London, Peters master, abandoned to-day
in latitude , longitude . All dead of

black plague but ourselves, John Small,
second mate; Fellows, Smith, Lawson, and
Gammet, seamen.
May 8. All dead but myself. I have the

vomit. May God have mercy on my soul!

John Small.

The book fell from the man's nerveless

hands, and he stood there, gazing again

upon the dead. Then he laughed; loud

and long his horrid laughter rang out o'er

the silent sea; and then, throwing up
his hands, he pitched headlong down into

the bottom of the boat and lay still among
the dead men there.



UNCLE DAN'L'S BARGAIN
BY NANNIE WHITELAW-HOUK

RIA
ANN/' said Uncle Dan'l,

"
stop tossin' dat head en' set

down 'ere en' listen ter yer ole

Daddy, gal ; kase de way you 's gwine on

prancin' en cavortin' roun' wid all dese yer

nigger boys is a caution, en' I 's gwine to

put a stop ter it."

Uncle Dan'l lighted his pipe and sat

looking up from his three-legged stool at

his undutiful daughter, who had disre-

garded his command to sit down.
"
La, Daddy, I ain't done nothin' 't all."

" Yes you is, gal. I wish yer poor mam-
my had lived ter he'p raise yer. De Lawd
knows a man ain't fit ter raise a gal."

Uncle Dan'l seemed about ready to go
into a fit of meditation on his shortcom-

ings as a parent; but in reality the half-

closing eyes were only a slumberous yield-

ing to the influence of the strong, black
"
home-spun

"
tobacco which filled his old

cob pipe, from which he sent up great
wreaths and columns of fragrant smoke.
'Eia Ann stood up with her hands clasped
over the top of her head waiting impa-
tiently for his lecture to be concluded. She
ventured to recall his thoughts to the mat-
ter in hand.
" What yer been hearin' 'bout me, Dad-

dy?""
I ain't hyerd nothin' 'bout yer. I seed

it wid my own eyes, how you go flirtin'

en' flouncin' en' coopein' 'round dem nig-
ger boys at dat meetin'-house las' Sunday
night ; en' dat, too, when Brer Tom Dixon
was a-preachin' you right into de fiery fur-

nace dat minute."
Uncle Dan'l's head presented a fearful

appearance, his hair being caught up in
little bunches and separately wound round
and round tightly with white wrapping-
cord until his head bristled with points
about the length and size of one of 'Kia's
small brown fingers."

No, sah," Uncle Dan'l proceeded;
"
I

ain't hyerd nothin', but I seed it, I tell

you gal. En' how is you ever specks ter

git Dick ter have you ef you don't quit
dem scandalous en' 'ceptious ways? En'
you hear me, gal, I know somethin' dat '11

make you stop tossin' dat head ef I was
ter tell yer."

"What you know, Daddy? Sompin'
'bout me?"

"
Yes, miss, 'bout you."" Who done said anythin' 'bout me ?

You 's jes foolin' me, Daddy. I don't

b'lieve yer." Her tone was quick and im-

perious.
The old man looked up sharply, and

then peered around in the corner where he

kept his old walking-cane." Ef I could lay my hand on my stick,
1 'd fling it at you for yer imperence. Yes,
'deed you is black. I jes seed it now fur

de fust time. You 's a heap too black fur

Dick. I hyerd Dick tell Marstah dat las'

night. Now, take dat fur yer sassiness,
miss."

'Eia Ann was cut hard. She swayed
slightly as a great wave of apprehension
beat against her, but she steadied herself

at once.
"
La, Daddy, I don't kyer nothin' 'bout

what Dick tole Marstah; en you may tell

'im so fur me de very nax time you see

'im."'
"
Umph-humph, umph-humph ! You ?

s

a'mighty, mistis."

Uncle Dan'l clasped his pipe-stem hard
with his teeth and nodded his head signifi-

cantly."
I lay I '11 whup dat sassy gal befo' she

knows it."
' Eia had backed toward the door as she

noticed the paternal glance directed to-

ward the dangerous corner, and before the
old man could raise himself from his stool

she was out of the door, backing herself

rapidly along the path that led to the

house, singing:
Run, nigger, run! de patterrollers ketch you!
Run, nigger, run! it's almos' day!

As the merry song came back to Uncle
Dan'l the old man framed his crooked body
in the doorway of the cabin, flourish-

ing his hickory cane in angry circles.

Maria laughed. She had been watching
for this.

"
La, Daddy, don' hurt yerself ! I 's

gwine in de house ter Miss Calline ; den I

know you can't git me."
"'Fore de Lawd, dat nigger will be de

ruination uv me, bodaciously, yit."
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Nothing milder than the opprobrious
term,

"
nigger/' would have expressed the

intensity of Uncle DanTs anger at this
moment.

" She jes' like a hog what goes 'long
pickin' up de acorns under de tree en' nuv-
er looks up ter see whar dey comes from.
But ne'er min'."

Uncle Dan'l shook his bowed head from
side to side as he hobbled back to his stool,

muttering, and reaching down to pick up
his pipe.
"What you think, mun?" (Here he

waved his arm to an imaginary audience
as he seated himself on his stool.

)

" Dat
gal done got too proud to go bar'footed
trottin' 'round hyer every day in her Sun-

day shoes like a free nigger."
That evening 'Eia lingered at the cham-

ber door of Miss Calline after receiving her
dismissal for the night.

"Why don't you go on, Maria? What
do you want ?

"
asked Miss Calline, reach-

ing her hand out of bed to pick up the

snuffers.
"
I 'm going to put out the

candle."
"
Miss Calline, please sen' Daddy word

not to whup me. I 'm afeerd to go home."
"What did you do, Maria?"
"
Nothin' 't all, Miss Calline; I was jes'

havin' a little frolic wid Daddy, en' he took
en' got mad wid me."

"Well, tell Uncle Dan'l not to whip
you ; that you are my maid, and I '11 not
allow any body to whip you."

"Yes''m; I '11 tell him. Thanky, Miss
Calline."

'Ria closed the door with a light heart,
and descending the steps let herself out at

the hall door as the housemaid came sleep-

ily down the hall to lock it, and skipped

along the path that led to the cabin.

The soft splendor of the night, or some-

thing else akin to divinity, touched her.

She stopped suddenly, reached hastily
down into the deep pocket of her cotton

dress and drew out a small unopened bag
of

"
store

"
tobacco. She stood still in the

path and looked at it.
"
I gwine to put it back in Marstah's

drawer in de mawnin'."
She looked down the path. The cabin-

door was open, and she saw her father

sitting on his stool, in a patch of moon-

light, asleep. His pipe was still in his

mouth, but his hands had fallen to the

floor, and his old gray head nearly touched
his knees.

"
Lawdy ! Daddy been sittin' up waitin'

fur me, en' he 's got ter git up early in de
mawnin' ter hitch up de carredge fur de
white folks to go ter de barbecue." Her
half-hearted intention to restore the to-

bacco to her master weakened. She drew
it again from her pocket."

Shucks ! de niggers makes it all, any-
how. I 's gwine ter giv' it ter Daddy.

"

Daybreak was near at hand when 'Kia
called to her father the next morning," Wake up, Daddy ! It 's time fur you ter

git up."
"

Is de horn blowed yit ?
"

sleepily in-

quired the old man.
"
No, sah

; but it 's purty nigh time.
En' you know, Daddy, you 've got ter hitch

up de carredge early fur de barbecue, en'

I 've got ter cyard yer hade ; it would be

scandalous ter go ter drive de carredge wid

yer ha'r wropped."
' Ria had made her own toilet before

calling her father, and as she talked she

was filling his old pipe from the bag of

tobacco that had outweighed her con-

science the evening before when she came
down the moonlit path to her cabin. She
stood with her back to the old man modest-

ly screening him while she took advantage
of her position to effect her surprise for

him.
"
Here, Daddy ! I done fill yer pipe wid

store tobacker fur yer. Set down on de
stool now en' lemme onwrop yer har en'

comb it while you smoke. La, Daddy,
don't snatch it out of my han' dat way;
you '11 spill it if yer don' min'."

Uncle Dan'l put the end of the short

stem between his lips and sank upon his

stool in a trance of delight.
" Gimme a coal of fire, honey," he said,

closing his eyes and shutting himself up
with his anticipation.

'Ria went to the hearth and poked into

the mound of ashes with the tongs.
" De fire come purty nigh goin' out las'

night. I don't speck you covered it up
good, Daddy," she said as she pinched up
a coal that she had uncovered and put it

upon the tobacco in her father's pipe.

The old man began to draw.
" Whar did yer git it, 'Ria ?

"
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" Mars William give it to me ter

yer, Daddy."
The answer satisfied him. He liked to

have the pleasant fiction in regard to the

ethics of his household maintained. It

made things respectable on the surface,

and the old man had never had time to go

deep into things.
'Kia unwound the strings from the little

pigtails oi hair over her fathers head, and

began to comb them together with a little

wire-tooth card.

"Did you think I was tellin' you de

truth yistiddy, honey, 'bout Dick? No;
I was jes' projeckin' wid yer. I did n't

hear Dick tell Marstah no sich thing. De
fact uv the matter is, dat Dick 's done axed

me ter let him have you." Uncle DanTs
mind was floating around in a De Quincey
realm of fancies.

"What did you teU Dick, Daddy?"
The card gave a finishing rake to the gray

mop of hair.

"I ain't gwine ter tell you dat till I

comes back ter-night," said Uncle Dan'l,

getting up from the stool. "Kia put the

card on the shelf and took down her

father's Sunday hat, a tall, stiff white one,
that might have become hoary with an age
of service.

"Dar, dat's right, Daddy," she said,

placing it with critical care upon her

father's head, where it was supported by a

mass of gray wool which refused to be

hidden under its narrow brim.
" Dar goes de horn now; I mus' go ort

en' feed my pig befo' I goes to de

stable."

After mending up the fire and putting
on her breakfast ash-cakes to bake while
she went to milk, 'Bia hurried along the

dewy path to the
"
cuppen." Balancing

the piggin upon her head with the grace of

ease, she hastened on, her dew-besprinkled
feet patting the cool earth and her soul

laving itself in the balm of the morning.
"I know Daddy '11 tell Dick he ma>

have me," she said as she slipped back two
of the draw-bars, stooped through without

touching the piggin on her head, and stood

erect on the other side of the fence among
the cows. She threw her arm over old

Brindle's neck and stood still.

She was looking into the face of the east,
and caught the glow of the new day, as she

said, "En' en' it don't make no differ-

ence 'bout rny skin bein' black, jes' so I ha;i

Dick."

By this time Uncle Dan'l had thrown a

handful of shelled corn over to his pig, and
was leaning reflectively on the fence

watching the razor-back animal pick up
the grains out of the mud.

" Dat 's a mighty fine pig, mun, a

mighty fine pig. But den, dar 's 'Kia. I

don't see ez dar 's anything fur me but ter

give up de pig."
" Good mawnin', Uncle Dan'l. Is yer

gwine ter sleep ag'in on de fence ?
"

" La no, Dick
;

I jes' been leanin' over

here studyin' 'bout you."
"'Bout me, Unc' Dan'l?"
" Yes

; Dick is you got are sweet'art ?
"

"Well, I dunno, Unc' Dan'l, not jes'

zackly, I don't believe, jes' at present,
sah. I did ax Marstah las' night ter let me
have Cynthy, but he would n't do it. He
said she lives too fur it 's 'bout nine
miles to Mr. Thomas's plantation from
here."

"
Well, Dick, I 've got a proposition ter

make yer, bein' as you ain't got no sweet-

'art,. nohow." His eyes tried Dick's face.
"
Is you listenin', Dick? "

" La yes, Unc' Dan'l
;

I 'm hearin' yer."" You was a-knockin' on de fence so wid
dat stick dat I thought mebbe you did n't

hear me."
" Yes sah; I been listenin' all de time."

Uncle Dan'l began again, feeling out

brokenly for the soft place in Dick's heart.
"
Dick, dar 's a powerful fine pig. Why,

ef you had dat pig, Dick, you could make
'ini weigh 'bout two hundred pounds by
Christmus."

Dick laughed a little as he glanced at

the pig and noticed the hollows between
the ribs.

" You ain't gwine ter gimme de pig, is

yer, Unc' Dan'l?"
"
Dick, I '11 give yer de pig fur yer wed-

din'' present ef you will marry 'Eia, jes'

de very night dat you marries her." Uncle

Dan'l watched Dick as he walked around
and leaned over the fence to look at the

Pig-
"
His nose is mighty long, Unc' Dan'l."

" Yes ; but dat shows dat he is gwine to

be a powerful big hog. En' dar 's gwine ter

be lots uv mas' dis fall, Dick. I ain't nuver
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seed de acorn-trees so full of acorn befo'.

en7
de woods is jes' full uv hazelnuts."

Uncle Dan'l was pleading hard for
JRia

now, and the pathos crept into his tones.
"
'Ria is got a heap uv sweet

7

arts, Unc'
Dan'l."

"
I know she been had some uv dem

silly niggers foolin' 'roun' her; but she

don't kyar nothin' 'bout none uv 'em. She
was jes' tryin' ter keep de tears out uv her

heart to keep it from drownin', case she

loves you so, Dick. En' den dar 's de pig
thrown into de bargain."

Dick walked around to the other side of

the pig-pen to get a closer view of the

porker."
Jes' lemme look at de pig jegmatically,

Unc' Dan'l. You 'a shore right, ol' man ;

de pig has got a good frame."

The wrinkled face of Uncle Dan'l

changed at Dick's words. There was a

sick little stirring under his ragged vest.
"
It '11 be powerful hard to give de pig

up," he thought,
"
but den 'Ria has always

been a good chil' to ine, an' I 'bleeged ter

buy Dick fur 'er ef I can."

Meanwhile Dick was leaning upon the

fence deliberating.
"
Well, Unc' Dan'l, I b'lieve I '11 'cept

your propersition 'bout 'Ria an' de pig.

But don't you say nothin' 'bout it to 'Ria ;

I '11 tell 'er when I comes from de fiel' ter-

night. I got to go now ; it 's nearly sun-

up.""
I been holdin' on ter dat pig now

through thick en' thin, gittin' a little corn
outen ol' Jinney's stall an' den out of oP

Pete's, fur his supper when mine give out,
en' we 's been together now nigh on to

three years, en' is it come to de p'int dat

we 's got to part company ?
"

Uncle Dan'l was leaning on the fence

looking at the pig hungrily. Dick was

walking rapidly along the path that led

to the field, and his cheery whistling came
back to the old man and disturbed him.

"
Dick, he got happiness enough in his

heart to blow it out to de winds in dis here

wasteful manner, en' here 's poor me
"

He shook his head sadly, moving away
from the fence.

" But 't ain't worth while ter talk, for,

as de preacher says, in dis nefrageous 'sis-

tence we 's got to be resigned ter all de

despersations dat overtakes us/'

He looked back at the grunting animal,

poking its long nose about after the stray

giams of corn.
" But dar 's a powerful sight er gravy

in dat pig."

THE RISING UP AND SITTING DOWN
OF MR. VALDMIR

BY FRANK CRANE

MR.
VALDMIR rose up.
He had been sitting at his desk

in editorial room No. 3, reading

copy. He was in his shirt-sleeves, and his

coat hung on a nail before him. It was not

much of a coat; the lines of it looked

drawn and sagged, like the lines on its

owner's face. It was the third part of a

suit that had cost him seven dollars at a

bargain sale. He watched such sales pretty

closely when the time came for him to buy

more apparel. Food did not trouble him,
and for that matter, did not seem to bene-

fit him, either, for he was very thin. His
face was anemic. His eyes were watery and
leaned very hard upon his spectacles.

Sparse gray locks hung straight over hi*

temples, giving him the appearance of a

foreigner. He was German.
The reason he arose from his chair was

that he caught sight of a poster stuck up
on the wall before his desk, a bill an-
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nouncing in glaring letters that a certain

railway would now take passengers from

Chicago to Southern California in two and

three-quarter days.
So it was that he arose, put his almost

translucent hands upon the edge of the

table, and looked hard at the advertise-

ment.
California ! Gretchen was there ! Six

o'clock here in Chicago ;
it was four there.

Perhaps she was sitting out under a droop-

ing pepper-tree, or walking among the tall

eucalypti, or taking a sun-bath upon the

lawn. How did she look now? She was

forty the other day.
Fair she was doubtless, yet; such com-

plexions as hers hold their own. Ach,
Gott! he remembered the cream-white
and rose-red of her cheek, her great blue

eyes, her light hair. And the odor of her

hair, so clean, came to him across the

years. He caught his breath a little.

Before his mind's eye came the picture
of a pale German youth of twenty and a
little German maedchen of ten ; they stand
on the lower deck and look out into the
sea stand quite close

; he fathers her with
a loving arm ;

she leans her bright head to

him. It is strange how one remembers
little things. For that sensation came
often to him

; the scent of the sea blowing
damply upon her hair, the smell thereof
as he bent to kiss it. We recall most fre-

quently, not great epochal events, but triv-

ial odors, sounds, scenes, flavors. On his

way to be hanged, a rogue will wonder
where he has seen that girl's pretty face
before.

Gretchen was Siegfried Waldorf's only
child. Siegfried was utterly good-for-
nothing, except to be the most famous
professor in Heidelberg. Although he had
written many books, he did not know
enough to keep from being swindled out
of all profit of them; although his name
was bruited wide as civilization as an au-

thority upon the dative case, he was really
so ignorant that he died in debt. He could
smell out a Greek or Sanscrit root in a
whole acre of print ; he could not add. His
publishers got him mixed up in their busi-
ness enterprises; how, he never knew; he
was a babe with them, though before the
International Philological Society he was
a giant. When he died it was clearly
shown by the Herr Lawyer for the Herren

.Publishers that the Herr Professor had
done them great wrong and owed them so

many marks.

Gretchen, his ten-year-old daughter, was
his sole surviving relative. What was she

to do ? Old ladies pitied her, but they had

daughters of their own. Then came one
of the publishers aforementioned and of-

fered to take her into his home as a ser-

vant. He could not offer her wages, but

surely the high-minded maiden would re-

joice to discharge, in some small degree,
her father's debt. The maiden said she

would go.
She sat in the father's little room and

looked with burning eyes on all the dear

furniture the books, so many that of wall

there was none, the student lamp, the

arm-chair, the little fireplace where she

would sometimes help him make tea. She
was but ten, but, lieber Gott! she could

suffer !

Then came in Emil, frequent visitor,

student favorite of the Herr Professor.

The upshot of it all was that he proposed
America, and after some difficulty they

went, Gretchen leaving the books to the

carrion crows and their lawyers, Emil for-

sakin'g wealthy relatives, all for the crack-

brained purpose of being chivalric to the

little child of an old, learned ignoramus.
But he would have his reward, he said.

Beneath his eyes developed the wondrous

beauty of this Teutonic flower. It was
his. Ye gods and little fishes! have ye
seen aught passing the tenderness of

man's love ? They praise a woman's heart,
but a man's love ah, there is the god-
like ! He never told her. She thought it

was all brotherly, fatherly. Fifteen, six-

teen, seventeen, eighteen years old, she

knew not the dear poison that flamed in

the man's blood when she kissed him so

frankly.
He waited. How could he tell her?

She must see it, by and by. And oh ! the

joy to see love awaken in her eye ! He 'd

dream of it. Also like the Herr Professor

Waldorf, expert upon the dative case,

was Emil Valdmir, teacher of German in

the Neelyville public schools, a fool.

For one morning he awoke to find his

treasure gone. Wealthy, handsome, manly
Fred Mandeville, son of the banker, had
fallen in love with her, proposed to her,
and was accepted. She told Emil after
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breakfast. It had all happened at a party
last night. Would not the dear Emil re-

joice with her. Fred was so handsome, so

good, so everything! Thus, the fool saw
blushes hang upon the white velvet of her
cheek and love's springtime burst into
blossoms in her eyes, saw what he had

long dreamed of, saw her, at last, love

another ! What sport the Fates have !

Why was the lieber Emil so pale ? Why
was the white upon his lip? Why did he
clutch the table-cloth? Did he disap-

prove ? No
; he wished her all happiness.

He must go now. He quickly left the house.

He did not return. He wrote a note to

Mr. Fred Mandeville and bade him marry
Gretchen at once; he had her guardian's
consent. As for that guardian, he should

disappear. Let no search be made for

him; he would go away forever. He had
his own reasons ; he preferred that his de-

parture remain a mystery.
So there was a nine-days' sensation.

After a proper interval, the lovers were
married. They were congenial, happy.

Mr. Valdmir drifted to Chicago. He.
was sick a long time in the hospital. His

money wasted away. It went ill with him.

He hung around the newspaper offices,

when he grew strong enough, and secured

odd jobs of reporting ; then at length per-
manent employment as copy-reader.

It did not cost him much to live. He
would get to his room about four in the

morning, and crawl into bed. Arising at

midday, he would cook his meal upon the

gas-stove. The remainder of the day, un-

til he went to work at his desk at six, he

would busy himself collecting books and

papers concerning California.

There was where Gretchen was now.

The youngest child had weak lungs. So

the family had removed to Pasadena. The
child's name was Valdmir. All this Emil

knew; for though he had escaped them,

they had not escaped him; he kept track

of them in subtle ways. Now he made it

his one object in life to realize Gretchen's

surroundings. From his savings he had
amassed a collection of literature concern-

ing California that was well-nigh com-

plete. He knew its history from the be-

ginning, knew likewise its fauna and flora,

its geology, its meteorology, its politics.

Verily, the studious, scientific German

mind must have whereon to feed or go
mad!
He was a musician, also. That latest

popular song,
"
Thou, only thou," sung

by bedizened beauties in vaudeville, whis-
tled on the street, meltingly rendered by
love-lorn misses and lads in drawing-
rooms, was composed by this old German
with thin locks. Curiously enough, it was
Fred's favorite; some one had sent him a

copy. Gretchen was playing and he sing-

ing just at the moment Mr. Valdmir rose

up.
Unto the ocean all rivers run,
All of the flowers turn to the sun.
So run my thoughts, love, ever to thee,

They are the rivers, thou art the sea;
So all my longings seek thee, every one,
They are the flowers, thou art the sun.

Thou, only thou! Thou, only thou!
Thou art my idol; thou, only thou!

He did not know this, but the Fates did,
and what sport they have, again I say!
But while the pranky Fates had cheated
him of his woman, they could not swindle
the old, warm, true, loyal heart of its ideal.

He could at least be true indeed, to be

else than true never occurred to him. He
would wait. Some day she might need a

friend, or mayhap her children might
need.

Mr. Valdmir looked at the advertise-

ment. Two days and three quarters!

Why not go? He had not had a vacation

in years. The child Valdmir was sick,

at the point of death, his informant said.

Ach, du lieber Himmel ! but to hold this

little fragment of Gretchen, with his own
name christened upon it, in his arms once !

But, no ! it was better not. To return

to them would mean explanations, which
would cast a shadow upon her peace. It

did not occur to him to lie; but, as was

said, he was a fool, like the Herr Professor,
father of Gretchen. He would wait. Is

there anything harder in life than to wait ?

He would wait until his candle burned

out.

So it was that Charley Dunn, at the next

desk, saw old Valdmir rise up, peer

through his glasses at the railway an-

nouncement, smile faintly, sigh as faintly,

and shudder just a little as a tree shud-

ders in winter when the icy wind sweeps
over it.

Then, Mr. Valdmir sat down.



WANTED
BY RALPH GRAHAM TABER

THE
DOOR of the cabin opened and

a ray of yellow light shot across

the white snow-drifts that clothed

the bleak prairie." Thank your God, not me/' said the

doctor to the man who was lighting him
out.

The man placed his lantern on the

snow, took from his pocket a worn leather

purse, and ventured, hesitatingly :

"
Fll be payin' you all I can, Docther."

"
Keep your money," replied the doctor,

climbing into his sleigh ;

" what you have

you will need for your boy."" God bless you, sir ! They know you
not who call you a hard man, Docther.

An' to think of you doin' so much for us
with neither pay nor penance !"

The last words seemed to startle the

doctor. His sallow cheeks flushed

strangely. Nervously gathering up the

reins, he replied, with forced calmness,"
Enough, Dennis ! You will not need me

again, I think; but if you should, let me
know. Good-night !

"

He touched his horse impatiently with
the whip, and when beyond the gleaming
of the lantern, breathed a sigh of relief.

" Coward I" he muttered,
"
to cringe as

I do at every careless word ! Neither pay
nor penance ! If he if they but knew !"

He urged his horse onward against the
fierce winter wind, toward the town lights
which twinkled on the horizon. An hour
of rapid driving brought him to his home.
A servant came out to care for his horse,
and the doctor lingered on the pavement
and watched it led away to the stable.

Then he shook the snow from his ulster

and ascended the steps to the entrance.
With his hand on the latch, he glanced
around, and, by an effort, suppressed a

cry. His hand, his good right hand, whose
nerves and muscles were steel-like when
plying the surgeon's scalpel, now trembled
so violently that with difficulty he opened
the door. Once inside, he slid the bolts,
made sure they held securely, and passed
into his study. Drawing an arm-chair be-

fore the fire, he sank down and buried his
face in his hands.

" That man again !

" he exclaimed,

brokenly.
" No idle fancy this time. I

am not mistaken. It was he !

"

He raised his head and listened. There
was no sound but the ticking of the clock

arid the moaning of the wind in the chim-

ney.
He rose, tiptoed to the window, cau-

tiously drew back its heavy curtains and

peered into the darkness. Far down the

street was a flickering gaslight; between

it and him, nothing.
He dropped the curtain, wiped from his

forehead the cold drops of perspiration,
and returned to his seat. For a while he

remained buried in troubled thought, from
time to time nervously picking at a tuft

of the cushioned chair-arm. Suddenly he

started to his feet and, gripping hard the

high back of the chair, stared down into

the glowing coals. As if finding in them
'an answer to the dread problem with

which he had been struggling, his drawn
features slowly relaxed. Gradually there

came over them an expression of resolve.

He turned from the fire, donned his coat

and hat, gave one swift glance about the

room, and went out, closing the door be-

hind him softly, lingeringly, as one might
who had bidden farewell to the dead.

He crossed the city with rapid steps un-

til, turning into a side street, he came to a

row of stone residences, before the first of

which he stopped. In response to his ring
a servant appeared. The master was at

home; would the doctor come in? The
doctor entered, and waited. Moments

passed with the slowness of hours. He
grew impatient. "Will the man never

come ?
"
he groaned.

The door opened and admitted the

owner of the house, a square-shouldered,

gray-eyed man, chief of the city's bureau
of police, who greeted his caller heartily.

"
I 'm glad to see you Doctor more es-

pecially as for once you do not come in

your professional capacity. But, man, you
look worried ! Is there something that I

can do for you ?"
" There is."
"
Speak out. What is it ?

"
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"
Arrest me. I am a murderer !"

The official's first thought was that his

caller was mad; but the doctor's manner
did not bear this out. He stood calmly
waiting for the chief of police to act.

" This is serious, sir/' the chief said as

he waved his visitor toward a chair.
"
Will

you relate the particulars ?
"

The doctor, for a moment, gazed at his

host; then bowed his head and took the

seat indicated. During what followed, he

kept his face averted from his hearer.
"
I came to you with that intention,"

he began.
" To make a full confession is

my last desperate expedient, which I un-

dertake with full knowledge of the conse-

quences, in an endeavor to gain peace of

mind. I have lived a lie for eighteen

years. I am glad to have it ended. The
man I killed was was my brother. Now
you know why I have had no friends, why
men have shunned me, save when my skill

was needed by them. 0, it is true I have
felt it. Instinct warned them to have none
of me. Since that fearful night that brand-

ed my soul with murder, I have had no

friend. Friendship, love, the things men
value most fate has mocked me with

these and denied to me. I have lived a

life apart from men with them, yet not

of them in perpetual fear of detection,
in constant dread of justice.

" Never have I been able to pass near

an officer of the law without the fright-
ful anticipation that he would place his

hand on my shoulder and accuse me of

my crime. I have never been able to sit

at ease unless I faced the room's entrance.

You once remarked upon this to a friend,

knowing that I overheard you. You called

it an escaped felon's trait; then added,
' But the doctor knows the wisdom of

avoiding drafts.' You know now how that

random shaft struck, though launched in

jest and forgotten. This constant terror

might have worn itself out, were it not

for the knowledge that I have been fol-

lowed. Often during these terrible years
I have temporarily lulled myself into a

sense of security, only to have that knowl-

edge again thrust upon me. Then, in

fresh terror, I have fled, to hide myself,
to change my name, to begin my life of

hopeless misery anew.
" You remember I first came here twelve

years ago and after two years of work,

deserted a growing practice. It was won-
dered at, talked of a while, then for-

gotten. No one knew why I disappeared,
save my one relentless pursuer. I was
ever upon the watch. I managed to elude
him. That was the first time he had lo-

cated me; though he must have tracked
me long and far, for my wretched flight

urged me around the world, before I set-

tled among you. When I returned here
after years, it was with the hope that he
had abandoned pursuit, or that he would
not seek me again in so unlikely a spot
as one from which I had been driven.

That hope has now forsaken me. He is

here.

"Though again I might have escaped,

why, I asked myself, should I ? My accus-

ing conscience, my constant dread, I could

never escape. They would be with me,

waking or sleeping, as they have been with
me all these years. The horror of it has

grown to be such that to-night I am deter-

mined to end it."

Hardened though the official's heart had
been by the nature of his calling, it was
touched by the doctor's recital. This man
was no common criminal. He was a man
whose morbid sensibilities and morose dis-

position repelled, yet a man universally

respected by those who had come to know

him, a man who had sought to hide his

good parts, yet whose Samaritan acts and
charitable deeds were attested by hosts of

those whom he had benefited. That this

man, upright in his dealing, honored in

his profession, who had kept death from
hundreds of homes, whose one pleasure
seemed to lie in ministering to the poor,
that he should be guilty of such an un-

natural act was almost beyond his hearer's

belief.

"But, Doctor," he said gently, "you
have yet to relate the particulars."
The doctor raised his haggard face, and

glanced at the official.
"
True," he answered ;

then after a

pause, "We were orphans, and in college

together. He was older than I
; yet I was

so much the stronger he had always been

a weakling my mind was so much more
serious than his, that I undertook to act

the mentor. He was more like a son than

a brother to me. All went well with us,
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until we came into an inheritance. Then he

grew wild; made reckless friends, drank,

caroused, and finally, gambled. The knowl-

edge of all this came to me, not gradually,
but all at once. I accused; he admitted,
and defied me. My temper had always
been violent ; it carried me away ;

in a fury
I struck him with all my strength. He
fell. I knelt beside him. I would give

my life to recall that blow. His weak
heart had given way. He was dead.

" Then the horror of it came upon me,
and my brain was enslaved by a craven

fear a cowardice such as I had never

known such as I believe no imagination
can picture. It has held me in bondage all

these years. I fled. You know what fol-

lowed."

"And your true name?"
"
Is not the one by which I am known."
It is

" James Oldham."
The official gave an imperceptible start.

"Your home?"
"
It was in England."

Upon the chiefs flushed countenance

was a singular expression, unnoted by the

doctor. The latter sat silent, with down-

cast eyes. The former rose and paced the

length of the room.
" Can you describe the detective ?" he

asked.
"
I have never seen his face. He has a

peculiar gait in walking, which, to me, is

his distinguishing feature."

The chief touched a call-bell, opened a

note-book, scribbled a few words, tore out

the leaf and handed it to his servant.

During the interval which followed, nei-

ther spoke. The doctor seemed plunged
deep in wretchedness; the eyes of the si-

lent chief rested upon him in pity.

They sat thus till the door opened. The
official arose. The doctor raised his head,
and saw before him the man who for years
he had struggled to avoid; the detective

who had hounded him down, and from
whom now there was no escape. For the

first time, they were face to face. No, it

was not the first time. Where had he

known the man before? Painfully, the

doctor struggled to his feet. The chief of

police, taking him by the arm, led him
toward the stranger and said, "Doctor

James Oldham, it gives me joy to restore

you to your brother."

THE PASSING OF TOMAS
BY GRACE LUCE

TOMAS
was an Indian. He had been

born on the hills in a dilapidated

wigwam covered with wheat sacks

and strips of matting and carpet, and an
abundance of dead crackling brush. The
first sound he heard was the flapping of

the tent door in the sea-breeze, and the

first sight he had, stars that gleamed down

through a rift in the brush.

He had loved from childhood his dogs
and his bottle of whiskey. Of the former
he had a great number, an ever-changing
variety. They followed him over the hills

and canons, and swam with him in the
ocean. The whiskey, owing to a confirmed

habit of laziness which constituted an in-

surmountable obstacle to his earning any

money, had oftenest been a desire unful-

filled.

In his manhood he was famed for one

thing being lazy, kindhearted, and sim-

ple, not given to the society of his fellow-

mortals and content so long as he had food,

and a place in which to sleep he had

never been to jail. To the tales of it which

his acquaintances told, he listened indif-

ferently; his ambitions remained un-

stirred, and he had no desire to penetrate
its mysteries, or taste its fare. He grew
to have a flicker of pride in his record.
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and to hold his head high among his fel-

lows, and this rendered him solitary among
them.

Now he was a very old man. People who
saw him passing in the hot dust of the

road, with his old wife trudging behind

him, a bundle of firewood on her back,
said he was long past a hundred years ; but
if the truth were known he had looked
like this since he was fifty, and he was
now seventy.
He was as brown as the earth of the

hills, but unbent, like a stocky little tree

which refuses to give way to the wind.
His face was furrowed ' with many
wrinkles, crossing and re-crossing until

the effect of his features was lost, except
his eyes, which gleamed out like a dog's
brown eyes, furtive but clouded with age.
He had not smiled for twenty years.
His hair was thick yet, and streaked

with gray, sometimes covered with an ab-

surdlyincongruous hat which some one had

given him. His clothes, too, were given
him, but he wore them so long that, as they
were old and tattered when he first had

them, they became merely rags, and in

time dropped off, to be replaced as Heaven
willed. He walked now with a stick. His
hands had not been washed for many
moons, and he shuffled along in the dust

haltingly and smilelessly, and over him

year after year and day in and day out,

played the sunshine.

The wife of Tomas was a different being.
She was bent like a hoop from -the much

carrying of wood, her hair was whiter, her

face more complex in its patterns, but she

had a way now and then, when you tossed

her a "good-day" in Mexican patois, of

straightening her shoulders, throwing back

her head with its falling gray hair, and

giving you a toothless broad smile. But

though it seemed like the corpse of a smile,

yet somehow there was a hint yet of what
it had been when she was young, and her

lips red, and her teeth white. She and

the dogs together had followed old Tomas

through the years. The wood had grown
heavier day by day, and the wind colder.

Sometimes her lean old arms were bared to

it and sometimes her worn bosom, but she

smiled yet. I have seen her smile as she

stood against a cluster of cacti on the

mesa, and the effect was impressive.
Near the tumble-down shanty in whose

empty rooms the two slept, was an old

unvisited graveyard. It was small, in-

closed by a low wall of earth, surmounted

by tiles, and filled with weather-beaten
wooden crosses and head-stones close to-

gether so that one could not walk between,
and over all a sparse growth of chaparral,
with leafless vines clinging to the wood and

sprawling over the earth. Altogether it

was a very dreary spot; even the birds

seemed to avoid it, and the hungry coyotes
and buzzards had long ago forsaken it.

Beyond the graveyard a hill rose abrupt-

ly, covered with scraggly cacti and rocks

which had a way of loosening and tum-

bling down in the middle of the night.
Over this hill the moon rose and looked
down on old Tomas and his wife as they
returned from their wanderings on the

hills. In summer it was golden and big,
and startled them by bounding up sudden-

ly when they had been plodding along
silently in the darkness. Nevertheless it

looked down on them benignly and on the

old, old graveyard. The dogs barked at it,

and startled the creeping and flying things
about, but the old wife's heart responded
to its benediction.

She loved the moon. They said she had
been born under its rays, and that she wor-

shiped it and addressed whispered
prayers to it; it is certain that between it

and the graveyard she felt a mystic and
beautiful connection, even when she heard
the stones rattle down on still nights.
When it rose, she raised her old head and

gave it that smile of hers.

One day she did not go out with Tomas.
He had been given some money which had
resulted in whiskey for him, and for her

a lamed foot which he had wounded with

a stone. She sat at home in the sunshine

in the doorway, wrapped in rags and dust.

Even the last dog went off and left her

alone.

That evening old Tomas came home
earlier than usual. He had a five-cent

piece in his pocket and in his brain a

vague fluttering idea of giving it to his old

wife. It was five o'clock, but the moon
had already climbed above the hill over the

graveyard, white and thin like a ghost, and
the wind was strong, blowing the dust over

old Tomas, and chilling him through his

rags. He leaned against the old wall to

rest. His eyes wandered over the crosses
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and the headstones and a thought glim-
mered in them. He and old Anita would

be buried here, and their dogs would be

alone in the world, and the moon would

shine down upon them, and he could never

drink any more whiskey. Ah, life just

then was sweet to old Tomas !

As he turned, he caught sight of some-

thing gleaming in the road. He looked at

it furtively, then took a slow, rheumatic

step toward it. It was certainly sparkling
and beautiful. It was silver. He stooped,

picked it up, wrapped it carefully in one of

his rags, and followed by his dogs went to

Anita. He had found a silver whiskey-

flask, engraved and embossed, with mys-
terious letters on it, and a big silver stop-

per, which he drew out, and raising the

flask drank, in the dusk, something that

went thrilling through his old veins and

then sent him reeling with it clasped close

to his heart into the shanty and down on

a pile of straw.

When he woke up it was broad daylight,
and a white man was standing over him,

shaking him.
"
Here, get up, you . Where did you

get that bottle?"

Old Tomas's begrimed hand closed over

the flask lovingly, and he made a stealthy
movement as if to hide it in the straw.

One of his dogs was nosing the officer's

heels, and Anita crouched whimpering in

a corner.
" Do you hear me ?

"
the man repeated.

"
Where'' did you get it?"
The old man raised his hand in feeble

extenuation. But with small ceremony he

and the flask were lifted into a buggy out-

side and driven off to town.

His old head with its absurd hat tum-
bled back against the seat, and he rolled

about with the motion so that the officer

grinned. Before they had disappeared
Anita rose deliberately from her corner

and, painfullv limping, started down the

road after them. The sun was shining

warmly and beat down on her uncovered

head; in one knotted hand she held

Tomas's stick, and in the other the five-

cent piece which she had taken from his

pocket. The dogs bounded ahead of her,
or slunk behind, nosing around in the

brush, and hurrying back to find her again.
But old Anita trudged on patiently.

It was afternoon when she reached the

town. She knew where the jail was, and

she knew that was where they had taken

Tomas. Had they not taken her father

there and her brother, and her son as well ?

She never rested until she reached the

courthouse. There she sat down on the

stone steps with the dogs, bent herself al-

most double and leaned against a pillar.

Above her rose a good many stories of glass
and stone, above her also glittered statues

and cornices, and from the very top floated

down to her tired ears a certain loud and

startling chime. When it had ceased, peo-

ple came pouring out of the doors, kicking
and cursing the dogs, but she kept her

position, and after a while she was left

alone again.
No one came to disturb her farther.

Below on the street was a constant stream

of passing people, and the great building
behind hummed with indistinct voices.

Now and then the chimes burst forth

again, but Anita and the dogs sat silently

small indistinct blotches on the light-

colored stone. The sun set in more than

usual splendor, the air grew cool, and one

star shone out in the west. Anita was very
cold. A man came out and touched her

shoulder.
" What do you want ?

" he asked.

Anita knew very little English. She
looked at him with her toothless smile.

"
Tomas," she said.

"
Well, you 'd better get out of this," he

replied, not unkindly.
" Here 's two bits,

go and get something to eat."

But Anita never stirred. Her skinny
hand closed over the money, and she

wrapped herself more closely in her rags.

It began to get quite dark. Up above her,

star after star sparkled out and twinkled

bravely. A gentle wind arose and sighed

among the trees. The hum of the town
went on about her, but the building be-

hind her was silent. The dogs had bad

dreams, and howled and snapped in their

sleep. The chimes were far apart, but she

waited for them. It was very dark ;
then

the moon arose, appeared over the tops of

the houses, beamed down upon her, softly,

radiantly, and wrapped her in the mantle

of its light.
Anita smiled.

In the early morning the doors opened
with a clang, and the dogs sprang up with
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sharp barks. An old Indian came feebly slowly with his eyes on the ground. He
out of the portals, bent as he had never had no thoughts, but he saw something,
been bent before, older, more wrinkled, He saw the graveyard in the distance, and
more uncertain. But the dark bundle lean- he traveled slowly toward it. When he

ing against the pillar did not turn. Tomas reached it, it was broad noon, and the sun
looked at her, went uncertainly toward her, beat down garishly. On the hill not a

felt in his pocket for the five-cent piece breath of wind stirred the cacti or sage-
that was not there, and then saw that all brush, and overhead a hawk wheeled. Old
life had gone out of Anita's face. Tiny Tomas slowly undid the latch of the

and old, old as the hills it seemed, with broken gate and went in. He sat down on
closed eyes, and shapeless lips. a grave. His head fell forward on his

Tomas walked away and the dogs fol- breast,

lowed him. The old Indian walked very This was the passing of Tomas.

T
AH FOY YAM

here 's a yaller, pig-tailed heathen in the cook-house fryin' ham,
A grinnin', sun-dried idol by the name of Ah Foy Yam.

He can brown his flapjacks splendid, he can bake .his murphies fine,

But his cussin' turns the milk blue when us miners come to dine.

Says his cuss words 'stead of grace,
And his fat Celestial face

Grins satanical and sickly when us miners come to dine.

" Coffee here, ye oriental !

"
says the pusher, rappin' loud.

'' Coffee here \

"

says locoed Johnny, smilin' silly at the crowd.
k 'Sawn of a gawn!" yells out the Dago.

" Hash again!" the angels howl.
"
Here, ye hathen," says McCarty, "where 's me crystal finger-bow-1 ?

Where 's me chiny ? Where 's me plate ?

Where 's the dressin' fer me mate ?

Take yer beans, ye blasted ijut,
and bring on me finger-bow-1 !

"

Mongolians is taught, they say, to answer back perlite ;

Ah Foy Yam is no exception. His cussin 's a delight.

But his sleeves is big and spacious plenty spacious fer a knife,

And his skinny hands look sometimes awful thirsty fer a life.

Should n't wonder if they 'd done

Helped some sinner to pass on

'Fore to-day his clever fingers look so thirsty for a life.

But his yaller hands look diff'rent when he's writin' to his heir,

With the the devil-scarin' punk-sticks yieldin' forth their "incense rare"
;

And his face looks like a human's when his evenin' work is done,

And he's thinkin' bout his fambly back in Chiny in the sun,

Yaller wife and yaller kid,

Queng Alung and Ah Foy Sid,

Thinkin', longin' prayin', maybe, for his fambly in the sun.

Jo Hathaway.
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BY EDWARD B. PAYNE

NO
ATTEMPT will be made in this

article and the same should have

been said regarding the preceding
one also to deal with the approved archi-

tectural plans for the University in a tech-

nical way, nor to institute elaborate

comparisons in search of data that may
vindicate the decision of the jury. The

judges of the great contest undoubtedly
canvassed all the technical points involved

and their report must stand as the expert

opinion, decisive, and probably not to be

seriously challenged. The matter is now
before the public, referred, in a sense, to

the people of California. Accordingly the

purpose of these articles is to give a lay-

man's opinion, from the. standpoint of an

interested citizen, of the exceptional fitness

and adaptation of M. Benard's plans for

their purpose, and also of their general

position and relations in the world of art.

The experience of men and the demon-
strations of science have proved the sun to

be the supreme agent of power over the

earth. So far as natural conditions are

concerned, he is for us the ordainer of all

things. This is true, not least, in regard
to architecture. It is the sun and the sky
in which he journeys and the atmosphere
through which he transmits his beams that

condition and determine the fitness of

architectural structure and forms for any
and every clime and land. Bailey in Fes-

tusf sings of

The sun, center- and sire of light,
The keystone of the world-built arch of

heaven,

and this might be taken as text for a dis-

course on the predominate mastery of the
sun in the realm of architecture.

During all the mid-centuries of develop-
ing Europe the problem of architecture
was light. It was the problem of so build-

ing temples, palaces, and homes that the
sunmight adorn themwithout and illumine
them within, as would best conduce to the
comfort and the esthetic delight of men
under the climatic conditions in the midst
of which he rode and shone. The construc-
tive genius of that long period dealt with
no more important question than that of

openings for light, the number and
the placing of them, and furthermore, the

question of the play of sunlight upon the

walls and angles of the structures which
it reared. The problem was complicated

by the varying climatic conditions of dif-

ferent lands. These diversified conditions

supplied a primary premise, modified here
and there, to the logic of art. It must be

obvious to even a casual thinking that

not one and the same architectural result

could be supremely fitting under the skies

of Italy and under those of England. The
Pantheon had but one opening, and that

at the top. Surely it would not do to

transport the Pantheon and set it down
under the heavy and dripping clouds of

London.

It was the fortune of the world thai)

classic architecture should be wrought
out under southern skies, in Greece and

Italy. Criticism has pointed out that the

Greeks were supreme artists, while the Bo-
rnans matched, it may be conceded, by
the Egyptians were supreme builders. To
the blended genius of these two nations

we are indebted for these creations which
are regarded to-day as furnishing the

standard of a perfect architecture, a

supreme expression of poetic beauty. In

Greece, thought and ideality predominated,
and were realized in a special way in the

temples of Athens, Corinth, and the

Mediterranean colonies. The Romans ap-

preciated the thoughts and ideals of

Greece, modified them more or less by ac-

commodation to the slightly variant char-

acteristics of their clime and the necessities

of their own use, and so brought classic

architecture thus far on a westward way.
The fall of the Roman Empire brought

Northern thought, Northern taste, and
Northern comfort face to face with the

architecture which the conditions in the

classic lands had developed and vindicated.

Thenceforward the problem became com-

plicated ; and this very largely because tho

sun does not render the same ministrations

to the people of the north of Europe as to

the people of Greece and Rome. Thus was

inaugurated the real world-contest of arch-
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itectural idea and ideal, and in the broad

European spaces in which modern civiliza-

tion was to develop was formed the field

for these diversified and splendid creations

of which, together with those of Rome and
Greece and Egypt, Emerson could later

say that

Nature gladly gave them place,
Adopted them into her race,
And granted them an equal date
With Andes and with Ararat.

It is to be noted and recorded, however,
that the architecture of Western Europe
does not submit to classification under

Potta Delia Cattedrale A Southern Type
Showing Exterior Lights and Shades

strict national types. The general divis-

ion, rather, is that of Northern types and
Southern types. But this does not mean
that the genius of the North stood over

against the genius of the South, each with
a strict and uncompromising adherence to

a naturally preferred type of architecture.

Eather, the influences of the North and of

the South flowed by each other, as when
Gothic structures were reared in Venice
and other cities of Italy, and, in turn,

Italian ideas found a placing in the North.
Gothic architecture had its supreme day,

culminating in the thirteenth century,
when it filled Europe with its wonderful

performances ; and then came its period of

decay until it was superseded by the Re-

naissance, the Classic Revival. This re-

turn to classic principles and inspirations

again wrought marvels of a regenerated
architecture, beginning in Italy, passing
to France, and appearing in England, Ger-

many, and Spain. The Louvre may be

regarded as one of the paramount results

of this movement. France was the real

center of struggle between the Gothic style
and the Renaissance ; and the fortunes of

the classic conceptions in that country dur-

ing the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

furnish one of the most interesting chap-
ters in the history of architecture.

In what precedes there has been, of

course, no intent to give a complete resume
of the development of architecture. The

purpose has been to indicate certain gen-
eral points that bear on the question now
before the people of California in the pro-

ject for a City of Education on the site of

our University. The plans which have
been approved, and now await definite and
active acceptance, have an easily traced re-

lation to the evolutions of the world's

architecture. To perceive that relation

and the significance of it may help us to

appreciate the value of M. Benard's work
and furnish reasons for our hearty and
even enthusiastic espousal of the project
under his guidance.
We can hardly expect to have a distinct

national architecture here in the United
States. All the diversified natural condi-

tions which have given so great a variety
of styles and forms in Europe prevail

again in America. We are building here

over a continental belt as wide as that

lying between Northern Russia and the

southernmost points of the Mediterranean

peninsulas. In our American possessions,
the sky and the sunshine, and indeed the

climatic conditions entire, exhibit all the

diverse moods shown anywhere through-
out the whole temperate zone of the North-
ern Hemisphere. This introduces many
elements into the problem of architecture

for America, and, combined with the fact

that our designers and builders have had
before them all the varied European de-
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velopments for examples, has

almost anarchic results.

Thus the tardy English Eenaissanee had
most directly to do with the earlier archi-

tecture of this country, influenced by Sir

Christopher Wren and Sir William Cham-

bers; so that, while the Hudson Kiver

Dutch, the French in the South, and the

Spanish along the line of Florida, New
Mexico, and California, interpolated local

and native accommodations into their

work, the general results were determined

by the Eoman orders coming hither

through England. In the latter part of the

eighteenth century there came, through

England again, a revival of distinct

Greek forms, effective in the Southern

States but too cold for the North. Then
followed a Gothic influence, an imitation

of the forms of that great style, without

conscientious adherence to its principles.

Following this was the "Battle of the

Styles," the Gothic and the Classic, finding

a truce at last in the American Institute of

Architecture, in 1866. But, as Mathews
has expressed it,

" a reign of caprice and

general eclecticism held sway even among
the better architects; for being suddenly

brought face to face through travel and

literature with so many foreign styles, it

was as though a tribe of savages had dis-

covered a theatrical wardrobe, and each

masqueraded in the manner which pleased
him best/'

In the middle of the nineteenth century

appeared Eichardson and instituted here

a revival of the Eomanesque. About the

same time came Eichard Morris Hunt, who

had studied in Paris for many years, and

who, beginning his American career in

1855, was influenced at first by the Neo-

Grec work of the French. Afterwards he

wrought in various forms of Eenaissance,

Gothic, Byzantine, and Moorish architec-

ture, with strictest fidelity to principles.

He gained the confidence of the million-

aires, designed some of their princely pal-

aces and many public buildings, and

achieved a much-applauded success in the

Administration Building of the World's

Fair. He seems to have opened the way
for McKim, Mead, and White, who put a

strong Italian feeling into the buildings

of the Columbian Exposition, only modi-

fied by the French school. They dealt

with the same problems which the French

led to school had been working out for many
years. For illustration, one may compare
the colonnade of the Palace of Mechanics
with that of the Louvre.

This sketch barely touching upon only
the main points of the development of

architecture in America shows how di-

vergent have been the conceptions as to

what befits this new world, our utilitarian

necessities and our sympathies. That our

sympathies are not entirely simple, but

comprehensive rather, is evinced by the

A Northern Type-Showing Exterior

Lights and Shades

fact that we have already adopted and put
to test here almost everything that has

been done in the Old World, from Greece

to England, with accommodations to our

exigencies, and even to our undisciplined

fancies. Very likely this diversity in

tastes, or in the apprehension of what is

consistent and becoming to us, may con-

tinue to manifest itself, now and in future
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times. And this is what is meant in say-

ing that we cannot reasonably expect to

settle down to any clearly defined and uni-

Europe presents for our deserved admira-
tion too many splendid creations charac-

teristic of different times, and lands, and

Falcon Inn, Chester, Eng. Showing Provision for Interior Light

versally accepted American style. Too

many streams of influence have poured
themselves into America for this, and

schools that have wrought triumphantly
in this noble art.

Now, in California our choice, if duly in-

Konigsbau, Stuttgart A Southern Type Misplaced in the North
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Gibbs House, San Francisco

Polk, Architect

fluenced by those natural conditions before

specified, should go to Southern types of

architecture. It cannot be expected that

we would do here what New York would
do with the same problem, or Chicago, or

Minneapolis, or Montreal. And yet our

population is so largely composed of people
who have come here out of Northern re-

gions, such as New England, for example,
that many among us are likely to yield to

such local traditions and architectural

tendencies as prevail already to some ex-

tent in the parts from which they come,
and so to look at this problem from the

Northern point of view. The effect of

similar influences can be traced every-
where in the history of architecture. But
our climate here, and our skies and sun-

shine, are admittedly different from what
is found in New England and the region of

the Great Lakes and the Middle West. If,

therefore, the doctrine of the sun's sov-

ereignty in architecture is true at all, we
have reasonable ground for a choice which
shall diverge somewhat from the prefer-
ences justifiable in Northern climes.

L

Our doctrine may be stated in this way
namely, that the isothermal lines seen in

the charts of physical geographies indicate
the consistent course of architectural

movement from the Old World into the
New World

; that is, similar natural con-
ditions affecting architectural structure lie

in certain climatic zones, or belts, running
east and west on the earth's surface. Here-

by are suggested the lines of rational sym-
pathy, as communities here and there try
to settle their local problems in architec-

Church at Valencia, Mexico

Palace of Mechanic Arts Columbian

Exposition

ture. And this is not merely a theory.
Criticism has abundantly proved that

there is such a thing as sin against the

Spirit in the misplacing of architectural

creations. Nature has a mind of her own
as to not only the forms, but also the loca-

tions of those reared monuments of man
to which she will accord a place with

Andes and Ararat. It behooves human-
kind to study deeply all the hints which
Nature gives upon this really ethical point

determining certain primary values of

their performances in art.

Now, California lies in the same gener-
al isothermal zone with Southern France

and Italy and Greece, presenting similar

climatic conditions. It is a significant

fact, to which reference may be warrant-
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Le Puy Porte du Cloitre

ably made here, that the new President of

our University, in his first address to the

student body, said, as he looked out from
the grounds at Berkeley,

This is a stimulating sight. This golden
sunshine coming down in genial, lazy haze,
smiling upon the ripened brown of these
magnificent hills, reminds me of my beloved
Greece.

Everybody sees the truth of this compari-
son. We have here, indeed, almost the
identical climate, and almost the same
natural aspects of earth and sky, as in that
classic land. And accordingly, the logic
of the very situation here, when we come
to such a problem as this in hand, links us
with classic architecture, that is, with
the architecture of Greece; not directly
thence perhaps, but as it comes to us

through Italy and then through France.

Manifestly, M. Benard when the Cali-

fornia project came before him was at once

carried, by the conditions prevailing here,
to Greece, as was President Wheeler when
he came and saw. And so his work was

distinctly inspired by the Greek spirit. An
incidental but striking suggestion of this

is to be found in the fact that he selected
the gymnasium and the athletic field for
elaboration in detail, as required by the
conditions of the contest. Certainly, if a

Greek architect of the olden time had risen

out of the long sleep to compete in this

matter with modern genius, he would have
chosen the same subject for his example of

detail. So, again, M. Benard did as the

Greek, would have done in putting colored

stones into his portico. In California, as

in Greece, it is necessary to protect the

eye against sharply reflected glares of the

Sun-god.
In choosingan architecture of the south-

ern course and temper we are not by any
means unsupported by American archi-

tects. They have executed no inconsidera-

ble amount of work under these inspira-

tions, most notably in the buildings of the

World's Fair. Instances right at home are

also to be noted; as, for example, the

Gibbs house by Mr. Polk, very generally

praised by other architects, and also his

plans for the portico of the ferry building,
as presented in another of our illustra-

tions.

The feeling has been manifested in one
or two utterances on this subject that in

adopting the Benard plans we commit our-

selves to a distinctively French thing, in-

volving a slight to the architects of

America. It is a mistake to take this view

simply because our architect happens to be

from Havre. That really counts for noth-

ing. Benard does not represent primarily
a French school, but rather the genius and

spirit of that entire southern develop-
ment of architecture which makes a zone

of beauty girding together many lands.

The University shows its true university

character by dealing not with patriotic

sentiments, nor with! national prejudices,
nor with men as having individual claims

to honor, but with the problem of archi-

Arch of Constantine
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lecture, and that in the light of world

thought and world experience. Anything
less than this could now have no possible

justification.

And so it comes to pass that we have be-

fore us in California, for realization, a

classic conception, allying us, through
France and Italy, with the early and

If we are only to welcome here certain of

their ideals, and merely to give them a for-

mal placing in our midst, we miss the

terms of a genuine alliance with them. We
shall be great only if, starting with wnat
we are able to take .and appropriate of

their work, we produce results bearing true

and characteristic marks of our own, our

thought and purpose and meanings. It is

Corridor, Ferry Building
Folk's Design

superlative genius that wrought beside the

^Egean sea. But, with a classic concep-

tion, we need not, and must not, be mere

copyists. The fact that California, in its

natural induements, is a modern mate

for ancient Greece should remind us that

Greek humanity had its own and proper
and impartible character, and made

original strokes for the shaping of history.

fortunate that the undertaking cannot be-

completed at once, but will require per-

haps a generation perhaps more time.

This will give us opportunity to compre-
hend what the occasion demands and to

provide for the successful doing of it.

What is essential in our humanity in Cali-

fornia ought to be built into the walls of

our City of Education.



THE MAKING OF CITIZEN JACK TARS

How THE NAVY DEPARTMENT GAVE TO CALIFORNIA'S NAVAL RESERVES AN

INSIGHT INTO WHAT MIGHT BE EXPECTED OF THEM, SHOULD THEY

BE CALLED UPON TO TAKE THEIR PLACES AMONG

AMERICA'S SEA-GOING DEFENDERS

BY DOUGLAS WHITE

CALIFORNIA'S
Naval Reserves have

received from the Navy Department
an impetus which will prove of the

very greatest benefit to this branch of the

National Guard service. And the Reserves

have repaid the attention by showing to

the powers at Washington that away out

here on the Pacific Coast is a band of

strong, energetic lads who are ever anxious

to take up their country's cause upon the

high seas. There is no questioning the

fact that of all the Naval Militia organiza-
tions which have been given an opportu-

nity to show their caliber there is none
which exceeds that of the Golden State in

personality or efficiency. This must not

by any means be construed into a state-

ment that California's Reserves are per-

Captain Miller Watches the Target Practice

feet. There are lots of things for them
to learn, but eight days of sea-life have

given to the different divisions an insight
into ship's mystery which will form an ex-

cellent foundation for future studies and

consequent progression.
It all came about in this way: Wash-

ington desired to know exactly what kind
of a naval volunteer force California pos-
sessed ;

and in order to procure this infor-

mation the converted cruiser Badger was
ordered to embark each of the different

divisions for an eight days' cruise, during
which a course of instruction would be

applied which could not only permit of

the ship's officers making a complete re-

port on the efficiency of the force assem-

bled, but at the same time prove a valuable

kindergarten for the embryo Jack Tars.

To be sure, several of the divisions had

acquired considerable experience from

being quartered on board the old cruiser

Marion at San Francisco and the gun-boat
Pinta at San Diego; but the knowledge
thus gained was but superficial in* the ex-

treme, and it remained for a few days' life

aboard the Badger to instill into these colt

sailors an idea of what real duty at sea

meant.

Under these orders the Badger hove to

off Humboldt Bar on September 3d, and
received from the port tug four officers

and forty-four enlisted men from the

Eureka division, commanded by Lieuten-

ant C. Y. Otto. Steaming at once to San

Francisco, the cruiser anchored for a

night, and bright and early on September
5th, embarked fifty-four men from the

two San Francisco divisions and the sec-

tion of the engineer division which is as-

signed to the cruiser Marion. With these

divisions came six officers, Lieutenant

(Junior Grade) J. L. Emanuel, command-

ing the first division, and Lieutenant

(Junior Grade) T. S. Harloe, command-

ing the second division, while the engi-
neers were in charge of Ensign W. Speck.

This being the full assignment for the
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Navigator Griffin at the Compass

Badger's northern cruise, she steamed sea-

ward, and the Heads had not been passed
when school opened for both officers and
men. Among this hundred lads there may
have been a few who had left the shore

with an idea of making a yachting-trip
at Uncle Sam's expense; but fortunately
the majority had come aboard with an
earnest desire to acquire all the knowledge
possible in the few days which the Govern-
ment had set aside for their education. To
those who looked for a pleasure-trip there

was an immediate awakening, for a few

hours convinced them that in the navy
such a thing as a drone is not tolerated.

Kindness, patience, and consideration

marked every action of the Badger s offi-

cers who were for the time being trans-

formed into schoolmasters. But woe
indeed to the youngster who showed an

inclination to shirk or otherwise evade the

duties assigned to him !

From the first it was seen that the ar-

ranged programme included an unlimited

amount of instruction in the handling of

the ship's battery. Not that there was the

slightest neglect of the minor details which

pertain to the
"
shaking down " of a ship's

company, for there was ample instruc-

tion in all those matters, but it was plain
to be seen that the Government wished to

test the qualities of the Keserves as mate-
rial from which to evolve the "men be-
hind the guns." True indeed is it that
the modern Jackie has ceased to be a man
of the rigging and has become a deck-sail-
or in every sense. Instead of being
required to reef to'gallants or balance him-
self aloft in a howling gale, he must know
the details of modern armament down to

the most minute parts of the mechanism
which operates the guns. He must be
efficient in the mysteries of signaling, and,
most important, he must be able to shoot,

not with a wild, careless aim at short

range, but, aided by the most delicate

sights, he is required to train the largest
of the ship's ordnance with the precision
of a sharpshooter and at a range
which would have rendered most of the

great naval battles of history bloodless dis-

plays of the burning of powder. The first

test of qualification for the development
of a successful marksman is the aiming
drill, wherein each man is required to

bring a moving target into range over the

sights of a fixed rifle. This test is repeat-
ed three times, and the difference which
exists between the points at which the

moving bull's-eye has been declared by
the marksman to be in range, determines

the accuracy of his sighting powers. This
test is applied several times, and on the

general results are figured the possible

The Two Executives Awaiting Morning

Reports
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Captain Miller Studies San Diego from

the Badger's Bridge

value of the man's sighting power. This
test has proved itself almost infallible in

deciding a marksman's aim. It is seldom
that a man who shows poor results on this

test ever proves that he can successfully
train one of the

"
barkers

"
in the ship's

battery. For three days were the men of

the northern divisions occupied from dawn
till darkness with the various lines of in-

struction, in which the aiming drill and
the study of the mechanism of the ship's

battery formed an important part.
The morning of the fourth day found

the cruiser at anchor in Drake's Bay, and
there commenced the real sport of the
cruise. The battery was fitted with subcali-

ber barrels, and six targets floated, three
on either side of the ship. At these the
Reserves blazed away for the better part
of two days, until each man had been given
ten shots, upon which a close score was

kept. The result was especially gratifying,
for it proved that these northern divis-

ions contained a deal of good material,
which could be depended upon to do splen-
did service when it came to firing the guns
with full-service charges.

It had been intended to give to the
northern divisions a day of great-gun tar-

get practice, and with this end in view the

Badger steamed out to sea on the even-

ing of the fifth day. But the weather-man

evidently did not wish to have determined
the result as to what these blue-jackets
could do at great-gun practice, for down
came a fog which rendered navigation a

matter of guess-work. So when the Bad-

ger had steamed far enough north to bring
her off Humboldt Bar she was hove to, and,
with her kedge-anchor out, waited for the

fog to lift. No bearings could be taken,
and after two days' rolling in the heavy
swell a boat was dispatched shorewards to

find the ship's position. This showed that

she was to the northward of Eureka, and
the cruiser steamed back until the bell-

buoy was picked up at the entrance to the

harbor. Thus were the Eureka lads de-

prived of their chance at the firing of the

battery with service charges; but they
were made happy after a night of rolling
almost within sight of home when a tug
brought orders from Washington, upon
which Captain Miller took the Badger in-

side the harbor and landed the division

on the city front. To Eureka this call of

the Badger was particularly significant,
for she is by far the largest ship which has
ever entered the port. Her coming was

proof positive of the value of Eureka as a

harbor for the largest ships. Then, too,
she was bringing home the city's favorite

organization, and the welcome was parallel
to the people's joy. After but a few hours'

School of Officers at 3-pounder Gun, under

Naval Cadet Morrison
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An Official Group on the Bridge of the

Badger

stay, the Badger again got under way and
steamed for San Francisco. On the way
to the Golden Gate the ship was hove to

and an attempt made to give the San
Francisco divisions a chance at the great

guns, but hardly had a dozen shots been
fired before the incoming fog rendered tar-

get practice out of the question, so the

cruiser was headed in, and just at sundown
her crew of amateur tars was disembarked.

Well indeed had both officers and men
profited by the instruction given, for the

improvement could be seen on every hand.

In every sense had the first half of the

Badger's California cruise been a success.

Though disappointed at not being able, to

give these divisions target practice at the

great guns, Captain Miller and Executive

Officer Milton were both enthusiastic over

the improvement which their charges had

shown during their stay on board.

For the following three days the Badger
was at Mare Island coaling ship, and on

September 16th she steamed down to the

city preparatory to a start on her cruise

for the instruction of the southern divis-

ions of the Eeserves. At San Francisco

she embarked Lieutenant-Commander

Nerney, Executive Officer and Acting
Commander of the Reserves, with two

officers of the battalion staff. Besides this

she carried to the south, as a passenger and

guest of Captain Miller, Adjutant-General

Seamans, of the National Guard, who

wished to observe personally the develop-

ment of California's naval force.

After taking on stores for the subsist-

ence of the divisions to be embarked at

the southern ports, the Badger, on the

morning of September 17th, headed for

Santa Cruz. Hardly had her course been

shaped before the thickest kind of a fog,
which seemed to have been waiting for her

outside the Golden Gate, cut off the re-

motest possibility of picking up Santa
Cruz on that evening, as originally pro-

posed. Not until daylight of the 18th did

the mist lift sufficiently for the cruiser to

make an entrance into the bay; but once

inside there was no delay in embarking
the thirty-one men and two officers of that

division, under command of Lieutenant

Carl E. Lindsay.
Off to her next port sped Captain Mil-

ler's ship, and though constantly delayed

by more fogs, on the afternoon of Septem-
ber 19th the forty men under three officers,

commanded by Lieutenant (Junior Grade)
C. A. Hunt, were embarked at Santa Bar-

bara. The following day brought the

cruiser to San Diego, where she embarked
the last of her Reserve crew, in the shape of

seventy-eight men from the seamen's divis-

ion and that section of the engineer's divis-

ion assigned to the gun-boat Pinta. With
these came Lieutenant and Battalion Nav-

igator Thomas M. Shaw, Lieutenant Ros-

coe Howard, in command of the seamen's

division, Lieutenant Frank Van Yleck, in

command of the engineers, and three jun-
ior officers. It had been estimated that

the southern divisions would make a better

showing than the northern, in point of

Paymaster White, Lieut. (Jr. grade) Etnanuel,

Ensign Morrison, Lieut. (Jr. grade) Har-

loe, Ensign Kammerer
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numbers, but no one expected so large a

ship's company, yet there was room for

them, and plenty of work for them too.

With the cruiser's prow turned seaward the

work of organization'began, which was by
no means an easy undertaking, but under
the direction of Executive Officer Milton

of the Badger, assisted by Executive Offi-

cer Nerney of the Keserves, the men were

given stations, and on the following morn-

ing everything was in readiness for the

actual work of the cruise.

It was a busy ship's company which dur-

ing the next three days passed through the

ordeal of the rudiments of man-o'-wars-

men's work while the cruiser plowed her

way through the fog in search of enough

for the southern divisions to equal the

work of the men from the north at the

game of target practice, but equal it they
did, and a little better too on general aver-

ages.
Great was the general rejoicing when

the weather merchant dealt out a third

clear day in which to hold practice with

the great guns and the ship ran out to the

Coronado Islands where the target was
floated and the boom of the Badger's guns
told the San Diegans that their naval

militiamen were for the first time receiv-

ing experience on a real powder-burning
man-o'-war. Strange to say, among all

that crew of thoroughly green gunners
there was not even a touch of gun-fright,

A Midday Rest on the Forward Deck

clear weather for the carrying out of the
routine of target practice. Up and down
California's southern coast the Badger
steamed until it really seemed as if the fog
had set in to be a permanent attachment.
At last Captain Miller became desperate
and headed south with a determination to

proceed in that direction until he found
clear weather, even if he had to run all the
distance to Magdalena Bay. But this did
not become necessary, for just as the ship
was at the end of Uncle Sam's domains
there was a general clearing up, and with
her anchor down in front of Coronado the
cruiser lay while for two days her guns
popped at subcaliber practice. The officers

had thought that it would not be possible

the five-inch guns being handled with as

little trepidity as if they were revolvers,
and as for the three-pounders, why they
were only child's play to the youngsters as

the shells churned the sea into foam around
the target. It seemed as if the mania for

naval gunnery had seized every officer and
man aboard the ship, for there was a con-

stant request for just one more shot even

after +^e regulation amount had been

expended. Even the Adjutant-General of

the State caught the fever and braced him-
self firmly as he planted five shots close

up to the target. The old proposition of

the proximity to the mark being a safe

place when the militia is shooting was

wiped out that day, for when the object of
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the attack from the Badger's guns was

brought in, its wings showed many punc-
tures from pieces of broken shell, while

through one of them was the clear-cut

track of a five-inch shell. It was not de-

termined as to who sighted the gun which
did the damage, but as it was some one
from the southern divisions the glory was
divided around in equal proportions.

It was a cheery company aboard the

cruiser when she ran back into the bay that

evening and anchored off Coronado Beach,

cheery over its success, not alone in the
work with the guns, but in every depart-
ment of instruction since the embarka-
tion of the first man.
Then followed the day for examination

of both officers and men, to learn the ex-

tent of the benefit which had been derived

from the routine of instruction. Upon this

examination, which followed the work of

both cruises, a board of survey, appointed
by Captain Miller, filed a detailed report

upon the efficiency of officers and men.
The men from every division, north and

south, had worked like beavers, and it is

more than likely that the reports filed will

tell the Department at Washington that

in the Naval Eeserve of California it has

a force which would prove of unlimited

value in case an occasion arose which
would demand its services. As to the of-

ficers of the entire battalion, their general

efficiency was all along a matter of com-
ment. There is much to be remedied, par-

ticularly in the matter of the discipline
which they enforce among their com-

mands; but the officers of the navy are

lenient enough to understand that it is

next to an impossibility to maintain perfect

ship's discipline among volunteer militia-

men. These officers of the Eeserve entered

with a will upon what was really to them a

tedious round of duty. Not only did they
stand over their men while at drill, but

they were also divided into watches, each

officer accompanying one of the Badger's
officers in the daily routine. Then, too,

there were schools of navigation, signal-

ing, and ordnance, all of which filled in the

hours until there was little time for rest.

It is safe to say that not one of the officers

of the Keserves left the cruiser without ab-

sorbing a volume of information which

will be extremely useful to him in the

handling of his command.

Following the examinations, came the

disembarking of the San Diego divisions,
which was preceded by an informal ad-

dress from Captain Miller, in which he

complimented all the divisions on their

personality and general deportment aboard

ship. Then the officers of the Eeserve pre-
sented to Captain Miller, Executive Officer

Milton, and the officers of the Badger a

set of resolutions which clearly stated

their appreciation of the knowledge which

they had gleaned from the cruise, and

heartily thanked the captain and his offi-

cers for their patience and consideration.

It was a fitting tribute to a group of navy
officers who had for several weeks strug-

gled to instill into California's amateur
Jackies the first rudiments 'necessary to the

success of an organization founded on
naval lines.

Then San Diego's divisions left the ship,
and after a night spent in the harbor the

Badger steamed northward, landing the

Santa Barbara lads on the day following.
The Santa Cruz division was the last to

leave, on October 29th, and that evening
the cruiser passed through the Golden

Gate, her work as a training ship finished.

The value of the knowledge gleaned by her

amateur crews on these California cruises

cannot be estimated, but it will be of still

greater value if upon this foundation can

be built a still higher education instilled

by a succession of such schools of instruc-

tion.

What all this attention to the Naval
Eeserves of the different States means
can only be surmised, for the ways of

Washington Departments are beyond the

ken of ordinary laymen. Certain it is

that there have already been plans laid for

the formation of a great national organiza-

tion, formed somewhat on the lines of

England's Naval Eeserve. Should this

materialize, the present State organiza-
tions would form a magnificent nucleus

around which to weave the complete fab-

ric. At any rate, it is evident from the

thoroughness with which the Eeserve of

each State has been investigated that the

Government wishes to be fully informed as

to what it has on hand in the way of

amateur sailors. The report of the Board

of Survey on California will tell a story of

which the State need not be ashamed, and

besides, many improvements will be sug-
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gested in which the Government's aid is

a necessity. That these improvements
will be inaugurated there is little doubt,
and thus encouraged, both officers and
men will not hesitate to do their level best

not only to maintain the present stand-

ard, but to improve with each succeeding

period of instruction. California's citi-

zen soldiers have carved out a place in
the Nation's history, and now her citizen

sailors have successfully stood a first test

of their ability, which will mark the Gold-
en State as productive of every class of

defensive patriots.

THE COMING RACE

I
SEE them faintly, o'er the misty hills,

The sons and daughters of the Time-to-be,

With grave, sweet faces bending lovingly,

And voices making music soft, that fills

Our weary air with tender, heart-glad thrills
;

Their eyes serene and calm as those who see

Visions of Heaven and angel-purity.

In their strong souls no dread of earthly ills.

And on their tranquil brows a fearless scorn

Of all that trample Truth and Justice low,

And make the frail and helpless weeping go.

And in their hands they carry lilies white,

Emblem of charity to all men born.

O, haste thy feet, and bring the new day's light !

Josephine Raymond.



SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF THE RED CROSS
SOCIETY OF SAN FRANCISCO

By courtesy of the OVERLAND MONTHLY, the reports of the Second Annual Meeting of the San Francisco Red Cross

Society are here .-presented. MRS. JOHN F. MERRILL, President, Miss ANNA W. BEAVER, Secretary.

At the Anoual Meeting, October 7th, the

following officers were elected: President,

Mrs. John F. Merrill; First Vice-President,

Miss Anna Beaver; Second Vice-President,

Mrs. F. G. Sanborn; Third Vice-President,

Mrs. I. Lowenberg; Fourth Vice-President,

Mrs. George H. Buckingham; Treasurer, W.
B. Harrington; Recording Secretary, Mrs.

Edwin Breyfogle; Corresponding Secretary,

Mrs. Charles W. Slack.

Executive Board: Mrs. John F. Mer-

rill, Mrs. Willard B. Harrington, Miss Anna
W. Beaver, Mrs. L. L. Dunbar, Mrs. I.

Lowenberg, Mrs. C. W. Slack, Mrs. James

Elder, Mrs. Arthur Cornwall, Mrs. Wendell

Easton, Mrs. A. S. Hubbard, Mrs. W. H.

Mills, Mrs. Henry Martinez, Mrs. J. G. Clark,

Mrs. H. B. Freeman, Mrs. Louis Sloss, Mrs.

W. R. Smedberg, Miss Carrie Gwin, Mrs.

Agnes W. Flint, Mrs. Geo. H. Buckingham,
Mrs. Robert Mackenzie, Mrs. Edwin S. Brey-

fogle, Mrs. W. P. Shaw, Mrs. J. F. Loosley,

and Mrs. F. G. Sanborn.

PRESIDENT'S SECOND ANNUAL
REPORT.

Few of us thought a year ago that another

annual meeting of the Red Cross Society
would find our country still involved in war;
but unfortunately for us and our institutions,

this most harassing, perplexing, and irritat-

ing conflict is still upon us, with no prospect

of a speedy peace. Through all this trying

year we of the Red Cross have felt with ever

deeper conviction, that so long as our sol-

diers are passing back and forth through
our gates, we too cannot lay down our

arms, for there must always be something
that we can do for those who are doing so

much for us across the seas.

Since our organization, seventeen months

ago, our society has passed through many
changes in its work; but in spite of changes
we cannot but believe that time has brought
a concentration of effort and an element of

permanence that will grow stronger as the

years go on. The conviction of the stability

of the society and the importance of its work
has been deepened by the ever-growing ap-

preciation of its activities that has been

expressed not only by the public at large,

but by the Government authorities, whose

good will we have endeavored so strenuously
to obtain. At first viewed with a sort of

good-natured tolerance by the heads of de-

partments where we sought to make our-

selves useful, we have come to be considered

as allies, and in all humility we may say
that our assistance is now asked for where
it was formerly only endured.

Colonel Greenleaf, Medical Inspector, has

done us the honor of asking for a conference

with our Board, and has given us some valu-

able suggestions. Colonel Girard volunteers

his aid in co-operating with us in any way
which will further the relief of soldiers dis-

charged from the hospital, and within a few

days the honor conferred upon the society

by the Association of Military Surgeons, in

the election of your President as correspond-

ing member, is further proof of the good
estimation in which we are held. In view

of this support it behooves us to be most

careful in our criticisms of the methods of

the Government, and although at times it

may seem to us that individuals suffer from

neglect or delay, we must remember that It

is our province to suggest but never too

strongly to insist.

During the year, instead of the busy work-

shop at No. 16 Post Street, of the hospitality

at the Ferry, of the hospital and diet-kitchen

work at the Presidio, the routine of the soci-

ety has settled upon the work of transport-

ing sick and helpless soldiers to their

homes, and of maintaining reading-rooms at

the Presidio, where the men are welcome
from early morn till dewy eve, and often

royally entertained during the evening

through the courtesy and kindness of our

friend and co-worker, Chaplain Macomber.

If anything stands out pre-eminently in our

work it is faithfulness faithfulness to every

duty imposed. From Chairman down to the

end of the line, closest attention has been

paid to detail, discipline, and order. Our

Transportation Committee Mrs. Sanborn,

Mrs. Cornwall, Mrs. Loosley, and Mrs. Shaw
deserves our keenest appreciation and our

heartiest thanks. A constant striving for

better and more efficient methods has

marked their work from the beginning. I

am very sure if medals were in order, theirs

should be of gold.
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The change of headquarters from the State
office to Union-Square tent, at the request ol

the Citizens' Committee, has been of advan-

tage to us in providing a sunny and comfort-
able place for the many men who come to

our committee to be sent to their homes.

Employment has been found for some, and
the men have much enjoyed the comforts

provided by the tent.

The faithful manager of the tent work ar

the Presidio, Mrs. Scott, deserves more than

passing mention. In sunshine and in rain
she has steadily been at her post for

almost a year. The courage and fortitude of

the soldier is hers, and her reward is that

she has not only brought comfort to thou-

sands through her work, but has herself

grown strong and well in the service.

With an aching sorrow comes the thought
that our most deeply-loved friend and work-
er in the society, Mrs. Henry Gibbons, will

meet with us no more, she who so loved

and gloried in the Red Cross work! She
served faithfully through the rush of the

great work of 1898. Idolized by her family,

respected and loved by all who knew her,

her loss will be ever unceasingly felt where
work is to be done and loving and faithful

workers sought. Farewell, sweet sister! thy
gentle winsomeness hath made us love thee,

and in thy going
"
Hope sees a star, and

listening Love can hear the rustling of a

wing."
We mourn also the loss of a brave man and

friend of the Red Cross, Colonel John D.

Miley, who died in Manila while serving the

country he loved so well. Our society gave
Colonel Miley the first hundred dollars to-

ward starting a library for the soldiers in the

Philippines. It was his earnest wish to raise

five thousand dollars for this work. Can we
not make this library a monument to him
who gave his life for his country?
The lesson of our common ties and duties

needs constant repetition and bears empha-

sizing to-day. The mantle of responsibility

has fallen upon us. Shall we wear it? To
be helpful is a great privilege; and are we
not blessed of women, that we may stand

with arms out-stretched to help brave boys,

urging them to look forward, not backward,
to trust the future, and not forget the duties

of the present. Hugo has said,
" Influence is

the greatest of all human gifts," and surely

this is our time to exert the strength that is

in us for the help of those who need it so
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sorely. If as individuals we can learn as

well as teach something of the joys of ser-

vice and the beauty of sacrifice, we shall

make our lives full, and though the world
should pass us by, we shall be rich in mem-
ories and associations in the joy of living,

and in hope for the future. With our

motto,
"
Neutrality, Humanity," our for-

mula,
" Lend a Hand," the true spirit of the

Red Cross principles may stand as an epi-

tome of the new chivalry of the twentieth

century.

To our friends, the Regular Army officials

General Shafter, Colonel Long, Colonel

Freeman, Major Thompson, Colonel For-

wood, Colonel Girard and his assistants

we give our heartfelt thanks for the assist-

ance rendered. To the "
California Red

Cross," the parent organization under whose
care we have developed and whose encour-

agement has stimulated us to ever-increasing

usefulness as a society, we are most grate-

ful.

To the Associated Charities and their rep-

resentative, Mrs. Flint, a special word is due

for personal interest, systematic work, and

honest investigation. We renew our thanks

to this well-ordered society for their help-

fulness and intelligent service so cordially

rendered.

We are grateful to the press of our city

.for hearty co-operation on every occasion,

and valuable space in their journals.

To my officers and splendid Board of work-

ers; to our honored Treasurer, Mr. Harring-

ton, whose services have been untiring; to

my esteemed Vice-President, Miss Beaver,

under whose fostering care the Society was
so capably managed during my long ab-

sence, I must acknowledge a debt of grati-

tude for constant, devoted, and efficient

service. They have upheld my hands and

made it possible for the work of this society

to be known all over our glorious land. To
them and to the host of members who wear
the badge of membership my warmest
thanks are due.

It is with deep regret we learn that our

honored member, Mrs. W. R. Eckart, cannot
be induced to continue the office of Secretary

during the coming year. She has given of

herself, faithfully and constantly, and

through the rush of the early part of our

work, when meetings were held weekly,

sometimes daily, and everything was of
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necessity hurriedly done, her clear and con-

cise statements of facts were always to be

relied upon. In addition to her laborious

work of Secretary during the summer of

1898, she was found in her office daily, keep-

ing accounts, interviewing a constant stream

of anxious inquirers, and in fact keeping all

the threads of our society together.

To our Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. De

Greayer, who worked early and late during

the beginning of this unique and fascinating

work, we also render our gratitude and

praise. We shall miss these devoted work-

ers from our ranks. Our generals are com-

mended for bravery and faithfulness in the

field; shall we not commend these faithful

officers, who have walked so softly and mod-

estly, and yet have rendered such valuable

service?

In closing, let me strike the key-note for

our new year's work: Let " Patience and

Faithfulness
" be our watchword, and our

formula still be " Lend a Hand."

Respectfully submitted,

MARY S. MERRILL.

SECRETARY'S SECOND ANNUAL
REPORT.

Madame President and Members: It is with

pleasure that your Secretary submits to you
a r6sum6 of the work accomplished by the

Red Cross Society of San Francisco during
the past twelve months.

Immediately after the annual meeting the

President left for the East to take a much-
needed rest, and was absent between three

and four months. During this period the

First Vice-President, Miss Beaver, was Act-

ing President. The remaining Vice-Presi-

dents shared with her the onerous duties of

the office and ably assisted her in carrying
on the work in the different departments.
The various committees in existence at the

time of the last annual meeting continued

their labors as long as there was need, and
too much cannot be said of the splendid
work done by them.

Toward the close of 1898, with the depar-
ture of the last transport, it became apparent
that it was no longer advisable to keep open
the supply depot at No. 16 Post Street, which
for so many months had been the scene of

such great activity, under the very efficient

management of Mrs. Theo. E. Smith. On
November 5th this department was closed.

Whatever supplies were left over were,

through the courtesy of the State society,

stored in the room very kindly provided for

use of the Red Cross Society by Messrs.

Walcom & Hoppe, at No. 404 Sutter Street.

The last week at No. 16 Post Street was a

busy one. Aside from packing and shipping

the usual Red Cross supplies sent out on

each transport, over six hundred Christmas

packages were received, packed and for-

warded to Manila.

The society continued supplying each

transport that sailed with the long list of

articles necessary for the comfort of sick

men en route, until the last regiment of vol-

unteers was on its way to Manila. All goods

purchased for shipment, as well as all mate-

rials for bandages and comfort-bags, and in

fact everything supplied to the soldiers by
the Red Cross Society, were selected by Mrs.

W. R. Smedberg, Purchasing Committee,
who since the organization of the society

has filled that office most satisfactorily.

Up to the time the work in the supply

department ceased, 16,888 comfort-bags had

been made and distributed, 1,666 letters writ-

ten, 305 lunch-baskets filled, 22,098
" Tommy

Atkins "
distributed, besides countless num-

bers' of books and papers. Added to this

73,761 bandages of different descriptions

were provided for use of regiments leaving

for Manila.

Since work stopped at the supply depot,

the making and distribution of comfort-bags
has still gone on, 5,146 having been given out

since. Of this number 3,730 were made and
filled with necessary articles to make them

complete, by this society. The remaining

1,416 came to us from auxiliary societies,

and were filled by us.

Another important branch of the work,
which was closed late in the autumn,
was the Ferry Red Cross room, in charge of

Mrs. I. Lowenberg, Chairman of the Hospi-

tality Committee, aided by an able corps of

willing assistants. Early and late this com-

mittee was at its post, dispensing good cheer

to soldiers coming and going, and to those

encamped here who sought rest and refresh-

ment after wandering about the streets in

search of amusement. Here they found

reading matter and stationery at their dis-

posal, and enjoyed the quiet and peaceful

atmosphere of the place where they were

always welcome. Mrs. Lowenberg' s final re-

port shows that 81,429 soldiers were enter-
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tained and provided with lunches by her

committee.

The diet tent, which was established just

before the last annual meeting, remained

open until the middle of November. It was
in charge of Mrs. Geo. H. Buckingham and
her committee. During its existence 3,406

meals were served to men too ill to eat the

rations provided by the Government, and
not ill enough to be in the hospital.

The closing of the diet tent was immedi-

ately followed by the opening of the Red
Cross reading-room in the Division Hospital.

Major Ebert, then in charge, placed a large

room in that building at the disposal of the

society. It was fitted up and supplied with

books, newspapers, magazines, games, and a

piano, and became at once a favorite resort

of the soldiers. Mrs. A. W. Scott, assisted

by Mrs. J. W. Elder and Miss Cecelia Burke

was placed in charge.

Toward the close of April, Mrs. Scott was
notified by Major Mathews, who had sue

ceeded Major Ebert, that owing to the need

of more space in the hospital for sick men

returning from Manila, it would be neces-

sary for the reading-room to be vacated.

The Presidio authorities having readily

granted our request for space, a tent was

erected capable of accommodating nearly

500 men, and containing 350 chairs. As

many as twenty thousand sheets of paper

and eight thousand envelopes have been dis-

tributed in a week, the men furnishing their

own postage. In addition to the large read-

ing-tent, we have a writing-tent in the

casual encampment and also in the Engi-

neers' quarters, which are supplied with

writing materials, as well as every ward in

the Division Hospital.

Mrs. Scott has been untiring in her zeal to

make the tent a veritable home to the boys.

Chaplain Macomber has lent his efforts and

his presence to the work, and the society

owes him a debt of gratitude for his co-oper-

ation. During the illness of Chaplain Ma-

comber, Chaplain Miller rendered great

service to the committee in charge.

Miss Burke, the Postal Committee, con-

tinued the distribution of postal-cards up to

the first of February, at which time there

had been given out 46,495 postals and twen-

ty-two gross of pencils.

The Executive Committee, with the con-

sent of the surgeon in charge at Division

Hospital, decided last fall to employ a cook

at that place to prepare delicate and nourish-

ing food for the invalids confined there.

Many of the men no doubt owe their recov-

ery to this fact. The cook was employed for

six months, until March, at an expense of

sixty dollars a month.

Since the Volunteers began to return, the

work of the Discharged Soldiers Committee
has assumed such proportions that it entails

long hours and hard work. Mrs. F. G. San-

born, Chairman, and her faithful co-workers,
Mrs. Arthur Cornwall, Mrs. John Loosley,
and Mrs. W. P. Shaw, assist the discharged
men in securing the lowest rates of trans-

portation over the most convenient routes to

their homes, and see that they are provided
with means of subsistence during their jour-

ney. A visit to Union-Square tent at any
hour of the day will convince one of the

magnitude of the work being done by this

committee.

The last report of the Hospital Visiting

Committee was rendered on December 1,

1898, by Mrs. Florence Moore, Visitor to St.

Luke's, and shows that during the six

months ending at that time, forty soldiers

were cared for at that place, aggregating
840 days' treatment.

Since the opening of the new Mt. Zion

Hospital, a bed in that institution has been

placed at the disposal of the Red Cross Soci-

ety free of charge, and we make grateful

acknowledgment of same.

Subscriptions in small amounts have been

received from time to time during the year:

but the expenses being in excess of the re-

ceipts, our treasury is fast becoming deplet-

ed. The very generous gift of fifteen hun
dred dollars from the Market-Street Railway
Company, which came to us so opportunely
in August, was most gratefully received.

The Red Cross Scrap-Book, arranged by
Mrs. A. S. Hubbard, is replete with interest-

ing items clipped from the newspapers, dat-

ing from the first movement toward the

organization of the Red Cross Society of San

Francisco up to the present time, and it will

be of greater interest as the years roll by.

We are indebted to Mrs. Hubbard for her

painstaking work in this connection.

At the executive meeting of August 4th,

the following amendment to the Constitution

was passed:

The annual dues of members of the Red
Cross Society of San Francisco shall be one

dollar, payable the first Saturday in October.
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The society is under obligations to the Entertainment,

Citizens' Executive Committee for many M.SS HamUn's Scnool... 480 65

courtesies, not the least of which was the H A Ellis Q M Pac
erection of a Red Cross stand at Sansome Mail S. S. Co 18 35

and Market Streets for use of officers and Interest,

members to witness the parade on the oeea-
j^vgg

* Loan Sooety 37 63

sion of the return of California's heroes from Market st Railway Co. . 1,500 00

active service in the Philippines. Members and monthly

To Mrs. Hearst we owe our thanks for the subscribers 94 80

Illuminated Red Cross placed on the Emm - * *; ;

iner Building on the night of the parade. Post street Tent 34 85

To the Southern Pacific Company, the Red Cross Society,

Santa F6 and all connecting lines, and to the Jamestown, S. D zO 00

Oregon Railway and Navigation Company ^ Wjjtoj^.
-

;

86 41

the society is deeply indebted for special petaluma, Cal 1200
rates of transportation granted for dis- Visalia, Cal 10 00

charged men. Raffle, Fan, Mr. McCann

Colonel Long very kindly placed the trans- Miss Zeile 25

$ 3>982 71

port City of PueUa at the disposal of the soci-

ety on the occasion of the return of the First $23,140 54

California Regiment, thus making it possible Total Cash as above $23,140 51

for us to be among the first to welcome them DISBURSEMENTS.

thanks are due to the Pacific Tele- ^^"fd S ld'erS

phone and Telegraph Company for franks Associated Charities $1,406 55

to the amount of twenty-five dollars. Transportation Corn-

To Drs. Regensberger, Carolan, Dorr, panics 1,400 74

Lorini, and Worth, we are under very great ^a'rd, tc^. ^ 1,669 42
obligations for the care of sick men under Cal state

*

Re^'

'

'cross

our charge, and to the Polyclinic we are Ass'n 4,050 00

deeply indebted for many prescriptions gra- Cook
> Division Hospital. . 360 00

Col. Miley, for cir. library
tuitously filled. Manila . 100 00
The society desires to thank the press of Drugs 1,062 93

the city for supplying daily papers for the Dry goods, clothing, boots

reading-tent. They have added greatly to and snoes ! 229 48

the interest of the p.ace. *SSS^^f SM!
To all the willing workers who have in any ($621.00) 1,394 44

measure contributed to the success of the First Batt. Cal. Heavy,
past year's work and the glorious results U. S. V 250 00

achieved we are truly grateful. Fo^^tentB,
mat-

^ ^
Respectfully submitted, Groceries, canned goods,

MRS. W. R. ECKART, Secretary. provisions, etc 1,783 89

San Francisco, October 7, 1899. Hospitality Committee. . 1,105 33

Hardware, wooden ware,

TREASURER'S ANNUAL REPORT. j^j' .['.'.[\[[['.[[['.','.',',\ 283 80

(Twelve months, ending September 30, 1899.) Post Street Tent 438 00

October 1, 1898. Balance Red Cross Diet and
cash this date $19,157 83 Reading Tents, Presidio 1,635 66

Red Cross Society, Los
Cash received as follows:

Angeles . 219 18
Advances returned by dis- Rev. O. C. Miller. ....... 275 00
charged soldiers $ 561 23 18,974 81

Butchers' Board of Trade 100 00
Col. J. R. Berry, account Oct. 1, 1899 Balance Cash $ 4,165 73
Seventh Regiment Cali-

fornia Volunteers 419 18 Respectfully submitted,

Miss Dora B. Dixon, per WILLARD B. HARRINGTON,
Mrs. Louis Sloss 39 00 Treasurer.
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THE growing inclination

Millionaire among American multi-

Gifts millionaires to turn their

and Sociology
fortunes to account for

great public benefactions

has a significant sociological bearing. In

other times wealth has been subject to no

end of appeals for miscellaneous charities,

and has often responded with indiscriminate

alms-giving. The claims of the poor upon
the generosities of the rich have been popu-

larly adjudged sound and just. Accordingly,

the man or the woman who gave bounte-

ously to relieve the hungry, the unclad, and

the shelterless have been praised while liv-

ing and eulogized after death. Their numer-

ous and scattered beneficiaries have been

supposed to build shrines for them in their

hearts and to cherish their memories with

loving gratitude.

To-day, the successful builders of'fortunes

are less susceptible to appeals for eleemosyn-

ary gifts, and are far more disposed to be-

stow their wealth for general and public

benefactions. This is a hopeful sign of the

times. The traditional system of charities

has been practically a failure. That is, while

relieving immediate distresses, it has not

fostered the growth of sturdy, prdvident, re-

liant humanity. Its principle is wrong, its

results consequently disappointing and baf-

fling. The new order of princely generosity

aims at a wise administration of its surplus

wealth in the interests of public and impar-

tial good. It seeks to provide open oppor-

tunities for the whole people, with no bar

against any comer. It is singularly and sig-

nificantly democratic in its spirit, with no

apparent prejudice in favor of its own class,

the rich, and with no patronizing condescen-

sion, in most instances, toward the poor.

This is proved with special force, in Amer-

ica, by the fact that the munificent bene-

factions of our time are so generally devoted

to some form of education. Perhaps the most

conspicuous examples of late years are seen

in California with its Lick, Cogswell and

Wilmerding schools, the founding and en-

dowment of Stanford, Mrs. Hearst's and

Miss Flood's gifts to the University of Cali-

fornia, and the generosities of Mr. Carnegie
in behalf of some of our public libraries. All

these bestowments aim at one and the same

thing the intellectual development and dis-

cipline of the whole people. They are not

strictly in the nature of charities, but ex-

pressions rather of a magnanimous public

spirit. They mean, first and foremost, that

if humanity is really to be lifted up, the pri-

mary condition is general enlightenment. It

is quite clearly seen and acknowledged that

alms-giving, on the old plan, will not work
social regeneration. If this is to come at

all, it will be by the increase and dissem-

ination of verified knowledge, and by that

liberation of thought, that tempering of the

passions, and that harmonization of wills

that may come from the disciplines of edu-

cation and the earnest, conscientious and un-

tiring pursuit of truth.

It is immeasurably better that our million-

aires should rear such institutions as they

are to-day everywhere founding and espous-

ing than that they should sell all that they

have and scatter gold coins among the poor.

In the latter case they would but throw their

money into the sea. But by doing as they

are moved to do to-day, they are opening
wide doors to all the people and are thus

hopefully laying the conditions which prom-
ise to lead to an intelligent and rational so-

lution of all our sociological problems.

THE Muse, peaceful for-

The Muse sooth in times of peace,

and never fails to impart mar

the War tial inspirations to the sing-

ers of the world in a day
of war. From many a poet, doubtless, we
shall hear the wild note of conflict while

the blood of Englishman and Boer reddens

the River Vaal. With the first strokes of the

war, Swinburne in England and Joaquin

Miller in California have promptly volun-

teered on opposite sides. They carry no

military rifles, have no sabers strapped to

their sides, and are separated by an ocean

and a continent; but nevertheless they are

face to face with each other in the conflict

now raging in South Africa. The well-worn
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adage is that " the pen is mightier than the

sword;" but so far as reported, the confer-

ence at The Hague did not discuss the feasi-

bility of an international injunction against

the pen as a weapon of modern warfare.

Hence this championship of the mighty,

with steel of Gillott's and of Esterbrook's

fashioning. That we may compare their

blades and the manner in which they sever-

ally flash them aloft, we give below the war
sonnet of Swinburne and the last two verses

of Miller's poem, as published in the San
Francisco Call:

Patience, long sick to death, is dead. Too
long

Have sloth and doubt and treason bidden us
be

What Cromwell's England was not when the
sea to him

Bore witness, given of Blake, how strong
She stood; a commonweal that brooked no

wrong
From foes less vile than men, like wolves

set free;
Whose war is waged, where none may fight

or flee,

With women and with weanlings. Speech
and song

Lack utterance now for loathing since we
hear.

Foul tongues that blacken God's dishonored

name,
With prayers turned curses and with praise

found shame,
Deny the truth whose witness now draws

near.
To scourge these dogs, agape with jaws

afoam,
Down out of life, strike England, and strike

home. Swinburne.

Defend God's house! Let fall the crook.
Draw forth the plowshare from the sod

And trust, as in the holy Book
The sword of Gideon and of God:

God and the right! enough to fight
A million regiments of wrong.

Defend! nor count what comes of it.

God's battle bides not with the strong:
Her pride must fall. Lo, it is writ!

Her gold, her grace, how stanch she fares!
Fame's wine-cup pressing her proud lips--

Her checkerboard of battle squares
Rimmed round by steel-built battle-ships!

And yet meanwhiles ten thousand miles
She seeks ye out. Well, welcome her!

Give her such welcome with such will
As Boston gave in battle's whir

That red, dread day at Bunker Hill.

Joaquin Miller.

Whatever may be the outcome of the
South African struggle, California cau

easily claim a triumph for its poet in the

matter of war-inspired verse.

AMIDST the clash of po-
An litical contest, it is cheering

Expanding to notice that the two lead-

Horizon inS candidates for the may-
oralty in San Francisco

are entirely agreed on one point the sur-

passing opportunity of their city, and with

it of the Pacific Coast, for commercial

achievements and for civic greatness. It is

in view of the new open doors for unprece-

dented progress that Mayor Phelan says:

San Francisco is young. She wants to be

progressive. She is eager. Let no relics of

the past stand in her way. We have cast
off our swaddling clothes. We have donned
a new dress. Let us not be like the miser
who starves beside his treasure. Let us have
the courage and confidence of a young city,

to work and go ahead, and, secure in our

future, we are bound to succeed.

The Republican candidate, Mr. Davis, is of

a like hopefulness as regards the prospects

of this western metropolis. He says:

Trade is destined to increase to an amount
we can have to-day no imagination of, and
with it our city will grow, and if we are
wise and if under this new charter we are
able to provide just and economical and
wise government, I think the wildest im-

agination of any man here will fail to realize

the possibilities of the future of San Fran-
cisco. Let us then be up and doing. Let
us provide wise government and sound laws.
Let us see that the city is kept in the right
and the sound course; and with an honest
primary and good citizens taking an interest
in the new charter and a sound and econom-
ical government, the increasing foreign
trade bringing millions of wealth into our
coffers, I see in the future San Francisco

marching forward with the front rank or

modern great municipalities.

This confidence in the future of the Pa-

cific Coast and its cities seems to be shared

by nearly all our prominent men in both

political and business circles. Indeed, the

conviction is very general among the people
that this Sierra slope is destined to be a new
center of world-trade and of unique and

triumphant realizations of civilized progress.

If these expectations are not cast beyond
the lines of probability, we shall be able to

make a new try, under advantageous con-

ditions not hitherto enjoyed, for human re-

sults worthy of the setting in which Nature
has placed us. We shall not be so hampered
by the traditional drifts of human movement
as a long-established community would be

in endeavoring to revive its fortunes and
outdo its past. We stand in a commanding
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place between the backbone of the American
continent and the shore-lines of Asia. What
lies between is as a whole a practically un-

developed world. Somewhere in this unex-

ploited world is the probable modern meet-

ing-place of all the great nations. Africa

and Asia may 'be the continental fields for

their diplomatic struggles or armed con-

flicts; but the sea-power of the world is

most likely to be determined in the waters

of the Pacific. We shall find ourselves in

the midst of a splendid series of interna-

tional movements and maneuvers for su-

premacy, political and commercial. It is an
outlook big with possibilities for the devel-

opment of a hardy, keen-sighted, alert and

enterprising race of men on this coast who
shall play a world-part in the developments
of the fast-approaching new century.

It behooves us therefore to encourage in

ourselves very broad views as regards meas-

ures and procedures both in the control of

our municipalities and the conduct of our

Pacific States. What we do here may yet
have a determining influence far beyond our

border lines, and contribute to a human
story such as has never heretofore been
told.

THE OVERLAND has
The Reviv- shared in the universal in-

ing of terest attaching to the

Architecture project for a consistent,

harmonious and magnifi-

cent architectural home for California's

chief educational institution the University
at Berkeley. We ought not to miss one

great thought in connection with this matter;

namely, that we have an opportunity to

serve not merely our own esthetic delecta-

tion and the fame of the State, in carrying

out the project, but the greater cause of

architecture as an art in the modern world.

If we may trust some of the more competent
critics this supreme art has lost its vitality

in late centuries, and languishes now for

want of an adequate inspiration. The mind
of the world has changed its attitude in the

modern era, and misses from its horizon

those motives which operated from the

twelfth to the seventeenth centuries to cover

Europe with architectural glories. There is

no better statement of the facts, perhaps,

and of the philosophy of them, than that-

given by Clarence Cook, as follows:

Times are changed, and the zeal that once
burned to build churches for the glory of

God, the love of art that delighted to adorn
them, are grown cold and stir not men any
more. For nearly three hundred years not
a single building has been erected in Eu-
rope or anywhere that has a single claim to

admiration, or would occasion the least re-

gret by its loss except on grounds of con-
venience or utility. This could not have
been said of any three centuries, nor of any
one century, that elapsed between the build-

ing of the pyramids and the close of the six-

teenth century of our era. During all that

unrolling of centuries architecture was a
living art, employing man's highest skill and
covering the earth with beautiful and stately
buildings. It is often brought as a reproach
that man has long ceased to take delight in

architecture. But while we may regret the

fact, it is useless to mourn over it, and in-

fidelity to man to argue from it that he is on
the road to hopeless degradation. We are

living in an era of revolution as striking and
momentous as the race has ever seen, and
man's faculties are everywhere busy with
the pressing needs of the time. It may be
well to remember that the triumphs of ar-

chitecture have been won in building
churches for a worship that was suited to
the infancy of our civilization; in building
palaces for rulers who subjected their peo-
ple's bodies as the church subjected their

minds; and in other structures suited to so-

cial and political conditions that have passed
away, apparently forever. The race is

everywhere in fermentation, and when it

has settled down in the new order which
will surely come out of chaos, the building
instinct and the delight in building which
are a part of the nature of man will once
more take up the task, and Architecture will

be born again.

Now, we venture the affirmation that here

on the westernmost shore of the Western

WorFd a new and adequate motive for en-

thusiasm for the old and splendid art has

come to light. We do not admit that religion

itself is utterly dead or hopelessly enervated;

but religion has certainly had its supreme
day in the rearing of architectural gran-

deurs, and can hardly turn again to that oc-

cupation, achieving again an equal success.

Education, however, has taken mighty hold

on the modern mind, and is almost univer-

sally in mastery of the thoughts and aspira-

tions of the people of these times. Under
the stimulus of the scientific pursuits, and
the importunate desire for practical knowl-

edge with a view to the conquest of nature,

modern universities are coming to be as

crowded as were the ecclesiastic schools of

the middle ages; and even the common
schools of this time draw to themselves

nearly all the children of our populations.

Here is a new supreme interest for the mind
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of man, one out of which motives arise which

seem destined to be as forcible and control-

lirig as any that have hitherto appealed to

the race. They are beginning to direct the

aspirations of a large and enlarging propor-

tion of our youth, to engage the services of

a growing army of noble educators, and to

command the munificence of wealth to pro-

vide for their satisfaction.

In what is happening, then, in connection

with the University of California, we find a

hint as to the future of Architecture. Here,

in the paramount interest of education, is to

be found that capital inspiration which shall

make this glorious art alive again. It be-

hooves California to attain to the distinc-

tion of leading the way in this nineteenth

century renaissance. Henceforward, in this

State, where a school, whether of the

university order or of a primary grade, is

provided with a home, the aim should be

to build a thing of beauty and not of prac-

tical utility only. There is far more in this

than the mere erection of such and so many
walls of wood or brick or stone. We owe,
in the circumstances, a debt to that dead Art

that lies inert in its old-time glory, and to

which we should bring a modern inspiration

which shall make it live again.

THERE is perhaps no
rrcc Will question known to man

and so old, so much mooted, and
Foreordination so unsettled as this of free

will, and we have no inten-

tion of trying our hand at it when the lance?

of the world's greatest thinkers of all ages
lie broken in heaps about the great enigma,
as though it were some mountain of stone,
or a Don Quixote's windmill, or anything
else invulnerable to pricks or blows. A faint

suggestion modestly put may, however, not
be unacceptable, one that may even appeal
to a few imaginations almost in a helpful

way. To the writer it exists as a positive

discovery, in a measure explaining, this syl-

logism, the two premises of which free

will and foreordination seem as incompat-
ible as an immovable and an irresistible

body, or as two Napoleons in one country.

Nearly every individual of that great

army of Americans who, according to the
old-time political economists, will some day
ruin America on the principle that no coun-

try can grow poorer unless some other

country is enriched nearly every individual

sees Thorwaldsen's lion at Lucerne the dy-

ing colossus, cut from a granite cliff, the es-

sence of art. For this beautifying of a section

of the coarse elementary material is a phase
of art appreciated by all, though more or less

consciously, which makes fan painting so

prized and so pleasing, and which even lends

an air to a mediocre water-color sketch at

the top of a letter-sheet. The allegory of

the Swiss guards dying while protecting the

shield of Louis is of that delightful standard

so admirable in everything, we were going
to say; that which is understood by a

child. The pain is nobly expressed in the

lion's face, and the loving concern for the

shield upon which he is dying is worthy of

the greatest praise, and while the body

might be criticised for a certain woodenness,
it was probably Thorwaldsen's intention to

design an allegorical figure, not so much a

real king of beasts as one that might have

stepped from a nobleman's coat of arms.

There he lies, to be gazed upon for thousands

of years with the same awe which it is im-

possible not to associate with a Roman Cath-

olic altar, enshrined in his cliff, a cathedral

nave of trees before him, the singing of the

birds for choir.

Fancying that Thorwaldsen himself carved

out the lion in the cliff, his resulting work
was a figure that had always been in that

cliff. It is this point that should be thor-

oughly understood. Any figure, the work of

any sculptor, was once imbedded in the or-

iginal block of stone or marble from which
the figure was cut. We can conceive of the

lion as having been closely encased in the

stone which Thorwaldsen one day removed.

Though the outline did not exist, the stone

composing the lion always existed, and in

precisely the present position. It of course

follows that within the body of the lion

there are now an endless number of figures
which could be chipped out at any time.

The point then is this: Thorwaldsen was at

liberty to cut out any figure he pleased from
that cliff, but the resulting work, when he

chose to abandon it, was something that had

always been in the rock; in fact, a figure

that Fate had foreseen any number of mil-

lions of years ago.

The application is simple. The cliff is the

world: the lion, Thorwaldsen's completed
life. Struggle as he would to assert his free
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will, and indeed with nothing opposing it,

the most fantastic figure he could possibly

produce was still inexorably a something
that had always been lying there waiting for

Mm to shape it out.

Our lives are left absolutely for our own
shaping; free will is completely permitted
from birth to death; yet do what we can,

our life as we leave it, is a record that has

always existed. That clinching argument in

support of foreordination that, had God so

wished, He could have foreseen any life of

to-day, ten million years ago that to deny
this is to blasphemously rob Him of omni-

science, even this does not conflict with free

will. God foresaw the lion of Lucerne;
Thorwaldsen carved what he wished.

Many people admitting that if the Lord
had told the angel Gabriel a million years

ago that Dreyfus was to be found guilty

this year, it is impossible to picture Him so

anthropomorphic as to be mistaken. Hence

it was impossible Dreyfus should have been
found innocent. No one wishes to degrade
his opinion of the Lord to the level set by
the "

Religious Plays
" of the dark ages,

where we are told such scenes as these were
enacted: Saint Peter rushes into God's lux-

urious bedroom crying "Hey! Wake up
there. Those beggarly Jews are murdering
your son." The Lord rubs his eyes, yawns,
and exclaims,

" Devil take me, if I had n't

forgotten about the whole business!" Such
a god could be mistaken in his prophecies,
but not an omnipotent God. foreordination

established, it will never do to sink into the

Buddhists' easy doctrine that no one is re-

sponsible for anything, not even the cruci-

fixion of a Messiah. Is not the carving of

the Lion of Lucerne a possible picture of a

life untrammeled by Fate, and perhaps more

plausible than the effort to see that our very

thoughts are directed by an agency that is

at the same time leaving them quite alone?

BOOK REVIEWS
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An Opportune Book
Holland and the Hollanders, by David S.

Meldrum, enjoys the advantage of being fit-

ted opportunely to the historic moment. Hoi
land is the home-land of the South African

Boers, who have again dared England to

mortal combat. One expects to find in Mr.

Meldrum's volume some hints that may ac-

count for the plucky, or, it may be, the au-

dacious courage of that little handful of

people that they, forsooth, should throw
down the glove to mighty Britain. Some
explanation may be found in the following
extract:

The Dutchman is rebellious in heart, as

well he may be, against the fate that has lost

him his place among the Great Powers. He
is conscious of the possession of ruling qual-
ities. With physical habits so orderly that

all the world thinks and talks of him as

phlegmatic, he is watchful and courageous,

enduring of purpose, a man of long views.

The land he lives in is at once the proof of

that and the explanation. To make it and to

keep it, and to make it worth the keeping, he
has had that long fight with the waters, in

which, after victories and defeats, and loss

and reconquest of territories, he has won at

last, and yet has won so barely that he dare
not for a moment relax his vigilance against
the fresh surprises of his enemy. How en-

during and daring that fight had made the
Dutch was shown in their other struggle
with Spain, a handful of cities against the

mightiest power on the earth carried on for

eighty years in spite of defeats and diffi-

culties.

Mr. Meldrum is evidently a painstaking

observer, and his accounts of the general life

and customs of the country, together with

his special studies on the government, the

educational system, and the "
fight with the

waters " may be relied upon as being ac-

curate.

As to illustrations, of which there are

eighty-one, the book is an artistic success in

its portrayal of Holland even to the almost

painfully Dutch cover, of Delft design and

color. The picture-pages are enough to drive
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to distraction the impecunious art student

who has long and vainly bent his attention

and desire toward the meadows and wind-

mills of this most sketchable land. Very few

photographs are used, the illustrations run-

ning to fine reproductions of paintings and

pen or pencil drawings. There are preten-

tious architectural drawings by Klinkenberg,

and entrancing little windmills by Weissen-

bruch and Willem Maris; wet landscapes

from Blommer's brush; character sketches

by Jozef Israels; dim, moisty coast-scenes by

Philip Sadee; Anton Mauve's serene cow

and sheep-pastorals, and the works of twen-

ty-three other artists.

The whole book is a delight, and Mr. Mel-

drum is to be congratulated, to say nothing

of his readers.

Blix

FRANK NORRIS has written a new novel

and called it Blix. The book is a. surprise,

inasmuch as many of us have been looking

for something big from Frank Norris, and

this attempt of his is no fulfillment of such

an expectation. Is it because he has not

taken enough pains? Or has he already meas-

ured his capacity for careful and sustained

effort?

Blix is vastly interesting (Mr. Norris could

not write anything that was otherwise,)

clean, sweet, and wholesome, full of light

and color. Who can stroll and peer around

Chinatown and the Mexican and Latin quar-

ters in San Francisco having once read one

of Mr. Norris' s sketches of these neighbor-

hoods without being continually reminded

of this young man's remarkable descriptive

powers? He has immortalized the squalid

picturesqueness of the dingy alleys with their

splashes of Oriental reds, blues, and yellows;
the brilliant balconies; the narrow passage-

ways opening upon unexpected dens of

weird people and things; and has cast over

the undeniable grime and unpleasantness a

glow of romance which for those who cau

appreciate it changes the aspect of this part
of the city.

In Blix there are many incidents which
will not be forgotten by the San Francis-

can who has enjoyed investigating the places
described. Among these stands out conspic-

uously the dinner at the Mexican restaurant:

not an item of the quaint old apartment has

escaped the author; and besides, the errand
which took " Blix " Bessemer and Condy

Rivers there, though far from being original,,

is irresistibly funny. This can also be said

of the consequences of their scheme, which

have the added advantage of being both

unique and dramatic.

Blix Bessemer is a first-rate heroine-

strong, true, boyish in her camaraderie with

her friend, but womanly and loving-hearted,

and beautiful withal. She has the sort of

mentality that counts in a woman's influ-

ence with men; the reasoning ability and

discrimination that taught her she was wast-

ing time in fashionable society, and which

suggested her learning to play poker that she

might night after night keep Condy Rivers,

whose great weakness was gambling, away
from objectionable associates. She wins his

money with ease, skill, and apparent unscru-

pulousness, and saves it for his rainy day,

which comes when he resigns his newspaper

position in order to find time to write a book.

In short, Miss Bessemer is a splendid

woman, and not at all an impossible one.

Mr. Norris has given a rather peculiar im-

pression with regard to .San Francisco so-

ciety, by representing this young girl of

nineteen as having moved in a " swell "
set

for some two years (her mother is dead and

she' has no chaperone), and continually re-

peats the statement that she is not yet
"
out." It sets us wondering what will be

especially needed to accomplish her de"but.

At the same time, several other points are

brought out concerning the behavior of cer-

tain young men at society functions that are

unfortunately only too true.

Mr. Norris may have known a girl like

Blix, but it would be hard to believe that a

man like Condy Rivers has ever come under

his personal observation. Rivers is not

made of good enough stuff to stand up well

beside the royal-natured woman who works

untiringly and with beautiful tact to make

something of him. To begin with, he is

twenty-eight years old, is a graduate of the

State University, and has been through a

finishing year at Yale; he holds a respons-

ible position on a big daily, and is supposed

to be a genius as a short-story writer. De-

spite these advantages he has the manners

and apparent mental development of a

schoolboy of sixteen, irrelevant, uncertain,

and shallow, positively silly at times.

Condy Rivers and Blix grow weary of a

flirtation of a year's standing, and are forced

to admit to each other that they are bored.
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Upon deciding to separate, they suddenly
find that they are very good friends in place
of disillusioned lovers. They decide to drop
out of their social environments, and in lieu

of cotillions and afternoon functions, substi-

tute tramping and fishing excursions, ram-
bles along the water-front and aboard ships,
dinners and luncheons in out-of-the-way
places, where she pays for the entertainment
with money won from her companion at

poker. And, by the way, the fishing expedi-
tion is one of the most inspiriting descriptive
bits in the story.

The upshot of this frank and Bohemian
intercourse, and Blix's steady resolve and

undertaking to make a man out of Condy in

spite of discouragements, is that within
three months they fall earnestly in love with
each other, and no one will be unpleasantly
jarred by the fact that it is Blix who first

speaks.

For one who knows so much about the

journalistic world as Frank Norris must,
his conception of the responsibilities of a

newspaper man is rather startling. Condy
Rivers is depicted as drawing $100 a month

salary, but it is a puzzle to discover what he
does to earn it, as he spends nearly all his

daytime with Miss Bessemer and most of

his nights playing poker, and still contrives

to keep on good terms with his managing
editor!

From a logical standpoint the author of

Blix cannot be particularly complimented on
its construction, and he has been careless

enough to put some unnecessarily bad Eng-
lish into the conversation of his characters;
some of the passages that are intended to be

witty, sound cheap and hackneyed; even the

incident of the origin of the name " Blix "

falls flat. On the whole, however, this little

volume is bound to please, for there is in it

the true ring of a good story. Nevertheless

we are sure Frank Norris can do better work
than this, for in proportion to his reputation
as a story-writer and what is hoped for his

future, this latest book is not an eminent

success. And so we trust that it is but the

herald of something larger, higher and more

worth his while.

A Year in the Fields

A THOROUGHLY interesting book, and

one well adapted for a " Christmas Book,"
is A Tear in the Fields, a selection from the

writings of John Burroughs. To a great

many people who have not read Mr. Bui%-

roughs' works sufficiently to appreciate
their great worth, this selection will especial-

ly appeal, since they will be found to cover

the writer's work, for many years, to give

good examples of his many departments of

writing, and a fairly accurate idea of the

author's scope. We doubt, too, whether one

can read this volume without acquiring a

taste for these fresh, clear-sighted, deeply in-

structive views of Nature by one who so thor-

oughly loves and knows her. John Burroughs
is too well known to need any com-

mendation here; but if he were not, we
could write a panegyric in his praise. Ho
can write of birds, flowers, scenery, travel,

the country, the sea, and always with a

charm and an observation that gives you
confidence in him as a teacher, and admira-

tion for his work.

The present volume is illustrated with

some twenty photographs by Clifton John-

son, which are exceedingly interesting as

showing Mr. Burroughs in an intimate kind

of way, for he appears in every picture.

How delightful would it be to have such a

series of pictures of Carlyle or Emerson. It

is delightful as well, to get such views of

John Burroughs, yet it seems quite inex-

plicable to us that a living author could pose
in just this light, and still more inexplicable

that it should be John Burroughs, who, as

we have said, invariably shows such excel-

lent taste in every idea he puts forth. The

present volume was, we take it, not compiled

by Mr. Burroughs directly, but by his pub-

lishers, who have introduced these photo-

graphs to heighten the attractiveness of the

book; but even so, we cannot see how Mr.

Burroughs permitted a feature that if we
can judge by many replies we have had to

the question whether the feature seemed in

good taste to nine persons out of ten will

seem to smack of egotism.

In his introduction to the book Mr. John-

son says:

Not only is Mr. Burroughs present in what
he writes, but we are glad to have him pres-
ent. . . . He is a thoroughly good com-
panion, unaffected, keen-minded, picturesque
in his expression. We meet him in his books
face to .face, we get acquainted with him.
... In preparing the illustrations for the

present volume of essays, the plan has been
to carry the personal feature of the text a

step farther, to make the sense of com-

panionship . . . still more vivid.
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The Fair God
ONE of the most beautiful books designed

for the holiday trade is The Fair God, by Lew
Wallace, and published by the Houghton,
Mifflin Company. The story is, of course,

not a new one, having been first published

in the early '70's, but with General Wallace's

increasing popularity gained from his novels,

"Ben Hur," and "The Prince of India,"

it has been a wise judgment that The

Fair God would now be received with

added favor if published in a thorough-

ly new form. Any detailed review of the

story seems a little untimely therefore. The

Fair God will not disappoint those who have

read the stirring novels mentioned above,

and many descriptions which, like that of

Mualox pointing out the prophecy on the

wall to Montezurna the king, are of a roman-

tic interest characteristic of General Wal-
lace's work.

It is a matter of surprise to us that so few
authors have imitated Lew Wallace in choos-

ing Mexico as the scene of their novels, for

surely it is rich in romance, in history, cus-

toms, and people, and so far escapes hack-

neyism that it is comparatively an unknown
land. Modern Mexico is one of the most

interesting countries in the world for tour-

ists, yet how unlike it must be to the old

days of Montezuma, as pictured in the pres-

ent story, with its kings, its warriors, its pic-

turesque costumes, its art, its pottery, not

to mention its forms of religion, and customs.

General Wallace assumed the role of a

character known to history, Fernando de

Alva, so that the book purports to be by the

latter, with Wallace as translator, a ruse

which successfully fulfills his statement that

to his mind " a personal experience, though
ever so plainly told, is ... more attrac-

tive to listeners and readers than fiction."

The feature of this edition, is the illustra-

tions by Eric Pape. Some of the finest work
Mr. Pape has ever done has been put into

these illustrations, which is saying a great
deal. Many of them are delightful in com-

position and originality. Throughout the

book are initial letters, marginal drawings,
and tailpieces of Aztec design, or drawings
of Aztec articles which Mr. Pape found in

many of the museums of the country. He
also traveled in Mexico to obtain data, mak-
ing use of native Mexican Indians for

models.

The book is splendidly bound in brilliant

colors, the cover design representing a Quet-
zal and Sunflower, the former being the

sacred bird of some of the ancient tribes.

The Tory Maid
IN writing The Tory Maid, Herbert Baird

Stimpson has given us something unique in

the way of a historical novel. It is the

story, told in first person, of an officer in the

Maryland Line of the Continental Army
during the War of the Revolution, and the

short descriptions of camp-life and battle

are rendered with a vividness that is made
all the more effective by the plain and direct

manner of the telling. Here and there in the

fighting scenes one is reminded of Stephen

Crane; and again, by the chivalric spirit

and dash of the narrative, of Stanley J. Wey-
man. These impressions, however, do not

suggest any lack of originality; on the con-

trary, Mr. Stimpson' s story is marked by a

peculiar vigor and freshness all its own,

notwithstanding that the subject-ground is

so well worn. In his account of the Battle

of Monmouth the author creates a realistic

impression of George Washington that

awakens a thrill of patriotism which even

the
'

thought of a present-day hero cannot

arouse.

As to the love-romance in this tale of war.

it is of a wholesome order, with little or no

sickly sentimentality. The gallant young

Whig has an exciting time reconciling his

loyalty to both his cause and his Tory sweet-

heart; but patience helps him out of his dif-

ficulties and proves him a gentleman of

honor as well as a faithful lover. When the

war is over, and he has become a staid mem-
ber of the Legislature, the Tory maid comes

back from England where she fled during

the disturbances, and the hero gets his re-

ward.

Whatever there is of pathos in Mr. Stimp-

son's book is brought out rather by sugges-

tion than by any noticeable attempt on the

part of the author to produce such an effect:

nevertheless therefore situations which make
it hard to read the story without a moisten-

ing of the eyes.

Little Novels of Italy

THIS book is from the pen of Maurice

Hewlett. It is reported that the novel en^

titled
" The Forest Lovers," by the same
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author, has been excluded from the shelves

of a leading public library on the Pacific

Coast, on the ground of immoral suggestive-

ness. If that be the case, it is a surprising

judgment, but is not at all to be regarded
as a coroner's verdict; for that simple, pa-

thetic, and exquisitely human story has an
unmistakable vitality; and further, the sane

reader is rare who will consider it immoral.

In the alleged censure of " The Forest

Lovers," many readers are quite certain to

find an additional reason for a perusal of

Little Novels of Italy, in which they are likely

to discover the characteristics of a warm
human sympathy and a simplicity of artis-

tic touch that gives a peculiar charm.

Historic Americans

IN Historic Americans, by Elbridge S.

Brooks, the salient points in the lives of the

great makers of American history from John

Winthrop to General Grant are recalled in a

very bright and fascinating manner. The

book is unpretentious, and therein lies its

chief recommendation. It is ostensibly writ-

ten for Young America, but older persons

cannot read it without interest and a glow
of pride. The victories of peace are given

their proper place. Eli Whitney and Daniel

Webster, as well as Morse and Horace Mann,
take the rank due to their work, and are not

crowded into the background by the more

showy figures of the great military leaders.

All that is best and most distinctive in the

work, and particularly in the character of the

great men sketched, is clearly shown. The

book is remarkably free from sectional bias.

It is beautifully printed and illustrated.

Fortunes of an Idealist

Henry Worthinyton Idealist, by Margaret

Sherwood, author of "An Experiment in

Altruism," etc., is a wholesome little story.

It deals with the struggles of a professor of

political economy in an Eastern College the

trustees of which are, naturally, conserva-

tive. The young professor is the idealist,

and pays for his convictions in his dismissal.

The recent cases of Professors Andrews and

Bemis no doubt suggested the story. The

contrast between the conditions of life to

which the overdriven girls in the large de-

partment store are compelled to submit, and

the complacent and cultured society of the

University town, is well drawn. The propri-

etor of the department store, which he car-

ries on under an assumed name, is the donor
of half a million dollars to the department
of University instruction presided over by
the professor's father, himself a professor.

The professor's protest against the accept-
ance of a gift defiled by tyranny and sweat-

ing, leads to his dismissal by the trustees.

Of course, the professor loves the daughter
of the millionaire, and ultimately succeeds

in winning her in spite of the parental op-

position.

The story is well told, and ends satisfac-

torily, it is to be presumed, although it would

be interesting to learn how the exiled pro-

fessor afterwards succeeded in maintaining
himself and his prospective family.

A Modern Mercenary
A Modern Mercenary is the work of two

authors Mrs. Prichard and her son, who
write under the names of

" E. & H. Heron."

So harmoniously have they executed their

plan that it is hard to distinguish the im-

press of the two personalities through the

pages. The romance is laid in an imaginary

duchy closely connected with Germany, and

the political and social conditions are con-

tinually threatened by a volcanic eruption

through the machinations of certain lords

against the crown. For a story of modern

times its general tone is rather inconsistently

barbaric. The hero, Captain Rallywood, is

as fanciful a conceit as the domain in which

he plays so conspicuous a part. He is an

admirable ideal for the bero of a Sunday-

school book, unflinching in his obedience to

military commands, and this apparently

without much effort to himself, even when
his heart's desire and the certainty of dis-

graceful death are pitted against his honor.

Fortunately, this passionless pattern of a

man is the only one of the kind in the story.

The rest of the characters are sketched with

quite a masterly originality and realism.

The story is skillfully constructed, and the

interest and excitement well sustained to

the end; but in spite of its many good points,

it is, after all, the kind of novel that serves

the purpose only of amusing the reader dur-

ing the period of its perusal, and leaves rio

lasting impression.

It is unfortunate for the authors that A
Modern Mercenary has not undergone the

careful proof-reading usually accorded by its
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publishers to works intrusted to them; for

the matter of punctuation has been sadly

neglected. These are minor faults, however,

which the readers will be willing to overlook

for the sake of the general interest of the

story.

A Berkeley Year

THIS is a book of peculiar local interest

at this time, which is signalized by a notable

triumph in creative art the comprehensive

design for a system of buildings to be erected

on the charming site of the University of

California.

Between the attractive brown and gold

covers of the book is a collection of short

essays by Dr. Joseph Le Conte, Professor

Edward L. Greene, Charles A. Keeler, Willis

L. Jepson, and Professor C. B. Bradley, por-

traying Berkeley moods and aspects as pre-

sented by its hills and trees, its birds and

flowers and byways. And interwoven close-

ly with these descriptions is the story of

man's existence in Berkeley, recounted along
the line of history by Professor William

Carey Jones, who, under the title,
"
They

Looked Through the Golden Gate," gives us

glimpses of the old-time Spanish voyagers,
then describes the coming of the army of

peaceful settlers, and the establishment, at

length, of education's home on the Berkeley

slopes.

Edward B. Payne contributes an article

entitled
"
Lang Syne." To the older inhabi-

tants it will prove full of sweet reminis-

cences of the " bucolic age of Berkeley
which was then about as God and nature and

the ploughings of a few ranchmen had made
it."

Edwin Markham and Adeline Knapp con-

tribute graceful bits of verse, and the latter

part of the book is "A Berkeley Bird and
Wild-flower Calendar," original in idea, deli-

cate in sentiment, and peculiarly appropriate
to Berkeley, in that it gives a list of the

principal birds and wild-flowers which come
each successive month, together with their

haunts; also the calendar contains fitting

quotations, many of them from California

authors who know and love best her varied

phases of outdoor life, as John Vance

Cheney, Ina Coolbrith, Edward Rowland
Sill, Clarence Urmy, and John Muir.

A beautiful engraving, a reproduction of

William Keith's painting, "A Memory of

Berkeley," forms the frontispiece, while each

article has an initial letter in a graceful de-

sign suggestive of the context, these decora-

tions as well as the cover design being the

work of Louise Keeler.

A Berkeley Tear breathes the spirit of those

who have studied and loved Berkeley, and

who hold

Large visions of that coming day
When faith that sees, when hope that wills,

Shall bring man's best to dwell alway
On Berkeley hills.

Briefer Notice

BLISS PERRY'S series of Little Master-

pieces is contained in three small volumes of

characteristic selections from Lamb, Thack-

eray, and De Quincey. Readers of stand-

ard English literature will find here some of

their favorite pages out of the works of the

masters.

IN four small volumes Studies of Great

Anthors Messrs. Doubleday & McClure pre-

sent a selection of the best critical and

biographical essays in Charles Dudley War-
ner's great

"
Library." These are concise

and authoritative estimates and accounts of

famous modern novelists, poets, philosophers,

historians, and essayists, and are written by
such men as Leslie Stephen, W. E. H. Lacky,
Dr. Richard Garnett, Charles Dudley War-

ner, Charles Eliot Norton, Henry Van Dyke,

Henry James, and so on.

Books Received

From Doubleday & McClure Co., New York

Blix. By Frank Norris.

A Modern Mercenary. By K. and Hesketh
Pritchard.

The Warner Classics. Vol. 1. Philosophers
and Scientists; Vol. 2. Novelists; Vol. 3.

Poets; Vol. 4. Historians and Essayists.

The Romancers. By Edmond Rostand,
translated by Mary Hendee.

We Win. By Herbert E. Hamblen.

The Barrys. By Shan F. Bullock.

Stalky & Co. By Rudyard Kipling.

The Little Classics. Three volumes of

Selected Essays from Charles Lamb,
Thomas De Quincey, William M. Thack-
eray.

From Macmillan Co., New York

Little Novels of Italy. By Maurice Hewlett.

A Drama in Sunshine. By Horace Annesley
Vachell.
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Henry Worthington, Idealist. By Margaret
Sherwood.

The Ralstons. By F. Marion Crawford.

From Dodd, Mead & Co., New York

Holland and the Hollanders. By David S.

Meldmm.
The Tory Maid. By Herbert Baird Stimp-

son.

Siren City. By Benjamin Swift.

From Houghton, Mifftin & Co,, Boston

A Year in the Fields. Selections from the

Writings of John Burroughs.

The Fair God. By Lew Wallace.

From the Whitaker & Ray Co.* San Francisco

Adventures of a Tenderfoot. By H. H.
Sauber.

The Man Who Might Have Been. By Robert
Whitaker.

California and the Californians. By David
Starr Jordan.

Love and Law. By Thomas P. Bailey, Jr.,

Ph. D.

Life. By John Rankin Rogers.

From Thos. Y. Crowell & Co., Boston

Historic Americans. By Elbridge S. Brooks.

From William R. Jenkins, New York

Contes de la Vie Rustique. Arranged with
Explanatory Notes in English. By Geo.

Castegnier.

From the Unitarian Society of Berkeley

A Berkeley Year. A Sheaf of Nature Essays.
Edited by Eva V. Carlin. On sale by
Elder & Shepard; Unitarian Headquar-
ters, San Francisco; Smith Brothers, Oak-
land; Eva V. Carlin, Berkeley.

CHIT-CHAT

IN the September OVERLAND MONTHLY the

place of honor is given to an elaborate article

by General N. P. Chipman on " Greater Cali-

fornia and the Trade of the Orient," in which
he brings out the factors that must one day
make this Coast State an empire in wealth,

population, and productiveness. Other note-

worthy illustrated papers are:
"
Campaigning

in the Philippines," by Pandia Ralli; a sketch

of Folsom Prison, by P. B. Elderkin, and "A
Summer Trip to Mount Adams,' by Louise

Nash. A strong story is
" Doila Dolores," by

Kathryn Jarboe, the tragic climax of which
recalls a real tragedy of San Francisco life.

S. F. Chronicle, Sept. 3, 1899.

The Children's Home-Finding Society of

California*

THE beneficent object of this society is to seek

out orphans, homeless, neglected, and destitute

children, and to place them by adoption or

otherwise fn well-to-do and worthy families. It

does not establish orphanages, believing there

is no proper substitute for the family in the edu-

cation of the race. It seeks only to maintain a

temporary home to hold the children while

awaiting transportation or replacement.

Its'plan of organization embraces a State Board

of Managers, a State Superintendent, District

Superintendents, and Local Advisory Boards,

composed of representative persons in the State.

The society is free from all sectarian, political,

or race bias, all denominations and multitudes

outside of any denominations most heartily

uniting in this humane work. The State Board
of Managers and Local Advisory Boards serve

without pay. Only those devoting themselves

wholly to the work of the society receive any
salary. The society has local representation iu

all the principal cities of Northern California

and Nevada. The headquarters for San Fran-

cisco are at 916 Market Street. The society re-

ceives no State aid, but depends entirely on the

voluntary contributions of those interested in the

work. The work of the society was begun in

1894, and incorporated, with the name at the

heading of this article, in 1895. The society

publishes a magazine, The Orphan's Cry, setting

forth the methods, incidents, and needs of the

work.

Bennington, Vt, September 17, 1899.

Jas. Howard Bridge, Editor OVERLAND,
Dear Sir: Inclosed please find the price

of my subscription to the OVERLAND* for the

year I have just finished and also the year

coming. I can't help taking the OVERLAND,

you see. It seems to bring with it the vigor

of the West, and I appreciate what a good

thing I am getting.

Very respectfully yours,

ROBERT B. PIKE.
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The OVERLAND for October is an interest-

ing number. One paper that attracts at-

tention is
" A City of Education "

by Ed-

ward B. Payne. It is a description of the

magnificent plans donated by Mrs. Phebe

Hearst to the University of California and

made by M. Bernard, a French architect. If

California builds the University on these

plans there will be nothing in America ap-

proaching it in magnificence. The article

is accompanied by the first pictures we have

seen of the details of the buildings, and they

are marvels of beauty. There is also an il-

lustrated paper on Chicago's new drainage

canal, one of the great municipal works of

the century. A novel feature is a picture

from a photograph of a fish jam in Califor-

nia, showing thousands of fish crowded out

of a shallow creek by the immense shoals

which ascend it in the spring. No photo-

graph like it was ever before published.

Other articles are:
"
Philippine Annexation

Justified," by Irving M. Scott;
" Ocean

Tragedies of the Northwest Coast," by James

G. McCurdy;
" California in '49," by A. S.

Marvin;
" Old Glory in the Land of the Op-

pressed," by Charles A. Hasson;
" Our Ig-

norance Tested with a Tape Line," by Robert

P. Lovell. The Herald (Syracuse, N. Y.).

The OVERLAND MONTHLY is the only
first class illustrated monthly magazine pub-
lished west of the Mississippi.

The OVEKLAND for October has a short
- sketch, entitled,

" A Fish Jam on Kelsey

Creek," and a full page illustration of the

same, O. E. Meddaugh's famous photo-

graph. It also has interesting articles on

other subjects. Every family in Lake

county should buy a copy of this number for

future reference or to send to Eastern

friends. Lakeport (Cal.) Bee.

The subscription price of the OVERLAND
MONTHLY IS ONLY ONE DOLLAR A
YEAR.

Rabbi M. S. Levy pulls off his gloves and

goes after Mark Twain for adverse criticism

of the Jews in a recent number of a leading

magazine. His interesting article will be
found in the October number of the OVER-
LAND. He proves by incontrovertible facts

that his people have been as patriotic and

as philanthropic as any other class of our

citizens from revolutionary times to the

present. He shows that they have fur-

nished their full share of men and money in

every war in which the United States have

been engaged. He calls attention to the

fact that our multi-millionaires the Van-

derbilts, Goulds, Astors, Havemeyers, Rock-

efellers, Mackays, Huntingtons, Armours,

Carnegies," Sloanes, Whitneys are not Jews,
and yet these men control and possess more
than twenty-five per cent, of all the circulat-

ing wealth in the country. The trusts are

not in the hands of Jews. "
If a Jew is a

money-getter he does not hoard it. The
world is better by his humane use of it."

The Reasoner (San Luis Obispo, Cal.).

Akron, O., October 14, 1899.

The OVERLAND, San Francisco,

Gentlemen: I have read several numbers
of the OVERLAND and find it to be an Al

publication. I therefore inclose you our

draft on New York ($1.00) in payment for a

year's subscription commencing with the

November issue.

Respectfully,

WM. J. HEEPE.
No. 548 W. Market Street.

The October number of the OVERLAND con-

tains a dainty little poem of Mrs. M. E. Dud-

ley, dedicated to a small child. A half-tone

engraving of little Miss Hazel Hund,

youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred

Hund is used to illustrate the poem. The
childish beauty of the wee maiden lends

the selection a fitting touch. Ventura (Cal.)

Independent.

THE MOST ACCEPTABLE and inex-

pensive gift you can make your Eastern

friend is the OVERLAND MONTHLY.
Your friend will thank you every month

during the year 1900.

The OVERLAND for July describes and il-

lustrates a number of coast scenes, Mount

Lyell, Mount Hamilton, a slope of Twin

Peaks, etc. It has a preliminary sketch of

the Teachers' Association meeting in Los

Angeles, an excellent lot of short stories and

poetry, and altogether is a very fine number.

The magazine is improving with every num-
ber. Salt Lake Tribune.
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CALIFORNIA'S CHRISTMAS LANDSCAPE
BY CHARLES A. KEELER

IS
NOT Christmas a season of biting

winds and whirling snow, of leafless

trees and leaden skies, when the rivers

are bridged with ice, and the handiwork
of the frost has traced glittering patterns

upon the window-panes? We who come
from the North are prone to think it so.

We picture the merry skaters, we hear the

sound of sleigh-bells on the frosty air, and
the witchery of the snow makes the land-

scape setting of all our Christmas dreams.

But in California the great bulk of the

people live in the valleys where snow sel-

dom falls, and where the winter season is

but the meeting-ground of autumn and

spring. The traditions of generations are

set at naught, and Santa Glaus, if he is to

visit us, must doff his fur coat and come

rolling in on wheels.

There is a loss in all this, no doubt. I

love to think of boyhood rambles along
the edge of Lake Michigan, when the

shore-ice was piled high with snow dunes

and the keen wind swept from its Arctic-

stronghold over the open plains, of

tramps upon the crusted snow beneath the

leafless groves, following in the footsteps

of the timid rabbit, or scanning the bare

trees for a glimpse of some luckless butch-

er-bird or owl that might brave the

inclement season. Yes, there is a charm

in every aspect of Nature if we but go to

her with open eyes and hearts, be she

gentle or stern; but in California she is

more prodigal of her gifts than in most

lands. Do we miss the snow and bracing

air of the home we have forsaken we need

only go to the mountains to be buried be-

neath deeper drifts than New York has

ever known. Here are concentrated all

seasons in one. At Christmas-time we

may enjoy spring about San Francisco

Bay, summer at San Diego, autumn in the

foothills of Sonoma and Mendocino Coun-

ties, and winter in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains.

Despite this diversity of climate, how-

ever, to most of us the old-time Christmas

is little more than a happy memory of

other days, and we have hardly learned as

yet to adjust, ourselves, to the new. It is a

simple matter to become physically accli-

mated in a new land, but to become tradi-

tionally acclimated requires generations.
Children who have never seen a flake of

snow must still adorn their Christmas-

trees with cotton and be entertained with

picture-books of skaters and sleigh-riders.

The new country demands a new child lit-

erature and a working over of the concep-
tions of Yule-tide, but before this can be

done we must look abroad at nature and

see what things surround us, we must
see our hills and valleys in their winter rai-

ment, we must know what birds are abroad

and what flowers have opened their petals

to the December rain ;
we must know what

trees are in leaf and what the mice and

squirrels are about during these days when
the afternoon so early wanes into the twi-

light and the morning is so late in flush-

ing the eastern sky.
In the valleys of California there is

practically no winter, but there is never-

theless a very considerable diversity in the

seasons. After the drought of summer,
which leaves the grass parched and the

frail wild flowers withered even along the

coast where the heavy fog wraps the land-

scape in its folds, come the first autumn

(Copyright, 1899, by OVERLAND MONTHLY PUBLISHING Co. All rights reserved.)
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rains. As the big drops splash upon the

dusty roads and parched herbage, I fancy
there is an answering thrill of life in many
a dry clod. Certain it is that the magic of

the rain calls forth the green blades from
their slumber as if an enchanter's wand
had been waved over the sere fields and
hillsides. The ground is soaked by the

downpour, the dust is washed from the

oak-trees, and as the big clouds roll aside

and the sun dispels the mist what a trans-

figured world is revealed ! Distance is an-

nihilated, and we look through the crystal
air at far-away mountains until we might
be easily persuaded that an hour's walk
would suffice to take us to their crests.

And what color the scene presents ! Royal
purples, and the hue of turquoise, with

deep-blue scars where canons have plowed
their course down the mountain-side fifty
miles away!

After the early showers of autumn a few
wild flowers push prematurely into the

light the fine gold of the wild mustard
is sprinkled amid the green blades, and
here and there the pale pink clusters of

wild radish two humble bearers of the

cross in the floral procession of the seasons.

In some favored fields occasional dwarfed

eschscholtzias, or even a mass of them, may
be found opening their orange petals to the
November sun, and in the canons the ferns

are uncurling their graceful fronds and
the mosses are slowly creeping up the boles

of the laurel-trees.

It would be difficult to say whether this

season heralded the approach of winter or

of summer, were it not for a certain crisp

tang in the air, and an occasional cluster

of scarlet leaves in a patch of poison-oak;
but the birds are an unfailing index of the

season, and the coming of the robins and
the snowbirds, the kinglets and golden-
crowned sparrows is proof positive that
winter is approaching. Almost before we
know it the shortening of the days gives

warning that Christmas is at hand. The
streets of San Francisco are crowded with
women doing their holiday shopping, brav-

ing the heaviest rain in their mackin-

toshes, and vainly trying to hold an
umbrella in one hand, their skirts in the

other, and an armful of packages as well.

At this season, of all times, thought and
interest centers about the home, and it is

not strange that the beautiful outdoor

world is slighted or wholly overlooked.

Visions of sloppy streets and leaden skies

are forbidding, and the average mortal
feels that Nature can have no charms when
city thoroughfares are so uninviting.
But come, let us away to the redwoods !

Innumerable baby trees have been slaugh-
tered for this Christmas merry-making,
and we are too easily contented with one
little nursling bespangled with holiday

splendor when the whole grove is summon-
ing us to its winter revelry. Here are

Christmas-trees worthy of the name trees

that may have been planted by the tender

gardener Nature in commemoration of the

birth of Christ, still standing as witnesses

in a world of change trees that were ven-

erable when Columbus first stood upon the

shore of the new world, but which we to-

day with reckless greed saw down that the

hungry steel teeth of the mill may tear

them limb from limb, plowing into their

very hearts and casting the quivering frag-
ments aside as so much lumber for the

market. We do not even spare that part
of the forest which we can not use, but the

firebrand of the incendiary is lighted in

God's primeval temples and a hideous
waste -of charred stumps alone tells of the

grandeur which has fallen before the de-

spoiler's hand. The Vandals of old may
have destroyed the temples of Rome, but
the Vandals of to-day are annihilating the

temples of Heaven !

Haste, then, while ye may, friends of

the greenwood tree, and see what wonders
are about you at Christmas-time ! If per-
chance the rain ceases and the clouds are

scattered, you may behold a scene of glory

by night as well as by day, Christmas-
trees towering aloft in black grandeur into

the clear night air, their boughs spangled
with the fairy lamps of stars which seem
set amidst them, and ever upon the still

night air the rhythmic cadence of the surf

breaking on the distant shore and the

near-by singing of the swollen stream. He
must be deaf indeed who cannot hear at

such a time the chant of angels singing," Peace on earth, good will to men."
With the coming of the day there are

new visions revealed in the midwinter red-

wood groves. There is a sacred calm, a

peace that passeth understanding, a repose
that uplifts the spirit, amid these towering
columns. Tender leaves and blades are
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pushing through the dank earth in every

shady hollow, their tips changed to gold-
en green by the sunlight slipping in be-

tween the down-drooping boughs of the

trees. The turbid stream sweeps and
whirls upon its way, bearing now a tree-

trunk and then a leaf on its seaward

course, and teasing the foliage on the bank
with its insistent splash. The chickadees

overhead are chattering in their merry,
cracked falsetto, the big-crested jays are

calling hither and yon, and a woodpecker
is sounding his clear rat-ta-tat-tat upon a

dead limb high overhead.

Passing on from the redwood-trees of

the coast valleys to the mountains some-
what removed from the sea, we encounter
a region of pine woods, and here let us

tarry for a glimpse of the Christmas

A Winter Day

landscape. The golden leaves of the oaks
were long since whirled away, and much
of the undergrowth is bare of foliage. The
manzanita bushes still remain in leaf, how-

ever, looking like tufts of bluish green,
propped by their smooth red and twisting
stems. At the canon's brim stand the fra^

grant laurels, huge bristling balls of

dark-green foliage, and by the stream a

patch of misty yellow shows where a clump
of willows has been thus early coaxed into
bloom by the mild rains. We may look
for cloudy pictures in our midwinter

glimpses of the coast mountains, with

wintry purples, cold and leafless trees, and
the somber pines afar standing in dead-
blue tones against the leaden sky. It is in

keeping with such a scene that we should

linger beside an old dead oak, stocky, with
two huge boughs outreaching scraggily,
and clustered round about with great

stumps broken* close upon the trunk. The
bark is velvety with brown and red moss,
and strands of yellow lichens sway in long
streamers from its limbs. About its base

half concealing the fragments of rotting

limbs, are weed-stalks of last summer,
their shriveled leaves and still unscattered

seeds rustling in the winter air.

I recall many a late afternoon walk over

the hills to a park-like glade at the edge of

the forest where the deer came out to

graze, not by ones and twos, but by tens and

twenties, with their slender limbs and their

alert ears ever ready to detect an unac-

customed sound. How the timid creatures

would turn and bound into the
-

- forest as we drew too near ! A
favorite walk was down an old

road to an abandoned cabin. I

can see the spot now beneath an
afternoon sky, when the blue of

heaven was varied with fine crisp

wisps of cloud, and the purple
mountains were ribbed with
snow. Beside the cabin stood a

noble oak, pitch black in sil-

houetted skeleton against a

white cloud, and all about it

dark-green fir-trees breaking the

outline of the mountains behind.

Quail were chuckling amid the

manzanita-bushes and every
now and then a gray squirrel
would break out into a gulping
bark.

Even during the rain it was a delight to

stray into the forest when every leaf and

spray was studded with glistening drops.
How the dampness brought out the aroma
of the pine woods, and how the carpet of

moss expanded into green velvet cushions

beneath our feet ! What if a shower of

spray was flirted into our faces every time
we touched a drooping bough? Were we
not as well off as the jays and the robins

above us ? Indeed, one can never know the

woods unless he has been about in them

during the rain, for then they are more
silent and mysterious, more fresh and ex-

hilarating than at any other period.
It not infrequently happens that Christ-

mas in these mountain fastnesses assumes
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more of a wintry aspect. After weeks of

springlike weather have started the flowers

and enticed the birds into song, a cold

snap follows, and we may be surprised to

awaken some morning to find the ground
white with snow. The flakes are still

whirling out of the leaden sky and the

young fir-trees are so overweighted with
their mantle that they droop and hang
their heads in despair. At such a time

as this there is work to be done at a cattle-

ranch in the mountains. The great mass
of snow may break in the barn roof, if

allowed to accumulate, and all hands must
fall to to shovel it off with a will. Then
the cattle, which range over the mountains

whitening the sidewalks and sometimes

embroidering the grass-blades with its

tracery. In the valleys the oak-trees grow
to their prime, and along the coast the

live-oaks attain their noblest proportions.

They are always in leaf except during cer-

tain unlucky years when the tent-cater-

pillars are so numerous as to practically
defoliate them for a brief season. During
the winter months the foliage is very dark

as compared with the fresh green of spring,
but it is none the less beautiful in its seri-

ous hue. I know of no tree more full of

character than the live-oak. As seen in a

landscape setting ,
it is generally rather

symmetrical, a single, or sometimes a

Along the Russian River

for miles, must be fed, and the choppers

go out with keen axes to lop off green

boughs for fodder. When the day's work

is ended the men come in, stamping off the

snow at the door, to put on dry clothes and

sit down to the smoking venison-stew and

apple-butter. Then follows the evening

by the crackling open fire, with apples and

cider, and with stories of bear and moun-

tain-lion.

In the valleys a real snow-storm is an

event in a child's life, and school is not to

be thought of upon that memorable day.

As a rule the severest of winter weather

implies no more than a heavy hoar frost.

double stem, seldom perfectly erect, lifting

up an evenly rounded mass of foliage. The

leaves are small, with scalloped edges,

sometimes almost as sharp as holly, and

the stems are crooked and angular. But

step under one of these trees and see what

a glorious tent enfolds you see the noble

sweep of its limbs, like great bold arms

holding aloft the dark foliage; mark its

outward reach, like some creature of large

heart protecting the herbage from the sun.

See the blue sky in the interstices, with

the dark foliage showing still darker and

the blue void appearing a deeper blue.

How beautiful is the gray bark with its
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bold knots and its mossy patches ! How
noble is the architecture of these wide-

reaching supports for the dome !

The beauty of the live-oak is greatly en-

hanced by its setting. Where but along
the California coast can be found such

vistas through the trees of bay and ocean,
of mountain and plain? Methinks Na-

ture has here been more generous in invest-

ing her landscape with color than in other

Fire-swept Redwoods

less favored regions. From the brown and

yellow tones of summer our grassy hill-

slopes of Christmas-time have been

changed to the tenderest of spring greens,
and from the misty purple haze and leaden

fog of September the distant views of bay
and mountain have been transmuted to

brilliant shades of blue. Often have I
seen from the Berkeley hills the midwinter

morning sun flashed across San Francisco

Bay to the city ten miles away and its rays

there reflected from a thousand window-

panes until the houses upon the hills

seemed studded with flashing gems. Only
in a most pellucid atmosphere could this

sight be possible.
A picture of the.coast valleys ox Califor-

nia would be but half filled-in without an
account of the eucalyptus trees. The blue

gum, one of the hundred or more species
of this group of Australian giants, has

been so extensively planted in the
'

i \ open valleys of California that to-

day it forms one of our most
characteristic landmarks. It

grows with wonderful rapidity, its

greedy roots delving into the earth

for moisture and sucking it up
like a dry sponge. Its foliage
shoots skyward like a gigantic
weed. The bark is generally rag-

ged, and is annually renewed, the

old bark dropping off in great
stiff shreds, leaving a smooth bare

pole of a pale yellowish or bluish

color. The tree is evergreen, and
the long, flat, stiff, sharply-point-
ed leaves hang like swords dan-

gling from their hilts. Standing
alone, one of these dark, irregu-

lar, scraggly monsters makes a

picture in a landscape. In masses

these trees have the effect of a

somber forest, gloomy, yet beauti-

ful in contrast with the color

about them.
I love these trees, and am

thankful that the way to my home
leads up a hillside through a euca-

lyptus grove. It has given me the

opportunity of seeing them at all

times and under various condi-

tions. I know of nothing more
weird and fascinating than a walk

through this grove at night dur-

ing a winter storm. All about is

blackness and tumult. The wind whistles

overhead, the leaves rustle and sigh, limb

groans upon limb, and in the darkness

nothing can be seen except the great
masses of foliage wildly swaying back and
forth against a stormy sky. Or again,
what can be more full of poetic charm than

a quiet moonlight in this same grove ? The

silence, broken only by the low, quavering
calls of a pair of screech-owls, the mysteri-
ous reaches of silver light and the melting
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depth of shadow, the glimmer of the moon

upon the stiff surface of the leaves making
them glow with innumerable points of soft

light is not this a scene to be associated

with the midnight dance of fairies in the

olden days?

Again, the dawn of a winter's day at

once recalls these same blue-gum trees. A
saffron light flushes the southern and east-

ern sky. A bunting sounds his shrill chirp,
and a meadow-lark sings a few clear notes

from the field.

Slowly the earth rolls into the east and
the sun rim flashes from behind the swell-

ing hill. Stately and somber, the eucalyp-
tus-trees receive the morning benediction,
and their long shadows fall across the

plain. The golden rays stream through
the gaps in the foliage to the open grassy

glades and a million dewdrops sparkle in

the light.

Such then are the scenes which make up
the Christmas landscape of central Cali-

fornia. When the snow drifts deep in the

mountains the birds crowd down to the

sea-coast for refuge. I can often tell when
there has been a storm in the Sierra by the

sudden influx of winter birds of blue-

birds and robins, of snowbirds and king--

lets. All winter long a thrush is with us
that sings in summer amid Alaskan wilds,
and a strange, shy robin with a black cres-

cent upon his breast, that nests amid the

spruce forests of Kodiak and Sitka. They
do not mind the patter of incessant rain,
and why should we? Upon the darkest

days they sound at least a few notes of

happy cheer, and should we not do as well ?

Amid all our Christmas joy let us remem-
ber that Nature is not dead indeed that

she is not even sleeping, for the quickening
touch of the rain has called her back to

life, and the blight of the frost has not
sufficed to undo the miracle wrought by the

sun; for even out of death has the sun-

god called the grass and flowers, summon-

ing them into the fullness of life upon
this Christmas-day. Therefore, we who
would have new life must do as the flowers

do,- must dwell with Nature and let her

rains fall upon us and her sun shine on
our heads; must listen to the singing of

her birds, and stand in the presence of her
trees. Then shall we be reborn into a new
life and uplifted into a new heaven upon
earth. When we walk the fields by day the

flowers shall lift their heads and speak to

us, and when we go abroad at night we
shall hear the music of the spheres.

CHRISTMAS TRIOLETS

SHEPHERDS
listened to the wondrous story

Of the Christ-child in the manger laid.

As above them shone the Star of Glory,

Shepherds listened to the wondrous story;
Bowed their sunny heads and heads grown hoary,
While they hid their faces, sore afraid.

Shepherds listened to the wondrous story
Of the Christ-child in the manger laid.

Brightly shines the Star adown the ages,
And the blessed story still is told

Pictured, rhymed, and prosed on Christmas pages.
Brightly shines the Star adown the ages;
By its light the soul a warfare wages
With black doubt, and terrors manifold.

Brightly shines the Star adown the ages,
And the blessed story still is told.

J. Torrey Connor.



TERRITORIAL EXPANSION

THE PHILIPPINES THE ORIENTAL PROBLEM

BY N. P. CHIPMAN
A COMMISSIONER OF THE SUPREME COURT OF CALIFORNIA

THE
recent war with Spain has cast

upon us duties and responsibilities

greater than those which came after

the Civil War, and in many respects not
less important than devolved upon the
founders of the Republic at the close of

the Revolution. These duties and re-

sponsibilities must be met and discharged
by the aid of an enlightened public opin-
ion, in the formation of which it is the

duty of every good citizen to contribute
with unselfish patriotism and sincere love

for the truth, as he may see the truth.
The merits of the argument cannot be ulti-

mately obscured by calling hard names or

by confounding terms. We may have ter-

ritorial expansion under new and hitherto

untried conditions with no semblance to or

danger from what the anti-expansionist
understands by the terms "

imperialism
"

and "
militarism/

7 But all sides must
be given a hearing, and equal sincerity and

patriotism must be accorded to the dispu-
tants.

If the United States experienced a new
birth of freedom in 1865, it leaped into

conscious manhood in 1898, and quickly
threw off its panoply of isolation and se-

clusion. We boldly, though without pre-

meditation, stepped forth into the world's

great arena face to face with all the powers
of the earth, demanding our rightful place
in the confederation of nations. The pol-

icy of territorial expansion has itself been

expanded and given a new interpretation
and a broader application than in any for-

mer period of our history. It is in the

light of the new conditions surrounding
us that we should enter upon the discus-

sion of the subject; for in its right solu-

tion are involved interests of transcendent

importance to our country. In fact, as

President McKinley recently stated the

case, it is no longer a question of expan-
sion

; we have expanded. The question is,

Shall we contract ?

The cautious and paternal admonitions

of George Washington, which are among
our most precious possessions, were spoken
at a time and under conditions so different

from those existing now that they are to

our national life as inadequate as was the

old dispensation to the followers of Christ

at the coming in of the Christian era.

Wise, conservative, even statesmanlike

then, they furnish no guide for the teem-

ing, restless, ambitious millions who now
inhabit a vast continent of whose geogra-

phy, much less of whose future capabilities
and resources, he had not even dreamed.

Changes as profound as have taken place
here have also been going on since the Rev-

olution in all other countries of the globe ;

and this fact must not be lost sight of in

the discussion. Between us and them
have arisen relations, the result of our phe-
nomenal growth, which omniscience alone

could fathom, and which were a sealed

book to the Father of his Country.
The weakest of nations, then struggling

for national life, with our form of govern-
ment still in the crucible, our hope rested

in being left alone to mold into form the

discordant elements of our confederacy
and lay the foundations of permanent gov-
ernment and an indissoluble Union.

Washington looked not beyond this. His

great soul found peace in the thought that

his countrymen would be permitted to

build up a nation isolated and apart from

the jealousies, caprices, and intrigues of

European countries. His dream of em-

pire found its western limit at the Missis-

sippi River; and, strangely, he saw no

menace in the fact that we were sur-

rounded on the north, west, and south by

contiguous territory acknowledging, re-

spectively, the sovereignty of three of the

leading European powers.
The dream of Washington was Utopian.

The isolated Union he erected in his patri-

otic imagination and recommended to his

countrymen, when one of the weakest na-

tions, was not the Union which has now
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become the richest and most powerful na-

tion on the earth. Let us take a brief his-

torical retrospect.

By the treaty of 1783 our western

boundary was extended to the Mississippi

Kiver; and of the entire continents of

North and South America we laid claim

only to a little over five per cent. The
account then stood (omitting fractions),

Spain, forty-five per cent. ;
Great Britain

twenty-four per cent.; Portugal, twenty

per cent.; Russia, three per cent.; France,
one per cent.

The five per cent., or 800,000 square
miles claimed, but not all occupied, by the

United States in the year 1800, has ex-

panded to about 24 per cent, of the area of

all the Americas (excluding our recent ac-

quisitions), or 3,602,990 square miles,

while largely through the permeating
moral influence of free government in the

United States, republics have displaced
the tyranny of Spain and Portugal in

Central and South America, and to-day,
with the exception of less than five per

cent., the Americas have passed under
the sway of republican institutions, and
monarchism and despotism have been for-

ever extirpated.
Go back with me a moment. George

Washington died on December '14, 1799.

The habiliments of mourning were

scarcely laid aside when the statesmen of

that period addressed themselves most

seriously to the problem of territorial ex-

pansion. In 1803, four years after the

death of Washington, Jefferson con-

summated the Louisiana purchase, more
than doubling our then domain. Monroe

negotiated a treaty with Spain in 1819 by
which we acquired the whole of Florida.

In the administration of President Polk
we received Texas into the Union, and by
the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo we ac-

quired what is now New Mexico, Arizona,
and California. The Gadsden purchase
came in 1853, during the administration
of President Pierce, and in 1867 we pur-
chased Alaska.

Let us go back again, and take up an-
other thread in our history, which has the

deepest significance and is a necessary
part of that policy which leads inevitably
to our active interposition in aiding to di-

rect the destinies of the Orient. The
league known as the Holv Alliance was

concluded in 1815. Its declared purpose
was not so far-reaching as its real objects

proved to be ;
for it finally arrogated to it-

self the right to put an end to the system
of representative governments in Europe
and to destroy the liberty of the press. It

proposed also to crush out the struggling

republics of South America, which our

Government had recognized. It is not

commonly so understood, but history as-

sures us that the popular sentiment of

England led her Premier at that critical

period, to say to our Government that

England would stand by us if we should

resist the attempt of the allies to over-

throw the Spanish-American republics.
Mr. Monroe was fortunate in having Ex-

Presidents Ma.dison and Jefferson with

whom he could advise and John Quincy
Adams as his Secretary of State. Mr.
Jefferson said:

Our first and fundamental maxim should
be never to entangle ourselves in the broils

of Europe; our second, never to suffer Eu-

rope to intermeddle with Cisatlantic affairs.

. . . While Europe is laboring to become
the domicile of despotism, our endeavor
should be to make our hemisphere that of

freedom. One nation (Great Britain), most
of all, could disturb us in this pursuit; she
now offers to lead, aid, and accompany us
in it. By acceding to her proposition we de-

tach her from the bands, bring her mighty
weight into the scale of free government,
and emancipate a continent at a stroke.

. . . Great Britain is the nation which
can do us the most harm of any one or all

on earth, and with her on our side we need
not fear the world. With her, then, we
should most sedulously cherish a cordial

friendship, and nothing would tend more to

knit our affections than to be fighting once
more side by side in the same cause.

On December 2, 1823, President Monroe

promulgated his memorable message to the

world. It was the independent action of

our Government, through no alliance with

Great Britain. But who shall say that, in

that youthful period of our nation, we
would have ventured to defy all Europe
but for the assurances conveyed to us by

England? Who shall say if we had not

already removed Spain from Florida and

France from the Mississippi Eiver and the

great Northwest, by the wise policy of ter-

ritorial expansion inaugurated by Jeffer-

son, that we would have had the temerity
to dispute all right of the powers to inter-

meddle with, the affairs of this hemi-

sphere ?
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When these great events were transpir-

ing there were but twenty-three States of

the Union represented in the census of

1800. Ohio had but about 500,000 popu-
lation, Indiana 147,000, and Illinois

55,000. In all the States there were but

9,500,000 people. Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Iowa, Kansas, and the vast region
of the Transmississippi were practically
uninhabited. The far-off Pacific Coast was

unexplored and unknown. In the year
1800, the immigration to this country was
a little over 8,000 and did not reach the

hundred-thousand mark annually but once

enlarging the foundations upon which we
have so marvelously built, the United
States stands to-day not only strong
enough, but charged with the solemn duty
to demand that it be consulted before any
great change shall be consummated by the
other powers of the earth in countries with
which we have peculiar and important
relations. We are no longer an infant re-

public whose safety lies in isolation. We
have become a great power, and have
duties which we owe to a large and ever-

increasing population, and which cannot
be discharged by standing passive while

until 1845. Since then the increase has

been rapid, and reached 790,000 in 1882,
and as late as 1892 was over 600,000. We
now number, native-born and adopted cit-

izens, fully 75,000,000 people, the most

homogeneous, active, energetic, ambitious,
and self-reliant to be found upon the

earth.

We have by force of our own genius and

enterprise taken first place among nations,

in commerce, manufactures, and agricul-

ture. Having reached this high plane of

material development, accompanied as it

has been everywhere and at all times by
ihe public school, the university, a free

press, and the church, thus deepening and

the great political and commercial drama
of the Pacific is being enacted. The

expulsion of Spain from Cuba and Porto

Eico and their acquisition, the annexation

of Hawaii, the possession of the Philip-

pines, the construction and ownership of

the Nicaragua Canal, are facts accom-

plished or soon to be consummated. These
momentous events mean that the United
States must occupy a still larger place in

the world's commerce, and exert a still

wider influence upon the destinies of na-

tions.

There is no man in public life to-day
who would venture to question the wisdom
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of any of the territorial acquisitions of this

country prior to those of recent date. And

yet in no single instance have the advo-

cates of territorial expansion escaped op-

position more or less violent. It may not

be unprofitable to recall some of the argu-
ments presented in that earlier period.
When Mr. Jefferson proposed the Louisi-

ana purchase it was assailed as unconstitu-

tional and beyond even the treaty-making

In the debate in Congress it was said by
a Representative,

" The vast and unman-

ageable extent which the accession of

Louisiana will give the United States, the

consequent dispersion of our population,
and the destruction of that balance which
it is so important to maintain between the

Eastern and Western States, threatens, at

no very distant day, the subversion of our
Union." Another Representative said that

Thomas Jefferson, in 1803, at the age of 60

power, which not even an ordinary amend-
ment of the Constitution could legalize,
and could be done only by the consent of

all the States. It was declared to be in-

consistent with the spirit of republican
government to so greatly enlarge our do-
main. It was claimed that it could not be
shown that any individual

"
entertained

the least wish to obtain the province of

Louisiana "
beyond the mouths of the Mis-

sissippi.

he feared the effect of our vast empire ;
he

feared the effects of the increased value of

labor, the decrease in the value of lands,
and the influence of climate upon our citi-

zens who should migrate thither. He
feared that this Eden of the New World
would prove the cemetery for the bodies

of our citizens. A Senator said,
" Admit

this Western world into the Union, and

you destroy at once the weight and im-

portance of the Eastern States and compel
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them to establish a separate, independent
empire/' Another Senator said,

" As to

Louisiana, this new, immense, unbound-
ed world, if it should ever be incorpo-
rated into the Union, I believe it will be the

greatest curse that could at present befall

us." He spoke of the people who should
inhabit this region as being remote and
" where they will scarcely ever feel the rays
of the General Government, their affec-

tions will become alienated, they will

gradually begin to view us as strangers,

they will form other commercial connec-

tions, and our interest will become ex-

tinct." And finally he said, even admitting
the acquisition to be desirable, "fifteen

millions of dollars was an enormous sum
to give."

Aside from the objection of annexing
non-contiguous territory, and perhaps the

incorporation into our body politic of large
numbers of alien races, I am unable to per-
ceive in the objections now being urged to

our recent acquisitions, any that were not

advanced at the genesis of the expansion

policy, and which have not been entirely
overthrown by the history and experience
of the Eepublic. Eailroads, steam-power
on the ocean, the submarine cable, and the

telegraph have wrought such marvelous

changes in the movements of our citizens

in all their relations with each other and

with our Government and among the

family of nations, that neither the vast-

ness of our empire, the non-contiguity of

our possessions, nor their remoteness from

our capital any longer enters into the prob-
lem of National Government.
A glance at the map of the United

States will disclose nineteen States and

five Territories Iving west of the Missis-

sippi Eiver, embracing an area of 2,475,230

square miles, equal to one half of the entire

continent of North America, an area

greater than that of all Europe excluding
Eussia, Here will be found nearly fifteen

millions of happy and prosperous Ameri-

can citizens, most of whom can now reach

the National Capitol in less time than

some of the Congressmen from whom I

have quoted could have journeyed to Wash-

ington. Here is the granary of the United

States; here are the farms and feeding-

grounds for cattle and sheep that must

supply the denser population east of the

Mississippi with food products; here are

the inexhaustible deposits of the mineral
wealth of our country ;

here are to be the

homes of many millions yet to find relief

from the overcrowded East.

After we had settled the question of

our northeastern boundary, and our claim

upon what was called the
"
Oregon Coun-

try
" was being discussed, Senator Mc-

Duffie of Georgia said in the United
States Senate, as late as in 1843 :

What is the nature of this country? Why,
as I understand it, seven hundred miles this
side of the Rocky Mountains is uninhabit-
able; a region where rain seldom falls; a bar-

ren, sandy soil; mountains totally impassable.
Well, now, what are we going to do in this

Barbe" Marbois The Chief Agent of France
in the Sale of Louisiana

case? How are you going to apply steam?
Have you made anything like an estimate of

the cost of a railroad from here to the
Columbia? Why, the wealth of the Indies
would be insufficient. Of what use will this

be for agricultural purposes? Why, I would
not for that purpose give a pinch of snuff for

the whole territory. I thank God for his

mercy in placing the Rocky Mountains
there !

And yet within twenty years from that

time four self-reliant and courageous
California merchants, living in the town
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of Sacramento, found a way to build a

railroad half the distance, where they met
another railroad built across the Rocky
Mountains oy some equally enterprising
Boston merchants; and there are now in

the United States five transcontinental

railroads where Senator McDuffie could

see no way to apply steam and to accom-

plish which he thought that only the

wealth of the Indies was adequate.
In 1846, when Mr. Webster was defend-

ing, from his seat in the Senate, his part
taken in establishing our northeastern

boundary-line, he drew a comparison be-

tween the importance of the Columbia
River and the value of England's conces-

President Monroe One of the Negotiators of
the Purchase of Louisiana, and President

when Florida was Purchased.

sion in allowing the people of Aroostook

County in the State of Maine, the free use
of the St. John River through New Bruns-
wick to the ocean. He said,

" We have
heard a great deal lately of the immense
value and importance of the Columbia
River and its navigation; but I will un-
dertake to say that, for all purposes of

human use, the St. John is worth a hun-
dred times as much as the Columbia is, or

ever will be." And yet the Columbia is

one of the noblest rivers on this continent,

and of vast importance to the commerce of

three States of the Union. It is navigable
for three hundred miles, and a tributary

(the Snake River) extends its commer-
cial importance one hundred and eighty
miles farther.

1 have no doubt that it was because of

the pessimistic view taken by statesmen

like Webster as to the prospective value of

the Trans-Rocky-Mountain region, that

we finally withdrew our claims north of

the forty-ninth parallel and gave to Great
Britain the most valuable portion of her

present British possessions on the Pacific.

But for this inexcusable diplomatic blun-

der, by which we were led to recede from
the 54 40' parallel to the forty-ninth, we
would to-day have an unbroken front on
the Pacific Ocean from the northern

boundary of Mexico to Bering Straits,
and with it a strip of land west of the

Lake of the Woods 350 miles wide and
2,100 miles long west of the Rocky Moun-
tains. As we now see it, the concession

made by our Government was almost a

crime; for it not only took from us a

vast domain of the highest value for its

mineral and agricultural wealth, but it

made possible the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way, which is a standing menace to our

transcontinental lines, and by which Great

Britain secures superior advantages in

competing for the trade of the Orient.

The cry of "Fifty-four-forty or fight!"
was silenced by the same timidity of judg-
ment and feebleness of vision into the

future which I fear lie at the root of the

opposition now made to our new acquisi-
tions of territory.

Great opportunities come but infre-

quently to individuals or to nations. It is

the wise only who see and embrace them.

An interesting and very important ques-
tion has arisen as to the powers of Con-

gress over the Territories and the recip-
rocal rights of their inhabitants and the

citizens of the States and organized Terri-

tories of the Union. The importance of

the question lies in the fact that if by the

mere act of acquiring territory, whether by

conquest or by treaty, the Constitution

and laws of the United States immediately

apply in all their force to this Territory, it

follows that our tariff laws at once apply,
and two important things result. First,
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other nations can not be allowed to import
goods into those territories without paying
the same duties as are imposed in the ports
of the United States, and the

"
open-

door
"

policy cannot be carried out because

our Constitution declares that
"

all duties,

imposts and excises shall be uniform

throughout the United States
"

; and
therefore neither the President nor Con-

gress can open the door, at Manila, for ex-

ample, to the unrestricted commerce of the

world without breaking down the tariff

wall in all the United States. Second,
there must be absolute free trade between

the States and Territories of the United
States and these newly-acquired posses-

sions; and as Mr. Carnegie claims, he

must be permitted to take his steel rails

to the Philippines free of any duty to be

there imposed, and bring back a cargo of

sugar and tobacco which shall be permit-
ted to enter our ports free of duty. This

he claims is his constitutional right, which

attached the moment we acquired those

islands.

The question is, Has Congress the pow-
er to make laws for the government of

these territories which shall protect the

existing States and Territories from any
unfair competition by these new terri-

tories? Has it the power to allow goods
from foreign countries to be taken into

these new territories upon equal terms

with the other States and Territories ? It

will be perceived that to deny the power
to say upon what terms all nations may
share" the trade of our new possessions

with us is also to deny the power to protect

our beet and cane sugar and tobacco in-

dustries, for example, from competing pro-

ducts brought from these new territories.

The advocates of the
"
closed door

" seem

to have conceived the notion that they

must, to secure their object, deny all pow-
er in Congress over the subject, overlook-

ing a possible danger to our industries to

which the contention leads. If, on the

contrary, the power of Congress be con-

ceded, the whole subject then at once be-

comes one of policy only, and we are free

to pass such laws as shall conserve and

protect all interests.

I am strongly persuaded that unless it

be found that Congress has supreme pow-
er over these territories, the friends of ex-

pansion will lose very many supporters.

VOL. xxxiv 32

After a somewhat careful examination of

the question, I have become entirely satis-

fied that the power rests in Congress, and
that it is plainly derivable from the Con-
stitution. The question is under debate

in this country and justifies something
more than a passing examination in this

connection.

I must refresh the recollection of the

reader as to the earlier history of our

Government. It will be remembered that

the Colonies were not brought together
under the Articles of Confederation until

two years after the War of the Revolution

began, and these articles continued until

March 4, 1789, when the new government
went into operation under the Constitu-

tion. The ratification of the Articles of

Confederation by the States was.long post-

poned on account of the claims made by
some of the great States to certain unde-

fined territory. The other States stren-

uously contended that the territory unset-

tled at the commencement of the war, and
claimed by the British crown, if wrested

from the common enemy by the blood and
treasure of the thirteen States, ought to

be deemed the common property of all,

subject to the disposition of Congress for

the general good. New York State, in

1781, was the first to yield to the patriotic

appeals made to the land^holding States,

and she was followed by Virginia, in 1782,

and by others soon after; so that before

the Constitution was adopted this irritat-

ing question was finally settled.

The appeal made to the States to cede

their territory was preceded by an act of

Congress promising that the ceded terri-

tory should be disposed of for the common
benefit of the Union, and formed into re-

publican States, with the sanie rights of

sovereignty, freedom, and independence
as the other States. Said the Federalist,

in 1788:

Congress have assumed the administration

of this stock. They have begun to make it

productive. Congress have undertaken to

do more; they have proceeded to form new
States; to erect temporary governments;
to appoint officers for them; and to pre-

scribe the conditions on which such States

shall be admitted into the Confederacy.

And now comes into view the famous

ordinance of Congress, of the 13th of July,

1787, which Mr. Story in his Commenta-
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ries says,
"
has ever since constituted, in

most respects, the model of all our terri-

torial governments; and is equally re-

markable for the brevity and exactness of

its text, and for its masterly display of

fundamental principles of civil and reli-

gious liberty/
7 There was doubt expressed

Robert R. Livingston A Prominent Actor in

the Louisiana Purchase

at the time as to the power of the Confed-

eracy under its articles to acquire terri-

tory, and the Federalist declared that it

was " done without the least color of con-

stitutional authority." The exercise of the

power, however, by the Confederacy was
never drawn in question before the courts

of that day. But to remove all doubt as

to the power to admit new States and "
to

dispose of and make all needful rules and

regulations .respecting the territory or

other property belonging to the United

States," section 3, article IV of the Con-

stitution, was adopted.

We need spend no time to search for the

power to acquire territory. That question
was settled when we made the Louisiana

purchase in 1803, and has been forever set

at rest by successive acquisitions. The
power to acquire territory, Mr. Story says,
would seem so naturally to flow from the
sovereignty confided to it (the Government),
as not to admit of very serious question.

The Constitution confers on the Government
of the Union the power of making war and
of making treaties; and it seems, conse-

quently, to possess the power of acquiring
territory, either by conquest or by treaty. If
the cession be by treaty, the terms of that
treaty must be obligatory, for it is the law
of the land. And if it stipulates for the en-

joyment by the inhabitants of the rights,
privileges, and immunities of citizens of the
United States, and for the admission of the
territory into the Union, as a State, these
stipulations must be equally obligatory.
They are within the scope of the constitu-
tional authority of the Government, which
has the right to acquire territory, to make
treaties, and to admit new States into the
Union.

Those persons who deny the power of

Congress for which I contend lay great
stress upon section 8, article I, which de-

clares that
"

all duties, imposts, and ex-

cises shall be uniform throughout the
United States," and section 9 of the same

article, which says that
" no preference

shall be given by any regulation of com-
merce or revenue to the ports of one State
over those of another; nor shall vessels

bound to or from one State be obliged to

enter, clear, or pay duties in another."
The plain and conclusive construction of

these provisions is that they apply to the

States, and do not apply to Territories, ex-

cept as they are made to apply by some act

of Congress or by the terms of the treaty
under which the territory is admitted into
the Union.

We are often pointed to some organized

Territory and asked if Congress can lay a

different duty or impost there from that of

any State; and if not, how can Congress
exercise the power in the Philippines, or

Porto Rico, or Cuba, or Hawaii ? The an-

swer is obvious and simple; and herein
will be found a legislative construction or

our Constitution which has been given
whenever any new territorial government
has been erected in the Union. By exam-

ining the statutes it will be found that,

with two exceptions, I believe, to be

noticed later, Congress has in providing
organic acts for the Territories brought
them within the provisions of the act of

1787, or the Constitution of the United

States; so that in coming into the Union

they came with their rights and immuni-
ties fully denned. If it be true that these

provisions by their own force extended at
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once to any newly-acquired territory, no
such legislation was needed.

It is because Congress guaranteed tHese

rights and immunities by the acts of ad-

mission into the Union, and not because

of any inherent rights, or rights under the

Constitution or previous laws, that no

preferential legislation can be made to

apply to them. To make this clear, atten-

tion is asked to some of these laws for the

admission of new Territories. When New
Mexico was erected into a Territory in

1850, section 17 of the act enacted
" That

the Constitution, and all laws of the

United States, which are not locally in-

applicable, shall have the same force and
effect within said Territory of New Mex-
ico as elsewhere in the United States."

California was admitted in the same year,
as a State, and the act declared that she

was " admitted on an equal footing with

the original States in all respects what-

ever." She came in declaring that slavery

should never exist within her boundaries.

But Texas came in by the same act which

admitted New Mexico; and the act de-

clared that she should be admitted with or

without slavery as she might by her con-

stitution provide. Utah came in the same

year, under like guarantees given New
Mexico. And so, also, Colorado, Dakota,
and Idaho, in 1861. In the act admitting
Dakota the act governing New Mexico was

extended over Dakota
;
but it was specially

provided that slavery should not exist

therein, and the act repealed all laws of

New Mexico or of Congress establishing

or recognizing slavery. The Constitution

and laws of the United States were ex-

tended over Montana upon its admission,

in 1864. And so, also, in the case of Wy-
oming. By act of May 2, 1890, Oklahoma

was admitted. In that act certain of the

statutes of the State of Arkansas relating

to administration of government were ex-

tended over the Indian Territory. The

Constitution of the United States and all

laws thereof which prohibit crimes in any

place within the jurisdiction of the United

States (except the District of Columbia)
were given effect in the Indian Territory,

except in certain enumerated cases. In

the case of the Indian Territory the Con-

stitution and laws were extended to it, but

with important restrictions and excep-

tions. If, as is claimed, the Constitution

and laws of the United States are extended
over acquired territory by their own force,
how can Congress extend certain provi-
sions and withhold others, as has been fre-

quently done?
Alaska furnishes an example similar to

that of the Indian Territory. In the case

of Alaska it has been a part of the Union,
that is, the territory has belonged to the

United States for thirty-two years, and
it has never yet been admitted into the
Union under any form of territorial gov-
ernment. The act of 1884 constituted the

territory a civil judicial district, and pro-
vided for the appointment of a governor,
with very limited duties; a district court

was provided for, with the necessary offi-

cers. Commissioners were given, by ap-

pointment of the President, with powers of

justices of the peace under the laws of

Oregon, where not in conflict with the

James K. Polk President when Texas was
Admitted and Mexico Ceded

laws of Congress. The laws of that State,

with certain important restrictions, were

made the law in Alaska. The people were

not given any legislative assembly or dele-

gate in Congress, as in other Territories.

Certain laws relating to the unorganized

Territory of Alaska were continued in

force, and the importation, manufacture,

and sale of intoxicating liquors in the dis-
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trict, except for medicinal, mechanical,

and scientific purposes, was prohibited.

It was under this latter provision and

certain regulations made by the President

as to the sale of liquors that the case of

Edleman v. United States (86 Fed. Eep.

456) arose, and which was decided in the

Circuit Court of Appeals sitting in San

Francisco. Edleman was indicted for

selling liquors within the district. He was

convicted, and appealed to the Circuit

Court of Appeals. The appeal was heard

by Justices Morrow, Gilbert, and Eoss. It

was contended that Congress had not the

constitutional power to interfere with the

right of a citizen to own and hold proper-

William H. Seward Negotiated the Purchase
of Alaska

ty without distinction as to kind
;

that

whisky is property ; that Congress can not

impose restrictions upon commerce pro-

hibiting the sale of a particular commo-

dity; that if Congress may regulate the

sale of whisky as a police regulation, it

can only enact laws applicable alike to all

Territories. The court said, speaking

through Mr. Justice Morrow :

The answer to these and other like objec-
tions urged in the brief of counsel for de-
fendant is found in the now well-established

doctrine that the Territories of the United
States are entirely subject to the legislative

authority of Congress. They are not organ-
ized under the Constitution, nor subject to

its complex distribution of the powers of

government as the organic law, but are the

creation, exclusively, of the legislative de-

partment, and subject to its jurisdiction and
control. (Benner v. Potter, 9 How. 235, 242.)
The United States, having rightfully ac-

quired the Territories, and being the only
government which can impose laws upon
them, has the entire dominion and sovereign-
ty, national, municipal, federal, and state.

(Ins. Co. v. Canter, 1 Peters, 511, 542; Cross
v. Harrison, 16 How. 164, 193; Nat'l Bank
v. Yankton Co., 101 U. S. 129, 133; Murphy
v. Ramsey. 114 U. S. 15, 44; The Mormon
Cases, 136 U. S. 1, 42, 43; McAllister v. U. S.,

141 U. S. 174, 181; Shivery v. Boweby, 152
U. S. 1, 48.) Under this full and comprehen-
sive authority, Congress has unquestionably
the power to exclude intoxicating liquors
from any or all its Territories, or limit their

sale under such regulations as it may pre-
scribe. It may legislate in accordance with
the special needs of each locality, and vary
its regulations to meet the conditions and
circumstances of the people. Whether the

subject elsewhere would be a matter of local

police regulation, or within State control

under some other power, it is immaterial to

consider. In a Territory all the functions
of government are within the legislative jur-
isdiction of Congress, and may be exercised

through a local government, or directly by
such legislation as we have now under con-

sideration.

When this case and the doctrine it lays
down are considered it must be remem-
bered that the court was dealing with

Alaska as an unorganized Territory hav-

ing no relation to the Union by any or-

ganic act as other Territories have been

given. It may be that when a Territory
has been admitted and the Constitution

and laws of the United States have been

extended over it, as in the case of Arizona

or New Mexico, Congress cannot there-

after take away any of the fundamental

rights thus vested in the people. But as

applicable to a territory situated as is

Alaska, over which the Government exer-

cises sovereignty by virtue of having pur-
chased or acquired by treaty all the rights
of the former sovereign, and over which

the Constitution and laws of the United

States have not been extended, there can

be no doubt of the soundness of this de-

cision.

The situation in the Philippines is pre-

cisely met in an early case entitled Flem-
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ing v. Page, reported in 9th of Howard,
at page 278. Chief Justice Taney deliv-

ered the opinion of the Supreme Court of

the United States. It arose during our

war with Mexico. Our military forces

were in possession of the port of Tampico,
in the Mexican state of Tamaulipas. Cer-

tain goods were shipped from that port to

the port of Philadelphia. In 1846, Con-

gress passed a law reducing the duty on

imports so that goods, the product of

Mexico, shippe,d from Tampico to Phila-

delphia during our military occupation,
were not subject to the duties prescribed

by the act. The collector exacted the

duties, and hence the suit. I will quote
some passages from the opinion of the

learned Chief Justice. He said:

The Mexican authorities had been driven

out, or had submitted to our army and navy;
and the country was in the exclusive and
firm possession of the United States, and
governed by its military authorities, acting
under the orders of the President. But it

does not follow that it was a part of the

United States, or that it ceased to be a for-

eign country in the sense of which these

words are used in the acts of Congress. . . .

The United States, it is true, may extend its

boundaries by conquest or treaty, and may
demand the cession of territory as the con-

dition of peace. . . . But this can only
be done by the treaty-making power or the

legislative authority, and is not a part of

the power conferred upon the President by
the declaration of war. ... He may in-

vade the hostile country, and subject it to

the sovereignty and authority of the United
States. But his conquests do not enlarge the

boundaries of this Union, nor extend the

operation of our institutions and laws be-

yond the limits assigned to them by legis-

lative power.

He then shows that as to other nations

they were bound to regard the conquered

territory as belonging to and part of the

territory of the United States.

But yet, [he said] it was not a part of the

Union. For every nation which acquires

territory by treaty or conquest, holds it ac-

cording to' its own institutions and laws.

And the relation in which the port of Tam-

pico stood to the United States, while it was

occupied by their arms, did not depend upon
the laws of nations, but upon our own Con-

stitution and acts of Congress. . . . But
the boundaries of the United States, as they
existed when war was declared against

Mexico, were not extended by the conquest.
. . . They remained unchanged. And
every place which was out of the limits of

the United States, as previously established

by the political authorities of the Govern-
ment, was still foreign; nor did our laws
extend over it.

He then shows that after Florida was
ceded to the United States and our forces

had taken possession of Pensacola, and
Florida had become a part of the Union,
goods imported from Pensacola were made
to pay duties until an act was passed by
Congress erecting it into a collection dis-

trict. And so, also, was it held when
Louisiana was purchased.

This case leads inevitably to the con-

clusion reached by Judge Morrow and his

associates. It means and decides that un-

til Congress has extended our Constitution

and our laws over the Philippines no duti-

able goods can come from those islands to

our ports without paying the duties fixed

by our laws. It means also that having

acquired the Philippines these islands

passed under the unrestricted sovereignty
and control of the United States, and the

Constitution and laws of this country will

go into operation there so far, and so far

only, as Congress shall from time to time

declare.

If the Constitution and all the laws of

the United States were extended over the

Philippines after such treaty, without res-

ervation or exception, unquestionably
there could be no "

open door," and equal-

ly so there could be no preferential duties

protecting the present States and Terri-

tories from the competing products of

those islands. But what I say, and what,

I think, rests upon abundant authority, is

that the whole subject will be within the

power of Congress, and it may exercise

that power so as to allow all nations to

trade in those islands on an equal footing

with ourselves, which is what I understand

by the
"
open door," and it may impose a

duty on goods brought to this country

from those islands. The whole subject, in

my opinion, becomes one not of power, but

of policy. I believe, also, that any other

solution of the question would cast great

doubt upon the wisdom of entering upon
a policy of acquiring and governing
remote regions of the world. By this solu-

tion we are left with free hands to legis-

late upon the broad plane of the highest

and best interests of the Territories them-

selves, and with due regard to the varying
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conditions by which they may be en-

vironed. '

The argument might be greatly

strengthened by citations from other decis-

ions of the Supreme Court and by con-

ducting the reader along the pathway of

our past history in our dealing with the

slavery question and with the Mormon,
the Indian, and other questions relating
to the Territories. How can we justify
the compromise measures of 1820 ? How
can the acts of Congress forbidding the

owners of slaves from taking their prop-

erty into Territories find a resting-place in

the Constitution, unless it be under the

power given to make all needful rules and

regulations respecting the Territories

and other property belonging to the

United States?

It was said by the Supreme Court in

Murphy v. Kamsey (114 U. S. 15-44) that

"the constitutional power of Congress to

enact laws for the government of the Ter-

ritories has passed beyond the stage of

controversy to final judgment. The peo-

ple of the United States, as sovereign own-
ers of the national territories, have

supreme power over them and their inhab-

itants." In National Bank v. Yankton

County, 101 U. S. 129, the Court said,
"
Congress has full and complete legisla-

tive authority over the people of the

Territories and all departments of the ter-

ritorial governments. It may do for the

Territories what the people under the

Constitution of the United States may do

for the States."

But I forbear further argument. I

think we may safely look to the Constitu-

tion of our country and to the interpreta-
tion it has received by the highest Court

in the land to guide our footsteps. And
this brings me to speak of the Oriental

Problem and the Philippines.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

CHRISTMAS IN TWO LANDS

BY L. D. VENTURA
"
Eternal glory to him who has known how to choose a passion of the highest order. His boundless happiness

shall increase and multiply at every hour and at every moment ; he descends even more and more into the paradise
of the soul, which is the Infinite; he is happy." (From

" Dead Souls," by N. Gogol.)

IT
MATTERS little whether this be a

tale of imagination or of the purest

realism, a story concealing an auto-

biography or hovering in the realms of the

ideal. Since Howells is about to prepare
for us a novel without love, without hero

experience, drawing his inspiration simply
from the forces which move the universe

to-day, we must suppose that he has found

enough sentiment in our real life for in-

stance, in struggling journalism to draw
his romance thence, and to paint fitly the

things which hinder or develop our poor
humanity.

I know that I like to view things with

my reporter's eye, as my critics are fond
of saying, and in this spirit I find in the

depths of my heart the necessary tear
which softens the hard road I am destined
to climb. For the hour of nature's report-

ers will come sooner or later, and Mr.
Howells is there to prove it to you some

day or other.

In a little book which I had the folly
to lend, and so, naturally, lost, I read one

day the history of a coincidence. The
world is full of coincidences. There was
a gentleman whose name began with F,
who used only to make visits to a certain

family on Fridays, far apart, and, strange
to say, on that very day the cook was wont
to serve plum-pudding to her master.

Man and plum-pudding made their ap-

pearance at a fixed day and hour, despite
the change of cooks. After that it is not

surprising that my Christmas story

true, like all Christmas stories should

have its points of. coincidence in two

Christmas-days of different date.

They called her
"
L'Angelo." This
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name was a nickname, but a pretty and
well-deserved one. She had obtained this

diploma of
"
Angelo

"
in the poor quarters

near Folsom Street, in the latitude of the
" Emanuel Sisterhood Building/' where
not a little native and foreign misery has
found relief among people who could not
make themselves comfortable at home on
Christmas-eve if they had not first pro-
vided for the comfort of the poor.

She was large, with a Juno-like figure,
and she had no age, for talent had effaced

her wrinkles, and sentiment had served

her as a fountain of youth. Under the or-

ders of her chief, a remarkable woman in

every respect, she had taken to .heart the
fate of the poor little Italians of the

Quarter. Every Friday, at five o'clock,
she made her appearance on the corner

where Union Street and Montgomery Ave-
nue come to a happy termination in a

green and shady park. The boys in the

fruit-shops on Montgomery Avenue
watched for her at their doors with one eye
on the clock and one on the street. If the

clock struck the half-hour it was evidently

wrong; and when she appeared at five

minutes to five, it was because the clock

was slow.

But she made her appearance as punctu-

ally as remorse in a guilty conscience ac-

cording to Russian novels. And then it

was pretty to see all the Antonios, the Fil-

ippis, the Francescos, the Maddalenes, and
the Graziells of the Quarter,1

" Buon gi-

orno
"

here,
" Benvenuta "

there. Each
tried to jump his best. And the lady,

surrounded, suffocated, with a group of

boys hanging onto her velvet train, found

herself encircled and imprisoned. They
made a ring round her. They kissed her

beautiful,
"
good-fairy "-like hands, and

she was radiant, proud, happy. Her strong
face beamed. A smile lighted up her coun-

tenance. It was as if she laid up for her-

self a breath of youth, a store of health

in these charitable visits. One Christmas-

eve she came to Union Street in a carriage.

Already, since the day before, the poor
houses had assumed their cleanest aspect ;

the floor was washed, the largest piece of

coal laid ready in the stove, the chairs had

been mended, and the kettle was singing
on the hob; for they prepared coffee for

her, as is done in the convents and cells

of my country. On this day the carriage

was not for the sake of L'Angelo's Pari-
sian shoes. It was to carry all sorts of good
things which the kind and charitable
ladies of San Francisco had sent to I/An-
gelo for her Italians, who are so far from
their warm sun, and who indeed have need
to know that Jesus Christ came into the
world with something good for them also.

And there was the tree from which hung
toys, bonbons, guns, and little mirrors,
warm woolen stockings, everything from
a little jacket and a tiny pair of shoes
down to cravats and purses for the savings
which are the first corner-stone of a swell-

front house on Van Ness Avenue.
I will not mention all that came out of

this surprise-box on four wheels; but I

will only say that the houses were full of

joy, and that the lady forgot her five-

o'clock tea in tasting a cup of strong cof-

fee, and, indeed, did not disdain to eat a

crust of Pauattone. During this solem-

nity she was exposed to the strange gal-
lantries of the Italian youths of twenty,
handsome and unconscious, who had made
a little extra toilet in her honor, who of-

fered her gay-colored flowers, and accom-

panied her to the carriage with the sound
of the harmonica and guitar. She was
sad as she got into her coupe the day I

saw her for the last time among her Union
Street proteges." Ah I" said she ;

" who knows where I

shall be next year?"
As she said these words her lips smiled,

but a tear was trembling on her lashes. I

was moved, for these tears were very
Italian in an American woman. "Who
knows?" said I, not quite knowing how to

answer but why? Was it a presenti-
ment? Chi lo sa? The fact is that we
were both very sad on leaving the Quarter,

and, in the emotion which I was experi-

encing, I felt myself more than ever drawn

toward this American, while she, it seemed

to me, had taken flight in spirit to the

Italy of Beatrice.

While we were driving slowly on, they

greeted us on every side; it was a cease-

less repetition of
" L'Angelo ! L'Angelo !

L'Angelo!"
"
Ah, yes, you are indeed their angel," I

said to her,
" and there must truly be a

Paradise concealed upon the earth, since

in their barbaric innocence they know how
to discover angels."
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That evening we had our little talk in

Italian; for there she was with me; she

only wished to hear the "lingua di Dante,"
as she called it. I was melancholy. She

tried to console me; but while consoling

me, she treated me as incorrigible.

"Ah," said I to her, "why am I not

like them? Then I might 'at least be

happy on Christmas-eve."
"
Pazzo, pazzo," said she, shaking her

finger at me.

I went home ashamed of myself, for 1

felt that I had lost all faith and all enthu-

siasm, while others, humbler than myself,
found hope and consolation in rejoicing at

a benefit received.

This Christmas passed like many
others; the months went by; then one

fine day I received by mail the following
note:

My dear friend: My sister is not well in

health, and I ana going abroad with her. I

leave for Paris, but depend on passing next
Christmas in Italy. Have you nothing to

say to any one there? Yours

And she signed her name "
L'Angelo."

"
L'Angelo is going away," said I to

myself, with sobs in my voice.
" What

will become of these little children to

whom this beautiful American was like a

good fairy on Christmas-day she, the

Messiah, the
' Eeine Mage

'
of these chil-

dren?" I shrugged my shoulders. "We
must see next year," I said to myself
and the next Christmas was near at hand.

,
On Christmas-eve, accustomed as I was

to visit L'Angelo, I went and took a turn
in the street where her house stood. The
blinds were closed and the door fastened.

Then, mechanically, I went down to the

little park and entered Union Street.

As soon as I made my appearance cries

arose on every side each tried to ask the
first. "And the Signora? And the Ma-
donna? Where is L'Angelo? She has
abandoned us this year !"

"
No, my children," I answered

;

"
the

good lady, the kind fairy, has not forsaken

you. She is only warming herself in our
Italian sunshine, and next year she will

be with us again let us hope."
The little boys began to cry, the women

fingered the hems of their aprons, the men
pulled their mustaches. Yes, truly, they
are grateful, these poof 'people, to whom
we do a little good from time to time.

And then they had washed the floors to do

honor to the Signora ! They had mended
the chairs as before, they had hung gar-
lands of leaves across the ceiling, and
wreaths upon the walls, according to the

American custom, and the kettle was sing-

ing on the heated stove !

They dragged me into one of the houses

and made me sit down on a very high
chair; for this year another festivity had
been added to those of Christmas the

baptism of a little girl, who had been

struggling ever since five o'clock in the

morning in her cradle hung with white

curtains, while they delayed the ceremony
for L'Angelo. For L'Angelo they had

Prepared
the throne-like chair, and it was

who made such a poor figure in it ! Four
handsome young men burst into the room

thinking that she was there. They had

mandolins, guitars, and a harmonica,

ready to begin their salutation.

Ah, my dear friend, if you could have

seen our poor Italians, disappointed and
with tears in their eyes awaiting L'Angelo,

awaiting you, their good fairy, you with-

out whom no Christmas is possible in this

dull world ! At this supreme moment how
I en-vied your serenity and your smile,

your sweet womanliness enhanced by

sturdy courage, your kind dignity, your

generous bounty to the poor, your influ-

ence in obtaining good things for the des-

titute, and even your velvet train, made to

be caught and embraced as you pass, by
these poor children of God ! For it was

pitiful to see these people, while you.
Ah! yes while you, . . . This is

where my coincidence comes in.

At the exact time when my compatriots
in Union Street were expecting their

aristocratic Santa Claus in petticoats,

L'Angelo was at Naples, that city full of

songs and cries of laughter and music. It

is the same there every year. The noise of

carriages and the cracking of whips, the

braying of donkeys and the sound of salu-

tations exchanged from one end of the

street to the other, cries that seem to rend

the air. One might imagine that the end
of the world had come. You jump out of

bed, you dress hastily behold, you are in

the street !

The Via Roma is no longer the every-

day street, it has become narrower and

longer, more crowded and more noisy.
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Here and there the sidewalks disappear
beneath two interminable rows of banca-
relle. Bancarelle are booths in the open
air, where a little of everything is sold,

and which serve as pulpits to maniacs who
shriek and scream, whistle, play on the

trumpet, call the passers-by, insist on their

stopping, extol the merits of their mer-

chandise, and lose their breath with shout-

ing. Books, photographs, and brushes,

pell-mell with soaps and plates, wax fig-
ures of the infant Christ, and Madonnas
in candied sugar, stuffed birds, patent cof-

fee-grinders, rugs, chairs, toys, vases, stat-

ues, bric-a-brac, you can find everything,

provided that you have ten lire to spend.
And every one buys, and then hurries

home laden with bundles, and full -of un-

reasoning gaiety, as if some great good
fortune had fallen down to them from
heaven.

L'Angelo had passed her morning in the

Via Roma, and then had gone to Santa

Brigida, to Pignasecca, to Monte Oliveto,
to Foria. In Via Roma she had seen a

curious crowd. Here, in the squares and
markets which I have mentioned, she

might observe a hungry one, for you could

hardly tell where to put your foot, so com-

pletely did everything disappear beneath

the accumulation of food. Mountains of

vegetables, especially tomatoes, pyramids
of 'fruit, obelisks of bread, most miserable

structures of baskets filled with frutti di

mo,re, armies of turkeys lying on the

ground, struggling and imprisoned, bound
two and two, tubs swarming with dead

and living fishes, plucked chickens with

their legs in the air, garlands and domes
of sausages ! And amidst all these gifts

of God, another population of maniacs

waving lighted torches of resinous wood,

striking gongs, ringing bells and swinging
in the air above their heads bunches of

struggling, slippery eels. L'Angelo
noticed everything.

"

She saw the people

forcing their way with blows to make their

purchases, as if' afraid that all this mass

of food might be swallowed up in one in-

stant by the omnipotent Gargantua. And
she saw passing on in a steady stream, ser-

vants and priests, clerks and women of the

middle classes, Englishmen, peasants,

workingmen, and bourgeois, all pressing
about the vender who was selling his wares

at auction and pocketing cents, piastres,

and louis-d'or, while the buyers quar-
reled among themselves, pushed, swore,
and sang. The auctioneer put up his goods,
the purchaser made his bid, and this cry
was on every tongue :

" Christmas !

Christmas ! Christmas ! Buy ! buy ! buy P
L'Angelo felt in her element mingling

in this crowd, among this life which
seemed to flow in large pulsations ; she re-

joiced in the overflow of our careless exist-

ence of a day. And while her eye did not
tire of the sight of this experience of life,

these were her reflections :

" But how can
all these people afford to buy ? Are there

then no poor in Italy ?
"

"
No," I should have replied to her, had

I been within hearing distance ;

" no to-

day there are no poor."
And do you know why? Because, on

such a day all love each other; there is

what one might call a socialism, a com-

munism, improvised for this day alone.

The rich give as you did in San Francisco,
and the poor, like those whom you have
in San Francisco also, are rich at least one

day in the year, because on that day at

least they eat.

But in the eyes of L'Angelo it was not

the food which formed the charm of this

portrait. It was in the evening when the

streets began to empty, when the carriages

disappeared, and the lights grew dim be-

hind the blinds of the hotel windows, you
could see other lights shine and sparkle.
These lights sent forth their tranquil rays
from the neighboring windows and balco-

nies, and gleamed through the cracks of

the doors.

There were the family, illumined by this

light, gathered round the table, quiet and

happy at being again together, moved by
their mutual looks and smiles, and bound

by a still closer intimacy of affection.

There they all are : the mother, who has

not found a minute of repose all day ;
the

father, who is resting from the labors of

the week ;
the children, making lists of the

presents and playthings which they have

received. From behind the windows of

their hotel, L'Angelo, her sister, who has

now quite recovered, and the latter^ hus-

band, who forms the third member of their

party, are watching the rejoicing of this

people. They press nearer together and

seem to mingle in the life of these Ital-

iansthey, strangers to Italy in appear
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ance only. After all the emotions of the

day, the memory of their native land came

vividly to them.
" Let us go out," said L'Angelo's sister ;

"
let us go and take a walk, for it is suffo-

cating here. We will go to see the fire-

works."

One of the things worth seeing at

Naples are these fireworks on Christmas-

eve. After dinner, from about ten o'clock

to midnight, the people go out on the bal-

conies
; they mount the roofs and prepare

the illumination. Here and there there is

a little flame, and then a rocket, and far-

ther on a fire-cracker, or a fancy piece,
then perhaps a halo of lights or a rain of

many-colored stars. Every gradation of

color, every sound mingles. The heavens
are on fire, the houses throw a glittering

light, the streets are strewn with sparks;

high and low, all night long, from the

crest of the hill and from the seashore

there is a constant, sparkling, ceaseless,
and uninterrupted exchange of bonfires.

The most popular fireworks are Eoman
candles and Bengal lights. The task of

using them is implicitly confided to all the

children of the great metropolis, and you
should see how they acquit themselves of

the duty of keeping the city illuminated !

They stretch out their arms, turn aside

their faces, laugh and joke, and are like

heroes beneath the fire !

While the superb city was glowing with
fire and light, our three Americans had
turned their steps toward the Eiviera di

Chiaja to enjoy this beautiful starlit De-
cember night. The evening was cold but

dry, and rendered enchanting by the work
of nature and by the mad rejoicing to

which all the city had given itself up.
They walked on with light steps, wrapped

in their cloaks, and not exchanging a word.

Only from time to time an exclamation

escaped from their lips as a rocket went off

at their feet or lighted up the bay in all

its beauty. In this way they had reached
San Pasquale a Chiaja, where some men,
talking and laughing, came out of a dilap-
idated house, the abode of poor people.

They sat down on a bench against the wall

of the house near the door, and began to

tune their guitars.
L'Angelo seized her sister's arm, took

hold of her brother-in-law by the hand,
and whispered,

" Let us step aside and
hide ourselves; then we shall hear one of

their serenades. Don't frighten them, for

they would not sing, and that would be a

Pity."
The young men struck up a romance of

Eotoli's, which had this refrain :

E penso sempre a voi, tesoro mio.
Come a un' angel del cielo, angel di Dio;
E penso sempre a vio, mio bel tesoro,
Come a un angel del Cielo, Angelo d' oro.

(And still 1 think of thee, beloved mine,
As of an angel of heaven, angel divine;
And still I think of thee, my fairest love,
As of a heavenly angel from above.)

L'Angelo pressed the hands of her sister

and brother. In the presence of this won-
derful nature, they exchanged kisses. Their

Christmas had been celebrated. Stran-

gers, they yet loved Italy. They were lost

in the crowd, for nationalities vanish on
the day of the Lord. But to her, far away
from her dear ones, her home and her

poor, whose good fairy she was, Provi-

dence, in its mysterious manifestations,
had sent this sweet reminder, this dear

name, this echo of the affection, which

sprang from an Italian street in America,
as a greeting and a benediction.



BARKULOO
BY ALMA MARTIN ESTABROOK

DO
YOU know the story of Barkuloo,

you who look across the winter-
chilled prairies of Colorado at the

Bockies, purple and white with the shad-
ows and the snow? When you lift your
beauty-loving eyes to them, flushed with
the morning light, do you think of the

bravery that now and then touches the life

of the hills and warms it as the sun warms
their tips ? There is. much of it up there,
I can tell you. But it is only what Barku-
loo did that I shall repeat to you, I who
am so old and worthless I could not have
done it had I tried, and who probably
should not have taken the risk had I been
able.

It happened in that winter when the

snow lay so heavily over the whole world,
but heaviest over these old mountains per-

haps. But I shall go back two yeara, to

the evening when the boy first came to my
door with his bag in his hand and the al-

kali dust on his shoes. He had walked
from Denver, and he was on his way to a

mining-camp two miles farther up the

mountain. He was a tall fellow, above

the average, but so thin that if he had

fallen, as I thought he was going to do, I

could have carried him in these good-for-

nothing, tremulous arms of mine and put
him upon my bed. But he did not fall,

he stood there coughing that patient,

weary cough that the prairies and the hills

of this country know so well. And when
he had done he smiled. It is only the

bravest of them who smile after a wrench
like that.

"
I want to get to McClowskey's. Can

you tell me the way? The doctor says I

must rough it for a while," he said.
" To-morrow we will talk about Mc-

Clowske/s," I replied.
"
It is far up the

mountain, and the trail is not too clear.

You must stay the night with me." It

seemed to me that it would have been as

kind and as reasonable to thrust a flower

out in the blizzard to harden it as to send

this delicate lad to such a place.
" You are very good," and he smiled

a tired smile,
"
but I must be getting on

early in the morning."
A man with only the last tithe of his

strength left cannot transport himself
from the low Southern coast to our breezy
Western heights without being more or

les-s affected by the change.
The boy spent the next day in my bed,

and many other days sitting in the sun at

the doorway. And as he sat there I made

up my mind. I am a kinless old man, and
I had supposed that the affection in me
was all dead. The soil of my heart has

yielded so many crops of love and sym-
pathy that I had believed it overtaxed, but

perhaps the emotions that had been spring-

ing up there these last lonely years had
freshened it by rotation. At any rate, I

asked him to stay on with me, and he

stayed.
He grew better, as I knew he would;

for something in the air had made my
miserable chest forget its pain, and I

knew that, with his youth, it would do

much more for Barkuloo. Besides he had
come in ample time, and I, having no one

to urge me, had lingered. But I was not

quite prepared for the rapid, and to me,
almost miraculous change it brought to

him. His bones hurried to hide them-

selves as if they were ashamed to have been

so long exposed, and his step quickened so

that you forgot it had ever lagged. He
took the keenest pleasure in everything;
I used to think I would give, not any num-
ber of my remaining years, for they were

much too uncertain to be accepted as a

premium, but the most valuable of my
meager possessions, for a zest in life such

as his. Yet I had had all the things he

was reaching out for; he was just sitting

down to the table, while I had finished the

best part of life's meal. But this after-

appetite of age tantalizes one. It is like

the desire for sweetmeats after one has

dined well.

But about the boy : I think I never saw

any creature that found so much happiness
to crowd into the simple days. That is

why it seemed such a wonderful thing to

me that he should be willing to sacrifice

it all for a silly old woman.
The snow had been hanging on the

crests of the hills for days, ready to come

sliding down at the slightest provocation;
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but we were keeping our eyes on it to be

ready,, and the cabin stood well under a

ledge out of harm's way. We saw to it

that all the cattle were housed and that

no traveler went up the mountain past our

door unwarned. But one afternoon two of

the calves got out and strayed away, and

the boy went after them, a big rope over

his shoulder to pull them from the drifts

if he found them lodged there, as was

probable. He went off singing, although I

was always warning him to keep the cold

out of that big chest of his.

When he had gone a mile up the hill he

heard a sound, the unmistakable grinding
sound of a snow-slide, and looking up saw
an enormous one coming straight toward

him. There was no side escape possible,
and to run from it would have been folly ;

so he did the only thing left for him to do,

jumped from the ledge upon which he

stood far down into the drift below, and

crawling back against the ribs of the

mountain was out of the way of the dread-

ful crunching thing.
As his eyes followed it he saw a woman

caught up by the -edge of the slide, and,
buried beneath it, carried down to the foot

of the gorge. He now noticed a man, who
in some way had escaped like himself, and
who stood watching the progress of the

slide. He hastened toward him. It was
John Sebastion, a miner.

" There is a woman tinder there," said

Barkuloo.
"
Yes, I '11 go back and tell the men at

the camp."" But it will take an hour, and she will

be dead."
" What else can a body do ?

"'
the man

asked.
" We must get to her some way.""
It 's old Mag. Maybe she 'd rather we

left her there."
" Come on !

"
the boy cried.

The man followed doubtfully.
" You brace yourself," said Barkuloo," and hold tight to this rope. I 'm going

to jump from that ledge into the pit those
trees have made there at the side of the
slide. She is in there. The snow will

probably close on me, so draw me out in

three or four minutes, and I will get my
breath and try it again."
He sprang up the ledge, and made

ready, pulling his cap down tight about his

ears, and drawing his sweater close. The
man did as he was told; but he had n*
faith in the plan, and said so.

"
It 's all we can do," Barkuloo said.

"Keady?"
"Aye !

"

And the lad plunged down into the

mass. It closed about him, and he fought
it back, clawing with feet and hands for

the feel of something human. The snow

stung his eyelids, and filled his mouth,

although he tried to keep his jaw set; but

when the rope began to tighten about his

waist and he was dragged out he was emp-
ty-handed. John Sebastion swung him up
to the ledge, and he scrambled onto it.

" Ye see it ain't worth while. Ye can't

do it."

"Wait," the boy said; "I'll try it

again."" You 're winded now. I tell ye it ain't

worth while. I '11 go for the men."
The boy shook his head, breathing heav-

ily. In a moment he had gathered him-

self together again, and advancing toward

the edge of the rock stood ready while the

miner sullenly picked up the rope and
braced for the shock of the jump.
Through the mist of the scattered snow
Barkuloo leaped, white and determined.

But in five minutes he swung, alone, at the

end of the rope beneath the ledge; and

although the man above drew him close to

it he waited weakly to be helped over it's

edge.
" Damn it, boy, would ye kill yourself

for that old devil? Lean against me, I

believe you 're half-dead now," John
Sebastion said roughly. And the lad,

panting for breath, did as he was bid, but

presently he stood off alone, pulling him-

self together for a last effort.
"
If ye mean you 're goin' to jump in

there again," said Sebastion watching
him,

"
you ain't. I won't hold the rope."

" Then I '11 fasten it to something and

drag myself out the best I can."
" There ain't any use in bein' a fool."

The boy made ready a third time. I saw

him. I had seen the slide come down, and
I was frightened for fear it had caught
him. And when I looked up, there he was

on the edge of the ledge, as white as the

snow itself, but as straight and tall and
full of bravery as any man I ever saw. But
I did not think of that, I thought of the
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danger, and I shouted till my lungs ached.

If he heard me, he gave no sign, and as I

looked he sprang.
When Sebastion tried to draw in the

rope be found it heavy ; he pulled with all

his wonderful strength, brute strength,
it has always seemed to me, for I never

knew a man who had so much of it. Final-

ly, after much effort, he brought out of the

snow two bodies. I thought they must be

nothing more, they were so limp, and with-

out signs of life. And as he stooped

carefully down and dragged them over

onto the rock Sebastion cried out and, for-

getting the boy, went down on his knees

beside the woman; for it was not old Mag

after all, but a girl from the mining-camp
whom he was in love with if men like

Sebastion know how to love. They were
both alive, thank God ! and we went down
to the cabin together, my boy and I, he for

the first time leaning on my arm.

Yes, there has been much bravery up
there, but somehow when I look up at

the mountains I see always Barkuloo's

straight figure outlined against the gray

sky, with a mass of snow at his feet, and
his face alight with the bravery that was
within him. And my old heart quickens
as it did that winter day when these old

legs strained themselves to carry me up the

mountain.

PHYLLIS

What hath Phyllis brought to me ?

The deepest, sweetest mystery!

Thus you query ;
what design ?

Thus I answer in a line.

Just below her 'kerchief's hem

Standeth mystic letter
" M."

Doth it mean initial bold

For the mystery I hold P

Thus it readeth
; yet, I trow

You may not the answer know.

Every flower in her path

Yieldeth Summer s aftermath ;

And the lilies sway and bend

Every way her footsteps tend ;

Joyful songs on land and sea

Blended are in mystery !

'T is a gem nor earth nor sky

Hath the wealth wherewith to buy!

Bring to me from every zone

Rarest pearl and priceless stone,

Willingly and at my feet,

Make your offering complete,

1 would only put aside

Every proffer magnified.

All the wealth of earth and air

With it cannot hold compare.

If the mystery I tell

Eate may break the mystic spell,-

Clouds arise, and, from afar,

Darken every beaming star.

So I hold the secret well;

Human lips may never tell!

Mystery! None ever knew

All the buds thy garden grew,

Nor that Phyllis brought to me

The deepest, sweetest mystery!

Edward William Dutcher.



AS IT WAS IN THE BEGINNING

BY HUGH J. O'BRIEN

THE
music had stopped. Obedient

to the suggestion of his arm, she

turned from the ballroom to the

balcony outside, he silently lifting the cur-

tain for her to pass. He found a chair for

her and a hassock for himself, so that he

could sit at her feet and look up into her

eyes, which, in the half-light outside the

curtain, he could just see.
" You told me/

7
she began, plucking

nervously at her fan, "that you had a

favor to ask which would probably be a

complete surprise to me. It was some-

thing, you said, which happened some little

time ago. Altogether you have succeeded

in mystifying me thoroughly. So don't

you think you would better tell me right

away what it is ?
"

"Yes," he assented gravely.
"
It 's

something I meant to tell you about be-

fore, but I never succeeded in getting up
enough courage to face it through. I

hardly think I should have had this time
but for your encouragement. I felt,

though, that I must speak of it to you first,

not only because of what you have al-

ways been to me/' he went on quickly,"
but because about a year ago I gave you

a very definite promise covering just such
a contingency as this/'

He stopped, waiting for a word of en-

couragement. She was silent, however,
and after waiting a moment, he began
again.
"You know," he said, speaking slowly

and hesitatingly, "how I have always re-

garded you. Indeed, you have always been
careful not to allow any misunderstanding
on the part of either of us. Even when I

was at college, and you thought my letters

were growing too fervent, you answered
one of them in a way that from that mo-
ment ennobled all womanhood for me.
Thank God, the grace was given me to

appreciate it and to thank you for it, and
I feel now as I felt then, that I never can
thank you enough."

She was still silent, but her hand sought
his in the half-darkness as he proceeded:"

Then, after graduation, matters kept
on the some footing thanks always to

your kindness and prudence. I believe

half a dozen times I had made up my mind
to propose marriage to you, but in some

way you always contrived to shut me off.

Once it was a reminder that you were
older than I, and that it would be ex-

tremely foolish for me to say anything
which would put it out of our power to

continue the confidential friendly relations

we had had all our lives. Then, as you
know, my sight failed, and the doctors said

that in all human probability I should be-

come permanently blind. I was terribly
disheartened at the time, because a blind

journalist is about as good as a dead one.

I owe it to you that I finally did reconcile

myself to meeting whatever might come,
with apparent cheerfulness at least.

Shortly after that, about six months ago,
I went South. But before I went, in re-

sponse to your continued suggestions that

I should think of marriage so as to have a

companion in case I did become blind, I

vowed "

"
Yes," she interrupted,

"
I remember.

There was no need for it at all."
"
I said I should never marry while you

remained single. I remember how you
argued with me, and tried to change my
decision. You said that such a promise
was practically lifelong, because the ro-

mance of your life had been wiped out by
by something that happened before,

which, you said,
"

He stopped suddenly, afraid of his own
words.

"No," she said; "go on. It doesn't

hurt, from you, you know. I 'm not

ashamed of anything before you, least of

all of that. Why should I be ?
"

"You said it had taught you that you
would probably never again care for a man
enough to want to marry him, and that

nothing would be quite so foolish as to

marry without it. You said you would n't

have such a promise at all. I finally modi-
fied it with a promise that I would come to

you and get your consent before I should
become engaged to any girl, or even speak
to her about such a thing. You laughed at

that promise, too, and said you wouldn't
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hold me to it, and that I should probably
break it anyway and fall desperately in

love with somebody and propose without

thinking of the promise until afterward/'
" Well ?

"
she asked, after waiting vainly

for him to continue.
"
Well/' he said,

"
you were wiser than

I, in a way. But I kept my promise and
have come to you."
The girl had withdrawn her hand from

his, and now leaned forward with her
hands on her knees.

"
It has happened, then ?

"
she said, in

a low voice.
"
Yes," he answered, gravely,

"
it has

happened."
"
I thought it would, and hoped it

would," she added hastily, though her
voice belied her words.

"
Is she older than

you, or younger ?
"

"
Older, a bit, I believe," said the man.

" How long have you known her ?
"

"Nearly all my life."

"Then I know her, too?"
" Yes."
" And this affair"
" She does n't know of it," he said.

"
I

came to ask permission first."
" But she must have guessed ?

'*

"
Yes," he assented

;

"
she may have

guessed."
"And so," she said, after a pause of a

minute or two,
"
you have kept your prom-

ise and come to me. I didn't think you
would. Don't misunderstand," she went
on quickly.

" That is n't the slightest re-

flection on you. I mean those things are
often the result of sudden impulse. I 've

had experience, you know," she said with a
little laugh.

" And another reason why [

am surprised is, that I think now, as I said
when you insisted on making your promise,
that such matters shouldn't concern any
third person in the least. That you
should have come to me freely and asked,
as it were, my advice about that, the

crowning act of your life, is to give me a
far higher tribute than you do her than
I have ever deserved. You have n't told
me her name, and I don't ask it. I only
hope that she may be worthy of you."

She was silent for a long time after this,
while he sat with bowed head waiting for
her to speak. At length he looked up, and
saw that she had buried her face in her
hands.

"
Miss Dunham !

"
he said softly.

There was no answer.
"
Alice !

"
in a voice a little louder.

She lifted up her face and he could see

that it was wet with tears.
" You have n't given your permission

yet," he said gently.
"Yes

; go to her, of course, my dear," she

answered, in a voice that choked.
" And

I do hope you may be happy but do go
away now. Please go and leave me a

while !

"

He rose from the hassock, and kneeling
on it, pulled her hands away from her face.

"
Alice, darling," he said, wonderingly ;

" did n't you know all along that I meant

you?"
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MADONNA

ALL
HAIL! sweet mother, loved of God!
Loved

, too, not less by sons of men !

For in thy sacred motherhood
The heavens and earth unite again.

All generations call thee blest

Foi that, by miracle of grace,
Thou boldest safe in thine embrace,

That "
holy thing

"
upon thy breast,

Madonna !

Thine eyes uplift have caught the light
The glory of the Lord revealed

U|on that wondrous natal night
To shepherds watching in the field.

Thou read'st the covenant Heaven keeps
With human love and faith and hope
That yet a glorious day shall ope

Through him who on thy bosom sleeps,
Madonna !

But ah ! that day shall tarry long
Ere yet its fullness shall be seen;

Thy faith and courage need be strong,
For cross on cross shall intervene ;

Time and time shall bring anew
The grief thy heart by Calvary bore

Not once, not twice, but o'er and o'er

That sword shall pierce thee through and through,
Madonna !

For lo ! in many a land and clime

How men afresh shall crucify

Thy son and God's his truth sublime

Wrest to the fashion of a lie;

His name invoke for war, for strife

Of brother smote by brother's hand
;

For deeds that mock at his command;
For hate, not love ;

for death, not life,

Madonna !

But trust ! For 't is thy blessed fate

To stand as pledge of hope for earth

IHmt yet through woman consecrate

A nobler breed shall come to birth ;

When in all human motherhood
The Spirit's sweet o'ershadowing grace
Shall make each child born to our race

Both son of man and son of God,
Madonna !

E. B. P.



Reproduced.from photograph of painting by Roberto Ferruzzi, a Venetian Artist.



THE ARTIST IN MONTEREY
BY H. L. A. CULMER

IT
WAS not the first time that John

Sunderland had visited Monterey, and

so he knew not only the chief attrac-

tions of the peninsula, but also where to

seek many of the lurking beauties less ob-

vious to casual visitors. He had come

from far-away mountains, where snow

and ice and storm had gloomed the days
and weeks of a long and tedious winter.

In California the skies had been brazen

for months. The glistening sunlight was

most welcome to him, but the people were

dispirited and fagged with its persistent

brightness, besides being in despair at the

prospect of another arid season, with its

story of fruitless orchards and parched

grain-fields. The winter had almost

passed and there had been no rain. Grain-

fields in the southern counties had been

let for sheep-pastures. Banks had failed,

their farm securities having shrunk in

value to a ruinous degree. These morn-

ings in March, when brilliant light flooded

the land beneath azure skies, which to the

visitor seemed heavenly, men brooded in

discontent and cursed the
"
beastly wea-

ther."

But Sunderland was a winter-worn

artist, tired of grays and gloom, who
found it difficult to sympathize with such

condemnation of sunshine. So his first

afternoon spent among the rock-strewn

and piny shores of Monterey seemed
flooded with glories of light and color,

thrilling, dazzling; and as evening fell,

there came down above and behind the

forest such a sunset as is rarely seen

in any skies, one that was beaming with

myriad irises, the whole west swelling and

sinking in throbbing harmonies amid a

billion bits of intangible opalescent cloud.
"
If I were a weather prophet," thought

John,
"

I should look upon this as a sign
of rain." \

It was very early the next morning that

he started on his pilgrimage from Pacific

Grove, following at first the regular drive-

way past Memorial Home and Forest

Lodge, enjoying the shadow-flecked way
beneath pines and great twisted, sprawl-
ing oaks; but soon choosing an obscure

path through the dense woods that led him
all unexpectedly to Lake Majella. A few
minutes spent by its limpid waters and
he plunged again into the fern-brake,
toward the distant booming of the ocean

shore, which seemed to call him with an

old, familiar voice. By winding, devious

ways he went, and reached the sea near

Mosis Beach, halting only on the outmost

point, where troubled waters sent white

crests tumbling across and along in con-

flicting heaps, playing chevy-chase over

the submerged rocks where many a vessel

has been endangered or wrecked.

Only a few hundred yards to the south

there yet lie the great splintered spars of

a goodly craft that had met disaster on

this treacherous point. They are only
a reminder of many venturings and de-

feats. The whole coast has a direful story
to tell both for land and sea. In the days
of Charles the Third, sometime pious

Emperor of Spain, there trudged hereby
a hopeful company of Dominican monks
and their retinue, going northward to es-

tablish missions along the Pacific shore.

On the then recent abolition of the So-

ciety of Jesus in Lower California, they
had taken over the property to the Fran-
ciscan order, and "

Expansion
" was their

party cry. The visi ador, Don Josef de

Galves, planned an energetic campaign
when he sent this expedition forth, but
the party got only some sixty miles north
of here when their courage faltered and

they turned back.

Not far from where John stood looking
out over the wandering waters, these des-

pairing monks, more than two hundred

years before, erected a large wooden
cross bearing the legend,

"
Dig at the

foot of this and you will find a writ-

ing.'
7 The paper referred to was an

account of their expedition, and they
buried it there lest when they perished no

record should remain of their journeyings.
A little later, still fearing oblivion, they
set up another cross on the southern side

of Carmelo Bay probably near San Juan
Creek on which was carved,

" The over-

land expedition from San Diego returned
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from this place December 9, 1769,

starving."
Think of that as you look around in

this balmy land of peace and plenty, and

lift your hat to the memory of those

monks who strove to carry the gospel of

love along this broken shore !

John strolled a short distance toward

the lighthouse with its gray granite dwell-

ing, hoping to find some remnant of the

cross, but gave it up and returned to the

contemplation of the racing waves off Py-
ramid Point, where boisterous barking
seals were sporting in patches of strag-

gling kelp. He was expecting to meet some
one no less a person than the renowned
Professor Harris, Ph. D., S. P. A. S.,

etc., who had promised to join him here-

abouts; and sure enough, there he was,
with his spectacles tilted on his brow,

minutely examining with a magnifying-
glass a collection of polished shells at a

Chinese hut near by. The proprietor was

amazingly ugly even for a Chinaman, but
to this the professor was quite oblivious.

Sunderland mused :

"
Strange that this

Mongolian, hideous, yet a man, supposedly
the climax of God's handiwork, should
hold in his hand this shell, this marvel of

beauty, 0,
'

masters, lords, and rulers in
all lands, is this

' "

Just then, the professor came to life,

and after the briefest greeting explained
that

"
the irridescence in an abalone-sheli

Consequently the rays are split into their

primary and secondary parts, giving the

prismatic colors. You see
"
Frightful !" exclaimed the artist.

"What's frightful?"
" That you should attempt to analyze

the beauty in that wonderful shell ! I

had thought its colors absorbed from the

shimmering opalescence of the sea and

sky in still summer afternoons. When
your science applies its prosaic methods

to such beauty, what is it worth?'''
"
Fo'ty cents ! Dam plitty ! Cheap P

spluttered a voice at their elbow. Both

gazed at the Chinaman's face, grinning
like a death's head; but being unable to

tell whether he was essaying a joke or

trying to effect a sale, they walked away
in silence, arm in arm.

Along the beach, big combers half a

mile in length were rolling in, breaking
witE a crash on the white sands and send-

ing a glittering mist landward over the

pine forests. A thousand seals and sea-

lions were buffeting with the great waves

that swept over their rocky den, or were

playing tag in the stiller waters between

the' sea-cliffs and the shore. Ten thousand

cormorants, looking stupidly wise, ser-

rated the crest of every rock. The pro-
fessor said they were of the shag variety

great fishermen in deep waters, and in

some places hereabout the sea is very deep.
In outer Monterey Bay, following the

Timber Point Monterey

is caused by the refraction toward the

perpendicular of white light, passing from
a rarer medium, the air, into a denser

medium, a layer of wavy translucent
shell whose separation from other layers

so slight that a whole white ravis

cannot hold its course between them.

seaward course of Salinas River, there is a

remarkable submarine valley at least

twelve thousand feet deep perhaps
deeper, for it has been sounded only that

far. It has been said that this bay was
the original mouth of the Sacramento

River, but some further surveys seem
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necessary to verify the statement. In
Carmelo Bay, toward which the two
friends were walking, the sea is also deep,
the bottom dropping near Whaler's Eock
from 300 to 2,550 feet in two thirds of a

mile, forming another submarine valley
of which the Sacramento has never been

True, the tree itself is considerably older,
some six centuries, I should say. That

would be, bless my soul, yes, that
would be in the period of the Trojan
wars/'

"
I wanted to show you my sketch.

Was there ever a richer, more velvety

In-coming Tide

suspected of being the cause. It has been

inferred that Carmelo Eiver is sufficient

reason for the one and Salinas Eiver for

the other.

Cypress Point prongs out into the ocean

a little way ahead, its flat-topped forest

keen against the sky. In the parky glades
where the cypress flourishes, the artist

was soon sketching, while Professor Har-
ris began an elaborate study of the trees

from a naturalist's point of view. The
same clump served for both. Neither

spoke the while.

After an hour or so, enthusiastic with

success, Sunderland took his sketch to the

professor, who sat in a seeming trance

near a huge broken trunk which he had

been measuring with a tape-line, chopping
at it with a queer instrument which he

carried, a combination of saw, pick, knife,

and ax, all in one. A note-book lay at his

feet.

"Well, what of the cypress?"
"
Cyrus !"

" No
; cypress.""

Cyrus, I say; 538 B. C. That is the

year don't dispute me of the fall of

Babylon, Cyrus versus Belshazzar,

and also the approximate date when the

bark parted to give birth to this branch.

green than these banked masses? They
are the couches of the ocean breeze."

"
Cypress macrocarpa !" responded the

professor.
" How wise it must be in its tottering

old age !" the other commented. " Stand-

ing there thinking, thinking, for these

three thousand years; little to do now ex-

cept to remember its youth, when the sea

was far away, and it bravely defied strong
ocean winds, bracing its branches so as to

withstand them; its lusty middle life

when ambitious to be the biggest tree in

the forest; later, when the ocean crept
nearer and pounding waves shook the

rocks in which it rooted, and centuries of

anxiety made it look old, wrinkled and

gray. Of late its days and nights are

passed in fear and trembling, for it sees

the end approaching. Caverns have been

scooped from beneath its roots by the sea's

hydraulic mining. Ere long there will be

a mighty crash, and then
"
It would be very difficult to square up

in a saw mill," interrupted his learned

friend.
"
It tapers in such a way that its

right lines form intricate conic sections."
" As do some human growths," was the

muttered response.
The professor vouchsafed no rejoinder,
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and Sunderland proceeded to affix a title

to his sketch. He was tempted to call it
"
Neptune's Horses Invading the Ancient

Forest"; but he wrote instead: "Tim-
ber Point,. 1899," and let it go at that.

The air was still, and had been for days,
yet tremendous breakers were rolling in
with splendid effect. The spectacular
aspect was never twice the same ; occasion-

ally a certain rock, lying at what the

professor said was the proper angle of in-

cidence, sent vertical columns of whitest

spray fifty, sixty, ah, magnificent ! a

hundred feet high.

of Mount Carmel, one of the highest
peaks of the beautiful Santa Lucia Moun-
tains to the east. In 1603, Vizcaino wrote
that ships from the Philippines usually
made for that point. It is 4,417 feet high
and visible seventy-five miles to seaward,
where the Pacific is over two miles deep
and the water at the bottom only one de-

gree above freezing-point. The professor
furnished the data as they made their

way, past Pebbly Beach and Pescadero, to

the whale fishery and Point Lobos. Sun-
derland liked to hear him babble on. He
said it aroused such an aversion to his

Off Ocean Home
"
Fountains of the great deep !" cried

the artist.
"
Surf," said the professor,

(f
is caused

by friction at the base of flow, the resist-

ance at the bottom permitting the surface

water to move fastest until finally it top-

ples and breaks. Several days ago, there

was evidently a hurricane hundreds of

miles to the west, and this great swell
''

"Is heralding the news," Sunderland

broke in.
"
Exactly/-'

There were fluttering flecks in the sky,

white pigeons gathering drops of rain.

A frnnt mist already softened the outline

realistic way of looking at things that it

was most stimulating to the imagination.
There is a great undertow at Stillwater

Bay, where fine rollers were coming in

and breaking with a bellow on white sand)
7

banks. In early times, this sand is said

to have been transported on pack-mules
to the town of Monterey and shipped
thence to San Francisco for glass-making.
Most of the coast rock is granite, and as

it disintegrates, the currents separate its

component parts, carrying the pure silica

to this spot. The mica and feldspar have

been deposited elsewhere.

These wild rocks rise highest at Point
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Lobos, where there must have been long
and fierce battles between them and the

sea, for they are war-scarred and slashed

with deep gashes into which scurrying
breakers race for hundreds of yards only
to plunge and boom along the walls,

mother has garlanded them with trailing
gray-green plants, with crimson flowers,
each shelf a window garden, blooming in

scarlet, orange and russet clusters, and
trimmed with lichens set on the dizzy
upper crags out of reach of the highest

Secret Beach

churning where they meet obstructions,
and spouting where there are holes. Of
spouting-horns there are many, every
variation of tide or wind displaying new
ones.

The granite rocks are not easy for the
feet or pleasing in color, but the kind

spray and far above the cascades of froth-

ing sea-foam racing down the sides.

Close by is Whaler's Eock, where a look-

out is still kept for oil-producers, and
where a deep little rock-rimmed bay
forms a safe haven for any vessel that
dares make the perilous entrance. On this.
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day of still air, however, 110 fisherman
ventures the tumbling sea outside. Here
a band of Japanese fishers and divers have
a nook to themselves, in which they do a

big business, pickling, smoking, and dry-

ing abalones for export to Japan, where

they are considered a great luxury. This
fish is said to be good eating, but finds lit-

tle favor with white people. Sunderland

thought he had at last found the origin of

the mounds of abalone-shells, and pieces
of shells that lie scattered over the whole

peninsula, even far inland, where they
could not have been blown by the wind,
but the professor told him they were put
there centuries before ever Japanese or

Chinese or whites knew America, as the

Far out was a field of tumult, wilder than
ever. Southward the coast ran in almost
a straight line, but rocky and forbidding
to the last degree. Faint in the mist of

bursting surf, fifteen miles away, was the

romantic Sur, a jutting rock 358 feec

high, almost an island. Its lighthouse
could not be descried. Nearer were the

Ventura rocks, on which a steamer of that

name foundered in April, 1875. Nearer

yet, the sands of Malapasa, and the broken
curve near Ocean Home, where there is a

fine play of waves among dark arches and
domes of rock scattered far and wide
across the milky-white waters. Along the

coast are dingles in which a few Portu-

guese make home, and back of all rises yet

The Sands of Malapasa

overlying soil and tree-roots amply tes-

tify. Painstaking research has estab-

lished the fact that it was the custom of

Indian tribes now extinct to hold annual

abalone-bakes in this neighborhood, when

they probably dried enough abalone-meat

to last them for a season. After hearing

this, Sunderland seldom saw a glittering

bit of abalone-shell on the wet sands, but

that it conjured up visions of weird camp-
fires and medicine dances and savage or-

gies under the cypress shades, years agone.
A dyke of conglomerate at Yankee

Point attracted the wanderers, and soon

they were rambling among its spiky
flat

rocks. There the sea ran far into a dismal

tunnel, what distance no one can tell

the Santa Lucia range, with Pico Blanco

for its white crown. Sailors call it the

Sur Peak. It is 3,600 feet high.
Artists and travelers from afar say that

they must needs go long journeys in any

part of Europe to find such variety of su-

perb scenery mountain, forest, and sea-

shore as along the Monterey coast. The
two friends sauntered yet a little farther,

seeking the Secret Beach at Fitch Creek.

Fences have to be scaled and pastures
crossed to reach it by devious ways, but

when found it is well worth the effort.

It is only a few hundred feet in length, of

coarsest, whitest sand ;
but it lies snug in

a hidden place, with an arm of the sea

clashing through arches and narrow ways,
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and the best of it is that very few know
how to find it.

It was a tired pair who took the short

cut back over the hills to Pacific Grove.
There was a brooding sky, the air was dry
and electric

;
it was a bad night for sleep-

ing.
In the morning all was still, heavy,

dull. They went to the old town of Mon-

terey, the first capital city of California,
where Don Sebastian Vizcaino landed
four centuries ago and took possession of

the land in behalf of Spain; but it was
one hundred and sixty years later that

Father Junipero Serra came to make a

town, and established the mission of San
Carmel in the neighboring valley. From
that time on, Monterey was one of the

principal ports of California.

When Dana was there, in 1835, every
vessel trading on the coast was compelled
to enter and report at the custom-house
before commencing traffic. At that time

there were but a hundred houses, plastered
and red-tiled; no streets or fences. The

people traded hides which the sailors

called California bank notes for the

goods and trinkets the Yankees knew so

well how to offer to their taste for finery.

At this time, the town was given over to

cock-fighting, gambling of all sorts, fan-

dangos and other similar pastimes.
In 1846, a Mormon company built the

foundation for a temple, but abandoned
it. The alcalde finished the structure on

a different plan, and in 1851 the organic-

law of the state was drafted within i

walls. Thereafter it was used as the State

capitol for years, and still stands, though
in bad repair. Not a few other old

structures remain, among them the an-

cient custom-house and the church of San

Carlos mission; but under the inflowing
tide of renewed prosperity the town is be-

coming modernized and its antique char-

acter obliterated.

In 1879, Robert Louis Stevenson was

working on the Monterey California!! as

an all-round reporter and advertising

agent, at two dollars a week. He had

been sick nearly to death in a bear camp
in the Santa Lucia Mountains, and was

brought here to recuperate. While recov-

ering, he wrote
" A Vendetta in the

West" and "The Amateur Emigrant/"
On the outskirts of Monterey are the

grounds of Del Monte, Avorld-famed for

their beauty, containing hundreds of

acres.

The bay itself lies between the jutting
point of Santa Cruz and Point Pinos, al-

ready referred to. The earliest mention
of the latter was by Ferrelo, in 1542, but

high adverse winds prevented his landing.
He named it Cape San Martin; but in

1734 Admiral Gonzales recognized its

title of Punta de los Pinos. In the win-
ter the bay is usually calm, but in summer
the cold and foggy northwest winds often

find a broad entrance through the gap
between the great mountain barriers

north and south of the bay. To the east-

ward of the town a long sandy beach

sweeps in a graceful curve that has been

compared to that of the Bay of Naples.

Winding among the hills are pretty lanes

broken with pine glades and fine old live-

oaks.

The clouds were now shifting parting
and closing.

" The thinking, planning clouds !"

murmured the artist, as they were return-

ing.
" What a sure deliberate game they

have been playing for the last few days !

They knew perfectly well that they in-

tended to rain in their own good time!

Where is their seat of thought? They
are as surely gifted with thought and

purpose as man !"
"' Nonsense I" cried the professor.

" Your reasoning is absurd. How can

the clouds think or feel? They have nei-

ther ganglionic centers nor ventricles."
"

Still it is going to rain," Sunderland

persisted, "and the clouds knew it three

days ago, because I saw them working at

it."

They chose a path in returning that

would take them through a Chinese fisn-

ing village near the grove, a group of

shacks, with numberless poles and racks

for drying fish. It was constructed with

no consideration whatever for the pictur-

esque, and consequently is picturesque.

Over on the main road there are dwellings
for which the architect received a special

commission to make them picturesque,

and consequently they are not so. All of

which suggests that no one can limit or

shape the order of art, or life, or love, or

death.

The two repaired to the shore where
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the water was placid, sheltered by the

rocks. In the pools they saw azure sea-

weeds waving and glistening deep down
where a sun-shaft struck; slinking water-

spiders and beetles and tiny crabs; small

white shells, like grains of rice; minia-

ture abalones for dolls' houses ; dainty happy !

pink and purple filaments of weed-work.

The wind had risen and whitecaps were

chasing across the bay. A small coast

steamer was plowing in. Suddenly a great

gust came. They bared their heads to a

million-dollar rain. California was-
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COEXISTENT
with the history and

development of California, in the

minds of people who know little

about it, is the mythical character known
as the

"
California Liar," To strangers

the existence 01 this individual is as real

as that of Santa Claus to the faith of the

average child. This is easily accounted

for by the fact that the truth regarding
California reads like a fairy tale, and the

narrator is often accused of having

given rope to his imagination, that

it might run riot among super-
lative adjectives and exaggerated
statistics. The growth and re-

sources of the State are so far be-

yond what has been previously
known under the heavens that the

story of it ranks in the judgment
of the listener along with fiction.

There is really no such character

as the
"
California Liar." It is an

appellation given to any one who
dares to tell the whole truth re-

garding the Golden State. Cred-

ulity must be cultivated before a

stranger can accept a story of a

tree large enough to cut a road-

ivay through for traffic; or of

rose-vines that climb to the top-
most branches of trees fifty feet in

height, and finding no " Jack there

to hitch in the hatchet," turn and

grow downward to the ground, and
burst in flaming blossoms covering
all the branches; or of single

counties, whose lands ten years ago
were given over to grazing and

wheat-raising, now making annual

shipments of millions of pounds
of semi-tropical fruit; or of rich-

ly endowed universities which bid fair

in the next decade to rival in magnifi-
cence any in the known world; yet
these are plain, unvarnished truths. Cal-

ifornia presents a case in which truth is

;stranger than fiction. In direct contrast

to many portions of the East, the people
here (if we except the days of the early
pioneer) have been able to watch the de-

velopment of their State while sitting
under their own vines and fig-trees, so

generous and prompt has been the response
to the pick, the plow, and the shovel. But
treasures of any kind are costly. Nature
holds her gifts at high appraisal and re-

quires value received. Somebody has paid

Peter H. Burnett

the price for the bounty which the rich

and poor of the Golden State obtain with
little or no sacrifice. The sower always
precedes the reaper.
At this particular juncture in our coun-

try's life there is a swift-growing tendency
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to hero-worship, and gay processions are

of almost daily occurrence in our cities;

streets are crowded to suffocation ; people
are wild with excitement ; the heavens are

Judge E. W. McKinstry

lurid with the glare of burning powder,
and the booming of cannon announces the

triumphal entry, the home-coming of our

war heroes. All honor to our patriots,
heroes of the army and navy ! Life was

dear, but they offered it on the altar of

their country. But not all heroes have the

martial inspiration, or win the applause
of an admiring populace, or share in the

glitter and glory of victory in war. What
shall we say of the man who, under the

peaceful guidance of that spirit which ani-

mated the discoverer of this Western Con-

tinent, took his life in his hands, and,
almost forgotten of the world, made his

way through an undiscovered country,
where the only footprint was that of a

deadly foe, from whom if he escaped, it

was perhaps to meet a worse fate through
exposure and starvation? What shall we

say of the young bride who for the love in

her heart faced the dangers of maternity
with a snow-bank for a bed, a rough arm
for a pillow, and only a pair of tired and
bruised hands to do her bidding, who

wrapped her little one in a blanket,
and swinging it from the horn of

a saddle took up the perilous jour-

ney to an unknown country un-

flinchingly? That was heroism!

All honor to such heroes ! It is tc*

such men and women that we owe
it that in the most glorious section

of our country, under one of the
most beneficent of State govern-
ments, we are living to-day.

These were the men who fifty

years ago framed our State consti-

tution, brave, blunt, honest, gen-
erous-hearted, impulsive men,
quick of scent as hounds, who suit-

ed action to the word, who knew
little of technicalities, whose motto

might have been,
"
Hang the crim-

inal and hang the law." They were
men who were educated in that old

school of experience where they put
their theorems to the practical

test, who knew the number of

feet from the river to the moun-
tain-top, by having made the climb.

As the result of the deliberations-

of such men we have a constitu-

tion which is satisfactory to this,

new land and the people who are
here working out the problems of

a modern commonwealth.
We have come to the close of the fiftieth

year of our Statehood. From some very re-

mote source we have inherited the fancy
of making the fiftieth year of associated
life a year of jubilee. As long ago as the-

time of Leviticus the Lord commanded
Moses to say to the children of Israel that
at the close of the fiftieth year they must
assemble in friendly reunion, and, after

seeing every wrong thing righted, rejoice
and sing together. Adopting that ancient

custom, on the 20th of December of this

year, 1899, the fiftieth birthday of Cali-

fornia, the pioneers from "
Siskiyou to-

San Diego
"

will assemble on the old

stamping-ground at San Jose, where the
citizens will have erected a State-house
which shall be an exact counterpart of the-

original one. There the mock ceremony
of inauguration will be conducted, with.
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the few surviving members as partici-

pants.
To the glory of California it can be

truly said of Peter H. Burnett, the first

governor, that he was of the best type of

American manhood. A Southerner by
birth, yet his soul was too large to know
any North or South. Born in Tennessee,
educated in the public schools of Mis-

souri, characterized by supe.rior native

talent and dignity, he was able to fill

important positions in public life with

credit to himself and safety to the public.
He was a member of the Legislature and
of the Supreme Co^-irt of Oregon, Governor
of the Superior Tribunal, then Governor,
and lastly Judge of the Supreme Court of

California. While strictly honest, gen-

erous, and fair, yet he accumulated a large
fortune. He gave as a reason for coming
to California that he wished to see

established on the Pacific Coast

an important American commun-

ity. In his later years he published
several books. In company with

almost the entire body of men who
made up the first Legislature of

California, he has passed within

the golden gate which opens to

the paradise of souls.

They are pressing out the vintage in

the garden of the Lord,
Their souls are marching on.

The three surviving members of

that first Legislature, who it is ex-

pected will answer to the roll-call

on the occasion of the Jubilee, are

General John Bidwell, of Chico,

and Judge Elisha McKinstry and

Pierre B. Cornwall, of San Fran-

cisco, all of whom have been

strongly identified with the history

of California for fifty years.

General Bidwell came to Cali-

fornia with a company of immi-

grants in 1845, and was employed

by Captain Sutter for five years as

clerk and superintendent. Bid-

tfelPs Bar, where he mined for

gold, was named for him. He
named most, if not all, of the

rivers and creeks of the Upper
Sacramento Valley, and had a grant of

land where Chico now stands. He was at

Slitter's Fort when the Bear Flag Party
arrived with General Vallejo and other

prisoners. He presents a character at

once unique and interesting. His devotion
to the development of the country about
Chico kept him much in private life ; yet
he has always had a loyalty to conviction
in matters of public concern, of which few
men are capable. His first schooling for

public affairs was in the
"
Legislature of

a Thousand Drinks," yet in his later years
he surrendered himself as a candidate for

the high office of President of the United
States on the Prohibition ticket, knowing
that defeat was certain

;
he made the sac-

rifice to principle. Notwithstanding his

advanced age, he is at the present time en-

gaged in engineering a highway through a

rugged and mountainous section of the

State. To accomplish this work he and his

faithful helpmate have left their luxuri-

ous home and spreading a tent under the

P. U. Cornwall

blue arch of heaven are inhabiting it, while

they personally superintend the work of

which future generations will reap the ben-

efits. Such is the spirit of the true pioneer.
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Judge McKinstry, a native of Detroit,

Michigan, came to California in 1849. In

his profession he has been a conspicuous

figure in the State ever since. Whether

in the capacity of lawyer or as judge of the

District, Superior, or Supreme Court, his

record has been one that showed the most

sterling characteristics. Though past
three score and ten years, he combines the

qualities of the old and the young man
in a remarkable manner. At the present
time he occupies the honorable position
of President of the Sons of the Kevolu-

tion.

P. B. Cornwall, the third in this trio of

truly great men, was born, in Delaware

County, New York, in 1821. He also came

to California in 1849. He was one of the

organizers of the Sacramento Pioneer

Society, and on his removal to San Fran-

cisco was made trustee and later Presi-

dent of the California Pioneer Society.

In political circles he has figured promi-

nently, holding the office of chairman of

-the Kepublican State Committee and

was at one time President of the Mechan-
ics' Institute of San Francisco. A success-

ful man of affairs he has always been, and

is at the present time actively engaged in

the management of extensive business in-

terests.

Geographically considered, San Jose

was a far more desirable location for the

State capitol than the present site; but

for a year or two after the adjournment
of the first Legislature the State-house

was literally on wheels. Influences of vari-

ous kinds were brought to bear. Holders

of large land acreages bid for it; but at

last the strong influence of the mining
population, which was located largely in

the northern part of the State, prevailed,
and the present site was selected and
maintained.
The citizens of San Jose propose to

make the coming jubilee one of the most
memorable events in the history of the

<?ity. Preparations are being made on a

grand scale for the reception and enter-

tainment of visitors. The first day's pro-

gramme will be under the direction of

Major E. A. Sherman, of Oakland,

ihrough whose energy the first plans for

the coming jubilee were presented to

the public. He has kept himself so

closely in touch with the Pioneers through-

out the State as to have become an

encyclopedia of reference, and his interest

in all that relates to the early settlers

seems to become more intense as they re-

cede from view. He will make the day a

Pioneer Day from start to finish.

Among the morning exercises will be

the planting of a memorial tree, which
will probably be the last public function o C

that kind which the men who figured in

the ceremonies that took place on that

spot on the 20th of December, ]849, will

be called upon to perform. With this ju-
bilee they will pass oft' the stage of action

and turn over the golden key of the State

which they have held for half a century to

the Grand Parlor of Native Sons.

The responsibility of taking the key of

State from the hands of men like those,
the key to whose character has been given
in the above sketch, is no light one, and
the question comes up, What sort of men
will they be who shall hand it over at the

next Golden Jubilee, and who shall plant
the next memorial tree ? This swift tran-

sition period which is upon us makes or

unmakes men rapidly. If they go into

politics, the live (?) newspapers proceed
to

"
'burn them up." If they go into busi-

ness the corporations immediately proceed
to

"
freeze them out." To be sure, educa-

tion is as cheap as dirt, but wisdom is still

in price
" above rubies." We are on the

mad rush. If we ride, we "scorch."

There is no fair division of labor. Some
do too much while others do nothing ;

and
it certainly will be no light task to come
out of such conditions with characters as

strong, lives as pure, and natures as sweet

as those this State proposes to honor on
the 20th of December.

Of that portion of the jubilee cere-

monies which will be conducted by the

citizens of San Jose, the crowning feature

will be the historic street parade, com-

mencing with the time when Uncle Sam
first took the robust infant, California, in

his arms, and showing the stages of

growth up to the present time. The re-

mainder of the time will be given up to

performances, receptions and revelries of

such a generous nature as to make the

older men forget the lapse of time and

imagine themselves once again members
of that grand company of pioneers who

gathered about the old Capitol on the
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Plaza and set in motion our wheels of

State, men who knew no caste or clan, the

hospitality of whose homes and hearts set

the pace for those who came after and
sowed the seeds of that hospitality for
which California has become famous the
world over.

A little reminiscence, in closing, may
prove interesting, and may also serve to
substantiate the writer's veracity concern-

ing the glories and prodigies of California.
Some years ago, shortly before the aged"
Pathfinder," John C. Fremont, passed

over the "Divide," he and his estimable
wife Jessie who is as familiar a character
in history as her husband visited San
Jose. The ladies of the city prepared an
entertainment in their honor, and among
other things planned was a shower of roses.

From the surrounding gardens they
gathered a wagon-load of the many-hued
blossoms, and filling baskets with the

satiny petals, placed the same on beams
above the stage of the theater. When the

party arrived, escorted by the Pioneers of

the city, they were conducted to the stage
for the ceremony of welcome. During the

entire ceremony the rose petals were fall-

ing upon the party as soft as flakes of

snow, and by the time the exercises were
over they stood ankle deep in a carpet of

roses. Mrs. Fremont, never at a loss for

the right word, stepped to the front of the

stage and said :

"
Ladies of San Jose, in

my travels about the world I have encoun-
tered all sorts of blizzards, but San Jose,

California, is the only place that can fur-

nish a rose blizzard."

THE LAPSE OF BROTHER ANTONIO AND
SISTER BETHLEHEM

BY MAY TURNER

BEOTHEE
ANTONIO sighed and

crossed himself as he laid down his

book and listened to the first chimes
of the Angelus stealing through the vine-

trellised porch. The convent of our Lady
of Egypt stood at a stone's throw from the

monastery. What were the grave-faced
Sisters doing within the stern gray walls

this Christmas evening? How silent it

was ! He could hear Brother Sebastian,
to whose place he had been assigned as

house-porter for the evening, stumbling

patiently along the cold stone corridor,

coughing hoarsely as he went. There was

not much spoken tenderness among the

Brotherhood of St. Joseph, but Antonio's

heart softened strangely as he heard the

feeble steps of the old man and the husky

cough on their way to the damp chapel.
What a different world he had been liv-

ing in the last hour! that world of the

book he had been reading a world of

feasting and love and laughter, wherein

young and rosy hands would have drawn
'

VOL. xxxiv 34

the old man into the chimney-corner, and

plied him with kisses and warm wine. An-
tonio looked down at the cover of the book
and crossed himself again; then rising

hastily^ and glancing round to see that no
one observed him, he opened the hall door,
and scooping a bed for the book among a

mass of fallen leaves, while he peered fur-

tively this way and that, he covered it

carefully and threw a dried branch over

the leaves.

A strange Christmas this, and an un-

pardonable manner in which to spend it,

Brother Antonio! Strangest of all to

bury Dickens's
"
Christmas Carol," with

its immortal voices of human love and pa-

thos, out of sight on this holiest of even-

ings !

Antonio's task was nearly over; the

house would be closed in an hour. He
shut the door, and went back to his seat.

From the dim stalls of the chapel came
the monotonous chanting of the Brothers ;

from the dimmer chambers of his own
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heart came softer voices, falling with a

gentler cadence and a tenderer tone. He
thought that now and again among them
he recognized the half-forgotten voices of

his mother and his little sister, who had

loved and left him years ago, but the voices

were vague and indistinct, and leaving

only a mild trouble in his breast, like the

stir of summer winds upon an inland sea,

they faded from his thoughts and passed

away.
An English workman on his way home

passed with quick step and echoing tread

before the house, and down the road, sing-

ing lustily as he went, to drive the spirits

from the frosty air:

Noel, Noel, Noel, Noeir
Born is the King of Israel!

The man passed on; the sound of the

ringing voice and the tramp of his

feet ceased. Antonio pushed aside the

rusty bolt, and for sheer lack of something
better to do, he peered out into the monas-

tery yard, and tried to hum the words over

to himself:

Noel, Noel, Noel, Noel!
Born is the King of Israel!

Had the dream of the
"
Christmas

Carol
" bewitched him ? Was he himself

dreaming, as he rubbed his eyes and looked

out into the darkness? The wind was

moaning faintly among the branches of

the eucalyptus-trees ;
a fainter moan from

the mound of fallen leaves at the side of

the porch, mingled with the moan of the

wind, and stirred the holy night with a

sense of disquiet and unrest. It was so

long since Brother Antonio had heard the

cry of a little child, now that at last he
heard it, he scarcely recognized it. He
groped among the leaves with some trep-
idation at the unusual sound, and found a

young infant lying among them.
The Brother put his lantern down and

gave a long whistle.
"
Holy Mother !" he

cried in perplexity,
" what will the Bishop

say?" But I'll take the child to Sister

Bethlehem !"

He wrapped his long brown robe around
the wailing child, and taking his lantern

in his hand, a few rapid strides brought
him to the convent gate.

Brother Antonio shivered as he rang the

bell and looked up at the house. Saint

Joseph defend his soul ! The "
Christmas

Carol
" had driven him from his sainthood

and changed him into a man of clay. He
would watch his opportunity on the mor-

row, and dig up the carol and bribe the

cook to put it in the kitchen fire.

Not a light twinkled in the old gray
house; not a whisper of life or laughter
stirred the unnatural stillness. After

some delay the door was opened by Sister

Bethlehem, who stared at the intruder

with cold surprise."
Sister Bethlehem," said the brother

earnestly, opening his robe and holding up
the child, whom he had nearly suffocated

in its warm folds,
"
I found this little

creature outside the monastery porch.
Will you take him in ?"

" A child !" said Sister Bethlehem aus-

terely, lifting her eyebrows.
" Brother

Antonio, what frivolity is this?"

Then Antonio did an audacious thing.
Sister Bethlehem would be Mother Su-

perior some day; all the convent knew it.

Already, in the long absences of the Rev-

erend Mother, her word was law, and not

to be questioned."
This is Christmas day," he said softly.

"We have been worshiping the Holy
Chilql this morning. When for us men
and for our salvation he came down from

heaven, he deigned to become a little child

like this. You will not turn him away?
He said himself,

( He that shall receive

one such little child in my name receiveth

me/ >

Sister Bethlehem opened her beautiful

cold eyes in wide surprise." There is no one in the Sisterhood to

take care of the child," she said, relenting,

yet perplexed.
" The tithes have fallen off

this year on account of the poor harvests.

The Bishop has forbidden the incurring of

any extra expense. Already the diet list

is reduced, and the Sisters are on brown
bread instead of white, and are drinking
water instead of wine."

The child stirred uneasily in the

Brother's arms and began to cry.
" The night is cold," said Sister Beth-

lehem severely,
" and you hurt the child

when you hold it in that way. Give it to

me. Though how we are to feed it I do not

know. The last cow is dead, and the con-

vent will be closed if we cannot keep the

expenses down."
This was Brother Antonio's opportu-
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nity. He seized it eagerly, laying the
child in Sister Bethlehem's outstretched

arms, and gathering up his robe for flight.
"No cow!" he replied cheerily. "But

that is bad! The cook in the monastery
kitchen is my good friend, and will let me
give the child and thee my daily portion of
milk. I go to the forest every day for

wood, and will bring it thee every morn-

ing with the sunrise. I never favored
milk anyhow. Farewell, Sister Bethle-

hem/'
The Sister watched Antonio swinging

down the garden-walk, with a sudden

kindling in her beautiful austere face.

Cold and clear ap a sta.r or a crystal, no
stir of emotion ever played upon it under
the curious gaze of the Sisters. There was
a legend among them that once she had

laughed, once only, when a teacher in the

convent school had fallen suddenly ill

and she heard a boarder in the history
class recite the story of the game-cock of

Lake Champlain. But the tension about

her lips was so tight and so unbroken, that

this was generally regarded as an interest-

ing legend, and nothing more.
" That is a good man/' said Sister Beth-

lehem under her breath.
" Eations are

down at the monastery, too. Thou shouldst

be feted, little Christmas child, with wine

and laughter, instead of stale milk from

the hands of a half-witted cook and a pen-
niless brother. Where shall I lay thee to-

night, little innocent? Amidst the straw,

with the Holy Child in the manger?"
In a few minutes Brother Antonio came

running back to the house in a state of

great excitement and again thundered at

the door. Sister Bethlehem opened it with

grave disapproval on her brow.
"
Sister," he said, panting, and pushing

a flask into her hand,
" Brother Barnabas

was asleep over the kitchen fire, and

I stole some milk for the child. But see"

almost petulantly" I made over fifty

thousand francs to the Brothers when I

came to the monastery seven years ago;

the milk is paid for long ago !

"

One could quite believe that Sister

Bethlehem had once laughed at the game-
cock of Lake Champlain, observing how

she looked at Brother Antonio. But habit

so easily becomes second nature that the

flash faded out of her eyes as quickly as it

came and left them as cold as ever. She

took the flask from Antonio's hands with-

out a word and shut the door.

The child was very still and very cold.

Sister Bethlehem wrapped him in a

blanket, and laying him on the kitchen

floor, she kindled a fire, then heating the

milk and taking the child on her knees
she warmed and chafed and fed him as

well as she knew how. She ought to have
been kneeling on the floor of her cell,

busily saving her own soul, instead of sav-

ing the poor little starved and frozen body.
This was surely a mortal sin on the day
of the Holy Child, but if Purgatory itself

had yawned before her, giving her the

choice of decision, she must have fed and
warmed that little child.

" He that shall

receive one such little child in my name,
receiveth me." The words haunted her.

She took the baby into her cold cell,

and laid it on the narrow bed. It was the

hour for prayer, and laying aside her

black robes and her white cap, and, loosen-

ing her shining hair upon her shoulders,

Sister Bethlehem knelt down and essayed
to pray. The rosary beads slipped through
her fair fingers one by one, but though her

lips moved audibly, her thoughts were far

away. The world to which she had

thought herself crucified, and which when
she entered within the convent walls was

crucified to her, seemed very near to-night,

and was clamoring with imperious hands

and persistent voices at the barred door of

the Sister's cell. The world, the flesh, and

the devil had surely entered the convent

incarnate in the person of this little child !

Sister Bethlehem shuddered and glanced

fearfully at the tiny figure on the bed.

At last the sound of the chapel-bell

clanged noisily through the dimly-

lighted cells, calling the pale Sisters to

their few sweet hours of rest and sleep.

Sister Bethlehem laid her crucifix on the

floor of her cell and prostrated herself be-

fore it, drawing the wedding-ring from

her finger and kissing the feet of the mar-

ble Christ with passionate tears.

"Thou whose bride I am, elect of

Heaven!" she cried, "I am unworthy to

be called the least of thy saints. Holy

Child, this is thy birthday, and in the

touch of these little fleshly fingers I have

forgotten thee. I dare not ask thee to

take the child away ;
leave him in my arms

to torture and purify this sinful breast.
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Ah! Crucified, may I feel every print of

these baby fingers upon my flesh as nails

that pierce me, crucifying me to the love

of the world ! Shall not love itself be

slain for thy beloved sake ?"

Sister Bethlehem drew the ring upon
her finger again, and, faint with long

prayer and emotion, she put out the light,

and lay down on her humble bed. The
movement roused the child, and with a

sudden sharp sob Sister Bethlehem took

him straight into her arms, as she would
have taken the cross itself if the Mother

Superior had ordered her crucifixion.

And then began that struggle between

the vocation of the saint, self-elected to

martyrdom, and the sweet and natural life

of the daughters of men, which the good
God himself in old Eden was pleased to

initiate and to call very good. Since she

had entered the convent fourteen years ago,
a novice of sixteen, this haughty daughter
of a haughty race had known few of the

sorrows and none of the joys of a woman's
life. The convent rules forbade even

friendships among the Sisters ; the Mother

Superior, a woman of iron constitution

and will, mistaking the dignity of the

young novice for coldness, and rightly

foreseeing in her immature character the

promise of rare power and executive abil-

ity, bent herself to the task of molding
Sister Bethlehem into a saint after her

own heart. The result far surpassed her

hopes and design. The iron-hearted

Mother confessed to herself with some

misgiving that her discipline in Sister

Bethlehem's case had been a little over-

done. It was well during her long terms
of absence from the convent, while she

was busy under the Bishop's supervision
in founding branch sisterhoods in his dio-

cese, to have so capable and austere a dep-

uty to leave in charge of the convent, but
a passing play of womanly tenderness or

weakness on Sister Bethlehem's impassive
face would have pleased her more. The
Reverend Mother, alert and watchful in

her seventieth year, began to fear the pos-
sible results of her own work. If this firm

will of Sister Bethlehem's should ever rise

up and be exerted against her own au-

thority, or the Bishop's, for that matter,
who should say what might happen?

The Reverend Mother crossed herself and

shook her head; it was too dreadful to

think of.

Before sunrise Sister Bethlehem rose

from her bed and taking her rosary in her
hand began her morning prayer. The

child, missing her encircling arms, stirred

uneasily and began to wail. A strange
sense of helplessness came upon her.

Never in all the fourteen years of her con-

vent life had she missed this hour of

prayer. Should she let the child wail on
while she counted her beads? Should
she? should she? The pitiful cry grew
sharper and louder. Sister Bethlehem
laid down her rosary and took the child in

her arms and held him to her breast,

smoothing back with a tenderness of which
no one thought her capable the soft rings
of brown hair from his forehead. How
was it the nurses used to soothe the little

ones in the old chateau at home? She

opened her reluctant lips and began to

sing the Adeste Fideles:

O come, all ye faithful,

Joyfully triumphant,
O come ye, O come ye, to Bethlehem!

Come and behold him,
Born, the King of Angels;
O come let us adore him,
O come let us adore him.

O come let us adore him, Christ the Lord!

The child fell asleep again, and Sister

Bethlehem laid him down upon the bed,
but the moment she left him he awoke and

began to cry. The Sister's magnificent
self-control stood her in good stead. She
was very weary; there were dark rings
under her eyes, and the tension of mind
and frame under the unaccustomed ex-

perience of the previous night had shaken
her sorely. She took the child in her arms

again and spent the remainder of the two
hours before sunrise keeling, with closed

eyes, on the stone floor. The baby never

stirred; neither did Sister Bethlehem.
She had taken up her cross, and though
flesh and heart were failing, she made no

sign. Only when the rising-bell rang she

rose, and quietly walking to the bed and

laying down the child, now fast asleep, in

a safe place, she fell upon the floor and
fainted away.
With returning consciousness, she re-

membered Brother Antonio and the baby's
breakfast. Antonio had been faithful.
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She found the milk in a stone jar on the

doorstep.
The Sisters rose as she entered the re-

fectory an hour later. The rule of silence
was observed during meals. Sister Beth-
lehem would not have broken it for the
world. But as the thirty Sisters ate their

frugal meal of brown bread and grapes,
she marked them with a new illumination
in her eyes. Heretofore they had passed
before her as well-regulated machines;
this morning she noted that Sister Theresa

coughed every other minute, that Sister

Maria put her hand to her heart as if it

hurt her, that Sifter Louise, who was only

forty, looked sixty if a day, and she

stooped as if with weakness, and that Sis-

ter Katrina's face was very pale. Sister

Bethlehem even thought that she detected

traces of recent tears upon it. The hot

blood rushed to her forehead when she re-

membered her own heavy eyes. These
were her sisters, then, women of like pas-
sions with herself, who shut the doors of

their narrow cells behind them every

night, and perchance threw themselves

upon their knees, or communed with their

own hungry hearts upon their beds, and

wept and agonized and prayed.
Sister Bethlehem forgot to eat her

breakfast, so absorbed was she with this

new revelation, and she sat watching them
one by one with a troubled gentleness in

her eyes. When she rose from her seat

and the thirty silent Sisters filed out of

the refectory, the voiceless procession be-

fore her illuminated vision swelled into

many millions, and the rough deal refec-

tory table widened out until it covered the

broad bosom of the green earth, and at

this table sat many millions more with

passionless faces and uncomplaining eyes,

yet famishing in that no kindly hands

broke to them the bread of life, the bread

of common daily human love and kind-

ness by which men live and without which

they droop and die. It had not yet dawned
on Sister Bethlehem's mind that she her-

self was one of the millions, but the day-

spring was at hand.

During the day Sister Bethlehem had

occasion to reprove one of the .elder Sisters

of the convent for some trifling omission

of duty. Sister Ursula received a sum-

mons to attend her in her room, and with

trembling knees dragged herself reluc-

tantly along the corridor to await her pun-
ishment, and knocked at the dreaded door.

Sister Bethlehem looked up from her

papers with the same strange gentleness
in her eyes that had awed the Sisters at

the breakfast-table. She noticed, with
some compunction, that Sister Ursula was

shaking from head to foot. Sister Beth-
lehem hesitated. This was one of the mil-

lions who had passed before her at the

refectory door.

"Ursula!" Her voice fell on the cul-

prit's astonished ears like the voice of an

angel.
"
If we truly love the Holy Child,

shall we not try to . do always those

things which please him ?
"

There were tears in Ursula's voice, if

not in her eyes."
Yes, Sister Bethlehem," she answered

softly.
" That is all," said the Sister, turning

again to her papers.
Ursula regarded her with bewildered

eyes." Have you forgotten the penance,
Sister Bethlehem?" she asked doubtfully.

"
No," was the gentle answer;

"
I never

forget. But I have punished you so often,

Sister Ursula, and it does not cure you.
If love for the Holy Child will not save

you, nothing will. Ursula, a little child

was brought here last night, a poor out-

cast- waif who must be nursed and cher-

ished for the fold. Will you help me to

take care of him ? And 0, Ursula," Sis-

ter Bethlehem laid down her pen and

looked at Ursula with glowing eyes,
" he

is so small and soft and innocent, and sin

must never come near him to defile him.

The Holy Child himself was like him once,

so little and clinging and weak. Only the

pure in heart should come near a little

child 1"

With the passing weeks Noel throve and

grew. Brother Antonio went daily to the

forest, and on his way he always left the

brown jar on the doorstep, calling for it

as he went home. Always thoughtful, a

new earnestness had developed on his brow

since the strange advent of the child at

the monastery gate. Brother Barnabas,

bribed to silence and to generous doles of

milk by Antonio's wonderful Italian re-

cipes, never referred to the daily visit to

the convent ;
the Sisters, if they noted the
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circumstance at all, regarded the daily ad-

vent of the monastery jar as a mere busi-

ness transaction.

But Antonio could not help seeing, with

an undefined pain at his heart, that as the

child throve Sister Bethlehem began to

droop. The little creature never seemed

to rest unless the Sister's arms were

around him. She would give up her

charge to no one else, and no one dared, to

interfere. During the day Ursula shared

in his care; in the hours of prayer be-

tween the night and morning he was sel-

dom out of Sister Bethlehem's arms. The
Sister knew well that if any complaint
were made to the Mother Superior the child

would be removed, and although she had

not begun to analyze her own feelings she

dared not face the thought of the future

without him. The weather was unusually
severe and little Noel felt the cold. Sister

Bethlehem's face grew whiter and more

spiritual every day. In the night the child

lay warm upon her fostering breast, and

in every throb of the little heart she

learned to feel and comprehend the throb-

bing of the universal heart that palpitates

through all humanity.
One night, a few months after Brother

Antonio had brought the child to the con-

vent, the Sisters were aroused by a loud

knocking at the convent gate. Sister

Bethlehem was summoned, and, with her

fair hair falling over her black wrapper
and shining in the dim light like a shower
of gold about her, she took a lantern in

her hand and opened the door. She recog-
nized the visitor, an old washerwoman
from the village, who announced herself

with a loud laugh, and shrank back in the

doorway.
" You know me, Sister Bethlehem/''

said the woman hoarsely ;

"
I am Mere

Angelique. I am dying, and I thought
you would put my card on the altar, and

present it with my compliments to the

good God. I have not called upon him for
a long time. I am afraid he has forgotten
me. Here it is : Mere Angelique. Blanch-
isseuse.

Sister Bethlehem took the dirty card
from the woman's hands, and, holding up
her lantern, looked at her with solemn

searching eyes." Mere Angelique," she said simply,
"

is

this true?" The woman's quick, labored

breathing caught her ear, and her face

changed. The Mater Misericardia looked
down no less truly from the wall upon the

little group about the doorway, than from
Sister Bethlehem's compassionate eyes.
Ursula led her away gasping to the sani-

tarium, and administering the simpler
remedies of the convent, she tended her
with kindly if unskilled hands till she fell

asleep.
'

Sister Bethlehem entered Mere Angel-
ique's room the next morning and laid her
crucifix upon the woman's breast. Mere

Angelique shrank back from its touch, and
with shaking hands tore it away and
thrust it aside. ;

" Take it away," she cried.
" The cru-

cifix is not for such as me. Your holy
looks scorch and scorn me. What would
I do with the Christ himself, think you?
Your pure looks burn me up. Do you for-

get who I am? I am Mere Angelique.
Ca suffitr"

Alas, Mere Angelique !" said Sister

Bethlehem, trembling ;

"
the Christ was

born into the world for sinners such as

you. Have you forgotten the Magdalene ?

She- stood at his feet behind him weeping ;

she washed his feet with her tears, and

wiped them with her hair!"
" Hair like yours," interrupted Mere

Angelique eagerly ;

"
all gold and shine

and glitter. I saw it at the convent gate.
But such as you would not touch me, not

for the world, Sister Bethlehem, and as

for him !"

Ursula passed the open door, carrying

Noel, and the Sister beckoned to her. By
an unaccountable impulse, save that, as

Ursula told the story years afterwards

with many tears, the angels prompted
him, the child opened his little arms and
stretched them out towards the miserable

woman on the bed and smiled. The rays
of the morning sun glanced through the

narrow window and rested like a halo upon
the little head.

Sister Bethlehem dropped on her knees

beside Mere Angelique's bed and laid her

lovely face like a white rose on the

woman's breast.
" The Holy Child has

spoken," she said in calm clear tones.
"
Life is one long Christmas-day wherein

he ever begs for shelter and a home within

the human heart. Mere Angelique, let the

Christ-child in !"
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The old woman was weeping; her tears

poured forth like long-restrained rain.
"
Wait," she gasped,

"
let me think. Would

he ever hold out his arms to me like that,
and touch me as you do? Sister Bethle-

hem, give me the crucifix in my hand, and
let me hold you with the other."

And clinging thus, poor soul, with one
hand locked in the human, and the other
in the Divine, Mere Angelique fell asleep,
and passed away into that great unknown
land " where the wicked cease from trou-

bling, and the weary are at rest."

Sister Bethlehem went quietly back to

her cell, and listened to the tolling of the

chapel-bell. She put her hand up to her
head to ease its aching ; her wedding-ring,
which linked her forever to the Church
and marked her as its bride, slipped off her

finger and rolled upon the ground. As
she stooped to replace it, a strange faint-

ness overtook her, and she lay down on her

narrow bed and closed her eyes. How long
she lay there she never knew, but she

roused herself at last. Her strength was

failing. She would unburden her heart

to Brother Antonio, and she sent old Ur-
sula to the monastery begging him to come
to the convent at once to receive an order

for wood from the forest.

Brother Antonio arrived promptly,
bareheaded and closely shaven as usual,
and was received by the Sister in her

office. The order for the wood was given,
and the Brother reluctantly turned to go.

" Not yet," said Sister Bethlehem, in a

tone of gentle command. "
Tell me what

you think of the child. Will he live,

Brother Antonio? Has he not a noble

brow, a penetrating eye, and the head of a

leader ? He will be a great and good man,
Brother Antonio!"
The Brother smiled and assented. He

would have assented to anything just then.

Sister Bethlehem went on, her voice, al-

ways sweet and haunting and persuasive,
fell on his parched soul like the music of

silver flutes.
"
I think I am going to die, Brother An-

tonio," she said gently, all unconscious of

the sudden pang her words caused him.
"
Until the child came, my health was per-

fect, but he breaks my rest, and when I

rise to pray he will not be still unless he

is in my arms. It is very sweet to feel the

little life nestling like a young dove under

my heart, and I would not have it other-

wise, but I dare not break the rules of pen-
ance and of prayer. Many thoughts have
come to me with the coming of this little

child. Life is an unsealed book, and his

tiny hands have opened it. In my own
heart I see the heart of my sisters as in a
mirror

; in JSToeFs cry, I hear not only the

appeal of a little child's helplessness and

need, but the cry of the Christ-child for a
home in the hearts of men. The thoughts
that have come to me have blossomed out
into articulate words, but I dare not speak
them here. Is there such a thing as the

priesthood of letters, Brother Antonio?
Can one serve therein as in a temple,
and worship and sacrifice with one's pen?
Since the child taught me I have learned

so many things I never knew before, and I

long to enter the temple and to sacrifice

with its priesthood day and night. I feel,"

pursued the Sister, rising to her no-

ble height and pressing the child to her

breast, "that I could say many things,
and make the world listen to me, if I dared

to write, instead of to pray, to think, in-

stead of to suffer and endure. But that

can never be. If I die, Brother Antonio,
remember that holy as our vocation is, it

is not the holiest the good Creator de-

signed for the sons and daughters of men."

"No," said Brother Antonio, with a

sudden break in his voice, and with his

tonsured head in his hands.

Brother Antonio went back to the for-

est, and stayed there till nightfall, crash-

ing down the branches of the great trees

to right and left of him, working with the

strength of a giant and the recklessness of

a demon. The handle broke off his ax at

last, and he threw it down with a cry like

an angry child. His own voice startled

him in the silence of the forest, and its

echoes mocked him. A stray squirrel

peered down at him from the branch of a

high tree. He threw a stone and struck

it savagely, he who had never hurt a living

thing. Was his own pain brutalizing him ?

The squirrel, hurt and startled, ran up the

tree, and he waited for it to come back

that he might strike it again. A splash

of bright blood stained the bough, and he

took up another stone, and another, and

made a target of the stain, until the bark

began to peel from the bough, and he fell

back exhausted. Leaving his ax and the
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uncorded wood in the forest, he found his

way home to the convent, where his heart

was, and laid his burning head against the

convent wall under the bars of Sister

Bethlehem's cell, and lifted his hands to

the solemn stars and blessed her.

They found him there in the early dawn,
with the cold dews of the morning wet

upon him, and his stiffened hands still

uplifted. The Brothers whispered among
themselves as they undressed him and got
him into a warm bed in the little hospital.
Brother Antonio, they said, had seen a vis-

ion. They were the more sure of this,

when, on bringing to him a picture of the

Madonna and the Holy Child, he turned

his head and smiled, and moved his fev-

ered lips as if in prayer. They left the

Madonna where the picture might look

down upon him from the wall, and in his

hours of delirium the poor Brother would
turn to it again and again as if it soothed

him, and hold out his arms to it like a

tired child. But even in his wanderings
the reticence of the monk was strong upon
him; long habit had become second

nature. He never, by word or sign, re-

vealed what was passing in his mind. And
when at last the fever left him, Brother
Antonio still lay and gazed upon the Ma-
donna and the Holy Child.

There came a day when he was well

enough to creep out into the sunshine and
sit on the porch and feast his hungry eyes
on the gray convent walls, and as the slow

days went on, and life came back to him,
one by one he took up his simple duties

again, but the strong man was shorn of his

strength. The Brothers shook their heads
as they watched him, and noting his con-

tinued weakness they put a spade into his

hand one day and bade poor Brother An-
tonio dig his grave. He went about his

task without a murmur, pausing ever and
anon to brush the moisture from his burn-

ing brow, and to watch the squirrels chas-

ing each other among the trees, and to hear
the twitter of the birds in their nests. The
spotted lizards crept out into the sunshine
and played every day about his deepening
grave ; the white-winged butterflies alight-
ed on his whiter hands and knew no fear.

The dove called to her mate from a leafy
thicket, and the tremble in her voice re-

minded him of the tremble in Sister Beth-
lehem's when she said, with a mournful

sweetness whose echoes haunted him sleep-

ing and waking, "Many thoughts have
come to me with the coming of this little

child."

Who made all these happy creatures?

Was the mother-dove, brooding over her

young, to be forever, through her mother-

hood, nearer the heart of her Creator than
Sister Bethlehem, whom he had made

only a little lower than the angels? A
dash of hot tears fell on his hand; his

weakness was overmastering him again.
He lay down by the side of the open grave
and closed his eyes. And lying there he

thought of many things, and always of

Sister Bethlehem. Could the highest voca-

tion for the Madonna be the lowest for this

other woman, who, Heaven help him!
looked so like her when she held the child

in her arms ? The dove stirred in her nest,

and called again to her mate.
"
Many

thoughts have come to me/' repeated ever

the gentle echo in Antonio's breast.

As he thought of these things, and pon-
dered them in his heart, a band of bright
human faces seemed to shine upon him
and beckon him.

" Come to us," they said ;

" come out from the dews and damps of

the sepulcher and the dumbness of the

grave; lift up your dull eyes to the sun-

shine, and learn to smile and rejoice."
Human hands drew him, calling,

"
Come,

and wrestle and toil with us among the

crowd, and learn that the worker, and
not the dreamer, enters into the secret

of the Lord; to labor is to pray."
Human voices called to him with a sweet

and tender scorn,
"
What, man, is the

music of chant and stall to the music of a

child's innocent laughter, and its holy cry
of Father? Come out among us into the

old green world,, and learn what a good
world it is wherein to live and love."

Brother Antonio opened his eyes. Were
these persuasive voices from the blue heav-

ens above him, or from the bottomless pit ?

The grinning gargoyles over the chapel
windows seemed to mock and laugh at him.
" Get thee behind me, Satan !

"
cried

Brother Antonio, sorely dismayed and per-

plexed as to which was the voice of Satan

and which was the voice of the Lord, and

without a backward glance he took up his

staff and fled into his cell.

A few evenings later, Brother Barnabas,
who added the duties of postman to those
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of his frugal office, handed him a letter

with his finger on his lips. Antonio prom-
ised him a new recipe, and broke the seal

with some curiosity. As he read, the man's
face brightened and shaded alternately.
The old uncle, whose heart he had well-

nigh broken when he entered the monas-

tery, and whose only son had just died
without an heir, begged him to come back
to share his lonely life among the hills.

"
All is yours/' wrote the old man.

" The vineyards are ready for the harvest
Come !

Brother Antonio took his staff in his
hand and crossed the dusty road to the
convent with the letter in the breast of his

brown robe. Several months had passed
by since his illness. Sister Bethlehem,
who scarcely recognized him when he en-

tered, summoned him to her when she
heard his voice at the door. Her hands
were folded on her lap; the child lay

asleep at her feet. Sister Bethlehem sel-

dom smiled, but the riper tenderness in

her face since last he met her had deepened
like the bloom of a peach. The words died

on Brother Antonio's lips. He had meant
to say so much, but the presence of her

grave and gracious beauty threw around
him an atmosphere of content and benedic-

tion which infolded him like a mantle an
influence which ought to be the heritage
of every mother's son. In the larger peace
and beneficence of her presence even words
of ordinary kindly greeting and congratu-
lation would have seemed an intrusion.

But he marked with growing exultation

that the weariness had gone out of Sister

Bethlehem's face, that she regarded him
with firm lips and a kindling eye.

"I have seen a vision, Brother Antonio,"
she said very earnestly.

" You remember
the storm of a week ago ? The voice of the

angel of the sun spoke in the pealing thun-

der. It shook the convent cells, and threw

open their iron doors, and let the sunlight

in, and cried, Give up your dead! And the

dead came forth, bound hand and foot,

.and shrinking from the blinding sunlight ;

and they bowed themselves before me, and

cast their grave-clothes at my feet, for my
hand had set them free !

' The Spirit of

the Lord is upon me ... to preach
deliverance to the captives, to "set at liberty

them that are bruised.'
' ;

"
I see a vision, too," cried Brother An-

tonio, springing to his feet.
"
Shall the

spirit of prophecy descend alone upon thee,
fairest among women ? I see thee high-

priestess of a temple among the vine-clad

hills; but the incense which ascends from
that temple is the smoke of the family
hearth, and the voices of its singers and

players upon instruments are the voices

of the children of thy love !"

Sister Bethlehem arose and faced

Brother Antonio in all her stately beauty,
with the tender bloom on her face incarna-

dined to a vivid red. But Antonio's heart

exulted; better the red rose of conscious

life than the pale lilies of the grave. He
turned and left her standing thus, with a

delicate instinct that in the first flush of

the revelation of his love she would rather

be alone. He passed out into the con-

vent yard, and thence into the little ceme-

tery to his unfinished tomb. The night
was intensely cold, but the glow at An-
tonio's heart was not to be chilled or

quenched by cold or frost, or thirst or hun-

ger.

Antonio laughed aloud as he took the

great spade in his hand. From the dim

chapel came the monotonous chanting of

the monks. No one would miss him to-

night, or, if they did, they would only sur-

mise that he was stretched in mortal

weakness upon his pallet of straw.

Above the night, and the dark

branches of the watching cypress, was a

clear shining of September stars. He
looked up at them with moist eyes and
blessed them. St. Peter's bird awoke in

the barn, and mistaking the rays of the

pale moonlight that streamed under the

doorway for the rays of the rising sun,

he crowed shrilly through the frosty air.

Antonio blessed St. Peter and blessed

the bird, and as the smell of the newly-
turned earth mingled with the scent of

the eucalyptus leaves he lifted up his

swelling voice and blessed the green world

and the bounding seas and all that in them
is. Antonio worked swiftly as he blessed

them. He filled in the yawning grave and

smoothed the heavy clods, and when his

work was done he threw the spade over the

hedge into a neighboring field and fell

upon his face upon the grave's cold bosom

and gave thanks to the God of his life.

Night had melted into dawn before his

task was done. Sing in your courses,
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stars of the morning! Lean from afar,

and shout aloud, bright spirits who watch

and wonder over the destinies of the chil-

dren of earth, for a new creation is re-

joicing with the rising sun, a man is

born to-day !

Brother Antonio slipped into the chapel

unobserved, sat down with the Brothers

at the refectory table, and ate the first

hearty meal he had touched for months.

The Brothers regarded him with interest

and a certain vague sympathy. After

breakfast he begged leave of absence for a

few days that he might visit his uncle.

It was granted him reluctantly; there

were no mules to spare and the hills were

steep; he would die, they said, of fatigue

by the way.
Brother Antonio laughed and, for an-

swer, lifted the refectory table in his arms.

When, later in the day, the story of An-
tonio's grave was told, with hushed voices

and bowed heads, the simple Brothers said

they had always known he was a saint ;
it

was a great miracle. And indeed it was,
such a miracle as holy Mother Nature is

forever working in the lives of her sons and

daughters, only, alas ! we have grown so

accustomed to the majesty and the ten-

derness of her miracles, they cease to ex-

cite any longer either awe or wonder in

our stupid breasts.

In a few days Brother Antonio returned

from the vineyards with a new dignity
on his brow and a new light in his eyes.
The Brothers, who had little to interest

them in their monotonous lives, began to

watch him curiously. They noticed that

every day on his return from the forest

clearing he would bring home a bunch of

simple wild flowers and autumn-tinted

leaves and place them before the Ma-
donna's picture. If in Antonio's simple
heart his worship of the Madonna and
Sister Bethlehem were innocently inter-

mingled, he thought the great Mother
would be the first to understand and to

make allowance for him.

Christmas-day dawned for Sister Beth-

lehem as the last had waned, on the floor

of her cell; but now the child would lie

and sleep alone, or smile at her from the

humble bed. He had even taken his first

steps across the floor, hiding his sweet face

in her robe, and shouting in an ecstasy of

fear and pride.

The placid months rolled away. Every
morning the brown jug was faithfully left

on the doorstep; every time she met
Brother Antonio the delicate bloom on

Sister Bethlehem's face grew deeper and
sweeter. The child still lay upon her

heart and was cradled in her steadfast

arms ;
but like an autumn leaf hiding the

first bud of spring, the tiny unconscious

creature brooded over the fairer bud of a

new-born and immortal love. Antonio

was patient and made no sign. He knew
his hour would come.

The Bishop arrived at the monastery
late one afternoon in the early spring, and
after an hour's business there he proceeded
to the convent to see Sister Bethlehem,

closely watched and followed by Brother

Antonio. The shutters were not closed in

Sister Bethlehem's room, and Antonio,
who dared not ring the bell and present
himself at the front door, crept to the side

of the house and looked cautiously in. The

Bishop and the Sister were already en-

gaged in close conversation. The lamp-

light fell on their faces, revealing the

watchful lines about the Bishop's lips, the

benignity of the Sister's noble brow. But
Sister Bethlehem looked troubled, and

once or twice she shook her head as if in

perplexity or doubt.

While Antonio was pondering over the

meaning of this, a carriage drove slowly up
to the convent gate, and Sister Bethle-

hem, summoning Ursula to her aid,

opened the carriage door and took the

Mother Superior in her arms. The gray
head sank helplessly on Sister Bethle-

hem's breast. For while dealing out a

severe penance to an irrepressible young
novice, an attack of paralysis had sur-

prised and deeply mortified the Keverend

Mother. In her helplessness the stern

heart was softened. She had never lain in

a pair of strong young arms before and

even ice will melt if there is warmth

enough !

"You are a good child," she said, an

hour later, with tears in her eyes.
"

Sis-

ter Bethlehem, before I die, I believe I

want a little love ! I wish I had loved

you all a little more. Be kinder to the

Sisters than I have been. You will be

Mother Superior soon."
"
No," said Sister Bethlehem, shrinking

back and trembling a little ;

"
oh, no !

"
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"Mary calls you," said the Eeverend
Mother faintly.

" You will obey ; you
have always obeyed, my child."

" You are mistaken," said Sister Beth-
lehem gently.

"
Forgive me, Mother. I

have no vocation !"
"
Mary calls you," repeated the Mother

in fainter tones.
" Go to your cell, and

listen. Look long on the Madonna's face,
and she will speak. Kiss me, Sister Beth-

lehem, I forget how. And yet ...
I am sure . . . she kissed . . .

her Child !

"

Sister Bethlehem's tears fell fast on the

wistful, wrinkled face as she obeyed. She
told herself passionately that she had not

forgotten how; she had kissed her child,
too!

And then she went obediently to her

cell, and knelt down before the pictured

Madonna, that old sweet ever-young ideal

of love and mother-bliss, which has kept
the heart purer, and the family hearth
more sacred, and the world a holier place,
since Mary kissed her Child. And, as the

Reverend Mother had commanded, she

looked long on the Madonna's face, and
listened for her voice.

Every morning the boarders in the con-

vent school brought Sister Bethlehem a

handful of gay spring flowers to adorn the

Madonna's picture. The flowers that she

loved best were all there, roses for love,

and lilies for the pure in heart, who even

now see God, and baby-blue-eyes in azure

masses, with tints gathered from gracious
Californian skies, looking up at the Holy
Child with innocent, questioning, starlike

gaze, like the eyes of the hundred and forty
and four thousand, who, in the Apocalypse
of St. John, are redeemed from the earth

and follow the Lamb whithersoever he go-
eth. And as Sister Bethlehem looked up
from the starry eyes to the faces of Mary
and her Boy, the sweet soul fell a-weeping.

"
Mother," she said softly, holding out

her arms to the blessed twain,
"
speak to

me, Mother ! Mother !"

Had the Madonna spoken, or was it only

by chance that when Sister Bethlehem

looked down at the flowers again the li-

lies lay in shadow, as if they had with-

drawn themselves, and the tints of the

blood-red roses were glowing and leaping
in the slanting rays of the afternoon sun ?

But the light lay, too, on the Madonna's

brow and in the heaven of her eyes, and
Sister Bethlehem gazed upon it until her
own face caught the glow and the Madon-
na and the saint were transfigured togeth-
er. And then Sister Bethlehem fell upon
her face, and for a brief space her soul
was caught up into heaven, and she heard

unspeakable things. She had looked upon
the Beatific Vision, and she knew that the
reason men's hearts had been bowed from
the birth of the Church until now before

the Madonna and the Holy Child was

simply that Love, which is the magnet of

the moral spheres, was drawing them back
to their native element, as waters are

drawn to the clouds, and as fire yearns up-
ward to the sun.

A glow of supernal light seemed to fill

the cell when Sister Bethlehem arose and
stood before the Madonna, as Mary herself

might have stood before the angel, with the

Annunciation lilies in her hand. She
broke off one of the red roses from its

stem, and with a gesture of exquisite ten-

derness and grace she opened the door of

her cell, and hid the rose in her bosom.

Little Noel was sleeping fitfully. He
had been ailing for a few days, and Ursula

was watching the cradle with some anxi-

ety. Sister Bethlehem smiled at her fears,

and kneeling down by the cradle she sang
him into a quiet sleep. Antonio, still

watching from under the eucalyptus trees,

closed his eyes as he listened. The singer's
voice was low and sweet, but the notes

thrilled through the listening air, and

floated, a delicious impromptu, outward

and upward through the night like the

notes of a skylark set free from its bars.

The heart of Mary's daughter had caught
the music of the spheres.

Mater Misericordia!
Stars through the eucalyptus shine:

Tremulous orbs that gleam afar,
Less serene in the star depths are,

Than the tender light on thy brow divine!

Mater Misericordia!
Mother-love of eternity!
Dower thy child with the steadfast

grace,
Meekness, and brightness, of Love's

dear face,
That broods o'er, and blesses, my love, and

Over Sister Bethlehem's chair hung a

simple picture, the only ornament in the

bare room, a copy of Weir's child-angels,
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in an ivy-mantled tower, holding flaming
torches and ringing the Christmas-bell.

Is it not the hands of innocent children,

whose angels do always behold the face of

their Father, that forever set the music

of the world in motion ? Was not the first

great Bell of Liberty, of peace and good-
will to men, whose echoes are still floating-

over the listening nations and stirring the

hearts of men, set ringing in old Bethle-

hem nineteen hundred years ago by the

weak hands of a little Child?

Sister Bethlehem returned to her chair

and folded her hands and closed her eyes,

reluctant to disturb the little sleeper.

Alas, poor Sister Bethlehem! The solid

earth may be shaken to its foundations,
and the stars fall from their places, and
the sea give up her dead, before the quiver
of a single eyelash will disturb that dream-
less sleep !

An hour went by and another, and
still the baby slept. A cricket on the

hearth, encouraged by the warmth and
the stillness, lifted up its tiny voice. The
stars came out one by one and looked

down, like the solemn eyes of immortal

spirits, on the old green earth, where little

creatures, big with destiny and deathless

hopes, are busy building nouses and dig-

ging graves for themselves and their heirs

to dwell in.

Antonio's gaze was fixed upon the child.

He had never seen death before, except

among the Did, where life had held long
and obstinate tenure and it was hard to

die. Sister Bethlehem took her rosary in

her hand, and unconscious of Antonio's

presence, unconscious of a greater, another
hour went by. She opened her eyes at

last and turned to the child. How soundly
the little one slept, and how white he was

to-night ! She put her hand upon his face

and started as she felt its coldness. And
then she fell on her knees beside the little

cradle and pressed her warm lips to the

child's heart.

Noel, Noel, Noel, Noel!

A sadder carol never pierced the Christ-

mas skies.

At one bound Antonio had cleared the

window-sill and was at Sister Bethlehem's
side. She showed no surprise at his sud-

den advent; indeed, she felt none.

Spring's resurrection-flowers are not born
on a May morning. Love had been blos-

soming silently in Sister Bethlehem'^
heart through many nights and days, and
the Angel of Death had torn the winter

wrappings from its resurrection glory.
The Sister lifted up the little white, cold

body upon which her tears were falling

fast, and as she raised her eyes to An-
tonio's compassionate face he knew she

was all his own at last.
" This is the fulfilling of the vision !"

he cried exultingly.
" The voice of the an-

gel has spoken. He has shaken the con-

vent cell and cried,
' Give up your dead !

'

Bethlehem come forth !

"

"Antonio!" Brother no longer! The
man's hour was come. The tremble of the

wood-dove crying for her mate vibrated

again in Sister Bethlehem's broken voice.

And with a great light shining in his eyes,
the man took the woman and the dead

child to his heart.

Outside the stars faded one by one, until

the morning-star alone left a pale and
tremulous gleam upon the grass.
And mingling with its mellower light,

flashed a sudden half-forgotten glory
from the old green patriarchal days, when
the world was young, and the father of

the family was the only priest they knew ;

when the palm-shaded home on the fringes
of the desert was the resting-place of an-

gels, and the smoke of its holy hearth rose

like incense to the open skies. Such a

home would be theirs at last, on the bosom
of the vine-clad hills, and rippling across

its graver voices of praise and prayer
would sound the music of children's

laughter, and flash the gleam of yellow
hair among the purple vines.

And the words that fell at last on the

silence were the sweetest words that ever

fell on a woman's heart :

"Bethlehem, come home!"



THE WISDOM OF THE TRAIL
BY JACK LONDON

S1TKA
CHARLEY had achieved the

impossible. Other Indians might
have known as much of the wisdom

of the trail as did he; but he alone knew
the white man's wisdom, the honor of
the trail, and the law. Yet these things
had not come to him in a day. The aborigi-
nal mind is slow to generalize, and many
facts, repeated often, are required to com-

pass an understanding. Sitka Charley,
from boyhood, had been thrown continu-

ally with white men, and as U man he had
elected to cast his fortunes with them, ex-

patriating himself, once and for all, from
his own people. Even then, respecting,
almost venerating, their power, and pon-
dering over it, he had yet to divine its

secret essence the honor and the law.

And it was only by the cumulative evi-

dence of the years that he had finally come
to understand. Being an alien, when he
did know, he knew it better than the white
man himself; being an Indian, he had
achieved the impossible.
And of these things had been bred a

certain contempt for his own people; a

contempt which he made it a habit to con-

ceal, but which now burst forth in a poly-

glot whirlwind of curses upon the heads

of Kah-Chucte and Gowhee. They cringed
before him like a pair of snarling wolf-

dogs, too cowardly to spring, too wolfish to

cover their fangs. They were not hand-
some creatures; neither was Sitka

Charley. All three were frightful-looking.
There was no flesh to their faces; their

cheek-bones were massed with hideous

scabs which had cracked and frozen alter-

nately under the intense frost, while their

eyes burned luridly with the light which
alone is born of desperation and hunger.
Men so situated, beyond the pale of the

honor and the law, are not to be trusted.

Sitka Charley knew this; and this was

why he had forced them to abandon their

rifles with the rest of the camp outfit ten

days before. His rifle and Captain Efring-

well's were the only ones that remained.

"Come, get a fire started!" he com-

manded, drawing out the precious match-

box with its attendant strips of dry
birch-bark.

The two Indians fell sullenly to the
task of gathering dead branches and un-
derwood. They were weak, and paused
often, catching themselves, in the act of

stooping, with giddy motions, or stagger-
ing to the center of operations with their

knees shaking like castanets. After each

trip they rested for a moment, as though
sick and deadly weary. At times their

eyes took on the patient stoicism of dumb
suffering; and again, the ego seemed al-

most bursting forth with its wild cry,'
"

I,

I, I want to exist !

"
the one dominant

note of the whole living universe.

A light breath of air blew from the

south, nipping the exposed portions of

their bodies and driving the frost, in nee-
dles of fire, through fur and flesh to the

very bones. So, when the fire had grown
lusty and thawed a damp circle in the

snow about it, Sitka Charley forced his

reluctant comrades to lend a hand in

pitching a fly. It was a primitive affair

merely a blanket, stretched parallel with
the fire and to windward of it, at an angle
of perhaps forty-five degrees. This shut

out the chill wind and threw the heat back-

ward and down upon those who were to

huddle in its shelter. Then a layer of

green spruce-boughs was spread, that their

bodies might not come in contact with the

snow. When this task was completed,
Kah-Chucte and Gowhee proceeded to take

care of their feet. Their ice-bound moc-
casins were sadly worn by much travel,

and the sharp ice of the river jams had
cut them to rags. Their Siwash-socks

were in similar condition, and when these

had been thawed and removed, the dead-

white tips of the toes, in the various stages
of mortification, told their simple tale of

the trail.

Leaving the two to the drying of their

foot-gear, Sitka Charley turned back over

the course he had come. He, too, had a

mighty longing to sit by the fire and tend

his complaining flesh, but the honor and

the law forbade. He toiled painfully over

the frozen field, each step a protest, every
muscle in revolt. Several times, where

the open water between the jams had

recently crusted., he was forced to miser-
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ably accelerate his movements as the fra-

gile footing swayed and threatened beneath

him. In such places, to stop was to break

through ;
to break through was to die to

die quickly and easily. But it was not his

desire to endure no more, so he hastened.

His deepening anxiety vanished as two

Indians dragged into view round a bend in

the river. They staggered and panted like

men under heavy burdens; yet the packs
on their backs were a matter of but few

pounds. He questioned them eagerly, and

their replies seemed to relieve him. He
hurried on. Next came two white men,

supporting a woman between them. They
also behaved as though drunken, and their

limbs shook with weakness. But the woman
leaned lightly upon them, choosing to car-

ry herself forward with her own strength.
At sight of her, a flash of joy cast its fleet-

ing light upon Sitka Charley's face. He
cherished a very great regard for Mrs. Ef-

fingwell. He had seen many white women,
but this was the first to travel the trail

with him. When Captain Effingwell had

-proposed the hazardous undertaking and
made him an offer for his services, he had
shaken his head gravely; for it was an
unknown journey through the dismal vast-

nesses of the Northland, and he knew it to

be of the kind that tries to the uttermost

the souls of men. But when he learned

that the captain's wife was to accompany
them, he had refused flatly to have any-

thing further to do with it. Had it been
a woman of his own race he would have
harbored no objections; but these women
of the Southland no, no, they were too

soft, too tender for such enterprises. The
idea was not to be entertained for an in-

stant.

Sitka Charley did not know this kind
of woman. Five minutes before, he did

not even dream of taking charge of the

expedition; but when she came to him
with her wonderful smile and her straight
clean English, and talked to the point,
without pleading or persuading, he had

incontinently yielded. Had there been a

softness and appeal in the eyes, a tremble
to the voice, a taking advantage of sex,
he would have stiffened to steel; instead,
her clear-searching eyes and clear-ringing
voice, her utter frankness and assertion of

equality, had robbed him of his reason.

He felt, then, that this was a new breed of

woman ; and ere they had been trail-mates

for many days, he knew why the sons of

such women mastered the land and the

sea, and why the sons of his own woman-
kind could not prevail against them. Ten-
der and soft! day after day he watched

her, muscle-weary, exhausted, indomita-

ble, and the words beat upon his brain in

a perennial refrain. Tender and soft!
He knew her feet had been born to easy

paths in sunny lands, strangers to the

moccasined pain of the North, unkissed

by the chill lips of the frost, and he

watched and marveled at them twinkling
ever through the weary day.

She had always a smile and a word of

cheer, from which not even the meanest

packer was excluded. As the way grew
darker she seemed to stiffen and gather

greater strength, and when Kah-Chucte
and Gowhee, who had bragged that they
knew every landmark of the way as a child

did the skin-bales of the teepee, acknowl-

edged that they knew not where they were,
it was she who raised a forgiving voice

amid the curses of the men. She had sung
to them that night, till they felt the weari-

ness fall from them and were ready to

face the future with fresh hope. And
when the food failed and each scant stint

was measured jealously, she it was who
rebelled against the machinations of her

husband and Sitka Charley, and de-

manded and received a share neither

greater nor less than that of the others,

Sitka Charley was proud to know this

woman. A new richness, a greater breadth

had come into his life with her presence.
Hitherto he had been his own mentor, had
turned to right or left at no man's beck;
he had molded himself according to his

own dictates, nourished his manhood re-

gardless of all save his own opinion. For
the first time he had felt a call from with-

out for the best that was in him. Just a

glance of appreciation from the clear-

searching eyes, a word of thanks from the

clear-ringing voice, just a slight wreathing
of the lips in that wonderful smile, and he

felt his reward to be greater than he de-

served. It was a new stimulant to his man-

hood; for the first time he thrilled with a

conscious pride in his wisdom of the trail ;

and between the twain they ever lifted the

sinking hearts of their comrades.
The faces of the .two men and the wo-
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man brightened as they saw him, for after

all he was the staff they leaned upon. But
Sitka Charley, rigid as was his wont, con-

cealing pain and pleasure impartially,
asked them the welfare of the rest, told the

distance to the fire, and continued on the

back-trip. Next he met a single Indian,

unburdened, limping, lips compressed and

eyes set with the pain of a foot in which
the quick fought a losing battle with the

dead. All possible care had been taken of

him
;

but in the last extremity the weak
and unfortunate must perish, and Sitka

Charley deemed his days to be few. The
man could not keep up for long; so he

gave him rough cheering words. After

that came two more Indians, to whom he

had allotted the task of helping along Joe,
the third white man of the party. They
had deserted him. Sitka Charley saw at a

glance the lurking spring in their bodies,

and knew they had at last cast off his

mastery. So he was not taken unawares

when he ordered them back in quest of

their abandoned charge, and saw the

gleam of the hunting-knives as they drew

them from the sheaths. A pitiful spec-

tacle, three weak men lifting their puny
strength in the face of the mighty vast-

ness ! But the two recoiled under the fierce

rifle-blows of the one, and returned like

beaten dogs to the leash. Two hours later,

with Joe reeling between them and Sitka

Charley bringing up the rear, they came to

the fire where the remainder of the ex-

pedition crouched in the shelter of the fly.
" A few words, my comrades, before we

sleep," Sitka Charley said, after they had

devoured their slim rations of unleavened

bread. He was speaking to the Indians,

in their own tongue, having already given

the import to the whites.
" A few words,

my comrades, for your own good, that per-

chance ye may yet live. I shall give ye

the law ; on his own head be the death of

him that breaks it ! We have passed the

Hills of Silence, and we now travel the

head-reaches of the Stuart. It may be

one sleep, it may be several, it may be

many sleeps; but in time we shall come

among the Men of the Yukon, who have

much grub. It were well that we look to

the law. To-day, Kah-Chucte and Gow-

hee, whom J commanded to break trail,

forgot they were men and, like frightened

children, ran away. True, they forgot ;
so

let us forget. But hereafter let them re-'

member. If it should happen that they
do not He touched his rifle care-

lessly, grimly. "To-morrow they shall

carry the flour and see that the white man
Joe lies not down by the trail. The cups
of flour are counted; should so much as

an ounce be wanting at nightfall
Dost understand? To-day there were
others that forgot. Moose-Head and
Threes-Salmon left the white man Joe
to lie in the snow. Let them forget
no more. With the light of day shall they

go forth and break trail. Ye have heard
the law. Look well, lest ye break it !"

Sitka Charley found it beyond him to

keep the line close up. From Moose-Head
and Three-Salmon, who broke trail in ad-

vance, to Kah-Chucte, Gowhee and Joe, it

straggled out over a mile. Each staggered,

fell, or rested, as he saw fit. The line of

march was a progression through a series

of irregular halts. Each drew upon the

last remnant of his strength and stumbled

onward till it was expended; but in some
miraculous way there was always another

last remnant. Each time a man fell, it was
with the firm belief that he would rise

no more; yet he did rise, and again, and

again. The flesh yielded, the will con-

quered; but each triumph was a tragedy.
The Indian with the frozen foot, no longer

erect, crawled forward on hand and knee.

He rarely rested, for he knew the penalty
exacted by the frost. Even Mrs. Effing-

weirs lips were at last set, and her eyes

seeing, saw not. Often she stopped, press-

ing a mittened hand to her heart, gasping
and dizzy.

Joe, the white man, had passed beyond
the stage of suffering. He no longer

begged to be let alone prayed to die;

but was soothed and content under the

anodyne of delirium. Kah-Chucte and

Gowhee dragged him on roughly, venting

upon him many a savage glance or blow.

To them it seemed the acme of injustice.

Their hearts were bitter with hate, heavy
with fear. Why should they cumber their

strength with his weakness? To do so,

meant death; to not do so and they re-

membered the law of Sitka Charley and

the rifle.

Joe, the white man, fell with greater

frequency as the daylight waned; and so
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hard was he to raise that they dropped far-

ther and farther behind. Sometimes all

three pitched into the snow, so weak were

they. Yet on their backs was life and

strength and warmth. Within the flour-

sacks were all the potentialities of exist-

ence. They could not but think of this,

and it was not strange, that which fol-

lowed. They had fallen by the side of a

great timber-jam where a thousand cords

of firewood awaited the match. Near by
was an air-hole through the ice. Kah-
Chucte looked on the wood and the water,

as did Gowhee; then they looked at each

other. Never a word was spoken. Gow-
hee struck a fire. Kah-Chucte filled a

tin-cup with water and heated it. Joe bab-

bled of things in another land, in a tongue

they did not understand. They mixed
flour with the warm water till it was a

thin paste, and of this they drank many
cups. They did not offer any to Joe; but

he did not mind. He did not mind any-

thing, not even his moccasins, which
scorched and smoked among the coals.

A crystal mist of snow fell about them,

softly, caressingly, wrapping them in

clinging robes. And their feet would have

yet trod many trails had not destiny
brushed the clouds aside and cleared the

air. Nay, ten minutes' delay would have

been salvation. Sitka Charley, looking

back, saw the pillared smoke of their fire,

and guessed. And he looked ahead at those

who were faithful, and at Mrs. EffingwelL
"
So, my good comrades, ye have again

forgotten that ye were men? Good, very

good ; there will be fewer bellies to feed."

Sitka Charley re-tied the flour as he

spoke, strapping the pack to that on his

own back. He kicked Joe till the pain
broke through the poor devil's bliss and

brought him to his feet, doddering like a

dead man. Then he shoved him out onto

the trail and started him on his way. The
two Indians attempted to slip off.

"
Hold, Gowhee ! And thou, too, Kah-

Chucte ! Has the flour given such strength
to thy legs that they may outrun the swift-

winged lead ? Think not to cheat the law.

Be men for the last time, and be content

that ye die full-stomached. Come, step

up, back to the timber, shoulder to shoul-

der !"

The two men obeyed, quietly, without

fear; for it is the future which presses

upon the man, not the present.
* Thou, Gowhee, hast a wife and chil-

dren and a deerskin lodge in the Chippe-

wyan. What is thy will in the matter?
? '

"
Give thou her of the goods which are

mine by the word of the Captain the

blankets, the beads, the tobacco, the box
which makes strange sounds after the

manner of the white man. Say that I

died on the trail, but say not how."
" And thou, Kah-Chucte, who hast nor

wife nor child?"
" Mine is a sister, the wife of the factor

at Koshim. He beats her, and she is not

happy. Give thou her the goods which are

mine by the contract, and tell her that it

were well she go back to her own peo-

ple. Shouldst thou meet the man, and be

so minded, it were a good deed that he

should die. He beats her, and she is

afraid."
" Are ye content to die by the law ?"
" We are !"
"
Then, good-by, my comrades ! May

ye sit by the well-filled pot, in warm

lodges, ere the day is done !

"

As he spoke, he raised his rifle, and

many echoes broke the silence. Hardly
had they died away,when other rifles spoke
in the distance. Sitka Charley started.

There had been more than one, yet there

was but one other gun in the party. He
gave one fleeting glance at the men who

lay so quietly, smiled viciously at the wis-

dom of the trail, and hurried on to meet

the Men of the Yukon.



SOME SNAP-SHOTS ABOARD THE U. S. S. BADGER
BEING A FEW INCIDENTS AND INDIVIDUALS WHICH THE WORKINGS OF THE

CAMERA DISCLOSED DURING THE TRAINING CRUISE OF
CALIFORNIA'S NAVAL RESERVES

BY DOUGLAS WHITE

D ON'T poke fun at the Badger.
We know that she is not a war-

ship; but she has carried us

thirty-five thousand miles, and is a good
old wagon."

This was the final of the several rules

posted by Boatswain's Mate Jack O'Niel
for the guidance of the amateur tars which
the converted cruiser carried out to sea for

practice cruises from the ports of the Pa-
cific. Yes, indeed, she was a good old

wagon in more ways than one, and there

is not an officer or man in California's

Naval Reserve who will not look back up-
on his days spent aboard that craft as be-

ing productive of a host of benefits. Then,
too, should California's citizen sailors be

called upon to serve Uncle Sam, how much
easier will come the taking up of actual

ship's routine because of the training
under the patient guidance of those

officers aboard the Badger.
There is plenty to remember that will

bring to every participant a thrill of pleas-

ure, and besides much to enthuse over in

the work of the divisions. How many
were there who imagined, when the target,

with its clean white sails, was launched

over the side, that it would return with an

enormous puncture made by a well-aimed

five-inch shell ? But so it did ;
and thus

was the marksmanship of the California

divisions established as being worthy of

special notice by the powers at Washington.
With this target was identified a naval

officer who will soon retire from the pur-
suit of war and take up for the rest of his

life the paths of peace. It is Chief Boat-

swain Cooper, whom the camera caught at

the rail as he was directing the bringing
inboard of the tattered mark. His last

cruise was aboard the Badger, and before

these lines reach their readers he will have

passed the date of his retirement and taken

up that well-earned rest which comes to

naval officers who have served faithfully

and well.
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To handle a gun accurately a knowledge
of its mechanism is necessary. Therefore,
there is a kindergarten to gunnery which
is made up of instruction in the working
of the gun itself. Thus, shoull any acci-

dent occur, each man about the gun will at

once know the remedy if any there be. Once
the camera blinked and caught Lieutenant

Sterling with a school of attentive pupils

making a practical survey of the mechan-
ism which operates a Maxim-Nordenfeldt

three-pounder."
By the deep six." That sounds funny

to a landsman, does it not ? But it means
a heap at sea, when the ship is running in

shoal water and from the chains a skillful

leadsman is heaving the weight which with
its attendant line, marks the depth of

water. The next hail from the chains

may be
"
a quarter less four " and then

there will be a clanging of the engine-
room bell as the bridge signals for less

speed, for it does not do to take chances on
a shoal, and the lead has marked two and
a quarter fathoms less water than at the

first hail.

Pistol practice was an event on board

the training-ship. It was a game with

which the Californians were familiar, and

they showed their familiarity on every pos-
sible occasion. But the true enjoyment of

the entire work was when the trumpet
sounded " Cast loose and provide," and
the guns' crews were given a chance with

real-service ammunition. Every one was

busy at once, and the barking guns bade

defiance to an imaginary enemy as the

well-aimed shells exploded about the tar-

get. Just as the camera caught them, the

crew of the Number One port three-

pounder was making a try under Ensign
Kammerer of the Reserves.

There is no marching from a dock to the

deck of a war-ship, for war-ships always
anchor and never tie up to a wharf. Sail-

ors are embarked, not marched on board.

There were several boat-loads embarked
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Launching the target. 2. Bringing in the target after practice Chief Gunner Cooper at the rail. 3. Boatswain's Mate
Jack O'Niel. 4. Instruction in gun mechanism under Lieut.Yates Sterling, Jr., U. S. N. 5. Heaving the lead from the

port chains. 6. No. i 1'ort Gun's crew at practice under Ensign Kammerer, N. M., N. G. C. 7. Embarking a San
Francisco division. 8. The return of the life-boat. 9. Setting-up drill before breakfast. 10. Revolver practice under
I-ieut. Otto, N. M., N. G. C. 11. Chief Gunner's Mate Gill. 12. Gypsy, the Captain's dog.
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aboard the Badger from San Francisco,
and in the early gray of the morning the
camera got one of them as it was being
towed under the cruiser's stern by the
Marion's launch. But the embarkation
was not the only bit of boat-drill which
the youngsters experienced. There was the

calling away of the life-boat as an imagi-
nary "Man overboard" was represented by
a box thrown from the Badger's deck.

That meant a hustle, and a rapid one too,
for it must be done against time. From
the taffrail fell the life-buoy, with its self-

igniting torch, and almost as soon fell the
life-boat from her davits at the stern.

Forty-three seconds and tHe boat was in

the water, and had the box been a man he
would have been saved almost before his

clothes were soaked through. Here was
an example presented by that sturdy crew
of the Badger's life-boat which showed to

the embryo tars the perfection to be ex-

pected of them should they ever become

really, truly man-o'-war's men.
The Badger was well provided with in-

dividuals who had gained honor and recog-
nition in the service. Gunner's Mate Gill

was sunning himself by one of the engine-
room ventilators as the camera caught an

impression of the daring sailor who under

the rattling fire of Spanish guns cut the

cable at Cienfuegos and thereby shut off

the last line of communication between the

blockaded Spaniards and the world. Med-
als do not measure the reward due for such

acts as that, but they serve to tell the story

and Gunner's Mate Gill wears one be-

stowed for
" Honor and Bravery."

The Badger carried one diminutive

character which the camera interviewed

several times before it succeeded in its pur-

pose. She was the only one aboard the

ship who did not have to work, and her

name was Gypsy. She was Captain Mil-

ler's pet and companion, and for a dog had

seen a heap of the world. Through the

war on the Atlantic Coast had Gypsy
passed. Then around the Horn to 'Frisco,

thence to Samoa, and back again to the

Golden Gate, was her record at sea.

Strange to say, she never bragged of her

travels.

The camera one morning found a squad
of lads gyrating in what would seem to

be almost impossible poses. It was before

breakfast, and from the picture one might

suppose that they were searching the deck
for some lost article. But not so. They
are at their morning trick of

"
setting-up

drill," which is a system of calisthenics

adopted in both Army and Navy for the

loosening of unused muscles. It is not
an easy sport at first; and oh, how some
of those undeveloped muscles will ache
when first brought into action ! But that
does not stop the drill, for it is part of the
routine on shipboard, and every man must
take his appetizer of setting-up drill be-

fore he goes below to find out what the
cook has done for his mess.

This story commenced with one of Jack
O'Mel's witticisms. There were many of

them to brighten the cruise. Ask some of

those colt sailors about the mince-pies
which Jack promised them as soon as they
should recover from their seasickness.

One of his larks transformed the foretop
into a sleeping-place for sailors who snore,
and an important rule formulated by the

same brain bade the youngsters "not to

whistle, as the boatswains of the ship were

paid forty dollars per month to do that

work." Trained to the sea, O'Niel wears
the white knot which marks him as having
served his country from an apprentice boy
up, and if there is anything about a ship
that he does n't know it is not worth dis-

covering. He is a typical American sailor

of the class who have so bravely handled
our ships and sailed them on to victory.
The camera met him one day by the en-

gine-room grating and snapped him in a

flood of sunlight, which is no brighter than
his disposition. The Navy needs O'Niels,
and plenty of them.

Speaking of good sailors, reminds me
that once Frederick Remington wrote of

his experience aboard a battle-ship. From
what he said I should judge that he longed
to get away. At any rate he confessed

to a pining for the association of the
"
yel-

low-leg
" and "

dough-boy," as he termed

the cavalry and infantry of the army.
And he did not seem to think that the

sailor-man compared with those land-

warriors. He accused the sailor of living

in a ditty-box. Well, that is true; but is

a ditty-box much smaller than a haver-

sack ? And besides, Mr. Remington failed

to remember the sailor's bag, which is

double the size of both. Then, too, he tells

of the sailor's great desire to get on shore
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for a glorious carousal. That is what im-

pressed me, and must also have impressed
lots of people who read Mr. Kemington's

writings. I, too, have mingled with the

men from the forecastle and the firing--

line of the Army. There are lots of good,
true men in both places. But for a wild,

riotous, roystering fellow, commend me to

the soldier who is on leave; that is, if he

be that way inclined. I will wager that if

the records were kept on army arrests for

such misdemeanors they would propor-

tionately be far in excess of those which
occur among our blue-jackets. I rather

guess that the sea-stores which perforce
made up Mr. Kemington's diet during the

Cuban blockade mus;t have affected his dis-

position through his stomach.

The present glory
of our flag depends

upon these same sailors. The little com-

pany aboard the Badger is not the only
example. There are Gills and O'Niels
aboard every ship that flies Old Glory, and
the service is better for their presence.
Look up this class of men, Mr. Kemington,
the next time you are fortunate enough to

be a passenger aboard one of Uncle Sam's

war-ships. I have found lots of them in

my experience with the navy, and you can,

too, if you do not look through prejudiced
eyes. Those which the snap-shots aboard
the Badger have disclosed are only ex-

amples of the majority which makes up
the complement of our Navy, and the ma-

jority is increasing each time it is put to

a count.

THE POET

T T E seeks what men call solitude.

*
Alone, in shadowy wood, on barren hill

He takes his way ;
and bird and voiceful rill

Give greeting ;
an infinitude

Of Nature's voices call him as he passes,

Call softly from the trees, the flow'rs, the grasses ;

They know him only as a loving brother,

Tell him their secrets, hid from every other
;

He bares to them alone his secret heart,

As child of Nature and of them a part,

And as their spirits' harmony in plenitude

Enfolds him, smiles that men should call it solitude !

Ada Phelps.



THE NAVAL TRAINING STATION AT
SAN FRANCISCO

BY LIEUTENANT PHILIP ANDREWS, U. S. N.

THE
Naval Training Station at San

Francisco, for the education of

boys between the ages of fifteen

and seventeen for the navy, was com-
menced last winter under a liberal appro-

priation by Congress, and is now fast

approaching completion. Since March

last, the old man-of-war Pensacola has

been stationed off Yerba Buena Island,
or Goat Island, as it is popularly known,
and the apprentices have lived and been

instructed on her. At first she was an-

chored off the island, but now she lies se-

curely moored alongside the Government

wharf, and has on board one hundred and

seventy-five boys besides her regular crew.

They will all soon be transferred to the

dred feet, and a wing at each end running
back to a depth of two hundred and sixty
feet. The building is two stories high,
with a circular dome and a gallery on the

second floor running all around the build-

ing. In this gallery the boys will sleep in

hammocks, space being provided for five

hundred boys. The drill-hall has a clear

space of three hundred by sixty feet, ex-

tending up through both stories to the

roof. The gallery overlooks it on three

sides. The mess-hall, or dining-room, is

eighty feet long by sixty feet wide, and
has close to it kitchens and pantries of

modern type.
The Commandant of the Naval Train-

ing Station, Captain Henry Glass,

Front View of the Barracks

barracks, which is nearly completed, and U. S. N., is the founder of the station,

will then go to the ship only for seaman- and to him, and Senator Perkins and the

ship and |un and boat drills. California delegation, is due the credit for

The barracks is a large and handsome its existence. Captain Glass was born in

structure, with a frontage of three hun- Kentucky, appointed to the Naval Acade-
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my in 1860, where he was graduated in

May, 1863, in time to see much active ser-

vice for the remainder of the Civil War.

In 1879, he became a commander, and in

1894, a captain, so that he has been for

twenty years in the command rank, during
which he has seen varied service in com-

mand of the Jamestown, for two cruises,

the Wachusett and Monacacy, of the old-

Captain Henry Glass, U. S. N.

time ships, and the Cincinnati, Texas, and

Charleston, of the new navy, his last sea

service being in command of the diaries-

ton when he went to Manila to join Ad-
miral Dewey and assist in the capture of

that city.

The extent of Yerba Buena Island can
be realized only by walking over it, as it

is irregular and has many hills, the high-

est being 342 feet in altitude. The north

side of the island is the wooded part, and

presents many beautiful woodland scenes.

The area of the island is about one hun-
dred and thirty acres in all, of which

twenty-three acres are dense wood and
underbrush.

It is the intention to draw up a com-

prehensive scheme for beautifying ths

island, which may be car-

ried on from year to year
until finally San Francisco

will have in the most prom-
inent part of its beautiful

bay a garden-spot which
will not be equaled for pic-

turesqueness and natural

beauty. The idea will not

be to attempt landscape-

gardening, except in the

immediate vicinity of the

buildings, but rather to

take advantage of the nat-

ural features, planting

grapes and orchards in

sheltered valleys, large

pines on prominent points,
redwoods on the foggy, ex-

posed slopes of the island,
and truck-gardens conven-

ient to the station for the

supply of vegetables.
The water supply has

been secured by driving an

artesian well to a depth of

ninety feet, at which depth

good water is found. The
well furnishes fifteen hun-

dred gallons an hour, and
a permanent supply will be

kept in two tanks holding

sixty thousand gallons on

the hill near the station, at

a height which will insure
l a good pressure of water

for fire purposes in any
of the station buildings. On the

north side of the island is a spring, with

picturesque surroundings, which gives a

good supply of water.

A great deal of grading has been done

and the ground in front of the main build-

ing leveled so that a parade-ground has

been made, of somewhat irregular shape,
but three hundred and fifty by four hun-

part
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dred and fifty feet in its greatest clear

dimensions.

Boys not under fifteen nor over seven-

teen years of age may enlist in the Navy
as apprentices, to serve until they are

twenty-one years of age, provided they can

pass the necessary examinations and have

the written consent of their parents or

guardians. They must be of robust frame

and free from physical defects, for which

they are rigidly examined by a Naval Sur-

geon at the Training Station. The physi-
cal requirements are severe, and it is

found that two out of every three boys
who present themselves fail to pass. A
boy of fifteen must be not less than four

feet eleven inches in height, must weigh
at least eighty pounds, and must have a

chest measurement of not less than

twenty-seven inches. Boys must be able to

read and write, though where a boy shows

good intelligence, he may be enlisted even

if his reading and writing are imperfect,

as the ordinary branches of a common
school education are taught. The Train-

ing Station is in no sense a reformatory

fully looked after, and great attention is

paid to their health and physical develop-
ment.

The instruction at the station is only

preliminary, to teach the boys as much as

possible before they go on the cruising

training-ships, and lasts from six months
to a year, depending on the intelligence
and the desire to learn. When they have
advanced sufficiently they are transferred,
on this coast, to the training-ship Adams,
a bark-rigged man-of-war of the old type,

having steam-power also. The Adams has

a fine modern battery, good sail-power, is

very comfortable, and is an ideal ship for

the service on which she is engaged. She
makes two cruises a year, going to South-

ern California and Puget Sound ports and
to the Hawaiian Islands. On the Adams,
the apprentice's education is carried on

and he progresses rapidly in the duties of

a man-of-war sailor, and acquires the sea

habit.

When first enlisted as apprentices of the

third class, boys receive from the Govern-

ment, free of cost, an outfit of clothing

Pensacola Alongside Dock

institution and boys who have been con- valued at forty-five dollars, and compris-

vkted of crime or who are known to be ing the following articles : a mattress and

Tntfy, will not'be accepted. The conduct a pair of blankets one blue

and morals of the apprentices are care- three suits of white canvas
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clothes,, two suits of woolen underclothes,

one woolen jersey, two pairs of shoes, one

blue cap with cap-ribbon, two white can-

vas hats, two woolen watch-caps, one over-

twenty-one dollars a month and their

ration. In their last year of enlistment, if

they are capable and trustworthy, they
may be rated as acting petty officers of the

Aim!

coat, a pair of rubber boots, a rubber

blanket, two pairs of woolen socks, a knife
and knife lanyard, soap, a blacking outfit,

a whisk-broom, scissors, and a sewing out-

fit. At first, only what they need is given
them, depending on the climate, but they
are not charged with what they draw until

they have drawn the full value of the out-

fit allowed.

They are paid nine dollars a month, and
receive in addition a ration a day, equiva-
lent to nine dollars and thirty cents a

month. The ration feeds the boys, so each

apprentice, when he first enlists, receives

an outfit, and is paid nine dollars a month
and his! board.

After completing their tour of service

in a craiising training-ship, boys are ad-
vanced 'to apprentices of the second class.

and are paid fifteen dollars a month and
their ration. They are then transferred
to cruising men-of-war, and after serv-

ing one year on them, are advanced to

apprentices of the first class, and receive

third class, and are then paid thirty dol-

lars a month and their ration. They will

then be acting coxswains, gunner's mates,
or quartermasters; and if they are satis-

factory in these rates, will be discharged
at the expiration of their enlistments with

permanent appointments.
Apprentices are primarily educated to

fill the positions of seamen and petty
officers in the navy, but those who show

proper ability and good conduct, are made
warrant officers in the navy, and become

gunners or boatswains after one cruise in

general service. They then receive from
twelve hundred to eighteen hundred dol-

lars a year according to length of service.

The fare at the Training Station is ex-

cellent; the one ration a day which each

boy gets value thirty 'cents a day in cash

or staple foods is commuted or paid in

cash by the Government for the whole

crew, which thus forms one general mess.

The paymaster is the commissary, and

through the commissary yeoman, who is
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really the caterer of the general mess, dis-

burses the total amount. An auditing
-committee, composed of one officer and
three members of the crew, audit the ao

Cruising Training Ship Adams

counts and keep track of the affairs of the
mess. The bill of fare is made out in ad-

vance for each month, and is different for

each day in the week. To show how well

the apprentices live, two days may be taken
from the bill of fare: On Tuesday, for

breakfast, fried fish, baled potatoes, bread

and butter, coffee or cocoa; for dinner,
roast lamb, peas or other vegetables,
mashed potatoes, bread and butter, coffee;

for supper, cold roast lamb, bread and

butter, fruit and tea. On Saturday, for

breakfast, rolled oats and milk,

boiled eggs, bread and butter,

coffee or cocoa; for dinner, roast

beef, potatoes, parsnips or other

vegetables, bread and butter, cof-

fee; for supper, cold roast beef,

macaroni or potato salad, bread

and butter, tea.

When it is understood that the

quantity is practically unlimited,

and the cooking excellent, it may
be seen that the boys live very
well. On holida}.s \ specially

good dinner is served.

Almost immediately after en-

listing, the boys are put on duty
as messengers and orderlies, 30

that by having to deliver messages
to people in various parts of the

ship, they will the more quickly
come to find their way about, and learn

who the' officers and petty officers are, and

their relation to each other -and to the

ship's company. The whole number of

apprentices is divided into sections, the

new boys being placed in sections by them-
selves. Each section has two boy petty

officers who wear chevrons on

their sleeves, have authority over

their sections, and are given extra

privileges.
The boys turn out at 6 A. M.

and have until 6 : 30 to wash and
dress. At 7 they are inspected by
a master-at-arms, with their shirts

off, to see that they are clean.

They have breakfast at 7 : 30, after

which the cleaning of the ship is

done, and the boys prepare for

quarters at 9:15, when they are

inspected by the officer of the day,
and must have on clean clothes

and have their shoes blacked.

Then comes the first drill period,

followed, after a sEort recreation by the

second drill of the morning. At noon,
all hands go to dinner, and at 1:15 the

two drill periods of the afternoon begin.
These end at about three o'clock and then
the boys are allowed to scrub clothes, and

boys who have been reported for dirty
clothes are required to scrub, their bags

being inspected to see that nothing dirty

escapes.
The routine of drill is all laid out for

each day so that the different sections al-

mit
Drill at Three-Pounder

ternate on different days and each gets the

same time at one drill during the week.

They are sent out in boats in crews of
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twelve, and instructed in pulling and sail-

ing; in seamanship, they are taught knot-

ting and splicing, the names of parts of a

ship, the sails, spars,
"and the different

ropes, and are exercised at setting, reefing,

and furling a small practice sail. To ac-

custom them to being aloft, all apprentices,

go over the masthead every afternoon.

Signal Drill Wigwagging

Setting-Up Exercise on the Wharf
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eral navy signaling, and the International
Code. When they go to cruising-ships
the most proficient in signaling are made
signal boys and stand regular watch.
Twice a week each boy is instructed in

reading and writing, geography, American

history, and arithmetic by the chaplain
of the station, who also holds service

every Sunday morning.
A bugle squad is formed of those boys

who show musical ability and a desire to

learn the bugle-calls, and these boys event-

ually become ships' buglers, at an ad-
vanced rate of pay.
With all the drills and instruction, the

time is pretty well taken up, though the

boys find time to go in swimming, to fish

from the wharf, and to go boat-sailing. A
good boy^s library is always open to them,
and is much patronized. Boat-sailing is a

favorite exercise, and is heartily encour-

aged, as are all healthful amusements. A
petty officer has charge of the boys on all

these expeditions, and is responsible for

their welfare.

At the end of each day the apprentices
are all quite ready to turn into their ham-
mocks at the required time, nine o'clock,
and spend the next nine hours in the deep
sleep of youth.

The Adams Pet Bear Cub

The battery of the Pensacola consists of

a four-inch rapid-fire gun of late design
and a number of smaller rapid-fire pieces
of different kinds, including a Colt

automatic and a one-pounder Maxim-
Xordenfeldt automatic. The boys
are instructed in the handling of

all these guns; and as no two are

alike, they see nearly all the types

they are likely to meet on any man-
of-war.

In infantry the start is made
with the setting-up exercises, which
all the apprentices go through
daily ; the new boys are taught the

facings and marchings without

arms until they are proficient,
when they are instructed in the

manual of arms with the rifles, and

finally the ordinary company move-
ments.

In signaling they first learn to

wigwag with small flags, using
the Army and Navy Code, and are

then taught the flags used in gen- The Spring



THE WHISPERING GALLERY

BY ROSSITER JOHNSON

Some truths may be proclaimed upon the housetop ;

Others may be spoken by the fireside ;

Still others must be whispered in the ear of a friend.

" T SEE by the paper," said Mrs. Trenfield, "that the Japanese Government has

forbidden the teaching of religion in schools."
"
Quite right !

"
said Elacott.

" So far, at least, those little Japanese are in

advance of us all."

"
I am astonished to hear you speak like that," said Mrs. Trenfield.

" What will

our missionaries do ?
"

"
I hope they will do what they ought to do," said Elacott

"
preach the gospel as

wisely and earnestly and often as they can, to adults, instead of giving it arbitrarily to

children."
" What do you mean by giving it arbitrarily ?

"
said Miss Eavaline.

"I mean about the same thing," he answered, "that is commonly meant by the

expression
(

teaching religion.'
?:

" Then would you allow the children to grow up heathen, with no knowledge of

the scriptures ?
"

asked Mrs. Trenfield.
"
I would have them carefully taught the distinctions between right and wrong,"

said Elacott,
"
always showing them why right is right and why wrong is wrong ; but

I would not give them as by authority a single doctrine on which religious persons dis-

agree, no matter how firmly I might believe it myself. I would certainly not keep
the scripture from them, but would encourage them to read it

;
but I would not teach

them to say
'
I believe

'
thus and so, when, if they were asked to give a reason for

their belief, they could only say,
' Because that is what my parents believe/

'

" That looks like destroying all parental authority and responsibility in religious

matters," said Mrs. Trenfield.
"
Exactly so !

"
said Elacott.

" And it appears to me (of course I am ready to

be corrected, if mistaken) that a mind which rejects that proposition must have lost

sight of the essential nature of religion, and needs to begin over again at the primary
definition."

"
Suppose you give us your definition," said Miss Eavaline; "it may be that we

need it as much as any one."

"Quite possibly," said Elacott; "for when any person, or any people, has fol-

lowed for a long time habitually a course of proceeding or a formula of thought, it

is natural that the principle on which it is founded should be to some extent forgotten,
and the practice drift somewhat away from the course that was at first intended and

that never should be lost sight of. There is a notable example of this in the practice
of law as you may see it any day in any of our courts. The common law, at least, if

not all the statutes, is founded on clearly defined principles of justice; but in how
few cases is full and exact justice done to all ! And in how many is positive injustice
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wrought by the conventional forms of the law and its administration ! Take, for ex-

ample, the simple case of a plaintiff with a perfectly good pecuniary claim. When,
after long delay, he gets his verdict, it amounts only to the original face of the claim,

plus interest. If exact justice were done, he ought to have, in addition to that, com-

pensation for all the incidental loss and damage. For instance, he ought to be paid for

every day that he has been obliged to attend court, to the neglect of his business. To
my mind, that is as plain as the multiplication table; but the practice of the courts

has so long run in conventional channels that every one of them would reject such a

proposition instanter. If they gave any reason except precedent which is doubtful

they probably would say that they proceeded on the theory that both litigants were hon-
est and sincere, and the object of the trial was, not to find out which was dishonest,
but which was mistaken. The simple answer to that is, that the one that makes the

mistake should pay all the costs of the mistake; and the one that has taken pains to

make himself better informed (or to consult a more honest lawyer) should have his

re-R ard therefor."
" That is all very interesting," said Mrs. Trenfield,

" and I am inclined to think

you are right about it; but I thought you were going to give us your definition of

religion and your idea about teaching it ; and I am not so much interested in the law

as in the gospel."
"
It is true I have made something of a digression," said Elacott ;

" and I have no

doubt that my reason for doing so lay partly in a latent consciousness that whoever

ventures to criticise received religious opinions or practices must expect to be accused

(perhaps only silently, sometimes) of being irreligious and wanting to break down all

religion and all morality. One of the most obvious defenses against this would be, to

show that what he is saying has its application in other fields as well, and hence that

he is not seeking an opportunity to attack that which, to most persons, is the dearest

of all their possessions."
" You certainly need have no fear of that in this arbor," said I

;

"
for, though I

shall probably not agree with you, I cannot forget that absolute freedom of discussion

is the surest guaranty of absolute sincerity. But if you are going to apply certain prin-

ciples in several fields, you must not forget to take account of the differences in the

fields, which may be such as to make that inapplicable to one which is pertinent to

another."
" That is just what I am coming to/' said Elacott.

" Let us begin by defining

religion not any particular religion, but the abstract term. For the existence of any

religion there must be a belief that there is, somewhere in the universe, an intelligence

of a higher order than man's, and that this intelligence possesses a power superior to

what we call the ordinary powers of nature. And religion is simply the condition or

adjustment of the relations between each individual human soul and that higher

intelligence, call it by what name you will. I cannot conceive of such a thing as the

Creator (I prefer that title, because it seems to include all the others) dealing with

anything but individual souls, or dealing with them otherwise than directly ;
for the

simple reason that He is able to be absolutely just under all circumstances. With our

limited human powers, we are obliged to deal with averages, majorities, commun-

ities, often, even with the best intentions, working incidental harm to minorities and

individuals."
" Give us an illustration," said Miss Ravaline.
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" Take the recent Spanish war," he answered.
" Assume it to have been justifi-

able and necessary on the part of the United States. Still there is every probability

that some persons in Spain disapproved of the long injustice to Cuba and would have

prevented it if they could. But when the war comes, they have to suffer in common
with their guilty countrymen. But that which is impossible in their relations to us

is quite possible in the relations between their souls and their Creator. He is not

obliged to deal with a nation as a nation, with a community as a community, or with

a church as a church. This thought, it appears to me, ought to be the chief consolation

of religion. The certainty of divine love and divine justice for the individual soul is

that better part which no priest or potentate can take away and no revolution can

defeat. And just to the extent that this is forgotten and dependence is placed on

forms and ceremonies, on ecclesiastical authority, on governmental decrees, on arbi-

trary instruction on anything outside of the soul itself to exactly that extent will

religion, or what passes for it, become worthless, if not corrupt."
" Can you prove that ?

"
I asked.

"
I think so," he answered.

" Look at the countries where the church is main-

tained by the government. Take even the best or what most of us think is the best.

Look at the British Parliament made up of all sorts of men, some of them unques-

tionably deeply religious, but others positively irreligious, some gamblers, horse-racers,

profound swearers, ready to vote for an unjust war with all its horrors. And every one

of these can have a vote as to the State Church what it shall believe, and how it must

pray. The Thirty-nine Articles can be changed by act of Parliament."
" That sounds very forcible," said Mrs. Trenfield,

"
but, as a matter of fact, can

you prove that the amount of real religion is diminished thereby ?
"

"
I think I can," said Elacott.

"
First, let us consider it a priori. It is perfectly

natural that to whatever extent the government undertakes to manage anything, to that

extent the individual citizen should feel excused from responsibility. It is natural,

also, that if a form of religion is established in the state and becomes thereby an aid, if

not a necessity, to social advancement and political success, large numbers of the peo-

ple will accept it in a perfunctory way, in whose souls there is no real religion at all
;

and even its ministers, receiving their appointments often from a political power that

has no concern for religion, will come finally to think and speak of their places, not as

charges or pastorates (signifying that the care of souls is the first consideration), but

simply as 'livings/ producers of incomes! On the other hand, make an absolute

separation of church and state, grant perfect religious freedom to every person, and
leave those who think alike to form and maintain such organizations as they please, at

their own expense, with neither help nor hindrance from the government, and you may
be reasonably certain that whatever professions of religion there are will be sincere

and will be founded, to some extent at least, on independent investigation of doctrine

and voluntary acceptance. Theoretically, this holds out the same invitation to unbe-

lief as to belief
; and theoretically that is exactly what it ought to do. Practically it

does not; for the reason thai the human mind is naturally inclined toward religion of

some sort, and finds it much easier to believe than to refuse belief. So that the burden
of proof is rather thrown upon the unbeliever. Now let me call your attention to

something that looks to me like a very strong proof of these theories. Not very long
ago, the civilized world was horrified by accounts of atrocities committed by the mur-
derous Turk in Armenia. The great powers of Europe might have put a stop to them,
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T)ut did not. About the same time, or a little later, came the news of Spanish atrocities

in Cuba
;
and when this was confirmed beyond question, the Congress of the United

States, heartily backed by the people, determined that it was our duty to put a stop to

such things when they were being done so near our own doors; and that duty was

most promptly and effectually performed. Tell me, if you can, the cause of the differ-

ence. The two cases were as closely similar as they well could be; the facts were as

notorious and indisputable in the one case as in the other; the ability to put a stop to

the outrage against humanity was ample in either case, but greater on the part of the

European powers ; yet in one case we have action, and in the other apathy. I can

think of no way to account for it but by looking for some difference in the moral fiber

of the respective peoples. And I do not hesitate to attribute it to the different effects

of state churches and what we may call voluntary churches, of political religion and

free religion. There is enough of wickedness and irreligion in this beautiful country

of ours, as we all know
; but there is also a great deal of religion, and as the circum-

stances in which a man can gain anything, socially, politically, or pecuniarily, by his

religion, are exceedingly few, we are bound to believe that nearly all the religion that

manifests itself is sincere and heartfelt and has its proper influence upon the lives of

those who profess it. And this shows itself in many ways in the life of the nation.

Every American knows, for instance, that if Captain Dreyfus had been a countryman

of ours, it would be impossible for any court in the United States to refuse him a fair

and open trial. So when the voice of humanity called to us from Cuba, it met with a gen-

erous response ;
but Christian Europe, whose Christianity is more than half political

and conventional, could look unmoved upon blood and ashes in Armenia."
"

I must confess it appears to me you make out a pretty strong case, though I am

not sure I think it conclusive," said Miss Ravaline.
" But what has this to do with

the proposition with which the conversation began? I should think it would be an

argument in favor of teaching religion to children, rather than against it."

" Not so," said Elacott.
" The two things are virtually the same, it appears to me.

The government, or the sovereign, says to the citizen :

'
If you wish to enjoy certain

advantages and be esteemed a perfect citizen, you must assent to or profess this reli-

gion which we consider the true religion/ The citizen, in turn, says to his child:
'
If

you are to claim my care and protection, and wish to please me, you must adopt the same

religious belief that I have adopted; and to make certain that you do so, I will place

you in a school where you will be taught that religion in an authoritative manner and

kept as far as possible in ignorance of all others/ If there is any essential difference,

I should be glad to have it pointed out."

"It appears to me," said Mrs. Trenfield, "that. the relation of the parent to the

<child is not the same as that of the government to the citizen."

"In many respects they are different," said Elacott; "but I think this analogy

holds good nevertheless. If you accept my definition of religion that it has to do only

with the relations between the individual soul and its Creator of course you must

admit that a so-called religion that is enforced by the sword, or bought with political

advancement, or assented to for social reasons, can do the individual no good whatever.

When you read of a royal marriage in Europe, and that the bride has adopted the reli

ion of the court to which she is going, does it not make you smile-unless, indeed,

the affair is too pitiful for smiles? How much more valuable can that religion be to

the possessor who has it simply through ignorance and parental authority?
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"
But," said Mrs. Trenfield,

"
thie sincerely religious parent believes his own to be

the true religion, and considers it his duty to teach it to his child."

" How can any sane man," said Elacott,
"
declare that his own is the only true

religion, when he looks around him and sees so many persons quite as wise, as learned,

and as sincere as himself, who cherish other beliefs ? All that he has any right to say

is,
'
this is the doctrine or the form of faith that appeals most strongly to me and is

therefore the best for me/ And when he has become enlightened enough and liberal

enough to say that as between himself and his neighbor as many have why can he

not say the same thing as between himself and his child ?
"

" He does not own his neighbor, but he owns his child," said Mrs. Trenfield.

" That is exactly where lies the mistake," said Elacott.
" The parent does not

own the child. The child owns himself; and the parent has no more right to take

advantage of his infancy to warp his mind than to deform his body. The law, which

recognizes the rights of minors and protects them when it can, would take away the

child and punish the parents if it were proved that they were doing anything to stunt

the little one's physical growth. But they may damage it quite as much by dwarfing

its mind with religious bigotry."
" Then what would you do, or have them do ?

"
said Miss Eavaline.

"
I would begin," he answered,

"
by abolishing everything of the nature of a

sectarian school. And for this there is another very strong reason than the one that is

evident from what I have been saying. In our republic it is desirable that all the

children grow up with the feeling that they are all citizens of one common country,

having a common interest in its welfare and in the perpetuity of its government and its

institutions, with as few antagonisms as possible. I can think of no better way to

secure this than by educating them together in 'the common schools, where there are

no distinctions of religion, race, or wealth. To select those of one religion or one race

or caste, and put them into a school by themselves, is to inculcate a feeling of antag-

onism on one side or both. When I had gotten rid of all sectarian schools, I would

have every parent conscientious enough to teach his child those principles of morality

and religion on which there is no difference of opinion, and courageous enough to say

to him, with regard to all doctrinal points,
' Your mother and I believe thus and so;

but many who are quite as good and enlightened as we are, believe otherwise. Inves-

tigate, and choose for yourself. I have adopted my belief because it is that which most

nearly satisfies the needs of my own nature, and I want you to act from the same

motive, whether the result is agreement or disagreement with me/ '

"And what next?" said I.

"
Next," he answered promptly,

"
after I had gotten rid of hereditary religion,

I would try to get rid of hereditary politics."
"

It occurs to me," said Miss Eavaline,
"
that you ought to write an ideal repub-

lic, and show us how much you can improve on Plato and Bacon and Sir Thomas
More."

"
I suppose you mean to be sarcastic." said Elacott :

" but I may take you at your
word and do that very thing. The world has moved wonderfully since the days of

Bacon, and I believe there is room for it to move still more."
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,< A POEM submitted to the
e

OVERLAND, but not accept-

Delaycd ed, refers to a " tradition of

Peace Day the long ago
" that certain

herald angels, inspired by

Utopian overconfidence, proclaimed an im-

mediate era of
" Peace on earth, good will

to man." The verses proceed with a wail-

ing lamentation that the angel vision was so
"
bewildered," the prophetic announcement

so
" false and vain,'' and that the trusting

expectancy of the world has suffered disap-

pointment through the ages

Till faith hath passed away and hope is

gone;
The heart despaireth of the Peace-Day's

dawn.

It is to be admitted, to be sure, that the

exultant hopes which the angel song stimu-

lated have been long delayed in their ful-

fillment. And just now, indeed, the colors

that streak the eastern horizon indicate that

the sunrise of the Peace-Day is still to be

postponed. i?he next Christmas- morn, dis-

tant from the first by nineteen hundred cir-

cuitssave one of the earth about the sun,

will doubtless witness at least two mighty

nations dealing out carnage in superb mod-

ern fashion, and possibly the involving of all

Europe in war. The armies and navies of the

world are increasing rather than diminishing,

and the martial spirit seems not to have been

subdued as yet in any national heart whatso-

ever.

Nevertheless, faith ought not to pass away,

and hope should not be gone, as the poem

refered to above affirms that they have al-

ready done. The reason for declining the

proffered poem was its unrelieved declara-

tion that

The heart despaireth of the Peace-Day's

dawn,

and its failure to strike even a single note of

cheer echoing the strain which the ancient

shepherds heard. The announcement was

not " false and vain." Before we count it so

and fashion our lips only to the songs of

lamentation, we should dwell for long on

certain facts that may well make us
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ant still and patient through the present

years.

First there is the fact that the peace-

thought is certainly in the world and at work

here, as great thoughts always work, in a

slow leavening way. When we remind our-

selves that the great Nature-story which

we have newly learned in modern days,

shows that through many millenniums of

growing time the combative principle pre-

vailed everywhere mightily and fiercely, so

that life was primarily conditioned upon con-

flict, it is a significant wonder that the

peace-thought ever got itself interpolated

anywhere into the history of man. But it

is here, and here never to pass or let go. Jt

has asserted itself more often, and in a

greater variety of ways, in the nineteenth

century than in any preceding one. It even

rises right in the very face of war to utter

its counsels and to challenge a better that

is in man.

There is indeed a new conflict on, as be-

tween that better in man and the worse, or

at least the earlier, that has exhibited itself

in his historic conduct. And it should cause

no marvel if it requires twenty centuries, or

fifty, or more, for the triumph of a new prin-

ciple that rises protestant and contending

against the course of multiplied ages.

What else could we expect in so big a thing

as.a planet and in so transcendent a matter

as the development of the humanity which

it carries and fosters? The accomplishing

days for such a movement must be reckoned

as days
" with the Lord "each a thousand

years.

No, it is not time yet for faith to
"
pass

away " and for hope to
"
go!

"
It will not

be foolish or amiss to take up the angels'

song again on Christmas day, 1899.

ALONG with the military

The War campaigns of Luzon and

of South Africa, the thought-

the Poets strug le of tne verse-mak-

ers ceases not, though it is

only now and then, and here and there, that

a poet's pen moves to the attack under a

martial inspiration. At the present writing

the latest instance near at hand is found is
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the five stanzas of Dr. C. W. Doyle, accorded

& place, as a "
splendid indignation," amidst

the Sunday varieties of Ambrose Bierce in

the San Francisco Examiner. One must admit

that we have here "a crashing meter," as

Mr. Bierce affirms, with "
something of

* ocean on a western beach ' and something

of the tramp of armed men." The " Chant

of the Strong
"

is exactly that and nothing

more. Dr. Doyle sings of " blows to be

struck," of "the helter-skelter of fight," of
" the rifle-ridge to be won," of cannons that

sign hymns, of
"
stealthy nations," that

"
spring like tigers on kine," of Britons

clinging amidst " shrouds and lines and hal-

yards that yell like demons in a gale," and

so on. And this is all: no, we mistake, not

all; for there is also an affidavit, duly sworn,
that the "

stealthy nations " shall not be left

in ignorance of a certain thing:

They shall find by God, they shall find that
the British are sons of their sires!

Which says something, verily, and yet leaves

much unsaid. And then follows further,

and this, when we come to think of it, is the

thing of all to notice, something in the form
and resemblance of a moral postulate:

Let the lean and hungry nations mumble
bones that are bleached and white;

They shall hear in the thunder of battle that
the Briton's Might is Right:

He 's a tool in God's hands to make His
Highways, and to let in His Light.

This last line is a manifest plagiarism on
Kaiser William, who is supposed to hold in-

ternational copyright for both the idea and
the vociferous expression of it. The whole

verse, taken with what precedes, if British

thought is truly voiced therein, would make
out England a pharisee nation, praising God
that it is not as other nations are and cher-

ishing the vainglorious conceit that it is the

chosen vicegerent of Heaven for the sover-

eignty of the world. And this, indeed, is the

part which Dr. Doyle assigns to British

consciousness and purpose:

So he calls his hosts by thousands; to the
world he says

" You must! "

And his sons respond to his calling, to prove
that the Strong may be Just,

Though they die midst the shoutings and
captains and leave their bones in the
dust.

Lord Salisbury has not yet, we believe,

adopted Dr. Doyle's lines as the formal and
solemn declaration of our cousins over sea,
and they may somewhat misinterpret their

thoughts and interior counsels. The only
further comment, therefore, which we have
now to make on the poem is, that to class

the whole circle of nations, except England,
as "

stealthy, lean and hungry," to proclaim
that only

" Briton's Might is Right," and to

accredit her with authority from God to say
to the world " You must," that all this is

rather big talk to be inspired by the Boer
war!

While Dr. Doyle nursed his
"
splendid in-

dignation,"
" moved by the insults and men-

aces of the hereditary enemies of Great

Britain," Ella Wheeler Wilcox was busy
with an answer to the inquiry of the Liter-

ary Digest" What is the cause of the

strange silence of American poets concern-

ing America's triumphs on sea and land?"
Here is the more significant part of what
this brilliant woman has to say in reply:

Oh, there are worthier themes for poet's pen
In this great hour than bloody deeds of

men,

Or triumphs of one hero (though he be
Deserving song for his humility):

The rights of many, not the worth of one,
The coming issues, not the battle done,

The awful opulence, and awful need
The rise of brotherhood the fall of greed,

The soul of man replete with God's own
force,

The call
"
to heights

" and not the cry
"
to

horse! "

Are there not better themes in this great age
For pen of poet, or for voice of sage,

Than those old tales of killing? Song is

dumb
Only that greater song in time may come.

When comes the bard, he whom the world
waits for,

He will not sing of war.

Last of all to be cited here, we take the

following from a little booklet Under West-

ern Skies containing a small collection of

poems by Frank Carleton Teck of New
Whatcom, Washington. This writer catches

an estimate of war among men from the

beak of a bird and puts it into rhyme in a

poem entitled:

THE AFTERMATH.
" Ha ha! what fools!

" the raven said,

Tilting his glossy, sheeny head,
Rolling nis roguish, roving eye
Over the field from sky to sky

Strewn with the carnage drear and dread;
Laughed at the wounded, stained so red,
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Laughed as he flapped from dead to dead
" Men are such gifted fools, say I!

Ha ha! what fools!

" Passion unchained and blood is shed: .

Desire unhaltered maketh its bed
Out where the night-winds SOD and sigh,
Out where the warriors useless die

And I flap on from dead to dead
Ha ha 1 what fools!

On the whole, it would seem much to be^

desired that the prophetic song of the Betb- -

lehem angels should some day be fulfilled:-
" Peace on earth, good will to menJ"

BOOK REVIEWS
FOR FL'LL TITLES, PUBLISHERS, ETC., SEE LIST UNDER HEADING OF "BOOKS RECEIVED"

Bird Notes Afield
UPON the publication of a new volume on

birds by Mr. Charles A. Keeler, readers of

scientific bent, nature-lovers, admirers of

good literature, and especially all who find

both sensuous and spiritual delight in the

woods and their denizens, are to be congrat-

ulated. The author's scientific reputation,

and the recent splendid vindication of his

earlier work against hostile criticism, are a

guaranty of accuracy as to the facts pre-

sented, most of them based on Mr. Keeler's

own and painstaking observations. The vol-

ume is sure, therefore, to find a place in

every considerable library and among the

books of both specialists and amateurs in

science.

It is a satisfaction to local patriotic senti-

ment to find Mr. Keeler vindicating Califor-

nia as regards the alleged dearth of song-

birds here. From almost every page, indeed,

the echo of bird-song greets the reader. But,

in addition to this, Mr. Keeler expressly

controverts the error. Thus he says:

There is a superstition, unfortunately all

too prevalent, that our birds do not sing.

The truth of the matter is that our ears do
not hear, or rather, that our attention is di-

rected to other things. We talk of import-

ing singing birds from far-off lands at the

same time that we calmly permit many of

our own beautiful songsters to be extermi-

nated. It is well for people to learn to ap-

preciate what they nave before desiring to

add to their possessions. Does the robin

sing in the elms of New England? In the

pines and redwoods of California he sings
the same dear old song. Does the meadow-
lark make glad the plowed fields of Illinois

with his whistle? Here he sings a fuller and
richer tune. To be sure we do not know
the ecstatic song of the bobolink, but the

linnet sings here a strain that is quite as

vivacious and with a sweeter melody. Bul-

lock's oriole sounds his ringing notes as

bravely with us as the more famed but no

more lovely Baltimore oriole does about New
York, and so on throughout the list. (Page
10.)

This from such an authority should be ac-

cepted as expert testimony and as probably
decisive evidence on the mooted question.

Every true lover of the woodlands of Cali-

fornia must feel under personal obligations

to the author for opening the way to a more
intimate and appreciative association with

her birds. We use the word association ad-

visedly, because it expresses what Mr.

Keeler's ', method exemplifies. He does not

merely observe the birds and record, in the

set forms of science, their characteristics and

habits, but he truly associates with them,

lives with them, seems to catch their very

thoughts and to understand the motives and

meanings of their procedure in what to them
must stand for that which we call

" the con-

duct of life." Indeed, the book is vivified and

distinctly enriched by repeated and very

charming comparisons, even almost identifi-

cations of bird-deeds and human-deeds; cer-

tain actions of theirs being traced to

reasonings and sentiments similar to those

which move us. The reader could not afford

to have these paragraphs removed from th

book.

It is only in their habitats and as they are

about their own and chosen business, of

course, that birds can be successfully

studied:

To know the birds we must see them in

their native haunts on the ocean, about the

shores, in the sage-brush and the pine woods,

(p. 10.)

Again, speaking of the mountain-quail and

the valley-quail:

To know these birds in the market, hung
up with limp bodies and ruffled plumage, is a

very different matter from an acquaintance
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with them in their native haunts, breathing
the same sweet air of the pine woods that

they breathe, and feeling the same thrill of

spring life. (p. 146.)

One welcome result of this companionable

and sympathetic association with birds at

home in their home is that it enables the

author to trace, in many an exquisite pas-

sage, the nature-setting of bird-life. Take

the following in the chapter on " March in

the Pine Woods," as an instance:

What days of joy are these, when the tree-

squirrels are barking and chuckling over
their love-making, when the salmon are

spawning in the mountain brooks, and the
birds are crowding back to their old nest-

ing-places! One by one the spring flowers

push their tender green shoots through the
woodland mold the hound's-tongue with its

clusters of blue stars; the fair, pale, dog-
toothed violets, and the trilium. The moun-
tain-quail sounds its loud, restless, whistling
titter from the high-lands, the valley-quail
crows below it, and away up among the

pine-trees a grouse is booming its love call,

(p. 146.)

We have expressed, at the beginning, our

estimate of the scientific value of this book.

This is, of course, of primary importance, in

modern times, in any book that deals with
life in nature the lack of reliableness in the

record of facts and the explication of them
would be fatal. Our concern, however, in

the present instance, is far more with the

literary form and quality of this essay with
which Mr. Keeler again enters into the world
not only of science but of letters. We de-

sire to record the conviction that in the

present and the future work of this young
author the world will recognize a quality of

which the Pacific Coast may well be proud.
WT

e must remember that the task attempt-
ed in this volume is one of great difficulty

namely, that of producing a work at once

technically accurate and beautiful in style.
It means much, accordingly, that the reader
of Bird Notes Afield is moved at once to com-
pare it with similar work of John Burroughs.
Burroughs is now advanced in years and the

exquisite perfection of his performance is

the fruit of maturity and long application to
chosen tasks. Mr. Keeler is at the beginning
of his career. If he addresses himself to his

undertakings with like care and industry,
and broods day and night over Nature's
wondrous story, the promise is that the com-
ing years will bring him an enviable repu-
tation and place him in a front rank among

writers on such themes as he is now attempt-

ing. In preparing this work he has given
himself time, and has proved himself suffi-

cently receptive to take bird-melody and

color and the environments of bird-life into

his mind and heart, and the result is that

in many a phrase and sentence and para-

graph, he not only writes as a faithful re-

corder of what he observes, but sings also

as a poet. In verification of this estimate

we append the following extracts:

At sunset the cicada is sounding his high,
palpitating love call from the meadow, when
suddenly, out of the sacred calm of evening,
full and rich and varied as the tones of an
organ, swells the song of a thrush. The
most inspired singer of all, with his rich,

gurgling fullness of rapturous sound, has
waited until all the lesser minstrels have
done their part in the day's chorus, and now
from his bush in the thicket, as the shadows
darken around him, he becomes infused with
the subtle delight of the sunset sky, the
sweet odors of the evening and the cool air

of the night.
"
Qui, qui, qui, quid, quid, quid"

he sings, with his little throat shaking and
trembling with the resonant quality of the
sound. Well can he afford to be clad in

olive and brown, relieved only by the white
speckled breast, with such wealth of song at
his command! His whole composition is too

delicately attuned to admit of showy colors.
Notice his large, bright eye, his long, slender

legs and delicate beak, his half-calm, half-

timid manners as he stands upon a twig in

the obscurity of the foliage. He is a crea-
ture apart from the vulgar throng that sur-
round him, and the exclusiveness of his
hours of song shows that he is not uncon-
scious of his superiority, (pp. 174, 175.)

In this region during the midsummer sea-

son, when the fog hangs in an almost per-
petual curtain over San Francisco Bay and
the land adjacent to it, it is a delight to slip

away among the secluded redwood groves
and see what the birds are about to lie in

the dark shade of foliage and watch the play
of life in the branches overhead to stand
by the stream where a mother sandpiper is

leading her nimble young along the pebbled
shore, and where the trout flashes in the sil-

ver stream as the kingfisher, with ominous
rattle, flies overhead. Here all is beautiful!
The sunlight filtering through the tracery of

drooping boughs is transmuted to a flaming
rose color, glowing amid the cool greens and
the purple shadows that invest it. (p. 181.)

Evening brings its own wonders, when the
bats fly mysteriously out of the gloom, and
the chimney-swifts, with fluttering, cork-
screw flight, come winging above us with
their chattering calls. We stand in the
solemn twilight with the gigantic primeval
trees looming above us, the shadows deepen-
ing beneath, and the breath of the night
whispering far overhead, almost oppressed
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by the sacred beauty, the awful calin, of one
of nature's holiest temples, (p. 1U3.)

Elder & Shepard, of San Francisco, are to
be credited with enterprise in bringing out
this valuable book, and with exceptional
good taste in their choice of type-face, paper,
and binding.

Dionysos and Immortality
FROM a perusal of this little volume by

President Benjamin Ide Wheeler, 'one is in-

clined to expect that the students of the

University of California will be incited
henceforth to a new interest in certain old
and almost forgotten lines of thought and
research. Chemistry and geology, mining
and engineering, political economy and com-
merce, belles lettres and modern languages,
law and medicine, and all the other up-to-
date studies of the U. C. curriculum are like-

ly to be crowded up a little in order to make
room for Greek antiquities of thought and
life. President Wheeler at the outset, in de-

claring a natural new-born affection for

California, confessed to an earlier interested

regard for "his beloved Hellas," and this

will undoubtedly bear fruit of thought here
as it has in the East.

Anticipating a ready audience on the Pa-
cific Coast for what President Wheeler has
to say about Greece her people and her

thought the Eastern publishers have

promptly sent hither his "
Ingersoll Lecture

on the Immortality of Man," given this year
at Harvard University. Therein is given a

brief review of the Greek belief in life after

death. The reader finds the subject to be in

the grasp of a comprehending mind, skilled

in the massing of many and diversified facts,

in grouping them symmetrically and logic-

ally, in giving them rational explication, and
in setting forth the results in a style at

once elegant and lucid.

To the student of comparative religion and
to those who hunger for the life after death,

President Wheeler's subject is of profound
interest. In elucidating it, he passes in re-

view the primitive faith, shared by the early

Greeks, in a soul separable from the body,
and destined for conscious, and presumably
contented existence hereafter. In the Hom-
eric poems this faith has become joyless, con-

templating only a shadowy and altogether

unsatisfactory future. But with the period

of Greek colonial and commercial expansion,

750 to 650 B. C. came a re-energizing of

Greek thought and life, characterized especi-
ally by the rise of individualism. This gives
the author his special theme" The Greek
Faith in Immortality as Affected by the
Rise of Individualism." He finds in this age
a revival, in a new form, of the early and
simple Greek faith in immortality. This
was fostered by the cult of the dramatic
Eleusinian mysteries and especially by the

grafting into them of the Dionysos worship.
The rise of Dionysos worship is held by
President Wheeler to be " the most im-

portant single phenomenon in the history of
Greek religion." Its problem was to deliver
men from the commonplace by an ecstasy
through which they should realize their own
triumphant spiritual being allying them with
the divine. It

"
infused a new life into the

dead formalism of religion, quickened and
energized the entire intellectual and spirit-

ual life of Greece to the very finger-tips. It

was the religion of enthusiasm." It reawak-
ened the expectation of a continued personal
existence after death, and finally opened the

way for Plato "
to offer the first philosophic

argument for the immortality of the soul/'

Thus, President Wheeler believes, did

Greece and Dionysos prepare for the day
when " men learned through the Convincing
Love to know and live the eternity within

them."

Juvenile Books for the Holidays
Messrs. Lee & Shepard, Doubleday & Mc-

Clure, Dodd, Mead & Co., and other pub-
lishers are competing with Santa Glaus in

the production of holiday surprises, in the

shape of most fascinating books for young
folk. It is a joy only to touch the beautiful

bindings and exquisite, paper. The one lapse
from good book-making taste is the general

inferiority of the illustrations, especially in

the books designed for boys. Many of these

pictures hint of the " blood-and-thunder "

and "
heavy-villain

"
type, and are executed

in a stiff and inartistic manner. When one

considers the susceptibiltiy of young people
to lifelike representations whether of persons
or things, and the present availability of

good illustrators, it seems a pity to neglect

this factor of youthful education.

The marked preponderance of those juve-

nile books whose appeal is directly to the

boyish liking confirms the impression that it

is harder to find material to suit the girlish

taste, and many more works of battle and
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adventure are issued than those carried out

on milder lines. Nevertheless, literary cater-

ers to little women have more than offset

this disparity by the charming, sympathetic

quality of their work, which can be put into

girls' stories only by the loving writers of

their own sex who have been through simi-

lar experiences incident to girlhood.

It gives a pleasant surprise, tinged with

reminiscence, to see the name of Oliver Op-

tic (W. T. Adams) on the title page of a new
volume. At his death two years ago, he left

the unfinished manuscript of An Undivided

Union, with an outline for its completion.

Edward Strathemeyer, well known as the

author of the popular
" Old Glory

"
Series,

has carried out Mr. Adams' plan in credit-

able fashion, and the book is sure to receive

unusual appreciation from thousands of

Oliver Optic's admirers.

Mr. Strathemeyer has added Under Otis in

the Philippines to the " Old Glory
"

Series,

and To Alaska for Gold to nis
" Bound to Suc-

ceed "
Series. Mr. Strathemeyer' s name, in

connection with these two suggestive titles,

renders further praise superfluous.

In view of General O. O. Howard's popu-

larity as a writer for boys, Henry in the War
will be taken up with pleasurable anticipa-

tion, especially by those of its readers who
have already seen " Donald's School Days,"
in which "

Henry
"

figures conspicuously.
General Howard's reputation as an author,

backed by his own character and exploits,

is gaining for him a growing place in the

esteem of not only his youthful readers, but

in that of the older people who realize his

power to elevate modern literature for their

children.

Camping on the St. Lawrence, and Grant Bur-
ton the Runaway, by Everett Tomlinson and
W. Gordon Parker, respectively, are two re-

freshingly natural tales. Cattle Ranch to

College, by Russell Doubleday, is another

good yarn, well illustrated from photo-
graphs.

Frank S. Child's The House with Sixty Clos-

ets, is a captivating story for imaginative
youngsters of both sexes, and is embellished
with a profusion of creditable drawings.
Told Under the Cherry Trees, by Grace Le-

Baron, a collection of short tales, will also

appeal to both boys and girls.

Martha Finley's Elsie in the South carries
on the history of Elsie's grandchildren; and
Sophie May has added another welcome book

to her long list of "
Prudy Books," under the*

title of Wee Lucy's Secret.

The only thorough-going fairy tales among;
all the children's books that have reached us-

are in one little blue volume called The Re-

turn of the Fairies, by Charles J. Bellamy,
brother of the late famous author of Looking

Backward. The stories are original and en-

tertaining and are daintily and fancifully

illustrated.

We Four' Girls, by Mary G. Darling, is a

cozy little story of four school-girls who
spend their summer vacation in the country,

continuing their school work under a chosen

teacher. It is charmingly written and illus-

trated.

Beck's Fortune, by Adele E. Thompson, is

a girls' story of unusual merit and interest,

which wT
ill be read and enjoyed by many old-

er folk than those for whom it is primarily

intended.

A tale by Amanda M. Douglas needs little

recommendation to those who have read!

other similar works of this engaging author..

Her latest book, A Little Girl in Old Philadel-

phia, is as quaint a narrative as the title im-

plies, and the sweet little Quaker heroine,,
"
Primrose," is likely to take a place among

the characters in fiction who are remembered
with tenderness.

Those familiar with the works of Laura
E. Richards will be glad to know that Dana,
Estes & Co., have brought out a new story

for girls entitled Peggy, which is quite up to-

the usual standard of this graceful author's

excellence, and is bound to please both old

and young.
To boys who have an insatiate curiosity

concerning railroad engineering, We Win,

by Herbert E. Hamblen, will be a rev-

elation in this field. In vivid and realistic

language the author sets forth the experi-

ences, both commonplace and uncommon, of

a railroad engineer's career. The sustained

interest of the story, combined with the re-

liable technical information, renders the

book of unusual value for young readers.

Mr. James Otis has supplied the boy&
with a book under the title of Messenger 48,

which possesses all the requisites for a wide-

awake, stirring detective story, while its

moral standard is above reproach. The

young hero, a messenger lad, wins local

fame by ferreting out the hiding-place of two
notorious murderers, for which deed he i

duly rewarded by his grateful townsfolk.
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It is hard to know just where to place

Mickey Finn Idylls, by Ernest Jarrold. To

be sure, they revolve about a boy's life and

character, and will consequently attract the

children; at the same time, the delicious

Irish humor and bits of glowing nature de-

scription will endear the book to older

readers.

No fairy tales could be quite so enchant-

ing as Ray Stannard Baker's The Boy's Boole

of Inventions. This is an irresistibly fasci-

nating work of 354 pages, embracing two

hundred elegant illustrations. All the in-

ventive wonders of the age are treated in a

comprehensible and captivating manner the

automobile, submarine boat," flying machines,

.great kites, and so on.

The Bow-Legged Ghost

ANOTHER holiday book of readable

stories has just been brought out by Leon

Mead, formerly associate editor of Truth.

The brief introduction is a well-devised in-

centive to read what follows, though unfor-

tunately for the reader's expectations the

first story in the collection The Bow-Legged

..Ghost from which the book takes its title-

is the weakest of the lot. Mr. Mead shows

.great versatility in the selection and hand-

ling of his topics. Around the most com-

monplace incidents he builds up unique little

romances that set us wondering why other

writers have not stumbled upon the same

ideas and found it worth while to elaborate

them. Perhaps the best of the entire group

under review is The Story of Four Carrier

Pigeons, the plot of which is exceedingly

-original. Revels of the Muses manifests an

-equally ingenious treatment of a clever

.scheme. Mr. Mead has put his best work,

however, into Fashion's Curious Lore, which

deals with bygone customs and fads unfa-

miliar to most readers, and exhibits careful

research on the part of the author. The

verse in Mr. Mead's book does not demon

strate any unusual ability; this and the col-

lection of jokes are on a par with the average

comic paper rhyme and wit.

Our Islands and Their People

THE most interesting opportunity now

open to American travelers would undoubt-

edly be a series of trips to the various ac-

quisitions of the United States in the two

great oceans. These island worlds are as

yet comparatively unknown, or known in a

desultory and imperfect way, through

newspaper articles published in connection

with the war with Spain, and the subsequent

campaign in Luzon. Americans, even that

majority of them who cannot gratify the de-

sire for foreign travel, are now afforded a

chance for a thorough acquaintance with

these regions with Cuba, Porto Rico, the

Hawaiian Islands, and the Philippines-

through the magnificent work which the

N. D. Thompson Publishing Company, of St.

Louis, is now publishing. This consists of

twenty-four parts, of thirty-two large quarto

pages each, with various inserts, colored

maps, etc., making in all a book of nearly

eight hundred pages. The reader of this

work will certainly be able to master a more

complete knowledge of these islands than

he could hope to gain even by years of travel

in them. The text is admirably written and

gives full and accurate accounts of the

various peoples, their modes of life, customs,

physical, intellectual and moral characteris-

tics, homes, industries, etc., all graphically

and circumstantially described. There is an

immense fund of important information here

thoroughly digested and classified for use.

The photographic illustrations and colored

plates are of unexcelled beauty, and are very

profuse, numbering about twelve hundred.

They constitute in themselves an album of

pictures worth far more than the cost of the

book. One marvels at the clearness and

sharpness of the reproductions here pre-

sented and feels himself translated to the

very scenes which they depict. No one is

likely to begrudge the money which will

give him possession of this book, especially

since the publishers have carried out their

design on a scale so ample and in a manner

so painstaking and accurate as to make the

work of permanent value for reference for

years to come. Parts I and II are now

ready, to be rapidly followed by others.

Books Received

From the Doubleday & McClure Co., New York

(through Payot, Upham & Co., San Francisco)

Arms and the Woman. By Harold McGrath.

$1.25.

Tales of the Telegraph. By Jasper Ewing
Brady. $1.25.

Stories of the Railroad. By John Alexander

Hill. $1.50.

Stalky & Co. By Rudyard Kipling. $1.50.

The Boy's Book of Inventions. By Ray Stau-

nard Baker. $2.00.
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Nancy Hanks. The story of Abraham Lin-
'

coin's mother. By Caroline Hanks Hitch-

cock. $.50.

Popular Studies in Literature, (Burns, Scott,

Byron); also, First Course in Mathematics;

Two issues in the Home Study Circle

Series. Edited by Seymour Easton. $1.00.

The Gentleman from Indiana. By Booth

Tarkington. $1.25.

Mickey Finn Idylls. By Ernest Jarrold.

$1.25.

Cattle Ranch to College. By Russell Double-

day. $1.25.

From the Macmillan Company (through Payot,

Upham & Co., San Francisco)

Miranda of the Balcony. By A. E. W. Ma-
son. $1.50.

Tales of Languedoc. By Samuel Jacques
Brim. $1.50.

Via Crucis. By Francis Marion Crawford.

From Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston

Mr. Jack Hamlin's Mediation. By Bret

Harte. $1.25.

Dionysos and Immortality. By Benjamin
Ide Wheeler. $1.00

From Funk & Wafnails Company, New York

The Expert Cleaner. By Hervey J. Seaman.

$.75.

True Stories of Heroic Lives. $1.00.

From Lee & Shepard, Boston

Told Under the Cherry Trees. By Grace Le
Baron. $1.00.

Under Otis in the Philippines; or, A Young
Officer in the Tropics. By Edward Strathe-

meyer. $1.25.

Henry in the War; or, The Model Volunteer.

By General O. O. Howard, U. S. A.

An Undivided Union. By Oliver Optic.

Completed by Edward Strathemeyer. $1.50.

Grant Burton, The Runaway. By W. Gor-
don Parker. $1.25.

To Alaska for Gold. By Edward Strathe-

meyer. $1.00.

We Four Girls. By Mary G. Darling. $1.25.

Beck's Fortune. By Adele E. Thompson.
$1.50.

The House With Sixty Closets. By Frank
Samuel Child. $1.25.

Wee Lucy's Secret. By Sophie May. $.75.

For Love's Sweet Sake: Selected Poems of
Love in All Moods. Edited by G. Hem-
bert W^estley. $1.50.

Ideal Suggestion Through Mental Pho-
tography. By Henry Wood. Cloth, $1.25,

paper $.50.

Camping on the St. Lawrence. By Everett
T. Tomlinson. $1.50.

From Thomas B. Mosher, Portland, Me.
Marjorie Fleming. By John Brown,
The Tale of King Coustans, The Em
Done Out of the Ancient French Int
lish. By William Morris.

Emerald Uthwart: An Imaginary Portrait.

By WT
alter Pater.

The History of Over Sea. Done Out of the
Ancient French Into English. By William
Morris.

Hours of Spring and Wild Flowers. By
Richard Jefferies.

Will o' the Mill. Robert Louis Stevenson.

The Georgics of Virgil. Two Volumes. By
J. W. Mackail.

The Story of Ida. By Francesca Alexander.

The Tale of Chloe. By George Meredith.

A Child's Garden of Verses. By Robert
Louis Stevenson.

MonnaTnnoniinata. By Christina G. Ros-
setti.

From Dodd, Mead & Co., New York
Elsie in the South. By Martha Finley. $1.25.

A Little Girl in Old Philadelphia. By Aman-
da M. Douglas.

From Dana, Estes & Co., Boston

Peggy. By Laura E. Richards. $1.25.

From the "Werner Company, Akron, Ohio

Mrs. Gillette's Cook-BooK. Author of White
House Cook-Book.

Messenger No. 48. By James Otis.

From The Blade Publishing Co., New Whatcom,
Wash.

Under Western Skies. Poems. By Frank
Carleton Teck.

From Little Folks Publishing Co., Springfield*

Mass.

Return of the Fairies. By Charles J. Bel-

lamy.

From Watch -Tower Bible and Tract Society*

Allegheny, Pa.

The At-One-Ment Between God and Man.
By Pastor Russell. Cloth, $.60; paper,
$.25.

From Elder & Shepard, San Francisco

Omega Et Alpha, and Other Poems. By
Greville d'Arville. $1.25.

Bird Notes Afield. By Charles A. Keeler.

$1.50.

From Charles H. Kerr & Co., New York
The Larger P^aith. A Novel. By James W.
Coulter. $l.uO.

From C. A. Murdock & Co., San Francisco

Songs and Sonnets. By Juliette Estelle

Mathis. $1.00.

From R. H. Russell, New York
Arizona: A Drama in Four Acts. By Au-
gustus Thomas. $1.25.

From R. R. Donnelly & Sons Co., Chicago
The Apistophilon. A Nemesis of Faith. By
Frank D. Bullard. $1.50.

ipson Publishing Co., St. Louis

Our Islands aiid Their People, as Seen with
"
'noAiJ^.m^ Pencil. Twenty-four parts;

part.














